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INTRODUCTION 

When the Commission launched its competition law offensive (“Monti-report” 
COM(2004) 83) against the over-regulated professional services sector as part of its 
larger “Lisbon 2000”-strategy to unleash the economic potential of the services sector, 
presumably not many people outside the liberal professions will have lost their sleep over 
it. Clearly, the threat of unchaining the competitive market forces in this economic sector 
populated by generally well-off and high-class citizens is less likely to stir up feelings than 
the application of the Internal Market-logic to collective actions by labour unions1.  
 
Moreover, those who díd care, namely the professionals, traditionally have a rather 
influential voice in the political process as is illustrated by their successful attempts to be 
excluded from several Internal Market directives as well as by the adoption of various 
European Parliament Resolutions in their support.2 Hence, the common perception of 
professional associations as corporatist lobby-groups is not completely without truth. 
Clearly, several historically grown professional rules are fossils which are, at best, 
maladjusted to current societal demands, and at worst, solely serve to protect the 
profession’s financial interest.  
 
So why bother devoting a dissertation to the phenomenon of professional regulation? 
 
Quality – For one, far from claiming that all societal phenomena necessarily serve a 
worthwhile function, the market for professional services dóes exhibit certain 
characteristics which do not neatly fit the preconditions for a welfare-enhancing 
competitive process and might thus mandate some caution in discarding all existing 
professional regulation as mere corporatism. Indeed, the idea that the (unregulated) 
market mechanism itself will always best serve the consumers’ needs in terms of prices as 
well as quality has lost some of its self-evident nature due to the gradual development of 
more refined insights into the various manners in which markets can fail. Hence, in these 
times of financial crisis where the strong belief in the market mechanism is being 
seriously tested, the market for professional services presents an interesting “case-study” 
to analyze the potential and limitations of regulating markets, as well as the manner in 
which the traditional branches of European economic law (free movement and 
competition) are capable and willing to take into account quality considerations as 
opposed to mere price logic. 

 
Self-regulation – Moreover, despite the recent debacle in market discipline for financial 
services, the potential and limitations of self-regulatory mechanisms such as the 
professional bodies remain an intriguing area of research. Indeed, although the belief in 
such sector-involvement has been severely shaken, it would be too short-sighted to 
therefore deny any potential positive input of such atypical regulatory set-ups. After all, 
in between pure self-regulation and full-blown government regulation, many alternative 

                                                 
1 ECJ, Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri [2007] E.C.R. I- 11767; ECJ, Case C-438/05 The International Transport Workers' 
Federation and The Finnish Seamen's Union ("ITWF") [2007] E.C.R. I- 10779. 
2 Note for example the exclusion of notaries from the Services Directive (Directive 2006/123/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of December 12, 2006 on services in the internal market ([2006] O.J. L376/36)). See the 
explicit support of the European Parliament for the self-regulatory organisation of the professions European 
Parliament resolution of March 23, 2006 on the legal professions and the general interest in the functioning of legal 
systems ([2006] O.J. C292 E/105). 
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setups are imaginable which could provide the appropriate incentive-structure combined 
with the sector-expertise advantages. Moreover, from a legal perspective the “hybrid” 
nature of such regulatory organisms poses new challenges in terms of the type and 
degree of scrutiny to which their actions should be subjected. Indeed, the two main 
branches of the European Internal Market legal system seemed to be modelled on the 
different types of threats posed by public as opposed to private actors, i.e. the free 
movement rules for state measures and the antitrust rules for private actions. The 
widespread trend of the blurring of this public/private divide has tested the flexibility 
and responsiveness of this Internal Market legal system.   

  
Efficient allocation of regulatory powers in a multi-level system – Furthermore, in 
the European context the recognition of a need to regulate inevitably raises the question 
as to the optimal level of decision-making. Indeed, whereas the aim of an Internal Market 
would seem to plead in favour of uniform consumer protection rules, such should not be 
taken for granted. Although the creation of a so-called level-playing field as well as the 
cross-border nature of several problems would seem to favour the centralized European 
level, arguments based on the superior satisfaction of heterogeneous preferences as well 
as the benefits of experimentation within “laboratories for policies and rules” point 
conversely to the local level. Hence, the balancing implied within the maxim “unity in 
diversity” should be taken seriously. 
 
Micro and macro research questions – The central research question of this 
dissertation thus aims to find out “how to ensure an optimal provision of professional 
services in the Internal Market”, and therefore seeks to investigate how the EU Internal 
Market policy should ensure the appropriate legal environment for such services. 
Nonetheless, this micro- l eve l  focus  on the specific phenomenon of professional services 
does not prevent this doctoral thesis from contributing to two other macro- l eve l  debates  
concerning, firstly, the regulation of quality and, secondly, the increasing reliance on 
degrees of self-regulation. Hence, the evolving economic insights into the quality 
component of markets, as well as the need for quality regulation as a response to market 
as well as contract failures, will be analyzed. In addition, the economic theory on the 
phenomenon of self-regulation, including the institutional mechanisms to correct the 
self-regulators’ incentives, will be expounded.  Moreover, the legal component of the 
analysis will require cutting through the discussion on the blurring of the public- private 
divide and its implications for the European Internal Market legal framework,  as well as 
the debate on whether the traditionally price competition focused competition law 
analysis leaves sufficient room for quality considerations.  Furthermore, the implications 
of the free movement and competition law jurisprudence for the allocation between the 
EU and the Member States of the competence to adopt such quality (co-)regulation will 
have to be included in the investigation. 
 
Methodology – In order to address these issues, I chose to complement the traditional 
legal approach with a so-called “law & economics” approach. I intentionally use the 
terminology of “law & economics” rather than “economic analysis of law” to describe 
the methodology employed in this dissertation. Indeed, whereas a genuine “economic 
analysis of law” - doctoral thesis would attempt to contribute to the understanding of the 
phenomenon of law by applying the economic methods (mathematical economic 
modelling, empirical analysis, etc.) to a limited legal problem in a more abstract manner, I 
opted to preserve the full complexity of the legal questions surrounding professional 
services in the European Internal Market and simply utilize insights from economic 
theory to clarify them in both a positive as well as a normative manner. Nonetheless, as 
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will be seen, the “operationalization” of these economic insights for application to the 
specific legal rules often required extensive economic analyses.   
 
In essence, economic theory comes into the analysis in two ways. For one, it will 
inevitably make up a component of the “traditional” legal analysis conducted in this 
dissertation. Indeed, whereas a legal approach usually consists in clarifying the meaning 
and scope of legal rules, while evaluating their consistency, in areas of economic law such 
as competition law and, at least originally, free movement law, such a more descriptive 
analysis will necessarily have to take into account the economic insights into the 
underlying phenomena of markets, international trade, market failures, etc. In other 
words, the economic aspects of the legal rules at issue will need to be considered. 
 
Secondly, in view of the more ambitious research question as to the optimal regulatory 
framework for professional services within the EU multilevel system, a more 
fundamental use of the economic approach will be required. Indeed, to predict and 
assess the actual impact upon society as the ultimate beneficiary of professional 
regulation and legal rules at large, microeconomics can offer important methodological 
building blocks. Thus, microeconomics may provide insights into the rationale for 
professional regulation and self-regulation by studying the various market failures as well 
as potential market solutions. Moreover, it can assist in comparing alternative rules and 
instruments by predicting their incentive effects and thus their likely impact on human 
behaviour. Furthermore, at a normative level, welfare economics helps to match up the 
efficiency aspects of, e.g., regulation versus market solutions, government versus self-
regulation, alternative legal rules, centralized versus decentralized action, so as to evaluate 
these diverse institutional arrangements on the basis of their respective contribution to 
social welfare.3 Clearly, efficiency should not be seen as the sole objective of law. Rather, 
it should generally be perceived as a methodological instrument to attain preset 
philosophical, moral and otherwise inspired ideals, in the most cost minimizing manner. 
Obviously, economic science, like any discipline (including law), proceeds on the basis of 
certain assumptions such as the (on average) rational behaviour of legal subjects. Mindful 
of these limitations of economics, as well as the attempts to address these within 
economic theory itself, I still deem it to provide a particularly useful theoretical and 
conceptual framework to analyse the phenomenon of professional services. 
 
Structure – As will be seen, the main characteristics setting apart professional services 
are (1) the presence of specific professional (quality) regulation beyond general law and, 
(2) the large contribution of self-regulation in the adoption of these rules. These essential 
traits will influence to a great extent the structure of the analysis. 
 
A first major part of this dissertation (PART I) will set out the conceptual and 
theoretical framework utilized to analyze the phenomenon of professional services within 
the European Internal Market. After a brief descriptive analysis of the concepts of 
professional services, professional regulation and professional associations, a more in-
depth theoretical analysis based on the law and economics’ perspective will be embarked 
upon. 
 
Since this dissertation pertains to address the multifaceted question of how to ensure an 
optimal provision of professional services in the European Internal Market, a first 

                                                 
3 See Shavell, S., Foundations of Economic Analysis of Law (Harvard University Press, Cambridge (Mass.), 2004), 1-4, on 
the predictive and normative value of economic analysis. 
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chapter will attempt to briefly clarify the concepts of professional services, professional 
regulation and professional associations.  
 
Subsequently, a second chapter will look into the economic rationale for professional 
regulation as alleged market-corrective quality regulation. In doing so, first a brief 
overview will be given of the economic understanding of the market mechanism as 
refined by the introduction of the contract mechanism. Subsequently, the two rivalling 
economic perspectives on the rationale of regulatory intervention which are traditionally 
distinguished, i.e. the “Public Interest Theory of Regulation” and the Private Interest 
Theory of Regulation, will be set out. Hence, aside from the alleged succumbing of the 
legislative process to private interest lobbying for professional rules, the potential market 
and contract failures claimed to inspire some of these rules will be elaborated upon. 
Thereafter, different types of professional regulation and their benefits and weaknesses 
will be briefly analysed. Lastly, the legal instruments of ex post liability versus ex ante 
regulation will be succinctly opposed.  
 
Apart from the highly regulated nature of what, in the eyes of some, differs not so much 
from a purely commercial activity, it is probably the traditional involvement of the 
profession itself in the rule-making, monitoring and/or enforcement which has 
augmented the scepticism towards professional regulation. Hence, the third chapter will 
address the economic arguments for involving the profession in the regulatory process 
rather than simply leaving it to classic government regulation. Clearly, as will be seen in 
the subsequent chapters, such privatization of rule-making also entails important 
consequences from a legal perspective.  
 
If it is found that a certain degree of (market-corrective) professional regulation is 
necessary to allow that market to function properly, and the benefits of entrusting either 
co-regulatory or competitive self-regulatory organizations with the adoption of such rules 
has been established, the next essential issue to determine within a multi-level regulatory 
context such as the European Union will be to which level the regulatory competences 
should be allocated. Hence, a fourth chapter will set out the basic insights of the theory 
of economic federalism on the optimal allocation of regulatory competences.  
 
Subsequently these economic insights into the optimal form of professional regulation 
will be confronted with the intricacies of the European Internal Market legal framework 
in the second major Part of this dissertation (PART II).  
 
Hence, in the fifth chapter the actual or potential impact of the free movement rules on 
professional regulation, i.e. the manner in which they apply to self- and co-regulatory set-
ups as well as the leeway given to quality considerations, will be established. First, the 
personal scope of the provisions on free movement will be analysed to determine if and 
when private or “hybrid” regulation can be expected to be caught. After an overview of the 
Court’s case law as regards such private accountability, the desirability of holding these 
private parties, and in particular professional organisations, accountable under the free 
movement rules will be discussed. Hence, the need for such an extension of the personal 
scope as well as the potential implications for the system of the Treaty as a whole will be 
looked at. 
 
Subsequently, the substantive scope of these provisions, namely the content of ‘a barrier 
to free movement’ as well as the potential to justify such measures, will be examined in 
order to ascertain which types of professional rules are likely to be upheld as well as the 
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level of government which is awarded the competence to regulate or co-regulate. A 
manifold of considerations (should) play a role in this discussion on the substantive 
scope, of which two will be thus explicitly singled out, i.e. the desired degree of market 
regulation versus integration and the allocation of powers as between the Member States 
and the Community. Thereafter, some economic theoretical insights will be employed to 
underpin the position as to the substantive scope adopted in this dissertation.  
 
Since mere ‘negative integration’, that is the prohibition of restrictive national measures 
by means of Court action, will rarely suffice to genuinely integrate a market because of its 
piecemeal character as well as the persisting obstacles posed by justified national 
regulation, legislative intervention has always formed an essential component of the 
internal market project. Such legislation can take the form of either a reinforcement of 
the ‘negative integration’-route by codifying prohibited restrictive practices, or a ‘positive 
integration’-approach harmonising or co-ordinating justified national barriers. Therefore, 
the sixth chapter will examine a variety of legislative measures which affects the 
provision of professional services in the Internal Market, taking into account their 
believed contribution to the integration of the professional services’ market, their 
potential implications for the allocation of regulatory competences, as well as the actual 
substance of the professional rules contained in these Community measures.    
 
Apart from having the potential to hinder free movement, professional regulation can 
obviously also interfere with the competitive process. Hence, the seventh chapter will 
examine íf and how the competition provisions (can) apply to potentially anti-
competitive professional rules. Since hitherto all cases involving professional regulation 
have been dealt with under Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC), the analysis in this 
dissertation will focus on this provision, thereby not denying the potential relevance of 
Arts. 82 and 86(2) EC. First, it will be investigated whether professional rules can 
amount to “agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings 
and concerted practices” and are thus caught within the personal scope of Art. 101 
TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). Since an often recurring feature of professional associations is 
their “hybrid” nature, i.e., their functioning and/or setup will generally display some 
degree of state involvement next to the typical self-regulatory character, the exact 
consequences of this close link between professional regulation and state action for the 
application of the antitrust provisions will need to be examined.  Hence, two interrelated 
questions will be addressed. For one, it will be established if and when state involvement 
in the adoption of professional rules will lead to an infringement of the competition rules 
by the state itself (state liability). Secondly, it will be investigated when a professional 
regulation should be considered an anti-competitive decision within the meaning of Art. 
101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) for which the professional association should be liable, 
as opposed to a ‘genuine state measure’ for which it could escape accountability (state 
action defense). 
 
Subsequently, the substantive scope of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) will be analysed 
for its capacity to accommodate for such professional quality self-regulation. Hence, a 
wider allocative efficiency concept taking into account other market failures, such as the 
potential information asymmetries and externality problems in professional markets, as 
significant obstructions for competitive markets, will be suggested. Thereafter, the 
concrete legal tests employed by the Court as well as the Commission under paragraphs 1 
& 3 of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) will be examined against this backdrop and with 
a specific focus on the leeway given for the particular interests pursued by professional 
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regulation. Clearly, a substantial part of this analysis will be dedicated to situating and 
explaining the Wouters case.4 

                                                 
4 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577. 
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Chapter 1. Concepts 

Introduction – Since this dissertation pertains to address the multifaceted question of 
how to ensure an optimal provision of professional services in the European Internal 
Market, some of the main concepts utilized should be clarified. For one, what does the 
term “professional service” stand for and if an exact positive definition is lacking, how 
can it still operate as a workable concept? Secondly and closely related, what is 
understood by “professional regulation” in this research? Lastly, what can be perceived 
as typical features of “professional bodies”? 
 
Delimitation of the positive analysis of professional services – It should be clear 
that the focus of this dissertation is on the interaction of professional services with 
European law and policy. Given this broader objective, it was infeasible to undertake a 
genuine comparative analysis of these professions, their regulation and professional 
associations across the Member States. Therefore, in addition to a number of legal 
theoretical works, the existing analyses conducted by the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), the European Commission and certain national 
competition authorities serve as the main source for deriving workable concepts and 
illustrations. 
 

I. Liberal professions or professional services 

No generally accepted prescriptive definition nor enumeration – When attempting 
to analyse the impact of European action on the ‘liberal professions’ or ‘professional 
services’, a preceding clarification of these terms would seem indispensable. Nonetheless, 
it turns out that there simply is neither a universally or even European-wide accepted 
definition nor a reliable enumeration of all occupations falling within that class (open-
ended category).5 In fact, the types of activities identified as ‘liberal professions’ or 
‘professional services’ differ across countries and over time.  
 
Attempts at identifying “essential characteristics” – Even so, many “descriptive” 
attempts at identifying common traits in the occupations generally accepted as part of the 
liberal professions have been undertaken. For instance, at the European level the recent 
Directive 2005/36/EC on the recognition of professional qualifications defines liberal 
professions as “those practised on the basis of relevant professional qualifications in a 
personal, responsible and professionally independent capacity by those providing 
intellectual and conceptual services in the interest of the client and the public. The 
exercise of the profession might be subject in the Member States, in conformity with the 
Treaty, to specific legal constraints based on national legislation and on the statutory 
provisions laid down autonomously, within that framework, by the respective 
professional representative bodies, safeguarding and developing their professionalism 
and quality of service and the confidentiality of relations with the client.”6 It seems that 

                                                 
5 See, among others, Opinion of Advocate General JACOBS delivered on 23 March 2000 in Joined cases C-180/98 
and C-184/98 Pavlov [2000] E.C.R. I-06451, para 83; Belgian website of the “Federatie voor Vrije en Intellectuele 
Beroepen” (FVIB) at: http://www.fvib.be/viewobj.jsp?article=347786 ; RBB Economics, Economic Impact of Regulation 
in Liberal Professions - A Critique of the IHS Report ( 2003), 
http://www.ccbe.org/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/rbb_ihs_critique_en1_1183706206.pdf, 21. 
6 Directive 2005/36/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of September 7, 2005 on the recognition of 
professional qualifications ([2005] O.J. L 255/22), recital 43 [emphasis added], which was based on the definition in 
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among the most recurrent traits in these definitions are: “intellectual”, “independent”, 
“personal responsibility”, “public and client interest”, “specific regulation”, “professional 
body”, “deontology”, etc.7  
 
Core common trait: acclaimed need for specific regulation – The common feature 
most distinctive for occupations categorized as “liberal professions” is probably the fact 
that they are governed by specific professional regulation in response to a (often intuitively) 
perceived insufficiency of the market and traditional legal mechanism8 to provide the 
framework for an adequate service provision.9 Hence, it would seem that something in 
the nature of these diverse services distinguishes them from traditional commercial 
services.   
 
Inherent specific features of the service – Among the traits commonly considered as 
typical, some do indeed seem to relate to the nature of the service itself. For one, 
professional services are generally defined as intellectual and complex in nature, requiring 
specialised skills obtained through intense training and maintained through permanent 
education. Secondly, they will often be of a personalised rather than a standardised nature, 
thus requiring a certain discretionary judgment. In addition, many of these services seem 
to be concerned with essential rather than marginal needs of individuals, such as health, legal 
rights, security of building structures, etc.10 Moreover, an optimal service provision will 
frequently call for a climate of trust and cooperation between the professional and his client.11 
Also, aside from the client’s interest, the service provision is often deemed to affect the 
“public interest” in some way.  
 
Ensuing requirements for the service provision – The other traits commonly 
identified do not so much concern the nature of the service itself but rather the manner in 
which it is thought that these services should be provided given their specificity. Indeed, the 
requirement of independence from pressures of a legal, political and commercial nature, as 
well as the demand for personal responsibility, reflect the unusual character accorded to this 
service. Hence these “features” will often be “installed” as a result of some type of 
professional regulation.  The extent to which these professional services do indeed differ 
from the traditional commercial services and thus necessitate specific regulation will be 
further examined in Chapter 2. 
 

                                                 
ECJ, Case C-267/99 Adams [2001] E.C.R. I-7467, para 41: “The liberal professions mentioned in Annex F(2) to the 
Sixth Directive are activities which involve a marked intellectual character, require a high-level qualification and are 
usually subject to clear and strict professional regulation. In the exercise of such an activity, the personal element is of 
special importance and such exercise always involves a large measure of independence in the accomplishment of the 
professional activities.” 
7 See , among others, the Belgian website of the “Federatie voor Vrije en Intellectuele Beroepen” (FVIB) at: 
http://www.fvib.be/viewobj.jsp?article=347786; RBB Economics, Economic Impact of Regulation in Liberal Professions - A 
Critique of the IHS Report ( 2003), 
http://www.ccbe.org/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/rbb_ihs_critique_en1_1183706206.pdf, 22-29;  
Baetens, P., "Definition Profession Liberale", in Penne, K., Van Havere, K., Peeters, K. and others (eds.), Het vrije 
beroep van de 21ste eeuw (Peeters, 1998) 19, 27; see also Art. 2, streepje 4, Kaderwet van 24 september 2006 betreffende 
het voeren van de beroepstitel van een dienstverlenend intellectueel beroep en het voeren van de beroepstitel van een 
ambachtelijk beroep, B.S. 16 november 2006, 61469. 
8 “Specific professional regulation” is used here in contrast with the legal framework which governs traditional 
commercial transactions (including civil law as well as the “specialized commercial law”). 
9 For a critical analysis of this claim from a law and economics perspective, see Chapter 2. 
10 See also INDECON (2003), “Indecon’s assessment of restrictions in the supply of professional services”, i, 
www.tca.ie.  
11 For example, for an optimal service provision a client should be able to entrust all the necessary information to his 
lawyer, doctor, etc. 
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Conclusion – Even though there is no such thing as a well-defined concept or category 
of liberal professions, these professions are “united in diversity” by the fact that they are 
surrounded by specific professional regulation pertaining to correct the failing market 
mechanism and to complement the general legal framework.   
 

II. Nature of professional regulation  

Concept – What then is understood by such “professional regulation”? In this 
dissertation professional regulation is taken to refer to those rules applicable to the liberal 
professions that go beyond the regulation which typically streamlines market transactions to include 
additional market corrective prescriptions.12 
 
Content of professional rules – Although an exhaustive discussion of the various 
professional rules across countries and professions is clearly beyond the scope of this 
thesis, some of the most controversial ones will be considered in more detail in the 
chapter on the “economic ratio of professional regulation”.13 At this point however, only 
a general classification on the basis of their content will be offered. Hence, professional 
regulation can be subdivided into the categories of (1) entry regulation and (2) rules of 
conduct.14  
 
Deontology versus mere substantive disciplinary rules – The second branch, i.e., 
rules of conduct, is often equated with the concept of ‘deontology’. ‘Deontological rules’ 
are then “those rules who allow the service provider to disregard, as much as reasonably 
possible, his self-interest and to find a balance between loyalty to the client and 
responsibility towards third parties and society at large”.15 However, GEENS points out 
the need to distinguish these “true” deontological rules as defined above, from conduct rules 
which are merely (substantive) disciplinary rules aiming to “maintain the internal cohesion of 
the profession as well as protect its external reputation”.16 As will be discussed more in 
detail in Chapter 2, such ‘true deontological rules’ concern the relationship of the 

                                                 
12 See also in that sense Geens, K., Het Vrij Beroep,  Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 1986, 640, who, in the specific 
Belgian context, distinguishes professional law from “general law” in the sense of civil law (contract law, tort law), as 
well as from  the specific “general economic law” regime (“handelsrecht”) applicable to Belgian traders, 19-20. 
13 In Van Binsbergen, the Court enumerated some professional rules which could potentially be justified by the general 
good: “rules relating to organization, qualifications, professional ethics, supervision and liability”, ECJ, Case 33/74 
Van Binsbergen [1974] E.C.R.1299, para. 12. 
14 See Chapter 2. 
15 Translated from Geens, K., "Vrij beroep en mededinging: deontologie is een remedie tegen, tucht dikwijls een 
gevolg van marktfalen", in Cornelis, L. (ed.), Liber Amicorum Tijdschrift voor Privaatrecht en Marcel Storme (Story-Scientia, 
Brussel, 2004) 283, 290; see also Geens, K., Het Vrij Beroep,  Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 1986, 640, 395-397, where 
he distinguishes between three potential incentives given by deontological rules: (1) prevent professional from acting 
too much in his self-interest, (2) prevent professional from identifying too much with the client’s interest so as to 
endanger his responsibility towards society at large, (3) prevent professional from focusing too much on short term 
societal interest to the detriment of his client’s interest and society’s long term interest; Van der Biesen, G., Om de eer en 
de waardigheid? Tuchtrechtspraak in de vrije beroepen, in "Cahiers" Van Het Instituut Recht En Samenleving, (KUL, Leuven, 1993), 
85. 
16 Geens, K., "Vrij beroep en mededinging: deontologie is een remedie tegen, tucht dikwijls een gevolg van 
marktfalen", in Cornelis, L. (ed.), Liber Amicorum Tijdschrift Voor Privaatrecht En Marcel Storme (Story-Scientia, Brussel, 
2004) 283, 294; indeed, substantive disciplinary law is best understood as the “internal law of the organization in 
question covering the totality of all rules of conduct to which its members are obliged to adhere in accordance with an 
internal set of rules” and thus aims at ensuring that the this organization can remain in existence and perform its tasks, 
Rogall, K., "Germany, principles of criminal procedure and their application in disciplinary proceedings" (2003) Revue 
internationale de droit penal 925. Procedural or formal disciplinary law can be understood to regulate the procedure in 
disciplinary cases, involving thus infringements of true deontological rules as well as mere substantive disciplinary 
rules. 
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professional with his clients as well as society at large, and could in fact be understood as 
attempting to correct the failure of the market and the general legal framework. “Pure 
substantive disciplinary law” however, is then thought to be solely concerned with the 
rapports between the professionals themselves or with their professional body.17 Hence, 
its objective will be not so much the correction of market and law failure, but rather the 
upholding of the “honour and dignity” of the profession and will thus be solely in the 
interest of the group.18  
 
Disciplinary proceedings enforcing deontological rules? – An important criticism 
on the professional disciplinary proceedings has been the fact that they were, and 
sometimes still are, too much concerned with this second type of conduct rules and thus 
with the interest of the profession rather than the clients or society.19 However, attempts 
seem to have been made to correct this situation.20 Moreover, even though many of 
these substantive disciplinary rules are in fact harmless, for example the prohibition for 
lawyers to send each other registered letters21, some of them are clearly corporatist in 
nature and thus exacerbate rather than correct the failure of the market.  
 
Source of professional rules – An eye-catching feature of many professional rules is 
their origin in some degree of “self-regulation” by a professional association. Nonetheless, 
various professional rules in fact emanate from pure government regulation in the form 
of special legislation22, criminal law23, … The source of these rules will be of importance 
in determining the “point of contact” with European law. Indeed, as we will see, the 
nature of the rule, i.e., government regulation versus self-regulation, still plays a non-
negligible role in establishing the applicability of the various branches of EU law. 

                                                 
17 Geens, K., "Vrij beroep en mededinging: deontologie is een remedie tegen, tucht dikwijls een gevolg van 
marktfalen", in Cornelis, L. (ed.), Liber Amicorum Tijdschrift Voor Privaatrecht En Marcel Storme (Story-Scientia, Brussel, 
2004) 283, 294. 
18 Geens, K., "Vrij beroep en mededinging: deontologie is een remedie tegen, tucht dikwijls een gevolg van 
marktfalen", in Cornelis, L. (ed.), Liber Amicorum Tijdschrift Voor Privaatrecht En Marcel Storme (Story-Scientia, Brussel, 
2004) 283, 294-295. 
19  Faure, M., "Regulation of Attorneys in Belgium", in Faure, M., Finsinger, J., Siegers, J. and others (eds.), Regulation of 
Professions (MAKLU, Antwerpen, 1993) 89, 108-109; Londers, G., "De tucht en de deontologie van de magistraat", in 
Lust, S. a. L. P. (ed.), Tucht en Deontologie. (In)effectiviteit van het tuchtrecht ter handhaving van de waardigheid van het ambt (die 
Keure, Brugge, 2007) 327, 330; Indeed the object of disciplinary procedures is often seen as “ensur[ing] the functioning of 
the respective organisations as subsystems of the state against disturbances by members of the organization”. Jakobs, G., 
Strafrecht Allgemeiner Teil (de Gruyter, Berlin, 1993), No 3/15 as cited by Van der Biesen, G., Om de eer en de waardigheid? 
Tuchtrechtspraak in de vrije beroepen, in "Cahiers" Van Het Instituut Recht En Samenleving, (KUL, Leuven, 1993). Contrast 
however with Svorny, S., "Licensing, Market Entry Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia 
of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 296, 304, who mentions 
a study in which it was shown that “disciplinary procedures by state medical boards are as common as criminal 
penalties in the broader population.” 
20 See for example the Belgian disciplinary procedure for lawyers. Its legal basis Art. 456 GerW, which traditionally 
charged the disciplinary authority solely with sanctioning the violations of the “honour of the professional group” and 
the “principles of dignity, integrity and decency”, was amended so as to include the safeguarding of “an adequate 
execution of professional duties”. This can then be understood to include also the client’s and society’s interest in a 
proper professional practice.  Stafhouder PHILIPPE DE JAEGERE, “Nieuwe Tuchtrechtspleging voor advocaten: de Wet 
van 21 juni 2006”, at http://www.advoring.be/content/buba/9-buba-tucht_ph-de-jaegere.pdf. See also the 
considerable reforms (being) carried out in the United Kingdom, resulting in, for example, the setting up of an 
independent Legal Complaints Service for the solicitor’s profession, see http://www.legalcomplaints.org.uk/. 
21 Cox, C., "De oprit naar de file verbreden" (2003-2004) Jura Falconis 491; Stafhouder Boydens, E., “Confraterniteit en 
loyauteit”, at http://www.advoring.be/content/buba/6-buba-confraterniteit-en-loyaliteit_e-boydens.pdf 
22 For example in Belgium: Wet van 20 februari 1939 op de bescherming van de titel en van het beroep van architect, 
B.S. 25 maart 1939; Wet van 22 juli 1953 houdende oprichting van een instituut van de Bedrijfsrevisoren en organisatie 
van het publiek toezicht op het beroep van bedrijfsrevisor, gecoördineerd op 30 april 2007, B.S. 24 mei 2007, 27957; 
Wet op de uitoefening van de diergeneeskunde gecoördineerde versie van 26 mei 2006, B.S. 16 mei 2006, 1. 
23 For example in Belgium: protection of title of lawyer (Art. 227 ter SW); as well as the professional secrecy obligation 
(doctors, lawyers,…) (Art. 458 SW).    
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III. Professional bodies 

Diversity and commonality – One of the most visible traits of the liberal professions is 
their tendency to organize themselves in professional bodies or associations. Even 
though much variety exists in terms of the status, tasks or composition of such bodies, 
there are some features which seem to be shared by most. Indeed, the majority of 
associations for the liberal professions can be seen to be in some way involved in regulating 
(even if only in an advisory capacity), monitoring and/or disciplining the profession.24 Hence the 
“specific legal framework” of most liberal professions will contain some degree of self-
regulation.25 In other words, the powers and activities of professional bodies will 
generally go beyond the mere representation of their members. Most associations of the 
liberal professions typically enjoy some type of official recognition or other form of close relations 
with government conveying a degree of authority on their actions.26 Moreover, often they 
will have the monopoly power over regulating a profession.  
 

1. Status and composition 

From a privileged relationship with government to a public law body – As 
mentioned, most professional bodies are either officially recognized or have another type 
of “special relationship” with the government authorities. However, some even have the 
“privileged yet indefinite/vague” status of a public law body indicating that they have been 
set up by means of a special statute/law/decree.27 Ideally, these decrees also determine 
the powers of the professional body as well as its composition.28  Nonetheless, as will be 
seen, the European Court of Justice refused to attach any consequences to this national 

                                                 
24 OECD (2008), “Potential pro-competitive and anti-competitive aspects of trade/business associations”, 22, 
www.oecd.org. 
25 INDECON (2003), “Indecon’s assessment of restrictions in the supply of professional services”, www.tca.ie, finds 
self-regulation sensu lato to be the “predominant form of regulation”, 17. 
26 OECD (2000), “Competition in Professional Services”, 22, at www.oecd.org. 
27 van den Heuvel Rijnders, J., Lackner, I., and Verkerk, H., Publieke belangen en marktordening bij vrije beroepen (Ministerie 
van Economische Zaken, 2004), 
http://www.ez.nl/pv_obj_cache/pv_obj_id_DD4FA1F04F50FB3438A75CAE2560495D98BA1F00, 31; Examples in 
Belgium include: the “Orde van Geneesheren”, the “Orde van Apothekers”, the “Orde der Dierenartsen”, the “Orde 
van Architecten”, the “Orde van Advocaten”, the “Instituut van Bedrijfsrevisoren”, the “Instituut van Accountants”; 
and in the Netherlands:  the “Nederlandse Orde van Advocaten”, the “Koninklijk Nederlands Instituut van 
Registeraccountants”, the “Nederlandse Orde van Accountants- Administratieconsulenten”, the “Nederlandse 
Loodsencorporatie”, the “Koninklijke Notariële Beroepsorganisatie”, the “Koninklijke Beroepsorganisatie voor 
Gerechtsdeurwaarder”; additional examples are: “Ordre des Avocats” in France, “Ordine degli Avvocati” in Italy or 
“Anwaltskammer” in Germany. According to MAST & DUJARDIN as cited in Van der Biesen, G., Om de eer en de 
waardigheid? Tuchtrechtspraak in de vrije beroepen, in "Cahiers" Van Het Instituut Recht En Samenleving, (KUL, Leuven, 1993), 4, 
footnote 1, a public law professional corporation is “an organism vested with legal personality which those longing to 
practice a particular profession need to be member of, and which has the task of admitting to the profession all those 
who fulfil the legal conditions, of defining their professional duties and of ensuring their observance by imposing 
disciplinary sanctions” (own translation). 
28 See in that sense Dalcq, R., "Déontologie et responsabilité", in Penne, K., Van Havere, K., Peeters, K. and others 
(eds.), Het vrije beroep van de 21ste eeuw (Peeters, 1998) 171, who identifies the Belgian “Bars” as bodies created by a 
statute which confers legal personality upon them and determines their composition and competences, 177; Art. 134 of 
the Dutch Constitution explicitly provides for the setup of such public law bodies which can be delegated regulatory 
powers. It requires the founding decree to determine the powers as well as the composition of these bodies. In 
addition it should arrange the supervision of these public law bodies. (annulment of the decisions of these bodies can 
only occur by reason of conflict with the law or the general interest.) 
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classification and thus countered the attempts to derive some sort of immunity or 
“special legal position” in respect of EU law from this public law status.29  
 
Composition – Despite their special status and tasks, professional bodies are 
traditionally largely composed of practitioners from the relevant profession. Hence a 
clear/perceptible division between the association’s representative and regulatory (and 
sometimes even disciplinary) function is usually seriously lacking.30 Moreover, the same 
professionals sometimes staff the rule-making as well as the disciplinary organs,31 thus 
ignoring any type of separation of powers’ logic. This lack of independence of the 
regulator/adjudicator from its regulated or disciplined subjects has been heavily criticized 
and many have spoken out for the inclusion of more independent experts or even 
consumers in these bodies.32 
 

2. Tasks 

Admittance into the profession – Generally the professional bodies are granted the 
power to check whether someone has the necessary qualifications and capacities to be 
admitted to a particular profession (with reserved tasks or title).33 Hence, in order to be 
allowed into the profession the practitioner will often need to become member of that 
professional association.34Also in the specification of these educational or training 
requirements, the professional bodies are often given an important say.35   
 

                                                 
29 See for example, ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 65-66, where the public law 
status of the Dutch Bar was deemed irrelevant. It makes no difference that the professional body enjoys public law 
status, as long as it regulates the economic behaviour of its members and does not carry out typical governmental 
prerogatives or social tasks based on the principle of solidarity. Such governmental tasks are thought to be carried out 
by, for example, Dutch notaries and bailiffs, when drawing up authentic deeds, respectively exercising police 
compulsion. (van den Heuvel Rijnders, J., Lackner, I., and Verkerk, H., Publieke belangen en marktordening bij vrije beroepen 
(Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 2004), 
http://www.ez.nl/pv_obj_cache/pv_obj_id_DD4FA1F04F50FB3438A75CAE2560495D98BA1F00, 32) 
30 An exception is for example, the medical profession in the UK where these functions are split between the British 
Medical Association (= representation) and the General Medical Council (= primary regulatory body composed mainly 
of practitioners), with the Privy Council as the supervisor and the Council for the Regulation of Healthcare 
Professionals an additional oversight regulator. 
31 This was the case in Belgium for lawyers, but seems to have been adapted since the adoption of the new Wet van 21 
juni 2006 (B.S., 20 JULI 2006), see Stafhouder PHILIPPE DE JAEGERE, “Nieuwe Tuchtrechtspleging voor advocaten: de 
Wet van 21 juni 2006”, at http://www.advoring.be/content/buba/9-buba-tucht_ph-de-jaegere.pdf. 
32 See for example the criticisms by the Irish Competition Authority on the composition of the Dental Council as 
including almost solely dental professionals or those involved in the education of dentists, Dentists Executive 
Summary, at: http://www.tca.ie/templates/index.aspx?pageid=934.   
33 See also OECD (2009), “Alternatives to traditional regulation”, 36, at www.oecd.org; An exception is for example 
the notary profession in Belgium where government retains the sole power to admit professionals. Moreover, in 
respect of architects, registration is controlled by an independent body in, for example, the UK, Netherlands and 
Finland. See for example, ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] E.C.R. I-8613; ECJ, Case C-193/05 
Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673. 
34 Dalcq, R., "Déontologie et responsabilité", in Penne, K., Van Havere, K., Peeters, K. and others (eds.), Het Vrije 
Beroep Van De 21ste Eeuw (Peeters, 1998) 171, 177; This is the case for lawyers in most countries as opposed to 
architects for whom membership is frequently voluntary (see OECD (2000), “Competition in Professional Services”, 
22, at www.oecd.org). 
35 OECD (2008), “Potential pro-competitive and anti-competitive aspects of trade/business associations”, 22, 
www.oecd.org; See for example the criticisms ousted by the Irish Competition authority on  the monopoly of the 
professional bodies in organizing professional training for lawyers (solicitors and barristers), 
http://www.tca.ie/templates/index.aspx?pageid=932. 
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Laying down deontological rules – Many professional bodies have, either de facto or de 
jure36, been delegated the task of drawing up deontological rules for the exercise of the 
profession.37 Most commonly, the codes they adopt will only become binding after they 
have been approved by government. The extent to which this endorsement amounts to a 
genuine (preventive) administrative oversight on this delegated regulatory activity varies 
greatly but has, as will be shown in Chapter 7, proven of great relevance in respect of the 
applicability of the European competition law rules.38 Indeed, even if administrative 
oversight is provided for, it can differ in the sense that the government might only be 
able to reject the code 39 or might actually have the power to amend it. Moreover, the 
substance of the governmental scrutiny can also differ.40 Some associations, however, 
have explicitly been delegated the power to adopt binding codes.41 In that case oversight can 
only be exercised ex post and potentially result in the suspension of the professional code.  
 
Enforcement of rules through disciplinary proceedings – Notwithstanding the 
availability of the traditional (criminal or civil) procedures for the infringement of specific 
or general professional legal duties, such violations can in principle also be subjected to 
the disciplinary control exercised by the professional bodies. Moreover, certain 
professional rules are solely enforced through such disciplinary proceedings.  
 
In theory, this disciplinary oversight can concern all types of behaviour of the professional in his 
dealings with his client, his colleagues as well as the professional body itself.42 Hence, it could address 
substandard performance, improper behaviour or even actual damage, loss or injury.43 
However, as mentioned above, an important criticism on the professional disciplinary 
proceedings has been the fact that they were, and sometimes still are, too much 
concerned with this second type of conduct rules and thus with the interest of the 
profession rather than the clients or society.44 However, some attempts seem to have 
been made to correct this situation.45 

                                                 
36 See for example Art. 496 Ger. W. in respect of Belgian lawyers; as mentioned above, Art. 134 of the Dutch 
Constitution also provides for such possibility to delegate regulatory powers to a public law body.  
37 See also van den Heuvel Rijnders, J., Lackner, I., and Verkerk, H., Publieke belangen en marktordening bij vrije beroepen 
(Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 2004), 
http://www.ez.nl/pv_obj_cache/pv_obj_id_DD4FA1F04F50FB3438A75CAE2560495D98BA1F00, 60-61,  noting 
that the majority of the Dutch liberal professions are organized in public law professional bodies with  “regulatory 
competence”. 
38 See already GEENS’ plea in 1986 for a more stringent governmental oversight on this regulatory function. (Geens, 
K., Het Vrij Beroep,  Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, 1986, 640) 
39 See for example, architects in Belgium (Art. 39 WET van 26 JUNI 1963 
tot instelling van een Orde van Architecten (Stbl. 5. VII.1963). 
40 For example, in respect of Dutch bailiffs, the Minister of Justice tests their regulations on the quality of the exercise 
of the profession against the requirements of proportionality, competitive market operation and public interest. (van den Heuvel 
Rijnders, J., Lackner, I., and Verkerk, H., Publieke belangen en marktordening bij vrije beroepen (Ministerie van Economische 
Zaken, 2004), http://www.ez.nl/pv_obj_cache/pv_obj_id_DD4FA1F04F50FB3438A75CAE2560495D98BA1F00, 
36)  
41 See for example lawyers in Belgium. 
42 Van der Biesen, G., Om de eer en de waardigheid? Tuchtrechtspraak in de vrije beroepen, in "Cahiers" Van Het Instituut Recht 
En Samenleving, (KUL, Leuven, 1993), 39. 
43 OECD (2000), “Competition in Professional Services”, 22, at www.oecd.org. 
44 Londers, G., "De tucht en de deontologie van de magistraat", in Lust, S. a. L. P. (ed.), Tucht En Deontologie. 
(In)Effectiviteit Van Het Tuchtrecht Ter Handhaving Van De Waardigheid Van Het Ambt (die Keure, Brugge, 2007) 327, 330; 
Van der Biesen, G., Om de eer en de waardigheid? Tuchtrechtspraak in de vrije beroepen, in "Cahiers" Van Het Instituut Recht En 
Samenleving, (KUL, Leuven, 1993), 70. 
45 Stafhouder PHILIPPE DE JAEGERE, “Nieuwe Tuchtrechtspleging voor advocaten: de Wet van 21 juni 2006”, at 
http://www.advoring.be/content/buba/9-buba-tucht_ph-de-jaegere.pdf. See Stephen, F. H., "Regulation of the Legal 
Professions or Regulation of Markets for Legal Services: Potential Implications of the Legal Services Act 2007" (2008) E. 
Bus. L. Rev. 1129on the considerable reforms in the legal services market (being) carried out in the UK. 
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Generally, disciplinary proceedings can flow from complaints by clients as well as 
colleagues and result in a variety of disciplinary sanctions such as reprimands or warnings 
as well as striking off the register, suspension and fines.46 
 
As mentioned above, the fact that disciplinary bodies tend to be composed mainly of 
professionals, has raised concerns as to the impartiality and independence of the 
adjudicator.47   
 

IV. Reforms 

Again, the scope and focus of this thesis, does not allow for an elaborate oversight of the 
regulatory reforms taking place within the various Member States under instigation of, 
among others, the European Commission. Nonetheless, a few trends can be illustrated. 
 
EU offensive for the removal of restrictions – In 2003 the European Commission 
ordered an extensive independent study on the “Economic impact of regulation in the 
field of liberal professions in different Member States”.48 The overall conclusion from 
this study seemed to be that in various Member States consumer welfare could be 
increased by removing the plentiful anti-competitive regulatory restrictions without 
endangering the quality of the professional services.49  
 
Subsequently, the European Commission issued a “Report on Competition in 
Professional Services” calling upon the regulatory authorities of the Member States as 
well as the national professional bodies to reduce these restrictions by scrutinizing all 
existing professional rules for their pursuit of a legitimate public interest objective in a 
proportionate manner.50 Moreover, in view of the extended powers of the national 
competition authorities after the entry into force of Regulation 1/2003, the Commission 
explicitly mandated these authorities to actively enforce the European competition rules 
against overly restrictive professional regulation.51 Hence, many national competition 
authorities took this to heart and conducted sector studies, issued opinions on draft 
legislation, engaged in bilateral talks with the professional bodies as well as national 
regulators, and opened cases against several professions.52 
 

                                                 
46 OECD (2000), “Competition in Professional Services”, 22, at www.oecd.org. 
47 Van der Biesen, G., Om de eer en de waardigheid? Tuchtrechtspraak in de vrije beroepen, in "Cahiers" Van Het Instituut Recht 
En Samenleving, (KUL, Leuven, 1993), 8. 
48 Paterson, I., Fink, O., and Ogus, A., Economic Impact of Regulation in the Field of Liberal Professions in Different Member 
States (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna, 2003), 
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/professional_services/studies/studies.html. 
49 Paterson, I., Fink, O., and Ogus, A., Economic Impact of Regulation in the Field of Liberal Professions in Different Member 
States (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna, 2003), 
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/professional_services/studies/studies.html, Part I, 6. 
50 European Commission Communication, “Report on Competition in Professional Services”, COM (2004) 83 final, 
22-23. 
51 European Commission Communication, “Report on Competition in Professional Services”, COM (2004) 83 final, 
24. 
52 For an overview of national reforms and deregulatory activity in 2004-2005, see European Commission Staff 
Working Document,  “Progress by Member States in reviewing and eliminating restrictions to Competition in the area 
of Professional Services”, SEC(2005) 1064; for more detailed and recent information, check the websites of the various 
national competition authorities.  
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Whereas the removal of anti-competitive regulation had already started before, this EU 
instigation clearly speeded up the process. Hence, in 2009, several restrictive professional 
rules can be seen to have been dropped or adapted. To give just a few examples, many 
mandatory or recommended fee scales have been abolished, advertising restrictions have 
been reduced, restrictions on business structure have been loosened, etc.53 
 
Reform of the institutional framework – Aside from substantive regulatory reforms, 
several attempts have been made to adapt the institutional framework in which these 
professional rules are adopted and enforced. Given the large role played by self-
regulation in the professions, the lack of independence and impartiality of the regulatory 
as well as disciplinary professional bodies seriously discredit the “public or client 
interest”-nature of these professional rules and their enforcement.  
 
Independent overs ight  regulators  – One of the most noteworthy evolutions seems to be 
the establishment of independent oversight regulators. Unsatisfied with the current 
regime of, often marginal, government oversight, several policy makers have suggested 
according the “primary regulatory power” to independent bodies. They should be 
composed mainly of non-professionals and be independent of the profession as well as 
government. Rather than directly regulating the professionals, these bodies will tend to 
delegate strictly defined regulatory tasks to the self-regulatory professional bodies (so-
called “front-line regulators”) while maintaining strict oversight, including the power to 
amend or veto any regulatory proposal.54  

  
Independent disc ip l inary and/or complaints  body  – Also in respect of the disciplinary 
enforcement of these rules, a greater degree of independence and impartiality seemed 
indispensable in many professional bodies. Hence, initiatives to set up such independent 
disciplinary and/or complaints bodies have been undertaken in certain Member States.55 

 
Call for caution in policy measures – Nonetheless, policy makers have been 
admonished to be careful when preaching such a radical overhaul of the existing 
regulation of the profession. For one, whereas the aforementioned study by IHS aimed 
to address the lack of empirical analyses of the economic impact of professional 
regulation, it has been subject to serious criticism, even to the extent to question its value 
as a basis for policy measures.56 In particular RBB Economics has criticized the study on 
                                                 
53 For an overview of national reforms and deregulatory activity in 2004-2005, see European Commission Staff 
Working Document,  “Progress by Member States in reviewing and eliminating restrictions to Competition in the area 
of Professional Services”, SEC(2005) 1064; for more detailed and recent information, check the websites of the various 
national competition authorities.  See also OECD (2009) “Competitive restrictions in legal professions”, at 
www.oecd.org.  
54 Such a system has recently been set up for the legal profession in the United Kingdom by means of the Legal 
Services Act 2007 based on the recommendations of the Clementi-report  (Sir Clementi, D., Review of the Regulatory 
Framework for Legal Services in England and Wales ( 2004), www.legal-services-review.org.uk) (for a discussion of the 
potential implications, see: Stephen, F. H., "Regulation of the Legal Professions or Regulation of Markets for Legal 
Services: Potential Implications of the Legal Services Act 2007" (2008) E. Bus. L. Rev. 1129) and has been suggested by 
the Irish Competition Authority for their legal profession. (for a more extensive discussion of this model proposed by 
the Clementi-report, see Chapter 3). 
55 In the Netherlands, for example, disciplinary oversight over notaries and bailiffs is exercised by the independent 
“Kamers van Toezicht”. 
56 RBB Economics, Economic Impact of Regulation in Liberal Professions - A Critique of the IHS Report ( 2003), 
http://www.ccbe.org/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/rbb_ihs_critique_en1_1183706206.pdf, 21. VAN DEN 
BERGH further notes that most other empirical studies which have been conducted, are of American origin, and the 
scarce European analyses do not allow for strong policy conclusions, ( Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-
regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law 
Annual 2004: The Relationship between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 
172-173.) 
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several accounts, such as, its lack of a genuine theoretical framework to guide the 
conducted analysis, its serious methodological flaws in the statistical analysis, its alleged 
“publication bias”57 as well as its questionable interpretation of the results obtained58.59 
Moreover, as will be discussed in more detail below60, before overreacting against all the 
apparent ‘rents’61 being earned, policy makers should carefully consider the specific 
quality incentives that might stem from what are in fact ‘quasi-rents’ reflecting a return 
on earlier investments. Hence, before taking action against apparent ‘rent-seeking’ 
organizational structures such as professional associations, the particular quality 
incentives needed for the profession concerned, and the organizational set-up in which 
they can be ensured, should be carefully analyzed.62 Lastly, the discovery and learning 
process triggered by competition between diverse regulatory regimes for professional 
services63 would be halted in the event of a top-down deregulation. Precisely in respect 
of the difficult matter of guaranteeing qualitative professional services such learning 
might prove very important. Hence, an overhasty deregulatory process by means of the 
still mainly on price-competition focused competition policy, should be avoided.64 

                                                 
57 A ‘publication bias’ is present when the results seem to have been chosen so as to produce conclusive results which 
support the preconceived hypothesis. According to RBB Economics, the hypothesis which seems to colour the results 
is that there is too much regulation in the sector of the liberal professions.  
58 For example, the study offers a weak explanation for its presumption that service quality is reasonably 
homogeneous across the Member States and that the lack of data on quality issues should therefore be deemed not to 
affect the conclusions drawn from the results. 
59 RBB Economics, Economic Impact of Regulation in Liberal Professions - A Critique of the IHS Report ( 2003), 
http://www.ccbe.org/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/rbb_ihs_critique_en1_1183706206.pdf; see also Van 
den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 160-161. 
60 Chapter 2. 
61 A ‘rent’ is the difference between the revenue from producing a good and the cost of its production. In a 
competitive market such rents are dissipated and product prices are driven down to the optimal level. By artificially 
limiting competition however, a wealth transfer (the rent) from consumers to producers will occur. 
62 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 61-62, 63-64, who also stresses that international comparisons, such as 
the IHS study, should be carried out very carefully and take into account the potential differences in the types of 
services provided by the professional across the various Member States.   
63 See further Chapter 4. 
64 Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 172. 
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Chapter 2. Economic Analysis of Professional 
Regulation  

I. Why regulate and not let the market play? 

Professional services – As was argued in Chapter 1, professional services distinguish 
themselves primarily on the basis of their specifically regulated nature. In other words, 
they are thought to be of a different nature than purely commercial services which can 
function properly within the general facilitative legal framework subject to a limited 
amount of corrective legal rules. Hence, the first point of analysis should be the rationale 
for this specific regulatory intervention in respect of professional services. 
 
Structure – First a brief overview will be given of the economic understanding of the 
market mechanism as refined by the analysis of the contract mechanism. Subsequently, 
the two rivalling economic perspectives on the rationale of regulatory intervention which 
are traditionally distinguished, i.e. the “Public Interest Theory of Regulation” and the 
Private Interest Theory of Regulation, will be set out. Hence, aside from the alleged 
succumbing of the legislative process to private interest lobbying for professional rules, 
the potential market and contract failures claimed to inspire some of these rules will be 
elaborated upon.   
 

1. Market mechanism and contracts 

The economist’s ideal: the (perfect) market mechanism – The starting point for any 
economist is the superiority of the market mechanism of free exchange in efficiently 
allocating resources65 and thereby maximizing social welfare.  However, in order for the 
“invisible hand”66 to perform its winning act, the market needs to display certain 
characteristics. First of all, there must be a large amount of producers of homogeneous 
products who are sufficiently small and identical so as not to be capable of exercising a 
great deal of influence on the price level (price-takers) of those products. Moreover, all 
market participants must have full information about the prices and quality of all 
products available on the market. Lastly, there should be neither ‘externalities’ nor ‘public 
goods’.67  

 

                                                 
65 The normative goal of allocative efficiency pursued by welfare economics is not free from controversy. As it stands, the 
perspectives on the actual test to be applied differ. First there is the so-called concept of Pareto-efficiency holding that 
an allocation is efficient if no person can be made better off without making another person worse off.  Therefore a 
Pareto improvement in efficiency requires that at least one individual gains without anybody else losing. Clearly, this 
test has the absurd result that one individual can block a measure that would deteriorate his personal situation but that 
would make the rest of society better off. Secondly, the Kaldor-Hicks criterion finds an efficiency improvement if 
there are sufficient benefits to allow the winners to compensate the losers. Nonetheless, this compensation does not 
actually need to take place and thus this criterion in fact amounts to a regular cost-benefit analysis. However such a 
cost-benefit analysis has important downsides. For one, it allows for the coercive imposition of losses on individuals. 
Moreover, when balancing, the value of the money is not calculated in relation to the size of the individuals’ budgets. 
Ogus, A. I., Regulation (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994), 24-25. 
66 Smith, A., An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, in Great Books of the Western World, 
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, Chicago, 1952). 
67 The list of conditions varies somewhat from author to author. FRANK mentions four: (1) firms sell a standardized 
product (consumers see no quality difference between goods and hence base their purchase decision solely on pricing),  
(2) firms are price takers, (3) factors of production are perfectly mobile in the long run, (4) firms and consumers have 
perfect information: Frank, R. H., Microeconomics and Behavior (McGraw-Hill/ Irwin, Boston, 2003), 374-375. 
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Refining the core of the market mechanism: bargaining – It was not until the 60’s 
that economists, under the impulse of RONALD COASE68, explicitly turned their attention 
to the core of the market mechanism, i.e. bargaining. The bargaining process among self-
interested private actors is the dynamic mechanism through which resources are 
efficiently allocated.69 In other words, voluntary bargaining among private parties 
produces ‘cooperative surpluses’70 which benefit society as a whole. 
 
Market-facilitating contract law – Often however, obstacles to such efficient exchange 
and cooperation arise. Since many market transactions do not amount to a direct 
exchange but involve some degree of postponed performance71, parties might shy away 
from bargaining due to the perceived risk of non- or inadequate future performance. 
Thus, in order for the bargain to be concluded the parties have to have faith that the 
other party will stick to its promises. In other words, the commitments need to be 
credible.72 Hence, to ensure the future performance of what was agreed upon, parties will 
want to have the capacity to enforce those mutual promises. Sometimes informal market 
mechanisms provide sufficient incentives for the mutually beneficial exchange to take 
place.73 Often however, it will be profitable for a party to defect after the other party has 
performed, thereby preventing the socially optimal outcome of co-operation. In that 
case, the costs of transacting (‘transaction costs’74) will be too high for a bargain to take 
place due to the prohibitive costs of enforcement involved. For those instances, contract 
law amounts to a transaction-costs-saving instrument which ensures the enforceability of the 
mutually agreed upon commitments and thus induces the parties to conclude the 
mutually beneficial bargain. In other words, contract law facilitates the efficient functioning of the 
market mechanism.75 

 
Market facilitating versus market correcting law or the economic concept of 
regulation76 – Economic analysis of law finds it useful to differentiate between market 
facilitating and market correcting legal rules or regulation.77 Even though this distinction 
is clearly an oversimplification of the various manifestations of law, it seems useful when 
describing the phenomenon of professional regulation from an economic perspective. 
Evidently, economists will favour laws which facilitate rather than “correct” or replace 
the market mechanism. Facilitative law is thought to offer “a set of formalized 
arrangements with which individuals can ‘clothe’ their welfare-seeking activities and 

                                                 
68 Coase, R., "The Problem of Social Cost" (1960) The Journal of Law & Economics 1. 
69 This dynamic bargaining perspective replaced the earlier more static image of the market mechanism as involving a 
centralized auctioneer allocating resources according to the individuals’ preferences.  
70 The term ‘cooperative surplus’ denotes the value created by moving resources to more valued uses. 
71 So-called “deferred exchanges”. 
72 A commitment is considered credible when the other party can observe the foreclosing of an opportunity.  
73 E.g., “tit-for-tat”-strategy in long term relationships, see Cooter, R. and Ulen, T., Law & Economics (Addison-Wesley, 
Massachusetts, 2000), 212-222. 
74 Including: (1) search costs, (2) negotiating costs, (3) enforcement costs : Cooter, R. and Ulen, T., Law & Economics 
(Addison-Wesley, Massachusetts, 2000), 87-91. 
75 Cooter, R. and Ulen, T., Law & Economics (Addison-Wesley, Massachusetts, 2000), 93, explain this normative COASE 
theorem as stating that the law should be structured so as to remove the impediments to private agreements.  See also 
Shapiro, C., "Investment, Moral Hazard, and Occupational Licensing" (1986) Review of Economic Studies 843, 845, who 
presents liability in the event of negligence with regard to quality-contingent contracts, as a market mechanism to 
ensure quality of professional services (next to reputation). 
76 In common law countries this distinction often coincides with the private and public law separation; see Ogus, A. I., 
Regulation (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994), 26. Given the fluidity of these concepts however, this dissertation will 
refrain from using them.  
77 For this distinction, see also Kerber, W., "European System of Private Laws: An Economic Perspective", in Cafaggi, 
F. and Watt, H. M. (eds.), Making European Private Law (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2008), 69. 
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relationships.”78 Hence such rules aim to protect property rights and to streamline the 
exercise of the freedom of contract, thereby reducing the costs of defending one’s 
property and of concluding transactions, and thus facilitating cooperation and exchange 
between individuals more generally.79 Even though these rules also control the conduct 
of private parties, they can always be overruled by private agreements between the 
affected parties. Moreover, the actual enforcement in court of the mutual obligations and 
rights flowing from these rules will depend upon action by the individuals themselves. In 
essence, the freedom of choice so fundamental to the market mechanism is safeguarded to 
the greatest extent. Market correcting law or regulation on the other hand can be understood 
“as the instrument whereby the state implements its collectivist system.”80 In other words, 
the state attempts to induce or force individuals to behave in a manner that they are 
unlikely to do voluntarily, in order to reach certain collective or public interest goals that 
cannot be achieved by the market due to market failure or their noneconomic character 
(e.g., redistribution, individual freedom).  Non-compliance is (generally) sanctioned by 
the state itself. Accordingly, regulation limits the freedom of action of individuals. In the same 
way, professional regulation constrains the freedom of market actors on account of the 
purported failure of the market mechanism and the facilitative law to obtain an 
“optimal” market outcome.  
 

2. (Economic) Theories of regulation 

Traditional dichotomy versus pieces of puzzle – Traditionally, reviews of the 
economic literature on regulation sketch the picture of two opposing economic 
approaches, i.e. the public interest and the private interest theory of regulation.81 
Admittedly, every categorization is inevitably arbitrary but may nonetheless be useful for 
clarification and summarizing purposes. Still, the above-mentioned portrayal of an 
existing dichotomy seems to suffer from too many inaccuracies to be adopted here (see 
further). Rather, this section will subscribe to the view that the various economic 
“theories of regulation” are all valuable pieces of the same regulation puzzle.82  
 
The market failure justification of government intervention besieged – Real 
markets tend to diverge from the ideal of a perfectly competitive market. Welfare 
economists identified these market failures as harmful to social welfare and investigated 
the available corrective government instruments (regulation, taxes, subsidies…). 
However, their “untheorized” working-assumption that market failure forms a logical 
basis for government intervention was criticized from two different perspectives.83 
                                                 
78 Ogus, A. I., Regulation (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994), 2; the choice to conclude a formal contract allows the 
parties to voluntarily and credibly commit to each other. 
79 Kerber, W., "European System of Private Laws: An Economic Perspective", in Cafaggi, F. and Watt, H. M. (eds.), 
Making European Private Law (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2008), 66; Cooter, R. and Ulen, T., Law & Economics 
(Addison-Wesley, Massachusetts, 2000), 288-289. 
80 Ogus, A. I., Regulation (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994), 1-3; where it is noted that not all market correcting 
regulatory instruments are necessarily public in character, as is the case for some professional self-regulation. 
81 See, among others, den Hertog, J., "General Theories of Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), 
Encyclopedia of Law and Economics, Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 223, Philipsen, 
N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, Maastricht, 2003). 
82 See HÄGG, who rejects the strict public/private interest theories divide and believes that both “mirror two distinct 
historical phases in the economic research, emphasising the corrective and the redistributive impact of public 
regulation respectively” and interprets the recent economic theories (new economics of organisations, new institutional 
economics and agency theory) as providing for a reconciliation of the corrective and redistributive view Hägg, P. G., 
"Theories on the Economics of Regulation: A Survey of the Literature from a European Perspective" (1997) European 
Journal of Law and Economics 337, 356-357, 350; also rejecting the strict partition, Priest, G. L., "The Origins of Utility 
Regulation and the "Theories of Regulation" Debate" (1993) Journal of Law and Economics 289, 322-323. 
83 See also in that sense Shleifer, A., "Understanding Regulation" (2005) European Financial Management 439, 440-441. 
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Firstly, early adherents of the Private Interest Theories of Regulation strongly believed, 
partially inspired by empirical studies showing serious anti-competitive effects of 
regulation, that political processes solely serve the aspirations of private interest groups. They 
forcefully opposed what they perceived to be a misled “Public Interest Theory of 
Regulation” assimilating government regulation with the correction of market failures.  A 
second strand of criticism did not so much focus on the nature of government 
intervention but rather asked the question whether the market could not correct itself. The 
belief in the potential of (market) bargaining to solve various ostensible market failures 
was first introduced by COASE.84     
 
Corrective and “redistributive”85 regulation – For reasons explained further on, this 
contribution will avoid adopting the classical distinction between public interest and 
private interest theories of regulation. Rather, the more encompassing categories of the 
corrective and “redistributive” functions of regulation will be utilized.86 Even though it will 
be argued below that a real theory on regulation was never the object of welfare 
economists, clearly their insights on market failures form an essential part of any 
discussion of the potential corrective function of regulation. Since then however, these 
rudimentary insights have been supplemented and refined by new economic theories 
which can be grouped under the denominator of New Institutional Economics. Namely, 
after COASE drew the attention of economists to the engine of the market mechanism, 
i.e., bargaining-contracting, and its potential for solving apparent market failures, the 
ensuing research also developed thorough insights into the failings of contracting itself. 
Consequently, this analysis of contract failure has become an integral part of any present-
day discussion on market failures and will be treated accordingly. Corrective regulation 
will thus be understood as aiming at market as well as contract failures. The powerful 
insights into the redistributive function of the regulatory process are owed to the critical 
analyses by the Private Interests Theories of Regulation. Their research on the capture of 
regulatory processes by private interest groups to detract benefits at the expense of other 
societal actors (hence “redistribution”) will be summarized briefly below. 
 

2.1 Corrective function of regulation (market and contract failures) 

2.1.1 Preliminary remarks 

The ‘Public Interest Theory of Regulation’: a handy invention? – One of the 
reasons to avoid the habitual distinction between so-called public and private interest 
theories of regulation is that in reality a genuine Public Interest Theory of Regulation was 

                                                 
84 In his seminal article on Coase, R., "The Problem of Social Cost" (1960) The Journal of Law & Economics 1, RONALD 
COASE developed the idea that, when transaction and information costs are absent (or very low), bargaining between 
parties will lead to an efficient outcome regardless of the initial assignment of property rights. Hence, he suggested that 
an alternative solution for the ‘externality’ problem could be the mutually beneficial bargaining between the affected parties (the 
disadvantaged party would “buy out” the benefit obtained from the ‘externality’ by the other party). However, as will 
be considered below, such an ideal world with very low transaction costs will rarely exist and externalities will therefore 
often be too “complex”, e.g., involving too many parties, to be remedied through contracting. (so-called ‘missing 
markets’) 
85 Note that “redistribution” is employed here not in its traditional (positive) meaning of repartitioning the wealth 
generated by the free market mechanism to award a larger share to disadvantaged groups in society, but rather in its 
(negative) sense of a reshuffling of wealth to powerful interest groups in society because of “failures “in the political 
system.  
86 Hägg, P. G., "Theories on the Economics of Regulation: A Survey of the Literature from a European Perspective" 
(1997) European Journal of Law and Economics 337. 
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never developed. 87 In all likelihood, the public interest claims asserted in defence of 
regulatory initiatives stemmed from a legal-political discourse rather than any particular 
“theory”. It appears that the concrete premises of the so-called ‘Public Interest Theory of 
Regulation’ were actually distillated from the welfare economics discourse by the early 
adherents of the Private Interest Theories of Regulation themselves, in order to contrast 
their own findings.88  
 
Unfair criticism of welfare economics – To ascribe such a genuine positive or 
explanatory Public Interest Theory of Regulation to welfare economics seems however 
far-fetched and intellectually unfair. Welfare economics starts from a perfectly 
competitive market ideal to study a variety of real-world market failures that depart from 
this ideal and that may prevent a Pareto-optimal market outcome. Their analysis of these 
different instances of resource misallocation contributed to the understanding of 
inefficiencies in the market mechanism which may favour third party intervention. 
Consequently, the other main branch of research examines the welfare improving potential of 
different types of government instruments. It should be stressed however, that, early welfare 
economics simply presumed a benevolent government. In other words, they assumed that 
government intervention would be a possible low-cost response to market failures 
without actually examining the interaction between the political process and market 
failures.89 Hence it seems unjust to ascribe to them the development of a positive Theory 
of Regulation claiming all government regulation to be enacted in the public interest. In 
summary, it seems more appropriate to credit welfare economics for identifying when 
the market fails and corrective government intervention might thus be desirable, rather than 
to inflate their findings as incorporating a true (naive) stance on the dynamics of such 
regulatory intervention.  
 
New Institutional Economics: towards a nuanced theory of regulation? – As 
mentioned above, COASE criticized welfare economics for underestimating the power of 
the bargaining mechanism. Until then, little attention had been paid to the process of 
bargaining through which resources are allocated in the market. The study of those 
transactions revealed potential for allowing the market to solve ostensible market failures 
through contracting. However, together with their possibilities, the boundaries of private 
transactions also surfaced. The study of these limitations to contracting and the potential 
institutional and organizational responses constitute the object of several related branches of 
economic research, among others transaction cost economics, information economics 
and agency theory, which can be grouped under the New Institutional Economics (NIE). 
Whereas early welfare economics had mainly focused on the structural problem of 
market power90, COASE’S introduction of transaction costs economics allowed for the 
reformulation and refinement of the problems of externalities and public goods in terms 

                                                 
87 Other reasons for avoiding this strict division flow from the fact that (1) the later private interest theories of 
regulation accept some role for the public interest in the regulatory process, and (2) the new institutional economists 
account for both the corrective and the redistributive function of regulation. 
88 HANTKE-DOMAS points out that all accounts of this so-called Public Interest Theory of Regulation lack any 
(relevant) citation of authors who can be thought to be the founders or even adherents of this theory.  It seems that 
the “detraction” of such a theory on regulation from the welfare economics approach stems from the early 
foundational articles on the private interest theory of regulation by Stigler (Stigler, G. J., "The Theory of Economic 
Regulation" (1971) The Bell Journal of Economics and Management Sciences 3) and Posner (Posner, R. A., "Theories of 
economic regulation" (1974) Bell Journal of Economics and Management Sciences 335): Hantke-Domas, M., "The Public 
Interest Theory of Regulation: Non-Existence or Misinterpretation?" (2003) European Journal of Law and Economics 165, 
165-166, 180-183, 188-190. 
89 Hägg, P. G., "Theories on the Economics of Regulation: A Survey of the Literature from a European Perspective" 
(1997) European Journal of Law and Economics 337, 339; see for example Musgrave, R. M., The Theory of Public Finance 
(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1959). 
90 Some work was also done on externalities and public goods. 
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of transaction costs.91 Moreover, informational problems, such as hidden information 
and hidden action, are thoroughly studied from different (overlapping) perspectives in 
information economics as well as agency theory. In summary, NIE examines the 
alternative institutional arrangements, such as public governance through regulation, 
from the perspective of their contribution to transaction costs savings or the overall 
promotion of contracting. Through its study of regulations as possible institutional solutions to 
contracting problems, NIE gradually refines the analysis of the corrective function of regulation.92 

2.1.2 Market (and contract) failures 

This next section will review the main market (and contract) failures that might disturb 
the markets for professional services and thus potentially justify regulatory intervention.93 
 

2.1.2.1  Market Power  

Several factors94 may cause producers to become more powerful than their competitors 
and evolve from price-takers into price-setters95. Since such market power generally leads 
to inefficient market outcomes from society’s point of view96, governments attempt to 
restore the competitive process by means of competition policy. This phenomenon is in 
no way unique to the liberal professions and does not add to the rationalization of 
professional regulation. On the contrary, professional rules are often blamed for creating 
such market power by means of exclusive rights, price agreements, etc.  Therefore, a 
more in depth discussion of this particular market failure will be deferred to the chapter 
dealing with EU competition policy. 
 

2.1.2.2  Information asymmetry and bounded rat ional i ty  

a) Problems of information asymmetry and bounded rationality defined 

Information economics – Probably one of the most problematic assumptions in the 
perfectly competitive market model is that of perfect information. Consumers are 
presumed to possess perfect information on the price and quality of the products on the 
market so as to be able to choose the product corresponding as closely as possible to 
their preferences. The insight that this is often not the case has led to an abundant 
literature by scholars working on this fascinating area of information economics.97  
 
Goods with strong ‘credence good’ characteristics – Professional relationships are 
typically characterized by a substantial information asymmetry between the professional 
and the client as to the quality of the service. Given the complex nature of these services, 

                                                 
91 Coase, R., "The Problem of Social Cost" (1960) The Journal of Law & Economics 1. 
92 Hägg, P. G., "Theories on the Economics of Regulation: A Survey of the Literature from a European Perspective" 
(1997) European Journal of Law and Economics 337, 356 -357. 
93 However, as will be discussed under the redistributive function of regulation, before intervening to correct such 
market failure the costs of potential government failure should be weighed up. 
94 Such as natural circumstances (e.g. scale economies in infra-structure), cartel-agreements, barriers to entry, etc. 
95 Frank, R. H., Microeconomics and Behavior (McGraw-Hill/ Irwin, Boston, 2003), 413: “The key feature that 
differentiates the monopoly from the competitive firm is the price elasticity of demand facing the firm. In the case of 
the perfectly competitive firm, price elasticity is infinite. If a competitive firm raises its price only slightly, it will lose all 
its sales. A monopoly, by contrast, has significant control over the price it charges.”  
96 In general, market power not only transfers welfare from consumer to producer but also creates a “deadweight loss” 
to society. 
97 For an elucidating overview of the development of this branch, see Stiglitz, J. E., "Information and the Change in 
the Paradigm in Economics" (2002) The American Economic Review 460. 
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it would require large investments (information costs) on the client’s side to obtain the 
expertise and technical knowledge needed to evaluate the quality of the professional 
service.98 Due to this incapacity of the client to assess (at a reasonable cost) the quality of 
the service ex ante (experience good), and often even ex post (credence good), i.e., after it has 
been provided, a large amount of trust will be required to ensure that the transaction 
takes place. Indeed, the most optimal treatment by a doctor does not necessarily lead to 
the healing of a complicated disease.99 Similarly, the loss of a trial by a lawyer can be the 
consequence of a weak case on the facts rather than professional underperformance. 
Hence, only if the client trusts the professional to perform optimally in his interest, will 
the transaction occur. Therefore, professional services are often perceived as ‘credence 
goods’ or at least as displaying strong “credence characteristics”.100 
 
Problem of a ‘market for lemons’ – The market in such ‘experience goods’ and 
‘credence goods’ is however susceptible to a severe demand-side problem. To be precise, 
if high quality professionals cannot credibly communicate their entitlement to such trust, 
the risk of an adverse selection dynamic arises. Consumers who cannot judge the quality of 
each professional and separate the bad (lemons) from the good will only be willing to pay 
the price at which average quality services are valued. Consequently, high quality service 
providers will not be sufficiently rewarded for their services and will leave the market. 
Their exit will further lower the average quality provided in the market and create a 
downward spiral up to the point where only the “lemons” are left.101  
 
Incomplete contracts and principal-agent problem – The existing information-
asymmetry can also produce a typical hidden action or moral hazard problem on the supply-
side of these ‘credence professional services’. At first sight, professional relationships are 
conventional principal-agent situations102, where the ‘principal’ (client) needs to induce the 
‘agent’ (professional) to act in the client’s interest instead of behaving 
opportunistically103. In an ideal world, principals and agents construct the right incentives 
for co-operation by drawing up a complete and enforceable contract laying down all mutual 

                                                 
98 KAY & VICKERS note that the demand for many professional services precisely stems from this information 
asymmetry; indeed consumers want to buy advice from the better informed professional, Kay, J. and  Vickers, J., 
"Regulatory Reform: An Appraisal", in Majone, G. (ed.), Deregulation and Re-regulation (Pinter, London/New York, 1990) 
223, 229. 
99 See also Weingast, B. R., "Physicians, DNA Research Scientists and the Market for Lemons", in Blair, R. D. and 
Rubin, S. (eds.), Regulating the Professions (Lexington Books, Lexington (Mass.), 1980) 81, 85, who notes that even 
assuming that the consumer can obtain quality information through repeated purchase of care for “minor problems”, 
there is no “necessary connection between the quality at this level and quality under the more serious category of 
treatment in life-threatening situations”. 
100 NELSON was the first to distinguish between ‘search goods’ and ‘experience goods’. The properties of ‘search 
goods’ can be determined in advance at a reasonable cost by means of inspection. ‘Experience goods’ however, can 
only be assessed after they have been consumed. Nelson, P., "Information and Consumer Behavior" (1970) Journal of 
Political Economy 311. DARBY & KARNI added the category of ‘credence goods’. These are goods whose characteristics 
cannot be assessed even after they have been consumed, due to their complex and technical nature, often accompanied 
by the lack of repeat-purchasing, Darby, M. R. and Karni, E., "Free Competition and the Optimal Amount of Fraud" 
(1973) Journal of Law and Economics 67. 
101 This ‘market for lemons’ phenomenon was first described by AKERLOF in his seminal article studying the market 
for used cars, Akerlof, G. A., "The Market for "Lemons": Quality Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism" (1970) 
Quarterly Journal of Economics 488. 
102 In an ‘agency game’ the principal decides whether or not to put a valuable asset under the control of the agent. If 
the principal puts the asset under the agent’s control, the agent decides to cooperate or appropriate. Cooperation is 
productive, creating, e.g., a surplus from trade or a profit from investment. The parties then divide the product of 
cooperation between them, so both of them benefit. Appropriation is redistributive, meaning that no cooperative 
surplus is created but rather the agent benefits at the expense of the principal. See Cooter, R. and Ulen, T., Law & 
Economics (Addison-Wesley, Massachusetts, 2000), 185. 
103 In an agency-game, once the principal has decided to invest, the agent gains more from appropriating 
(opportunistic behaviour) than from cooperating. Cooter, R. and Ulen, T., Law & Economics (Addison-Wesley, 
Massachusetts, 2000), 186. 
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rights and obligations.104 However, if the principal cannot observe the actions of the 
agent, there is a realistic danger of opportunistic ‘hidden action’. Given the considerable 
information asymmetry in professional relationships, the client lacks the knowledge to ex 
ante determine and ex post monitor the exact attributes of “a reasonable professional 
service” and make his payment contingent upon this.105 Moreover, professional services 
generally do not constitute “exact science” but rather involve a certain degree of 
professional judgment for which the service provider should be allowed a measure of 
individual discretion.106 Consequently, both the lack of information as well as the 
necessary degree of discretion will make any contract drawn up inevitably “incomplete”. 
Such an incomplete contract lacks the necessary incentives for Pareto optimal co-operation 
and leaves the door open for opportunistic behaviour by the professional-agent; the so-
called moral hazard. 
 
Moral hazard of demand generation – A specific moral hazard problem derives from 
the fact that professional service provision often requires (1) ascertaining the need for 
(diagnosis), as well as (2) performing the actual service. Since the client (principal) does 
not possess the expert knowledge to verify the professional’s diagnosis, the service 
provider (agent) has an incentive to artificially create a need/demand for his services.  
 
Bounded rationality – Traditionally economists assume people to behave rationally. 
However, especially over the last decade this supposition has been nuanced by 
economists themselves, often aided by the valuable research of psychologists.107 An 
important insight has been that people are limited in their potential to process information and 
thus resort to “rules of thumb” that will not always lead to the decision expected from a 
rational person in that particular situation. Nonetheless, overall the use of such “rules of 
thumb” can be seen as a rational manner to save on information costs. Although 
traditional economists have attempted to downplay the implications of such “irrational 
behaviour” for their basic model by, for example, relying on the “law of large numbers” 
to wash out these individual errors and thereby ensure that group behaviour as a whole 
will be rational, it seems that the arguments for considering “bounded rationality” as a 
genuine market failure are becoming more and more powerful. Indeed, recent 
scholarship has convincingly argued that the impact of these decision-making failures on 
the consumers’ side will often be reinforced by rational producer actions attempting to 
manipulate the market based on these failures.108 Hence, this combination of “bounded 
rationality” on the side of consumers with “market manipulating behaviour” on the side 
of producers, could add strength to the demand for regulatory intervention.   
 
Nuance: business clients – However, not all clients will be “ignorant” to the same 
extent. Many consumers of professional services are so-called business clients who can 
                                                 
104 Since the principal is aware of the agent’s incentive to appropriate, he will refuse to transact. Consequently, both 
players will miss out on any potential cooperative surplus. Therefore, at the start of the transaction, both of them have 
an incentive to draw up a contract that credibly excludes such strategic behavior on the side of the agent by making his 
promises to cooperate enforceable. 
105 Shapiro, C., "Investment, Moral Hazard, and Occupational Licensing" (1986) Review of Economic Studies 843, 845. 
106 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 53. 
107 See , e.g., Jolls, C., Sunstein, C. R., and Thaler, R., "A Behavioral Approach to Law and Economics" (1998) Stanford 
Law Review 1471;   
108 Hanson, J. D. and Kysar, D. A., "Taking Behavioralism Seriously: The Problem of Market Manipulation" (1999) 
N.Y.U. Law Review 630; Hanson, J. D. and Kysar, D. A., "Taking Behavioralism Seriously: Some Evidence of Market 
Manipulation" (1999) Harvard Law Review 1420; Bar-Gill, O., "Behavioral Economics of Consumer Contracts, The 
Exchange " (2007-2008) Minn. L. Rev. 749 in debate with Epstein, R. A., "Behavioral Economics of Consumer 
Contracts, The Exchange " (2007-2008) Minn. L. Rev. 803. 
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gather information about the quality of these complex services at much lower cost due to 
their specialized knowledge and/or the repetitive character of their dealings with the 
professional.109 Hence, given their greater knowledge as well as bargaining power than 
“household clients” they will generally be able to draw up more complete contracts which 
include stipulations on the quality levels.110 An additional argument to distinguish 
business clients could be their greater demand for flexibility in the service provision. As 
such they might require, for example, an integrated provision of tax and legal advice, 
innovative manners of tailoring the service provision to their needs, etc.111 This might call 
for further adaptations to the regulatory environment governing the professionals.  

b) Self-correcting ability of the market 

However, failure of the contract mechanism does not necessarily rule out a market-
friendly solution since the market often appears quite capable of correcting itself.  
 

i. Repeat-purchasing and reputation as a quality mechanism 

Repeat-purchasing –  A typical market based mechanism that can address the 
information problems characterizing experience goods is the accumulation of knowledge 
by customers through repeat-purchasing. However, consumers in professional markets 
are often non-repeat customers. Services like the design of a house, the representation in 
a lawsuit, the conveyance of real estate, etc., are not of the type frequently purchased by 
average consumers. Moreover, as mentioned above, credence goods are typically hard to 
assess even after their acquisition.  
 
Reputation as a quality signal –  Given the usual lack of repeat-purchasing by 
individual consumers, most of them will need to rely on other sources of information 
than their own experience. In the long term, markets tend to supply such information by 
establishing individual reputations on the basis of past performances. Again, the problems 
for consumers to adequately evaluate the professional service even after it has been 
provided, could complicate the creation of individual reputations for professionals. In 
addition, reputations for professional services may be “noisy signals” as consumers can 
often only evaluate the specific outcome rather than the true quality of the service 
provision.112 Moreover, experiments have shown that “uncertain traders typically assess 
individual sellers in the light of the average performance of similar sellers and re-evaluate 
all sellers in light of the unexpected performance of particular sellers”.113  

                                                 
109 Stephen, F. H., "The Market Failure Justification for the Regulation of Professional Service Markets and the 
Characteristics of Consumers", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The 
Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 143, 149-152. 
110 Also the European Commission lays heavy emphasis on this distinction between business and household clients (it 
also adds the public sector as a category of clients), European Commission Staff Working Document,  “Progress by 
Member States in reviewing and eliminating restrictions to Competition in the area of Professional Services”, 
SEC(2005) 1064, 4, however, it also acknowledges that it is more difficult to fit small business clients into the 
framework since they are likely to be more expert than average households but might not possess the bargaining power 
of big business. 
111 European Commission Staff Working Document, “Progress by Member States in reviewing and eliminating 
restrictions to Competition in the area of Professional Services”, SEC(2005) 1064, 4. 
112 See Kraakman, R. H., "Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy" (1986) J. L. Econ. & 
Org. 53, 97, who makes this argument in respect of securities underwriting services. 
113 See Kraakman, R. H., "Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy" (1986) J. L. Econ. & 
Org. 53, 98: “While such interdependent evaluations are easily explicable as efforts to economize on scarce information, 
they create serious free-rider effects for reputational investments. They imply that opportunism or shirking by any 
player can liquidate a portion of the reputational capital “belonging” to all similar players, and they may suggest the 
converse as well: that an investment in establishing reputation by any player will similarly enhance the reputation of 
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Moreover, in respect of credence goods, the strength of the reputation mechanism, i.e., 
the extent to which past performance can be expected to project future performance, 
might be considerably weakened by the fact that consumers have trouble judging the 
quality of the service even ex post and the professional’s/agent’s incentive to cheat is thus 
much stronger.114  
 
Nonetheless, it is conceivable that certain professional markets will contain sufficient 
experienced repeat customers (businesses) who can gather information in the course of 
their repeated dealings with professionals and thus allow for reputations to emerge. Less 
informed clients can then rely on these reputations as an indicator of the quality to be 
expected.115 Sometimes intermediaries such as insurance companies can fulfil this role due 
to their scale economies in information assembling.116  
 
In summary, if the quality of services is hard to verify even after their performance, the 
information signal from reputations might be considerably weakened. 

ii. Asset Specificity 

A particular mechanism to overcome information asymmetries and to guarantee quality 
consists in investments in specific assets. Firm specific assets are capital assets that are 
non-salvageable, i.e., investments which cannot be recuperated in case the firm is driven 
out of business and closed down. In this sense these investments are also labelled ‘sunk 
costs’. 
 

 Theory of quality premiums and asset specificity 

Quality premiums as a signalling and incentive mechanism – According to KLEIN 
& LEFFLER a credible signal of quality for consumers facing information costs are quality 
price premiums (i.e., premiums derived from market prices above the perfect 
information competitive prices). The quality assurance flows from the fact that quality 
premiums provide incentives for producers to supply quality as long as the long run flow 
of these rents outweigh the one-off gains of cheating on quality.117 
 

                                                 
other players.” The ‘collective reputation mechanism’ will be discussed further in Chapter 3 within the framework of 
the economic analysis of self-regulation. 
114 Kay, J. and Vickers, J., "Regulatory Reform: An Appraisal", in Majone, G. (ed.), Deregulation and Re-Regulation (Pinter, 
London/New York, 1990) 223, 237. 
115 Stephen, F. H., "The Market Failure Justification for the Regulation of Professional Service Markets and the 
Characteristics of Consumers", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The 
Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 143, 149-152, who pleads 
for more differentiation in the public policy actions targeted at markets for professional services on the basis of the 
existing diversity in professions and types of consumers. 
116 Stephen, F. H., "The Market Failure Justification for the Regulation of Professional Service Markets and the 
Characteristics of Consumers", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The 
Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 143, 149, who gives the 
example of a list of approved doctors spread by insurance companies. 
117 Indeed, if firms are paid “merely” the perfectly competitive price, “cheating on quality” by providing lower than 
promised quality will be a more profitable strategy. In other words, they will have a strong incentive to opt for the 
short term profit-maximizing strategy of “fly-by-night”. Therefore, in order to induce firms to continue providing high 
quality services, they must have the expectation of receiving a flow of rents in the future. Indeed, in that case, the potential 
loss of this long run rental stream will outweigh the one-off-gain of cheating and thus allow for a credible commitment 
to quality by the firms. KLEIN & LEFFLER demonstrated that such a quality-assuring price can generally be expected to 
exist. Klein, B. and Leffler, K., "The Role of Market Forces in Assuring Contractual Performance" (1981) Journal of 
Political Economy 615, 621-622. 
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Maintaining quality premiums in markets by means of investments in specific 
assets – However, a problem to maintain quality may arise as the rents may create extra-
profits and attract other suppliers to enter the market. New entrants increase output and 
drive down market prices until the rents are dissipated and the quality price premiums are 
competed away. As a result quality signals for consumers and incentives for suppliers to 
maintain quality disappear.118 In order to avoid such entry and price competition, 
however, KLEIN & LEFFLER demonstrate that producers may compete by investing in 
specific assets that are non-salvageable, i.e., by investments in brand name capital 
(reputation) or in other specific productive capital assets, including human capital 
relevant for the provision of professional services. The required returns on such specific 
capital assets increase production costs and dissipate extra profits (leaving only normal 
rate of return on capital), so that prices are not reduced in the competitive process and 
the required price quality returns are maintained.119 
 
Hence, in view of the sunk costs involved in these specific assets producers have no 
incentive to follow the short term strategy of cheating on quality. The specific assets, 
which serve as collateral that the producer may lose if cheating, signal quality to 
consumers and maintain their willingness to pay a quality price premium.120 
 
Less costly alternatives possible - Finally, KLEIN & LEFFLER remark that the use of 
such implicit contract relying upon price-premium specific investments is not necessarily 
always the cheapest way to ensure quality supply. When quality characteristics can be 
specified cheaply and measured by a third party, an explicit contractual or regulatory 
specification with third party enforcement may be a less costly solution.121  
 

 Quality premiums for professional services through investments in human capital 

Quality premiums as inducement to invest in human capital - Professionals need to 
make investments in ‘human capital’ to be able to provide high quality, such as 
investments in technical and client-specific knowledge.122 Technical knowledge will 

                                                 
118 Indeed, a market in which such quality price premiums or rents are being earned is not in full equilibrium and new 
firms will enter the market, thereby increasing output and driving prices down until the rents are dissipated. However, 
the maintenance of such quality price premiums is necessary for qualitative services. 
119 In other words, the dissipation of these economic profits to remove the incentives to enter, must occur through 
competition in the non-price dimension, for example via competition on investments in specific assets. Such competition for 
the most highly valued firm-specific asset/capital investments will continue until the expected wealth increase (and 
thus the entry incentives) are eliminated. Hence, producers are motivated to purchase specific assets until (non-
salvageable) costs equal the capital value of the premiums rental stream earned when high quality is supplied at the 
quality assuring price. It represents the collateral that the firm may lose if cheating. In equilibrium only a normal rate of 
return on this collateral capital asset/specific asset is earned dissipating extra economic profits. Since in such 
equilibrium situation only a normal rate of return on this collateral specific asset is being earned, these investments in 
non-salvageable assets enable as well as supplement the quality price premium method. 
120 The firm-specific asset/capital investment typically consist in brand name capital investments at the selling side. 
However, non-salvageable productive assets are an alternative or supplement to the (pure) price premium method that serves as a 
collateral that the producer may lose. In the presence of more productive sunk costs such as for human capital, less 
sunk selling costs such as individual brand names will be required. These capital inputs will have a value, not only in 
terms of their productive value, but also in terms of providing quality assurance. Moreover, from the demand-side 
perspective, the magnitude of these capital investments in turn indicate the magnitude of the price premiums (and thus 
potential losses) and thus signals to the consumer the probability of receiving high quality. Uncertainty of the 
consumer about sunk costs and the related minimum quality assuring price may also be remedied by more visible sunk 
costs such as luxurious offices, advertising, etc.  Moreover, it is not required that the consumer knows these sunk costs 
exactly as they can often rely on crude decision rules that survive over time. 
121 Klein, B. and Leffler, K., "The Role of Market Forces in Assuring Contractual Performance" (1981) Journal of 
Political Economy 615. 
122 Arruñada, B., "Audit quality: attributes, private safeguards and the role of regulation" (2000) The European Accounting 
Review 205 
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generally be obtained through education and training. Client-specific knowledge stems 
from long-term relationships, e.g., the information acquired by an auditor about his 
client’s specific business sector. Since human capital investments are often highly non-
salvageable, and thus will never generate the same return outside that particular 
occupation, in order to induce the professional to make these specific assessments in 
human capital, he has to be assured that he will receive a return on investment by means 
of a future stream of quality premiums.    
 
Quality premium as incentive to maintain quality – In addition, the non-
salvageability of these investments in human capital, will motivate the professional to 
provide adequate quality to maintain his position and recuperate his investment.123 However, 
as explained above, this incentive will only hold if the professional is able to charge a 
price which comprises a so-called ‘quality premium’ or ‘quasi-rent’124 and thus surpasses the 
cost of the particular service but reflects the large investments made in the past. Thus, 
quality premiums are not only essential to induce the professional to make the initial investments 
in human capital needed for high quality service provision (return on initial investment), 
but also to persuade him to maintain such quality level in the provision of his services 
(discourage “cheating”).125  Otherwise, the choice to reduce the quality level (“cheating”) 
will be more profitable, and there will be a strong incentive for this short term profit-
maximizing strategy of “fly-by-night”.126 Thus, in order for the professional to be 
motivated to continue providing high quality services, he must have the expectation of 
receiving a flow of quasi-rents in the future.127 The potential loss of this future stream of 
quasi-rents allows for a credible commitment to quality by the professional.  
 
Additional investment in human capital to maintain quality premiums in market - 
Yet, as discussed above, a market in which quasi-rents are earned is not in full 
equilibrium and new professionals will enter the market until these rents are dissipated 
via price competition. The question then becomes how this future flow of quasi-rents 
can be assured without the imposition of entry barriers through, e.g., licensing 
requirements. It seems that a more “market-friendly” mechanism which can preserve the 
quality incentives is competition for the most highly valued (by consumers) specific 
investments. Hence, as far as this can be signalled to consumers, this could in fact lead to 
a further increase in human capital intensity.    
 

                                                 
123 Klein, B. and Leffler, K., "The Role of Market Forces in Assuring Contractual Performance" (1981) Journal of 
Political Economy 615, 627-629. Asset specificity can thus be seen as a means to economize on contractual safeguards. 
See Arruñada, B., "The Provision of Non-Audit Services by Auditors - Let the Market Evolve and Decide" (1999) 
International Review of Law and Economics 513, 519-520. 
124 Klein, B. and Leffler, K., "The Role of Market Forces in Assuring Contractual Performance" (1981) Journal of 
Political Economy 615, 622; A ‘rent’ is the difference between the revenue from producing a good and the cost of its 
production (opportunity cost). In a competitive market such rents are dissipated and product prices are driven down to 
the optimal level. By artificially limiting competition however, a wealth transfer (the rent) from consumers to 
producers will occur. 
125 See Shapiro, C., "Premiums for High Quality Products as Returns to Reputations" (1983) Quarterly Journal of 
Economics 659, 661; Klein, B. and Leffler, K., "The Role of Market Forces in Assuring Contractual Performance" (1981) 
Journal of Political Economy 615, 621-622. 
126 Shapiro, C., "Premiums for High Quality Products as Returns to Reputations" (1983) Quarterly Journal of Economics 
659, 660, “Without premiums for high quality items, sellers would find that a fly-by-night strategy of quality reduction 
would be profit maximizing. The reason is that, in markets with reputations, sellers can always increase profits in the 
short-run by reducing the quality of their products. After all, quality reductions will yield immediate costs savings, 
while the adverse effect on reputation will arise only in the longer run.”; for the formal elaboration of the profitability 
of “fly-by-night”-strategies in the absence of future quasi-rents, see Klein, B. and Leffler, K., "The Role of Market 
Forces in Assuring Contractual Performance" (1981) Journal of Political Economy 615, 621. 
127 Klein, B. and Leffler, K., "The Role of Market Forces in Assuring Contractual Performance" (1981) Journal of 
Political Economy 615, 621- 622.  
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 Quality premiums through investment in reputation  

SHAPIRO realized that reputation itself is a specific asset which can sustain a market in 
which quasi-rents are earned without excessive entry threatening this financial incentive-
mechanism. 128 As explained below, the key factor will be that remuneration for entrants 
in a market based on reputation is below opportunity earnings during an initial period 
and above it afterwards.129 In essence, a reputation means that clients know what quality to 
expect on the basis of past performances and adjust their willingness to pay accordingly. 
New entrants in the market lack this reputation and are therefore incapable of credibly 
asserting their commitment to high quality service provision. Consequently, these 
entrants will be obliged to accept prices below opportunity earnings (below actual costs) 
until their reputation has been established. The expenditures during this “underpaid” 
initial period of reputation-building equal out the profits (quasi-rents) obtained in later 
periods.130 In other words, potential new entrants face an “ex ante zero profit”-
expectation. In all probability, this dampens the enthusiasm of potential entrants and 
reduces the competitive pressure on the quasi-rents of reputed traders.131  

 
In conclusion, a reputation not only signals quality to the uninformed consumer but also 
comprises a strong incentive for the professional to maintain the quality level of his 
services. However, as mentioned above, the reputation mechanism relies on the 
verifiability of the quality of the service after its delivery. Given the ‘credence nature’ of 
many professional services, referring to the difficulty in evaluating these complex services 
on the basis of their outcome, it is unsure whether the market reputation mechanism132 
would function sufficiently well to provide the quality insurance described here.133 
 

 Organizational structure of professional firms generating quasi-rents as well as stronger 
reputational assets  

An alternative market solution might be emerging in the shape of the increasing 
formation of professional firms.  Indeed, by means of specific organizational decisions such 
professional firms might be able to provide the necessary incentives, such as quality 
premiums, for their professionals to provide high quality services. More precisely, 
through the adoption of a hierarchical structure and specific policies as to personnel 
selection, task allocation, promotions, etc., a firm can operate a ‘deferred compensation 

                                                 
128 Shapiro, C., "Premiums for High Quality Products as Returns to Reputations" (1983) Quarterly Journal of Economics 
659. 
129 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 56. 
130 Shapiro, C., "Premiums for High Quality Products as Returns to Reputations" (1983) Quarterly Journal of Economics 
659, 666-671. 
131 In a particular game theoretical analysis, however, KRANTON, introducing strategic competition for market shares, 
shows that, when all firms are charging the quality assuring price and firms are not using collusive pricing strategies, an 
individual firm competing for consumers could gain by producing low quality in the current period. Hence, the KLEIN-
SHAPIRO consumer-based reputation mechanism could be insufficient to guarantee high quality production, and the 
setting of quality standards and entry barriers (limiting competition) by professional associations might become 
necessary to enhance quality. Kranton, R. E., "Competition and the Incentive to Produce High Quality" (2003) 
Economica 385. 
132 Contrast however with the collective reputation mechanism discussed in Chapter 3. 
133 Cf. Shapiro, C., "Investment, Moral Hazard, and Occupational Licensing" (1986) Review of Economic Studies 843, 604: 
“The adjustment of a seller’s reputation requires that the quality of his product be observable after it is purchased and 
that this information be communicated to other potential buyers.” It would seem that if there are significantly more 
uninformed “amateur-purchasers” than repeat-business-clients in the market that the short-term gains of undercutting 
quality would be so high, that the initial period for reputation-building would have to be unreasonably long. Therefore, 
reputations would probably become too costly to pursue. 
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mechanism’ which ensures that its professionals are paid below opportunity earnings in 
an initial period and above it later on. This might then even induce a certain self-selection 
filtering out those individuals with a low ‘subjective discount rate’ who are thus less likely 
to be tempted by the short term profits of “cheating”. Hence, the future stream of quasi 
rents could thus be guaranteed through the hierarchical structure and organizational 
decisions of a competitive firm.134 Moreover, it might be expected that such professional 
firms will then compete among each other for the “internal organizational rules” best 
capable of ensuring high quality services, thus triggering a form of competitive (internal) 
self-regulation.135  

 
More generally, in comparison with individual practitioners’ reputations, the 
“reputational asset” of a professional firm based on repeated transactions and long term 
business goals is likely to provide a stronger collateral to back up its promise of high 
quality services.136   

 
As suggested above, such a compensation-scheme could also be instituted by means of 
regulatory intervention in the form of a licensing system or other entry restrictions requiring 
heavy initial investments and deferring compensation through “underpaid” 
apprenticeships and rigid hierarchies. These restrictions on entry can then sustain the 
quasi-rents earned in later stages of the career. Licensing as well as the maintenance of 
quasi-rents through self-regulatory intervention more generally will be dealt with more 
extensively below. 
 

iii. Other quality information instruments 

If producers have trouble making the quality of their services verifiable ex ante, they 
might consider providing product guarantees to convince consumers about their 
commitment to quality. Nonetheless, as mentioned repeatedly, the outcome of 
professional services often does not reflect the quality of the service provided. Thus, 
guarantees do not solve the information asymmetry and moreover create a typical moral 
hazard on the side of the client.137 An obvious market solution to lack of information on 
the side of consumers seems to be advertising. Yet, as will be discussed below138, since 
quality cannot be credibly disclosed, the value and effects of advertising professional 
services remain disputed.139 One might imagine standard contracts to ease the information 
problem in the professional-client relationship. However, the demand for professional 
services is typically heterogeneous in the sense that the service needs to be tailored to the 

                                                 
134 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 56-57. 
135 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 58-59. 
136 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 58; see also Kay, J. and Vickers, J., "Regulatory Reform: An Appraisal", 
in Majone, G. (ed.), Deregulation and Re-Regulation (Pinter, London/New York, 1990) 223, 231. 
137 De Bijl, P. and van Damme, E., Regulering en zelfregulering in markten met kwaliteitsonzekerheid ( 1997), 
http://arno.uvt.nl/show.cgi?fid=2870 34. 
138 See under information regulation. 
139 Yet another method would be the inspection by experienced third parties who could sell this quality information; 
De Bijl, P. and van Damme, E., Regulering en zelfregulering in markten met kwaliteitsonzekerheid ( 1997), 
http://arno.uvt.nl/show.cgi?fid=2870, 34. However, such private information production often fails due to the public 
good characteristics of information. 
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specific needs of the individual client. Clearly, standardization as a way to facilitate 
assessment will not work for such tailor-made services.140  
 

2.1.2.3  External i t i es  

Concept - An ‘externality’ arises when a transaction creates unintended costs or benefits 
for a third party.141 Such costs or benefits are external to the specific bargain and will not 
automatically be taken into account in the purchase or sales decision of the parties to the 
transaction. For instance, when a client chooses a less qualified and thus low cost 
professional, he leaves out of his calculus the social cost imposed upon third parties by a 
low quality service provision. Such negative external effects may include, e.g., the spread of a 
misdiagnosed contagious disease or the collapse of a badly constructed building. On the 
other hand high quality work of a litigation lawyer not only furthers the client’s case but 
also has the positive effect of creating “good case-law” to the benefit of society as a 
whole.142  However, the social gain from this positive external effect is not part of the 
main transaction and the market is thus likely to supply too little of such qualitative legal 
services. In summary, the lack of internalization of social costs or benefits might lead to a 
suboptimal level of quality of professional services, as well as to the over- or under-
provision of certain services.  
 
Missing Markets – Since COASE, the externalities-problem is often described as one of 
missing or incomplete markets. If the affected third party were able to negotiate with the 
client and/or professional, this would lead to a socially optimal outcome.143 By bargaining 
on the basis of what his safety from construction accidents or contagious diseases is 
worth to him (‘reservation price’) the third party could induce the others to internalize 
the costs their actions would impose upon him. However, in the event of a ‘true or 
complex externality’, there tend to be so many third parties (multilateral relationship) that 
the occurrence of negotiation becomes illusionary (prohibitive transaction costs). Clearly, 
the asymmetric information problem between the lay-client and the trained professional 
will also affect third parties and reduce further the likelihood of negotiation. All in all, it 
is possible that the transaction costs of public intervention will be lower than the 
transaction costs of bargaining.144  
 
Specific (legal) duties to serve the public – Members of the professions have always 
been keen to portray their activities as being in the public interest and thus requiring a 
special regulatory framework which sets them aside from purely commercial services. In 
certain instances, governments have indeed conferred specific duties145 upon 
professionals obliging them to go beyond mere client-loyalty146 and serve the public as a 
whole. Notaries, e.g., are often granted the legal monopoly for the conveyance of real 

                                                 
140 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 52-53. 
141 Frank, R. H., Microeconomics and Behavior (McGraw-Hill/ Irwin, Boston, 2003), 613 who describes an ‘externality’ as 
“either a benefit or a cost of an action that accrues to someone other than the people directly involved in the action”. 
142 Copenhagen Economics, The Legal Profession, Competition and Liberalisation ( 2006), 
http://www.copenhageneconomics.com/publications/The_legal_profession.pdf. , 9. 
143 The COASE theorem holds that in the absence of transaction costs, the outcome of such negotiations will be 
economically efficient regardless of how the law allocates property rights, since the parties involved will choose 
transactions that maximise their joint utility and thus social welfare. Coase, R., "The Problem of Social Cost" (1960) 
The Journal of Law & Economics 1. 
144 See Chapter 2.III  on page 50 contrasting ex post liability with ex ante regulation. 
145 Beyond the general ‘due care’ obligation accompanying all individuals’ actions. 
146 Which can already be thought to go beyond a purely commercial client-service provider relationship. 
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property and need to uphold legal certainty by filing all sorts of documents in public 
registers. Annual accounts require accreditation by auditors.  Pharmacists are under the 
obligation to prevent drug abuse.147 An often recurring feature in these “public services” 
is an element of “control of legality”. It seems that various professionals are expected to 
function to some extent as ‘gatekeepers’148 by refusing co-operation in order to prevent 
unlawful conduct.149 Consequently, within the framework of the private transaction with 
their client, these gatekeepers need to guard over a particular public interest, thus 
producing a positive externality not (necessarily) envisaged by the specific client.  
 
Economic rationale for ‘gatekeeping’ – From an economic point of view there is an 
argument to be made for entrusting professionals with certain “public services”. More 
specifically, the joint production of private and public services by a professional allows 
for the efficiency benefits of economies of scope in the use of informational and 
contractual resources.150 The type of information needed to perform, i.e. human capital, 
general knowledge and consumer specific knowledge, is identical for both services. 
Moreover, the same contractual problems, demanding costly contractual safeguards, will 
arise for both types of services. Hence, it is advantageous to spread these costs, incurred 
in order to induce the agent to perform, over as many services as possible. 
 
Incentive problems of gatekeeping – However, the ‘gatekeeping’-efforts demanded 
from the professional are often not remunerated and might even impose extra costs. 
Moreover, the service provider is put in the difficult position of having to serve two 
principals, his client and the public, only one of which is actually reimbursing him. 
Clearly, strong incentives are needed to guarantee sufficient independence from his client. The 
market mechanism alone will sometimes, but clearly not always produce these.151 
Notwithstanding the incentives flowing from the liability of gatekeepers, sometimes 
restrictions on competitive pressure and the ensuing financial benefits to the 
                                                 
147 See for example ECJ, Case C-322/01 Deutscher Apothekerverband [2003] E.C.R. I-4887, paras 119 & 124, where the 
Court acknowledged this ‘gatekeeping’ function of pharmacists, at least in respect of prescription medicines, when it 
stated that “[g]iven that there may be risks attaching to the use of these medicinal products, the need to be able to 
check effectively and responsibly the authenticity of doctors' prescriptions and to ensure that the medicine is handed 
over either to the customer himself, or to a person to whom its collection has been entrusted by the customer, is such 
as to justify a prohibition on mail-order sales. […] allowing prescription medicines to be supplied on receipt of a 
prescription and without any other control could increase the risk of prescriptions being abused or inappropriately 
used.” 
148 ‘Gatekeepers’ refers to those private parties “who are able to disrupt misconduct by withholding their cooperation 
from wrongdoers” and upon whom a specific legal duty is imposed to do so. They are obliged to withhold their 
support on the penalty of incurring third-party ‘gatekeeper liability’. “This support - usually a specialized good, service, 
or form of certification that is essential for the wrongdoing to succeed – is the “gate” that the gatekeeper keeps.” 
Kraakman, R. H., "Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy" (1986) J. L. Econ. & Org. 53, 
53-54. 
149 See, e.g., the duty imposed upon auditors, external accountants, tax advisors, notaries and other independent legal 
professionals to notify the authorities of suspect financial or corporate transactions by Art. 2(3) of the “3d Money 
Laundering Directive” (Directive 2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of October 26, 2005 on 
the prevention of the use of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering and terrorist financing ([2005] 
O.J. L309/15) (see Chapter 6 for a discussion of this instrument); Kraakman, R. H., "Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a 
Third-Party Enforcement Strategy" (1986) J. L. Econ. & Org. 53, 54: “accountants and lawyers are natural gatekeepers 
for fraudulent securities transactions that require audits or legal opinions in order to close”, “regulatory measures such 
as licensing requirements can create gatekeepers where none existed before [ …] a simple example is the prescription 
system, which permits doctors and pharmacists to block the abuse of controlled substances” 
150 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 54-55. 
151 In the case of auditors the market itself is likely to induce the “gatekeeping-actions” because the clients themselves 
benefit from hiring an auditor with an impeccable reputation. Kraakman, R. H., "Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a 
Third-Party Enforcement Strategy" (1986) J. L. Econ. & Org. 53; for a more in-depth analysis of the incentives in the 
auditor market, see Arruñada, B., "Audit quality: attributes, private safeguards and the role of regulation" (2000) The 
European Accounting Review 205. 
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professionals might be needed to reinforce the incentive to maintain independence.152 
“Valuable licenses, whatever their primary purpose, are always convenient devices for 
assuring that wayward gatekeepers risk a substantial penalty for corruption.”153 
Consequently, given their significant investments in licenses and reputations, 
professionals stand much to lose and can thus be considered as attractive gatekeepers.154   
 

2.1.2.4  Publi c  goods 

Non-excludability and non-rivalry – Public goods constitute a special type of positive 
externalities.  Typically, the consumption of these goods cannot be restricted to those 
persons who have paid for it (non-excludability), causing free rider behaviour and thus an 
undersupply of such goods in the market. Moreover, one person’s use of the good will 
have no consequences for its consumption by others (non-rivalry).155 A classical example 
of a public good is national defence.  
 
With regard to professional services, some all-embracing positive externalities like 
“public health” and “a well-functioning legal system” are sometimes brought under this 
denominator. However, since these services do not entail free rider problems, it  does 
not seem relevant to pursue such a public goods analysis.156  
 

2.1.2.5  Conclusion in respec t  o f  pro fess ional  regulat ion 

The analysis above leads to the conclusion that markets for professional services are 
susceptible to certain market failures as well as breakdowns in the contracting 
mechanism and might thus benefit from a degree of corrective professional regulation. 
 
Indeed, although still very much “work in progress”, the emerging scholarship focusing 
on information problems in markets has clarified various instances of market failure where 
regulatory intervention might be appropriate. In respect of professional services, their 
experience and credence good characteristics based on the serious ex ante and, possibly, 
ex post information asymmetry between client and professional, can be expected to cause 
problems for the market mechanism. Hence, professional markets might be threatened 
by adverse selection as well as moral hazard problems. Still, before jumping to the 
conclusion that regulatory intervention is unavoidable, the self-correcting capacity of the market 
mechanism had to be looked at more closely. It was found however, that, due to precisely 
these credence characteristics, typical corrective mechanisms such as repeat-purchasing 
and individual reputation building can be expected to be much less effective in 
professional markets. A promising incentive mechanism based on the combination of 
quality premiums and investments in specific assets necessitated a more in-depth analysis. 
Indeed, the expectation of the future stream of quality price premiums which was 
                                                 
152 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 55. 
153 Kraakman, R. H., "Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy" (1986) J. L. Econ. & Org. 
53, 70. 
154 Kraakman, R. H., "Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy" (1986) J. L. Econ. & Org. 
53, 70. Recall the discussion above on the incentive effects produced by quasi-rents and specific assets. Moreover, 
these quasi-rents might be considered as remuneration for these none rewarded public services. 
155 This is sometimes also referred to as “non-diminishability” clarifying that one person’s use of the good does not 
diminish the amount available for others. See Frank, R. H., Microeconomics and Behavior (McGraw-Hill/ Irwin, Boston, 
2003), 614. 
156 Volkerink, B., de Bas, P., van Gorp, N. and Philipsen, N., “Study of regulatory restrictions in the field of 
pharmacies”, 22 June 2007, http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/pharmacy/report_en.pdf,  28. 
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deemed indispensable to induce the professional not to “cheat on quality”, seemed 
difficult to uphold in competitive markets. For, markets where such quality premiums are 
being earned will not be in full equilibrium and thus attract entry, thereby threatening 
these premiums through price competition. Therefore, several mechanisms to maintain 
such quality premiums without resorting to full-blown entry restrictions in the form of 
licensing were investigated. It was found that competition on investments in specific 
assets could dissipate the rents while avoiding the price to be driven down. In the case of 
professionals such assets could be additional investments in human capital, reputation-
building, etc. Nonetheless, given the presumed difficulty with individual reputations in 
professional services markets, this market-friendly solution seems less helpful. An 
additional means by which the market itself might be able to recreate the necessary 
quality premium compensation-mechanism could be the setting up of professional firms 
with a particular                                                                                                                                                                                                               
hierarchical internal organization. In addition the instruments of product guarantees, 
advertising and standard contracts, to alleviate the quality information problems were 
deemed less utile in professional markets. In conclusion, it can be thought that in 
professional markets information asymmetry is likely to be a real problem justifying some 
type of regulatory intervention. 
 
A second market failure which can affect professional markets, are externalities. Indeed, 
aside from complex negative externalities, such as the threat to public health of 
misdiagnosed contagious diseases, professional services can also generate positive 
externalities which will not be sufficiently rewarded by the market mechanism. Hence, in 
particular the specific public gatekeeping duties accorded to, for example pharmacists, 
might require regulatory intervention to ensure the proper incentives for the 
professional. 
 

2.2 “Redistributive” function of regulation: Private Interest 
Theories of Regulation  

Government failure – The assumption of a benevolent government attributed to the 
“Public Interest Theory” did not persuade all economists and was moreover contradicted 
by a growing empirical literature on the inefficient functioning of various regulated 
economic sectors.157 As a result, several new theories of regulation set out to provide a 
more realistic analysis of the phenomenon of regulation. These theories share the view 
that regulation is largely the result of lobbying and rent-seeking by interest groups.158 Accordingly, 
regulatory measures are perceived as instances of government failure where private 
interests succeeded in capturing the relevant political actors to pursue their own agenda, 
rather than as a response to market failure.159 Even though a strict antagonism between 
‘public interest’ and ‘private interest’ theories of regulation amounts to a misleading 

                                                 
157 For references to such empirical studies, see Hägg, P. G., "Theories on the Economics of Regulation: A Survey of 
the Literature from a European Perspective" (1997) European Journal of Law and Economics 337 340 and den Hertog, J., 
"General Theories of Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics, Volume 
III. The Regulation of Contracts (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 223, 233. 
158 Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, 
Maastricht, 2003), 23-24. 
159 See Hägg, P. G., "Theories on the Economics of Regulation: A Survey of the Literature from a European 
Perspective" (1997) European Journal of Law and Economics 337 for an elucidating overview of the development of these 
various “special interest” theories,  at 341-348. 
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simplification160, it does illuminate the fact that the theories grouped here treat regulation 
mainly as a “redistributive means” rather than a corrective measure.  
 
Capture Theory – A predecessor of the more elaborated economic theories can be 
found in the capture theory which has its roots in political science.161 It deserves credit 
for raising awareness of private interest groups’ intervention in the regulatory process 
through its research on the capture of agencies by the regulated branches of industry. 
However, its lack of theoretical foundations162 prevented it from growing into a full-
blown explanatory theory on the operation of private interests in the public domain.163 

 
Public Choice Theory – Public Choice Theory164  compares the political scene to a market 
in which individuals try to maximize their utility. Politicians will support particular 
legislative measures in exchange for votes, budgetary contributions or prestige. Citizens 
and interest groups will pursue their preferences using their voting power as well as 
financial influence. Hence legislation is to be seen as a product provided by politicians in 
response to the demand of voters and private interest groups.165   
 
Rent-seeking hypothesis – A branch of the Public Choice Theory devoted its research 
to the damaging consequences of the phenomenon of rent-seeking.166 Through the 
adoption of protective regulation, interest groups attempt to reduce competition in order 
to acquire artificial rents. This process is referred to as the rent-seeking hypothesis. A ‘rent’ is 
the difference between the revenue from producing a good and the cost of its 
production. In a competitive market such rents are dissipated and product prices are 
driven down to the optimal level167. By artificially limiting competition however, a wealth 
transfer (the rent) from consumers to producers will occur. Apart from distributive 
concerns, such rent-seeking behaviour also raises objections from an efficiency point of 
view, i.e. the resources employed by producers to capture this wealth transfer create a pure 
deadweight loss (waste) to society. 
 

                                                 
160 See above for a critical analysis of the so-called “Public Interest Theory of Regulation”, and consider also the more 
favourable view of BECKER on the social outcome of lobbying as discussed below (Becker, G. S., "A Theory of 
Competition Among Pressure Groups for Political Influence" (1983) The Quarterly Journal of Economics 371). 
161 For a critical discussion, see Posner, R. A., "Theories of economic regulation" (1974) Bell Journal of Economics and 
Management Sciences 335, 341-343; see also Ogus, A. I., Regulation (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994), 57-58. 
162 It is thought that the political science ‘capture theory’ is more a hypothesis than a theory since it lacks the 
theoretical tools to address many crucial questions related to the capture phenomenon. Posner, R. A., "Theories of 
economic regulation" (1974) Bell Journal of Economics and Management Sciences 335, 341-343;  Hägg, P. G., "Theories on 
the Economics of Regulation: A Survey of the Literature from a European Perspective" (1997) European Journal of Law 
and Economics 337, 343; den Hertog, J., "General Theories of Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), 
Encyclopedia of Law and Economics, Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 223, 236.  
163 Ogus, A. I., Regulation (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994), 58. 
164 This theory was mainly developed by the so-called “Virginia School” with representatives such as TULLOCK and 
BUCHANAN. For an overview, see Buchanan, J. M., Tollison, R. D., and Tullock, G., Toward a Theory of the Rent-Seeking 
Society (Texas A&M University Press, College Station (Tex.), 1980). See also Ogus, A. I., Regulation (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1994), 58-71. 
165 OGUS illustrates however, that the political market differs from the conventional market in several ways. First of all, 
in contrast to the voluntary bargaining mechanism in the conventional market that generally only affects the parties 
mutually agreeing, political “agreements” will inevitably have a coercive effect on those who had voted differently. 
Collective decisions thus have the potential to oppress minorities.  Moreover, unlike prices, votes cannot reflect the 
intensity of the preferences of the different voters and the outcome thus cannot be socially optimal. Lastly, programs 
of politicians are always packages of political viewpoints. Voters cannot “pick and choose” but have to consent or 
disagree with all of them. Again, the outcome will not be an adequate reflection of the preferences in the political 
market. Ogus, A. I., Regulation (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994)59-61. 
166 See in particular Buchanan, J. M. and Tullock, G., The Calculus of Consent (University of Michigan Press press., Ann 
Arbor, 1962); Buchanan, J. M., Tollison, R. D., and  Tullock, G., Toward a Theory of the Rent-Seeking Society (Texas A&M 
University Press, College Station (Tex.), 1980). 
167 This is where marginal costs equal marginal benefits, see Chapter 7. 
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Collective action-theory: the successfulness of interest groups – OLSON identified 
certain characteristics that positively influence the success of an interest group and thus 
generate incentives for a sector to lobby for regulation.168 The main problem which 
confronts interest groups is the potential for members to ‘free ride’ on the benefits of 
their lobbying efforts. To facilitate monitoring of the members and lower the 
organizational transaction costs between them, pressure groups should ideally be small, 
well-organized and single-issue oriented. The consumer group that bears the cost of such 
regulation should, on the contrary, be large and dispersed. Given the relatively small 
costs imposed on each separate individual and the high costs of bargaining among such 
isolated actors, their incentives to prevent the regulation from being adopted will be 
small. The position of the well-organized professional associations as opposed to the 
scattered consumers would seem to form the perfect setting for successful lobbying by 
the professions. 
 
Economic Theory of Regulation – The Chicago economists traditionally perceived 
regulation largely as the result of business-demand for protection against competition.169 
STIGLER clearly saw government as the supply-side and industry as the demand-side of 
protective regulation.170 When looking deeper into industry demand for regulation, 
POSNER suggested that especially industries where cartelization was infeasible or costly 
would be inclined to push for protective regulation. In heterogeneous and non-
concentrated industries, regulation is thus likely to replace cartel agreements.171 Again, the 
liberal professions would clearly fit the profile. However, this single (industry) interest 
view was later nuanced by PELTZMAN who described politicians as arbitrating between the 
more dispersed “uninformed” voters (power of votes) as well as the industry interest 
groups (power of pressure groups).172  
 
BECKER later reintroduced some element of public interest into the perception of the 
regulatory process173 by arguing that competition between different interest groups will lead to a 
socially optimal outcome, íf these groups enjoy equal political power.174 Thus, 
competition between equally influential groups is expected to lead to a socially desirable 
outcome with gains for society rather than dead-weight losses. BECKER deduced this 
from his finding that pressure groups have an incentive to demand the most efficient 
regulation, since regulations generating deadweight costs discourage the political power 
of the benefited group whereas they encourage the power of those groups whose welfare 
has been harmed.175 “No policy that lowered social output would survive if all groups 

                                                 
168 Olson, M., The Logic of Collective Action (Harvard University Press, Cambridge (Massachusetts), 1965). 
169 De Bijl, P. and van Damme, E., Regulering en zelfregulering in markten met kwaliteitsonzekerheid ( 1997), 
http://arno.uvt.nl/show.cgi?fid=2870 21-22. 
170 Stigler, G. J., "The Theory of Economic Regulation" (1971) The Bell Journal of Economics and Management Sciences 3. 
171 Posner, R. A., "Theories of economic regulation" (1974) Bell Journal of Economics and Management Sciences 335, 344-350, 
where he also referred to the professions as a typical sector in which regulation probably compensates for the 
infeasibility of cartelization flowing from the multitude of professionals that would have to agree. 
172 Peltzman, S., "Towards a More General Theory of Regulation" (1976) Journal of Law and Economics 211. 
173 Becker, G. S., "A Theory of Competition Among Pressure Groups for Political Influence" (1983) The Quarterly 
Journal of Economics 371, 384, who states that his “analysis of non-cooperative competition among pressure groups can 
unify the view that governments correct market failures and what has seemed to be a contrary view that governments 
favour the politically powerful”; Hägg, P. G., "Theories on the Economics of Regulation: A Survey of the Literature 
from a European Perspective" (1997) European Journal of Law and Economics 337, 345-346. 
174 Becker, G. S., "A Theory of Competition Among Pressure Groups for Political Influence" (1983) The Quarterly 
Journal of Economics 371, 395-396. 
175 Becker, G. S., "A Theory of Competition Among Pressure Groups for Political Influence" (1983) The Quarterly 
Journal of Economics 371, 383-385.  
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were equally large and skilful at producing political influence, for the opposition would 
always exert more influence than proponents”176.  

 
Conclusion: implications for analysis of professional regulation – The market for 
professional services seems to resemble STIGLER’S single interest setting more closely 
than BECKER’S depiction of competition between politically equally powerful groups. 
Professional associations tend to be small, well-organized and single-issue oriented 
organizations, making them very suitable entities for collective lobbying action. The 
consumers who might be thought to bear the cost of anti-competitive regulations are, 
conversely, dispersed and unlikely to organize themselves easily. Moreover, professional 
associations consist of many small individual actors, suggesting that cartelization without 
protective regulation is almost impossible. According to POSNER’S research, this 
increases the likelihood that the professions will lobby for anti-competitive regulation.   
 

II. Choice of types and instruments of regulation 

Least interfering regulation – Even if it were accepted that the market mechanism 
cannot satisfactorily solve all (wealth-diminishing) problems associated with the 
provision of professional services, economic theory will still call for the least market 
interfering instrument to be used. If asymmetric information vis-à-vis the quality of professional 
services is the problem, regulatory initiatives must first and foremost aim at “injecting” 
such quality information into the market process. Only when this fails or when serious 
externalities are present, should regulation be allowed to (directly or indirectly) interfere 
with the market quality level.177 Accordingly, OGUS identifies three types of regulatory 
instruments, each entailing a different degree of interference with economic freedom.178 
Information regulation “merely” controls the degree and content of information that 
professionals (should) disclose. Consequently, this instrument addresses the information 
problem by attempting to reveal the quality levels of the available professional services, 
thereby facilitating the functioning of the market mechanism. Quality standards go beyond 
this and directly impose certain quality-affecting (behavioural) duties on the professional 
whose non-compliance will be penalized.179  Finally, licensing completely blocks a 
professional from entering the market unless he ex ante fulfils certain conditions which 
are expected to increase the quality of his service provision.  
 
Entry and conduct regulation – Generally, professional regulation is subdivided into 
rules concerning entry or conduct.180 Market ‘entry regulation’ concerns preconditions 

                                                 
176 Becker, G. S., "Public Policies, Pressure Groups, and Dead Weight Costs" (1985) Journal of Public Economics 329, 344. 
See in general Hägg, P. G., "Theories on the Economics of Regulation: A Survey of the Literature from a European 
Perspective" (1997) European Journal of Law and Economics 337, 345-346 for a thorough discussion of BECKER’S insights. 
177 KERBER distinguishes between “mandatory substantive regulations [as referring] to all mandatory rules that restrict 
freedom of contract or the design or composition of products or services that are offered on the market” and 
“mandatory information regulations [as] rules that regulate the information duties of the parties in [respect of] the 
product or service of the transaction”. The latter type of regulation is less interfering since it does not “restrict the 
contract or transaction itself, but only oblige[s] the parties to disclose proper information.” Kerber, W., "European 
System of Private Laws: An Economic Perspective", in Cafaggi, F. and Watt, H. M. (eds.), Making European Private Law 
(Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2008), 71. 
178 Ogus, A. I., Regulation (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994), 150-151. 
179 See in that sense Ogus, A. I., Regulation (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994), 150. 
180 Ogus, A., Paterson, I. and Fink, M., “The economic impact of regulation in the field of liberal professions in 
different Member States” (2003) Research Report for the European Commission, 23. It should be noted however that 
‘entry’ relates here to ‘formal entry into a particular activity’ rather than the traditional wider concept of ‘entry into the 
market’ underlying the economic concept of ‘entry barriers’. Indeed, ‘formal conduct regulation’ does not concern 
‘formal entry into the activity’ but might still prevent actual ‘entry into a market’ (or socalled ‘market access’). Such can, 
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which the professional needs to fulfil before being allowed to engage in a particular 
activity in the market. It can involve, among others, personal preconditions (nationality, 
good behaviour, etc.), qualifications, obligatory registration, licensing as well as planning 
restrictions. ‘Conduct regulation’ attempts to influence the professional’s behaviour in the 
market and includes, for instance, price regulation, advertising restrictions, restraints on 
inter-professional co-operation as well as rules on forms of business. 181   
 
Even though it is clearly beyond the scope of this dissertation to offer an exhaustive 
overview of the economic analyses of all possible types of professional regulation, in the 
following section, a selection of regulatory instruments will be discussed in function of 
their degree of interference with the market mechanism as well as their point of intervention, i.e. 
before entering the market or while “behaving” in the market.182  
 

1. Entry 

1.1 Licensing 

Ex ante  or input regulation to guarantee quality – If an occupation is licensed, only 
those professionals who meet certain requirements (usually education and/or training) 
are allowed to perform particular reserved activities.183 Licensing thus attempts to 
influence the quality of the service before its provision (ex ante) and controls the input 
(mainly education and/or training) rather than the output.184 The underlying assumption 
is that there is a strong complementary relationship between investments in human capital (input) and 
the quality of the service provided.185 An alternative justification for licensing relates to its 

                                                 
for example, be the case for pricing restrictions preventing actual entry into a market (as opposed to 
activity/profession) with powerful incumbents. For a case outside professional services illustrating this interconnection 
between conduct regulation and barriers to entry/market access, see: ECJ, Case C-442/02 Caixa-Bank [2004] E.C.R. I-
8961. 
181 Ogus, A., Paterson, I. and Fink, M., “The economic impact of regulation in the field of liberal professions in 
different Member States” (2003) Research Report for the European Commission, 24-25. See also KAY & VICKERS who 
explain that structural (or entry) regulation “aims to create a situation in which the incentives or opportunities for 
undesirable behavior are removed, while [conduct regulation] addresses not the undesirable underlying incentives, but 
the behaviour that they would otherwise induce” (Kay, J. and Vickers, J., "Regulatory Reform: An Appraisal", in 
Majone, G. (ed.), Deregulation and Re-Regulation (Pinter, London/New York, 1990) 223, 233.). 
182 KAY & VICKERS note that structural or entry regulation may be preferable if there is an information asymmetry 
between the regulator and the regulated (Kay, J. and Vickers, J., "Regulatory Reform: An Appraisal", in Majone, G. 
(ed.), Deregulation and Re-Regulation (Pinter, London/New York, 1990) 223, 233). 
183 See, e.g., ECJ, Case C-3/95 Reisebüro Broede / Sandker [1996] E.C.R. I-6511, para. 41, where the Court accepted that 
a Member State could reserve the activity of recovering debts to lawyers. Contrast however with ECJ, Case C-76/90 
Säger [1991] E.C.R. I-4221, paras 17-20, where the Court considered the reservation of handling routine patent 
renewals to lawyers or patent agents to be disproportionate. 
184 For an overview of the empirical research conducted on the effects of licensing, see Svorny, S., "Licensing, Market 
Entry Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation 
of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 296, 309-314. 
185 Shapiro, C., "Investment, Moral Hazard, and Occupational Licensing" (1986) Review of Economic Studies 843, 844. See 
however the critical appraisal of this assumption by Svorny, S., "Licensing, Market Entry Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. 
and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, 
Cheltenham, 2000) 296, 303-304. See also Curran, C., "The American Experience with Self-Regulation in the Medical 
and Legal Professions", in Faure, M., Finsinger, J., Siegers, J. and others (eds.), Regulation of Professions (Maklu, 
Antwerpen, 1993) 47, 58, who points out that this already tenuous link between education and service quality is likely 
to fade the longer the professional has left school for practice. See also Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in 
the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, Maastricht, 2003), 33. Qualitative continuing education 
courses could offset this trend if they are more than “keeping up appearances” and provide real incentives for the 
professional to invest in updating his knowledge. 
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capacity to ensure the quality premiums needed to maintain the quality incentives flowing 
from the specific asset mechanism discussed above.186  
 
Licensing and human capital investment as a proxy for quality – A licensed 
occupation only admits professionals who fulfil certain prerequisites. Assuming that 
there is a link between human capital and service quality, excluding the lowest quality 
providers from the market should increase the average quality level, thus alleviating the 
information problems which risk to result in adverse selection (lemons problem) as well 
as the moral hazard agency failure. 187   Focusing on the adverse selection problem, 
LELAND suggests that licensing might remedy such market failure by de facto installing a 
minimum quality level and thus raising the overall quality in the market.188 According to 
SHAPIRO, the risk of moral hazard on the side of the agent in untransparant markets will 
be reduced through licensing. Indeed, he presumes that an increase in the level of 
training (human capital investment) will reduce the marginal cost of providing quality.189 
Therefore, better qualified professionals should be more likely to provide high quality 
services since it is cheaper and easier for them to do so. All in all, consumers preferring 
high quality services will receive them at a lower price, while consumers favouring lower 
quality at lower prices will be compelled to pay more to overqualified professionals.190 
Such paternalistic restraint of consumer choice, which would not occur in the event of a mere 
certification mechanism (see infra), would only seem appropriate if low quality provision 
entails disastrous consequences (including externalities) or great societal repugnance.191  
 
Entry barrier producing quality premiums – Nonetheless, certain risks are associated 
with the installation of such a filter. It can easily amount to an entry barrier which is 
susceptible to abuse from the licensed occupation itself in an attempt to restrict 
competition and acquire monopoly gains.192 However, mindful of the specific assets’ 
analysis above193, such a future flow of quasi rents might precisely serve to reinforce the 
professional’s incentive to provide high quality services.194 As explained, the expectation 
of a future flow of quality premiums to compensate for past investments in human capital195 may 

                                                 
186 Svorny, S., "Licensing, Market Entry Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and 
Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 296, 307. 
187 Shapiro, C., "Investment, Moral Hazard, and Occupational Licensing" (1986) Review of Economic Studies 843, 843; 
Curran, C., "The American Experience with Self-Regulation in the Medical and Legal Professions", in Faure, M., 
Finsinger, J., Siegers, J. and others (eds.), Regulation of Professions (Maklu, Antwerpen, 1993) 47, 53-54; Philipsen, N. J., 
Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, Maastricht, 2003), 33. For 
a critical appraisal of these arguments, see Svorny, S., "Licensing, Market Entry Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De 
Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 
2000) 296, 305-306. 
188 Leland, H. E., "Quacks, Lemons, and Licensing: A Theory of Minimum Quality Standards" (1979) Journal of Political 
Economy 1328, 1335 1337.   
189 Shapiro, C., "Investment, Moral Hazard, and Occupational Licensing" (1986) Review of Economic Studies 843, 846. 
190 Shapiro, C., "Investment, Moral Hazard, and Occupational Licensing" (1986) Review of Economic Studies 843, 847-
848. 
191 Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, 
Maastricht, 2003), 34. 
192 Stigler, G. J., "The Theory of Economic Regulation" (1971) The Bell Journal of Economics and Management Science 3 
193 See on page 28 
194 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, suggests that this incentive mechanism could also be provided within 
the hierarchical structure of a firm (see above on page 31). 
195 SVORNY explains that the imposition of underpaid internships and apprenticeships typical for licensing 
mechanisms, increases the investment in an initial phase thereby enlarging the cost of losing out on future 
compensatory quasi rents due to malpractice, Svorny, S., "Licensing, Market Entry Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and 
De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, 
Cheltenham, 2000) 296, 307. 
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induce the professional not to defect and risk losing these future quasi-rents (solution to 
agency problem).196  
 
Danger of substitution – Another possible yet undesirable effect of raising the average 
quality and thereby the prices of the services is the phenomenon of substitution. 
Consumers who prefer to buy low quality services at low prices might be induced to turn 
to alternative cheaper “black market” services or even to “do-it-yourself (DIY)”.197 In 
this event the average quality level of services is likely to decrease even further than 
without licensure.  
 
Certification as the less restrictive alternative? – Certification testifies that the 
professional has fulfilled certain educational and/or training requirements by allowing 
him to use a specific title/certificate which sets him apart from other professionals in the 
same field. It sends a high quality signal to consumers without the need to exclude the 
uncertified lower quality providers from the market.198 Consequently consumers retain 
the choice between high or low quality services. Such choice, however, may be considered 
undesirable if the consequences of bad performance have the potential of being extremely 
detrimental to the client (e.g., a wrong diagnosis) or third parties.199 Ideally certification 
has the advantage of signalling good quality without creating entry barriers for lower 
quality providers. In reality however, certification may become the standard in the market to 
the extent that only the supply of certified services remains. New entrants will then have 
no option but to conform.200  
 
Licensing versus certification – Generally, economists will favour certification above 
licensing since it provides the same quality signal (linking education to quality of the 
service) yet is much less intrusive in the market mechanism by allowing for different 
unveiled quality levels to coexist in the market. Only if underperformance would cause 
serious damages to the client or third parties, might it be a good idea to protect 
consumers from their own freedom of choice and install a minimum quality level by 
means of licensure.  Nonetheless, if consumers were to start substituting the highly 
qualitative yet expensive services en masse by self-help or “black market” services, the 
advantage of licensure in protecting society as a whole would evaporate.201 SVORNY 
however, goes as far as to suggest that licensure, with its preservation of quality 
premiums, might be the only mechanism capable to address the agency problem of 
opportunistic behaviour. He finds that civil and criminal liability might not suffice due to 
the escape mechanisms of asset flight or bankruptcy.202 

                                                 
196 See, among others, Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in 
Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law 
and the (Liberal) Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, for this implicit motivational mechanism; see also 
Svorny, S., "Licensing, Market Entry Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and 
Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 296, 307-308.  
197 Shapiro, C., "Investment, Moral Hazard, and Occupational Licensing" (1986) Review of Economic Studies 843; Curran, 
C., "The American Experience with Self-Regulation in the Medical and Legal Professions", in Faure, M., Finsinger, J., 
Siegers, J. and others (eds.), Regulation of Professions (Maklu, Antwerpen, 1993) 47, 57. 
198 Such a certification system allows the professional to reveal his training level in a credible manner.  
199 Svorny, S., "Licensing, Market Entry Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and 
Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 296, 306-607; Philipsen, N. J., 
Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, Maastricht, 2003), 34. 
200 Ogus, A. I., Regulation (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994), 221; Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the 
Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, Maastricht, 2003), 34. 
201 Svorny, S., "Licensing, Market Entry Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and 
Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 296, 306-307. 
202 Svorny, S., "Licensing, Market Entry Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and 
Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 296, 307-308. 
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Certification: state or profession – Even though certification can and is produced by 
public as well as private agencies, it exhibits the characteristics of a public good 
(inexcludability) and private provision might thus lead to sub-optimal supply of 
certification.203 
 

1.2 Restrictions on organisation 

Restrictions on organization – Related to licensing are the entry restrictions flowing 
from certain  market organizational concerns, such as the wish to control (in terms of 
location or quantity) the establishment decisions of professional practices, for example 
pharmacies, in order to ensure a universal service provision, adequate service quality as 
well as limit supplier-induced demand. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to examine 
these restrictions in detail, therefore only a brief discussion of the widespread 
organizational restrictions in the pharmacy market, limiting the numbers of pharmacies 
(e.g., through an economic needs test), will be offered.   
 
Numerical restrictions in pharmacy market – The main argument for planning 
restrictions in the pharmacy sector is probably the concern that less populated, and thus 
less profitable, areas would be undersupplied.204 Such could indeed be the case if the 
provision of pharmaceutical services is subject to scale economies and pharmacies would 
therefore refrain from establishing in less populated remote areas.205 In addition, it is 
sometimes argued that, if unregulated, the pharmacies’ market would suffer from the 
phenomenon of ‘leapfrogging’. This refers to the idea that new pharmacies would 
attempt to locate themselves between an existing pharmacy (“jumping over them”) and 
an attractive “source of demand”, such as a medical cabinet.206 One concern with this 
mechanism is that it would dissuade pharmacies from making additional quality 
investments out of fear of being ‘leapfrogged’ afterwards and thus losing out on the 
return on their investment.207 Such ‘leapfrogging’ could also result in all pharmacies 
clustering around the source of demand thereby leaving other (remote) areas 
undersupplied.208   

                                                 
203 Curran, C., "The American Experience with Self-Regulation in the Medical and Legal Professions", in Faure, M., 
Finsinger, J., Siegers, J. and others (eds.), Regulation of Professions (Maklu, Antwerpen, 1993) 47, 53. 
204 See however Arruñada’s criticism on this ‘availability argument’ as outdated in this era of new transportation and 
communication possibilities and as having lead to an excessive fragmentation of the pharmacies’ market in Europe. 
(Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 66. See also the critical assessment of the “coherence and consistency” 
of specific national rules proclaimed to pursue such “universal service provision” in Opinion of Advocate General 
POIARES MADURO delivered on 30 September 2009 in Case C-570/07 Blanco Pérez and Chao Gómez [nyr] E.C.R.. It 
should be noted however, that, in view of the contradictory evidence in respect of the consequences of a full 
liberalisation of pharmacy markets, he does accept that establishment restrictions could be an appropriate means to 
ensure universal service provision. 
205 Volkerink, B., de Bas, P., van Gorp, N. and Philipsen, N., “Study of regulatory restrictions in the field of 
pharmacies”, 22 June 2007, http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/pharmacy/report_en.pdf,  39. 
206 OFT,"The control of entry regulations and retail pharmacy services in the UK ", 2003, 
http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/reports/comp_policy/oft609.pdf, 44. 
207 OFT,"The control of entry regulations and retail pharmacy services in the UK ", 2003, 
http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/reports/comp_policy/oft609.pdf, 44-45, noting that investments in quality 
improvements for existing pharmacies are more likely to involve costs to be made at the time of delivery of the service 
(marginal costs of, for example, increasing opening hours) than fixed costs to be made up-front.  The investment 
disincentive related to ‘leapfrogging’ would only hold for such fixed costs.  
208 The OFT study however considers that there is sufficient consumer demand beyond the particular attractive radius 
around medical practices to create an economic incentive for pharmacies to locate there. Moreover, their study finds 
that there is already some degree of clustering of pharmacies without any demonstrable detriment to consumers. 
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2. Conduct regulation 

2.1 Information regulation 

Nature of regulatory intervention - As mentioned above information regulation aims to 
control the degree and content of information that professionals (should) disclose. Such 
information regulation thus addresses the information problem by pursuing an accurate 
revelation of the quality levels of the available professional services, thereby facilitating the 
functioning of the market mechanism rather than truly interfering with it. It usually 
involves only a minimal control of the professional’s behaviour, i.e. requiring or 
prohibiting the disclosure of certain information.  
 
Prohibition of false or misleading information: regulating advertising – Generally, 
advertising is an efficient market instrument of voluntary information disclosure which increases 
the transparency in the market. It informs consumers on the attributes of the available 
professional services and thereby reduces their information costs. However, given the 
impossibility of consumers to verify the (direct) quality claims regarding professional 
credence goods, the informational value of advertisements might in reality be very limited. 
Moreover, given the correlated difficulty for the market mechanism to punish untruthful 
advertisers, these “rotten apples” can further undermine consumer trust. Therefore, 
some degree of regulation regarding false or misleading information seems indispensable to 
avoid aggravating the adverse selection problem.209 Unsurprisingly, most countries have 
some sort of regulation on false or misleading advertising.210  
 
Misleading nature of all advertising of professional services? – However, many 
professional rules on publicity (used to) go beyond these legislative instruments and 
restrict advertising, on quality as well as price, to some degree. The underlying idea is that 
since credible quality disclosure by professionals is impossible, all attempts to advertise 
these services would necessarily be misleading and potentially harmful to the profession. 
Given the impossibility to make credible quality claims, professional advertising would 
necessarily amount to mere price advertising211 thereby unlashing a fierce price competition 
which would drive the more expensive high quality providers out of the market (adverse 
selection).212  

 

                                                 
(OFT, "The control of entry regulations and retail pharmacy services in the UK ", 2003, 
http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/reports/comp_policy/oft609.pdf, 54-55) 
209 Love, J. H. and Stephen, F. H., "Advertising, Price and Quality in Self-regulating Professions: A Survey" (1996) 
International Journal of the Economics of Business 227, 229. 
210 See for example: Directive 2006/114/EC of the EP and the Council of December 12, 2006 concerning misleading 
and comparative advertising (codified version). ([2006] O.J. L376/21). In respect of consumers, the regulation of 
misleading advertising is addressed by the Directive 2005/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
May 11, 2005 concerning unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices in the internal market and amending 
Council Directive 84/450/EEC, Directives 97/7/EC, 98/27/EC and 2002/65/EC of the European Parliament and 
of the Council and Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council (‘Unfair 
Commercial Practices Directive’) ([2005] O.J. L149/22).  
211 Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, 
Maastricht, 2003), 28: “When information about price is easier to obtain than information about quality, increasing the 
availability of the former might discourage quality competition and lead to a degradation of quality on the market.” 
212 In addition, it has been argued that the demand-inducing effect of advertising conflicts with the professional’s role 
in society. Swalens, N., "Bekendmaking van diensten zonder rechtstreekse reclamevoering", in De Bock, K. and 
Deketelaere, K. (eds.), Vrije beroepen en klantenwerving : naar een liberalisering van de regelgeving (Acco, Leuven, 2000) 67, 69.   
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It is beyond the scope of this thesis to treat in depth the research relating to the alleged 
impossibility of “beneficial professional advertising” and the economic research on 
advertising more generally. Therefore, only a brief discussion of some of the main 
insights will follow. 

 
Lower prices –For one, most theoretical economic analyses expect prices of professional 
services to become more competitive if price advertising is allowed. Consumers could 
more efficiently search for the most competitive prices if they are informed by publicity 
campaigns. Conversely, the predictions on the effects of non-price advertising on fee 
levels remain ambiguous.213 However, as expected by most economic theories, empirical 
research overwhelmingly confirms the hypothesis that advertising leads to lower 
prices.214 Nonetheless, on the basis of certain methodological weaknesses in these 
studies, LOVE & STEPHEN advise some caution in adopting them as conclusive evidence 
of this relationship.215  

 
Unclear impact on quality - Secondly, given the difficulty of credibly signalling the quality 
attributes of professional credence goods, the theoretical predictions about the effects of 
advertising on the quality levels of the services available in the market are mixed at the least. Price 
advertising can send diverging quality signals. Indeed, advertising high prices might credibly signal 
high quality since, the larger the price-cost margin, the more professionals will stand to gain from 
raising their quality in order to increase demand.216 It is possible that advertising campaigns also 
have a signalling value as investments in ‘specific assets’.217 Large investments in these campaigns 
send a signal to consumers that the professional is planning to stay in the market and cannot 
endanger future returns on his publicity investments (quasi-rents) by undercutting quality.218 This 
increase in returns from advertising will then create even more financial means to invest in 
publicity.219  Yet, it seems that professionals, when given the opportunity to advertise, tend to 
avoid price advertising because low prices are often perceived by uninformed consumers as signalling 
low quality services.220 Given the considerable divergence in the predictions as to the relationship 
between non-price advertisements and quality, a confrontation of these conflicting findings would 
lead us too far.221 Nonetheless, as predicted by most economists, the greater part of the empirical 
studies finds no evidence that advertising will lead to lower quality.222 However, as mentioned 

                                                 
213 Love, J. H. and Stephen, F. H., "Advertising, Price and Quality in Self-regulating Professions: A Survey" (1996) 
International Journal of the Economics of Business 227, 230-232, 234, for a review of the relevant literature. 
214 Love, J. H. and Stephen, F. H., "Advertising, Price and Quality in Self-regulating Professions: A Survey" (1996) 
International Journal of the Economics of Business 227, 234-236. 
215 Love, J. H. and Stephen, F. H., "Advertising, Price and Quality in Self-regulating Professions: A Survey" (1996) 
International Journal of the Economics of Business 227, 240-244. 
216 Rogerson, W. P., "Price Advertising and the Deterioration of Product Quality" (1988) The Review of Economic Studies 
215, 216 explains that when the price is fixed, the benefit to raising quality is an increase in demand. As price rises 
above marginal cost this benefit will become larger and the incentive to increase quality to capture this benefit will also 
enhance. Therefore, in a (sequential search) equilibrium, firms who produce in the higher price segment of the market 
will be the ones producing higher quality. 
217 See above on page 28 and following. 
218 Kay, J. and Vickers, J., "Regulatory Reform: An Appraisal", in Majone, G. (ed.), Deregulation and Re-Regulation (Pinter, 
London/New York, 1990) 223, 238. 
219 Klein, B. and Leffler, K., "The Role of Market Forces in Assuring Contractual Performance" (1981) Journal of 
Political Economy 615, 629-633. 
220 This probably responds to an assumption by consumers (who are incapable of assessing quality themselves) that 
low price services must have been negatively evaluated by more knowledgeable purchasers. Love, J. H. and Stephen, F. 
H., "Advertising, Price and Quality in Self-regulating Professions: A Survey" (1996) International Journal of the Economics of 
Business 227, 232-233, who point out that this hypothesis is confirmed by empirical evidence showing that when 
publicity restrictions are lifted non-price advertising is substantially larger.  
221 For an overview, see Love, J. H. and Stephen, F. H., "Advertising, Price and Quality in Self-regulating Professions: 
A Survey" (1996) International Journal of the Economics of Business 227, 233-234. 
222 Love, J. H. and Stephen, F. H., "Advertising, Price and Quality in Self-regulating Professions: A Survey" (1996) 
International Journal of the Economics of Business 227, 236-238. 
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above, LOVE & STEPHEN call for some caution regarding these results because of the 
methodological difficulties experienced in these studies. 223 
 
Mandatory disclosure – The general idea underlying mandatory disclosure regulation is 
the injection of information into the market so as to approach the optimal amount of 
information. However, even if all professionals were willing to disclose the quality of 
their services, they cannot credibly do so. Thus, mandatory disclosure rules regarding 
service quality are fairly useless. What might be valuable in reducing search costs for 
consumers is the obligation to provide information on the identity of the professionals 
present in a particular market. Similar cost reductions might follow from a mandatory 
disclosure of the method of fee-calculation to prospective clients.  
 
Certification – A certification system can inform consumers on the investments made in 
training and education by the professional.224 Nonetheless, certification usually goes 
beyond a mere information regulation since it tends to induce professionals to invest 
more in quality225 and can even evolve into a prerequisite for entry to the market.226 
 
Conclusion – Besides these difficulties in “injecting” quality information into the 
market, the limited information-processing capacity of consumers (bounded rationality) 
as well as the presence of potentially serious externalities from low quality professional 
services, might plead in favour of complementary regulatory measures. 

2.2 Quality standards 

Nature of regulatory intervention - Quality standards attempt to influence the quality level 
provided in the market by demanding a particular market behaviour from the professional 
and punishing non-compliance. Such standards can aim directly at the desired quality level, 
or indirectly by controlling other variables which are thought to affect quality. Given the 
difficulty in directly determining the optimal quality level for these complex and 
heterogeneous services, many professional rules attempt to affect quality levels by 
controlling other presumably causally related variables.227 

2.2.1 Restrictions on organizational form 

Different types – Many countries know restrictions on the organizational form or 
business structure of the professions. In this way, ownership of professional practices 
might be reserved to practitioners228, incorporation might be prohibited or made 
conditional on the requirement of unlimited liability and directors chosen from the 
profession, co-operation between professionals from the same or different profession 

                                                 
223 Love, J. H. and Stephen, F. H., "Advertising, Price and Quality in Self-regulating Professions: A Survey" (1996) 
International Journal of the Economics of Business 227, 240-244. 
224 Scarpa, C., "The theory of quality regulation and self-regulation: towards an application to financial markets", in 
Bortolotti, B. and Fiorentini, G. (eds.), Organized Interests and Self-Regulation: An Economic Approach (Oxford University 
Press, New York, 2000) 236, 243. 
225 Scarpa, C., "The theory of quality regulation and self-regulation: towards an application to financial markets", in 
Bortolotti, B. and Fiorentini, G. (eds.), Organized Interests and Self-Regulation: An Economic Approach (Oxford University 
Press, New York, 2000) 236, 243. 
226 See above on page 42. 
227 Curran, C., "The American Experience with Self-Regulation in the Medical and Legal Professions", in Faure, M., 
Finsinger, J., Siegers, J. and others (eds.), Regulation of Professions (Maklu, Antwerpen, 1993) 47, 51-52. 
228 See also Directive 2006/43/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of May 17, 2006 on statutory 
audits of annual accounts and consolidated accounts, amending Council Directives 78/660/EEC and 83/349/EEC 
and repealing Council Directive 84/253/EEC (Text with EEA relevance) ([2006] O.J. L157/87). 
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might be forbidden229, etc. It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to investigate all 
possible gains and losses from these diverse restrictions on business structure. Therefore, 
in view of the controversial Wouters case230, hereafter only a “modest” economic analysis 
of the prohibition on multi-disciplinary practices will be provided.231 
 
Rationale for prohibiting multi-disciplinary practices (MDP’s) – The prohibition to 
co-operate with service providers from outside the particular profession is generally 
justified as ensuring the quality of the service by safeguarding the indispensable degree of 
independence, avoid conflicts of interest and ensure the personal responsibility and 
liability of the professional. Hence, it is thought that unlimited personal responsibility of 
the practitioner is necessary to give the optimal incentive for high quality service 
provision. In addition, it is feared that the loyalties of different professions may vary and 
thus create conflicts of interest. For instance, whereas a lawyer should mainly be driven 
by his client’s interest, an auditor has an additional responsibility towards the third parties 
relying on his evaluation. Hence, when both serve the same company, professional and 
economic interdependencies might create a conflict of interest.232  

 
Arguments pro MDP’s - In response to these quality concerns, proponents of MDP’s put 
forward that larger entities might in fact have even stronger incentives to provide high 
quality. Indeed, they will generally have made large investments in building up a 
collective reputation, potentially reinforced by expensive advertising campaigns, and thus 
might stand much more to lose from unsatisfied clients’ evaluations.233 Moreover, the 
personal gain from “saving on quality efforts” will be less in businesses with shared 
profits.234 Furthermore, grouping in professional partnerships with unlimited liability 
more generally can be thought to reduce the moral hazard problem since the partners are 
all affected in their wealth by malpractice.235 Hence, they can be expected to select each 

                                                 
229 For example, lawyers are often required to operate independently or in partnership with other qualified lawyers. 
Stephen, F. H. and  Love, J. H., "Regulation of the Legal Profession", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), 
Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 987, 1008. 
230 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577. 
231 Another type of restriction of business structure which has recently been at the center of the ECJ’s attention is the 
ownership restriction on pharmacies imposed in several countries. (see ECJ, Joined Cases C-171/07 & C-172/07 
Apothekerkammer des Saarlandes [nyr]; ECJ, Case C-531/06 Commission/Italy nyr) The justifications are rather similar to 
those invoked for  prohibiting MDP’s and reflect the idea that ownership would create conflicts of interest 
(commercial rather than “ethical” objectives), affect the independence (gatekeeping function of pharmacist) needed 
and more generally lead to lower quality of the pharmaceutical service provision (pharmacist as expert, personal 
responsibility).  However, from an economic perspective it is stressed that ownership should be clearly distinguished 
from management. The requirement that the management of the pharmacy is in the hands of a pharmacist would also 
ensure the necessary expertise. Moreover, employed pharmacists could also be held liable and thus motivated to 
provide high quality. In addition, it is unclear why a pharmacist-owner would be less subject to commercial pressure 
than a non-pharmacist. (arguments to the contrary have been made in respect of external ownership of law firms, see 
Stephen, F. H. and Burns, C.,"Liberalization of Legal Services", at 
http://www.law.manchester.ac.uk/aboutus/staff/frank_stephen/documents/LiberalizationofLegalServices.pdf, 8). 
Given the benefits of the economies of scope and scale that could result from allowing non-professionals with more 
“business-experience” to own pharmacies, these restrictions should be seriously scrutinized by means of a cost benefit 
analysis.  
232 Trebilcock, M. J. and Csorgo, L., "Multi-Disciplinary Professional Practices: A Consumer Welfare Perspective" 
(2001) Dalhousie Law Journal 1, 20, 21-22; In addition, in contrast with the lawyer, the auditor would not be bound by 
the same confidentiality-duty towards their client. Such confidentiality is however crucial for the efficient functioning of 
the legal system Cf. ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577 
233 Trebilcock, M. J. and Csorgo, L., "Multi-Disciplinary Professional Practices: A Consumer Welfare Perspective" 
(2001) Dalhousie Law Journal 1, 8. 
234 Fletcher, A., "The Liberal Professions: Getting the Regulatory Balance Right", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. 
(eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship between Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 73, 76. 
235 Stephen, F. H. and Love, J. H., "Regulation of the Legal Profession", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), 
Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 987, 1008-
1009. 
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other on the basis of good credentials promising high quality performance and 
potentially even monitor each other’s actions.236 In addition, such partnerships would 
allow ‘economies of scale’ in the form of specialization, which can only benefit the 
quality of the service.237  

 
In terms of cost savings on the production as well as consumption side, the most important 
effect would clearly be the ‘economies of scope’. Such economies of scope arise when 
the total cost of providing more than one service within a single firm is less than when 
the same services are being provided by several independent firms. 238 Aside from the 
likely price reduction and quality increase, the availability of a “one-stop-shop” would 
allow consumers to save considerably on transaction costs. Indeed, they could 
economize on search costs (for different experts), contracting costs (for example, 
specifying the tasks of the professionals in different firms to avoid duplication), 
monitoring costs and coordination costs.239  As mentioned above, ‘economies of scale’ 
would mainly take the form of economies of specialization reducing the cost to provide a 
particular service. Indeed, specialization will only be profitable if the financial risk 
flowing from the cyclical nature of demand for highly specialized know-how can be 
shared.240  
  
 

2.2.2 Fee restrictions  

Sanctity of price mechanism – Restrictions on the freedom of professionals to 
determine their fees are traditionally considered as among the most detrimental types of 
intervention in the market. Indeed, tampering with price competition amounts for many 
economists to a form of sacrilege which seriously damages the welfare maximizing 
capacity of competitive markets. However, some authors have argued that, particularly in 
respect of recommended prices, the debate could still profit from a more nuanced 
perspective.241 
 
Minimum prices – The adoption of minimum prices could be seen as necessary to 
guarantee that a quality or confidence premium is paid and the problem of adverse 

                                                 
236 Stephen, F. H., "Ex Post Monitoring Versus Ex Ante Screening in the New Institutional Economics" (1993) JITE 
725, 728-730. 
237 Some traditional economies of scales in terms of the spreading of fixed costs (for example, computers, support 
staff, advertising expenditure) could also be envisaged. Stephen, F. H. and Burns, C.,"Liberalization of Legal Services", 
at http://www.law.manchester.ac.uk/aboutus/staff/frank_stephen/documents/LiberalizationofLegalServices.pdf, 7;  
Stephen, F. H. and Love, J. H., "Regulation of the Legal Profession", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), 
Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 987, 1005; 
Trebilcock, M. J. and Csorgo, L., "Multi-Disciplinary Professional Practices: A Consumer Welfare Perspective" (2001) 
Dalhousie Law Journal 1, 11. 
238 See also Stephen, F. H. and Burns, C.,"Liberalization of Legal Services", at 
http://www.law.manchester.ac.uk/aboutus/staff/frank_stephen/documents/LiberalizationofLegalServices.pdf, 7, 
who note that if a sole practitioner exploits such economies of scope by offering several services, this will necessarily 
come at the cost of potential economies of specialization. Hence, only MDP’s can capture both economies of scale 
and scope. 
239 Trebilcock, M. J. and Csorgo, L., "Multi-Disciplinary Professional Practices: A Consumer Welfare Perspective" 
(2001) Dalhousie Law Journal 1, 6-9. 
240 Stephen, F. H. and Burns, C.,"Liberalization of Legal Services", at 
http://www.law.manchester.ac.uk/aboutus/staff/frank_stephen/documents/LiberalizationofLegalServices.pdf, 7. 
241 See in that sense Stephen, F. H. and Love, J. H., "Regulation of the Legal Profession", in Bouckaert, B. and De 
Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 
2000) 987, 1001; Van den Bergh, R.,"Towards Better Regulation of the Legal Professions in the European Union", 
(December 30, 2007) RILE Working Paper Series No. 2008/07, at 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1113310, 22-23. 
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selection is prevented.242 Clearly, such fixed minimum fees eliminate an important 
factor/parameter of competition between the professionals and might thus have 
considerable welfare reducing consequences.  

 
Maximum prices – Maximum fees could be thought to counterbalance the moral 
hazard problem on the side of the professional to provide services of a too high quality 
level for which they can charge more.243 In addition, it is sometimes argued that access to 
justice is improved by them.  However, the danger exists that a maximum level would in 
fact lead to all prices being levelled up.244  

 
Recommended prices – It is generally argued that recommended prices inform 
consumers about the average costs of services and thus have an important informational 
value. Aside from reducing search costs in a field characterized by substantial 
information problems, they may also diminish the costs of generally complex 
negotiations and thus save on transaction costs.245 However, competition authorities 
have taken the habit of equating recommended prices with maximum prices and thus as 
a means for anti-competitive price coordination.246 Nonetheless, the little empirical 
research that has been conducted on this matter seems to indicate that such cartel-like 
behaviour is very unlikely in the context of professional services.247 Indeed, economists 
have long recognized the difficulty of enforcing cartel agreements and preventing 
‘chiseling’, i.e. the selling below prices agreed upon by the cartel. These enforcement 
problems can be expected to be substantial in professional services markets with its 
many members, heterogeneous products, small customers, etc.248 

 
Contingency fees – In most Member States the stipulation of contingency fees by 
lawyers, implying that their remuneration is coupled to the outcome of a case, is 
prohibited. It is generally argued that a lawyer should not have an interest in the outcome 
of the case since this would jeopardize the independence necessary to guarantee the 
taking into account of the public interest. Moreover, it could be feared that such 
contingency on the outcome of the case might create a conflict of interest over when to 
settle or go to court.249 In addition, permitting contingency fees is feared to lead to an 
increase in the volume of litigation.250 The proponents of contingency fees, however, 
claim that they help to solve the moral hazard problem and induce the lawyer to put in 
                                                 
242  Van den Bergh, R.,"Towards Better Regulation of the Legal Professions in the European Union", (December 30, 
2007) RILE Working Paper Series No. 2008/07, at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1113310, 16. 
243 Van den Bergh, R. and Montangie, Y., "Competition in Professional Services Markets: Are Latin Notaries 
Different?" (2006) Journal of Competition Law & Economics 189, 211; Van den Bergh, R.,"Towards Better Regulation of 
the Legal Professions in the European Union", (December 30, 2007) RILE Working Paper Series No. 2008/07, at 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1113310, 16. 
244 Van den Bergh, R.,"Towards Better Regulation of the Legal Professions in the European Union", (December 30, 
2007) RILE Working Paper Series No. 2008/07, at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1113310, 17. 
245 Van den Bergh, R.,"Towards Better Regulation of the Legal Professions in the European Union", (December 30, 
2007) RILE Working Paper Series No. 2008/07, at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1113310, 16. 
246 See Commission Report on Competition in Professional Services [COM(2004) 83],  12. 
247 Shinnick, E. and Stephen, F. H., "Professional cartels and scale fees: chiselling on the celtic fringe?" (2000) 
International Review of Law and Economics 407; Stephen, F. H. and Love, J. H., "Regulation of the Legal Profession", in 
Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward 
Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 987, 999-1000. 
248 Shinnick, E. and Stephen, F. H., "Professional cartels and scale fees: chiselling on the celtic fringe?" (2000) 
International Review of Law and Economics 407. 
249 Stephen, F. H. and Love, J. H., "Regulation of the Legal Profession", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), 
Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 987, 1002-
1003. 
250 Stephen, F. H. and Love, J. H., "Regulation of the Legal Profession", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), 
Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 987, 1003, 
concluding that the effect on the volume of litigation is ambiguous. 
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the optimal amount of effort.251 Moreover, it is thought that such “no cure, no pay” 
formula increases access to justice by convincing risk averse and wealth constrained 
clients to bring their case.252  

 
Fixed prices, cross-subsidization and quality concerns in the Dutch notary 
profession – Among the most ambitious deregulatory initiatives of the last years is 
definitely the liberalization of the Dutch notary profession.253 Without going into the 
details of this reform, one of the most striking changes was the abolishment of fee 
regulation. Despite high expectations of lower prices emerging from this more 
competitive setting, some prices have on the contrary gone up. Indeed, the family related 
services, such as wills and marriage contracts, have seen higher fees being charged.254 
Real estate services on the contrary did in fact benefit from considerable price 
reductions. An explanation given for this phenomenon is the presumption that the fixed 
prices utilized before in fact led to a cross-subsidization of the cost-intensive “family-
related services” by the real-estate transactions.255 When inquiring into the impact upon 
the quality of the services, the authors found some evidence of a diminution of the 
quality through competition.256 

 

III. Why ex ante regulation above ex post liability? 

Negative externalities and asymmetric information – Tort law generally steps in 
where costs are imposed (damage) outside a market transaction setting and where COASE-style 
voluntary bargaining offers no solution due to prohibitively high transaction costs.257 The 
classical setting for tort liability is the occurrence of ‘complex negative externalities’ (a 
large number of potential victims/tortfeasors), such as harm inflicted upon third parties 
by professional malpractice. However, a special kind of tort liability is the branch of 
professional liability. Here parties áre in a contractual relationship and thus theoretically have 
the chance to incorporate the desired quality incentives and allocation of risks by 
consensus. As mentioned before however, a substantial information asymmetry prevents 
the consumer from drafting a complete contract which reflects the desired service quality 
and associated risk allocation he would be willing to pay for if perfectly informed. 
Consequently, tort liability is called upon to strengthen the quality incentives provided by 
the contractual commitment. This combination of liability-avenues is thought to perform 
a dual function: (1) “deter” the professional from underperforming, and (2) compensate 
the victim(s). 
 
“Dual” law failure – If professional liability is tailored to the specifics of a professional 
service relationship and sets out to improve the protection offered by contract law, why 
                                                 
251 For an overview of the literature, see Stephen, F. H. and Love, J. H., "Regulation of the Legal Profession", in 
Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward 
Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 987, 1001-1004. 
252Stephen, F. H. and Love, J. H., "Regulation of the Legal Profession", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), 
Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 987, 1004. 
253 1999 Dutch Notary Act (‘Wet op het Notarisambt’), Act of April 3, 1999, Stb. 1999, 190. 
254 Van den Bergh, R.,"Towards Better Regulation of the Legal Professions in the European Union", (December 30, 
2007) RILE Working Paper Series No. 2008/07, at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1113310, 
18-20. 
255 Dykstra, M. and Aalbers, R., Kruissubsidiëring in de familiepraktijk. Een empirische studie naar de kosten en opbrengsten in de 
familiepraktijk van het notariaat  ( 2002), http://www.ecri.nl/media/publications/kruissubsidiring-de-familiepraktijk-een-
empirische.pdf. 
256 Noailly, J. and Nahuis, R., Competition and quality in the notary profession (CPB Documents,  2005), 
http://www.cpb.nl/eng/pub/cpbreeksen/document/94/doc94.pdf. .  
257 Cooter, R. and Ulen, T., Law & Economics (Addison-Wesley, Massachusetts, 2000), 290. 
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would there be any need for additional “market-interfering” regulation? Tort law as well 
as regulation attempt to create the right incentives for mutually beneficial bargaining 
between the two parties to take place. However, they do so in a fundamentally different 
manner. Most prominently, tort liability is only imposed ex post (after the occurrence of 
malpractice) and has an indirect ex ante deterrent effect. Regulation on the other hand, 
compels certain conduct ex ante and thus directly interferes with the private transaction. 
This fundamental difference underlies many of the arguments that are raised to favour 
one over the other.258 
 
SHAVELL’S criteria – Clearly it is beyond the scope of this work to provide an in depth 
review of the extensive literature on the “liability versus regulation” debate. Rather, for 
the object of this study, it suffices to briefly discuss the basic insights that flow from the 
seminal work of SHAVELL. In his classic article he sets out four factors that determine the 
optimal choice between the application of regulation and liability law. 259 In reviewing 
these factors, special attention will be given to their ramifications for professional 
regulation. 
 
Information asymmetry between government and private parties – Generally the 
private parties involved will be best informed about the pertinent risks and will therefore 
be in the best position to decide on the optimal amount of precaution to be taken. 
However, the correct estimation of certain risks may require complex analyses that are 
beyond the “budget” or intellectual capacity of the individual parties. In that case 
government regulation has the advantage of spreading the costs of information gathering 
and processing over several potentially harmful situations. With regard to professional 
regulation, asymmetric information is not only present in the relation private parties-
government but also in the rapport between the professional and the client. The 
complexity of professional services, involving specialized technical knowledge as well as 
(often) a necessary element of professional judgment260, suggests that courts, informed 
by relatively ignorant client- or third party victims, will have a hard time judging the 
adequacy of the service provision.261 Moreover, given that professional action is often 
taken in contexts of significant uncertainty and imperfect information, any subsequent 
quality review will be very susceptible to the phenomenon of ‘hindsight bias’.262 Hence, 
based on this information consideration, the balance would seem to tip over in favour of 
regulation given the drastic lack of information on the side of the consumer.263 The 
reverse information asymmetry between the government and the private professionals 
will be discussed further in Chapter 3 in the context of the choice between self- or public 
regulation.  
 

                                                 
258 Cooter, R. and Ulen, T., Law & Economics (Addison-Wesley, Massachusetts, 2000), 331-333. 
259 Shavell, S., "Liability for Harm versus Regulation of Safety" (1984) The Journal of Legal Studies 357. 
260 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 53.  
261 Curran, C., "The American Experience with Self-Regulation in the Medical and Legal Professions", in Faure, M., 
Finsinger, J., Siegers, J. and others (eds.), Regulation of Professions (Maklu, Antwerpen, 1993) 47, 52. 
262 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 53-54 ; ‘hindsight’ bias refers to the phenomenon of judging a decision 
taken in the past on the basis of the information available in the present instead of that accessible at the moment of the 
decision-making.   
263 Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, 
Maastricht, 2003), 22. 
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Insolvency risk or incapacity to pay – If the damage is of such magnitude that a 
potential tortfeasor will be unable to compensate it when found liable, his incentive to 
take care will be suboptimal. In determining his level of precaution he will only take into 
account the accident costs up to the amount of his own total assets.264 Damages 
exceeding his “wealth” will thus fail to induce the potential injurer to internalize all the 
social costs of his activity.265 At that point, ex ante regulation will be more efficient in 
provoking the desired behaviour. As mentioned above, professional malpractice can 
cause serious negative externalities in the form of, e.g., large losses on the side of misled 
shareholders/investors following an incorrect audit, grave physical harm following 
medical maltreatment, etc. Consequently, the insolvency risk seems to support 
complementing the liability system with some degree of precautionary regulation to 
ensure qualitative (“safe”) service provision.266  
 
Threat of liability suit – If the damage is spread out over many victims or if a 
considerable time period elapses before it surfaces, those victims might have suffered 
only minor harm individually or might fail to identify the cause. Therefore they may lack 
sufficient incentives to sue. Such a significant reduction in the probability of liability suits 
would lead to a suboptimal amount of care-taking on the side of potential injurers.267 In 
that case regulation is likely to be the more efficient deterrent. In professional 
relationships the unknowledgeable consumer will be unsure about attributing his damage 
to malpractice by the professional.268 Clearly this holds even more for potential affected 
third parties. Consequently, too few law suits will be filed and the professional will lack 
the incentives to take optimal care.269  
 
Administrative costs – A final factor in the balance between liability and regulation is 
the costs involved in administrating the respective systems. The tort liability system 
entails public costs linked to the functioning of the legal system (conducting trials, 
employing judges, empanelling juries…) and private expenses born by the parties in the 
pursuit of their claim or defence (time, effort and legal expenses).270 The adoption as well 
as the enforcement of regulation involves its own public costs. Private regulatory costs 
are generated in the process of complying with the prescriptions of the regulation. All in 
all, the tort process involves the clear advantage of only producing costs whén an 
accident actually happens.   
 

                                                 
264 Shavell, S., "Liability for Harm versus Regulation of Safety" (1984) The Journal of Legal Studies 357, 360-361. 
265 See Cooter, R. and Ulen, T., Law & Economics (Addison-Wesley, Massachusetts, 2000), 335-336, on the way 
expected damages influence the incentives to take precaution on the side of the injurer. 
266 Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, 
Maastricht, 2003), 23. 
267 Shavell, S., "Liability for Harm versus Regulation of Safety" (1984) The Journal of Legal Studies 357, 363; However, in 
a recent OECD (2005), “Enhancing beneficial competition in the health professions”, 43, 
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/7/55/35910986.pdf , it is noted that high liability regimes (such as the US) also 
indirectly impose substantial costs on the health care systems as a result of defensive medicine costs. 
268 Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, 
Maastricht, 2003), 23. 
269 See also OECD (2005), “Enhancing beneficial competition in the health professions”, 43, 
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/7/55/35910986.pdf , where, among others, the quality incentives from tort liability as 
an alternative to licensure are discussed. In addition to the fact that studies show that only a small percentage of 
victims of medical negligence (as little as 1.53%) actually file claim, it is also concluded that “while health care costs are 
likely increased substantially by high liability regimes, the benefits for consumers from these [high liability] regimes [, 
such as the US system,] are modest, particularly because the claims system is unpredictable, slow, and costly”. 
270 But often settlements will be able to avoid expensive trials.  
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Conclusion – To sum up: the optimal quality incentives will probably be provided 
through a combination of liability law and regulation.271 Regulation is clearly superior in dealing 
with the information asymmetry between the professional and his client. In addition, the 
deterrence of negative externalities might require certain ex ante direct regulation.272 

                                                 
271 “A complete solution to the problem of the control of risk evidently should involve the joint use of liability and 
regulation, with the balance between them reflecting the importance of the determinants.” Shavell, S., "Liability for 
Harm versus Regulation of Safety" (1984) The Journal of Legal Studies 357, 365; for a further elaboration of the ideal 
complementarity of tort and regulation, see Rose-Ackerman, S., "Regulation and the Law of Torts" (1991) 54.  
272 Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, 
Maastricht, 2003), 23. 
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Chapter 3. Economic Analysis of Government 
Regulation versus Self-Regulation 

Introduction – Apart from the highly regulated nature of what, in the eyes of some, 
differs not so much from a purely commercial activity, it is probably the traditional 
involvement of the profession itself in the rule-making, monitoring and/or enforcement which has 
augmented the scepticism of economists, and recently courts, towards professional 
regulation.273 If some degree of market corrective regulation is considered necessary, 
what are the arguments for involving the professions rather than simply leaving it to 
classic government regulation? Clearly, as will be seen in Chapters 5 & 7, such 
privatization of rule-making also entails important consequences from a legal 
perspective. Hence, is there a convincing economic argument to be made for introducing 
such a-typical regulation in the professions, and can the potential drawbacks be remedied 
without converting to full-blown government regulation?  
 

I. Self-regulation pur sang  

Concept – “Pure self-regulation” refers to the set-up where associations or organisations 
are responsible for the adoption, monitoring and enforcement of rules governing their 
own actions. The regulator will then be the regulatee as well as the supervisor.274 
However, as will be seen below, self-regulation can have a broader meaning covering 
various situations in which groups impose certain less or more strict obligations on 
themselves, either voluntarily or after inducement/compulsion by government.275    
 
Scarcity of formal and empirical economic analyses – Before going into the pro’s 
and con’s of self-regulation as a means to correct the identified market failures, it needs 
to be pointed out that formal economic analyses studying the effects of these regimes are 
still sparse.276 Moreover, the existing studies on the welfare implications of self-

                                                 
273 See nonetheless the explicit support of the European Parliament for the self-regulatory organisation of the 
professions: European Parliament resolution of March 23, 2006 on the legal professions and the general interest in the 
functioning of legal systems ([2006] O.J. C292 E/105). 
274 Verdoodt, A., Zelfregulering in de journalistiek : de formulering en handhaving van deontologische standaarden in en door het 
journalistieke beroep.  Doctoral Thesis, K.U.Leuven, Faculteit Rechtsgeleerdheid, 2007, 641, 14. 
275 Verdoodt, A., Zelfregulering in de journalistiek : de formulering en handhaving van deontologische standaarden in en door het 
journalistieke beroep.  Doctoral Thesis, K.U.Leuven, Faculteit Rechtsgeleerdheid, 2007, 641, 15; Svilpaite, E.,"Legal 
Evaluation of the Selected New Modes of Governance: The Conceptualization of Self- and Co-Regulation in the 
European Union Legal Framework", NewGov Working paper 04/D41, at http://www.eu-
newgov.org/database/DELIV/D04D41_Self-and_Co-Regulation_in_the_EU_Legal_Framework.pdf, 7-8. 
276 Grajzl, P. and Murrell, P., "Allocating lawmaking powers: Self-regulation vs government regulation" (2007) Journal 
of Comparative Economics 520, 521; Scarpa, C., "The theory of quality regulation and self-regulation: towards an 
application to financial markets", in Bortolotti, B. and Fiorentini, G. (eds.), Organized Interests and Self-Regulation: An 
Economic Approach (Oxford University Press, New York, 2000) 236, 245, 253, who also criticizes the fact that most 
authors purport to build their models on self-regulation with credence goods in mind, but subsequently introduce 
assumptions as to the observability of quality which in fact contradict that “credence nature” and thus add unfounded 
strength to the mechanisms based on reputation, consistent beliefs, 252; Nuñez, J., "Can self regulation work?: a story 
of corruption, impunity and cover-up" (2007) Journal of Regulatory Economics 209, 210. 
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regulation seem to be rather inconclusive when taken together.277 Similarly, a critical 
perspective on the empirical evidence shows its results to be mixed.278  
 
Elements of the Trade-off – Notwithstanding the lack of formal and empirical 
analyses, economic literature does seem to concur on the categories of potential benefits and 
disadvantages that should be part of the trade-off between self-regulation and government 
regulation. However, it is important to keep in mind that even though both government 
regulation and self-regulation can contribute to a better functioning of the market, 
generally neither will lead to a first-best welfare solution.279  
 

1. Benefits of self-regulation  

Information advantage – Probably the main argument in favour of self-regulation by 
professionals is the information advantage involved.280 As discussed above, markets in 
professional services are typically characterized by information asymmetries. These 
information failures affect not only the client-professional relationship but also the 
professionals-government rapport.  When setting standards as well as monitoring and 
enforcing them, professionals from the field possess (or can obtain at low cost) the 
specialized knowledge necessary to determine and assess the characteristics of a 
satisfactory service provision.281 A government on the contrary would bear much greater 
information costs by having to hire experts to establish and evaluate suitable quality 
requirements.282  
 
Flexibility of process – Another quality associated with self-regulation is the speed and 
flexibility of the rule-making process. In comparison to the traditionally long and costly 
bureaucratic process of public decision-making, the informal procedure of agreeing 
among fairly like-minded professionals seems an attractive option.283 Moreover, the 
possibility of competing self-regulatory regimes should stimulate a self-regulatory 
organisation (SRO) to keep innovating (see further for competitive self-regulation). 
 
Internalisation of administrative costs – Thirdly, self-regulation could lead to 
administrative costs being internalised by the participants in the regulated market instead of 

                                                 
277 Grajzl, P. and Murrell, P., "Allocating lawmaking powers: Self-regulation vs government regulation" (2007) Journal 
of Comparative Economics 520, 521. 
278 Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 160-161. 
279 De Bijl, P. and van Damme, E., Regulering en zelfregulering in markten met kwaliteitsonzekerheid ( 1997), 
http://arno.uvt.nl/show.cgi?fid=2870, 39. 
280 Miller, J. C., "The FTC and Voluntary Standards: Maximizing the Net Benefits of Self-Regulation" (1985) The Cato 
Journal 897, 897; In the Deliège-case the Court seemed to subscribe to this view when it emphasized the fact that sports 
associations possessed the “necessary knowledge and experience” to lay down “appropriate rules” (ECJ, Joined cases 
C-51/96 and C-191/97 Deliège [2000] E.C.R. I-2549, paras 67-68).  
281 Ogus, A., "Rethinking Self-Regulation" (1995) Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 97, 98. 
282 Baggott, R., "Regulatory Reform in Britain: the Changing Face of Self-Regulation" (1989) Public Administration 435, 
444; van den Heuvel Rijnders, J., Lackner, I., and Verkerk, H., Publieke belangen en marktordening bij vrije beroepen 
(Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 2004), 
http://www.ez.nl/pv_obj_cache/pv_obj_id_DD4FA1F04F50FB3438A75CAE2560495D98BA1F00, 57-58. 
283 Ogus, A., "Rethinking Self-Regulation" (1995) Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 97, 98; Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and 
by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, Maastricht, 2003), 38. Verdoodt, A., 
Zelfregulering in de journalistiek : de formulering en handhaving van deontologische standaarden in en door het journalistieke beroep.  
Doctoral Thesis, K.U.Leuven, Faculteit Rechtsgeleerdheid, 2007, 641, 28-31; Baggott, R., "Regulatory Reform in 
Britain: the Changing Face of Self-Regulation" (1989) Public Administration 435, 443. 
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being borne by the taxpayer.284 Hence, such internalisation should induce the 
professionals-self-regulator to minimise on the costs of self-regulation.285 Moreover, 
whereas a public regulator will only have the incentive to minimise on enforcement costs, 
a self-regulator should also be motivated to limit the costs of complying with the adopted 
rules.286  
 
Lower enforcement costs – A fourth advantage could be that self-regulation enhances the 
chances of acceptance and observance of the professional rules thereby reducing costs of 
enforcement.287 The intimate relationship between the regulator and the regulatee could be 
thought to strengthen the “moral authority” and responsiveness288 of the professional 
regulation, thus stimulating compliance.289 However, in order for such identification with 
the regulator to occur, the entity needs to be small and homogeneous and share a 
common interest in self-regulation.290 Nevertheless, such improved obedience has never 
actually been proven and thus should be weighed against the more intuitive “persuasive 
force” of government regulation.291 An additional advantage of entrusting enforcement 
to self-regulatory organisms, is their potential to apply les formal punishments such as 
peer pressure.292 
 
Mutual trust – Finally, it could be thought that self-regulation minimizes the costs of 
professionals–regulatees of dealing with the regulator since the interaction can thrive on 
the mutual trust between a professional body and its members, thus avoiding a 
counterproductive adversarial relationship.293  

                                                 
284 Cane, P., "Self-Regulation and Judicial Review" (1987) Civil Justice Quarterly 324, 328-329; Baldwin, R., Cave, M. E. 
and Malleson, K., "Regulating Legal Services: Time for the Big Bang?" (2004) Modern Law Review 787, 128; Baggott, R., 
"Regulatory Reform in Britain: the Changing Face of Self-Regulation" (1989) Public Administration 435, 443. 
285 See also Baarsma, B., Koopmans, C., Mulder, J. and others, Goed(koop) geregeld: Een kosten-baten analyse van wetgeving en 
zelfregulering (SEO, Amsterdam, 2004), http://www.seo.nl/assets/binaries/pdf/M066%20Eindrapport.pdf, 87, for the 
tentative conclusion that the cost of regulation will be less in the case of self-regulation. 
286 Miller, J. C., "The FTC and Voluntary Standards: Maximizing the Net Benefits of Self-Regulation" (1985) The Cato 
Journal 897, 898. Compliance costs refer to the costs born by the regulatees when having to adapt their behavior or 
production to new rules. Baarsma, B., Koopmans, C., Mulder, J. and others, Goed(koop) geregeld: Een kosten-baten analyse 
van wetgeving en zelfregulering (SEO, Amsterdam, 2004), 
http://www.seo.nl/assets/binaries/pdf/M066%20Eindrapport.pdf, 88-89. 
287 De Bijl, P. and van Damme, E., Regulering en zelfregulering in markten met kwaliteitsonzekerheid ( 1997), 
http://arno.uvt.nl/show.cgi?fid=2870, 27;  Baarsma, B., Koopmans, C., Mulder, J. and others, Goed(koop) geregeld: Een 
kosten-baten analyse van wetgeving en zelfregulering (SEO, Amsterdam, 2004), 
http://www.seo.nl/assets/binaries/pdf/M066%20Eindrapport.pdf, 89; Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-
regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law 
Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 
162. 
288 A better information exchange between the regulators and regulatees should allow for professional rules which 
align as much as possible with the concerns of the regulatees. 
289 Cane, P., "Self-Regulation and Judicial Review" (1987) Civil Justice Quarterly 324, 333; Verdoodt, A., Zelfregulering in 
de journalistiek : de formulering en handhaving van deontologische standaarden in en door het journalistieke beroep.  Doctoral Thesis, 
K.U.Leuven, Faculteit Rechtsgeleerdheid, 2007, 641, 31-33. 
290 Verdoodt, A., Zelfregulering in de journalistiek : de formulering en handhaving van deontologische standaarden in en door het 
journalistieke beroep.  Doctoral Thesis, K.U.Leuven, Faculteit Rechtsgeleerdheid, 2007, 641, 32. 
291 Verdoodt, A., Zelfregulering in de journalistiek : de formulering en handhaving van deontologische standaarden in en door het 
journalistieke beroep.  Doctoral Thesis, K.U.Leuven, Faculteit Rechtsgeleerdheid, 2007, 641, 32. 
292 Baldwin, R., Cave, M. E., and Malleson, K., "Regulating Legal Services: Time for the Big Bang?" (2004) Modern Law 
Review 787, 795. 
293 Ogus, A., "Self-Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume V. 
The Economics of Crime and Litigation , 5 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 587, 591; Cane, P., "Self-Regulation and 
Judicial Review" (1987) Civil Justice Quarterly 324, 333. 
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2. Dangers of self-regulation  

2.1 Rent-seeking 

Proneness to rent-seeking – Since traditional professional associations by definition 
represent the interest of their members, their incentives can be likened to those of a 
special interest group.  Hence it can reasonably be feared that in the setting and 
enforcement of standards professional associations will be concerned mainly with 
protecting themselves from competition (rent-seeking294) rather than pursuing the public interest 
goal of correcting market failure.295 Hence, rather than improving quality, self-regulation 
by professional associations is deemed to result mainly in excessive pricing with the 
ensuing negative welfare consequences.  
 
Empirical studies – However, empirical evidence on the anticompetitive effects of such 
professional self-regulation is mixed. Indeed, with regard to the impact of recommended 
fee levels, it was noted that the successfulness of professional groups in enforcing such 
“cartel agreements” should not be taken as self-evident since “chiselling” is a realistic 
scenario and has also been witnessed in professional markets with its many members, 
heterogeneous products, small customers, etc.296 Nonetheless, a recent extensive 
empirical study conducted by the Vienna Institut für Höhere Studien (IHS) by order of 
the Commission concluded that more regulation seemed to lead to higher revenues being 
made by a smaller group of professionals generating an aggregate lower turnover and 
thus wealth creation than in less regulated countries, without differences in quality being 
observed. Hence, the authors deemed it possible to conclude that “[t]hese empirical 
findings point in the direction of effects predicted by the ‘private interest’ theories of 
regulation, particularly in those aspects that are termed by economists as being ‘rent-
seeking’”.297 However, as discussed in Chapter 1, RBB ECONOMICS seriously criticised 
the economic soundness of this study and suggested that it was seemingly tainted by a 

                                                 
294 See Chapter 3, page 18 on the phenomenon of rent-seeking. 
295 Ogus, A., "Self-Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume V. 
The Economics of Crime and Litigation , 5 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 587, 591-592, who notes that, despite this 
probability of ‘rent-seeking’, governments will nonetheless be motivated to support self-regulatory mechanisms. 
Indeed, they will be able to obtain political benefits from such support while the costs are not reflected in any public 
account. Moreover, the consumers as the cost-bearers will have difficulty in establishing the size of the wealth transfer 
as well as in coordinating any potential opposition. WEINGAST nuances the image of professional regulation as being 
purely a product of rent-seeking. He notes that several of the self-imposed restrictions can in fact dissipate rents and 
often aspire to strengthen the perception of quality maintenance at the expense of higher rents. He concludes that the 
adoption of many of these self-regulatory restrictions is in fact supported by consumers since they perceive these 
restrictions as reducing their quality uncertainty. Hence self-regulation often performs a symbolic informational function and 
will focus on policies that ameliorate the observable features of the activity and create the perception of service 
uniformity. In conclusion, professional regulation is often equally the result of consumer demand who are led to 
believe that these restrictions guarantee quality uniformity even if this is not the case. (Weingast, B. R., "Physicians, 
DNA Research Scientists and the Market for Lemons", in Blair, R. D. and Rubin, S. (eds.), Regulating the Professions 
(Lexington Books, Lexington (Mass.), 1980) 81). 
296 Shinnick, E. and Stephen, F. H., "Professional cartels and scale fees: chiselling on the celtic fringe?" (2000) 
International Review of Law and Economics 407; Stephen, F. H. and  Love, J. H., "Regulation of the Legal Profession", in 
Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume III. The Regulation of Contracts, 3 (Edward 
Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 987, 999-1000. 
297 Paterson, I., Fink, O., and Ogus, A., Economic Impact of Regulation in the Field of Liberal Professions in Different Member 
States (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna, 2003), 
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/professional_services/studies/studies.html, Part I, 5, who similarly note on 
page 127 that “[t]his result supports the hypothesis arising out of contra-regulation theories, namely that economic 
benefits are being gained by highly regulated professions at the expense of consumer welfare”. 
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bias in favour of Private interest theories of regulation and moreover excessively 
downplayed the relevance of the lack of data on quality differences. 298 

 
Quasi-rents – As discussed extensively in Chapter 2, the perceived “excessive profits or 
rents” earned by professionals, might sometimes be nothing more than delayed returns 
on their investments and thus ‘quasi-rents’. Aside from the indispensable investments in 
human capital, contract-specific assets, etc., such investment in specific assets was seen 
as a potential mechanism to ensure the future stream of quasi-rents as the indispensable 
“collateral” to induce the professional to commit to high quality service performance. 
Hence, also ARRUÑADA thought it necessary to caution policy makers to carefully take 
into consideration the incentives provided by such quasi-rents as being, firstly,  returns 
on necessary investments in human capital, and secondly, inducements to maintain 
quality.299 Thus, before blindly removing all self-regulatory restrictions, their capacity to 
safeguard a flow of quasi-rents indispensable for high quality services should be weighed 
against the alternatives.300 Self-regulation will often impose restrictions which entail a 
large initial investment thereby “binding” the professional to the future stream of quasi-
rents for compensation. Nonetheless, it has been argued that self-regulatory restrictions 
on competition are a costly manner (monopoly costs) to guarantee such quality loyalty 
and might better be substituted by the establishment of professional firms as a market 
solution. As discussed above, such a professional firm set-up could equally well solve the 
information problem.301  

 
Remuneration for public services – Still, self-regulatory restrictions on competition 
might be justified as providing a mechanism to induce the necessary independence for 
the provision of particular public services in the form of gate-keeping duties, or for the 
generating of other “spontaneous” positive externalities. Notwithstanding the incentives 
flowing from the liability of gatekeepers, restrictions on competitive pressure and the 
ensuing financial benefits to the professionals might sometimes be needed to reinforce 
independence-incentives.302 Indeed, obligatory investments in licenses can ensure that 
professionals stand much to lose from cheating. 303    

 
Excessive price competition focus of policy makers – All in all, the main message 
should be that policy-makers should not be fixated on the seemingly excessive prices 
flowing from a less competitive market (price competition as only one dimension of 
                                                 
298 RBB Economics, Economic Impact of Regulation in Liberal Professions - A Critique of the IHS Report ( 2003), 
http://www.ccbe.org/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/rbb_ihs_critique_en1_1183706206.pdf; see also Van 
den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 160-161. 
299 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 63-64. 
300 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 61-62, 63-64, it should be noted however, that ARRUNADA clearly 
pleads in favour of leaving it up to the organizational decisions of professional firms to create such incentives for 
quality. (see Chapter 2) 
301 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 57-58; see Chapter 2. 
302 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 55. 
303 Kraakman, R. H., "Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy" (1986) J. L. Econ. & Org. 
53, 70. 
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competitive markets304) but rather engage in comparative institutional analysis to identify 
the organizational set-up most likely to approach the desired outcome. Hence, certain 
public services might be less costly and more efficiently provided by professionals as 
opposed to civil servants.305 
 

2.1.1 Excessive minimum quality level 

Minimum quality levels as entry-barriers – Thus it is argued that professional 
associations with monopoly powers will set the minimum quality level too high to restrict 
membership of the profession, thereby reducing output in order to extract rents (= 
supra-competitive profits).306  
 
Limitations of existing models – SCARPA, however, points out the restrictions of the 
economic models which are thought to demonstrate this conclusion.307 These analyses 
consider quality levels as ‘exogeneous’ meaning that the individual producers are 
assumed to have chosen a particular quality for their service which they cannot adapt. 
Hence, the choice for a certain quality standard by the SRO simply bars lower quality 
producers without any need for trading off the cost of producing this quality level against 
the rents that flow from the higher prices. However, when quality levels are taken to be 
‘endogeneous’ to the model, the incentives change. Since individual producers can adapt 
their quality, the costs of adopting a particular quality level come to play in the decision of the 
SRO on which standard to set. It then becomes less obvious that the minimum quality 
standard will be set too high. However, which of these models (exogeneous or 
endogeneous quality levels) is more relevant remains unclear and will depend on the pre-
existing situation on a professional market and the adaptability of individual quality 
levels.308 
 

2.1.2 Resistance to pro-competitive innovations 

Potential but not incentives to innovate – The ideal of a flexible innovating self-
regulator is also contradicted by the incentives to resist changes that increase competition309. 
MILLER’S belief in the flexibility of self-regulatory regimes was based on the competitive 
pressures that would arise from the different rules adopted by competing self-regulatory 
associations.310 However, in many instances professional associations are granted a 
monopoly by government adopted licensing requirements.  
                                                 
304 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 61. 
305 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 60-61. 
306 Leland,  Shaked, A. and Sutton, J., "The Self-Regulating Profession" (1981) Review of Economic Studies 217, 224-225.  
307 Scarpa, C., "The theory of quality regulation and self-regulation: towards an application to financial markets", in 
Bortolotti, B. and Fiorentini, G. (eds.), Organized Interests and Self-Regulation: An Economic Approach (Oxford University 
Press, New York, 2000) 236, 244-250. 
308 Scarpa, C., "The theory of quality regulation and self-regulation: towards an application to financial markets", in 
Bortolotti, B. and Fiorentini, G. (eds.), Organized Interests and Self-Regulation: An Economic Approach (Oxford University 
Press, New York, 2000) 236, 250. 
309 Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, 
Maastricht, 2003), 39. 
310 Miller, J. C., "The FTC and Voluntary Standards: Maximizing the Net Benefits of Self-Regulation" (1985) The Cato 
Journal 897, 897-898. 
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Dissolving this monopoly by allowing for greater competition to stimulate innovation is 
however not unproblematic. Indeed, in essence the rents earned by professionals often 
merely amount to recovery of the initial capital investments made, (e.g. acquisition of a 
pharmacy) and are thus no true extra-normal profits.  Hence these professionals have 
“entrenched interests” in maintaining their monopoly returns and will only be willing to 
give these up after being compensated for their losses.311 Even if society stands to benefit 
from removing the net welfare losses (deadweight loss) created by the monopoly, 
consumers however will not be prepared to compensate for what they perceive to be 
“immoral” monopoly gains.  Consequently, professionals will use their rents to influence 
the political process to resist introducing competing organisations. Hence the political 
process will be confronted with a so-called “transitional gains trap”.312 
 

2.1.3 Lack of enforcement and passing on of costs 

No incentive to enforce – Moreover, as special interest groups they are thought to lack 
the proper incentives to monitor and enforce these quality requirements.313 Indeed, an earlier 
empirical analysis of the disciplinary proceedings conducted by a regional Belgian Bar 
association demonstrated that the majority of these enforcement actions were in fact 
concerned with the violation of so-called ‘pure substantive disciplinary rules’314 and thus 
with the relations between the professionals themselves and/or the Bar rather than the 
quality of the service.315 However, as we will discuss below, the collective reputation 
mechanism might qualify this proposition. 
 
Passing on of costs – Finally, the suggested efficiency improvement through the 
internalisation of the costs of regulating might be thwarted by professionals largely passing 
these costs on to their clients through their prices.316 If passed on, there will be no more incentive 
on the self-regulator to minimise costs. Moreover, extra costs could even flow from 
unnecessary regulation adopted by associations to justify their own existence or 
strengthen their position.317 
 

                                                 
311 Arruñada, B., "Managing Competition in Professional Services and the Burden of Inertia", in Ehlermann, C. D. and 
Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 51, 62. 
312 Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 159; Curran, C., "The American Experience with Self-Regulation in 
the Medical and Legal Professions", in Faure, M., Finsinger, J., Siegers, J. and others (eds.), Regulation of Professions 
(Maklu, Antwerpen, 1993) 47, 63. 
313 Baggott, R., "Regulatory Reform in Britain: the Changing Face of Self-Regulation" (1989) Public Administration 435, 
443. 
314 Cf. Chapter 1. 
315 Van den Bergh, R. and Faure, M., "Self-regulation of the professions in Belgium" (1991) International Review of Law 
and Economics 165, 174-175, who studied the disciplinary complaints handled by the Ordre des Avocats of Antwerp 
between 1984-1986 to find that the majority of the cases concerned inter-professional dealings affecting the reputation 
of the profession and only a small portion dealt with issues of malpractice. 
316 Curran, C., "The American Experience with Self-Regulation in the Medical and Legal Professions", in Faure, M., 
Finsinger, J., Siegers, J. and others (eds.), Regulation of Professions (Maklu, Antwerpen, 1993) 47, 63. 
317 Verdoodt, A., Zelfregulering in de journalistiek : de formulering en handhaving van deontologische standaarden in en door het 
journalistieke beroep.  Doctoral Thesis, K.U.Leuven, Faculteit Rechtsgeleerdheid, 2007, 641, 34; Baarsma, B., Felsö, F., 
van Geffen, S. and others, Zelf doen? Inventarisatiestudie van zelfreguleringsinstrumenten (SEO, Amsterdam, 2003), 
http://www.seo.nl/assets/binaries/pdf/664.pdf, 17-18. 
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2.1.4 Non-efficiency reservations 

Other than efficiency reservations towards self-regulation – Aside from the fear for 
anti-competitive regulation, lawyers are also disconcerted by the lack of democratic legitimacy 
of self-regulation.318 Traditionally, other interests, such as those of the consumers of 
professional services are hardly ever represented in the decision-making body.319 
Moreover, since professional associations often control the standard-setting as well as 
the adjudication and enforcement of these standards, there is in fact no separation of powers. 
In addition, concerns are expressed about the lack of transparency and access of the self-
regulatory process, as well as the lack of accountability of the self-regulators.320  
 

2.2 Collective reputation incentives to adequately self-regulate as 
opposed to seek rents  

Collective reputations – However, contrary to this gloomy vision on the lack of 
incentives of a profession to adequately self-regulate, it has been convincingly argued that 
nonetheless a club of professionals might actually be motivated to effectively enforce a 
high quality level to uphold their collective reputation.321  
 
Incentive to self-regulate – It has been declared that “individual reputations are 
determined by collective reputations and vice versa”.322 Indeed, as discussed in Chapter 
2, due to information asymmetries it will generally not be possible for professionals to 
individually signal quality through the development of an individual reputation. Hence, 
they will have an incentive to form a self-regulatory organization which sets quality 
standards for its members.323 Membership of a certain club with particular quality 
standards can serve as an indirect signal of the quality level that could be expected and 
thus, at the least, reduce search costs for consumers to a certain extent324 Note, however, 
that the credibility of the quality signal will be dependent on the likely enforcement of 
this standard! 
 
Incentive to enforce self-regulation – However, given the incapacity of consumers to 
distinguish ex ante between the bad and good service providers (experience goods) and 

                                                 
318 Barbou des Places, S., "Self-Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory Competition Theory", 
in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 
215, 222. 
319 Verdoodt, A., Zelfregulering in de journalistiek : de formulering en handhaving van deontologische standaarden in en door het 
journalistieke beroep.  Doctoral Thesis, K.U.Leuven, Faculteit Rechtsgeleerdheid, 2007, 641, 43. 
320 Baldwin, R., Cave, M. E., and Malleson, K., "Regulating Legal Services: Time for the Big Bang?" (2004) Modern 
Law Review 787, 796. 
321 Gehrig, T. and Jost, P.-J., "Quacks, Lemons, and Self Regulation: A Welfare Analysis" (1995) Journal of Regulatory 
Economics 309. Their article does not use the terminology of “collective reputation” but can nonetheless be thought to 
anticipate on this mechanism elaborated in Tirole, J., "A Theory of Collective Reputations (with applications to the 
persistence of corruption and to firm quality)" (1996) Review of Economics Studies 1.  
322 Tirole, J., "A Theory of Collective Reputations (with applications to the persistence of corruption and to firm 
quality)" (1996) Review of Economics Studies 1, 18.; see also on this interdependence: KRAAKMAN who refers to certain 
experiments showing that “uncertain traders typically assess individual sellers in the light of the average performance 
of similar sellers and reevaluate all sellers in light of the unexpected performance of particular sellers”. (Kraakman, R. 
H., "Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party Enforcement Strategy" (1986) J. L. Econ. & Org. 53, 98.) 
323 Gehrig, T. and Jost, P.-J., "Quacks, Lemons, and Self Regulation: A Welfare Analysis" (1995) Journal of Regulatory 
Economics 309, 310, 314-316 who show that such a self-regulatory club is more likely to be formed if monitoring costs 
are low, the proportion of migrants is high, or the number of local markets is small. 
324 See in that sense De Bijl, P. and van Damme, E., Regulering en zelfregulering in markten met kwaliteitsonzekerheid ( 1997), 
http://arno.uvt.nl/show.cgi?fid=2870, 39. 
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also ex post in the case of credence goods, this collective reputation based on the quality 
standards is extremely fragile.325 Each individual professional will have a motivation to 
free ride and cheat on quality since he does not bear the full cost of reducing the global 
volume of trade in, or the market demand for, this type of professional service (= 
externality problem). However, if all members of the association would cheat, they would 
all be worse off.326 Hence, the group as a whole has an incentive to eradicate bad service 
providers to save its vulnerable collective reputation.327 Moreover, self-regulatory 
associations may also be concerned more generally with ensuring public approval or even 
tolerance of their existence and functioning.328  
 
Mixed incentives to detect fraud – Despite the obvious stimulus for a club to weed 
out free riders that may harm its collective reputation, self-regulatory clubs may still face 
mixed incentives to detect fraud. Indeed, revealing malpractice could have two diverging 
effects on the club’s reputation. Ideally consumers would interpret it as a sign of effective 
monitoring. There is a risk, however, that the uncovering of fraud would be seen as 
evidence that wrongdoing is widespread within the professional group.329 Moreover, 
given the credence characteristics of many professional services, the detection-threat 
might not be sufficient for the group to react, thus also endangering the very possibility 
of building collective reputations. 330 Nonetheless, since in the large pool of 
professionals-members of the club not all malpractice will go undetected, the 
vulnerability of the depreciation of the entire collective reputation through such random 
discovery might provide the extra incentive needed to solve the moral hazard problem. 

                                                 
325 See in that sense Gehrig, T. and Jost, P.-J., "Quacks, Lemons, and Self Regulation: A Welfare Analysis" (1995) 
Journal of Regulatory Economics 309, 310; see also Kraakman, R. H., "Gatekeepers: The Anatomy of a Third-Party 
Enforcement Strategy" (1986) J. L. Econ. & Org. 53, 98, who notes that "while such interdependent evaluations [ of the 
professionals’ reputations] are easily explicable as efforts to economize on scarce information, they create serious free-
rider effects for reputational investments. They imply that opportunism or shirking by any player can liquidate a 
portion of the reputational capital “belonging” to all similar players, and they may suggest the converse as well: that an 
investment in establishing reputation by any player will similarly enhance the reputation of other players.” 
326 Fletcher, A., "The Liberal Professions: Getting the Regulatory Balance Right", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, 
I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship between Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 73, 75. 
327 Gehrig, T. and Jost, P.-J., "Quacks, Lemons, and Self Regulation: A Welfare Analysis" (1995) Journal of Regulatory 
Economics 309, 310, 316-318; This idea builds on the seminal article on collective reputations by TIROLE, Tirole, J., "A 
Theory of Collective Reputations (with applications to the persistence of corruption and to firm quality)" (1996) Review 
of Economics Studies 1. 
328 Baggott, R., "Regulatory Reform in Britain: the Changing Face of Self-Regulation" (1989) Public Administration 435, 
436. 
329 Scarpa, C., "The theory of quality regulation and self-regulation: towards an application to financial markets", in 
Bortolotti, B. and Fiorentini, G. (eds.), Organized Interests and Self-Regulation: An Economic Approach (Oxford University 
Press, New York, 2000) 236, 252 notes that “When the SRO punishes a member’s behaviour, it makes public the fact 
that a member has kept a line of conduct that SRO members declare to refuse. In so doing, the SRO gives a signal to 
the market, in that it says something on what can be considered acceptable, and what cannot. The problem is that it 
cannot tell the market how far that member’s actual behaviour was from ‘acceptable’ behaviour; in other terms, 
investors, observing that one firm’s behaviour, might revise (downward) their expectation of what other firms might 
be doing, that is of the general practice of the profession.” Moreover, it could be thought that “by informing all 
customers that a particular firm does certain things, the SRO informs all customers of what a member could hope to 
do without being detected or punished”. He concludes that there is a need for empirical analysis to investigate the 
consumers’ interpretation of fraud exposure. 
330 Recall SCARPA’S criticism on the fact that most authors purport to build their models on self-regulation with 
credence goods in mind, but subsequently introduce assumptions as to the observability of quality which in fact 
contradict that “credence nature” and thus add unfounded strength to the mechanisms based on reputation, consistent 
beliefs, etc. Scarpa, C., "The theory of quality regulation and self-regulation: towards an application to financial 
markets", in Bortolotti, B. and Fiorentini, G. (eds.), Organized Interests and Self-Regulation: An Economic Approach (Oxford 
University Press, New York, 2000) 236, 252. 
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Still, the ambiguity of these incentives for the profession to enforce its regulation might 
call for some type of external incitement.331  
 
SRO characteristics inductive to adequate self-regulation – The general consensus 
seems to be that a SRO will be less successful if its group of members is too large and 
heterogeneous.332 Indeed, for each member the benefit of expelling deviants (= avoiding 
the negative reputational externality) needs to be large enough in comparison to the gain 
from cheating himself. If the “retribution” by the dissatisfied consumers is spread over 
too many professionals their signal will be too diluted to adequately motivate enforcement.333 
In addition, the mobility of consumers between different professionals needs to be large 
enough to pressure them to secure the collective reputation of the SRO.334 Clearly, 
monitoring costs should not be too high either.  
 

2.3 Conclusion 

Although the limited number of theoretical and empirical economic studies does not 
allow for any firm conclusions as to the trade-off between self-regulation and 
government regulation, as a general conclusion it can be accepted that “both the limited 
theoretical results and reflections on history indicate that public regulation emphasizes 
guarantees and fairness, while private control (and possibly self-regulation) tend to 
favour high (but risky) returns and [growth].”335 
 
From the above, it would seem that the case for professional self-regulation will mainly 
be based on the information advantage.336 Therefore, in the following titles some 
institutional alternatives which can be expected to maintain the information advantages 
of self-regulation while limiting the opportunities for rent-seeking anti-competitive 
behaviour will be looked at.  
 

II. Competitive self-regulation 

1. Monopoly versus Regulatory Competition 

Monopoly power versus competition – The main problem with traditional self-
regulatory professional associations are the anti-competitive incentives flowing from 
                                                 
331 Kay, J. and  Vickers, J., "Regulatory Reform: An Appraisal", in Majone, G. (ed.), Deregulation and Re-regulation 
(Pinter, London/New York, 1990) 223, 240; see also NUÑEZ’ plea for a ‘mixed’ regulatory scheme which “may benefit 
from the SROs informational advantage regarding quality, while the public regulator can generate the reputation-based 
incentives to monitor quality that SROs may not have otherwise” (Nuñez, J., "A model of self-regulation" (2001) 
Economic Letters 91). 
332 Scarpa, C., "The theory of quality regulation and self-regulation: towards an application to financial markets", in 
Bortolotti, B. and Fiorentini, G. (eds.), Organized Interests and Self-Regulation: An Economic Approach (Oxford University 
Press, New York, 2000) 236, 254.  
333 Scarpa, C., "The theory of quality regulation and self-regulation: towards an application to financial markets", in 
Bortolotti, B. and Fiorentini, G. (eds.), Organized Interests and Self-Regulation: An Economic Approach (Oxford University 
Press, New York, 2000) 236, 250. 
334 Gehrig, T. and Jost, P.-J., "Quacks, Lemons, and Self Regulation: A Welfare Analysis" (1995) Journal of Regulatory 
Economics 309. 
335 Scarpa, C., "The theory of quality regulation and self-regulation: towards an application to financial markets", in 
Bortolotti, B. and Fiorentini, G. (eds.), Organized Interests and Self-Regulation: An Economic Approach (Oxford University 
Press, New York, 2000) 236, 255. 
336 Philipsen, N. J., Regulation of and by Pharmacists in the Netherlands and Belgium: An Economic Approach (Intersentia, 
Maastricht, 2003), 39. 
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their monopoly power. Generally, for a certain territory, a sole professional association 
will have been granted the monopolistic control over entry to and exercise of a 
profession, and thus have the power to restrict supply of that professional service. For 
that reason, it has been suggested that subjecting these organizations to competition 
from other self-regulatory organisms might stimulate more welfare-enhancing behaviour337 
as well as confer a degree of legitimacy on their rule-making.338 Such competition could be 
of an intra-professional nature, taking place between different associations assembling 
members of the same profession. 339  Alternatively, it could take the form of inter-
professional competition involving other para-professions offering the same professional 
service.340 Within the context of the European internal market, both types of regulatory 
competition could also occur cross-border between different “national” SROs.341  
 
Model of regulatory competition and its benefits – Competition between self-
regulatory organizations can be analyzed in accordance with the traditional theory on 
regulatory competition which will be discussed more extensively in Chapter 4. 
Essentially, competition between self-regulators should eliminate rents and induce the 
adoption of professional standards which meet consumer preferences at the lowest cost.342 
Moreover, competitive self-regulation can have the beneficial effect of initiating a learning 
and discovery process for the optimal professional standards between the “laboratories for 
experimentation” formed by the different self-regulatory associations.343 In other words, 
regulators will be encouraged to “beat” competing SROs in the search for better and 
more responsive “legal products” and in doing so learn from each other’s experiments. 
In a matter as complex as the determination and enforcement of adequate quality levels 
                                                 
337 See also in that sense Kay, J. and Vickers, J., "Regulatory Reform: An Appraisal", in Majone, G. (ed.), Deregulation 
and Re-Regulation (Pinter, London/New York, 1990) 223, 239-240. 
338 Barbou des Places, S., "Self-Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory Competition Theory", 
in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 
215, 222-223. From the few empirical studies on the impact of introducing competitive self-regulation in markets for 
professional services, no strong conclusions can be drawn. See, among others, VAN DEN BERGH for a brief discussion 
of the ambiguous result of opening up the UK market for conveyance services, traditionally reserved to solicitors, to 
licensed conveyancers. He suggests that the presence of only two competing SROs left these bodies with some market 
power and might thus explain the lack of price reduction. ( Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in 
Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: 
The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 172-173) 
Indeed, a basic condition for efficient regulatory competition is the participation of a sufficiently large number of 
“jurisdictions”.   
339 Simon, W. H., "Who Needs the Bar: Professionalism Without Monopoly" (2002) Florida State University Law Review 
639, 657, describes the interesting example of the alternative ethical conduct rules proposed by the voluntary 
association of the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers which explicitly “aspires to a level of practice above the 
minimum established in the [Rules of Professional Conduct]” . 
340 Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155;Londers, G., "De tucht en de deontologie van de magistraat", in Lust, 
S. a. L. P. (ed.), Tucht en Deontologie. (In)effectiviteit van het tuchtrecht ter handhaving van de waardigheid van het ambt (die Keure, 
Brugge, 2007) 327, 171. 
341 For a proposal to introduce regulatory competition in the American legal services sector, see Simon, W. H., "Who 
Needs the Bar: Professionalism Without Monopoly" (2002) Florida State University Law Review 639. 
342 Ogus, A., "Self-Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume V. 
The Economics of Crime and Litigation , 5 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 587, 595; Barbou des Places, S., "Self-
Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory Competition Theory", in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-
Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 215, 222-223. Note moreover, 
that the existence of several competing SROs as opposed to one monopolistic regulator implies more room for the 
satisfaction of heterogeneous preferences. 
343 Barbou des Places, S., "Self-Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory Competition Theory", 
in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 
215, 225-226; Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in 
Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law 
and the (Liberal) Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 171-172. 
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for credence goods, such learning might not be an excessive luxury.344 Furthermore, 
competition can be thought to increase the legitimacy of self-regulation in two ways. For 
one, consumers can express their preferences when choosing between professionals 
governed by alternative standards and hence through the market indirectly discipline the 
self-regulator by confronting him with the competitive pressure of these alternatives 
(“exit”).345 Secondly, in their capacity of regulatees, professionals themselves can approve 
or reject a regulatory regime by “exit as well as voice”. 346 
 

2. Limitations of self-regulatory competition 

At the same time, however, the limitations of such a model of regulatory competition 
between “decentralized entities” may not be ignored.  
 

2.1 Race to the bottom  

Race to the bottom mechanism – For one, there might be a risk of a race to the bottom 
as a result of professionals choosing the self-regulatory regime which is the most lax and 
thus cheapest in terms of rents versus compliance costs. To prevent such a process of 
adverse selection there must be marginal consumers347 who are capable of “attribut[ing] 
general quality characteristics to certificates generated by competing self-regulatory 
regimes”348 and on this basis express their preference for lower or higher quality.349 In 
other words, the question will be whether the information problem responsible for the 
failure of the market and thus at the root of the demand for regulation, will also lead to 
the failure of any competition between such regulations.350 
 
Minimal degree of quality observability required – Given the serious information 
problems surrounding professional services, some remarks on the need for some minimal 

                                                 
344 See Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. 
D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 172, who cautions the European Commission not to lose out on this 
EU-wide discovery process by engaging in an overhasty top-down deregulation policy based on a narrow price-
competition analysis as well as a limited amount of empirical studies which have mainly covered American markets. 
345 Barbou des Places, S., "Self-Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory Competition Theory", 
in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 
215, 223 who even suggests that “competition among rules is a more democratic rule making system than the situation 
where one regulator enacts from above a single body of rules that is the result of a political bargaining on a common 
low denominator.” It should be noted that in contrast with the disciplining mechanisms available to consumers in 
traditional state-like jurisdictions, in respect of professional self-regulation, the client “consuming the adopted self-
regulatory rules” cannot express its (dis)satisfaction through the voting mechanism.  
346 Barbou des Places, S., "Self-Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory Competition Theory", 
in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 
215, 222-223. 
347 The marginal consumer refers to the first consumer to refuse to buy the product when its price increases or quality 
decreases. 
348 Ogus, A., "Self-Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume V. 
The Economics of Crime and Litigation , 5 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 587, 596. 
349 Barbou des Places, S., "Self-Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory Competition Theory", 
in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 
215, 229-230. 
350 Barbou des Places, S., "Self-Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory Competition Theory", 
in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 
215 ; Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I., and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 27. 
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observability of the quality attributes of the different SROs should be made.351 Hence, it could be 
thought that membership of a SRO with an advertised quality “statement of purpose” 
will reduce search costs for consumers in a similar manner as advertising by an individual 
professional would.  
 
Actual quality of the services – However, the real information problem in professional 
markets clearly lays not so much with the proclaimed but rather the genuine quality level 
of the service provided. As discussed above, an important incentive for professionals to 
join a SRO is the desire to replace the failing individual reputation mechanism (due to its 
excessive costliness or even infeasibility) by a collective reputation created by the SRO. Even 
though the credence characteristics of professional services also hamper the ex post 
assessment by consumers needed to penalize the SRO if it fails to enforce its announced 
quality standard, and thus weakens the collective reputation argument, it could still be 
thought that the failure to live up to a collective reputation might be easier to detect than 
the failure to live up to an individual reputation. Indeed, consumer organizations could 
assemble and make public the limited observations of malpractice by members of the 
SRO and thereby threaten the fragile collective reputation of the whole group. Hence, 
since individual malpractice cases can be extrapolated to affect the collective reputation 
of the whole SRO, the quality level proclaimed by a particular SRO becomes more 
credible. Nonetheless, the limited observability of the quality levels of various SROs 
might still plead in favor of some minimum quality standards adopted by a public 
regulator.352  
 
Limited mobility of professionals? – In the European context of cross-border 
competition between “national monopolist self-regulators”, it has been argued that a race 
to the bottom is rather unlikely given that the location decision of professionals is still 
much more dependent on cultural and family ties than on marginal differences in 
regulatory regimes.353 However, in view of the internationalisation of many of these 
services through large firms providing, for example, legal or accounting services, mobility 
of professionals or professional firms might be increasing.  In addition, if different SROs 
are allowed to compete on the same “local” market, or a “choice of SR regime” apart 
from geographical location is permitted, this reservation looses its relevance.  
 

2.2 Negative externalities and economies of scale 

Negative externalities – A second important factor that pleads against unrestricted 
regulatory competition between professional standards is the potential of negative 
externalities flowing from low quality service provision.354 Again in the European context 
of cross-border competition it has been argued that the danger of inter-state externalities 

                                                 
351 See also Kerber, W. and Van den Bergh, R., "Mutual Recognition Revisited: Misunderstandings, Inconsistencies, 
and a Suggested Reinterpretation." (2008) Kyklos 447. 
352 Barbou des Places, S., "Self-Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory Competition Theory", 
in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 
215, 230-231; Ogus, A., "Rethinking Self-Regulation" (1995) Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 97, 105-106, who suggests a 
system whereby SROs are required to submit their regulatory regime for approval by independent public agencies, 
which thus constitute a second tier of regulators. These agencies should then perform the dual function of preventing 
cartellization between SROs and laying down minimum quality standards. In essence competitive self-regulation is 
placed here within a co-regulatory framework rather than left to function as an alternative. 
353 Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 171.  
354 Ogus, A., "Rethinking Self-Regulation" (1995) Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 97, 103. 
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would seem limited given the local nature of markets for professional services.355 
Nonetheless, in addition to the rise in cross-border professional service provision 
mentioned before, the phenomenon of patient-mobility in the EU seems to illustrate 
increased consumer mobility.356 Moreover, the introduction of intra-state competitive 
self-regulation adds strength to the externalities concern. 
 
Economies of scale – A third argument favouring centralization as opposed to 
regulatory competition could be the presence of economies of scale in the formulation and 
enforcement of professional rules and more specifically avoiding the duplication of 
resources.357 However, for professional associations, economies of scale would seem 
rather negligible.358  
 

3. Conclusion 

In conclusion, apart from rules facilitating such competitive self-regulation, some residual 
(national or European) public regulation establishing minimum standards might be needed to 
address the externality and information problem.359 It could thus be concluded that in 
the professional services context, competitive self-regulation will only function properly 
within a co-regulatory framework.360  
 

III. Co-regulation 

1. Concept 

Continuum between pure self-regulation and state regulation – In reality, pure self-
regulation is rather rare. Especially within the professions, government generally interacts 
with the self-regulator in some way. Hence, any cost-benefit analysis of pure self-
regulation as opposed to government regulation serves more as a benchmark-exercise 
than a real comparison between the dominant regulatory models. Consequently, over the 
last decade the focus of academic debate has moved away from the dichotomy between 
self-regulation and government regulation towards a more comprehensive analysis of the 

                                                 
355 Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 171. 
356 Especially in these times of financial crises caused by irresponsible financial practices on the American market, the 
interdependency of global markets, and thus the dangers of spill-overs from “local” malpractices, has been tragically 
illustrated.  Similarly, the accountancy scandals involving, among others, ENRON had repercussions far beyond the 
local market. In addition, the rapid spreading of, for example Mexican flue, because of the increased mobility of the 
world’s population, indicates the potential danger of “bad medical care”.    
357 Fletcher, A., "The Liberal Professions: Getting the Regulatory Balance Right", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, 
I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 73 , 83 
358 Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 171. 
359Fletcher, A., "The Liberal Professions: Getting the Regulatory Balance Right", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. 
(eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 73. 83. 
360 Barbou des Places, S., "Self-Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory Competition Theory", 
in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 
215, 230-231. 
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potential complementarity of both systems.361  Government policy as well seems to have 
increasingly opted for mixed regulatory strategies and has subjected self-regulatory 
regimes to greater scrutiny and external involvement.362  Indeed, another alternative way 
to foster the information advantages of self-regulation but restrict the associated anti-
competitive costs and legitimacy problems is by setting up some type of cooperation 
between the self-regulator and public or independent authorities. Such interaction can 
take various forms and thus ‘co-regulation’ is utilized here to reflect a whole spectrum of 
regulatory set-ups between the two extremes of pure self-regulation and pure state 
regulation. It is not the object of this section to present a comprehensive typology of the 
various manners in which such cooperation occurs.363 Rather, the focus will be on 
potential answers to the failures of pure self-regulation identified above. The state 
regulator, public authority or independent regulator should then instill the necessary 
public interest considerations into the process of adopting and enforcing professional 
regulation, and thereby increase its legitimacy364. 
 
Hereafter some potential co-regulatory set-ups addressing these disadvantages of self-
regulation will be described.  
 

2. Procedural input: External regulator stipulates rules on 
functioning of SRO  

The involvement of external regulation could be limited to laying down rules on the 
functioning of self-regulatory organizations.365  
 
Separating regulatory and representative function – An important improvement 
would be the requirement of a separation between the regulatory and representative functions of the 
SROs and subjecting them to different governance arrangements.366 When performing 

                                                 
361 Verdoodt, A., Zelfregulering in de journalistiek : de formulering en handhaving van deontologische standaarden in en door het 
journalistieke beroep.  Doctoral Thesis, K.U.Leuven, Faculteit Rechtsgeleerdheid, 2007, 641, 48-50, 55. 
362 Kaye, R., "Regulated (Self-)Regulation: A New Paradigm for Controlling the Professions?" (2006) Public Policyand 
Administration  105, 107. 
363 Typologies of this kind seems to have been mainly developed within sociological literature, see among others, 
Black, J., "Constitutionalising Self-Regulation" (1996) Modern Law Review 24, 26-27; Priest, M., "The Privatization of 
Regulation: Five Models of Self-Regulation" (1997-1998) Ottawa L. Rev 233, 239-267; , 21-35; Scott, C., "Self-
Regulation and the Meta-Regulatory State", in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer 
Law International, The Netherlands, 2006) 131, 136-140. See however also: van den Heuvel Rijnders, J., Lackner, I., 
and Verkerk, H., Publieke belangen en marktordening bij vrije beroepen (Ministerie van Economische Zaken, 2004), 
http://www.ez.nl/pv_obj_cache/pv_obj_id_DD4FA1F04F50FB3438A75CAE2560495D98BA1F00, 56-57. 
364 Verdoodt, A., Zelfregulering in de journalistiek : de formulering en handhaving van deontologische standaarden in en door het 
journalistieke beroep.  Doctoral Thesis, K.U.Leuven, Faculteit Rechtsgeleerdheid, 2007, 641, 56. 
365 Suggestions for a statutory framework governing self-regulatory schemes were made, among others, by the 
National Consumer Council in (2001) “Better business practice: how to make self-regulation work for consumers and business”, at 
http://scotcons.demonweb.co.uk/publications/book_guid/gp01bett.pdf,  suggesting that the statutory framework 
should include: 
• strong external involvement in design and operation of scheme 
• if possible, separation of operation and control of the scheme from institutions of industry 
• full representation of consumers on governing body of scheme 
• clear statements of principles and standards governing scheme 
• clear, accessible and well-publicized complaints procedures to deal with code breaches 
• adequate sanctions for non-observance of codes 
• maintenance and updating of scheme 
• annual reporting 
366 Fletcher, A., "The Liberal Professions: Getting the Regulatory Balance Right", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, 
I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 73, 73; Opinion of Advocate General JACOBS delivered on 23 March 2000 in Joined cases 
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their representative tasks, such as providing services and support for their members, 
professional associations should be driven entirely by their members’ interests. However, 
when regulating, public interest considerations should supersede the professionals’ 
interests, thus implying the need for lay involvement.367 Hence, separating both functions 
should reduce the conflicting incentives confronting many SROs as well as increase their 
credibility in the eyes of the public. Such disconnection could be realized either by 
setting-up up two distinct bodies or by simply “ring-fencing” both functions. Clearly an 
actual split would increase the perception of independency in the eyes of the public but 
at the same time entail extra costs. Moreover, keeping both functions within one body 
might allow for certain “economies of scope”368.  
 
Composition of SRO – The same concern for independency in rulemaking is reflected 
in the essential requirement that sufficient independent actors, possibly including consumer 
representatives, are involved in the regulatory and enforcement process of the SRO.369 
 

3. Substantive controls 

Apart from designing the framework for self-regulation, the government or an 
independent body can also (threaten to) interfere more directly with the actual substance 
of the resulting regulation. 
 
Threat of intervention – Associations will often be motivated to self-regulate more 
effectively when seeking to avoid less favourable direct government intervention.370 It 
might even be thought that in order for self-regulation to function properly, there should 
be at least some threat of the government stepping in to regulate itself.371 In other words, 
unless the sector fears the imposition of possibly less favourable public regulation, it will 
not have the proper incentives to adopt ànd enforce effective self-regulation.  
 
Self-regulatory associations regulate with some independent oversight or 
ratification – Probably the most common understanding of co-regulation involves self-
regulatory associations regulating subject to some oversight or even ratification by 
government.372 Such set-up is also common among the professions. However, it should 

                                                 
C-180/98 and C-184/98 Pavlov [2000] E.C.R. I-06451, 27-32. Baldwin, R., Cave, M. E. and Malleson, K., "Regulating 
Legal Services: Time for the Big Bang?" (2004) Modern Law Review 787, 798, footnote 56, notes that most of the new 
providers of legal services who have come into the UK market such as notaries, conveyancers, accountants and 
bankers are subjected to regulatory bodies which are separate from the representational bodies, thereby pressurizing 
the traditional professional bodies, i.e., the Law Society and Bar Council. 
367 Opinion of Advocate General JACOBS delivered on 23 March 2000 in Joined cases C-180/98 and C-184/98 
Pavlov [2000] E.C.R. I-06451, 30 and following. 
368 Economies of scope are present if the production cost per unit of a particular good or service decreases when that 
same firm offers a wider variety of goods or services. 
369 Baggott, R., "Regulatory Reform in Britain: the Changing Face of Self-Regulation" (1989) Public Administration 435. 
370 Baggott, R., "Regulatory Reform in Britain: the Changing Face of Self-Regulation" (1989) Public Administration 435, 
436, 449.   
371 Baggott, R., "Regulatory Reform in Britain: the Changing Face of Self-Regulation" (1989) Public Administration 435, 
437. 
372 Ogus, A., "Self-Regulation", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics. Volume V. 
The Economics of Crime and Litigation , 5 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 587, 596; Van den Bergh, R., "Towards 
Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European 
Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions  (Hart Publishing, 
Oxford, 2006) 155; Barbou des Places, S., "Self-Regulation and the Professions: A Perspective from regulatory 
Competition Theory", in Cafaggi, F. (ed.), Reframing Self-Regulation in European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, 
The Netherlands, 2006) 215, 231. 
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be ensured that this government oversight amounts to more than a pure rubber-
stamping. Indeed, the government should genuinely safeguard the public against anti-
competitive practices, unless these are found to serve other public interest goals. In 
doing so, it will also bestow legitimacy onto the self-regulatory outcome.  
 
Apart from real state control, oversight or ratification could also be entrusted to an 
independent supervisory body. Especially in the United Kingdom this set-up seems to 
have been gaining swift acceptance in the reform of the liberal professions. A well-
known example is the model suggested by Sir David CLEMENTI for the legal services 
sector.373 In essence, it involves independent bodies374 who regulate the regulation adopted 
by self-regulatory bodies or so-called ‘front-line regulators’. These independent bodies 
are oversight regulators who have the final word on the adopted professional rules and 
need to approve these. Such a framework has the advantage of combining the expertise 
of self-regulators with the public interest filter by a body independent from the 
profession, and potentially from the government.375 An additional attractive feature of 
this CLEMENTI-model is that it also allows for competition between the various ‘front 
line regulators’ thus creating opportunities for best practices and more responsive 
regulation to emerge. CLEMENTI has also pleaded in favour of separating the 
representative and regulatory functions of SROs.376   
 
External regulator stipulates rules of conduct and SRO enforces – A more 
“intrusive option” could be to limit the self-regulator’s function to the “ex post 
enforcement and monitoring of professional conduct rules”.377 Thus, an external 
regulator would lay down rules and rely on the self-regulators to enforce them. However, 
this set-up would lose out on the information advantage at the rule-making stage. 
Moreover, given the bad track record in enforcing their own self-regulatory norms, it 
would seem that ensuring an adequate enforcement of such “external rules” by the SROs 
is likely to be even more problematic.  
 
Independent regulator and representative professional body – The most drastic 
option going beyond co-regulation would be to divest all regulatory powers in an 
independent body and limit the professional body’s function to representation. Clearly 
this entails important advantages of independence and pro-competitive rule-making, but 
at the same time ignores all the potential benefits of professional self-regulation.  
 

                                                 
373 This is the so called model B+ which lies between the extremes of model A (overarching independent regulator 
and merely representative professional bodies) and model B (independent supervisory body and SROs combining 
representation and regulation). Opinion of Advocate General JACOBS delivered on 23 March 2000 in Joined cases C-
180/98 and C-184/98 Pavlov [2000] E.C.R. I-06451, 24-36. 
374 Kaye describes these bodies that regulate regulators instead of firms or individuals as “meso-regulators”, Kaye, R., 
"Regulated (Self-)Regulation: A New Paradigm for Controlling the Professions?" (2006) Public Policyand Administration  
105. 
375 Kaye, R., "Regulated (Self-)Regulation: A New Paradigm for Controlling the Professions?" (2006) Public Policyand 
Administration  105, 117. 
376 For a close match to this model, see also the British medical sector where the British Medical Association forms 
the representative body, the General Medical Council the primary regulatory body composed mainly of practitioners, 
the Privy Council the supervisor and the Council for the Regulation of Healthcare Professionals an additional 
oversight regulator.  
377 Fletcher, A., "The Liberal Professions: Getting the Regulatory Balance Right", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, 
I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 73, 82. 
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4. Conclusion 

Thus, indispensable for effective co-regulation would be the exercise of genuine oversight by 
the government or an independent body over the rule-making and enforcement activities 
of the SROs. In addition, procedural safeguards such as a split between the representative 
and regulatory function as well as a board composed of sufficient independent members, 
should ensure regulation in the public interest.   
 

IV. Conclusion 

Due to the sparse and indecisive economic analyses of the phenomenon of self-
regulation, any conclusion can only be tentative. The most generally accepted benefit of 
self-regulation seems to be its information advantage. Its least appealing trait would seem 
its proneness to be guided by rent-seeking motives. Even when the nuance of a collective 
reputation mechanism is added to the analysis, efficient self-regulation would clearly 
stand to gain from some type of “external motivation”. Therefore, two institutional 
alternatives that preserve the information advantage but reduce the risk of anti-
competitive practices were explored. Competitive self-regulation appealed because of its 
intention to discipline the self-regulators by reintroducing the market mechanism at the 
level of the market-corrective regulation. However, it was suggested that in professional 
markets characterized by severe information asymmetries such efficient competition 
would nonetheless require some degree of public intervention by means of minimum 
norms. Co-regulation was taken to cover many types of public control on the functioning 
of the SRO. Central to effective co-regulation seems a genuine government oversight over the 
rule-making and enforcement activities of the SROs. 
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Chapter 4. Regulation Yes, But at which level? The 
Theory of Economic Federalism 

Introduction – If it is agreed that a certain degree of (market-corrective) professional 
regulation is necessary to allow that market to function properly, and the benefits of 
entrusting either co-regulatory or competitive self-regulatory organizations with the 
adoption of such rules has been established, the next essential issue to determine within a 
multi-level regulatory context such as the European Union is to which level the regulatory 
competences should be allocated. Indeed, as discussed above, both co-regulation and 
self-regulation require public intervention to some extent. Hence, “public” could here 
refer to the national as well as European level. 
 
Self-regulation as a form of decentralization – It should be noted that entrusting 
regulatory capacity to self-regulatory organs can also be seen as a form of 
decentralization and could thus have been included in the ensuing analysis of the 
economic theory of federalism.378 Nonetheless, given the fact that it involves private 
parties regulating themselves, several specific incentive problems arise which deserve a 
distinct economic analysis and were therefore dealt with in a separate chapter comparing 
government regulation with self-regulation.  
 
Pervasiveness of federalism question in EU law – The most obvious European law 
area in which the “allocation of regulatory competences” question has popped up is 
where the need for a European legislative intervention, and the extent thereof, was debated 
(see Part II, Chapter E on Secondary Community Legislation).379 However, as will be 
discussed more in detail in Part II Chapter D on Free Movement, the judicial 
interpretation and enforcement of the Treaty articles on free movement also have an 
important impact on this vertical division of competences. Even competition law, when 
confronted with the question whether and to what extent state intervention immunizes 
measures from scrutiny, the so-called state action doctrine, does not escape the 
federalism issue.380  
 

I. Introduction – the subsidiarity principle 

Introduction – When enquiring into the appropriate level to adopt a particular 
regulation, aside from the principle of conferral, the key legal principle traditionally taken 

                                                 
378  See also Brousseau, E. and Raynaud, E.,"The Economics of Multilevel Governance", at http://cournot.u-
strasbg.fr/users/beta/documents/Raynaud07.pdf, 6, who note that “many issues that are not usually analyzed in terms 
of “levels” of governance might benefit from being analyzed in such terms. This is for instance the case of the contrast 
between public vs. private governance. [Indeed], some of the contrasts between formal and informal institutions are 
[…] linked to differences in levels of governance, rather than contrasts due to the degree of formality of rules per se.” 
See also Crew, M. (ed.), International Handbook on Economic Regulation (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 2006), 193, 
speaking about the increasing involvement of self-regulatory arrangements in the implementation and realisation of 
certain regulatory outcomes as reflecting a type of “regulatory subsidiarity”. Note that the “ultimate decentralized level 
for preference allocation” would be the market itself. 
379 See for example: Marciano, A. and Josselin, J.-M. (eds.), The Economics of Harmonizing European Law (Edward Elgar 
Publishing, Cheltenham, UK, 2002). 
380 As was noted by KOEN LENAERTS during his speech “Perspectives from the European Court of Justice” at the 
International Conference on “Federalism, the Rule of Law and the Role of the Judiciary: Comparative Political and 
Legal Analyses”, 18 May 2009, KULeuven: Federalism or the balance of power question in fact pervades almost all 
case-law.  
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into account is the subsidiarity principle as set out in Art. 5(3) TEU (old Art. 5(2) EC).381 
Even though this principle has been welcomed for its presumption in favour of the 
decentralized (Member State) level in case of shared competences, its limited value in 
respect of the actual allocation of competences should be clarified.  
 
Exercise versus allocation of competences – Strictly speaking, the legal principle of 
subsidiarity as set out in the Treaty only frames the exercise of EU competences rather 
than the actual allocation.382 Indeed, the allocation decision is perceived as a political 
choice and the legal test is thus limited to assessing whether competences on a particular 
matter can be thought to have been conferred on the European Community (principle of 
conferral) and, in the event of shared competences, whether they are exercised in 
accordance with the subsidiarity principle. Hence, subsidiarity comes into play in the 
context of shared competences (as opposed to exclusive) where it has to be decided 
whether the EU or the Member States should take a particular action. However, since 
the objective of that action is already determined at EU level, no true allocation of 
competences question is at stake.383 In other words, the subsidiarity test laid down in Art. 
5 TEU (old Art. 5 EC) seeks to find the level which is best suited to achieve a given goal 
(= instrumental subsidiarity), but does not address the question as to which level should in 
fact determine these objectives (= substantive subsidiarity).384 
 
Two prong subsidiarity – This instrumental subsidiarity principle is thought to 
comprise two parts. 385 (1) Firstly, its decentralization criterion prescribes that the European 
Community should only act if the Member States are not capable of doing so. An 
example mentioned in the Protocol on the application of the principles of subsidiarity 
and proportionality is the presence of cross-border aspects.386 (2) Secondly, its effectiveness 
criterion determines that the European Community should only act if it is in a better 
position to achieve the preconceived objective. The Protocol offers the example of 
economies of scale.387 
 
                                                 
381 For an elaborate discussion, see among others Lenaerts, K. and Van Ypersele, P., "Le principe de subsidiarité et 
son contexte: étude de l'article 3 B du traité CE" (1994) Cahiers de droit européen 3. 
382 Lenaerts, K. and Van Nuffel, P., Constitutional Law of the European Union (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 2005), 100-
101. 
383 See also Davies, G., "Subsidiarity: The Wrong Idea, in The Wrong Place, At the Wrong Time" (2006) C.M.L.R. 63, 
who suggests that the most promising legal mechanism for truly balancing between legitimate European and national 
interests, is the ‘true proportionality principle’. Such a true proportionality test considers whether the pursuit of the 
legitimate Community goal does not disproportionately damage equally legitimate Member States’ interests. Even 
though neither the Treaty subsidiarity article nor the Protocol on subsidiarity and proportionality explicitly provides for 
such a third prong to the proportionality test, The Court as well as the Commission have recognised the need for such 
balancing.  Consider, for example, the possibility for Member States to justify their measures restricting free movement 
(= Community goal) on the basis of overriding national interests.  
384 For this important distinction, see Halberstam, D., "Comparative Federalism and the Role of the Judiciary", in 
Whittington, K., Kelemen, D., and Caldeira, G. (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Law and Politics  (Oxford University Press 
, Oxford, 2008) 142, who notes that the instrumental subsidiarity test thus takes the regulatory goals as well as the 
determination of what constitutes externalities, undesirable transaction costs, etc., as given. Nonetheless, even these 
seemingly neutral parameters like externalities and transaction costs in fact presume a policy or value choice that has to 
be made at a certain level of government.  See DAVIES, who notes that notwithstanding the importance of such a 
promotion of a decentralized implementation of Community goals, this does not address the current concern of the 
Member States to protect their traditionally national sensitive policy areas form the “creeping Community 
competences”. (Davies, G., "Subsidiarity: The Wrong Idea, in The Wrong Place, At the Wrong Time" (2006) C.M.L.R. 
63, 80.) 
385 See, among others, Report from the Commission on subsidiarity and proportionality (15th Report on Better 
Lawmaking, 2007) (COM(2008)586). 
386 Protocol (No. 30), annexed to the EC Treaty, on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and 
proportionality ([1997] O.J. C340/105), point 5, second paragraph. 
387 Ibid. 
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Proportionality as third prong – In addition, the proportionality principle laid down in 
Art. 5(4) TEU (old Art. 5(3) EC) is often seen as the third prong of the subsidiarity 
principle. Indeed, Art. 5(3) TEU (old Art. 5(2) EC) already states that the Community 
shall take action “only if and in so far as” the Member States cannot sufficiently achieve 
the objectives. Hence, the proportionality principle determines that when the 
Community is deemed competent (exclusively as well as shared!) its actions should not 
go any further than needed to achieve its objectives. In essence, the Community should 
not interfere with the Member States’ competences any more than needed. A traditional 
example mentioned in the Protocol, is the choice for the instrument of directives when 
legislating, thereby leaving more room for Member States diversity when incorporating 
the European rules.  Additionally, stimulating self-regulation rather than adopting fully-
fledged Community legislation, or imposing mandatory information disclosure rather 
than more specific quality regulation, could also be an expression of proportionality.  
 
Political principle of subsidiarity – Despite its more limited role as a legal principle388, 
subsidiarity in its more general political meaning is also intended to guide the initial 
process of allocating or conferring competences.389  
 
Economics in search of a subsidiarity test – A comprehensive theoretical framework 
to analyze the “optimal allocation of regulatory competences”, and thus the application 
of the subsidiarity principle, can be found in the theory of fiscal federalism or theory of economic 
federalism. Without engaging in a discussion on the capacity of this economic theory to say 
anything on substantive subsidiarity, it can be safely said that in respect of the 
instrumental subsidiarity principle as laid down in Art. 5(3) TEU (old Art. 5(2) EC), it 
has some useful insights to offer.390 
 

II. Theory of economic federalism 

Introduction – The theory of economic federalism initially sought to determine the 
optimal allocation of competences, and the related optimal size of administrative entities, 
for the provision of public goods. However, since laws can be seen as public goods given 
their characteristics of non-rivalry and non-excludability, this theory can also be of use 
for the allocation of regulatory competences.391 Hence, hereafter the basic insights of this 
theory will be set out without any intention to give an exhaustive oversight of the vast 
literature on this topic. 
 
When discussing the benefits and costs of centralization versus decentralization, first the 
traditional normative analysis of the theory of fiscal federalism will be expounded. 
Secondly, a separate section will be devoted to the phenomenon of regulatory competition 

                                                 
388 See moreover the criticisms of HALBERSTAM on the manner in which the ECJ has at times even avoided having to 
judge on this instrumental subsidiarity principle, or has left its application of the subsidiarity principle implicit, 
Halberstam, D., "Comparative Federalism and the Role of the Judiciary", in Whittington, K., Kelemen, D. and 
Caldeira, G. (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Law and Politics  (Oxford University Press , Oxford, 2008) 142, 157-160. 
389 Lenaerts, K. and Van Nuffel, P., Constitutional Law of the European Union (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 2005), 102-
103, who distinguish this from the legally enforceable aspect of the principle of subsidiarity discussed above.  
390 See also Pelkmans, J., "Testing for Subsidiarity" BEEP briefing no. 13, at 
http://www.coleurop.be/eco/publications.htm , 9, who stresses that the economic test is a functional one which “can 
only be operational if goals and instruments, and indeed the legal basis for the assignment of powers to a higher level, 
are not themselves controversial”.  
391 Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights from Law and 
Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 341. 
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which has produced its own (related yet specific) subset of literature. In addition, the 
more recent insights from the political economy branch will be added to the trade-off.  
 
Preliminary remark: horizontal versus vertical federalism analyses – For our 
analysis, it seems valuable to make a distinction between two related aspects of 
federalism theory, (1) the horizontal structure of federalism which focuses on the 
interaction/competition between decentralized governments, and (2) the vertical structure of 
federalism which studies the optimal allocation of competences between the central and the local 
level.392  
 
The TIEBOUT model put in perspective – The foundation of the economic theory of 
federalism is often ascribed to the famous TIEBOUT model, which is subsequently heavily 
criticized for its unrealistic assumptions.393 However, TIEBOUT’s model should be 
situated in its limited research setting. The objective of his analysis was to address the 
typical public goods problem as formulated by SAMUELSON, i.e. the lack of mechanisms 
to force consumers to reveal their genuine preferences for such goods.394 Hence, his 
model intended to demonstrate how (a static type of) competition395 between 
decentralized jurisdictions could provide such a mechanism for preference revelation in 
respect of ‘local public goods’396 (the so-called ‘sorting and matching’ mechanism as will 
be set out below) and thus realize a more efficient provision of public goods at the local 
level.397 Hence, TIEBOUT’S model is better understood as concerned with, one aspect of, 
the horizontal structure of federalism398, i.e., preference revelation for public goods under 
‘interjurisdictional competition’. Consequently, it is erroneous to read into TIEBOUT’s 
model any attempt to establish a complete theory on how to allocate competences 
between the different levels.399 The only link of his model with the vertical structure of 
federalism lies in the fact that the ‘sorting and matching’ mechanism could be seen as one 
argument in favor of decentralized decision-making.400  
 

                                                 
392 Ribstein, L. and Koboyashi, B., "Economics of Federalism" (2006) Illinois Law and Economics Working Papers 
Series, Working Paper No. LE06-001, at http://www.law.gmu.edu/assets/files/publications/working_papers/06-
15.pdf, 3, see also Kerber, W., "European System of Private Laws: An Economic Perspective", in Cafaggi, F. and Watt, 
H. M. (eds.), Making European Private Law (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2008). 
393 Cremer, J., Estache, A., and Seabright, P., "The decentralization of public services: lessons from the theory of the 
firm" (1994) World Bank Policy Research Working Paper Series No. 1345, at 
http://ideas.repec.org/p/wbk/wbrwps/1345.htmlER; See OATES criticism on the impression given in much of the 
literature that the benefits of decentralization arise from the TIEBOUT model with its strong emphasis on mobility of 
households whereas the gains of decentralization are not limited to this specific situation.  (Oates, W. E., "An Essay on 
Fiscal Federalism" (1999) Journal of Economic Literature 1120, 1124.) 
394 Indeed, since public goods are non-excludable, consumers can free ride and hence will lack the appropriate 
incentives to reveal their true preferences for these goods. Hence the traditional “pricing mechanism” fails to 
determine the optimal level of public goods’ provision. Consequently, SAMUELSON concluded that “no decentralized 
pricing system can serve to determine optimally these levels of collective consumption.”  Samuelson, P., "The Pure 
Theory of Public Expenditures" (1954) Review of Economics and Statistics 387, 388-389. 
395 Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights from Law and 
Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 339. 
396 This refers to those public goods whose consumption is limited to the local jurisdiction. 
397 See however the criticisms by BEWLEY on the significance of the Tiebout’s finding for the theory of public goods. 
He found that the assumptions of the Tiebout model are so restrictive that public goods are in fact turned into private 
ones. Bewley, T. F., "A Critique of Tiebout's Theory of Local Public Expenditures" (1981) Econometrica 713. 
398 See below for the claim that the phenomenon of regulatory competition is much wider than the specific situation 
envisaged by TIEBOUT.  
399 Tjiong, H., "Breaking the Spell of Regulatory Competition: Reframing the Problem of Regulatory Exit" (2000) 
MPI Collective Goods Preprint No. 2000/13, at http://ssrn.com/paper=267744, 5-6. 
400 Oates, W. E., "Toward A Second-Generation Theory of Fiscal Federalism" (2005) International Tax and Public 
Finance 349, 354. 
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Hence, when discussing the traditional ‘theory of fiscal federalism’ with its focus on the 
allocation of competences between the central and local level, it is probably more 
accurate to present other authors, such as in particular OATES, as having played the 
leading role in the development of this theory. Nonetheless, since many authors have to 
some extent extrapolated the TIEBOUT model with its strong assumptions,401 it will also 
be addressed in the analysis of the vertical structure of federalism.   
 

1. Factors favouring decentralization 

1.1 Traditional theory of fiscal federalism: from the “TIEBOUT-
world” to the OATES’ Decentralization Theorem: a static 
welfare analysis  

Preliminary remark: Benevolent government assumption – In line with traditional 
welfare economics, the early fiscal federalism papers started from the (largely implicit) 
assumption that governments at all levels are benevolent and thus solely serve their 
constituency’s interest.402 In a multilevel governance structure this entails that the local 
levels serve their own electorate’s interests, whereas the central government seeks to 
maximize the aggregate welfare of the citizens of all sub-entities.403  As will be discussed 
below, the relaxation of this assumption by political economists led to important new 
insights in the federalism debate. 
 

1.1.1 Superior satisfaction of (heterogeneous) preferences 

Preliminary: heterogeneity of preferences – A first fundamental argument in favor of 
decentralized decision-making is based on the potential for local policies to be matched 
more closely to the specific preferences of the particular constituency.  Indeed, not only 
can citizens have “innate” heterogeneous tastes as to policies; administrative entities can 
also vary as to physical conditions, sectoral structure, types of societal problems, etc., 
influencing the demand for specific policies as well as their price tag in terms of taxes.404   
 
‘Sorting and matching’ of preferences under TIEBOUT – In TIEBOUT’S model, 
several decentralized administrative entities compete with each other in trying to attract 
citizens by offering different packages of public goods (and taxes), including regulation. 
It should be noted that in his model governments cannot adapt their policies in reaction 
to such competitive pressures. Hence, in analogy to consumers in the marketplace, 
citizens will need to move to that jurisdiction which best satisfies their preferences 
(allocative efficiency). In the end, this process of ‘voting with the feet’ or ‘exit’ should then 
result in the clustering of citizens with homogenous preferences in the decentralized 

                                                 
401 Tjiong, H., "Breaking the Spell of Regulatory Competition: Reframing the Problem of Regulatory Exit" (2000) MPI 
Collective Goods Preprint No. 2000/13, at http://ssrn.com/paper=267744, 6.  
402 Oates, W. E., "Toward A Second-Generation Theory of Fiscal Federalism" (2005) International Tax and Public 
Finance 349, 350, who identifies this as the “first generation theory of fiscal federalism”. 
403 Oates, W. E., "Toward A Second-Generation Theory of Fiscal Federalism" (2005) International Tax and Public 
Finance 349, 351. 
404 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I., and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 22-23. In relation to decentralized rule-
making, KERBER in particular stresses the heterogeneity of preferences as well as of problems (Kerber, W., "European 
System of Private Laws: An Economic Perspective", in Cafaggi, F. and Watt, H. M. (eds.), Making European Private Law 
(Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2008), 77-78. 
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entities which best satisfy their specific tastes (public good/tax ratio). Hence, in this 
traditional model decentralization allows citizens to reveal their preferences through 
locational decisions and thus leads to better preference matching through the ‘sorting and 
matching’ mechanism.  
 
Preference matching according to the Decentralization Theorem – Rather than the 
highly stylized TIEBOUT model with its strict conditions, the more “intuitive” 
Decentralization Theorem formulated by OATES could be seen as the genuine start of 
the development of a normative theory on the vertical structure of federalism (fiscal 
federalism). According to the Decentralization Theorem: “in the absence of cost-savings 
from the centralized provision of a (local public) good and of interjurisdictional 
externalities, the level of welfare will always be at least as high (and typically higher) if 
Pareto-efficient levels of consumption are provided in each jurisdiction than if any single, 
uniform level of consumption is maintained across all jurisdictions”405 Indeed, since 
preferences as well as costs will differ across jurisdictions, the local level will always be 
better at providing the optimal level of output of local public goods.406 Hence, his thesis 
of the superiority of the local level holds even when the unrealistic condition of perfect 
mobility as required for TIEBOUT’S  ‘sorting and matching’ mechanism is not fulfilled.407 
 
Uniformity cost of centralization – Logically, the larger the jurisdiction, the greater the 
variety of policy matters it will need to address and the more it will need to 
“compromise” between the increasingly heterogeneous preferences of its larger 
constituency.408 Hence, centralization is thought to disable the ‘sorting’ (move to other 
jurisdiction) and ‘matching’ (respond to predominant preferences of more homogeneous 
electorate) mechanism409, and will thus imply high uniformity-costs in terms of not being 
able to satisfy the more heterogeneous preferences of its constituency. 

 
Inappropriate policy uniformity assumption? – The traditional theory’s hypothesis 
that decentralization entails better preference matching is based on the assumption of 
“policy uniformity” at the central level.410 However, in theory, a central government 
could also operate different policies in its various sub-units and thereby meet their 
heterogeneous preferences. Empirical research does indeed find a variation in the pro 

                                                 
405 Oates, W. E., Fiscal Federalism (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, New York, 1972), 54.  
406 Oates, W. E., "An Essay on Fiscal Federalism" (1999) Journal of Economic Literature 1120, 1121-1122. 
407 Oates, W. E., "An Essay on Fiscal Federalism" (1999) Journal of Economic Literature 1120, 1124, explaining that the 
gains from decentralization will probably be enhanced by mobility (indeed the ‘sorting and matching’ of citizens 
between decentralized jurisdictions would lead to “clusters” of more homogeneous preferences which can then be 
more fully satisfied) but will not depend on it;  Oates, W. E., "Toward A Second-Generation Theory of Fiscal 
Federalism" (2005) International Tax and Public Finance 349, 354. This reduced importance of mobility is especially 
important in respect of the European internal market where factor mobility is likely to be more limited than in the 
United States. 
408 In an ideal world individuals would organize themselves for each public good in the particular size of jurisdiction 
which maximizes their welfare in respect of that good. Hence, in the European context, FREY & EICHENBERGER 
propose a system of such functionally overlapping jurisdictions “carved out” for the various government functions. 
See among others: Frey, B. S. and Eichenberger, R., "FOCJ: Competitive governments for Europe" (1996) International 
Review of Law and Economics 315. However, given the serious transaction costs, organizational costs as well as scope 
economies such a far-reaching functional decentralization seems unfeasible in practice. (See among others Alesina, A. 
and Spolaore, E., The Size of Nations (The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2003), 17-30. 
409 Ribstein, L. and Koboyashi, B., "Economics of Federalism" (2006) Illinois Law and Economics Working Papers 
Series, Working Paper No. LE06-001, at http://www.law.gmu.edu/assets/files/publications/working_papers/06-
15.pdf, 5. 
410 See for example Oates, W. E., Fiscal Federalism (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, New York, 1972); Alesina, A. and 
Spolaore, E., The Size of Nations (The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2003).   
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capita spending across regions.411 Even so, this policy uniformity assumption is often 
maintained based on the plausible presumption that the local level will have an information 
advantage in revealing the citizens’ preferences as well as the estimated costs of providing the public 
good.412 However, without expanding on this matter, it should be noted that some authors 
have proposed incentive schemes to subtract such information from local levels.413 Even 
so, there might be political constraints on the central government to treat one jurisdiction 
“better” than another.414 Still, as will be discussed below, political economists have 
advanced alternative arguments to underpin the prediction of better preference matching 
at decentralized level without the need for this controversial policy uniformity 
assumption. 
 
Conclusion – Hence in respect of the satisfaction of heterogeneous preferences 
concerning the quality of professional services, it could be thought that given the failure 
of the first-best option of market allocation, there is a sliding scale of “responsive 
regulators”. At the top, one would find several decentralized SRO’s (as opposed to 
SRO’s with national monopolies!)415, followed by regulation at the national level, leaving 
the European level as the tail-ender (including a European SRO).  
 

1.1.2 Increased responsiveness  

“Closer to the people”: ‘accountability’ or, better, ‘responsiveness’ – The fact that 
local decentralized entities are “closer to the people” led to a second vaguer assertion as 
to their suspected greater “accountability”. However, given that the traditional theory 
assumed the benevolence of governments, it is hard to see how it could say anything 
meaningful on the matter of accountability. As will be discussed later, the theory of 
political economy has filled this “analytical gap” and indeed concluded that local 
governments will often be more accountable. Still, in the framework of the traditional 
model, ‘responsiveness’ is probably a better term for the perceived increased potential 
for citizens (or “consumers of public goods”) to express their preferences to their local 
politicians through ‘voice’ as well as ‘exit’. Indeed, aside from the possibility to convey 
their wishes by “voicing” them (most commonly through elections), the existence of 
multiple jurisdictions also allows citizens to ‘vote with their feet’ and move to the 
administrative entity which corresponds best to their specific preferences.  
 

1.2  (Regulatory) competition as a learning process: dynamic 
welfare analysis  

1.2.1 Clarifying the concept of regulatory competition 
                                                 
411 Lockwood, B., "The political economy of decentralization", in Ahmad, E. and Brosio, G. (eds.), Handbook of Fiscal 
Federalism (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 2006) 33, 38. 
412 Baldwin, R. and Wyplosz, C., The Economics of European Integration  (McGraw-Hill Education, London, 2006), 78, 
Lockwood, B., "The Consequences and Causes of Fiscal Decentralization", Proceedings of the Symposium on 'The Political 
Economy of Fiscal Federalism. Issues of Decentralization in Belgium.' (5 Oct. 2007, Leuven), 8; Ribstein, L. and Koboyashi, B., 
"Economics of Federalism" (2006) Illinois Law and Economics Working Papers Series, Working Paper No. LE06-001, 
at http://www.law.gmu.edu/assets/files/publications/working_papers/06-15.pdf, 5; Oates, W. E., "An Essay on 
Fiscal Federalism" (1999) Journal of Economic Literature 1120, 1123; Oates, W. E., "Toward A Second-Generation Theory 
of Fiscal Federalism" (2005) International Tax and Public Finance 349, 353. 
413 Lockwood, B., "The political economy of decentralization", in Ahmad, E. and Brosio, G. (eds.), Handbook of Fiscal 
Federalism (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 2006) 33, 38. 
414 Oates, W. E., "An Essay on Fiscal Federalism" (1999) Journal of Economic Literature 1120, 1123. 
415 See also Chapter 3 on Self-regulation. 
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TIEBOUT’S static interjurisdictional competition – The idea of a marketplace for 
states where citizens “shop around” to find the state which best matches their 
preferences and jurisdictions thus compete with each other, is generally credited to 
TIEBOUT.416 However, as noted above, his model of interjurisdictional competition 
served to address the very specific issue of preference revelation for public goods. 
Hence, even though TIEBOUT should be credited for raising awareness of the benefits of 
competing jurisdictions and the conditions which encourage such competition (mobility, 
information,…), it should be clear that the phenomenon of inter-state competition is 
much richer and more complex than his model would suggest. Indeed, in his “static 
welfare model”417, states could not adapt their policies in response to other states’ policy 
choices.418 Hence, competition merely denoted the process of citizens sorting themselves 
in the jurisdictions which best satisfied their wants, thereby achieving allocative 
efficiency. Thus, even though this “ideal TIEBOUT world” is often used as a benchmark 
model for efficient regulatory competition, its limitations should be clearly set out and 
the phenomenon of regulatory competition should not be restricted to such 
interjurisdictional competition.  
 
Limitations to ideal TIEBOUT world competition – As mentioned above, the 
traditional TIEBOUT model was based on the “unrealistic” assumptions that there would 
be full mobility of people and resources, full information and a sufficiently large number 
of jurisdictions. Even though, as discussed above, TIEBOUT himself did not claim to 
have developed a general model for the optimal allocation of competences, the ensuing 
fiscal federalism theory often used his model as a benchmark. Hence, it should be looked 
at to what extent these assumptions hold or can potentially be “re-created” through a 
limited central intervention. 
 
Mobility – Aside from the more obvious regulatory restrictions on entry or exit (either 
direct or indirect) which could be alleviated through central rules guaranteeing free 
movement, mobility might also be limited due to less controllable “transaction costs” 
such as family ties, cultural and ethnic affinities, language barriers, etc.419 It can 
reasonably be assumed that such barriers will be more prominent between the Member 
States of the  European Union than the various states of the United States. Moreover, 
some groups of citizens may be inherently less mobile, such as the poor or elder, thereby 
distorting the optimal clustering.420 

 

                                                 
416 See, among others, Geradin, D. and McCahery, J. A., "Regulatory Co-opetition: Transcending the Regulatory 
Competition Debate" (2005) Amsterdam Center for Law & Economics Working Paper No. 2005-06, at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=821087, 3; Gatsios, K. and  Holmes, P., "Regulatory Competition", in P. Newman (ed.), The 
New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics and the Law (Palgrave Macmillan, London, 1998) 271, 2. 
417 Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights from Law and 
Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 339. 
418 TJIONG has expressed doubts on the value of TIEBOUT’S model for the theory of regulatory competition. Indeed, 
he finds it hard to see how governments within the TIEBOUT setting can attract consumers-voters or get rid of voters if 
they are not allowed to change their policies. The only true value of “competing decentralized entities” in the TIEBOUT 
model seems to be the fact that local governments can strive for homogeneity in preferences. Tjiong, H., "Breaking the 
Spell of Regulatory Competition: Reframing the Problem of Regulatory Exit" (2000) MPI Collective Goods Preprint 
No. 2000/13, at http://ssrn.com/paper=267744, 7-8. 
419 Ribstein, L. and Koboyashi, B., "Economics of Federalism" (2006) Illinois Law and Economics Working Papers 
Series, Working Paper No. LE06-001, at http://www.law.gmu.edu/assets/files/publications/working_papers/06-
15.pdf, 6. 
420 Ribstein, L. and Koboyashi, B., "Economics of Federalism" (2006) Illinois Law and Economics Working Papers 
Series, Working Paper No. LE06-001, at http://www.law.gmu.edu/assets/files/publications/working_papers/06-
15.pdf, 6. 
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Full information – States might lack full knowledge about the preferences of their 
constituency. Moreover, for the “consumers of legal rules” it will often be difficult to be 
fully informed about the costs and benefits of specific legal rules and thus judge the 
adequacy of their government’s performance as compared to others.421 Clearly, this will 
pose more of a problem for citizens than firms.422 Potential solutions could be 
improving transparency through standardizing norms at central level423, facilitating 
comparison by, for example, the Open Method of Coordination. 
 
Sufficiently large number of jurisdictions – If the number of competing jurisdictions 
is limited, a local government might still have some “market power” and thus leeway to 
adopt sub-optimal self-serving policies. Recall in this respect the ambiguous empirical 
results in terms of price levels in the UK market for conveyance services after it had 
been opened up to licensed conveyancers to compete with the traditional market players 
of the solicitors’ profession. It was suggested that the presence of only two competing 
SRO’s left these bodies with a degree of market power which could explain the lack of 
price reduction.424 Given the presence of scale economies in the production of most 
public goods, the room for decentralizing their provision in an ideal amount of 
competing jurisdictions is indeed restricted.425  
 
Regulatory competition as a dynamic concept – Regulatory competition, however, is 
generally understood in its more dynamic meaning of the “process whereby legal rules 
are selected and de-selected through competition between decentralised, rule-making 
entities”426 and thus as a process in which states purposefully adapt their regulation to 
become “more attractive” (for investors or residents).427 In other words, a dynamic 
“competitive learning process” in respect of legal norms is thought to take place. Hence, aside 
from encouraging states to learn from the efforts of their “competitors”, regulatory 
competition is also thought to stimulate the development of new or improved legal rules. 
Especially in complex policy areas characterized by important information problems on 
the side of government, for example in respect of credence goods, such a “laboratory for 
legal rules” is not an excessive luxury.428 Hence, regulatory competition is hailed for its 

                                                 
421 For a more extensive treatment of these information problems, see Geradin, D. and McCahery, J. A., "Regulatory 
Co-opetition: Transcending the Regulatory Competition Debate" (2005) Amsterdam Center for Law & Economics 
Working Paper No. 2005-06, at http://ssrn.com/abstract=821087, 7-8. 
422 Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights from Law and 
Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 344. 
423 Van den Bergh, R., "Regulatory competition or harmonization of laws? Guidelines for the European regulator", in 
Marciano, A. and Josselein, J.-M. (eds.), The Economics of Harmonizing European Law (Edward Elgar Publishing, 
Cheltenham, 2002) 27, 33. 
424 Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 172-173. 
425 Easterbrook, F. H., "Antitrust and the Economics of Federalism" (1983) Journal of Law and Economics 23, 24; 
Wilson, J. D., "A Lecture on Fiscal Federalism and Tax Competition", Proceedings of the Symposium on 'The Political 
Economy of Fiscal Federalism. Issues of Decentralization in Belgium.' (5 Oct. 2007, Leuven);Wilson, J. D., "A Lecture on Fiscal 
Federalism and Tax Competition", Proceedings of the Symposium on 'The Political Economy of Fiscal Federalism. Issues of 
Decentralization in Belgium.' (5 Oct. 2007, Leuven), 28; Bratton, W. and McCathery, J., "New Economics of Jurisdictional 
Competition: Devolutionary Federalism in a Second-Best World" (1997-1998) Geo. L.J.  201, 223-224.  
426 Deakin, S., "Legal Diversity and Regulatory Competition: Which Model for Europe?" (2006) E.L.J. 440, 441. 
 427 Gatsios, K. and Holmes, P., "Regulatory Competition", in P. Newman (ed.), The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics 
and the Law (Palgrave Macmillan, London, 1998) 271. 
428 Van den Bergh, R., "Regulatory competition or harmonization of laws? Guidelines for the European regulator", in 
Marciano, A. and Josselein, J.-M. (eds.), The Economics of Harmonizing European Law (Edward Elgar Publishing, 
Cheltenham, 2002) 27, 29; Sun, J.-M. and Pelkmans, J., "Regulatory Competition in the Single Market" (1995) J.C.M.S. 
67, 83. 
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potential to improve the matching of legal rules to the citizens’ preferences in both a 
static and a dynamic manner. 
	  
Incentives to adapt and different types of regulatory competition – However, in 
order for governments to actually “learn” from each others’ experiences and attempt to 
improve upon them, there have to be sufficient incentives or competitive pressures to do 
so. One way of prodding governments is through the TIEBOUT style (threat of) exit of 
mobile factors such as citizens, businesses or capital.429 (= interjurisdictional competition) 
However, even without this, potentially unrealistic, exit-threat, citizens or businesses 
could use the outcomes in neighbouring countries as a “yardstick” or “benchmark” to 
compare their governments’ results with, and voice their satisfaction (or lack of) during 
the elections.430 Yet, even if regulations are not explicitly chosen for by citizens, 
international free trade will still imply that businesses compete with products subject to 
different types of regulations which citizens have chosen in the product market in their 
capacity of consumers. Hence, businesses might feel pressured to lobby the local 
government to adapt its regulation. Indeed, for businesses who have incurred large sunk 
costs, lobbying might be a more viable course of action than exit.431  
 

1.2.2 “Rules of the game” or legal framework for regulatory competition 

Designing the legal framework in view of the “method” of regulatory competition 
– Clearly, different methods and intensities of regulatory competition require different 
legal frameworks. Hence, mutual learning through yardstick competition necessitates 
information on the policies adopted in other jurisdictions. In that vein, the Open Method 
of Coordination (OMC) represents an attempt to strengthen this policy learning process 
at EU level. However, it is not yet clear to what extent such “soft control mechanisms”, 
such as peer pressure, employed therein have real effects on policy makers. 432 In order 
for international free trade to trigger regulatory competition, consumers should be able to 
opt for foreign products and services which have been produced under a different 
regulatory regime.433 Hence, some type of central control to avoid state protectionism 
would be required. An even more forceful type of regulatory competition is the 
benchmark model of interjurisdictional competition triggered by the exit of mobile production 
factors. Indispensable for such competition are central rules which allow for the mobility 
of not only goods and services, but also production factors.  
 
Designing the legal framework in view of the objective underlying regulatory 
competition – Without going into detail, it should be noted that in the European 
                                                 
429 Most of the analyses of regulatory competition are concerned with this type of mobility-related competition.  
430 See research by BESLEY & CASE finding that citizens do compare their government’s performance with the 
“yardstick” of the economic results in neighbouring states. Besley, T. and Case, A., "Incumbent Behavior: Vote-
Seeking, Tax-Setting, and Yardstick Competition" (1995) American Economic Review 25.  
431 Sun, J.-M. and Pelkmans, J., "Regulatory Competition in the Single Market" (1995) J.C.M.S. 67, 77. 
432 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 31, who note that empirical studies on policy 
learning through OMC are still scarce and yield mixed results. 
433 KERBER in fact distinguishes four types of (overlapping) regulatory competition: (1) regulatory competition via 
mutual learning (yardstick competition), (2) regulatory competition via international trade (international trade creates 
mobility of goods and services and thus may incite immobile production factors to prod their governments for 
regulatory change either through voting behaviour or through lobbying), (3) regulatory competition via 
interjurisdictional competition (the TIEBOUT “voting with the feet” mechanism), (4) regulatory competition via free 
choice of law (individuals and firms can choose between the rules of different jurisdictions without having to move) 
(see among others Kerber, W. and Budzinski, O., "Towards a Differentiated Analysis of Competition of Competition 
Laws" (2003) ZWeR 411). 
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context adherents of the Neo-Austrian School434, can be seen to have injected another 
nuance into the debate on the phenomenon of regulatory competition 435 They challenge 
the mainstream theory of competition with its implicit objective of allocative efficiency. 
Indeed, rather than accepting the widespread perspective on competition as a “technical 
process” reflecting only the “inherent” objective of efficiency, it can be argued that the 
particular design of the framework for such competition already implies specific value or 
political choices. In other words, every market, and thus also the market for legal rules, is 
based upon certain constitutive rules which reflect values. The leeway given to Member 
States to justify regulatory barriers of free movement is an example of such value-based 
framing of competition. Hence, as an alternative to the standard theory’s focus on 
competition as pursuing allocative efficiency and thus an equilibrium state, they conceive 
competition mainly as “a process of discovery” of which diversity and autonomy are the 
underpinning values. 
 
Hence, aside from stimulating different degrees and methods of regulatory competition 
(see above), this legal framework also reflects the objective pursued through regulatory 
competition.  Two types of regulatory competition can be distinguished on the basis of 
their divergent objective, i.e. competitive federalism with its pursuit of convergence around 
best practices (equilibrium) and reflexive harmonization according intrinsic value to 
persisting diversity.436  
 
Competitive federalism model and institutional implications – The first formal 
model of such regulatory competition was allegedly introduced by TIEBOUT. As 
discussed above, his model predicted that the competition between sufficient 
decentralized entities on the basis of mobility of households and businesses would allow 
for greater preference matching since citizens would cluster in the jurisdiction providing 
their “optimal package of public goods”. (= equilibrium) In later works the strict 
assumptions of this model were relaxed and the capacity of governments to adapt their 
policies was recognized. Hence, this “dynamic perspective” added the benefit of allowing 
governments to “learn” from each other under the enticement of competitive pressure.   
 
Consequently, the traditional theory of regulatory competition, the so-called ‘competitive 
federalism’ theory437, mainly focuses on realigning the real world with the conditions of 
the ideal TIEBOUT world by devising appropriate institutional mechanisms.438 In their 
perspective, the central level should thus streamline the competition process by 
guaranteeing effective free movement439 , lowering costs to “know the foreign law”440 
                                                 
434 For recent overviews of Neo-Austrian scholarship, see among others, Hoppe, H.-H., Economic science and the 
Austrian method  (Ludwig von Mises Institute, 2007), 82 p.;  Huerta de Soto, J.,  The Austrian School Market Order and 
Entrepreneurial Creativity (Cheltenham (UK), Edward Elgar, 2008), 129 p. 
435 See Deakin, S., "Legal Diversity and Regulatory Competition: Which Model for Europe?" (2006) E.L.J. 440; 
Kerber, W. and Budzinski, O., "Towards a Differentiated Analysis of Competition of Competition Laws" (2003) 
ZWeR 411, 420-424. 
436 Deakin, S., "Legal Diversity and Regulatory Competition: Which Model for Europe?" (2006) E.L.J. 440; See also in 
that sense Davies, G., "The Legal Framework of Regulatory Competition" (2006), at http://ssrn.com/paper=903138, 
who seems to implicitly accept the necessity of safeguarding diversity in order to maintain welfare-improving 
regulatory competition.  
437 Ribstein, L. and Koboyashi, B., "Economics of Federalism" (2006) Illinois Law and Economics Working Papers 
Series, Working Paper No. LE06-001, at http://www.law.gmu.edu/assets/files/publications/working_papers/06-
15.pdf, 1. 
438 See among others Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights 
from Law and Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 342. 
439 In chapter 5 the type of “barrier-concept” which can be expected to encourage free movement, as well as the 
potential need for minimum harmonization to prevent a race to the bottom, will be further discussed. Van den Bergh, 
R., "Regulatory competition or harmonization of laws? Guidelines for the European regulator", in Marciano, A. and 
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and preventing a race to the bottom. Hence, they attempt to recreate the welfare 
maximizing equilibrium produced by TIEBOUT-type regulatory competition. The “learning 
process” triggered by regulatory competition is thus credited for its potential of a 
spontaneous harmonization through convergence towards the “best legal solution”.441  
 
Reflexive harmonization model and institutional implications –  An alternative 
perspective on regulatory competition, which is present to some extent in the European 
context, is that of ‘reflexive harmonization’.442 Rather than lauding regulatory 
competition for its potential to trigger a convergence towards the “best solution” 
discovered through the competitive process (outcome focused), reflexive harmonization 
perceives diversity as an objective in itself (process focus). Hence, the value of regulatory 
competition lies not in a convergence towards an “optimal solution” but rather in a co-
evolution of the various sub-entities with their diverse rules through a continuous process of 
experimentation and discovery.443 This preference for continuing experimentation is based 
upon the idea that knowledge is always limited and that a “best solution” at a certain 
point in time and place should thus not simply be generalized. Indeed, they consider that 
a variety of sub-entities with their own solutions (multiple equilibriums) can viably 
coexist without creating an “imbalance” (as assumed by mainstream economics). 
However, notwithstanding their important contributions to mainstream economics in 
areas such as information economics, the more philosophical orientation of the Austrian 
School makes its theories, as of yet, less operational.   

 
Institutional implications –  The ‘competitive federalism’ model pleads for the 
adoption of institutional devices to recreate the “ideal Tiebout” environment and many papers were 
written on which internal market (regulatory) mechanisms best meet this demand.444 
Hence, the central level is thought to have a role to play in guaranteeing mobility, 
providing information and avoiding a race to the bottom. In case of complex 
externalities, harmonization could be necessary. The “reflexive harmonization” model 
identifies the need for norms which establish a balance between “particular and general 
mechanisms”; in other words, these norms should ensure the autonomy of local actors as well 
as devise “[effective] mechanisms for learning based on experience and observation”.445 Hence, the 
main tasks of the central level (legislator and judiciary) should be to (1) protect autonomy 
and diversity of local regulatory regimes, and (2) prevent a negative outcome of the 

                                                 
Josselein, J.-M. (eds.), The Economics of Harmonizing European Law (Edward Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham, 2002) 27, 32-
33 notes however that such mobility should be understood in a broader sense than physical mobility and thus also 
encompasses the freedom of consumers to choose the rules they want to be applicable to their transaction (= choice 
of law). Hence, in his opinion, the European level should also guarantee the availability of such a free choice of law in 
every Member State. This alternative route will however not be explored further in this dissertation.  
440 Van den Bergh, R., "Regulatory competition or harmonization of laws? Guidelines for the European regulator", in 
Marciano, A. and Josselein, J.-M. (eds.), The Economics of Harmonizing European Law (Edward Elgar Publishing, 
Cheltenham, 2002) 27, 33 pleads in favour of more standardization such as the introduction of a common terminology 
in the different national legal systems. 
441 Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights from Law and 
Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 345-346; Van den Bergh, R., "Regulatory competition or harmonization of laws? 
Guidelines for the European regulator", in Marciano, A. and Josselein, J.-M. (eds.), The Economics of Harmonizing 
European Law (Edward Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham, 2002) 27, 30; for a critical discussion of why such convergence 
cannot be predicted, see Sun, J.-M. and Pelkmans, J., "Regulatory Competition in the Single Market" (1995) J.C.M.S. 
67, 83-85. 
442 Deakin, S., "Legal Diversity and Regulatory Competition: Which Model for Europe?" (2006) E.L.J. 440.  
443 See also Kerber, W. and Budzinski, O., "Towards a Differentiated Analysis of Competition of Competition Laws" 
(2003) ZWeR 411, 421.  
444 See among others Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights 
from Law and Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 342.  
445 Deakin, S., "Legal Diversity and Regulatory Competition: Which Model for Europe?" (2006) E.L.J. 440, 444.  
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competition driven learning and adaptation process in terms of a “race to the 
bottom”.446 
 

1.3 Political economy perspective 

No more benevolent governments – The economic theory of federalism has been 
expanded and refined significantly by the insights of the political economy branch. These 
economists let go of the assumption of benevolent governments which underpinned the 
traditional fiscal federalism theory. Indeed governments are conceived of not as 
benevolent social planners but as political representatives. Hence, politicians are thought 
to “maximize their own utility subject to the constraint of being re-elected”.447   This 
fine-tuning allowed political economists to formulate additional arguments pro and 
contra decentralization focusing on the incentives given to these utility maximizing 
participants. Moreover, the main arguments in favour of decentralization generated by 
the traditional theory, i.e. preference matching and accountability, were given a more 
rigorous and credible theoretical underpinning. Clearly, the focus of this thesis lays not 
on the analysis of potential government failures at the central versus the local level; 
nonetheless an insight into contemporary theory of economic federalism (or second 
generation theory of fiscal federalism)448 and its recommendations on the policy level 
best suited to address quality regulation cannot ignore these important additions to the 
trade-off. 
 

1.3.1 Strateg i c  lo ca l  const i tuency ’s  pre f erence  matching at the expense of 
the common interest 

Discarding the need for a policy uniformity assumption – The traditional theory’s 
claim of better preference matching through decentralization has been criticized by 
political economists not for the substance of that assertion but for its untested 
underlying assumption of policy uniformity at the central level.449 Indeed, political 
economists rather base their case for superior preference matching at the local level on 
the various potential inherent “failures” of a centralized decision-making process.  
 
Reduced aggregate  preference matching through failure of the central political 
process –  If, as is usually the case, a centralized authority is in fact composed of 
representatives of the sub-entities (rather than an executive elected by all citizens in the 
union), the policy outcomes might not be optimal for the union as a whole (not 
maximize the aggregate surplus). That is, the danger exists that these representatives will 
attempt to further their local conflicting interests rather than the common interest since they 
are still primarily answerable to the voters of their own region. Hence, this could, for 

                                                 
446 Deakin, S., "Legal Diversity and Regulatory Competition: Which Model for Europe?" (2006) E.L.J. 440; See also 
to the same avail Davies, G., "The Legal Framework of Regulatory Competition" (2006), at 
http://ssrn.com/paper=903138, who argues that a market access principle as well as mutual recognition in fact 
destroy regulatory competition by eliminating potential for diversity between jurisdictions.  
447 Sun, J.-M. and Pelkmans, J., "Regulatory Competition in the Single Market" (1995) J.C.M.S. 67, 82-83. See below 
for a more extensive explanation of the manner in which they seek to do this. 
448 Oates, W. E., "Toward A Second-Generation Theory of Fiscal Federalism" (2005) International Tax and Public 
Finance 349, 356. 
449 Lockwood, B., "The political economy of decentralization", in Ahmad, E. and Brosio, G. (eds.), Handbook of Fiscal 
Federalism (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 2006) 33, 38, who notes that there is substantial empirical evidence that 
expenditure levels per capita vary across regions in countries. 
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example, lead to excessive minimum norms being adopted at EU level under pressure of 
a national sector which is already subject to more stringent regulation at national level 
and which would thus have a comparative advantage over other Member States’ 
businesses/service providers who would still need to incur adaptation costs.450  
 
Common pool problems – Indeed, such “local thinking” of the composite centralized 
authority combined with the sharing of costs by all sub-entities in the event of a “union-
policy”, may produce various common pool problems. For one, it might end in a ‘raiding 
of the commons’ or a ‘common pool budgeting problem’. Sub-entities will have an incentive to use 
the central budget for measures which reap largely local benefits. Indeed, by doing so, 
they ensure that other states contribute in the costs of this (mainly) local benefit. Hence, 
via this ‘raiding of the commons’ the representatives of the decentralized entities in fact 
stimulate an over-provision of public goods at the central level.451 Furthermore, the same 
cost-sharing mechanism may have a negative ‘project selection effect’ leading states to under-
invest in policies of which the benefits are unequally spread. More generally, a composite 
centralized decision-maker will have an incentive to invest in those policies which are the 
cheapest rather than have the greatest aggregate economic surplus.452 (no incentive to 
maximize net benefit) 
 
Strategic delegation – Moreover, also local voters could “abuse” the cost-sharing 
mechanism and choose those representatives for the central level who favour high public 
spending since this would divert some of the costs on other sub-entities. However, if all 
representatives display this “statist” tendency, there will be an over- provision of public 
goods.453  
 
Strategic voting – Since the representatives at central level in fact act as players in a 
repeated game where decisions in respect of multiple goals need to be taken, there is a 
danger that they will exhibit a “deference in negotiations” which leads to suboptimal 
decision-making. Indeed, when voting on a particular proposal, sub-entities might vote 
strategically, i.e. support another sub-entity on a particular matter in return for backup 
from that entity when the vote is on another proposal which is highly important for the 
first entity.454 Such behaviour may especially emerge in the setting of majority decision-
making with its inherent policy instability455 (‘democratic federalism’).456 Another strategy 
                                                 
450 See, for example, Vogel, D., "Environmental regulation and economic integration" (2000) Journal of International 
Economic Law 265, 269-271, who discusses the case where the German car industry lobbied the European Union for 
more stringent environmental norms in view of their technological improvements made in order to obtain access to 
the American and in particular Californian market.  
451 Inman, R. P. and Rubinfeld, D. L., "Subsidiarity, governance and EU economic policy" (2002) CESifo Forum 3, 9, 
who point out that there is strong evidence of the commonness of such common pool budgeting in the decentralized 
legislatures of the United States.  
452 Lockwood, B., "The political economy of decentralization", in Ahmad, E. and Brosio, G. (eds.), Handbook of Fiscal 
Federalism (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 2006) 33, 39-42; Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing 
Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. (eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 
2008) 19, 35. 
453 Besley, T. and Coate, S., "Centralized versus decentralized provision of local public goods: a political economy 
approach" (2003) Journal of Public Economics 2611; Lockwood, B., "The political economy of decentralization", in 
Ahmad, E. and Brosio, G. (eds.), Handbook of Fiscal Federalism (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 2006) 33 2005, 42-44. 
Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. (eds.), 
Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 35-36. 
454 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 32-35. 
455 For a discussion of this majority-rule fallacy, also known as the “voting paradox”, leading to policy instability, and 
its impact on the “deference” of decision-makers in composite central governments, see Inman, R. P. and  Rubinfeld, 
D. L., "Federalism", in Bouckaert, B. and De Geest, G. (eds.), Encyclopedia of Law and Economics, Volume III. The 
Regulation of Contracts., 5 (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000) 661, 676-679. 
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would be to adopt broad and vaguely formulated policies so as to avoid interference with 
local policies. Clearly, such vague and incomplete policy goals will make for less efficient 
centralized action.457   
  
Conclusion – In conclusion, even though the ‘project selection effect’ might 
counterbalance the tendency to pursue at the central level local policies benefiting only 
some, the end-result of this interaction between conflicting interests “united” in the 
central decision maker is far from clear but would seem to point to rather inefficient 
centralized policy-making.458  
 

1.3.2 Accountability  

Emptiness of accountability argument under traditional theory – Similarly, the 
vague accountability argument advanced by the traditional theory to strengthen the claim 
of superiority of the local level has been criticized by political economists for its lack of 
analytical underpinning. Indeed, it is hard to see, how, given its presumption of 
benevolent governments, traditional fiscal federalism theory can in fact say anything on 
accountability since this concept only comes into play when governments are fallible.459  
 
Types of government failure under scrutiny – Accountability relates to the ability of 
citizens to dissuade their representatives from serving their own interests rather than those of their 
electorate. Hence, contrary to the previous problem of ensuring the satisfaction of 
preferences of the “aggregate constituencies” as opposed to the local interests of some, 
accountability concerns the more “generic” political problem of self-serving politicians. 
More precisely, political economy investigates the extent to which institutions at the 
central and local level allow for (1) ‘rent diversion’, i.e. use of tax money by politicians 
for their own or their party’s good and, (2) policy influencing by lobby groups.460 In this 
analysis, a distinction will sometimes have to be made between a ‘Leviathan’ type of 
single central decision-maker and a composite central decision-maker as discussed above. 
 

1.3.2.1  Stal l ing o f  the ‘vo i ce ’  mechanism at the central  l eve l   

The traditional method by which citizens can hold their representatives accountable are 
elections. Elections are thought to have (1) a selection effect, whereby voters deselect 
bad politicians, and (2) a disciplining effect, stimulating representatives “not to stray” in 
the face of the risk of deselection.461 However, centralization is feared to cause a so-
called ‘reduced pivot probability’. This denotes that in the event of elections at the central 

                                                 
456 Inman, R. P. and Rubinfeld, D. L., "Subsidiarity, governance and EU economic policy" (2002) CESifo Forum 3, 7.  
457 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 35. 
458 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 36-37, who also note the lack of institutional 
solutions to these problems facing the centralized decision-maker. 
459 Lockwood, B., "The political economy of decentralization", in Ahmad, E. and Brosio, G. (eds.), Handbook of Fiscal 
Federalism (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 2006) 33, 34. 
460 Lockwood, B., "The political economy of decentralization", in Ahmad, E. and Brosio, G. (eds.), Handbook of Fiscal 
Federalism (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 2006) 33, 45. 
461 Besley, T. and Smart, M., "Fiscal restraints and voter welfare" (2007) Journal of Public Economics 755. 
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level, the chance that any one local constituency has the pivotal vote is very low and thus 
politicians pursuing re-election will experience less disciplining pressure. 462  
 

1.3.2.2  Problems in monitor ing and contro l l ing central ized dec i s ion-makers :   

Smaller size effect and common agency problem – In general, the larger the 
constituency (group of principals) which has to control a government (agent), the larger 
the risk that there will be free riding on the costly monitoring efforts of other principals-
citizens.463 This perverse incentive may be reinforced by the small impact that the 
monitoring activity of one citizen can be expected to have.464  
 
If, for instance, the European Commission were conceived of as a single Leviathan 
central decision-maker serving its own interest in centralization instead of a composite of 
representatives from the Member States, such common agency problem in monitoring 
and disciplining might occur.465  Indeed, the Member States principals would have an 
incentive to free ride on the costly efforts of other entities to monitor and discipline the 
central level.466 Moreover, if the decentralized principals have diverging interests, the 
agent might be able to employ a “divide and rule”-strategy to pass its self-interested 
(centralizing) objectives.467  
 
 ‘Proximity-effect’ – Because in decentralized entities citizens can be expected to have 
more repeated interactions with their politicians in multiple settings, it is suggested that 
they might dispose of additional methods to exercise control, such as the social control 
exercised within a church congregation.468 Moreover, it is thought that at the local level 
citizens can more easily observe and monitor the actions of the policymakers and thus 
have an information advantage.469   
 
Regulatory capture due to “electoral package” – In contrast with the traditional 
presumption that local politicians are more prone to regulatory capture/lobbying, some have 
argued that local governments have on the contrary less leeway in serving special 
interests. Indeed, at the central level politicians need to offer broader bundles of 
promises which address more issues and a greater variety of preferences of their 
constituency. Hence, voters will already be confronted with a “compromise choice” and 
                                                 
462 Seabright, P., "Accountability and decentralisation in government: An incomplete contracts model: The Domain of 
the State" (1996) European Economic Review 61; see also Hindriks, J. and Lockwood, B., "Decentralization and Electoral 
Accountability: Incentives, Separation, and Voter Welfare" (2005) CESifo Working Paper Series No. 1509, at 
http://ssrn.com/paper=775505. 
463 Tommasi, M. and Weinschelbaum, F., "Centralization vs. Decentralization: A Principal-Agent Analysis" (2007) 
Journal of Public Economic Theory 369. Control thus becomes a public good. 
464 Tommasi, M. and Weinschelbaum, F., "Centralization vs. Decentralization: A Principal-Agent Analysis" (2007) 
Journal of Public Economic Theory 369, 380. 
465Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. (eds.), 
Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 28-29, who note that such a self-serving vision on 
the European Commission as pursuing centralization “no matter what” is still far-fetched at the current state of 
integration, and might even serve as a useful counterweight against the still mainly “national-interest driven” Member 
States, but should nonetheless be guarded against 
466 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 28-29. 
467 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 28-29.  
468 Tommasi, M. and Weinschelbaum, F., "Centralization vs. Decentralization: A Principal-Agent Analysis" (2007) 
Journal of Public Economic Theory 369, 380. 
469 Tommasi, M. and Weinschelbaum, F., "Centralization vs. Decentralization: A Principal-Agent Analysis" (2007) 
Journal of Public Economic Theory 369, 380. 
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thus the central politician will have more opportunity to “sneak in” concessions to small 
but powerful special interest-groups within that “election package”.470 However, as will be 
further discussed below, the theoretical literature on which level is most susceptible to 
regulatory capture is far from unanimous and pulls in both directions.471 
 

1.3.2.3  Compet i t ive  pressures :  exit  and yardst i ck compet i t ion 

Disciplining regulatory competition – Furthermore, as already alluded to above, the 
presence of several competing decentralized governments and the potential to compare their 
results472 empowers citizens to discipline (by ‘voice’ or ‘exit’) their politicians more 
effectively into serving the interests of their constituency in the most efficient manner. 
(= responsiveness)473 Hence, it could be that the alleged deregulatory dynamic, 
undersupply of public goods or undertaxing effect of regulatory competition (see further) 
in fact serves to offset the rent-seeking propensity of governments.474   
 

1.3.3 Additional components of the trade-off 

Complementarities (functional spill-overs) – The option to centralize or decentralize 
a particular policy might, and will often, have spill-over effects on the optimal allocation 
of regulatory competences for other related policies. Indeed, the centralization of a 
policy such as the EMU clearly increased the benefit of coordinating/centralizing the 
economic policies of the Member States to a greater extent. Hence, the decision whether 
or not to (de)centralize in fact carries even more weight than would appear at first sight 
and should thus carefully include these spill-over effects in its cost-benefit analysis.475 
 

                                                 
470 Baldwin, R. and Wyplosz, C., The Economics of European Integration  (McGraw-Hill Education, London, 2006), 81-82; 
see also in that sense Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights 
from Law and Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 347-348, who also notes that in the European Union interest groups are 
explicitly given a representation to the European and Social Committee and are thus officially recognized.  
471 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 30; Lockwood, B., "The political economy 
of decentralization", in Ahmad, E. and Brosio, G. (eds.), Handbook of Fiscal Federalism (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 
2006) 33, 50-51. 
472 Indeed, given the fact that citizens will often be incapable to control the level of effort of the politician (agency 
problem), they will have to rely on the results of their work.  Hence, the presence of several jurisdictions with other or 
similar outcomes can serve as a benchmark to judge their own government’s performance. A promising aid in this 
respect seemed to be the Open Method of Coordination. Its influence on national policies seems however to have 
been extremely marginal. See, among others, Pelkmans, J. and Casey, J.-P.,"Can Europe Deliver Growth? The Sapir 
Report and Beyond", BEEP Briefing n. 6. 
473 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 26-27; Van den Bergh, R., "Regulatory 
competition or harmonization of laws? Guidelines for the European regulator", in Marciano, A. and Josselein, J.-M. 
(eds.), The Economics of Harmonizing European Law (Edward Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham, 2002) 27, 39; Sun, J.-M. and 
Pelkmans, J., "Regulatory Competition in the Single Market" (1995) J.C.M.S. 67, 82-83; see also Van den Bergh, R., 
"The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights from Law and Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 
348, in respect of rent-seeking groups. 
474 Lockwood, B., "The political economy of decentralization", in Ahmad, E. and Brosio, G. (eds.), Handbook of Fiscal 
Federalism (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 2006) 33, 48-50, discussing the complex and indeterminate findings of the 
theoretical analyses on this matter. 
475 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 31-32, who note however that a cost-benefit 
analysis of (de)centralization is extremely complex in case of such complementarities. 
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2. Factors favouring centralization 

2.1 Centralization in the traditional fiscal federalism theory 

Externalities and scale economies – TIEBOUT’s conclusion that decentralized 
decision-making would allow for ‘sorting and matching’ thereby leading to better 
preference revelation and satisfaction, was nonetheless explicitly premised upon the 
absence of either scale economies or complex externalities476. Indeed, if a larger jurisdiction 
significantly reduces the costs of achieving a certain result, centralization would be the 
preferred route. The production and enactment of legal rules can involve such scale 
economies to a certain extent. For example, the setting up of a decision-making body 
might be seen as a fixed cost, implying that the marginal cost does not (or hardly) rise 
when more users are subjected to the enacted rules. In addition, the legal knowledge 
(human capital)477, as well as the production of the information478, required to enact legal 
rules, may also exhibit such scale economies.    
 
Likewise, if a policy imposes important complex externalities on other decentralized entities, 
it will be more efficiently conducted at the central level (to avoid under- as well as 
overproduction). Legal norms can create externalities if the geographical scope of the 
problem they address does not coincide with the geographical scope of application of the 
norm.479 Hence, the active role of the European level in, for example, the adoption of 
environmental regulation can clearly be justified on the basis of such externalities.480 
Similarly, the call for more European intervention in financial regulation goes back upon 
the “incapacity” of national authorities to protect their financial sector from negative 
externalities flowing from overly lax foreign regulation. In view of the European 
objective of creating an internal market, national regulations which interfere with free 
movement are thought to impose negative externalities on foreign companies or 
individuals by preventing them from entering that market or by raising their costs to do 
so. Moreover, such national barriers to trade reduce the overall competitiveness of the 
Internal Market and thus the incentives for innovation and productive efficiency within 
that market. Hence, the policy of integrating the European market is without doubt 
rightfully conducted at the central level.481  Externalities are thus an important and 
frequently employed argument to justify intervention at the European level.  
                                                 
476 “Complex” in the sense that they cannot simply be solved by means of Coasian bargaining between the parties 
affected.  
477 Kerber, W., "European System of Private Laws: An Economic Perspective", in Cafaggi, F. and Watt, H. M. (eds.), 
Making European Private Law (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2008), 76; Geradin, D. and McCahery, J. A., "Regulatory Co-
opetition: Transcending the Regulatory Competition Debate" (2005) Amsterdam Center for Law & Economics 
Working Paper No. 2005-06, at http://ssrn.com/abstract=821087, 10, noting that scale economies might be present in 
respect of the more “technically complicated or analysis-intensive” aspects of lawmaking. 
478 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - 
Groningen - Oxford, 2001), 134; Geradin, D. and McCahery, J. A., "Regulatory Co-opetition: Transcending the 
Regulatory Competition Debate" (2005) Amsterdam Center for Law & Economics Working Paper No. 2005-06, at 
http://ssrn.com/abstract=821087, 9, discussing safety regulations in respect of pesticides as an example of rules for 
which the “fact-information” to be gathered, such as safe level of exposure for humans, will not differ greatly 
geographically. 
479 Kerber, W., "European System of Private Laws: An Economic Perspective", in Cafaggi, F. and Watt, H. M. (eds.), 
Making European Private Law (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2008), 77. 
480 See however Faure, M. and Johnston, J. S.,"The Law and Economics of Environmental Federalism: Europe and 
the United States Compared", (2008). Scholarship at Penn Law. Paper 211, at http://lsr.nellco.org/upenn_wps/211, who 
find that the type of environmental problems addressed by EU as well as American federal legislation are often of a 
more local nature. 
481 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 23; Cfr. Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - 
The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 1998) and his analysis of the 
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Redistributive policies and macro-economic stabilization – If households are 
sufficiently mobile (= interjurisdictional competition), the risk exists that a decentralized 
jurisdiction which adopts a strong redistributive policy will attract low income 
households and drive out high income taxpayers, thereby endangering the survival of its 
own welfare state.482 Moreover, decentralized governments with open economies will 
find it difficult to pursue efficient macro-economic stabilization policies addressing 
employment and price fluctuations.483  
 

2.2 Regulatory competition and the ‘race to the bottom’ 

Race to the bottom mechanism – An often heard argument against regulatory 
competition between decentralized entities has been the fear of a ‘race to the bottom’.484 
Indeed, it is argued that competition between the rules of Member States will induce 
them to lower their market-corrective regulation to a suboptimal level in order to attract 
mobile factors of production such as capital and highly skilled labour.485  While rationally 
pursuing their self-interest, states would get stuck in a so-called ‘prisoner’s dilemma’, 
leading them to strategically adopt lax standards they would not have chosen if they had 
been able to agree collectively.  
 
Race to the top mechanism – However, it has conversely been argued that regulatory 
competition might in fact lead to a “trading up” of standards rather than down.486  
Indeed, it is possible that more stringent regulation would in fact be valued by consumers 
as indicating higher quality and thus even provide the regulated businesses with a 
competitive advantage.487 Especially in respect of goods of which the quality is difficult to 
observe, such as professional services, such an indirect quality signal might be valuable. 
Moreover, stricter regulation might make it more difficult for foreign producers to enter 
the market in a particular jurisdiction and thus provide a comparative advantage to local 
production.488 Note that such will only be the case if the host country can impose its 

                                                 
case law on barriers to free movement as striving towards an “internalization” in the national decision-making process 
of the impact of national regulations on foreigners. 
482 Oates, W. E., "An Essay on Fiscal Federalism" (1999) Journal of Economic Literature 1120, 1121; Wilson, J. D., "A 
Lecture on Fiscal Federalism and Tax Competition", Proceedings of the Symposium on 'The Political Economy of Fiscal 
Federalism. Issues of Decentralization in Belgium.' (5 Oct. 2007, Leuven);Wilson, J. D., "A Lecture on Fiscal Federalism and 
Tax Competition", Proceedings of the Symposium on 'The Political Economy of Fiscal Federalism. Issues of Decentralization in 
Belgium.' (5 Oct. 2007, Leuven), 29. 
483 Oates, W. E., "Toward A Second-Generation Theory of Fiscal Federalism" (2005) International Tax and Public 
Finance 349, 351. 
484 See Esty, D. C., "Revitalizing Environmental Federalism" (1996) Michigan Law Review 570, 627-638, who addresses 
the arguments contradicting the occurrence of such a race expressed by the proponents of regulatory competition (in 
particular Revesz, R. L., "Rehabilitating Interstate Competition: Rethinking the "Race-to-the-bottom" Rationale for 
Federal Environmental Regulation" (1992) N.Y.U. Law Review 1210). He concludes that a race to the bottom might not 
be so far-fetched in the likely imperfect “market for environmental-policy-determined location rights”. 
485 Kerber, W. and Budzinski, O., "Towards a Differentiated Analysis of Competition of Competition Laws" (2003) 
ZWeR 411, 436-437, discussing this hypothesis in respect of competition between competition laws. 
486 This phenomenon is generally attributed to David Vogel’s work on the “California effect”  (see among others 
Vogel, D., "Environmental regulation and economic integration" (2000) Journal of International Economic Law 265}. 
487 See also Kerber, W. and Budzinski, O., "Towards a Differentiated Analysis of Competition of Competition Laws" 
(2003) ZWeR 411, 434, suggesting that companies might choose to locate in jurisdictions with stricter competition laws 
to send a positive signal of competitiveness to their investors, shareholders, competitors and consumers. Gatsios, K. 
and Holmes, P., "Regulatory Competition", in P. Newman (ed.), The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics and the Law 
(Palgrave Macmillan, London, 1998) 271, pointing out the direct benefits as well as reputational effects. 
488 Vogel, D., "Environmental regulation and economic integration" (2000) Journal of International Economic Law 265, 
269. 
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norms on foreign products and persons. Foreign producers who have adapted their 
technology to export to stricter regulatory environments, might then be motivated to 
lobby their local governments for more stringent rules given that they have already made 
the investment needed.489  
 
Probability of race to bottom? – However, many have expressed doubts as to the 
probability of such a downwards spiral. Since relocation to another jurisdiction implies 
the need to accept the whole bundle of public goods (including other regulations and 
taxes) offered by that state, it will depend on the relative importance of that specific 
regulatory benefit whether a firm or citizen decides to move.490 More generally, 
relocating is usually not costless and thus has to be “worth it”. Moreover, given this 
“comprehensiveness” of the policy-package “on offer” in a particular state, it is argued 
that countries wanting to attract investors will have to balance the desire of those 
investors for lower taxes with their interest in adequate public goods’ provision 
(infrastructure, educated labour force…).491 However, SUN & PELKMANS claim that this 
argument relies on an inappropriate equalization of fiscal and regulatory competition. 492 
In respect of fiscal competition it can plausibly be argued that since the payers and 
consumers of public goods are equivalent, the incentive to lower taxation will be toned 
down by the citizens’ desire for adequate public goods provision.493 However, in respect 
of regulatory competition, this ‘principle of equivalence’ seems much less powerful. Indeed, 
the costs of regulation will seldom be borne by its beneficiaries.494 Moreover, since 
regulation is often intended to correct market failure resorting from informational 
asymmetries, it might be problematic to expect these “uninformed” consumers to be 
able to efficiently prevent governments from lowering their regulation to a suboptimal 
level.495  
 
Clearly, the last word on the outcome of regulatory competition has not been said.496 
Game-theoretical analyses find potential for a race to the top as well as a race to the 
bottom.497 Moreover, empirical studies are scarce and show no determinate result of a 
race to the bottom, rather, if in any direction, they point in the direction of a race to the 

                                                 
489 Vogel, D., "Environmental regulation and economic integration" (2000) Journal of International Economic Law 265, 
269-271, who offers the example of the German car industry lobbying the European Union for more stringent 
environmental norms in view of their technological improvements made in order to obtain access to the American and 
in particular Californian market.  
490 Kerber, W. and Budzinski, O., "Towards a Differentiated Analysis of Competition of Competition Laws" (2003) 
ZWeR 411, 437. 
491 Revesz, R. L., "Rehabilitating Interstate Competition: Rethinking the "Race-to-the-bottom" Rationale for Federal 
Environmental Regulation" (1992) N.Y.U. Law Review 1210. 
492 Sun, J.-M. and Pelkmans, J., "Regulatory Competition in the Single Market" (1995) J.C.M.S. 67, 85. 
493Olson, M., "The Principle of ‘Fiscal Equivalence’: The Division of Responsibilities among Different Levels of 
Government" (1969) American Economic Review 479. 
494 Gatsios, K. and Holmes, P., "Regulatory Competition", in P. Newman (ed.), The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics 
and the Law (Palgrave Macmillan, London, 1998) 271, 6. 
495 Sun, J.-M. and Pelkmans, J., "Regulatory Competition in the Single Market" (1995) J.C.M.S. 67, 85; Kerber, W. and 
Van den Bergh, R., "Mutual Recognition Revisited: Misunderstandings, Inconsistencies, and a Suggested 
Reinterpretation." (2008) Kyklos 447, 458, who note nonetheless in footnote 16 that “The argument of Sinn (1997) that 
the same adverse selection problem that leads to the necessity of consumer regulations will re-emerge again, if 
consumers can choose between consumer regulations, is not convincing. The information problems in these two cases 
are very different, because the consumers need only assess a much smaller number of consumer regulations than 
products of firms.” (Sinn, H.-W., "The Selection Principle and Market Failure in Systems Competition" (1997) Journal 
of Public Economics 247) 
496 See also Oates, W. E., "An Essay on Fiscal Federalism" (1999) Journal of Economic Literature 1120, 1136-1137. 
497 Van den Bergh, R., "Regulatory competition or harmonization of laws? Guidelines for the European regulator", in 
Marciano, A. and Josselein, J.-M. (eds.), The Economics of Harmonizing European Law (Edward Elgar Publishing, 
Cheltenham, 2002) 27, 35.  
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top.498 It is probably best to conclude that the outcome of the regulatory competition 
process will depend on many specific and difficult to predict factors. 
 
Institutional solutions – In response to the calls for harmonisation to counter the threat 
of a “race to the bottom” it has been argued that it would be difficult to correct such a 
downwards spiral by means of central regulation since states would then simply shift 
their competition to other types of national regulation and thus only total harmonization 
would eliminate unwanted regulatory competition.499 Since such a race to the bottom is 
in fact a prisoners’ dilemma setting and thus the suboptimal outcome of failed 
interactions between Member States, it is sometimes suggested that minimum norms at the 
central level should lower transaction costs for negotiation between Member States and 
thereby avoid the “demolishing competition for the lowest norm”.500 Alternatively, the 
principle of mutual recognition with its obligation on Member States to recognize only those 
foreign regulations which offer an equivalent level of protection is often thought to 
provide the appropriate incentives for regulatory competition without a process of 
“trading down”.501 The impact on the process of regulatory competition of the various 
European legal concepts will be further discussed throughout the different chapters.  
 

2.3 Political economy  

Less or fairer lobbying – It has been argued that centralization in fact gives the more 
“vulnerable groups”, such as consumers, a louder voice in the lobbying-debate, since they 
could then suffice with organizing themselves at one level and therefore be less 
disadvantaged by their smaller resources.502 Moreover, the “traditional intuition” seems 
to be that local officials might be more amenable to regulatory capture than centralized 
politicians. 503 However, as mentioned above, the literature is undecided on this matter 
and it seems that the susceptibility of each level to regulatory capture will depend on the 
extent to which citizens are informed as well as the strength of the lobby groups at each 
respective level.504 Indeed, certain interests are supported cross-border and would thus 

                                                 
498 Gatsios, K. and Holmes, P., "Regulatory Competition", in P. Newman (ed.), The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics 
and the Law (Palgrave Macmillan, London, 1998) 271, 6; Radaelli, C. M., "The Puzzle of Regulatory Competition" 
(2004) Journal of Public Policy 1, 3-7. 
499 Revesz, R. L., "Rehabilitating Interstate Competition: Rethinking the "Race-to-the-bottom" Rationale for Federal 
Environmental Regulation" (1992) N.Y.U. Law Review 1210. 
500 Kerber, W. and Van den Bergh, R., "Mutual Recognition Revisited: Misunderstandings, Inconsistencies, and a 
Suggested Reinterpretation." (2008) Kyklos 447. 
501 Pelkmans, J.,"Mutual Recognition in Goods and Services: An Economic Perspective", ENEPRI Working Paper 
No. 16, at http://aei.pitt.edu/1852/01/ENEPRI_WP16.pdf, 23; Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., 
"Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. (eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe 
(Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 27. 
502 Stewart, R. B., "Pyramids of Sacrifice? Problems of Federalism in Mandating State Implementation of National 
Environmental Policy" (1976-1977) The Yale Law Journal 1196, 1213-1215, discussing the influence of environmental 
interest groups. See in the same vein Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, 
G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. (eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 30, noting that it 
might be more cost effective to lobby one single central government than various decentralized actors. 
503 Lockwood, B., "The Consequences and Causes of Fiscal Decentralization", Proceedings of the Symposium on 'The 
Political Economy of Fiscal Federalism. Issues of Decentralization in Belgium.' (5 Oct. 2007, Leuven);Lockwood, B., "The 
Consequences and Causes of Fiscal Decentralization", Proceedings of the Symposium on 'The Political Economy of Fiscal 
Federalism. Issues of Decentralization in Belgium.' (5 Oct. 2007, Leuven), 9. 
504 Lockwood, B., "The political economy of decentralization", in Ahmad, E. and Brosio, G. (eds.), Handbook of Fiscal 
Federalism (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, UK, 2006) 33, 50-51, who discusses several papers on this matter and notes 
that they all reach the conclusion that the presumed higher susceptibility of the local level to lobbying only holds under 
certain conditions.  
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benefit from “joined forces” at a centralized forum for lobbying, whereas others are 
merely relevant at local level and thus lose force at the central level.505 
 

2.4 Transaction cost economics and distortions of competition  

Information costs and transaction costs – Cross-border dealings may cause 
consumers of legal rules to incur significant costs in trying to inform themselves about 
the legal rules applicable in the various decentralized entities.506 In addition, the 
obligation to adapt may create substantial transaction costs when interjurisdictional trade 
is significant.507 Hence, a reduction of transaction costs can be seen as partially 
underpinning the plea for legal certainty.508 
 
“Level playing field”? – Differences in regulation within decentralized entities are 
sometimes said to “distort” competition between firms operating under a different 
regulatory regime. However, according to institutional economists, these different legal 
norms can be seen as part of the “different conditions” which provide countries with a 
particular national comparative advantage. Indeed, precisely these comparative 
advantages make an international division of labour (international specialization), and 
thus international trade, beneficial.509  
 

3. Conclusion 

3.1 Suggested subsidiarity trade-off in EU context 

Basic economic subsidiarity test – After having discussed the pro’s and con’s of 
centralization and decentralization, a subsidiarity test incorporating the trade-off between 
these elements might be suggested. Still, in line with the “functional subsidiarity test” 510 
and “allocation of competences checklist” proposed by PELKMANS, respectively VAN 
DEN BERGH, it seems preferable to identify first a more ‘basic economic subsidiarity test’ 
which balances the benefits of preference matching and competitive policy learning at 
the local level against the necessity of central intervention in case of externalities, scale 

                                                 
505 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 30. 
506 Kerber, W., "European System of Private Laws: An Economic Perspective", in Cafaggi, F. and Watt, H. M. (eds.), 
Making European Private Law (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2008), 76-77; Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle 
in European Community Law: Some Insights from Law and Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 344. 
507 Geradin, D. and McCahery, J. A., "Regulatory Co-opetition: Transcending the Regulatory Competition Debate" 
(2005) Amsterdam Center for Law & Economics Working Paper No. 2005-06, at http://ssrn.com/abstract=821087, 
9. 
508 Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights from Law and 
Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 341; Snell, J., "Who's Got the Power? Free Movement and Allocation of Competences in 
EC Law" (2003) Yearbook of European Law 323, 333. 
509 Kerber, W., "European System of Private Laws: An Economic Perspective", in Cafaggi, F. and Watt, H. M. (eds.), 
Making European Private Law (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2008), 77; Gatsios, K. and Holmes, P., "Regulatory 
Competition", in P. Newman (ed.), The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics and the Law (Palgrave Macmillan, London, 
1998) 271; Snell, J., "Who's Got the Power? Free Movement and Allocation of Competences in EC Law" (2003) 
Yearbook of European Law 323, footnote 45. 
510 “Functional” refers here to the practical applicability of a more limited test and thus contrasts with a more 
encompassing yet less operational test. It should thus not be read as referring to the distinction between instrumental 
and substantive subsidiarity made above. 
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effects, danger of a race to the bottom and significant transaction costs savings.511  
Hence, starting from a prima facie preference for the decentralized level, a combination of 
both authors’ tests would suggest the following checklist: (1) do cross-border 
externalities, scale economies, race to the bottom-threats or significant transactions costs 
justify centralization; (2) if so, can states credibly commit to voluntary cooperation; (3) if 
not, at which level can policies be designed and implemented in a cost-minimizing 
manner?512 This last prong embodies the proportionality principle requiring centralized 
action to be limited to what is truly necessary, such as adopting only minimum norms or 
leaving it up to self-regulation where appropriate. This surveyable basic subsidiarity test 
has the advantage of being fairly operational.  
 
Comprehensive yet complex subsidiarity test – However, despite the complexity of 
adding to the balance the (often inconclusive) insights of political economics in terms of 
accountability, etc., as well as the functional spill-overs or complementarities of centralizing 
particular policies513, and the “dynamics” of the European integration process with its 
continuously evolving nature and its potential irreversibility of centralization decisions, 
these components cannot simply be ignored. Therefore, to the extent possible, a less 
operational case by case analysis seems inevitable.514 
 
Conclusion – In as far as the micro-level subject of this dissertation, i.e. professional 
services, have mainly been affected by the process of centralization via negative integration,  a 
basic subsidiarity test weighing preference matching and policy learning against potential 
externalities, scale economies, races to the bottom or significant transaction costs savings 
will be the focal point. Nonetheless, since negative integration is often complemented by 
positive legislative action, the important contributions of political economics to the 
federalism debate should still be kept in mind. Hence, although a veritable application of 
these insights in political processes to the instruments of secondary Community law 
affecting professional services is deemed to lack sufficient added value, the prima facie 
preference for local level decision-making which stemmed from this literature will be 
borne in mind.  
 

3.2 Complementary nature of centralized and decentralized action  

Rather than as competing alternative policy-levels, centralized and decentralized action 
should be understood to fulfil complementary functions/roles.515 Indeed, often a matter 
can be largely dealt with at the local level but should nonetheless be supplemented with 
some degree of coordination or even correction at EU level. For instance, whereas 
competition between decentralized regulators can have beneficial learning effects, it 

                                                 
511 Pelkmans, J., "Testing for Subsidiarity" BEEP briefing no. 13, at http://www.coleurop.be/eco/publications.htm , 8; 
Van den Bergh, R., "Regulatory competition or harmonization of laws? Guidelines for the European regulator", in 
Marciano, A. and Josselein, J.-M. (eds.), The Economics of Harmonizing European Law (Edward Elgar Publishing, 
Cheltenham, 2002) 27, 47-48. 
512 Based on Pelkmans, J., "Testing for Subsidiarity" BEEP briefing no. 13, at 
http://www.coleurop.be/eco/publications.htm , 8 and Van den Bergh, R., "Regulatory competition or harmonization 
of laws? Guidelines for the European regulator", in Marciano, A. and Josselein, J.-M. (eds.), The Economics of 
Harmonizing European Law (Edward Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham, 2002) 27, 47-48. 
513 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 31-32, who note however that a cost-benefit 
analysis of (de)centralization is extremely complex in case of such complementarities. 
514 Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and  Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I. and Lejour, A. 
(eds.), Subsidiarity and Economic Reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 37-39. 
515 See in that sense, ECJ, Case C-169/91 B & Q [1992] E.C.R. I- 6635, 5. 
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might be necessary to establish some type of centralized baseline of minimum norms to 
protect the Member States from getting stuck in a welfare-reducing game of downward 
trading.516 Moreover, without disputing the superiority of the local level for regulating its 
market place, a centralized judicial (or legislative) intervention can be necessary to 
mitigate the potential negative externalities threatening the common objective of market 
integration. 
 

                                                 
516 See also Sun, J.-M. and Pelkmans, J., "Regulatory Competition in the Single Market" (1995) J.C.M.S. 67, 88. 
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Chapter 5. Free Movement 

The greater scheme – When attempting to establish the actual or potential impact of the 
free movement rules on professional regulation, it is necessary to examine the manner in 
which they apply to self- and co-regulatory set-ups as well as the leeway given to quality 
considerations conflicting with free movement. Hence, a first step will be to establish if and 
when “private” or hybrid regulation can be expected to fall within the personal scope of the 
provisions on free movement. Subsequently, the substantive scope of these provisions, i.e., the 
content of ‘a barrier to free movement’ as well as the potential to justify such measures, will 
be examined in order to ascertain the types of professional rules that can be upheld as well as the 
level of government that is awarded the competence to regulate or co-regulate.  
 

I. Goals of the free movement rules  

“Removing barriers to free movement” – When attempting to define ‘a barrier to free 
movement’, it becomes clear that the scope of the free movement provisions is inherently 
linked to the goals that have, mostly implicitly, been accorded to them. Hence, in this part, a 
brief overview of the main economic and political objectives that can be suspected to 
underlie the case law will be provided. These different perspectives and the particular 
elements in the balance will be dealt with more extensively in the particular titles on the 
personal, respectively, the substantive scope. Economics of a Common Market 
 

1. Economics of a Common Market 

1.1 Free trade theory 

“Pure” economic goal of a Common Market –  Notwithstanding the rise of more rights-
based approaches, as long as the link between free movement and economic activity remains 
relevant in the application of these provisions, so does the ultimate economic goal of 
creating a European Common Market. The clearest description of what is understood under 
a Common Market517 is found in the Court’s case law as “the elimination of all obstacles to 
intra-community trade in order to merge the national markets into a single market bringing 
about conditions as close as possible to those of a genuine internal market”518. 
 
Benef i t s  o f  t rade/exchange – Aside from the well-know political objective of ensuring 
peace by means of interdependent economies519, the core goal of a common market is 
enhancing economic welfare by means of free trade combined with an “integrated 

                                                 
517 In view of their largely synonymous nature, the terminology of common and internal market is used interchangeably 
throughout this dissertation. See also Barnard, C., The Substantive Law of the EU (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2007), 12. 
518 ECJ, Case 51/81  Schul [1982] E.C.R.1409, para. 33. 
519 Market integration (initially only in respect of the coal and steel sectors) was perceived as an important instrument in the 
overall EU goal of ensuring peace. Indeed, it was assumed that countries whose economies are interdependent are much 
less likely to go to war. See the Schuman Declaration of May 9, 1950, available at:  http://europa.eu/abc/symbols/9-
may/decl_en.htm.  
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production factors market”. Economic theory predicts that free trade will lead to an optimal 
allocation of scarce resources. If trade is free and products can move freely, competitive pressure 
will lead countries to specialise in the production of those goods and services for the 
production of which they have a (relative) comparative advantage.520  This improvement in 
allocative efficiency will lead to more and cheaper products being produced in the European 
market.  Even more importantly, an integrated European market means that firms are 
confronted with more competitors as well as a larger market. This will set off a process that causes 
less efficient firms to be bought up or to merge, and will eventually lead to fewer but larger 
and more efficient firms who compete more effectively with each other. Consequently 
consumers will benefit from lower prices and larger output.521 
 
Movement o f  product ion fac tors  – A common market surpasses such a pure free trade 
model by allowing for the (cross-border) movement of production factors (workers and capital) 
to the location where they will be valued most. The allocation of production factors to where 
they can be used most efficiently will then induce additional investment. These extra 
investments will enhance even more the productive efficiency of the production factors.522 
In this manner, movement of production factors complements the benefits from free trade 
in products and services.  
 
Political rationale for opposing the medium-term economic effects – Nonetheless, in 
1957, many national measures hindered, intentionally or accidentally, the access of foreign 
products to the national markets of the Member States. Even though free trade is expected 
to create, in the long term, more wealth for all, its initial effect might be to create visible 
losers in the course of the industrial restructuring process.523 Consequently, national 
politicians often find it in their, “short” term, electoral interest to try to shield certain (less 
efficient) economic sectors/producers from such fierce foreign competition, thereby beating 
the object of free trade. Apart from such intentional barriers, the mere presence of disparities 
between national regulation governing different aspects of “economic” life may prevent or 
hinder foreign products and production factors from competing with national “produce”.524 
Similarly, certain private and “hybrid” actions could also have the effect of hindering free 
movement to some extent. 525  
 
Scope of free movement rules – Well aware of the Member States’ protectionist incentives, the 
drafters of the Treaty included the provisions on free movement to combat such 
discriminatory state measures threatening market integration. However, since not only 
protectionist measures, but almost all national regulation, as well as certain private actions, 

                                                 
520 Baldwin, R. and Wyplosz, C., The Economics of European Integration  (McGraw-Hill Education, London, 2006), 234-235.    
521 See Baldwin, R. and Wyplosz, C., The Economics of European Integration  (McGraw-Hill Education, London, 2006), Chapter 
6. 
522 Baldwin, R. and Wyplosz, C., The Economics of European Integration  (McGraw-Hill Education, London, 2006), Chapter 7. 
523 Baldwin, R. and Wyplosz, C., The Economics of European Integration  (McGraw-Hill Education, London, 2006), refer to 
these as medium-term adjustment costs.,  
524 Note that also national regulation which, at first sight, seems unrelated to economic activity may in fact seriously hinder 
market integration by, for example, discouraging workers to move. Such discouragement, could flow, for example, from a 
host state rule limiting high school scholarships to nationals. 
525 In addition to such “protectionist” government action, firms themselves are likely to try to seek to protect themselves 
from this increased competition by engaging in anti-competitive practices. In addition, powerful private or semi-public 
organisations could undertake actions to shield their members from foreign competition. 
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“restricts” trade to some extent, it has to be determined precisely which types of barriers should be 
removed by means of the provisions on free movement. In other words, which measures should be 
caught under the personal and substantive scope of the prohibitions in articles 28 EC, 29 
EC, 39 EC, 43 EC and 49 EC?  
 

1.2 Market failure and the Economics of federalism 

The corrective function of regulation and the theory of economic federalism – In 
Chapter 2 the acknowledgment by economic theory of a certain need for corrective 
regulatory intervention in case of market failures was discussed extensively. Nonetheless, in 
the multi-level context which characterizes the Common Market, such market regulation 
could take place at Member State as well as EU level. Hence, the concretization of the 
market integration project will also necessarily involve taking stance on the desired allocation 
of market-regulatory powers. Therefore, the insights of the theory of economic federalism 
will need to be included in the economic balance. As extensively elaborated upon in Chapter 
4 the theory of economic federalism expresses a preference for decision-making at the local 
level but recognizes the need to complement this with centralized action in case of 
externalities or a looming race to the bottom. 
 

2. Traditional rivalling political perspectives 

Anti-protectionism versus liberalism – Roughly speaking the debate surrounding the 
scope of the free movement provisions reflects the “underground battle” involving two 
differing politico-economic perspectives, i.e., anti-protectionism and economic freedom or liberalism. 
526 The anti-protectionism view seems to limit the objective of the provisions on free 
movement to preventing states from (perhaps unintentionally) shielding their national 
markets from competition with foreign economies.527 Therefore the main target is 
discriminatory measures, whereby the concept of discrimination has been stretched 
considerably to cover also more subtle forms of protectionism. The economic freedom or 
liberalism school of thought conversely accords more of an intrinsic value to the freedom of 
movement and trade and therefore principally opposes any measure that makes trade more 
difficult528, regardless of any discriminatory intent or effect. According to this view, the 
choice itself of public intervention in the market should be subject to scrutiny by the Court, 
regardless of any protectionism.529  
 

                                                 
526 These are sometimes referred to as economic ‘constitutional’ perspectives to indicate the fact that a choice between 
these two positions affects not only the degree of market regulation but also the division of competences in this market. 
527 Marenco, G., "Competition between National Economies and Competition between Businesses - A Response to Judge 
Pescatore" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 420, 422. 
528 Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 2; Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - 
The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 1998), 58 - 60. 
529 Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, 
Oxford, 1998) 58 - 60. 
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The traditional tension between these two politico-economic perspectives was nicely phrased 
by Advocate General TESAURO in his opinion in Hünermund530: 
 

“Is Art. 28 of the Treaty [(now Art. 34 TFEU)] a provision intended to liberalize intra-
community trade or is it intended more generally to encourage the unhindered pursuit of commerce in 
individual Member States?” 

 
As will be seen below, the Court’s case law visibly reflects this “paradigm struggle” and 
“tergiversates” between the extremes. 
 

3. Towards a right to free movement and unhindered exercise of an 
economic activity? 

Introduction – The widening of the European project to other than purely economic 
domains, such as health and education, in combination with the introduction of the 
citizenship provisions, has left a clear imprint on the originally economic market integration 
project. Where the free movement rights initially seemed purely instrumental to the objective 
of economic integration, the Court started to treat individuals less as production factors and 
more as persons with Community rights. Hence, it seems that the market integration 
rationale for the free movement rules was gradually complemented by a more ‘rights-based 
approach’ whereby individuals can exercise rights against an ever-expanding specter of 
hindering national rules. Thus in certain cases, the focus seems to have shifted to an 
individual right to free movement and potentially even a right to the unhindered exercise of an economic 
activity.  
 
A right to free movement – Aside from the economic perspectives discussed above, a 
more “rights-based” approach focussing on the “fundamental right to free movement of persons” 
can be seen to have gradually developed.531 Many believe that the free movement rules, at 
least in respect of persons, have outgrown their economic origins and should be developed 
into true rights to free movement for the individual actors.532 The explosion of citizenship 
case law is a clear indication of the Court’s approval of a more generalized free movement 
right without too many limitations. Clearly, such a paradigm change from market integration towards 
an area of free movement for persons entails important consequences with regard to the acceptable 

                                                 
530 Opinion of Advocate General TESAURO delivered on 27 October 1993 in Case C-292/92 Hünermund [1993] E.C.R. I-
6787, para. 1. 
531 Opinion of Advocate General LENZ delivered on 20 September 1995 in Case C-415/93 Bosman [1995] E.C.R. I-4921, 
para. 203. 
532 Snell, J., "And Then There Were Two: Products and Citizens in Community Law", in Tridimas, T. and Nebbia, P. 
(eds.), European Union Law for the Twenty-First Century: Volume II (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2004) 49, 67-71, who pleads in 
favour of a bifurcated test which takes into account the difference between the instrumental free movement rights relating to 
products and the fundamental free movement rights for citizens, even in their capacity of workers under Art. 45 TFEU (old 
Art. 39 EC) See the opposition between the views of Opinion of Advocate General KOKOTT delivered on 29 March 2007 
in Case C-287/05 Hendrix [2007] E.C.R. I-06909 and Opinion of Advocate General GEELHOED delivered on 28 
September 2006 in Case C-212/05 Hartmann [2007] E.C.R. I-06303 
, paras 41-42. 
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degree of interference in national regulatory policy as well as private autonomy since it might 
make any restriction on movement, regardless of its effect on free trade, suspicious.533  
 
A right to unhindered exercise of an economic activity – Moreover, in certain cases, like 
Gourmet534 and Carpenter535, the Court can arguably be seen to be protecting “the right to an 
unhindered exercise of an economic activity” of the individuals involved against their own 
Member State without the presence of a genuine cross-border element.536 The intervention 
in such seemingly internal situations once again raises the question posed fifteen years ago by 
Advocate General TESAURO whether the free movement rules are “intended to liberalize intra-
community trade or […] more generally to encourage the unhindered pursuit of commerce in individual 
Member States”.537 Following Carpenter it was even suggested that such an intrusion of the 
Court in the British immigration rules mirrors the actions of a centralized constitutional 
court protecting individuals against disproportionate national regulation across the board.538 
 

II. Personal scope 

1. Introduction 

Gradual blurring of public-private dividing line – As mentioned above, the EU has 
impinged upon professional regulation through its free movement-strategy as well as its 
competition policy. Traditionally, these two branches were thought to apply to the actions of 
different types of authors, i.e., public measures versus measures of private undertakings.539 
However, over the years, this dividing line between free movement and competition law 
domains on the basis of their personal scope has been blurred by judicial attempts to fill 
“perceived gaps” in this EC-Treaty system geared towards the creation of a competitive 
common market.540 Accordingly, in the field of free movement541, the Court shifted its focus 

                                                 
533 See however BAQUERO CRUZ who was of the opinion that such a general right to free movement should be realized by 
means of the citizenship provisions rather than by stretching the traditional free movement rules beyond their economic 
rationale. Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 96-98. 
534 ECJ, Case C-405/98 Gourmet [2001] E.C.R. I-1795. 
535 Spaventa, E., "From Gebhard to Carpenter: Towards a (Non-)Economic European Constitution" (2004) C.M.L.R. 744. 
536 Spaventa, E., "From Gebhard to Carpenter: Towards a (Non-)Economic European Constitution" (2004) C.M.L.R. 744, 
743-773; for a similar evaluation of Carpenter, see Oliver, P. and Roth, W.-H., "The Internal Market and the Four Freedoms" 
(2004) C.M.L.R. 407, 419. 
537 Opinion of Advocate General TESAURO delivered on 27 October 1993 in Case C-292/92 Hünermund [1993] E.C.R. I-
6787; Ritter, C., "Purely Internal Situations, Reverse Discrimination, Guimont, Dzodzi and Article 234" (2006) E.L.R. 690, 
710. 
538 Spaventa, E., "From Gebhard to Carpenter: Towards a (Non-)Economic European Constitution" (2004) C.M.L.R. 744, 
766-768. 
539 ECJ, Joined cases 177/82 and 178/82 Van de Haar [1984] E.C.R.1797, paras 11-12. 
540 BAQUERO CRUZ also notes that part of the blurring between the scopes might in fact be due to procedural reasons. For 
one, the Court will always consider itself bound by the content of the preliminary questions raised by the national judge, 
albeit to a lesser or greater degree depending on the case. In addition, the Court has shown preference for the free 
movement route when given the choice. This could probably partially be explained by the lack of direct effect of Art. 101(3) 
TFEI (old Art. 81(3) EC) at the time, thus depriving the national court of the possibility to grant an exemption after having 
found a restriction of competition. Baquero Cruz, J., "Free Movement and Private Autonomy" (1999) E.L.R. 603, 103-104. 
541 In respect of the personal scope of the competition law provisions, however, the Court has been much more careful in 
differentiating between state and private action.  
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from the type of actor to the nature of the action.542 This has led to the extension of its scope of 
application to collective private actions and even some instances of purely individual private action.  
 
Structure of this section – Firstly, the evolution of the Court’s case law on private 
accountability543 under the free movement rules will be looked at more closely. Special 
attention will be accorded to those cases involving professional regulation. It will become 
clear that, in addition to “simple” government rules, measures adopted by professional 
organisations are liable to be caught under the free movement rules on the basis of either 
their semi-public character544 or their “private collective” nature545.Subsequently, in a second part the 
desirability of holding private parties, and in particular professional organisations, 
accountable under the free movement rules will be examined. Therefore, the necessity of 
such an extension of the personal scope as well as the potential implications for the system 
of the Treaty as a whole will be looked at. 
 

2. Case law on private accountability: focus on professional 
associations 

Introduction – There appears to be little doubt that, at the time, the drafters of the Treaty 
only had in mind States as the intended addressees of the provisions on free movement.546 
The ECJ as well emphasized this distinctive personal scope at several occasions.547 
Nonetheless, over the years, this initial delimitation has been blurred. When confronted with 
perceived gaps in the internal market “regulatory system” the Court chose to extend the 
application of the free movement provisions to certain seemingly private measures that it 
thought threatened market integration. However, as will be seen, it did not pursue this 
extension of the personal scope in a consistent manner over the different freedoms.  
 

                                                 
542 Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 123, who is of the opinion that 
private action should only be caught if it has the capacity to restrict free movement with a protectionist intent or effect.  
543 This is often referred to as the ‘horizontal direct effect’ of the free movement provisions. However, it has been 
persuasively argued by BAQUERO CRUZ that this terminology is ill-fitted. The concept of horizontal direct effect stems from 
the “procedural” debate on the invokability of directives and relates to the possibility for individuals to rely on 
unimplemented or incorrectly implemented directives as against other individuals. There the problem relates to the 
horizontality of the procedural setting, i.e., individual versus individual, and flows from the specificity of the legal 
instrument of a directive. Namely, different from regulations, directives require implementation by the national state before 
the obligations and subsequent rights therein can be relied upon. Therefore, it makes sense that a directive should not 
directly impose an obligation upon an individual before it has been implemented. The “failing” state on the contrary should 
not profit from its own failure and can be held to its commitments laid down in the directive. (vertical direct effect) The 
issue at hand however, relates to the different question whether the types of measures capable of being caught under the 
free movement rules include private measures as opposed to state measures. In other words, are individuals among the 
addressees of the rules on free movement? Whether or not the procedural setting in which these measures are attacked is a 
horizontal one (individual vs. individual), is besides the issue. Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 106-108; see also Oliver, P. and Roth, W.-H., "The Internal Market and the Four Freedoms" 
(2004) C.M.L.R. 407, 421. 
544 ECJ, Joined cases 266/87 and 267/87 Royal Pharmaceutical Society [1989] E.C.R.1295, paras 14-16; ECJ, Case C-292/92 
Hünermund [1993] E.C.R. I-6787, paras 14-16. 
545 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 120. 
546 See Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 129-131, 139. 
547 See among others ECJ, Joined cases 177/82 and 178/82 Van de Haar [1984] E.C.R.1797, paras 11-12; ECJ, Case 311/85 
Vereniging van Vlaamse Reisbureaus [1987] E.C.R.3801, para. 30.  
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2.1 Expansion of the state concept and free movement of goods 

Flexible concept of “state measure” – In its case law regarding the free movement of 
goods, with the exception of the rather obscure case of Dansk Supermarked548, the Court 
seems to have held on to the distinction between state and private measures.549  The few 
borderline-cases that came up were dealt with by applying a more flexible functional concept 
of “state or public measure”.550  
 
Private organizations under state control – For instance, when confronted with two 
formally private organizations which were “encouraged” by the state authorities in their 
attempts to promote the sales of national products, the Court did not hesitate to unmask 
their actions as measures within the meaning of article 28 EC.551 According to the Court it 
sufficed that these bodies had been set up by the state and were either subsidized or 
empowered to levy charges for mandatory membership, to make that state accountable for 
their actions.552 In contrast with associations of a voluntary character, these private bodies 
and their proceedings appeared to be under state control.553  
 
(Professional) organizations on which national legislation has conferred special 
powers – Two other cases involved ethical professional rules issued by professional 
associations of pharmacists. Royal Pharmaceutical Society554 concerned a deontological rule 
prohibiting pharmacists from substituting, except in an emergency, any other product for a 
product specifically mentioned in the prescription. When dealing with the applicability of the 
free movement rules to such an organization, the Court emphasized the fact that the 
association, which was not a public law body but still explicitly recognized by law, laid down 
rules of professional conduct and had received the statutory disciplinary power to sanction 
infringements of these rules.  The combination of such special powers555 with the 
association’s monopoly position in granting access to the profession, led the Court to qualify 
the disputed rules as measures within the meaning of article 28 of the Treaty. In 
Hünermund556 a deontological rule prohibited pharmacists from advertising non-

                                                 
548 In particular ECJ, Case 58/80 Dansk Supermarked [1981] E.C.R.181, para. 17; for critical analyses of this case concluding 
that it might no longer be good law since it has never been cited, see among others Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and 
Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 110-111; Van den Bogaert, S., "Horizontality: The Court Attacks?", in 
Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 123, 130-131.   
549 Some authors have argued that the application of the free movement provisions to the exercise of intellectual property 
rights (IP-rights) by individuals amounts to holding private individuals accountable (see, among others, Pescatore, P., 
"Public and Private Aspects of European Community Competition Law" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 373, 380-383). The majority 
has, however, convincingly maintained that such situations are only seemingly horizontal and in reality concern the 
application of the free movement provisions to IP-rights instituted by state measures. See among others  Joliet, J., "Trade 
Mark Law and the Free Movement of Goods: The Overruling of the Judgment in Hag I" (1991)  I.I.C. 303, 313; Snell, J., 
Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 133. 
550 See Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 135-139. 
551 ECJ, 249/81 Commission/Ireland ("Buy Irish") [1982] E.C.R.4005, para. 15; ECJ, Case 222/82 Apple and Pear Development 
Council [1983] E.C.R.4083, para. 17. 
552 In “Buy Irish” the state intervention was even more extensive since the members of the body were appointed by the 
government, and the goals as well as broad outline of the publicity campaign were defined by it. ECJ, 249/81 
Commission/Ireland ("Buy Irish") [1982] E.C.R.4005, para. 15.  
553 See also ECJ, Case C-325/00 Commission/Germany [2002] E.C.R. I-9977, paras 17-21. 
554 ECJ, Joined cases 266/87 and 267/87 Royal Pharmaceutical Society [1989] E.C.R.1295. 
555 ECJ, Joined cases 266/87 and 267/87 Royal Pharmaceutical Society [1989] E.C.R.1295, paras 14-16. 
556 ECJ, Case C-292/92 Hünermund [1993] E.C.R. I-6787. 
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pharmaceutical products outside of their pharmacy. The Court’s reasoning relating to the 
personal scope matter was quasi-identical as in Royal Pharmaceutical. Given the public law 
character of this association and its possession of regulatory as well as disciplinary powers, 
the Court did not hesitate to find measures within the meaning of Art. 34 TFEU (old Art. 28 
EC). The only real counter-argument, i.e., the incapacity of the association to impose the 
specific disciplinary sanction of exclusion from the profession, was found to be irrelevant.557 
 
Conclusion: flexible concept of “state measure” – In these cases the Court set out to 
determine whether, notwithstanding the formal semi-private nature of the author of the 
measure, the involvement of the state is such that the particular action should, for the 
purposes of article 28 EC, be seen as a public measure ascribable to the state.  Thus, the 
Court did not attempt to claim applicability of the free movement provisions to private 
actions, but chose to extend the concept of “a state measure” to include these more hybrid 
types.  
 
Conclusion: professional associations – In line with this case law, it would seem that the 
actions of professional organisations that have received a certain degree of recognition from 
the legislator by means of regulatory and/or disciplinary powers, would be attributable to the 
state. It is not entirely clear exactly which degree of state involvement is required, still the 
above discussed cases give some indications. Clearly, the association does not have to be set 
up by public law, but its existence does need to be recognised to some extent by public law. 
Also, the possession of delegated disciplinary powers appears to be a decisive element. 
Nonetheless, it remains to be seen whether the Court will deem it necessary to continue 
applying such a wide concept of state/public measure to professional regulation affecting the 
free movement of goods now that Wouters has unambiguously cleared the path for the 
application of competition law. In Wouters the Court qualified the disputed regulation as a 
‘decision of an association of undertakings’, notwithstanding the public law character as well 
as the disciplinary and regulatory powers of the professional association.558  
 
Need for consistency between competition and free movement concept of ‘genuine 
state measure’? – As convincingly argued by Advocate-General VAN GERVEN, the concept 
of “state measure” should be interpreted functionally throughout the Treaty and not be 
limited to one set of fixed criteria.559 Therefore, at first sight, a difference in interpretation in 
the context of the free movement of goods and the competition law provisions would not 
seem so particular.560 However, in cases where the Court is asked to judge the measure 
under the free movement as well as the competition law rules, the personal scope analysis in 
one field might affect the parallel analysis in the other domain.561  Therefore it might be 
desirable to spell out more explicitly the potential overlaps and differences in the concept of 

                                                 
557 ECJ, Case C-292/92 Hünermund [1993] E.C.R. I-6787, paras 14-16. 
558 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 57-71. 
559 Opinion of Advocate General VAN GERVEN delivered on 8 May 1990 in Case C-188/89 Foster/British Gaz [1990] 
E.C.R. I-3313, paras 11-16. 
560 See on the concept of “economic activity”: ECJ, Case C-519/04 Meca-Medina and Majcen / Commission  [2006] E.C.R. I-
06991, para. 31. 
561 See, for example, Cipolla where the competition law analysis led to the conclusion that the disputed regulation was a 
‘genuine state measure’, thereby excluding the applicability of the competition  law provisions but opening the door to a 
free movement analysis, without any further need for a separate analysis of the personal scope of the fundamental 
freedoms. (ECJ, Joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I-11421) 
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a ‘genuine state measure’ to avoid the type of confusion that is reflected in paras 120-121 of 
the Wouters-judgment.562 In these paragraphs the Court seemed to build on its competition-
law-analysis that the regulation at hand was not a public rule, to suggest that the Bar was 
likewise not a body fulfilling a public role within the meaning of the free movement cases 
Royal Pharmaceutical and Hünermund.563 Still, as mentioned above, the Dutch Lawyers’ 
Association was explicitly set up by public law and possessed regulatory and disciplinary 
powers thereby seemingly fulfilling the criteria for state measures laid down in those cases. 
Nonetheless, the Court immediately resorted to its Walrave-case law to substantiate the 
potential applicability of the free movement provisions. Admittedly, since the case involved 
the free movement of services and the freedom of establishment as opposed to goods, the 
Court did not need to go via its extension of state measures-path but could simply focus on 
the collective regulatory nature of the professional rule. Moreover, it seems that the Court 
considered the reasoning laid down in these paragraphs as superfluous, and thus obiter dicta, 
since it was of the opinion that the professional regulation would be justified anyway.  
 

2.2 From collective regulatory towards purely individual private 
measures: free movement of persons and services  

In its case law on the free movement of persons and services the Court moved beyond the 
application of an extensive state concept and explicitly recognized the applicability of those 
provisions to certain private measures. Most controversy has been caused by those cases 
involving individual private actions as well as collective private non-regulatory actions.  However, since 
the focus of this dissertation is on self and co-regulatory setups (collective private regulatory 
measures), the analysis of these controversial forms of private accountability will be limited 
to what is deemed necessary to assess the desirability of evaluating professional self-
regulation under the provisions of free movement. 
 

2.2.1 Collective private regulatory measures 

Collective regulatory measures – In Walrave the Court was confronted with a 
discriminatory sports rule determining that during the “world cycling championships behind 
motorcycles” the ‘pacemaker’ had to be of the same nationality as the ‘stayer’.564 This rule 
had been adopted by the overarching private organisation, Union Cycliste Internationale 
(UCI), which possessed the “consensual power” to regulate the whole sector and thus 
impose obligations on the participating actors. Hence the Court had to decide whether 

                                                 
562 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, “120. It should be observed at the outset that compliance 
with Articles 52 and 59 of the Treaty is also required in the case of rules which are not public in nature but which are designed to 
regulate, collectively, self-employment and the provision of services. The abolition, as between Member States, of obstacles 
to freedom of movement for persons would be compromised if the abolition of State barriers could be neutralised by 
obstacles resulting from the exercise of their legal autonomy by associations or organisations not governed by public law […]. 121. In 
those circumstances, the Court may be called upon to determine whether the Treaty provisions concerning the right of 
establishment and freedom to provide services are applicable to a regulation such as the 1993 Regulation.” 
563 ECJ, Joined cases 266/87 and 267/87 Royal Pharmaceutical Society [1989] E.C.R.1295; ECJ, Case C-292/92 Hünermund 
[1993] E.C.R. I-6787. 
564 ECJ, Case 36/74 Walrave and Koch [1974] E.C.R.1405. 
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private measures, which have no link to public law at all565, but are still of a collective nature, 
can constitute restrictions within the meaning of Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC). It 
concluded that not merely action of public authorities but also “rules of any other nature 
aimed at collectively regulating gainful employment and services”566 can infringe Art. 56 
TFEU (old Art. 49 EC). Similarly, in Wouters, the Court found that if professional regulation 
restricts the free movement of persons, it will clearly fall within the scope of Arts. 43 and 49 
EC simply on the basis of their collective regulatory nature, without the need to try to fit these 
measures under an extended state concept as was done in Royal Pharmaceutical and 
Hünermund.567 As pointed out by VAN DEN BOGAERT, the Court thus appears to put public 
and private regulation on equal footing.568  
 
Services and establishment: discriminatory measures – However, since in Walrave the 
Court only pronounced itself on collective private measures569 which were moreover 
discriminatory, it can only be said to have put the door ajar for the free movement scrutiny of a 
limited number of private measures. Later cases also involving sports associations confirmed 
the Walrave case law.570 Moreover, in Wouters571 and Van Ameyde572 the Court expressed itself 
in favour of applying the free movement provisions on services and establishment to private 
collective measures adopted by the Dutch Bar, respectively an Italian National Insurance 
Bureau recognized by domestic legislation. 
 
Workers: non-discriminatory measures – In the seminal case of Bosman, the Court 
confirmed and extended the Walrave-case law with regard to the provisions on the free 
movement of workers. The disputed rules, laid down by the FIFA and UEFA, obliged the 
receiving clubs involved in transfers of football players from one team to another, to pay the 
sending teams a premium to compensate for the costs of training the players. However, 
these transfer rules actually had the same impact upon purely internal and international 
transfers.  Still, the Court found them to be in breach of Art. 45 TFEU (Art. 39 EC) as they 
limited the access of players to the employment market of other Member States.573  Hence, 
at least with regard to the free movement of workers, the Court extended the scope of the 
Walrave case law to non-discriminatory measures. However, at that point it was is still unclear 
whether this wide “barrier”-reading should be limited to the particular context of the free 
movement of workers. Indeed, in respect of workers, the Court has clearly been inclined to 
extend the interpretation of the free movement provision beyond its purely economic 

                                                 
565 Meaning that they are not “effective erga omnes by virtue of national legislation”: Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and 
Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 107. 
566 ECJ, Case 36/74 Walrave and Koch [1974] E.C.R.1405, para. 18; confirmed in ECJ, Case 13/76 Dona [1976] E.C.R.1333, 
para. 17; ECJ, Joined cases C-51/96 and C-191/97 Deliège [2000] E.C.R. I-2549, para. 47. 
567 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 120. 
568 Van den Bogaert, S., "Horizontality: The Court Attacks?", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single 
European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 123, 125. 
569 Measures which regulate a certain subject matter in a collective manner. 
570 ECJ, Case 13/76 Dona [1976] E.C.R.1333, ECJ, Case 90/76 Van Ameyde/UCI [1977] E.C.R.1091, ECJ, Joined cases C-
51/96 and C-191/97 Deliège [2000] E.C.R. I-2549. 
571 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 120. 
572 ECJ, Case 90/76 Van Ameyde/UCI [1977] E.C.R.1091, para. 28. 
573 ECJ, Case C-415/93 Bosman [1995] E.C.R. I-4921, para. 103. 
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meaning towards a more social reading. Thus, it could be thought that the Court would be 
more sensitive to any type of restriction interfering with the worker’s freedom574 
 
Services, professional associations and non-discriminatory measures – Nonetheless, in 
Wouters the ECJ extended its Bosman-prohibition on ‘obstacles to free movement’ to 
professional regulation potentially affecting services and establishment. Hence, even though 
the ECJ did not deem it necessary to judge on the actual presence of such an obstacle575, it 
did establish that professional rules interfering with free movement of services and 
establishment, even if non-discriminatory in nature, will fall within the scope of Arts. 43 and 
49 EC.576 
 

2.2.2 Purely individual private measures 

Preliminary remark – If one were merely concerned with finding out to what extent the 
Court applies the free movement rules to professional associations, the inquiry could end 
here. However, a brief look at the further extension of the personal scope to purely 
individual private measures seems necessary in order to fully comprehend the positions in 
the debate surrounding private accountability.  
 
Services – In the sphere of the free movement of services, the closest the Court ever came 
to claiming applicability of Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC) to individual private measures 
was in Haug-Adrion. 577 This case involved an insurance scheme under which no-claims 
bonuses were not granted to owners of vehicles bearing customs registration plates. The 
Court declared that the Treaty provisions in question were intended to eliminate “all 
measures” which were directly or indirectly discriminatory, thereby omitting any reference to 
the requirement of a collective character. Nonetheless, it is generally accepted that this case 
does not provide an authoritative basis to extend the personal scope of Art. 56 TFEU (old 
Art. 49 EC) to individual private measures. Apart from the fact that the Court did not find 
any discrimination, the disputed contractual clause itself seemed to possess at least some 
collective features as it was said to be included in most similar German insurance contracts 
and had been explicitly approved by the government.578  
 
Workers: individual accountability – In Angonese the Court seemed to move beyond the 
application of the provisions on free movement of workers to collective measures, and 
found that the requirement of a language certificate issued in a particular province imposed 
by a private employer upon job applicants,579 constituted a restriction within the meaning of 
                                                 
574 See also ECJ, Case C-281/98 Angonese [2000] E.C.R. I-4139 discussed below. 
575 See however the analysis by Advocate General LÉGER equating this case with an Alpine Investments-type of situation 
where access to other Member States’ services market was deemed to be directly affected. Indeed, such foreign clients 
might desire such prohibited integrated services. ( Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case 
C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-01577, paras. 245-248.) 
576ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 120-122. 
577 ECJ, Case 251/83 Haug-Adrion [1984] E.C.R.4277. 
578 Van den Bogaert, S., Practical regulation of the mobility of sportsmen in the EU post Bosman (Kluwer law international, The 
Hague, 2005), 126; Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 143, who sees his 
interpretation supported by the fact that the judgment was rendered by a three-judge Chamber rather than the Grand 
Chamber as one would expect if the Court intended to establish such a major overhaul of its case law. 
579 Although it appears that such requirement was actually a widely spread practice among the employers of that region. 
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Art. 45 TFEU (old Art. 39 EC).580  Angonese still left some doubt as to private accountability 
for genuine “individual” actions since the disputed requirement in fact appeared to be a 
widespread practice among the employers of that region. The later judgement of Raccanelli 
seemed to confirm the applicability to private individual actions by concluding that “the 
prohibition of discrimination applies equally […] to contracts between individuals”.581 
However, it could be argued that this case as well did not involve a prototype “private 
individual measure” since the employer involved was a Max Planck Institute which, as part 
of the Max-Planck-gesellschaft, operates in the public interest and has a certain degree of 
market power in its domain.582   Consequently, since Angonese and Raccanelli, it can be 
thought that the provisions on free movement of workers can affect (seemingly) individual 
private measures, at least as far as they are discriminatory (direct or indirect) in nature. As for 
non-discriminatory barriers, the reasoning in both cases seems to imply that its results are 
not meant to apply to them. 583 
 

2.2.3 Private actions with a collective effect?  

Opinions in Laval  and ITWF  – In their Opinions, Advocate General MADURO and, be it 
less overtly, Advocate General MENGOZZI seemed to advocate an extended private 
accountability, subjecting not only private collective regulation but also purely private actions 
with collective effects to the free movement provisions.584 Hence, they seemed to plead in favour 
of applying the free movement provisions to the actions of influential private market actors 
(economic power) who have a collective effect on the market, without the need for any 
normative power.     
 
Judgments in Laval  and ITWF : private co l l e c t ive  regulat ion  – Despite the Advocate 
Generals’ call for such a revolutionary extension of the personal scope of application, the 
Court stuck to its traditional Walrave case-law and interpreted the collective actions 
undertaken by the labour unions as private measures collectively regulating a certain matter 
through “the exercise of their legal autonomy”.585 Hence, the link with the presence of 

                                                 
580 ECJ, Case C-281/98 Angonese [2000] E.C.R. I-4139, para. 36. 
581 ECJ, Case C-94/07 Raccanelli [2008] E.C.R. I-5939, para. 45. 
582 Prechal, S. and De Vries, S., "Seamless Web of Judicial protection in the Internal Market" (2009) E.L.Rev. 5, 16. 
583 ECJ, Case C-281/98 Angonese [2000] E.C.R. I-4139, paras 31-36; ECJ, Case C-94/07 Raccanelli [2008] E.C.R. I-5939, 
paras 45-46, where strong emphasis seems to be put on the discriminatory nature of the measures envisioned.  See, Prechal, 
S. and De Vries, S., "Seamless Web of Judicial protection in the Internal Market" (2009) E.L.Rev. 5, 16-18, for an extensive 
treatment of the desirability of extending such private accountability to non-discriminatory measures. 
584 Advocate General POIARES MADURO,  in Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 23 May 
2007 in Case C-438/05 The International Transport Workers' Federation and The Finnish Seamen's Union  [2007] E.C.R. I-10779  
paras 41-48, para. 48 “  It follows from the foregoing that the provisions on freedom of movement apply to private action 
that, by virtue of its general effect on the holders of rights to freedom of movement, is capable of restricting them from exercising those rights, by 
raising an obstacle that they cannot reasonably circumvent. [emphasis added]” ; Advocate General MENGOZZI in Opinion 
of Advocate General MENGOZZI delivered on 23 May 2007 in Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri [2007] E.C.R. I-11767, 
paras 158-160, where he nonetheless equates collective action to “a manifestation of the exercise by trade unions of their 
legal autonomy with the aim of regulating the provision of services, within the meaning of the case-law referred to above 
[emphasis added]”.  
585 ECJ, Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri [2007] E.C.R. I-11767, para. 98; ECJ, Case C-438/05 The International Transport 
Workers' Federation and The Finnish Seamen's Union ("ITWF") [2007] E.C.R. I-10779, paras 33-37: “ 35 In the present case, it 
must be stated, first, that the organisation of collective action by trade unions must be regarded as covered by the legal 
autonomy which those organisations, which are not public law entities, enjoy pursuant to the trade union rights accorded to 
them, inter alia, by national law. 36      Secondly, […] collective action such as that at issue in the main proceedings, which 
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regulatory power was retained, and the Court solely reaffirmed its intention to employ the 
same attitude towards private and public regulation.   
 

2.2.4 Conclusion 

As was shown, the Court has not developed this private accountability uniformly across all 
freedoms.  Hence, in respect of the free movement of goods, private accountability has never truly 
been accepted. Instead the Court opted for a wide interpretation of the ‘state measure’ 
concept encompassing professional organisations that received certain special powers by 
legislation. From the scarce case law, it emerges that the Court considered some degree of 
public law recognition as well as certain disciplinary and/or regulatory powers to be decisive 
indicators of the “public nature” of these bodies. Still, in view of the later case of Wouters, it 
remains to be seen whether the Court will continue this line of case law in respect of 
professional regulation whose “public nature” could be doubted, or rather opt for the 
competition law route to catch those professional associations that seem more akin to 
private collective regulators.  
 
The provisions on the free movement of services and establishment have, on the contrary, explicitly 
been applied to collective private regulatory measures, and would thus seem to affect also non-
discriminatory private professional regulation. In respect of the free movement of workers the 
Court can be seen to have gone the furthest. Indeed, in Angonese and Racanelli it seems to 
have opposed the free movement rules against (seemingly) purely individual private action of a 
discriminatory nature.   
 

3. Private accountability: a good idea? 

Nature of the actor versus the nature of the action – Even though a more functional or 
effects-based approach to the scope of the free movement provisions is in itself an attractive 
idea given the increasing appeal of society on systems of self-and co-regulation, it can 
nonetheless be argued that the public-private distinction remains relevant. The nature of the 
author can reasonably be thought to have substantial implications in terms of the legitimacy 
and suspected economic rationality of the measure.586 Indeed, despite the numerous examples of 
government failure, it does not seem such a “wild idea” to assume that government action 
will generally serve the social or general interest of its constituency, even if solely because the 
private motivations of governmental actors have been curbed through the democratic 
decision-making processes. Hence, given the difference in incentives, the rationality of 
government action in the market will generally be of a different nature than private 
intervention. Indeed, private actors should be presumed to pursue primarily their self-
interest, thereby only indirectly or “incidentally” contributing to economic social welfare by 
reason of the invisible hand mechanism. Solely the atypical group of private non-

                                                 
may be the trade unions’ last resort to ensure the success of their claim to regulate the work of Viking’s employees 
collectively, must be considered to be inextricably linked to the collective agreement the conclusion of which FSU is 
seeking. 37      It follows that collective action such as that described in the first question referred by the national court falls, 
in principle, within the scope of Article 43 EC.” 
586 See also Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 88. 
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undertakings, such as environmental interest groups, can reasonably be assumed to be 
motivated by other than private commercial interests.587      
 
Structure – With these considerations in mind, the following section will address the 
desirability of this practice of blurring the personal scope of the free movement rules. First, 
the susceptibility of the wording of these provisions to such an extension of their scope 
towards private actors will be briefly examined. Subsequently, the reconcilability with the 
suspected goals of the free movement rules of this expansion will be analysed. Lastly, the 
desirability of stretching the personal scope in view of the Treaty system, encompassing the 
free movement as well as the competition law rules, will be investigated.  
 

3.1 Wording 

Language of the provisions – A brief look at the language of the free movement rules 
shows that it does not explicitly restrict their scope to state measures.588 Still, most authors 
seem to agree that the original legal context of these provisions unmistakably indicated that 
they were aimed at state measures.589 However, many of those provisions that indisputably 
aimed at state measures have been repealed by the Treaty of Amsterdam which could be 
taken to indicate a shift in attitudes.  
 
Flexible interpretation of the “t rai té - cadre” by the ECJ – More importantly however, the 
Court has always displayed the necessary flexibility when interpreting the vaguely formulated 
Treaty provisions. Therefore, a more in depth linguistic analysis of the free movement 
provisions to establish their applicability to private parties seems rather superfluous.590  
 

3.2 Rationale of free movement  

Teleological interpretation – Rather, in view of the important role accorded to teleological 
and effectiveness-interpretations in the Court’s case law, it seems more pertinent to examine 
the issue of private accountability in light of the goal of the free movement provisions. Clearly, the 
divergent economic and political perspectives on the objectives and limits of the free 
movement rules discussed above can also lead to different outcomes in terms of the desired 
personal scope.  
 

3.2.1 A competitive integrated market 

Trade theory: all barriers to level competition – Since the economic goal of free trade is 
undistorted competition between domestic and foreign goods, economic theory would 
                                                 
587 See also Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 151. 
588 Arts. 39, 43 and 49 EC are not explicitly addressed to states.  
589 VAN DEN BOGAERT mentions in this context the former articles: 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 50, 53, 62, 64 & 65 EC as well as 
current Arts. 46 & 50(3) EC, Van den Bogaert, S., "Horizontality: The Court Attacks?", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), 
The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 123, 135; see also SNELL in respect of goods and 
services:  Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002) 129-130 & 139.  
590 Tridimas, T., "The Court of Justice and judicial activism" (1996) E.L.Rev. 199. 
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subject all barriers that prevent such level competition to the free movement provisions, 
regardless of whether they are public or private in nature. Trade theory would thus appear to 
favour the inclusion of private parties within the personal scope of the freedoms in so far as 
their actions impose a genuine restriction on this competitive process between local and 
foreign products or services.  

 
Welfare enhancing private individual actions in the absence of market power 
(‘private autonomy’) – An important limitation on private accountability might be the 
requirement of market power.591 Indeed, since the possibility for economic actors to pursue 
their self-interest is in fact the cornerstone of the market mechanism, the safeguarding of 
this ‘private autonomy’ should be the point of departure.592 Only if such private actors obtain 
the market power to manipulate the welfare-generating capacity of this market process, 
should their actions become suspect. Indeed, economic theory assumes that private parties 
without market power (and thus not caught by competition law) lack the incentives to 
discriminate against foreign goods or services. Even if they choose to disadvantage foreign 
products and services, these firms simply lack the power to produce a protectionist effect or 
substantial hindrance of trade.593 Economically rational actors would have no interest in 
distinguishing on the basis of origin rather than other economically more relevant factors.594 
In a well-functioning competitive market, such irrational actors should be driven out of the 
market. However, it might be argued that the market mechanism is not always strong 
enough to punish all such discriminatory actions.595 Moreover, in some particular 
circumstances, such as where consumers are inclined to place more trust in local produce, 
discrimination might actually prove a profitable strategy for a firm.596 Still, as long as this 
concerns actions by individual firms without market power, it is questionable whether the 

                                                 
591 Traditionally market power is understood as the capacity of economic actors to maintain prices above competitive level for a 
sustained period of time without attracting entry. (see Chapter 7) In the context of private accountability under the free movement 
rules, it should be understood to refer to the capacity of actors to shield their actions from competitive pressure in general. 
Only then can they be expected to be able to maintain and benefit from protectionist measures.  
592 Oliver, P. and Roth, W.-H., "The Internal Market and the Four Freedoms" (2004) C.M.L.R. 407, 427; Lohse, E. J., 
"Fundamental Freedoms and Private Actors -  towards an 'Indirect Horizontal Effect"" (2007) European Public Law 159, 
187-190. 
593 Marenco, G., "Competition between National Economies and Competition between Businesses - A Response to Judge 
Pescatore" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 420, 425. See also Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 23 
May 2007 in Case C-438/05 The International Transport Workers' Federation and The Finnish Seamen's Union  [2007] E.C.R. I-
10779, para. 42.      “By contrast, in many circumstances private actors simply do not wield enough influence successfully to 
prevent others from enjoying their rights to freedom of movement. The case of an individual shopkeeper who refuses to 
purchase goods from other Member States would not be liable to obstruct the functioning of the common market. The 
reason is that suppliers from other Member States would still have the opportunity to market their goods through 
alternative channels. Moreover, the shopkeeper would in all likelihood suffer from competition from retailers who had 
fewer qualms about buying foreign goods and who, as a result, might be able to offer lower prices and a larger choice to 
consumers. That prospect alone would probably be adequate to deter behaviour of this kind. Thus, the market will ‘take 
care of it’. In those circumstances, there is no ground for Community law to intervene.” 
594 See also Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 146-147, Opinion of Advocate 
General MENGOZZI delivered on 23 May 2007 in Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri [2007] E.C.R. I-11767, para. 42. 
595 Milner-Moore, G. R.,"The Accountability of Private Parties under the Free Movement of Goods Principle", (1995) 
Harvard Jean Monnet Working Paper 9/95, at http://www.jeanmonnetprogram.org/papers/95/9509ind.html, 25. See 
however SNELL and MARENCO who seem convinced that the market will sufficiently punish such irrational protectionist 
behavior, Marenco, G., "Competition between National Economies and Competition between Businesses - A Response to 
Judge Pescatore" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 420, 425; Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 
2002), 146-147. 
596 Milner-Moore, G. R.,"The Accountability of Private Parties under the Free Movement of Goods Principle", (1995) 
Harvard Jean Monnet Working Paper 9/95, at http://www.jeanmonnetprogram.org/papers/95/9509ind.html, 25.  
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effect on trade is substantial enough to justify interference from a purely economic market 
integration perspective. Moreover, it would simply be absurd for the Court to interfere in 
private business decisions not to import certain products. The Court will most likely not 
possess the information needed to judge the economic rationality of such a business 
judgment.597  
 
Professional organisations: market power – Conversely, private parties with market 
power might have an incentive to boycott foreign products and services to protect their local 
market. Since most professional organisations are monopolists they could clearly benefit 
from protectionist behaviour. Hence, merely from the perspective of free trade theory the 
desirability for their accountability under the free movement rules appears undisputable. 
Arguably, the introduction of competition between several self-regulatory professional 
associations (as opposed to national monopolists) might lead them to adopt more welfare 
enhancing commercial behaviour.  
 

3.2.2 Rights-based approaches: the right to free movement and the right not 
to be discriminated on the basis of nationality 

 
Right to free movement – As described above, it has increasingly been held that the free 
movement rights of persons have in fact obtained a “fundamental free movement rights-
status” which goes beyond their pure instrumental value in the maintenance of free trade. 
Clearly, if this is so, the case for holding private actors bound by the free movement rules is 
much stronger since not doing so would seriously limit the meaning of the right to freely 
move throughout the Community.  
 
Discrimination on the basis of nationality as affecting human dignity – It has 
moreover been argued that under impetus of the workers’ case law the right for persons not to be 
discriminated on the basis of nationality has evolved from its market integration rationale towards 
a fundamental right protecting the human dignity.598 Hence, any formally discriminatory 
action on the basis of nationality directed against a person would then constitute a “barrier”, 
regardless of the author of the measure.  
 

3.2.3 Conclusion 

                                                 
597 Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 146. 
598 Prechal, S. and De Vries, S., "Seamless Web of Judicial protection in the Internal Market" (2009) E.L.Rev. 5, 16-18; On 
the potentially graver nature of private barriers when they affect the free movement of workers, see also Opinion of 
Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 23 May 2007 in Case C-438/05 The International Transport Workers' 
Federation and The Finnish Seamen's Union  [2007] E.C.R. I-10779, para. 47: “Workers cannot change their professional 
qualifications or obtain alternative employment as easily as traders can alter their products or find alternative ways of 
marketing them. Recruitment conditions such as the one at issue in Angonese are therefore harmful to the functioning of the 
common market even when imposed by a private bank as part of an established regional practice. The possibility that, in the 
long run, economic incentives will undercut such discriminatory recruitment practices is of little comfort to the individual 
who seeks employment today. Perhaps more than in any other field, the saying that ‘the market can stay irrational longer 
than you can stay solvent’ (55) rings true in the field of free movement for workers.” For the opposing view that no such 
direct accountability of private persons for formal discrimination should be accepted, see Oliver, P. and Roth, W.-H., "The 
Internal Market and the Four Freedoms" (2004) C.M.L.R. 407, 428-429. 
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Collective private regulation – From the perspective of free trade theory as well as the 
goal of an area of free movement, it seems clear that “private collective regulatory action” 
can constitute a real barrier. Indeed, since most professional organisations are monopolists 
they are likely to possess market power and could thus clearly benefit from shielding of their 
market through protectionist measures thereby obstructing free trade as well as the 
fundamental right to free movement. Consequently, a purely purposive interpretation would plead 
in favour of the application of the free movement provisions to professional regulation.  
 
Individual private action in the absence of market power – However, from an economic 
perspective, the case for holding individual private parties without market power accountable 
under the free movement rules is probably not very convincing due to a lack of effect on 
trade. However, under a pure rights-based approach individual discriminatory behaviour is 
likely to fall foul of the Treaty rules.  

 

3.3 “Effectiveness of the System”: free movement and competition law 
as the core of the system of the Treaty 

Respecting the “system of the Treaty” – Nevertheless, the free movement provisions do 
not operate in a vacuum but rather form part of the “system of the Treaty as a whole”. Thus, 
it is important to recall that the Treaty provides for another set of economic rules which 
specifically aim at “private economic restrictions”, i.e., the competition law provisions.599 
Even if in essence both branches pursue the same objective of removing barriers to level 
competition,600 over the years both have been developed with different types of actors in mind. 
The incentives that drive private and public actors are deemed to be fundamentally different, 
and thus their actions appear to warrant a different kind of judicial scrutiny. The question is then 
how private accountability in its various forms fits within the “system of the Treaty”?601 
 

3.3.1 Through the mazes of the competition law net: “effet utile” 

Threat to the “e f f e t  ut i l e” of the Treaty? – The Court’s main incentive to expand the 
scope of application of the free movement rules to private restrictions seems to have been 
the fear that such private restrictions would escape the application of community law 
altogether, and thereby threaten the realisation of the Internal Market.602 Clearly, the Court 
does, or at least did, not perceive this competition law “net” as sufficiently dense to catch all 
damaging private actions. 603 It is beyond the scope and focus of this dissertation to provide 
                                                 
599 SNELL qualifies competition law as “lex specialis” in relation to the free movement rules. Snell, J., Goods and Services in 
EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002) 147. 
600 Milner-Moore, G. R.,"The Accountability of Private Parties under the Free Movement of Goods Principle", (1995) 
Harvard Jean Monnet Working Paper 9/95, at http://www.jeanmonnetprogram.org/papers/95/9509ind.html, 30; See also 
PESCATORE who speaks of the common objective of ensuring “fair competition”, Pescatore, P., "Public and Private Aspects 
of European Community Competition Law" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 373, 373. 
601 See also SNELL for a critical inquiry into the desirability of private accountability under the free movement rules within 
the system of the Treaty, Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 144-153. 
602 This is expressed in its traditional “effet utile” reasoning. See ECJ, Case 36/74 Walrave and Koch [1974] E.C.R.1405, para. 
18. 
603 See Pescatore, P., "Public and Private Aspects of European Community Competition Law" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 373; 
Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 86-91. For the view that no such 
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an exhaustive treatment of the various potential lacunas and overlaps between both branches 
of economic law.604 Nonetheless a brief overview will be offered so as to attempt a modest 
evaluation of this “effet utile” argument on its merits. However, again, the conclusion will vary 
with the perspective adopted on the desired “density” of the system, i.e., the types of 
restrictions that are deemed irreconcilable with the Treaty provisions on free movement or 
on competition law.  
 

3.3.1.1  Brie f  prev iew of  the economics o f  compet i t ion law  

Introduction – Although a more extensive analysis of the economic considerations 
underlying European competition policy will be postponed until Chapter 7, some 
preliminary observations will be made within the framework of this investigation into 
potential gaps in the Internal Market system. 
 
Efficiency and market integration – According to current mainstream economic theory, a 
competition policy should pursue the maximization of overall efficiency, which will generally flow 
from maintaining competitive markets. Even though competition law thus has its own 
intermediate and ultimate objectives, it will also serve the goal of market integration in an 
indirect manner605 by prohibiting private barriers to competition created on the basis of 
market power. Hence, a competition policy can be an instrument in the battle against market 
segmentation. However, there is a point where the pursuit of the market integration objective 
will go beyond what is deemed economically efficient. Indeed, certain market-partitioning 
practices might in fact serve overall economic efficiency.606 
 
Actors with market power – As mentioned above, the prerequisite for being able to upset 
the competitive process is market power. Thus, also in competition policy, restrictive 
behaviour of private individuals without market power would not need to be prohibited from 
an economic point of view. Collective private restrictions reflecting market power, however, 
are likely to raise serious competition policy concerns.  

3.3.1.2  European compet i t ion law 

a) Nature of actor: Outside personal scope of competition law?  

                                                 
gap-filling should take place, see Marenco, G., "Competition between National Economies and Competition between 
Businesses - A Response to Judge Pescatore" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 420, 420, who attempts to show that “the asymmetries 
[…[ are deliberate and justified and that this gap-closing effort to apply antitrust and free movement provisions 
indiscriminately to both states and enterprises is therefore neither necessary nor warranted”. 
604 For more extensive analyses on this matter, see among others: Pescatore, P., "Public and Private Aspects of European 
Community Competition Law" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 373; Marenco, G., "Competition between National Economies and 
Competition between Businesses - A Response to Judge Pescatore" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 420; Baquero Cruz, J., Between 
Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002); Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University 
Press, Oxford, 2002); Milner-Moore, G. R.,"The Accountability of Private Parties under the Free Movement of Goods 
Principle", (1995) Harvard Jean Monnet Working Paper 9/95, at 
http://www.jeanmonnetprogram.org/papers/95/9509ind.html. 
605 This idea was explicitly expressed in the ‘Spaak report’ (Comité Intergouvernementale Créé par la conference de 
Messine, Rapport des Chefs de Délégation aux Ministres des Affaires Etrangères, Bruxelles, 1956, p. 16). However, it is 
sometimes thought that this statement was more intended to gain support for a policy geared towards a competitive market 
economy in the context of post-war Europe where the economies were still subject to a great degree of state intervention.  
606 See Chapter 7. 
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Undertakings – The Treaty has not included all private parties within the scope of 
competition law but only those that can be qualified as ‘undertakings’. Thus, if they are not 
caught under the free movement rules, certain actors might in principle escape any 
Community law scrutiny. The concept of an undertaking has been broadly defined by the 
ECJ as “any entity engaged in an economic activity, regardless of its legal status and the way 
in which it is financed”607 whereby an economic activity is seen as “any activity consisting of 
offering goods and services on a given market”608. 
In essence, this broad concept of “undertaking” appears to seek out those entities that are, at 
least to a certain degree, driven by private commercial interests.609   

 
Non-undertakings with market power – However, if an entity truly does not engage in an 
economic activity, as would be the case for, for example, a labour union610 or an 
environmental interest group, its actions would escape the application of competition law. 
Hence, despite their inherently anti-competitive character, collective agreements concluded 
between labour unions and employers’ organizations were thought to fulfil important social 
policy objectives and were thus excluded from the scope of the competition law 
provisions.611 Still, it is conceivable, that such non-commercial entities might engage in 
behaviour with a protectionist intent or effect, even if driven by other motives.612 These 
“private non-undertakings”613, who proclaim to pursue social interest ideals rather than 
private commercial interests, might thus justify an extension of the scope of the free 
movement rules to private parties. 
 
Private participation in ‘genuine state measures’ – As will be discussed extensively in 
Chapter 7, certain seemingly collective private actions can fall outside the scope of 
competition law if they are deemed to constitute ‘genuine state measures’. Indeed, if the anti-
competitive measure is the outcome of a process in which the state’s input can be assumed 
to have injected the necessary public interest guarantees, it should not be subjected to the 
competition law analysis but rather to the free movement scrutiny applicable to pure state 
measures.614 Whereas a genuine state measure should not be examined for its conformity 
with the social interest of its own constituency, its potential negative effects on foreign trade interests 
should still be checked on the basis of the free movement provisions. 

 
Goods’ case law – With regard to goods the Court has consistently referred back to the 
availability of the competition rules when asked to judge purely private measures under the free 

                                                 
607 ECJ, Case C-41/90 Höfner and Elser [1991] E.C.R. I-1979, para. 21. 
608 ECJ, Case 118/85 Commission/Italy [1987] E.C.R.2599, para. 7; ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] 
E.C.R. I-3851, para. 36. 
609 See chapter 7 for a more elaborate treatment of the concept of ‘undertaking’ within the context of Art. 101 TFEU (old 
Art. 81 EC). 
610 Note that they might be qualified as an undertaking if they do engage in an economic activity, see Opinion of Advocate 
General JACOBS delivered on 28 January 1999 in Case C-67/96 Albany [1999] E.C.R. I-5751, paras 218-227. 
611 ECJ, Case C-67/96 Albany [1999] E.C.R. I-5751, paras 59-60. 
612 Imagine, for example, the situation where Greenpeace would boycott products coming from a particular member state 
which allows for certain less environmentally friendly methods to be used.  Note also the protectionist nature of the labour 
union collective actions in the cases of Laval un Partneri and ITWF. ECJ, Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri [2007] E.C.R. I-
11767; ECJ, Case C-438/05 The International Transport Workers' Federation and The Finnish Seamen's Union ("ITWF") [2007] 
E.C.R. I-10779. 
613 See Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 150. 
614 See ECJ, Joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I-11421. 
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movement provisions.615 However, more hybrid measures, displaying state as well as private 
“fingerprints”, were dealt with under the free movement rules by interpreting the concept of 
state measure in an extensive manner.616 It remains to be seen though, whether the Court 
will continue this line of case law or rather, if given the option, give preference to 
competition law now that Wouters has qualified professional associations as (associations of) 
undertakings regardless of their public law status.617 In respect of private non-undertakings with 
market power, the Court has resorted to the indirect route of holding the Member State 
accountable for its failure to prevent the protectionist private actions.618 
 
Services’ case law – In Walrave the Court seemed less convinced about the solidity of the 
competition law net vis à vis (collective) private actions suspected of hindering the free 
movement of services.619 At the time of the decision, this perception of a lacuna in 
enforcement was probably correct, given the lack of initiative on the side of the Commission 
to tackle private restrictions on services via competition law.620 Over the last decade, 
however, this practice can be seen to have changed with the Commission decisions in, for 
example, Meca-Medina and Belgian Architects. 621 Therefore, it can be thought that many of the 
measures challenged on the basis of the Walrave “collective regulatory action”- case law 
could now more naturally and just as effectively be scrutinized and possibly condemned 
under the competition law rules. The recent cases of Wouters and Meca-Medina dealing with 
professional regulation on multi-disciplinary practices, respectively sports anti-doping rules, 
illustrate this point.622 However, in respect of non-undertakings with market power, competition 
law will not apply and thus the free movement provisions will remain the sole available 
avenue, as can be witnessed in the recent cases of Laval und Partneri and ITWF involving 
collective labour union action.623 Indeed, in view of the inherently anticompetitive character 
of collective agreements, the Court excluded such agreements from the scope of the 
competition law provisions.624 However, as suggested below, the indirect route of state 
liability on the basis of Art. 4(3) TEU (old Art. 10 EC) jo.  the free movement provisions 
might in fact be preferred.  
 
Workers’ case law – As briefly discussed above, the area where the court has been  most 
“generous” in applying the free movement rules to private measures was with regard to 
workers. From the perspective of the “system of the Treaty”, this might make sense in view 

                                                 
615 ECJ, Case 65/86 Bayer/Süllhöfer [1988] E.C.R.5249, para 11; ECJ, Joined cases 177/82 and 178/82 Van de Haar [1984] 
E.C.R.1797, paras 11-12. 
616 Thereby reaffirming the position that only state measures are caught. 
617ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 71. 
618 See Chapter 5.II.3.3.2.2 on page 121. 
619 ECJ, Case 36/74 Walrave and Koch [1974] E.C.R.1405. 
620 See also the Court’s reluctance to apply competition law in, for example, ECJ, Joined cases C-51/96 and C-191/97 
Deliège [2000] E.C.R. I-2549 para. 36, and ECJ, Case C-176/96 Lehtonen [2000] E.C.R. I-2681, paras 28-29, where it decided 
that it had too little information to rule on the competition law question. See also Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law 
(Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 150. 
621 See Commission Decision of 24 June 2004, Belgian Architects, Case COMP/A.38.549 ([2004] O.J. L4/10), para. 
372005/8, (summary). 
622 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577; ECJ, Case C-519/04 Meca-Medina and Majcen / Commission  
[2006] E.C.R. I-06991. 
623 ECJ, Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri [2007] E.C.R. I-11767; ECJ, Case C-438/05 The International Transport Workers' 
Federation and The Finnish Seamen's Union ("ITWF") [2007] E.C.R. I-10779. 
624 ECJ, Case C-67/96 Albany [1999] E.C.R. I-5751 
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of the Court’s exclusion of collective employment agreements as well as labour contracts 
between the employer and employee from the scope of application of competition law.625   

b) Types of actions: Outside substantive scope of competition law? 

Market fragmenting actions – Since Community competition law was conceived, at least 
partially, as a tool in the quest for market integration, it has traditionally been very strict on 
market-partitioning practices.626 Hence, the types of actions infringing the free movement 
provisions due to their restrictive effect on import or export have usually also been held to 
fall foul of the competition rules.627 However, as market integration progressed, the 
competition law evaluation of market-partitioning agreements can be seen to have become 
less harsh and uncompromising.628  
 
De minimis – However, in competition law, this finding of a ‘restriction of competition’ is 
subject to a de minimis rule. Thus, behaviour of an individual firm without market power or 
agreements between firms only having a small effect on the market are likely to escape.629 As 
mentioned above, it is highly questionable that such actions should be prohibited at all, 630 
unless perhaps when they concern the discrimination of a person. Nonetheless, as will 
become clear below, in respect of barriers to free movement no similar “economic” de 
minimis analysis has been accepted,631 and despite the efforts to circumscribe the wide 
Dassonville-restriction criterion, the “substantive free movement net” can plausibly be said to 
have been cast much wider.  
 
Effect on trade-criterion – The need for an “effect on trade” to fall under the substantive 
scope of the competition law provisions has been interpreted so widely that it is unlikely to 
lead to the exclusion of measures which pose free movement problems.  
 

c) Conclusion 

                                                 
625 ECJ, Case C-67/96 Albany [1999] E.C.R. I-5751, paras 46-60. See Odudu, O., The Boundaries of EC Competition Law: The 
Scope of Article 81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), 27; Baquero Cruz, J., "Free Movement and Private Autonomy" 
(1999) E.L.R. 603, 619. For a critical appraisal of this case law, see Camesasca, P. D. and Van den Bergh, R. J., 
"Irreconciliable Principles? The Court of Justice Exempts Collective Labour Agreements from the Wrath of Antitrust" 
(2000) E.L.R. 492.  
626 See also Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003), 21-22; Parret, L., "Do We (Still) Know What We are 
Protecting?" (2009) TILEC Discussion Paper No. 2009-010, at http://ssrn.com/paper=1379342, 13-14, who notes that 
market integration was for a very long time the most often mentioned goal of EC competition policy. 
627 See SNELL for an elaboration on how private market partitioning measures are generally caught under the anti-trust 
provisions, Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002)? 145-146. 
628 The Court and Commission have become more willing to recognize that certain market-partitioning practices might in 
fact serve overall economic efficiency. This is clearly reflected in their approach towards vertical agreements. 
629 Commission Notice on agreements of minor importance which do not appreciably restrict competition under Article 
81(1) of the Treaty establishing the European Community (de minimis) ([2001] O.J. C368/13). 
630 Marenco, G., "Competition between National Economies and Competition between Businesses - A Response to Judge 
Pescatore" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 420, 425, who notes that undertakings who fall under de minimis lack power to create 
protectionist effect. 
631 For a recent affirmation of this refusal to accept a de minimis-like analysis in respect of trade barriers, see Opinion of 
Advocate General BOT delivered on 8 July 2008  in Case C-110/05  Commission/Italy [nyr] E.C.R. para. 16: “As regards, 
next, the other categories of measures, it is necessary to examine their specific impact on patterns of trade, but the analysis 
to be carried out by the Court should not involve any complex economic assessment. Indeed, according to the Court, 
Article 28 EC does not draw, between measures that can be described as measures having an effect equivalent to a 
quantitative restriction, a distinction based on the magnitude of the effects they have on trade within the Community.” 
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Gap in respect of private non-undertakings – It thus seems that competition law is quite 
capable of catching those private measures that threaten level competition. However, a real 
gap does seem to exist with regard to private non-undertakings such as labour unions and 
environmental interest groups, which solely act in what they perceive to be the social 
interest. Indeed, it is conceivable, that such non-commercial entities might engage in 
behaviour with a protectionist intent or effect, even if driven by other motives.632 
 
A seamless web in respect of professional associations – Unless subjected to a sufficient 
degree of state control, professional associations should be presumed to primarily pursue the 
private commercial interests of their members and any potential contribution to social 
interest by, for example, correcting market failures, should realistically be considered as the 
indirect consequence of such self-interested actions. Hence, as will be seen, absent a 
sufficient amount of state intervention in their decision-making and functioning, there 
should be no problem to catch them within the wide personal scope of ‘decisions of 
associations of undertakings’.633 However, if the degree of state interference is of the nature 
to exempt regulations adopted by a professional association from competition law scrutiny, 
the route to an evaluation of such ‘genuine state measures’ under the free movement 
provisions will lie wide open.634  
 

3.3.2 Filling the gaps? 

3.3.2.1  One s ize does not  f i t  a l l? – spec i f i c i ty  o f  the branches  

Introduction – As already mentioned above, even if both sets of rules pursue essentially the 
same objective of removing barriers to level competition, it can be argued that they have 
gradually been tailored to fit their specific addressees. Given the different incentives that drive 
private and public actors, it appears appropriate that their actions are subjected to different 
types of judicial control.635   
 
Justifications public versus private interests – The clearest indication of the intended 
personal scope of application is to be found in the justification possibilities provided for by 
both branches.636 The grounds of justification laid down in the Treaty provisions on free 
movement were indisputably devised with state regulation in mind. Despite the Court’s 

                                                 
632 Imagine, for example, the situation where Greenpeace would boycott products coming from a particular member state 
which allows for certain less environmentally friendly methods to be used.  Note also the protectionist nature of the labor 
union collective actions in the cases of Laval un Partneri and ITWF. ECJ, Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri [2007] E.C.R. I-
11767; ECJ, Case C-438/05 The International Transport Workers' Federation and The Finnish Seamen's Union ("ITWF") [2007] 
E.C.R. I-10779. 
633 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 56-71. 
634 See ECJ, Joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I-11421. 
635  Recall the famous debate on this subject between PESCATORE and MARENCO. Whereas PESCATORE stressed that both 
sets of rules were to be seen as the branches of a “common trunk” pursuing the same goal and should therefore be 
interpreted flexibly to avoid gaps in the Internal Market system, MARENCO considered the gaps created by a formal 
interpretation of the personal scopes to be deliberate and a reflection of the division of competences agreed upon between 
the Member States and the Community. Pescatore, P., "Public and Private Aspects of European Community Competition 
Law" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 373; Marenco, G., "Competition between National Economies and Competition between 
Businesses - A Response to Judge Pescatore" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 420. 
636 See also Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 147-148 
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statement to the contrary in Bosman637, arguments based on public policy, public security, 
public health, public morality, protection of national treasures, etc., are much more naturally 
invoked by state actors than individuals. 638 Of the additional judge-made mandatory 
requirements, the majority displays a similar connection with public measures. Admittedly, the 
invocation by private actors of arguments on the basis of, for example, consumer protection 
and cultural interests, would be less problematic. Nonetheless, given the different rationality 
of their conduct, a different and most likely, stricter application of the proportionality test 
would still be required.639  Moreover, in the context of free movement, pure economic 
grounds were traditionally not accepted.640 Conversely, the traditional exemption practice of 
Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) is based on economic efficiency considerations typical 
for private business-decisions.641 Thus it would seem that private restrictions are most 
effectively dealt with under the competition law rules, where the actor can defend the economic 
rationality of his prima facie anti-competitive action.  
 
In respect of private non-undertakings with market power, such as environmental groups and 
labour unions, the need to invoke genuine public interest arguments could arguably place 
them within the typical free movement justification practice.  Still, given its lack of 
democratic legitimacy, it would appear that the analysis of the “public interest” justifications 
invoked by a private organization would at any rate have to be more intense than is the case 
for state measures.642 Conversely, the specific societal role of such nongovernmental bodies 
as a type of expression of “private autonomy” (and exercise of fundamental rights) could 
require a milder scrutiny.643 

                                                 
637 ECJ, Case C-415/93 Bosman [1995] E.C.R. I-4921, para. 86, declaring that “There is nothing to preclude individuals 
from relying on justifications on grounds of public policy, public security or public health. Neither the scope nor the 
content of those grounds of justification is in any way affected by the public or private nature of the rules in question.” 
638 See Weatherill, S., "Discrimination on Grounds of Nationality in Sport" (1989) Y.E.L. 55, 66-67. Oliver, P. 
and Roth, W.-H., "The Internal Market and the Four Freedoms" (2004) C.M.L.R. 407, 423 & 429, who also 
criticise the lack of a ground of justification based on the value of “private autonomy” for such private action 
(423). See to this effect the refusal by the Court to allow a labour union to invoke public policy grounds in 
ECJ, Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri [2007] E.C.R. I-11767, paras 82-84: “Moreover, it must be pointed 
out that, pursuant to the first indent of Article 3(10) of Directive 96/71, Member States may apply terms and 
conditions of employment on matters other than those specifically referred to [in the Directive], in 
compliance with the Treaty and, in the case of public policy provisions, on a basis of equality of treatment, to 
national undertakings and to the undertakings of other Member States. […] It is common ground, however, 
that those obligations were imposed without the national authorities’ having had recourse to Article 3(10) of 
Directive 96/71. The terms of the collective agreement for the building sector in question were in fact 
established through negotiation between management and labour; not being bodies governed by public law, 
they cannot avail themselves of that provision by citing grounds of public policy in order to maintain that 
collective action such as that at issue in the main proceedings complies with Community law. [emphasis 
added]” 
639 Mortelmans, K. J. M., "Towards Convergence in the Application of the Rules on Free Movement and on 
Competition?" (2001) C.M.L.R. 613, 642; Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 
2002), 111. 
640 Even though the case law seems to have introduced certain more economic grounds for justification, it can be argued 
that, in the end, the Court always identified an interconnected non-economic interest as the ultimate goal of the national 
measure. (ECJ, Case C-72/83 Campus Oil [1984] E.C.R.2727: public security; ECJ, Case C-158/96 Kohll [1998] E.C.R. I-
1931: public health) 
641 See Chapter 7.  
642 See Mortelmans, K. J. M., "Towards Convergence in the Application of the Rules on Free Movement and on 
Competition?" (2001) C.M.L.R. 613, 642;  Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 
2002), 124, who suggests a stricter application of the proportionality test for private regulation. 
643 For an in-depth analysis of the controversial proportionality scrutiny in ITWF and Laval, see Hös, N.,"The Principle of 
Proportionality in the Viking and Laval Cases: An appropriate standard of judicial review?", (2009) EUI Working Papers 
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De minimis  – If private accountability were accepted unconditionally, it seems that the 
competition law provisions would lose greatly in relevance644 and private initiative could be stifled. Indeed, 
as will be seen below, the substantive scope accorded to the free movement provisions in the 
case law appears considerably larger since almost every impediment of trade (even potential or 
insignificant) is covered, whereas the reach of competition law is restricted by a de minimis 
rule and the demand for an existing or intended restriction of competition. 
 
Procedural setting – From the perspective of the effective enforcement of community law 
the competition law procedure seems to offer the most guarantees. Within this setting the 
Commission has received broad powers of enforcement as against individuals.645 Under the 
free movement rules conversely, its only enforcement powers are against member states646.  
 
Rule like versus true economic analysis – The more rule like legal analysis in the free 
movement field reflects the traditional deference towards public authorities. Such cautious 
treatment would however seem inappropriate in the case of private actions. The detailed 
economic analysis in the competition law context appears more fitting.  
 

3.3.2.2  Indirec t  accountabi l i ty  v ia s tate  l iabi l i ty   

An alternative route to address protectionist actions while avoiding the problems related to 
such extension of direct private accountability was developed in respect of the free 
movement of goods. Indeed, in the well-known cases of Schmidberger647 and 
Commission/France648, the Court held the state accountable for the failure to prevent private 
actions restricting free movement. Hence, reminiscent of the state action doctrine adopted in 
respect of anticompetitive state intervention, the Court combined the state’s duty of loyal 
cooperation set out in Art. 4(3) TEU (old Art. 10 EC) with the specific free movement 
provisions.649 Even though this indirect route was clearly a consequence of the limited 
acceptance of private accountability in the area of goods, it has been suggested that an 
extension of this case law to the other freedoms addressing protectionist measures by private 
non-undertakings with market powers or nationality discrimination of persons by private 
individuals, might serve to avoid the undesirable consequences of excessive private 
accountability.650 Indeed, undue interference with ‘private autonomy’ as the cornerstone of a 

                                                 
2009/06, at http://hdl.handle.net/1814/11259. See also proposing a differentiated analysis, Opinion of Advocate General 
POIARES MADURO delivered on 23 May 2007 in Case C-438/05 The International Transport Workers' Federation and The 
Finnish Seamen's Union  [2007] E.C.R. I-10779, para. 49. 
644 See also SNELL, who subscribes to the view of the competition law provisions as lex specialis in respect of the free 
movement provisions, Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 147. 
645 See Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 148-149, noting the the 
Commission’s power to require undertakings to stop their restrictive actions as well as to impose fines. 
646 Arts. 226-228 EC. 
647 ECJ, Case C-112/00 Schmidberger [2003] E.C.R. I- 05659. 
648 ECJ, Case C-265/95 Commission/France ('Spanish Strawberries') [1997] E.C.R. I- 06959. 
649 Following these judgements Council Regulation (EC) No. 2679/98 of December 7, 1998 on the functioning of the 
internal market in relation to the free movement of goods among Member States ([1998] O.J. L377/8), was adopted, 
granting the Commission the possibility to initiate a speedy procedure against such Member State inaction.  
650 Proposing this route so as to allow for a balancing of the value of private autonomy of private individuals with the 
Member States’ duty to ensure respect for the four freedoms, see Oliver, P. and Roth, W.-H., "The Internal Market and the 
Four Freedoms" (2004) C.M.L.R. 407, 427; contrast with Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, 
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well-functioning internal market as well as the difficulty in applying traditional public 
justification grounds to private non-undertakings with less legitimacy and scrutiny, could be 
greatly diminished through this indirect route.651  
 

3.3.2.3  Conclusion 

As mentioned above, even if both sets of rules pursue essentially the same objective of 
removing barriers to level competition, it can be argued that they have gradually been 
tailored to fit their specific addressees. Indeed, in view of the different rationality and legitimacy 
of public as opposed to private action, it appears appropriate that their actions are subjected 
to different types of judicial control.  
 
Hence, in particular the modalities of the justification practice seem to differ considerably in 
both branches. On the one hand, the lack of economic grounds of justification seems to 
deprive these private actors of an important legitimate route of defence within the free 
movement analysis. On the other hand, the deferent attitude which the Court generally 
displays when scrutinizing the justifications invoked by Member States does not seem 
appropriate in respect of self-interested private action. Moreover, the lack of a de minimis rule 
or an equivalent unambiguous threshold for what are only minor trade restrictions could be 
feared to unnecessarily stifle private initiative.  Therefore, rather than adapting the free 
movement acquis to a different type of addressees, it makes sense to subject their actions 
solely to the traditional competition law analysis.  
 
The non-economic motivation of private non-undertakings with market power, such as 
environmental groups and (arguably) labour unions, would seem to argue in favour of 
placing them within the typical free movement justification practice.  Still, given their lack of 
democratic legitimacy as well as particular non-commercial private societal role, the 
traditional free movement scrutiny might fail to properly assess their actions. . Hence, it 
would seem that the indirect route of holding the state accountable for such actions could 
avoid such inadequate interference by the free movement rules with this specific expression 
of ‘private autonomy’ as the cornerstone of a well-functioning society. 
 

III. Substantive scope  

Market regulation and allocation of powers – As part of the inquiry into the impact of 
the free movement provisions on professional regulation it must be determined what types 
of measures (in substance) are qualified as barriers to free movement and how they might be 
justified. A manifold of considerations can be seen to underlie this discussion on the 
substantive scope, of which two will be explicitly singled out652. The economic 
                                                 
Oxford, 2002), 154-159, who is of the opinion that this indirect route cannot replace the need for accountability of private 
non-undertakings. Also not convinced that this indirect route would suffice: Prechal, S. and De Vries, S., "Seamless Web of 
Judicial protection in the Internal Market" (2009) E.L.Rev. 5.  
651 Lohse, E. J., "Fundamental Freedoms and Private Actors -  towards an 'Indirect Horizontal Effect"" (2007) European 
Public Law 159, 187-190, who notes also the benefits of this indirect route in terms of the division of competences between 
the Member States and the EU. 
652 See in that sense Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution 
(Hart Publishing, Oxford, 1998), 58-60; Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 3. 
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“constitutional” perspective (see above) adopted will obviously affect the outcome in terms 
of market regulation or deregulation, and thus the room for quality regulation. What is less apparent, 
but nonetheless crucial, is the impact of the barrier and justification concepts on the allocation 
of regulatory powers as between the Member States and the Community. Specifically for professional 
regulation, this will affect the level of government which takes care of the adoption of 
minimum norms streamlining a potential self-regulatory competition, or of other aspects of a 
co-regulatory setup. Thus, any choice between different barrier criterions and justification 
practices should, primarily, take into account the following considerations:  

 
1. What is the desired degree of market regulation? (market regulation versus 

deregulation) 
2. To which level should the regulatory power be allocated? (centralisation versus 

decentralisation)  
 

Horizontal division of powers, justiciability and the right to free movement – 
Although the primary focus will be the impact on market regulation as well as the vertical 
division of powers, some other considerations will be briefly mentioned throughout the 
analysis.  Hence, when examining the alternative perspectives on the substantive scope, the 
implications in terms of the division of powers between the legislator and the judiciary as well as the 
justiciability or manageability of the barrier-concept (rules versus standards), will be taken into 
account. Finally, the extent to which the “constitutional” perspectives on the free-movement 
paradigm have evolved beyond the economic or market-integration goal, will be taken into 
account consideration.     

 
Scope of the analysis – Journals and books have been filled with, often conflicting, analyses 
of the substantive scope of the free movement rules as it is thought to emerge from the 
extensive case law. It is clearly beyond the purpose and potential of this thesis to discuss this 
case law and literature in depth. Therefore, only a rough overview of the debate and the two 
main competing perspectives will be given so as to situate the position adopted in this 
dissertation. Undoubtedly, professional regulation will be mainly affected by the application 
of the free movement rules on services and establishment. Nonetheless, since the 
fundamental terms of the debate have largely been laid down within the context of the free 
movement of goods, the milestone cases in this domain will serve as the backdrop to the 
inquiry into the barrier-concept and grounds for justification employed in relation to services 
and establishment.  
 
Structure of the analysis – Hence, when investigating the concept of a barrier to free 
movement, first a brief interpretation of the evolution of the barrier concept within the 
jurisprudence will be given. As indicated, the free movement of goods case law will be 
utilized as the backdrop for the analysis of the case law in respect of services and 
establishment. Subsequently, the two main barrier-concepts present in the debate will be 
further analysed on their merits. Thereafter, the section on the justification practice will 
critically examine the available grounds for justification as well as the proportionality scrutiny 
conducted by the Court. Subsequently, to underpin the position as to the substantive scope 
adopted in this dissertation, some economic theoretical insights will be employed. Where 
available and appropriate, illustrations from the case law involving the liberal professions will 
be included. 
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1. A barrier to free movement  

1.1 Brief introduction to the case law 

As announced, the pioneering case law in the area of the free movement of goods will be 
utilized to introduce and frame the issues and controversies involved. At the same time, the 
main parallels and differences with the case law on services and establishment will be set 
forth. 

1.1.1 A far-reaching Dassonvi l l e  formula 

Wide barrier concept – When interpreting the concept of ‘measures having equivalent 
effect to quantitative restrictions’ (MEQRs) referred to in Art. 34 TFEU (old Art. 28 EC), 
the Court adopted the famous Dassonville-formula which declares MEQRs to be “all trading 
rules enacted by Member States which are capable of hindering, directly or indirectly, actually or potentially, 
intra-community trade”653.  Clearly, such a wide interpretation of the barrier-concept within Art. 
34 TFEU (old Art. 28 EC) would allow for state measures to be caught even if they fall 
outside that threatening category of intentionally protectionist measures. In other words, not 
only measures which formally discriminate654 against foreign products will be prohibited 
(distinctly applicable measures), but also measures with the mere effect of disadvantaging intra-
community trade as compared to domestic trade (measures with a disparate impact or indistinctly 
applicable measures). Whereas formally discriminatory measures disadvantage foreign products in law 
and in fact, measures with a disparate impact seem equally applicable to foreign and domestic 
products but create a different burden in fact. More controversial however, is the suggestion in 
the Dassonville-statement that also non-discriminatory trading rules, applying equally in law ánd in 
fact, could be prohibited. 
 
Dassonvi l l e  clones in respect of services and establishment? – Whereas the Treaty 
provisions and early case law relating to services and establishment already made it clear that 
measures discriminating in law and in fact would be prohibited655, over the years Dassonville-
like statements emerged also in the case law relating to the other freedoms. Hence, in Säger it 
was stated that Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC) orders the “abolition of any restriction, even 
if it applies without distinction to national providers of services and to those of other 

                                                 
653 ECJ, Case 8/74 Dassonville [1974] E.C.R.837, para. 5, emphasis added. 
654 Formally discriminatory measures distinguish on the basis of a prohibited criterion such as nationality, origin or 
establishment.  
655 In respect of services, Art. 57, para.3 TFEU (old Art. 50, para. 3 EC), declares that a service provider can temporarily 
pursue his activity in another Member State “under the same conditions as are imposed by that State on its own nationals”, 
hence differences in treatment on the basis of nationality as well as place of establishment will (generally) be condemned as 
formally discriminating in law. (See ECJ, Case C-288/89 Gouda [1991] E.C.R. I-4007, paras 10-11) Indistinctly applicable 
measures “discriminating” in fact by reason of a disparate impact were also easily recognized as prohibited by Art. 56 TFEU 
(old Art. 49 EC). (see, among others, ECJ, Case C-288/89 Gouda [1991] E.C.R. I-4007, paras 12-13) Regarding 
establishment, Art. 49 TFEU (old Art. 43 EC) states that the “[f]reedom of establishment shall include the right to take up 
and pursue activities as self-employed persons […] under the conditions laid down for its own nationals by the law of the 
country where such establishment is effected”. This principle of equal treatment has been interpreted as prohibiting not 
only formally discriminating measures on the basis of nationality but also indistinctly applicable measures discriminating in 
fact by imposing a dual burden on the service provider lawfully established in his home state seeking a secondary 
establishment in the home state. (see, for example, ECJ, Case 292/86 Gullung [1988] E.C.R.111) However, in respect of 
migrants seeking primary establishment, the dual burden argument seems less evident. (see, among others, Barnard, C., The 
Substantive Law of the EU (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2007), 312) 
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Member States, when it is liable to prohibit or otherwise impede the activities of a provider 
of services established in another Member State where he lawfully provides similar 
services.”656 Consequently, Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC) would also seem to catch non-
discriminatory measures which merely hinder access to the market or the exercise of a 
fundamental freedom. Likewise, in Gebhard the Court set forth a wide concept of restriction 
of the freedom of establishment as those “national measures liable to hinder or make less 
attractive the exercise of fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty”.657 
 

1.1.2 Complemented by mandatory or imperative requirements for 
indistinctly applicable measures: Cassis  and progeny 

‘Rule of reason’ – Since compliance with different legislation will almost always involve 
some cost and thus burden, a broad concept of a barrier entails the potential scrutiny of all 
state regulation. In Cassis de Dijon the Court apparently acknowledged the inappropriateness 
of such wide Community interference and counter-balanced its wide barrier criterion with 
extended justification possibilities for indistinctly applicable state measures under the so 
called ‘rule of reason’.658 Accordingly, if a measure regulating an area which has not yet been 
the subject of Community harmonization is indistinctly applicable in nature and pursues a 
legitimate objective (or ‘mandatory requirement’) in a proportionate manner it will not fall 
within the scope of Art. 34 TFEU (old Art. 28 EC), regardless of its restrictive effect on 
trade. Subsequent case law extended this justification practice to the other freedoms, 
including services and establishment, albeit employing a different terminology such as 
“objective justifications”659, “imperative requirements”660, “justifications in the public or 
general interest”, etc.661 
 
Mutual recognition - However, alongside this apparent retreat from an unlimited control 
on the states’ regulatory choices, the Court introduced a stringent proportionality hurdle by means 

                                                 
656 ECJ, Case C-76/90 Säger [1991] E.C.R. I-4221, para. 12. 
657 ECJ, Case C-55/94 Gebhard [1995] E.C.R. I-4165, para. 37; see also ECJ, Case C-19/92 Kraus [1993] E.C.R. I-01663, 
para. 32. It could be argued that both these cases in fact concern measures with a disparate impact, but the methodological 
approach of the Court clearly reflects the intention to go beyond discrimination. See Barnard, C., The Substantive Law of the 
EU (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2007), 274-275. In respect of workers, see ECJ, Case C-415/93 Bosman [1995] E.C.R. 
I-4921 and ECJ, Case C-190/98 Graf [2000] E.C.R. I-493. 
658 ECJ, Case 120/78 Rewe / Bundesmonopolverwaltung für Branntwein ('Cassis de Dijon') [1979] E.C.R.649, para. 8: “obstacles to 
movement […] must be accepted in so far as those provisions may be recognized as being necessary in order to satisfy 
mandatory requirements relating in particular to the effectiveness of fiscal supervision, the protection of public health, the 
fairness of commercial transactions, and the defence of the consumer”. For the position that this ‘rule of reason’ should be 
read as merely adding extra grounds of justification, see below Chapter 5.III.2.2.2 on page 135. 
659 For example ECJ, Case C-118/96 Safir [1998] E.C.R. I-1897, para. 22. See, however, SCOTT who notes that such 
“objective justifications” could be argued to be more concerned with determining whether there is in fact discrimination, or 
in other words whether two situations can be deemed alike. Scott, J., "Mandatory or Imperative Requirements in the EU 
and the WTO", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 269, 
282-283 
660 ECJ, Case C-55/94 Gebhard [1995] E.C.R. I-4165, para. 37. 
661 The Court generally adopts the Gebhard-formula according to which “national measures liable to hinder or make less 
attractive the exercise of fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty must fulfil four conditions: they must be applied 
in a non-discriminatory manner; they must be justified by imperative requirements in the general interest; they must be 
suitable for securing the attainment of the objective which they pursue; and they must not go beyond what is necessary in 
order to attain it” (ECJ, Case C-55/94 Gebhard [1995] E.C.R. I-4165, para. 37). 
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of the principle of mutual recognition for rules relating to product requirements.662 
Accordingly, when attempting to justify a restrictive national measure, Member States will 
have to explain why the legal regime surrounding the foreign good lawfully manufactured 
and marketed in its home state, does not adequately achieve the public interest concerned. 
Hence, since non-equivalence of the foreign regulation can be demonstrated, the host state 
retains control over the level of protection it wishes to enforce within its territory. Mutual 
recognition should thus not be equated with home country control as is often mistakenly 
done.663 Rather, the principle of mutual recognition is aimed at eliminating measures with a 
disparate impact flowing from equivalent dual regulatory burdens (application of equivalent host ànd 
home state rules). As was stated in respect of services in Säger, restrictive national rules can 
only be justified as serving a particular public interest “in so far as that interest is not 
protected by the rules to which the person providing the services is subject in the Member 
State in which he is established”.664 
 
Difficult balancing acts before the courts – Nonetheless, despite the increased potential 
for justifying restrictive rules, the fact remained that many cases which should simply not 
have been subjected to European scrutiny, given their minimal effect on intra-community 
trade, kept on coming before the Court. Such cases forced the ECJ and national courts into 
difficult and politically sensitive balancing acts of national policy choices,665 causing 
contradictory outcomes,666 without there being a substantial threat to the Community 
interest in an integrated market.667 
 
Moderation attempts – Unsurprisingly, the Court felt obliged to clarify the limits of its 
wide Dassonville-formula and, in respect of goods, came up with Keck668. Similarly, in the 
domains of services and establishment, the Court embarked upon a quest for delimitations 
of the Säger and Gebhard case law. However, in contrast with the controversial, yet, 
comparatively clear Keck-demarcation of the free movement of goods, in relation to the 
other freedoms the case law as well as the doctrine have proposed a variety of demarcation-
alternatives without, arguably, reaching consensus on a “workable” criterion.  
 

1.1.3 And subsequently qualified: Keck “and others”   

1.1.3.1  Keck and goods 

                                                 
662 ECJ, Case 120/78 Rewe / Bundesmonopolverwaltung für Branntwein ('Cassis de Dijon') [1979] E.C.R.649, para. 14; Lenaerts, K. 
and Van Nuffel, P., Constitutional Law of the European Union (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 2005), 168; Armstrong, K., "Mutual 
Recognition", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 225, 
233-239. 
663 See ARMSTRONG for an excellent discussion of this “misunderstanding” flowing from a failure to interpret the 
statement in Cassis de Dijon within the particular context of the analysis in that case, (Armstrong, K., "Mutual 
Recognition", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 225, 
233-235). 
664 ECJ, Case C-76/90 Säger [1991] E.C.R. I-4221, para. 15. 
665 Tridimas, T., The General Principles of EU Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), 198. 
666 For a thorough treatment of the “Sunday trading saga”, see Micklitz, H.-W., The Politics of Judicial Co-operation in the EU 
(Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2005), 43-164. 
667 See that sense: Opinion of Advocate General TIZZANO delivered on 25 March 2004 in Case C-442/02 Caixa-Bank 
France [2004] E.C.R. I-8961, paras 62-63. 
668 ECJ, Joined cases C-267/91 and C-268/91 Keck and Mithouard [1993] E.C.R. I-6097. 
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Mere effects on volume of trade – The wideness of the Dassonville-formula makes it prone 
to catch also those measures which, although they affect foreign and domestic goods alike, 
are still liable to hinder intra-community trade to some extent by reason of their effect on the 
volume of trade.669 Thus, in this instance, the negative impact on intra-community trade flows 
not from existing disparities between national rules, but from the rules themselves which impose 
some limit on the commercial freedom of the actors involved. 

 
Separate regime for selling arrangements – In Keck the Court grouped these “harmless” 
rules under the denominator of ‘selling arrangements’ and opposed them to so-called 
‘product requirements’. Such selling arrangements, if found to apply to all relevant traders 
within the national territory and if applicable in the same manner in law and in fact to 
foreign and domestic products, would not qualify as ‘measures having equivalent effect’ 
under Art. 34 TFEU (old Art. 28 EC) since they are thought not to prevent market access 
nor impede the market access of those foreign products any more than would be the case for 
local products.670  
 
Reintroducing discrimination – This Keck-case law was severely criticized for introducing 
an untenable formalistic test based on the vague notion of selling arrangements.671 It does 
appear however that the prohibition on preventing market access as well as the requirement 
of equal treatment “in law and in fact”, rather than the formal concept of a selling arrangement 
constitute the essential parts of this test.672 Keck could then be read as simply introducing the 
presumption that product rules impose dual burdens and should thus prima facie be caught, 
whereas selling arrangements generally have no meaningful impact on intra-Community 
trade unless they distinguish in law or in fact between foreign and domestic products. The 
formalism implied in such a categorical distinction has been abandoned by the Court over 
the years and has been replaced by the basic requirement of no prevention of market access 
and equal treatment “in law and in fact”, being a non-discrimination test.673 Hence, it 

                                                 
669 ECJ, Joined cases C-267/91 and C-268/91 Keck and Mithouard [1993] E.C.R. I-6097, para. 13. 
670 ECJ, Joined cases C-267/91 and C-268/91 Keck and Mithouard [1993] E.C.R. I-6097: “16 By contrast, contrary to what 
has previously been decided, the application to products from other Member States of national provisions restricting or 
prohibiting certain selling arrangements is not such as to hinder directly or indirectly, actually or potentially, trade between 
Member States within the meaning of the Dassonville judgment (Case 8/74 [1974] E.C.R. 837), so long as those provisions 
apply to all relevant traders operating within the national territory and so long as they affect in the same manner, in law and 
in fact, the marketing of domestic products and of those from other Member States. 17 Provided that those conditions are 
fulfilled, the application of such rules to the sale of products from another Member State meeting the requirements laid 
down by that State is not by nature such as to prevent their access to the market or to impede access any more than it 
impedes the access of domestic products. Such rules therefore fall outside the scope of Article [28] of the Treaty.” 
671 See for example Opinion of Advocate General JACOBS delivered on 24 November 1994 in Case C-412/93 Leclerc-Siplec 
[1995] E.C.R. I-179. 
672 See for example Gourmet: “It should be pointed out that, according to paragraph 17 of its judgment in Keck and 
Mithouard, if national provisions restricting or prohibiting certain selling arrangements are to avoid being caught by Article 
[28] of the Treaty, they must not be of such a kind as to prevent access to the market by products from another Member State or to impede 
access any more than they impede the access of domestic products. [emphasis added]” (ECJ, Case C-405/98 Gourmet [2001] E.C.R. I-
1795, para. 18). See also Advocate General TIZZANO in Caixa Bank: “The rationale of the Keck and Mithouard judgment 
therefore lies in the dual criterion of access to the market and discrimination: any national measure that prevents the access of 
products from another Member State to the market or impedes the access of such products any more than it impedes the 
access of national products constitutes an obstacle to the freedom of movement of goods.” (Opinion of Advocate General 
TIZZANO delivered on 25 March 2004 in Case C-442/02 Caixa-Bank France [2004] E.C.R. I-8961, para. 72) 
673 ECJ, Case C-405/98 Gourmet [2001] E.C.R. I-1795, para. 18; ECJ, Case C-323/93 Centre d’insémination de la Crespelle 
[1994] E.C.R. I-5077, para. 29.  
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appears that with regard to the free movement of goods, the Court has chosen to return to a 
justiciable non-discrimination test combined with a prevention of market access criterion.674  
 
No presumption in favour of ‘arrangements for use’ – Despite the criticisms on the formalism of 
exempting a “category” of measures such as selling arrangements, in a recent Opinion Advocate 
General KOKOTT noted the impracticable nature of the alternative vague delimitating criteria 
employed by the Court, i.e., “too uncertain and indirect consequences on trade”. Therefore, she 
proposed extending the Keck-prima facie-exemption to the category of arrangements for use which, like 
selling arrangements, can be thought to affect the marketing of a product only indirectly via their 
effects on the purchasing behaviour of consumers and do generally not aim to regulate trade. She did 
however stress the need to combine this categorical presumption with the additional Keck-demands 
of equal application “in law and in fact” and the absence of the (quasi-)prevention of market 
access.675 In the ensuing two cases regarding such arrangements for use, the Court, however, did not 
take up the offer and rather opted for the combination of a non-discrimination with a (quasi-) 
prevention of market access test.676  
 
Professional selling arrangements – In Hünermund the Court decided that the criteria for 
the application of the Keck exception were satisfied “in relation to the application of a rule of 
professional conduct, laid down by a professional body in a Member State, which prohibits 
pharmacists within the area over which it has jurisdiction from advertising outside the 
pharmacy quasi-pharmaceutical goods which they are authorized to sell”677. The Court 
stressed that the only effect of such a professional rule was to “restrict the volume of sales, 
and hence the volume of sales of quasi-pharmaceutical products from other Member States, 

                                                 
674 For this restrictive reading of the market access criterion as solely concerning those measures which amount to a quasi-
prevention of such access, see also Opinion of Advocate General KOKOTT delivered on 14 December 2006 in C-142/05 
Mickelsson and Roos  [nyr] E.C.R., paras 66-67: “It may be concluded from this finding that, conversely, a national measure 
restricting or prohibiting an arrangement for use is not excluded from the scope of Article 28 EC if it prevents access to the 
market for the product in question.  In this respect it is not only rules which result in complete exclusion, such as a general 
prohibition on using a certain product, that are to be regarded as preventing access to the market. A situation where only a 
marginal possibility for using a product remains because of a particularly restrictive rule on use is to be regarded as 
preventing access to the market.” The Court, however, stuck to the wider “hindrance of market access” language (ECJ, 
Case C-142/05 Mickelsson and Roos  , nyr, paras 26 & 28). See also Opinion of Advocate General STIX-HACKL delivered 
on 11 March 2003 in Case C-322/01 Deutscher Apothekerverband [2003] E.C.R. I-4887, paras 90-91, for the expression 
“rendering market access virtually impossible”. In the author’s opinion, the added value of the ‘prevention of market access’ 
criterion is limited since, in general, this will concern measures which in essence also discriminate in fact by disadvantaging 
foreign entrants in comparison with the national firms already established in that market. See also in that sense  Opinion of 
Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 30 March 2006 in Joined cases C-158/04 & C-159/04 Vassilopoulos  
[2006] E.C.R. I-08135, para. 38 “[…] it is often difficult to distinguish between a measure which aims to protect national 
operators from external competition and a measure which protects certain operators established on the national market 
from all potential competition on this market. Consequently, a State measure which protects certain national operators from 
internal competition often also protects them from external competition. That explains why some measures deemed 
prejudicial to the freedom of economic activity in a national market can also be regarded as restricting the access of external 
operators to this market. This is true of measures which, without discriminating against products, services, undertakings or 
workers from other Member States, protect the status quo of the national market and, therefore, make it more difficult for 
new economic operators to access this market.”  
675 Opinion of Advocate General KOKOTT delivered on 14 December 2006 in C-142/05 Mickelsson and Roos  [nyr] E.C.R., 
paras 44-56. 
676 ECJ, Case C-110/05 Commission/Italy nyr; ECJ, Case C-142/05 Mickelsson and Roos  , nyr. 
677 ECJ, Case C-292/92 Hünermund [1993] E.C.R. I-6787, para. 22. See however, ECJ, Case C-271/92 Laboratoire de prothèses 
oculaires / Union nationale des syndicats d'opticiens de France and others [1993] E.C.R. I-2899, where the Court decided that 
legislation reserving the sale of contact lenses to certified opticians falls under the prohibition of Art. 34 TFEU (old Art. 28 
EC) but can nonetheless be justified on the basis of the protection of public health. 
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in so far as it deprives the pharmacists concerned of a method of promoting the sales of 
such products”.678 
 

1.1.3.2  Services  and es tabl i shment  

Mere hindrances of free movement – Likewise, the expansion of the Dassonville-formula to 
the other freedoms to catch all measures liable to hinder market access or exercise of the 
fundamental freedom, without any indication as to the required scope or gravity of the 
hindrance, left the Court with an impossibly wide threshold. Indeed, almost every rule 
obstructs free movement in some manner. The Court was thus obliged to seek a way to 
delimit the substantive scope of the free movement of services as well as the freedom of 
establishment. Nonetheless, it has proven an extremely complex task and as yet no 
unequivocal border to this ‘market access’ and ‘exercise of a fundamental freedom’ test can 
be deduced. Hereafter, the main alternatives proposed by the case law and doctrine will be 
briefly discussed. 
 
No Keck  for services – The Keck case law of prima facie exempting a category of measures 
such as selling arrangements has never been expanded to the free movement of services but 
has likewise never explicitly been excluded. 679 Indeed, even though in Alpine Investments the 
Court did not accept a Keck-exemption/exclusion for a prohibition on offering financial 
services via cold-calling, it did so on the basis of the consideration that this national rule, in 
contrast with the situation in Keck, did have a direct influence on the access of the home 
state’s firms to the foreign market.680 Moreover, as will be seen below, recent case law could 
be interpreted as adopting the fundamentals of Keck in terms of non-discrimination and the 
prevention of market access, rather than the formalistic distinction between selling 
arrangements and product rules.681  
 
Access versus exercise – An alternative option would be the introduction of a distinction 
between measures obstructing access to the market or activity versus exercise of the fundamental 
freedom. Restrictions on access are then, among others, requirements concerning nationality, 
qualifications, knowledge of languages and licenses. Limitations on the exercise of an activity 
could be, among others, rules on conditions of employment, tax and social advantages. A 
consistent application of this distinction seems however difficult to realize682 and opinions 
also differ as to which type of measure is most harmful683.  

                                                 
678 ECJ, Case C-292/92 Hünermund [1993] E.C.R. I-6787, para. 20. 
679  For the argument that an exemption on the basis of the categorization as a selling arrangement cannot be granted to 
services, see Opinion of Advocate General STIX-HACKL delivered on 18 March 2004 in Case C-36/02 Omega [2004] 
E.C.R. I-9609, para. 36 noting that the “transposition of the distinction made in the Keck and Mithouard case to freedom to 
provide services is unpersuasive because, where there are sufficient international implications, a rule on arrangements for 
the provision of any service – irrespective of location – must constitute a restriction of relevance to Community law simply 
because of the incorporeal nature of services, without any distinction at all being permissible in this respect between rules 
relating to arrangements for the provision of services and rules that relate directly to the services themselves”. 
680 ECJ, Case C-384/93 Alpine Investments [1995] E.C.R. I-1141, para. 38. 
681 For an explicit reconciliation of the tests in Alpine (services) and Graf (workers) with the “fundamentals” of Keck, see 
Opinion of Advocate General TIZZANO delivered on 25 March 2004 in Case C-442/02 Caixa-Bank France [2004] E.C.R. 
I-8961, para. 73. 
682 See, among others, Kraus where the Court mixes both. (ECJ, Case C-19/92 Kraus [1993] E.C.R. I-01663, para. 23. 
683 Advocate General LENZ expressed in Bosman the intuitive feeling that rules concerning market access should be treated 
more strictly (Opinion of Advocate General LENZ delivered on 20 September 1995 in Case C-415/93 Bosman [1995] 
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Too uncertain or indirect – From the free movement of workers’ case Graf it can be 
deduced that a barrier to free movement cannot be too indirect or uncertain.684 This case 
implies that there should be more than a minimal and far away hindrance of the free 
movement of persons. Yet, despite the laudable attempts in the doctrine to formulate a 
global test prohibiting only those ‘barriers which prevent or directly and substantially hinder 
market access’, 685 the Court has never explicitly adopted such a general exclusion of “too 
indirect and uncertain” restrictions.  
 
Preventing market access and non-discrimination – In his Opinion in Caixa Bank 
Advocate General TIZZANO pleaded in favour of a twofold analysis based on non-
discrimination and market access: “where the principle of non-discrimination is respected – and hence 
the conditions for the taking-up and pursuit of an economic activity are equal both in law and in 
fact – a national measure cannot be described as a restriction on the freedom of movement 
of persons unless, in the light of its purpose and effects, the measure in question directly affects 
market access [emphasis added].”686 Certain more recent cases seem to evolve in that 
direction.687 It should nonetheless be stressed that these cases all involved the politically 
sensitive domain of taxation.688  In the case of Viacom II the Court concluded that a 
communal tax on publicity on bill-boards which was indistinctly applicable and merely 
concerned a modest amount in proportion to the value of the services, did not constitute a 
barrier to the free movement of services.689 In the case of Mobistar the Court judged that, 

                                                 
E.C.R. I-4921, para. 210.) Advocate General ALBER on the contrary, was of the opinion that rules affecting the exercise of 
an activity are more like product-rules than selling arrangements (Opinion of Advocate General ALBER delivered on 22 
June 1999 in Case C-176/96 Lehtonen [2000] E.C.R. I-02681, para. 48). However, both seem to accord a different meaning 
to the concept of ‘measures relating to the exercise of the freedom’. 
684ECJ, Case C-190/98 Graf [2000] E.C.R. I-493, paras 24-25. In Austria the legislation provided for a compensation of 
employees in the event of dismissal, as opposed to resignation, after an employment of minimum 3 years with the same 
Austrian employer.  In the opinion of the Court the receipt of this compensation was not dependent upon the decision of 
the employee to stay with that employer as opposed to taking up employment abroad, but rather on the future uncertain 
and hypothetical event of the involuntary termination of employment.  Hence, this link was deemed too uncertain and 
indirect to find a barrier to free movement. In respect of establishment, see also ECJ, C-418/93 Semeraro [1996] E.C.R. I-
2975, para 32. 
685 BARNARD, C., "FITTING THE REMAINING PIECES INTO THE GOODS AND PERSONS JIGSAW" (2001) E.L.R. 35, 35-59; for 
an attempt to concretize this test, see TONER, H., "NON-DISCRIMINATORY OBSTACLES TO THE EXERCISE OF TREATY 
RIGHTS - ARTICLES 39, 43, 49, AND 18 EC" (2004) Y.E.L. 278,  278-302. 
686  Opinion of Advocate General TIZZANO delivered on 25 March 2004 in Case C-442/02 Caixa-Bank France [2004] 
E.C.R. I-8961, para. 66. Note, however, the recent case of ECJ, C-518/06 Commission/Italy [nyr], concerning an obligation 
on insurance companies to contract with any party seeking a third-party liability motor insurance, the Court explicitly opted 
for a wide interpretation of the barrier criterion going beyond non-discrimination and (quasi-)prevention of market access. 
See para. 70: “Inasmuch as it involves changes and costs on such a scale for those undertakings, the obligation to contract 
renders access to the Italian market less attractive and, if they obtain access to that market, reduces the ability of the 
undertakings concerned to compete effectively, from the outset, against undertakings traditionally established in Italy (see, 
to that effect, CaixaBank France, paragraphs 13 and 14).[emphasis added]”.  
687  Barnard, C., The Substantive Law of the EU (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2007), 279-282; Meulman, J. and de Waele, 
H., "A Retreat from Säger? Servicing or Fine-Tuning the Application of Article 49 EC" (2006) L.I.E.I. 207, 207-228; 
Hatzopoulos, V. and Do, T. U., "The Case Law of the ECJ Concerning the Free Provision of Services: 2000-2005" (2006) 
C.M.L.R. 923, 957-961. 
688 For an excellent discussion of this more reticent approach of the Court in respect of fiscal barriers to the free 
movement and its rationale, see Snell, J., "Non-discriminatory Tax Obstacles in Community Law" (2007) I.C.L.Q. 339. 
689  ECJ, Case C-134/03 Viacom II [2005] E.C.R. I-6909, paras 37-38. 
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since the disputed law on masts and antennas for mobile telephones had no discriminatory 
effect and merely imposed extra costs, there was no barrier to free movement.690  
 

1.1.4 Conclusion: convergence? 

On the basis of this brief overview of the main case law in relation to the barrier-concept, it 
could be suggested that, at least structurally, a similar evolution took place within the case 
law on goods, services and establishment.691 Indeed, from the almost all-encompassing 
formulas in Dassonville and co, the Court embarked upon a similar quest to reduce the impact 
of these wide barrier criteria by, firstly, expanding the grounds for justification, and, 
secondly, returning to a narrower barrier-concept. It can be argued that in the case law on 
services and establishment there are indications that, in line with the Keck retreat towards a 
non-discrimination test combined with the prevention of market access, the Court might 
show some willingness to return to a more limited barrier criterion by adopting, arguably, a 
two-prong criterion prohibiting discrimination as well as (quasi-)absolute impediments to 
market access.692  
 
However, since these cases in fact concern the sensitive domain of taxation measures, it is 
likely to be no more than “a red herring”. Indeed, despite the increased difficulty to establish 
an efficient division of competences between the EU and its Member Sates, the case law 
involving persons shows an evolution towards a wide barrier criterion based on a free standing 
right to free movement and/or unhindered exercise of an economic activity.   
 

1.2 Nature of a non-discrimination or market access test  

In this section, the nature of the two main restriction tests present in the debate, i.e., non-
discrimination and market access, will be briefly examined. Clearly, the Court as well as the 
doctrine have put forward variations which cover the whole spectre between pure formal 
discrimination and a mere hindrance of trade.693 It is however, beyond the scope of this 
thesis to treat in depth theses various nuances and elaborations. Therefore, only a “pure 
form” of the two major restriction-concepts will be described. More nuanced theoretical 
elaborations will only be hinted at, without any claim of exhaustive treatment.  
 

1.2.1 A non-discrimination test 

                                                 
690  ECJ, Joined Cases C-544/03 and C-545/03 Mobistar [2005] E.C.R. I-7723, paras 31, 33 & 59. Contrast, however, 
with,ECJ, Case C-564/07 Commission/Austria nyr, paras 22-40, where the extra costs caused by the obligation for service 
providers to prove the possession of a professional indemnity insurance were deemed sufficient to find a restriction of the 
freedom of services. As expected, the insurance requirement was deemed justified. 
691 For a similar conclusion as to the convergence of the four freedoms around one barrier concept, the elaboration of 
which however differs from the one suggested in this dissertation, see Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO 
delivered on 30 March 2006 in Joined cases C-158/04 & C-159/04 Vassilopoulos  [2006] E.C.R. I-08135, paras 41-46, noting 
that “It seems to me that a consistent approach emerges from this case-law. These three criteria, as they have been applied 
by the Court, amount in substance to identifying discrimination against the exercise of freedom of movement.” 
692 Barnard, C., The Substantive Law of the EU (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2007), 281-282. 
693 See also Barnard, C. and  Deakin, S., "Market Access and Regulatory Competition", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), 
The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 197, 213. 
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Non-discrimination test – Initially, the free movement provisions were only called upon to 
deal with discriminatory restrictions. A discriminatory measure restricts intra-community 
trade more than it restricts domestic trade. It thus has a disparate impact on local and foreign 
products/actors and creates a comparative disadvantage for the foreign products and/or 
actors.694 In essence, such a non-discrimination test can be seen as the legal translation of an 
anti-protectionist economic “constitutional” view on the free movement rules.695 
 
An encompassing discrimination-concept – These restrictions are generally thought to 
include formally discriminatory measures as well as indistinctly applicable measures with a 
disparate impact. Whereas the concept of formal discrimination appears quite well 
delimitated, this is less so for measures with a disparate impact. All measures which affect 
foreign products and/or actors more than domestic ones, and remain unjustified, can be 
classified as indistinctly applicable measures. Clearly this constitutes a very large category, 
especially if one, correctly in my view, includes the so-called dual burdens among these. A dual 
burden arises if an imported good which already complies with its home state regulation is 
subjected to a second set of host state rules. Conversely, measures with an equal impact on 
domestic and intra-community trade (or movement) are non-discriminatory and would thus 
not constitute a barrier to free movement within the scope of the Treaty provisions. 
 
Rule-like – Such a discrimination test constitutes a more “rule-like”-approach and is 
therefore considered easier to judge than vague standards like ‘a barrier to market access’. 
Nonetheless, in the perceived simplicity of discrimination as the legal touchstone lies also its 
potential weakness. Indeed, many authors consider it to be too formalistic to respond to the 
“economic reality” of trade barriers, and thus inapt to catch all restrictions on free 
movement that prevent market integration. 696 
 

1.2.2 A market access test 

Market Access criterion – Unsurprisingly, the introduction of the competition law concept 
of ‘a barrier to market access’ was widely applauded for its allegedly more economics-based 
approach towards the issue of market integration. In essence, a market access test simply 
seeks to determine whether movement or access is restricted, without any need for it to be 
more restricted than for nationals.697 This wide notion of restriction can thus also catch 
those truly non-discriminatory measures that prevent or hinder the access of foreign 
products or production factors to the market and would thus seem to reflect an economic 
liberalism perspective. 
 

                                                 
694 Davies, G., Nationality Discrimination in the European Internal Market (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2006), 55-56. 
695 Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 2. See however de Burca, G., 
"Unpacking the Concept of Discrimination in EC and International Trade Law", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law 
of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 181, 182, who is of the opinion that the concepts of 
‘protectionism’, ’discrimination’ and ‘market access’ are flexible enough to serve several economic perspectives on trade 
liberalization and have done so throughout the Court’s case law. 
696 On the benefits and disadvantages of rules versus standards, see Wils, W. P. J., "The Search for the Rule in Article 30 
EEC: much ado about nothing" (1993) E.L.R. 475, who distinguishes between administrative costs and error costs. 
697 Davies, G., Nationality Discrimination in the European Internal Market (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2006), 93. 
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Standard-like – Its proponents believe that such a standard-like test, which necessarily 
involves a balancing act, has the flexibility required to respond to the economic reality of 
barriers to trade. Nonetheless, it may be questioned whether a judge is sufficiently equipped 
to engage in such potentially complicated balancing acts.698  
 
Too vague – However, despite its enthusiastic reception in European doctrine, the concept 
of a ‘barrier to market access’ itself has been the subject of much discussion and remains 
very unclear to this day. All regulatory measures can potentially “hinder” market access to 
some degree. Consequently, almost simultaneously with the adoption of the ‘barrier to 
market access’-criterion, authors began to search for ways to restrict its potential all-
encompassing scope by elaborating additional conditions such as the need for the barrier to 
be ‘substantial’ and ‘direct’.699 Nonetheless, these vague limitations do little to clarify the 
balancing act that the Court should perform and where it should draw the line.  
 
Justifications escape route – Therefore, in practice, the Court appears to avoid having to 
take a clear stance on the limits of this restrictions-concept by applying a low barrier-
threshold and dealing with the more disputable violations by means of extended justification 
possibilities.700 As will be demonstrated below, this negation of a genuine barrier analysis by 
deferring any in-depth examination to the justification-stage entails important consequences 
for the division of competences between the EU and the member states, beyond the actual 
regulation or deregulation issue. Moreover, the impact in terms of the burden of proof of 
this shifting of the centre of gravity towards the justification stage should also be taken into 
account.701 
 

2. Justifications and exceptions 

As soon as professional rules are found to restrict free movement within the meaning of the 
Treaty, it becomes crucial to determine whether they are capable of being justified or 
exempted. Therefore, the existing grounds of justification or exemption as well as the nature 
and intensity of the judicial control at this stage have to be looked at more closely.  
 

2.1 Official authority exception 

Close connection to state functions – The activities of certain liberal professions, for 
example lawyers and notaries, often appear closely connected with the exercise of typical 
state functions such as the administration of justice. Therefore, when confronted with the 
requirements flowing from the Treaty provisions on free movement, these professional 

                                                 
698 For a critical examination of the lack of justiciability of a market access test in comparison with a discrimination test, 
see Davies, G., Nationality Discrimination in the European Internal Market (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2006), 98-105. 
699 See Toner, H., "Non-Discriminatory Obstacles to the Exercise of Treaty Rights - Articles 39, 43, 49, and 18 EC" (2004) 
Y.E.L. 278, who, building on BARNARD (BARNARD, C., "FITTING THE REMAINING PIECES INTO THE GOODS AND PERSONS 
JIGSAW" (2001) E.L.R. 35), undertakes an impressive attempt to fit these concepts into a systematic test. 
700 For services, see among others, Hatzopoulos, V. and Do, T. U., "The Case Law of the ECJ Concerning the Free 
Provision of Services: 2000-2005" (2006) C.M.L.R. 923. 
701 de Burca, G., "Unpacking the Concept of Discrimination in EC and International Trade Law", in Barnard, C. and Scott, 
J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 181, 193. 
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organizations attempted to invoke the official authority exception laid down in Arts. 45 & 55 
EC to exclude non-nationals.702  
 
Strict interpretation – In Reyners, however, the Court clarified that the Community concept 
of “activities connected with the exercise of official authority” is to be interpreted very 
strictly and only concerns “those activities which, taken on their own, constitute a direct and 
specific connection with the exercise of official authority”703. It then went on to severely 
restrict those instances where a profession as a whole can be immunized from the free 
movement momentum704 by foreclosing this option if “the activities connected with the 
exercise of official authority are separable from the professional activity in question taken as 
a whole”705.    

 
Lawyers – Moreover, with regard to lawyers, the Court decided that “the most typical 
activities of the profession of avocat, in particular, such as consultation and legal assistance 
and also representation and the defence of parties in court, even when the intervention or 
assistance of the avocat is compulsory or a legal monopoly, cannot be considered as 
connected with the exercise of official authority”706 Notwithstanding this profession’s claim 
of being “an indispensable auxiliary of the administration of justice”707, the Court declared 
that its activities leave “the discretion of judicial authority and the free exercise of judicial 
power intact”708 and as such have no sufficiently close connection with the exercise of 
official authority. 
 
Notaries – The applicability of this derogation to exclude foreigners from the notary-
profession is the stake of a series of infringement actions pending before the Court.709 The 
Commission is of the opinion that there is no direct and specific link with the exercise of 
official authority since the notary cannot go against the wishes of the parties he is advising. 
Conversely, in an earlier resolution on the profession of notaries the European Parliament 
expressed its preference for the invokability of this exception by the notary profession.710  In 
addition, in the preamble of the Diploma Directive the notary profession is explicitly singled 
out when it is stressed that this Directive will not affect the application of the “public 

                                                 
702 With regard to lawyers, this claim seems extra dubious given that rather than subscribing fully to “a special relationship 
of allegiance to the state” they often prefer to stress their independent status of “protector of the interests of the individual 
as against the state”.  
703 ECJ, Case 2/74 Reyners [1974] E.C.R.631, para. 45. 
704 ECJ, Case 2/74 Reyners [1974] E.C.R.631, para. 46: “an extension of the exception allowed by [Art. 51 TFEU] to a 
whole profession would be possible only in cases where such activities were linked with that profession in such a way that 
freedom of establishment would result in imposing on the member state concerned the obligation to allow the exercise, 
even occasionally, by non-nationals of functions appertaining to official authority” 
705 ECJ, Case 2/74 Reyners [1974] E.C.R.631, para. 47. See also {ECJ 1993 #121980}, where the Court concluded that 
statutory auditors do not exercise official authority and can thus not be subjected to a nationality requirement. 
706 ECJ, Case 2/74 Reyners [1974] E.C.R.631, para. 52. 
707 ECJ, Case 2/74 Reyners [1974] E.C.R.631, para. 37. 
708 ECJ, Case 2/74 Reyners [1974] E.C.R.631, para. 53.  
709 Such proceedings have been launched against, among others, Belgium (C-47/08), Germany (C-54/08), Greece (C-
61/08), France (C-50/08), Luxembourg (C-51/08), Austria (C-53/08), Netherlands (C-157/09), Portugal (C-52/08 & C-
533/09). 
710 European Parliament resolution of January 18, 1994 on the state and organization of the profession of notary in the 12 
Member States of the Community ([1994] O.J. C44/36), para. 4. 
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service” and “official authority”-exceptions contained in Arts. 39(4) & 45 EC.711 Moreover, 
the exclusion of notary services from the recently adopted Services Directive seemed to 
indicate a more cautious approach to the integration of the European notary market.712  
 

2.2 Grounds of Justification 

Economic rationale – As mentioned above, mainstream economic theory clearly 
acknowledges that the market mechanism sometimes fails to maximize social welfare. Where 
the market fails to deliver “what people want” because of market failure or the presence of 
redistributive objectives, (state) regulation might have to step in to remedy this failure. Such 
market-correcting regulation will often have a restrictive effect on trade and/or competition. 
Therefore, depending on the stringency of the barrier-criterion and the underlying political 
viewpoint, there will be a need for less or more extensive justification bases to let this 
remedying regulation stand.  
 

2.2.1 Express Treaty Derogations 

Exhaustive list – The drafters of the Treaty of 1957 acknowledged that Member States may 
have legitimate reasons for imposing certain national regulation notwithstanding its 
restrictive effect on free movement and thus provided for specific grounds of justification in 
Arts. 30, 46 & 55 EC. These express derogations were meant to apply even in the face of 
formally discriminatory regulation. Some authors argue that the list of grounds provided for in 
these articles has become outdated and should be taken to include also other interests which 
have gained importance in the fifty years after the drafting of the Treaty.713 A prime example 
is environmental protection whose “rise in status” is illustrated by its inclusion in Art. 16 of 
the Services Directive, next to public policy, public health and public security, as a fourth 
ground of an exhaustive list of justification grounds.714 

 

2.2.2 Mandatory requirements 

Rule of reason – Simultaneously with the extension of the scope of the prohibition in the 
Dassonville judgment the Court planted the seeds for additional judicially created exceptions 
by declaring that “reasonable measures” could be excused. 715 It elaborated this “embryonic 
rule of reason” in its judgment of Cassis de Dijon where it was said that “obstacles to 
movement […] must be accepted in so far as those provisions may be recognized as being 
                                                 
711 Directive 2005/36/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of September 7, 2005 on the recognition of 
professional qualifications (Text with EEA relevance) ([2005] O.J. L255/22), recital 4. 
712 See Chapter 6. 
713 Mortelmans, K. J. M., "Excepties bij non-tarifaire intracommunautaire belemmeringen: assimilatie in het nieuwe EG-
Verdrag?" (1997) SEW 182, 190, who distinguishes two main categories of exceptions: “public interest exceptions” which 
should be covered by Art. 36 TFEU (old Art. 30 EC) (including environment, coherence of fiscal policy, language and 
culture, historical richness) and “specific interest exceptions” which could only justify indistinctly applicable measures.  
714 See also the survey of case law where environmental concerns were invoked Scott, J., "Mandatory or Imperative 
Requirements in the EU and the WTO", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, 
Oxford/Portland, 2002) 269, 272-274. 
715 ECJ, Case 8/74 Dassonville [1974] E.C.R.837, para 6. 
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necessary in order to satisfy mandatory requirements relating in particular to the 
effectiveness of fiscal supervision, the protection of public health, the fairness of commercial 
transactions, and the defence of the consumer”716. Although this rule of reason was formally 
distinguished as an exclusion from the scope of Art. 34 TFEU (old Art. 28 EC) rather than 
an extra set of grounds of justification, 717 most authors have trouble reading anything 
different in it than an extension of the outdated list of exceptions set out in the express 
Treaty derogations. 718 Traditionally these additional grounds are only invokable in respect of 
indistinctly applicable measures, thereby excluding formally discriminatory measures.719 
 
Other freedoms – Even though the terminology of ‘mandatory requirements’ was not 
copied in the case law on the other freedoms, the same idea clearly underlies the justification 
practice based on “objective justifications” 720, “imperative requirements”721, “justifications 
in the public or general interest”, etc. With regard to these freedoms, the Court will generally 
adopt the Gebhard-formula according to which “national measures liable to hinder or make 
less attractive the exercise of fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty must fulfil four 
conditions: they must be applied in a non-discriminatory manner; they must be justified by 
imperative requirements in the general interest; they must be suitable for securing the 
attainment of the objective which they pursue; and they must not go beyond what is 
necessary in order to attain it”.722  
 
Low threshold – Since this list of exceptions is not meant to be exhaustive, Member States 
generally succeed in convincing the Court of the legitimacy of their protected national public 
interest. However, as will be seen, the Court is less lenient when it comes to judging the 
proportionality of the national measures.723  

 

2.2.3 No “purely economic interests” – economic protectionism 

                                                 
716 ECJ, Case 120/78 Rewe / Bundesmonopolverwaltung für Branntwein ('Cassis de Dijon') [1979] E.C.R.649, para. 8.  
717 O'Loughlin, R., "EC Competition Rules and Free Movement Rules: An Examination of the Parallels and their 
Furtherance by the ECJ Wouters Decision" (2003) E.Comp.L.Rev. 62, 68. 
718 Scott, J., "Mandatory or Imperative Requirements in the EU and the WTO", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law 
of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 269, 289.  
719 See in that sense, ECJ, Case C-76/90 Säger [1991] E.C.R. I-4221, para. 15. Note however that in direct taxation cases the 
Court does accept reliance on these mandatory requirements to justify distinctly applicable measures.  Overall, however, the 
Court still appears to limit the invokability of these judicially created exceptions to indistinctly applicable measures. (with 
the exception of a couple of obscure cases, for example ECJ, Case C-129/96 Inter-Environnement Wallonie / Région wallonne 
("Walloon Waste") [1997] E.C.R. I-7411). Some authors, nonetheless, perceive a more general gradual evolution towards the 
availability of these mandatory requirements in respect of formally discriminatory measures. For a discussion, see Scott, J., 
"Mandatory or Imperative Requirements in the EU and the WTO", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single 
European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 269, 270-275. 
720 For example, ECJ, Case C-118/96 Safir [1998] E.C.R. I-1897, para. 22. See, however, SCOTT who notes that such 
“objective justifications” could be argued to be more concerned with determining whether there is in fact discrimination, or 
in other words whether two situations can be deemed alike. Scott, J., "Mandatory or Imperative Requirements in the EU 
and the WTO", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 269, 
282-283. 
721 ECJ, Case C-55/94 Gebhard [1995] E.C.R. I-4165, para. 37. 
722 ECJ, Case C-55/94 Gebhard [1995] E.C.R. I-4165, para. 37. 
723 de Burca, G., "Unpacking the Concept of Discrimination in EC and International Trade Law", in Barnard, C. and Scott, 
J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 181. 
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No economic protectionism – With regard to the express Treaty derogations as well as the 
mandatory requirements, the Court has rather consistently held that purely economic 
interests will not suffice.724 As SNELL points out, this is only logical since a process of market 
integration will always create (short term) losers next to winners. The whole point of creating 
an internal market would be nullified if states were allowed to protect their less efficient 
economic sectors from being competed out of the Community market.725 Therefore 
justifications leaning towards some form of economic protectionism will be rejected.726  
 
Grey area of public goods – Still, as the notion of a “purely economic interest” is itself not 
without grey border areas727, some of the case law can be seen as allowing, at least 
additionally728, for economic arguments to be invoked. Hence, in respect of health care 
services the Court has clearly accepted that “interests of an economic nature concerning the 
maintenance of a balanced medical and hospital service open to all” can form part of a 
public health justification.729   
 
 

2.2.4 Recognition of “public interest”-value of professional regulation 

Specific nature of services – Already in 1974, the Court recognized in Van Binsbergen that 
the specific nature of certain services can create a need for professional regulation that might 
supersede the free movement objective.  
 

“[T]aking into account the particular nature of the services to be provided, specific requirements 
imposed on the person providing the service cannot be considered incompatible with the treaty where 
they have as their purpose the application of professional rules justified by the general good – in 
particular rules relating to organization, qualifications, professional ethics, supervision and liability 
– […]”730 

 
Types of professional rules – The Court further specified types of professional rules 
(concerning “entry” as well as “operation”) that would be prima facie justified:  
 

“Such provisions may stipulate in particular that pursuit of a particular activity is restricted to 
holders of a diploma, certificate or other evidence of formal qualifications, to persons belonging to a 

                                                 
724 ECJ, Case 352/85 Bond van Adverteerders  [1988] E.C.R.2085, para 30; ECJ, Case C-398/95 SETTG [1997] E.C.R. I-3091, 
para. 25. 
725 Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 174-175. 
726 For example, the prevention of unemployment or social unrest, ECJ, Case C-398/95 SETTG [1997] E.C.R. I-3091. 
727 See Chapter 7 for a discussion on what constitutes an “economic interest”. 
728 As SNELL rightly points out, it seems that, in the end, the Court always identified an interconnected non-economic 
interest as the ultimate goal of the national measure. (Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 2002), 174-175). See for example ECJ, Case C-72/83 Campus Oil [1984] E.C.R.2727: public security; ECJ, Case C-
158/96 Kohll [1998] E.C.R. I-1931: public health. 
729 ECJ, Case C-141/07 Commission/Germany [2008] E.C.R. I-06935, para. 60; see also Opinion of Advocate General 
POIARES MADURO delivered on 30 September 2009 in Case C-570/07 Blanco Pérez and Chao Gómez [nyr] E.C.R., para. 19, 
who concludes from this that “ensuring a distribution of pharmacies throughout the territory should be considered an 
imperative requirement in the general interest, and that the Member State is not required to use the vehicle of free 
competition to attempt to provide high-quality pharmaceutical services”. 
730 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 16 ; in respect of accountants see ECJ, Case C-
106/91 Ramrath [1992] E.C.R. I-3351, paras 29-30. 
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professional body or to persons subject to particular rules or supervision, as the case may be. They 
may also lay down the conditions for the use of professional titles, such as avocato.” 731 

 
Hence, in subsequent case law, the Court has considered as prima facie justified rules 
regarding restrictions on advertising732 , ownership limitations733, etc. However, as will be 
seen below, several of these rules were in fact deemed to have been applied in a 
disproportionate manner. 
 
Underlying interests – In Reisebüro Broede the Court made explicit the interests protected by 
professional rules for lawyers:  
 

“As the Court has repeatedly observed, the application of professional rules to lawyers, in particular 
those relating to organization, qualifications, professional ethics, supervision and liability, ensures 
that the ultimate consumers of legal services and the sound administration of justice are provided with 
the necessary guarantees in relation to integrity and experience”734  

 
The Court thus appears to acknowledge that (restrictive) professional rules can pursue the 
interest of the customer735 as well as of the public at large736 rather than solely the 
commercial interest of the service provider. However, in respect of professional regulation 
adopted by private associations, it was already mentioned above that not all authors seem 
convinced that every public interest ground should be invokable. In particular public policy, 
public security and public health737 would be reserved to bodies endowed with public 
authority. 738 Nevertheless, as mentioned above, in Bosman the Court denied this restrictive 
interpretation.739 Yet, in Laval, it seems that the Court has excluded private parties from 
invoking at least the ground of public policy.740 
                                                 
731 ECJ, Case C-55/94 Gebhard [1995] E.C.R. I-4165, para 35. 
732 ECJ, Case C-500/06 Corporación Dermoestética SA v To Me Group Advertising Media [2008] E.C.R. I-5785, para. 38. 
733 If proportionate, these could be thought to serve the general interest: ECJ, Joined Cases C-171/07 & C-172/07 
Apothekerkammer des Saarlandes [nyr]; ECJ, Case C-531/06 Commission/Italy nyr.  
734 ECJ, Case C-3/95 Reisebüro Broede / Sandker [1996] E.C.R. I-6511, para 38; see also ECJ, Joined cases C-94/04 and C-
202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I-11421, para 64. This statement was later taken over in the competition law case of Wouters ( 
ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 97). 
735 See also more generally: ECJ, Joined cases 110 & 111/78 Van Wesemael [1979] E.C.R.35 para. 28; ECJ, Case C-288/89 
Gouda [1991] E.C.R. I-4007, para. 14 “the overriding reasons relating to the public interest which the Court has already 
recognized include professional rules intended to protect recipients of the service[…]”.  
736 For example “the proper administration of justice” as noted in ECJ, Case C-3/95 Reisebüro Broede / Sandker [1996] 
E.C.R. I-6511 para. 38.; public health as accepted in ECJ, Joined cases 266/87 and 267/87 Royal Pharmaceutical Society [1989] 
E.C.R.1295, paras 20-22. 
737Note that in Royal Pharmaceutical Society these public health justifications were accepted from a pharmaceutical society 
qualified as a state body within the meaning of Art. 34 TFEU (old Art. 28 EC). (ECJ, Joined cases 266/87 and 267/87 Royal 
Pharmaceutical Society [1989] E.C.R.1295) 
738 See Mortelmans, K. J. M., "Towards Convergence in the Application of the Rules on Free Movement and on 
Competition?" (2001) C.M.L.R. 613, 642. 
739 ECJ, Case C-415/93 Bosman [1995] E.C.R. I-4921, para. 86. 
740ECJ, Case C-341/05 Laval un Partneri [2007] E.C.R. I-11767, paras 82-84: “Moreover, it must be pointed 
out that, pursuant to the first indent of Article 3(10) of Directive 96/71, Member States may apply terms and 
conditions of employment on matters other than those specifically referred to [in the Directive], in 
compliance with the Treaty and, in the case of public policy provisions, on a basis of equality of treatment, to 
national undertakings and to the undertakings of other Member States. […] It is common ground, however, 
that those obligations were imposed without the national authorities having had recourse to Article 3(10) of 
Directive 96/71. The terms of the collective agreement for the building sector in question were in fact 
established through negotiation between management and labour; not being bodies governed by public law, 
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2.3 Proportionality 

Even if certain arguments are prima facie accepted as capable of overriding the free trade 
interest, they still have to pass the significant hurdle of the proportionality test.  
 

2.3.1 Theory 

Link with choice of restriction criterion – The weight of the proportionality test is 
intrinsically related to the restriction criterion adopted. Indeed, under a non-discrimination 
test the central touchstone or filter is equality. Under a wider market access approach 
however, the proportionality of the measure becomes the crucial threshold.741 Such crucial 
role for the proportionality principle is not necessarily the most efficient solution since it 
entails a lot of legal uncertainty, might encourage litigation, increases transaction costs and raises 
questions of judicial legitimacy.742 Moreover, as will be discussed below, by employing the 
proportionality test as the sole real filter for illegitimate state action, certain aspects of the 
national regulatory competence are shifted to the centralized level. Indeed, the Court is allowed to 
substantively screen also non-discriminatory measures ànd those national measures become 
susceptible to a positive harmonization by the EU.  
 
Testing suitability and necessity – Methodologically the Court can be seen to perform a 
two prong proportionality test which exists in checking whether the restrictive measure is 
suitable to achieve the aim pursued and whether it amounts to the least restrictive means to 
realize it (= necessity).743 Thus, the Court looks into the aptitude or suitability of the national 
measure to reach its goal. In general this involves only a marginal control744 by the Court and 
represents no significant hurdle for the national rules.745 When determining whether a 
restrictive measure embodies the least restrictive means to achieve the intended objective, 
the Court has applied differing degrees of control. In contrast with its deferent attitude when 
establishing the legitimacy of an objective, the Court has often felt much more at liberty to 
                                                 
they cannot avail themselves of that provision by citing grounds of public policy in order to maintain that 
collective action such as that at issue in the main proceedings complies with Community law. [emphasis 
added]” 
 
741 Tridimas, T., The General Principles of EU Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), 196. However, as mentioned 
before, authors have attempted to delimitate this wide barrier criterion by elaborating qualifying concepts such as 
“substantial and direct” hindrance. This could potentially reduce the strain on the proportionality testing.  
742 Tridimas, T., The General Principles of EU Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), 196 
743 Barnard, C., The Substantive Law of the EU (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2007), 81-82; Lenaerts, K. and Van Nuffel, 
P., Constitutional Law of the European Union (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 2005), 111-112; Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law 
(Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 196. See also the Gebhard formula: “It follows, however, from the Court' s case-
law that national measures liable to hinder or make less attractive the exercise of fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the 
Treaty must fulfil four conditions: they must be applied in a non-discriminatory manner; they must be justified by 
imperative requirements in the general interest; they must be suitable for securing the attainment of the objective which 
they pursue; and they must not go beyond what is necessary in order to attain it” (ECJ, Case C-55/94 Gebhard [1995] E.C.R. 
I-4165, para. 37). 
744 Barnard, C., The Substantive Law of the EU (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2007), 497. 
745  ANDENAS notes that one function of the suitability analysis is “to single out measures that claim to protect the general 
interest while, in fact they have a protectionist purpose.” (Andenas, M. and Zleptnig, S., "Proportionality and balancing in 
WTO law: a comparative perspective" (2007) Cambridge Review of International Affairs 71, 74). 
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carry out an in-depth investigation of the necessity of a measure. It has frequently given 
detailed guidelines to the national judge on this matter. Still, the intensity of its control seems 
to be influenced by several factors.  
 
Proportionality sensu s tr i c to  or “true proportionality” – In a limited number of cases the Court 
can be seen to have added a third prong to its proportionality test, i.e., it inquired whether, despite 
the fact that the national measure was deemed appropriate and indispensable to realize the legitimate 
objective, its negative impact upon trade or free movement was still excessive in view of the national 
interest pursued.746 This is often referred to as a so-called “proportionality sensu stricto” or “true 
proportionality” test, and involves a genuine balancing act between the benefits to the national interest and the 
“damage” to the Community interest in free trade and free movement. 747 Even though such a test has rarely 
been conducted explicitly, it could be argued that a rather similar balancing act is sometimes present 
in the Court’s ‘least restrictive means’-analyses when it indirectly disagrees with the level of 
protection adopted by a particular state.748 Indeed, it could be argued that when the Court suggests 
that labelling is to be preferred above a minimum alcohol level, it is going beyond a mere assessment 
whether the national measure represents the ‘least restrictive means’ and in fact imposes a different 
level of protection.749 
 
Lack of legitimacy and expertise – A judicial proportionality test almost inevitably 
requires a judge to scrutinize in substance the appropriateness of a particular political or 
administrative measure and will always involve some degree of balancing of interests. However, 
from an anti-protectionism political perspective, a confined application of the suitability and 
necessity prongs should suffice to filter out the problematic national measures. The 
economic liberalism view, conversely, would favour a true proportionality test whereby the 
national interest in the regulation will be set against the Community interest in free trade.750 
Furthermore, the search of the Court for less restrictive alternative means in essence 
amounts to a reiteration of the national parliaments’ work. Clearly, all this judicial 
interference in the national legislative or administrative process raises legitimacy as well as 
expertise problems.751  
 

                                                 
746 de Búrca, G., "The Principle of Proportionality and its Application in EC Law" (1993) Y.E.L. 105, 146; Opinion of 
Advocate General VAN GERVEN delivered on 11 June 1991 in Case C-159/90 Grogan [1991] E.C.R. 4685, para. 27; See, 
among others, ECJ, Case 302/86 Commission v. Denmark ("Danish Bottles") [1988] E.C.R.4607, paras 20-21; ECJ, Case C-
169/91 Stoke-on-Trent [1992] E.C.R. I-6635, para. 15. 
747 Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 200-212; Andenas, M. and Zleptnig, S., 
"Proportionality and balancing in WTO law: a comparative perspective" (2007) Cambridge Review of International Affairs 71, 76; 
Tridimas, T., The General Principles of EU Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), 213-214. See also the explicit 
statement to this effect by Advocate General BOT in Commission/Italy where he stated that: “It is thus the review of 
proportionality which enables the Court to weigh the interests associated with attainment of the internal market against 
those relating to the legitimate interests of the Member States. (citing ECJ, Case C-169/91 Stoke-on-Trent  [1992] E.C.R. I-
6635, para. 15)” (Opinion of Advocate General BOT delivered on 8 July 2008  in Case C-110/05  Commission/Italy [nyr] 
E.C.R., para. 101). 
748 Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 209-211. 
749 ECJ, Case 120/78 Rewe / Bundesmonopolverwaltung für Branntwein ('Cassis de Dijon') [1979] E.C.R.649. 
750 Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, 
Oxford, 1998), 53; SNELL is of the opinion that most national measures should be allowed to stand unless the value of the 
community interest in free trade manifestly exceeds the value of regulation, Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 2002), 204.  
751 Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002). 201-205. Apart from the 
representativeness issue, it is also questionable whether a Court is equipped to conduct such complex balancing acts. See 
also de Búrca, G., "The Principle of Proportionality and its Application in EC Law" (1993) Y.E.L. 105, 147-148. 
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Some factors affecting the intensity of the scrutiny – The intensity of the proportionality 
testing and thus of the judicial “meddling”, however, seems to depend on various factors. 
For one, the nature of the procedure will greatly affect the role taken on by the Court. Indeed, 
since in preliminary proceedings the Court has to base its analyses on the facts as reported 
by the parties and can only pronounce on the law to be applied to these facts, it will generally 
leave the chunk of the proportionality investigation to the national judge. Conversely, in 
infringement proceedings, the Court is in fact the last instance and it can therefore not shun 
a full-blown proportionality examination.752 Furthermore, the substance of the matter involved, 
in particular the national political sensitivity as well as the presence of a moral or ethical 
judgment, can be seen to affect the intensity of the Court’s review.753 Additional factors can 
be the division of competences in the area concerned as well as the complexity of the national 
policy judgment.754  
 
Rule of thumb – In its seminal judgment of Cassis de Dijon the Court can be thought to have 
introduced the principle of mutual recognition as a sort of “rule of thumb” which creates the 
presumption that a good lawfully marketed in one member state is worthy of free access to 
the host state ‘s market. Therefore, if the regulator imposes extra controls or requirements 
apart from those existing in the product‘s home country, he will have to indicate very 
precisely why the foreign measures are not equivalent in practice. Since it allows the Court to 
limit its scrutiny to the question whether the non-recognition of the foreign regulatory 
alternative as equivalent is sufficiently justified, it can play an important role in meeting the 
legitimacy concerns.755  
 

                                                 
752 See also Armstrong, K., "Mutual Recognition", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market 
(Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 225, 236. 
753 A nice illustration of a national politically sensitive area where the Court, at least initially, has been much more deferent 
towards state’s policy choices, is the national regulation of gambling. Contrast the mild proportionality test in Schindler 
where, arguably, no real test was conducted and the Court did not inquire into potential less restrictive means (ECJ, Case C-
275/92 Schindler [1994] E.C.R. I-1039, para. 61) with the more extensive guidelines for the national judge provided in the 
later case of Gambelli (ECJ, Case C-243/01 Gambelli [2003] E.C.R. I-13031, paras 67-73). See also the very mild 
proportionality test which followed the controversial finding that certain Italian traffic rules prohibiting the towing of 
trailers by motorcycles constitutes a barrier to free movement in Commission/Italy : “  With regard […] to whether the said 
prohibition is necessary, account must be taken of the fact that[…] in the field of road safety a Member State may 
determine the degree of protection which it wishes to apply in regard to such safety and the way in which that degree of 
protection is to be achieved. Since that degree of protection may vary from one Member State to the other, Member States 
must be allowed a margin of appreciation and, consequently, the fact that one Member State imposes less strict rules than 
another Member State does not mean that the latter’s rules are disproportionate […]. In the present case, the Italian 
Republic contends […] that the circulation of a combination composed of a motorcycle and a trailer is a danger to road 
safety. Whilst it is true that it is for a Member State which invokes an imperative requirement as justification for the 
hindrance to free movement of goods to demonstrate that its rules are appropriate and necessary to attain the legitimate 
objective being pursued, that burden of proof cannot be so extensive as to require the Member State to prove, positively, 
that no other conceivable measure could enable that objective to be attained under the same conditions […] Although it is 
possible, in the present case, to envisage that measures other than the prohibition laid down in Article 56 of the Highway 
Code could guarantee a certain level of road safety for the circulation of a combination composed of a motorcycle and a 
trailer […] the fact remains that Member States cannot be denied the possibility of attaining an objective such as road safety 
by the introduction of general and simple rules which will be easily understood and applied by drivers and easily managed 
and supervised by the competent authorities.” (ECJ, Case C-110/05 Commission/Italy nyr, paras 65-67) 
754 de Búrca, G., "The Principle of Proportionality and its Application in EC Law" (1993) Y.E.L. 105p. 111-112, an 
example of an area where extensive Community competences can be thought to have led the Court to apply a much more 
rigorous scrutiny would be consumer protection. 
755 See in that sense Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution 
(Hart Publishing, Oxford, 1998), 55-56, where he discusses this interpretation of Cassis de Dijon as amounting to an 
“equivalence balance”.  
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Room for “local choice” – It should however be noted that the Court has been careful in 
stressing that a measure cannot be deemed disproportionate merely because other Member 
States have adopted less strict rules. 756 This can be taken to reflect the Court’s concern in 
protecting “local choice” and avoiding a deregulation towards the “lowest common 
denominator”.  
 

2.3.2 Proportionality of professional rules 

As illustrated above, the Court has clearly acknowledged the legitimate goals pursued by 
professional rules. Nonetheless, many of the restrictive rules attacked before the Court 
remained unjustified since they were found disproportionate.  
 
Nature of proportionality test in respect of the atypical professional rules – The 
preference for a more deferent judicial proportionality testing expressed in this dissertation is 
largely based on the complexity, lack of legitimacy and centralizing consequences of the 
reiteration of a national political balancing act by the European Court. Since national 
legislators are presumed to represent the public interest of their constituency, there is natural 
resistance towards the second-guessing of their decisions. However, professional regulation 
can be the result of purely private, semi-public or state decision-making processes. Cleary, 
with regard to private and semi-public measures no equivalent presumption of public 
interest character can be adopted. Even if these measures are thought to reflect interests 
other then purely individual commercial interests, they should be critically scrutinized.757 
Indeed, in relation to private associations the presumption should be reversed; they should 
be presumed to act merely in their own interest and should thus convincingly demonstrate 
that this is not the case. However, the great majority of free movement cases on professional 
regulation concerned professional regulation which had been adopted by law and thus did 
not require any reflection by the Court on the nature of the author of the restrictions. Hence, 
despite the increased relevance of a discussion on the desired nature of the proportionality 
testing of private measures, an overview of the case law on professional regulation will not 
add much to this discussion.758 Hence, the major focus will be on the substance of the 
professional rules considered (dis)proportionate by the Court. 
 
Residence requirements in Van Binsbergen – In Van Binsbergen, the legal requirement 
imposed upon a Dutch lawyer to have his habitual residence within the Netherlands in order 
to be allowed to plead before a certain Court was found to be disproportionate since the 
goal of ensuring the observance of professional conduct rules could equally well be realized 
by a less restrictive condition of having an address for service within the regulating state.759  
 
Reserved tasks and required qualifications – The requirement of a specific job 
qualification is generally accepted as justified. However, if possible, the Court requires that 
                                                 
756 See, for example, ECJ, Case C-3/95 Reisebüro Broede / Sandker [1996] E.C.R. I-6511, para. 42; ECJ, Case C-384/93 Alpine 
Investments [1995] E.C.R. I-1141, para. 27;  ECJ, Case C-141/07 Commission/Germany [2008] E.C.R. I-06935, para. 51. 
757 Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 124. 
758 For elaborate criticism on the Court’s proportionality assessment in the labour union cases Laval un Partneri and ITWF, 
see Hös, N.,"The Principle of Proportionality in the Viking and Laval Cases: An appropriate standard of judicial review?", 
(2009) EUI Working Papers 2009/06, at http://hdl.handle.net/1814/11259. 
759 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 15-17 
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only those specific tasks that demand particular capacities as opposed to the whole of the job activities are 
reserved to qualified actors. Therefore, in Säger the Court found that the act of warning patent 
holders about the impending expiry of their patent and of renewing it in their name did not 
involve the provision of legal advice and thus should not be reserved (by law) to qualified 
lawyers and patent agents.760 Moreover, aside from the observance of the regime laid down 
in the directives on the mutual recognition of diplomas as discussed in Chapter 6, host 
member states are under a general duty to investigate the equivalence of the knowledge and 
qualifications already acquired in another state.761 However, in Reisebüro Broede the Court displays a 
far greater degree of deference in respect of the Member State’s decision to reserve the 
activity of debt-collection to lawyers. Moreover, the Court explicitly expressed its respect for 
“local choice” by qualifying the principle of mutual recognition by stating that “the fact that 
one Member State imposes less strict rules than another Member State does not mean that 
the latter's rules are disproportionate and hence incompatible with Community law”762. 
 
Price regulations Cipolla – In Cipolla the Court did reflect on the pros and cons of the 
genuine state measure at stake, but delegated the actual evaluation entirely back to the national 
judge, without pronouncing itself on the issue.763 Even so, it did suggest that the 
professional rules with regard to the organisation, qualifications, deontological code, together 
with supervision and liability, might suffice to guarantee the protection of consumers and a 
proper legal administration.764 
 
Ownership limitations – In the case Commission/Greece the Court judged the national 
legislation imposing certain limitations on the ownership of optician shops, i.e., the 
prohibition to own more than one shop as well as the need in respect of legal persons for a 
certain minimum share capital participation by opticians, to be disproportionate for the 
protection of public health since less restrictive means such as “requiring the presence of 
qualified, salaried opticians or associates in each optician’s shop, rules concerning civil 
liability for the actions of others, and rules requiring professional indemnity insurance” could 
have sufficed.765 Conversely, in two recent judgments on pharmacy ownership limitations, 
the Court showed itself rather deferent towards the Member States’ chosen means for 
ensuring, in the name of public health protection, “that the provision of medicinal products 
to the public is reliable and of good quality”.766  Indeed, in contrast with the optician’s 
case767, in respect of pharmacies the Court easily accepted that a reduction of commercially 
motivated sales of medicines by reserving this activity to the pharmacy profession with its 
professional ethos of independence, could be deemed appropriate to achieve the projected 
public health objectives.768 It seems that the Court’s deference can, at least partially, be 

                                                 
760 Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in C-35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, paras 17-18. 
761 ECJ, Case C-55/94 Gebhard [1995] E.C.R. I-4165, para 38. 
762 ECJ, Case C-3/95 Reisebüro Broede / Sandker [1996] E.C.R. I-6511, para 42. 
763 ECJ, Joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I-11421, paras 66-70. 
764 ECJ, Joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I-11421, para. 69. 
765 ECJ, Case C-140/03 Commission/Greece [2005] E.C.R. I-3177, paras 34-36. 
766 ECJ, Case C-531/06 Commission/Italy nyr, paras 51-52; ECJ, Joined Cases C-171/07 & C-172/07 Apothekerkammer des 
Saarlandes [nyr], paras 27-28. 
767 See ECJ, Case C-531/06 Commission/Italy nyr, paras 88-89, where it explicitly distinguishes the nature of medicinal 
products from optical products as concerned in Commission/Greece. 
768  See ECJ, Case C-531/06 Commission/Italy nyr, paras 61-62, where it stressed that “[i]t is undeniable that an operator 
having the status of pharmacist pursues, like other persons, the objective of making a profit. However, as a pharmacist by 
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attributed to the importance attached to public health concerns. Indeed, the Court stressed 
that with regard to perceived public health risks Member States should be allowed to take 
precautionary actions reducing these risks “as far as possible”.769 In addition, the serious 
information problem on the side of consumers threatening public health as well as the 
important impact of the sale of medicines on the financial stability of social security systems 
seemed to have led the Court to accept that the Member States should have sufficient leeway 
in their policy choices including safeguarding professional independence by means of 
ownership limitations.770 . Subsequently, the Court concluded that the Commission had 
failed to prove that less restrictive means were available to achieve the same level of 
protection of public health.771 Indeed, entrusting the daily management to a pharmacist was 
deemed to fall short of ensuring the necessary independence from commercial motives in 
the provision of medicinal products. Moreover, professional liability insurance would not 
suffice since it only acted ex post.772 
 
Organizational or structural restrictions in respect of pharmacies – An 
interesting test-case for the widespread practice to try to control (in terms of location or 
quantity) the establishment decisions of professional practices, in particular pharmacies, 
in order to ensure a universal service provision is provided by the pending case of Blanco 
Peréz and Chao Gómez. Although critical of the particular national “spreading-
regulations” at stake, Advocate General POIARES MADURO does suggest that, given the 
indecisive evidence as to the impact of full liberalisation as opposed to planning 
restrictions upon service provision in remote or thinly populated areas, Member States 
should in principle be allowed to impose population and/or geographical requirements 
for the establishment of new pharmacies. However, he emphasizes strongly that in doing 
so, Member States should display a coherent and consistent approach which allows the 
Court to exclude any suspicion of regulatory capture by the incumbent market players.773 
 
Miscellaneous professional rules – Great deference was also shown in Royal Pharmaceutical 
Society where the Court refrained from discussing the suggestions of its Advocate General for 
alternatives to a professional rule prohibiting pharmacists from substituting another 
medicinal product for one designated by name in the prescription. It merely concluded that 
there was no evidence that such a rule as adopted by the Society and qualified as a measure 
                                                 
profession, he is presumed to operate the pharmacy not with a purely economic objective, but also from a professional 
viewpoint. His private interest connected with the making of a profit is thus tempered by his training, by his professional 
experience and by the responsibility which he owes, given that any breach of the rules of law or professional conduct 
undermines not only the value of his investment but also his own professional existence. […] non-pharmacists by definition 
lack training, experience and responsibility equivalent to those of pharmacists. Accordingly, they do not provide the same 
safeguards as pharmacists” 
769 ECJ, Case C-531/06 Commission/Italy nyr, para. 54. 
770 Arguably, the Court somewhat contradicts its own finding that a requirement of the operation of pharmacies by 
pharmacists does not offer an equivalent protection against commercial motives as actual ownership by pharmacists, when 
its discusses the safeguard present in the transitional regime for heirs of such pharmacies: ECJ, Case C-531/06 
Commission/Italy nyr, paras 56-59, “70      […] the Member States may take the view that the interests of a pharmacist’s heirs 
are not such as to jeopardise the requirements and guarantees flowing from their respective legal systems which operators 
who have the status of pharmacist must meet. In this context, account is to be taken especially of the fact that throughout 
the transitional period a qualified pharmacist must be responsible for operating the inherited pharmacy. Therefore, the heirs 
cannot, in this specific context, be equated with other operators who do not have the status of pharmacist.” 
771 ECJ, Joined Cases C-171/07 & C-172/07 Apothekerkammer des Saarlandes [nyr], 52-59. 
772 Opinion of Advocate General BOT delivered on 16 December 2008 in Case C-531/06 Commission/Italy [nyr], paras 84-
86;  
773 Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 30 September 2009 in Case C-570/07 Blanco Pérez and 
Chao Gómez [nyr] E.C.R., paras 14-38. 
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within the meaning of Art. 34 TFEU (old Art. 28 EC) was disproportionate to the aim of 
leaving “the entire responsibility for the treatment of the patient in the hands of the doctor 
treating him”.774  
 
Conclusion – It is difficult to detect a pattern in the Court’s approach of the proportionality 
issue in cases involving professional regulation. In cases such as Royal Pharmaceutical, Reiseburo 
Broede, Cipolla and the pharmacy ownership-cases, the Court takes a very deferent stance and 
does not engage in a search for alternative solutions. Others such as Säger, Van Binsbergen and 
Commission/Greece however, show a more rigorously scrutinizing Court.   
 

2.4 Conclusion 

Although in particular the legal professions have argued that their activities should be saved 
from the application of the free movement rules on the basis of their close connection with 
the ‘exercise of official authority’, the Court has given a very restrictive interpretation of this 
Treaty exception and thus explicitly rejected reliance on this ground by the profession of 
lawyers. Whether notaries will be able to substantiate their ‘exercise of official authority’ 
claim should be clarified by the Court in the near future. Conversely, the Court has been 
much more lenient in accepting that all sorts of professional regulation can, potentially, 
contribute to the “public interest”. However, in free movement cases the greatest hurdle will 
generally be the proportionality screening of the disputed measure. Whereas, in general, 
certain factors can be seen to influence the intensity of this proportionality test, no particular 
pattern emerges from the cases on professional regulation.  
 

3. Economics of the desirable substantive scope 

Economic perspective on main underlying considerations – As said, the determination 
of what constitutes a barrier to free movement and how it might or might not be justified 
involves taking position on several matters. Indeed, the adopted legal tests will, or at least 
should, reflect not only a choice as to market regulation versus liberalization, but also with regard 
to the vertical allocation of regulatory powers (Member States versus EU), the institutional balance 
(legislator versus court)775, the justiciability question (rules versus standards)776, and the extent to 
which the free movement rules are deemed to have evolved beyond their market-integration 
goal (area of free movement). Hence, in order to justify briefly the substantive scope 
perspective adopted in this thesis, some insights from economic theory will be relied upon to 
address the first two “core” considerations, i.e., market regulation and allocation of 
regulatory powers.  
 

                                                 
774 ECJ, Joined cases 266/87 and 267/87 Royal Pharmaceutical Society [1989] E.C.R.1295, para 22. Contrast with Advocate 
General DARMON, Opinion of Advocate General DARMON delivered on 10 March 1989 in Joined cases 266/87 and 
267/87  Royal Pharmaceutical Society [1989] E.C.R. 1295, paras 33-38. 
775 See Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, 
Oxford, 1998) for an elaborate institutional comparison in respect of the free movement of goods. 
776 See Wils, W. P. J., "The Search for the Rule in Article 30 EEC: much ado about nothing" (1993) E.L.R. 475. 
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3.1 Free trade  

Trade Theory – Solely from a market integration perspective it can be though that the economic 
theory of free trade will theoretically disapprove of any type of barrier that stands in the way of 
an undistorted competition between domestic and imported goods, regardless of its 
protectionist nature. However, as already explained in the analysis of the personal scope of 
free movement, it seems likely that economic theory would nonetheless favour focussing on 
“real burdens” on rivalry.  Thus, merely from a free trade perspective, formally 
discriminatory measures with only a minimal impact on trade would probably not present a 
priority. More importantly, measures which do not affect the competitive relationship but 
simply diminish the volume of intra-community trade, such as Keck-type selling 
arrangements, should probably be left alone from a pure free trade standpoint.777  
 

3.2 Market failure 

Market failure theory – However, even measures which restrict trade might be justified 
according to economic theory. For the market mechanism to lead to an optimal outcome, it 
presupposes certain ideal market characteristics which are often absent. Such market failures 
can thus necessitate some degree of regulatory intervention to correct the market 
outcome.778 Moreover, societies might disagree on the distributional outcomes of the market 
process and thus impose socio-economic corrections. Hence, regulatory barriers may be 
justified if they effectively deal with identifiable market failures or socio-economic concerns. 
 

3.3 Economic theory of federalism 

Allocation of regulatory powers in multi-level system with centralized judicial review 
– Nonetheless, in a multi-level situation as the EU, the acknowledgment of the necessity of a 
certain degree of market regulation does not give an unequivocal indication as to the 
desirable scope of the prohibition provision. Indeed, preference could be given to (co-
)regulating such matters at Community rather than national level thereby avoiding disparities 
and thus barriers to trade. In other words, even if it were agreed upon that, for example, 
consumers need to be protected from deceiving advertisements, this does not clarify whether 
this should be the task of the national or the Community legislator. Moreover, in the EU context, 
the determination of the “ideal substantive scope” of the free movement rules should also 

                                                 
777 Milner-Moore, G. R.,"The Accountability of Private Parties under the Free Movement of Goods Principle", (1995) 
Harvard Jean Monnet Working Paper 9/95, at http://www.jeanmonnetprogram.org/papers/95/9509ind.html, footnote 99, 
who notes that “Against this view it can be argued that even a reduction in volume reduces the scope for economies of 
scale and for larger enterprises […] On the other hand, such measures do not appear to weaken the other suggested effects, 
namely the advantages derived from increased competition, both static and dynamic. Further, measures which affect 
volume of trade without distorting the competitive plain are likely to have only a minimal influence on economies of scale 
and on the size of enterprises. The balancing of this limited economic impact of such a measure against State autonomy and 
regulatory values […] is likely to routinely favor the latter”. 
778 See Chapter 2. 
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take into account the impact on the allocation of the substantive control on that regulatory 
process as between the judiciary and the legislator.779  
 
Impact of interpretation barrier-concept as well as justification-practice on vertical 
and horizontal division of powers – It might come across as a purely legal formalistic 
reflex to focus separately on the impact in terms of the allocation of competences of, on the 
one hand, the prima facie restriction criterion, and on the other hand, the Court’s 
justification practice. Nonetheless, it can be argued that a narrow barrier threshold saves the 
Court from having to engage in a justification analysis which inevitably involves the balancing 
of national and EC policy choices to some extent. However, even if it is posited that the 
interventionist nature of this justification analysis can be sufficiently mitigated by grounding 
the Court’s investigation in a “technical” mutual recognition-concept, the positive harmonisation 
competence which is triggered by the finding of a justified barrier to intra-community trade 
cannot be ignored. Indeed, the qualification of a national measure as a barrier to free 
movement entitles the European legislator to adopt harmonizing measures on the basis of 
Art. 115 TFEU (old Art. 95 EC) and thus reallocates the competence to regulate that 
particular matter to the Community.780 Therefore, the plea for adopting a narrow barrier-
concept instead of relying on a wide justification practice is not a merely formalistic matter 
but has genuine consequences in terms of the division of competences.   
 
Theory of economic federalism as framework – As discussed extensively in Chapter 4, 
the theory of economic federalism concerns precisely this question as to the efficient vertical 
allocation of decision-making powers. Clearly, an in-depth application of these abstract 
findings to the specific context of regulatory barriers to free movement is beyond the scope 
of this thesis. Fortunately, several authors have undertaken laudable efforts to carry out such 
an analysis of the European free movement rules on the basis of the theory of economic 
federalism.781 Building on these analyses an attempt will be undertaken to justify the position 
adopted in this thesis. 
 
Preference for the local level complemented by efficient centralization decisions – 
The conclusion of Chapter 4 was that the theory of economic federalism expresses a 
preference for decision-making at the local level but recognizes the need to complement this 
with centralized action in case of externalities or a looming race to the bottom. Hence, 
beneath, the implications of the choice of a particular substantive scope for the free 
movement provisions will be analysed in view of these theoretical findings. Since European 
legal scholarship has often exclusively relied on the horizontal federalism analysis, i.e., the 

                                                 
779 See Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, 
Oxford, 1998), 164: “What we should therefore be looking for is a test to determine when the State is the best (or 
legitimate) institution to balance the costs and benefits of a measure and when, instead, the best institution is the Court.” . 
780 Snell, J., "Who's Got the Power? Free Movement and Allocation of Competences in EC Law" (2003) Yearbook of 
European Law 323, 324-325. 
781 Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, 
Oxford, 1998); Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002); Davies, G., Nationality 
Discrimination in the European Internal Market (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2006); Barnard, C. and Deakin, S., 
"Market Access and Regulatory Competition", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, 
Oxford/Portland, 2002) 197; Snell, J., "Who's Got the Power? Free Movement and Allocation of Competences in EC Law" 
(2003) Yearbook of European Law 323. 
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issue of regulatory competition782, when investigating the free movement provisions, the 
analysis hereafter will deal with the vertical and horizontal federalism aspects separately. For 
one, the more general theory upholding the superiority of local level decision-making in 
respect of preference matching, if significant externalities are absent, will be applied to the 
legal debate. Secondly, the impact of the free movement provisions on the phenomenon of 
regulatory competition between decentralized entities as a “laboratory for experimentation” 
without risking a race to the bottom will be looked at. 
 

3.3.1 Superior satisfaction of preferences at the local level versus externalities  

The basic trade-off – The theory of economic federalism bases its finding of the superiority 
of the local level mainly on its superior capacity to satisfy preferences. Indeed, 
decentralization allows local policies to be matched more closely to the specific preferences 
of the particular more homogeneous constituency.783. Moreover, political economists 
estimate that decision-making at local level will be more efficient as well as subject to a 
greater degree of accountability.784 However, in case of negative spill-over effects, or so-
called negative externalities, this presumption in favour of the local level can be rebutted.  

 
Restrictions on trade as an externality – Hence, within the context of the European 
market integration project, national regulations which interfere with free movement can be 
thought to impose negative externalities on foreign companies or individuals by preventing 
them from entering that market or by raising their costs to do so. This negative impact on foreign 
traders of national regulation is then an externality (“cost”) which has not been internalised 
within the national political process.  

 
Externalities as representative malfunction – An important strand within the American 
and European legal doctrine has interpreted the externality problem as one of representative 
malfunction which the dormant commerce clause or free movement provisions should aim to 
correct.785 Hence, they argue that the focus of the ECJ should be on ensuring that national 

                                                 
782 With the exception of, for example,  Snell, J., "Who's Got the Power? Free Movement and Allocation of Competences 
in EC Law" (2003) Yearbook of European Law 323; Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the 
European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 1998). 
783Hence, a European Union based on such a-priori preference for decision-making at local level, will be more responsive 
to the diversity in preferences as between the citizens of different Member States. Indeed, not only can citizens have 
“innate” heterogeneous tastes as to policies; administrative entities can also vary as to physical conditions, sectoral structure, 
types of societal problems, etc., influencing the demand for specific policies as well as their price tag in terms of taxes. 
Ederveen, S., Gelauff, G., and Pelkmans, J., "Assessing Subsidiarity", in Gelauff, G., Grillo, I., and Lejour, A. (eds.), 
Subsidiarity and Economic reform in Europe (Springer, Berlin, 2008) 19, 22-23. In relation to decentralized rule-making, KERBER 
in particular stresses the heterogeneity of preferences as well as of problems (Kerber, W., "European System of Private 
Laws: An Economic Perspective", in Cafaggi, F. and Watt, H. M. (eds.), Making European Private Law (Edward Elgar, 
Cheltenham, 2008), 77-78). 
784 See Chapter 4. 
785 Eule, J. N., "Laying the Dormant Commerce Clause to Rest" (1982) The Yale Law Journal 425; For an application in the 
European context, see in particular the seminal work of Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and 
the European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 1998). He considers that such an interpretation grants  the free 
movement rules the status of political fundamental rights thereby reflecting the evolution of the European Union from a free 
trade area to a constitutional order with European citizens enjoying the right to freedom of movement as part of their 
fundamental economic and social status. (see also Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 30 
March 2006 in Joined cases C-158/04 & C-159/04 Vassilopoulos  [2006] E.C.R. I-08135, para. 40) ; Weatherill, S., "Pre-
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regulators are obliged to take out-of-state-interests in trade into account. Such a delineation 
of the Court’s scrutiny would then allow for the reconciliation between the “the principle of 
respect for State competences and the safeguarding of the objective of establishing an 
internal market in which the rights of European citizens are protected”.786 

 
Translation into a non-discrimination barrier concept – Clearly, if local decision-making 
is presumed to be superior, the Court should opt for the less intrusive non-discrimination 
test to ensure that the regulatory autonomy of the Member States is respected.787 Still, it 
should be ascertained whether such a non-discrimination test strikes a proper balance 
between local autonomy and the prevention of negative externalities. In other words, it 
needs to be established whether such a test allows the Court to filter out those national 
regulatory measures that are the result of an under- representation of foreign interests.788 It 
would seem that, in line with a non-discrimination analysis, measures with a disparate impact 
(disadvantaging foreign produce) create a presumption of under-representation and should 
thus prima facie be caught.789 However, in the event of regulatory measures which restrict the 
interests of national and foreign traders in an equal manner, it could be argued that the 
foreign interests were “indirectly represented” by the national traders, amounting to an 
internalisation of any potential externalities, and the ECJ should thus have no legitimate 
reason to intervene.790 A clear example of such cross-national interests would then be the 
                                                 
emption, Harmonisation and the Distribution of Competence to Regulate the Internal Market", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. 
(eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 41. 
786 Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 7 April 2005 in Case C-446/03 Marks & Spencer 
[2005] E.C.R. I-10837, para. 37. 
787 Snell, J., "Who's Got the Power? Free Movement and Allocation of Competences in EC Law" (2003) Yearbook of 
European Law 323, 330. 
788 As explained in the Opinion of Advocate General Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 7 
April 2005 in Case C-446/03 Marks & Spencer [2005] E.C.R. I-10837 : “This interpretative framework does not itself 
provide a specific criterion applicable to the analysis of the restrictions on the freedoms of movement.  […]But they all 
spring from the same source of inspiration which appears to me to be to prevent Member States from creating or maintaining in 
force measures promoting internal trade to the detriment of intra-Community trade. Such a restriction may take several forms. It may be 
the effect of discrimination in favour of nationals. It may be the consequence of a measure protecting positions acquired by 
economic operators established on the national market by restricting the entry of new operators. Such a restriction may 
further stem from legislation rendering trade between the Member States more difficult than internal trade within a Member 
State. (47) 40. It seems to me that it is to such a restriction on Community trade which the Court is alluding when it seeks to 
pursue ‘all measures prohibiting, impeding or rendering less attractive the exercise of the freedoms of movement ’. I would 
mention in this connection that not every restriction on economic or commercial freedom is a restriction on the exercise of 
the freedoms of movement. (48) In fact that restriction always entails a kind of ‘discrimination’ owing to Member States’ elaborating 
measures without taking account of their effects on transnational situations. Only the latter restrictions are prohibited by the Treaty. [emphasis 
added]”. In his Opinion in Vassilopoulos, Advocate General Poiares Maduro he added that the case law on the four freedoms 
reflects “ a consistent approach [which amounts] in substance to identifying discrimination against the exercise of freedom of 
movement.” (Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 30 March 2006 in Joined cases C-158/04 & 
C-159/04 Vassilopoulos  [2006] E.C.R. I-08135, para. 46). 
789 See also Snell, J., "Who's Got the Power? Free Movement and Allocation of Competences in EC Law" (2003) Yearbook 
of European Law 323, 330, who focuses less explicitly on the representative malfunction argument but perceives such a 
“disparate impact”-test as amounting to an acceptable coordination of decentralized Member States’ regulatory competences (avoiding 
dual burdens) whereby the host state is responsible for regulating market circumstances and the home state for controlling 
the product and production. 
790 See Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 1998), 174. Note, however, the criticisms exerted by REGAN on such an attempt to justify an anti-
protectionism criterion on the basis of representative malfunction. Regan, D. H., "The Supreme Court and State 
Protectionism: Making Sense of the Dormant Commerce Clause" (1985-1986) Mich. L. Rev. 1091. He argues that if the 
intention is to correct the lack of representation of affected our-of-state interests, there is no good reason to assume that 
non-discriminatory measures are unproblematic on account of a virtual representation of foreign interests by the similarly 
affected nationals. Indeed, if the out-of-state-interests were genuinely represented within the national political process they 
could have reinforced a national minority position and thus have lead to the adoption of a different measure. 
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Keck-category of selling arrangements which are equally applicable in law and in fact. Hence, 
the representative malfunction-theory would seem to favour a barrier-concept that tests for 
discriminatory object and effect.791 A wider reaching concept of “hindrance to trade or market 
access” would require the Court to go into other policy-considerations than merely the 
under-representation of foreign free trade interests and thus interferes much more with the 
Member States’ autonomy. As explained before, this would go against the basic belief in the 
superiority of decision-making at local level. Indeed, the moment a national measure is 
found to prima facie fall foul of the free movement rules, the Court is given the competence 
to evaluate the political balancing underlying the national regulatory process. Moreover, the 
power to regulate this matter is explicitly reallocated to the Community on the basis of Art. 
115 TFEU (old Art. 95 EC). In conclusion, the Court should thus only be allowed to intrude 
in the national regulatory process if it is suspected that foreign interests in free trade were 
insufficiently taken into account, which would be indicated by the discriminatory nature of 
the resulting measure. 792  

 
Translation into restrained proportionality test – It was argued above that a “true 
proportionality” test involves a genuine balancing act between the benefits to the national interest and 
the “damage” to the Community interest in free trade and free movement. 793 Even though such a test 
has rarely been conducted explicitly, it could be argued that a “marginal” version of this 
balancing act is sometimes present in the Court’s ‘least restrictive means’-analyses when it 
indirectly disagrees with the level of protection adopted by a certain state.794 It could even be 
argued that any proportionality test allows the Court to interfere with the substance of the 
national policy choice to some extent, even if only by reiterating the parliament’s work when 
investigating whether it opted for the least restrictive means to achieve its goal. Hence, the 
stricter the Court’s proportionality analysis, the more regulatory competences are reallocated 
to the central level. Therefore, given that the adoption of a wide market access criterion 
entails that the proportionality test becomes the sole real filter for illegitimate state action, 
such a test does not seem supported on the basis of the preference for local decision-making 
in the theory of economic federalism.   
 

3.3.2 Beneficial regulatory competition versus race to the bottom 
                                                 
791 Note that also a genuine (quasi-)prevention of market access will usually constitute discrimination “in effect” since it 
works to the advantage of traders already established on the local market. 
792 Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, 
Oxford, 1998), 173; see also his opinion in Marks & Spencer: “37 […] It is not for [the Court] to review the political choices 
made by the Member States. Judicial review of measures likely to prohibit, impede or render less attractive the exercise of 
the freedoms of movement rather seeks to ensure that those choices take account of the impact which they may have on transnational 
situations. The policies adopted must not result in less favourable treatment being accorded to transnational situations than 
to purely national situations. Such, it seems to me, must be the objective and the context of the review. Only that interpretation 
is such as to reconcile the principle of respect for State competences and the safeguarding of the objective of establishing an internal market in which 
the rights of European citizens are protected.” (Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 7 April 2005 in 
Case C-446/03 Marks & Spencer [2005] E.C.R. I-10837, para. 37); see also Opinion of Advocate General POIARES 
MADURO delivered on 30 March 2006 in Joined cases C-158/04 & C-159/04 Vassilopoulos  [2006] E.C.R. I-08135, paras 
37-41. 
793 Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 200-212; Andenas, M. and Zleptnig, S., 
"Proportionality and balancing in WTO law: a comparative perspective" (2007) Cambridge Review of International Affairs 71, 76. 
794 Snell, J., Goods and Services in EC Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2002), 209-211. Contrast however with the 
cases where the Court stressed that a measure cannot be deemed disproportionate merely because other Member States 
have adopted less strict rules, thereby protecting “local choice” and avoiding a deregulation towards the “lowest common 
denominator”. 
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Essence of the trade-off – Decentralized decision-making has also been lauded or dreaded 
for its propensity to trigger regulatory competition which is generally understood as a 
“process whereby legal rules are selected and de-selected through competition between 
decentralised, rule-making entities”795.  The proponents of such competition believe that, 
aside from the disciplining effect exercised on local governments through the threat of 
“exit”, it will also have the beneficial effect of instigating a dynamic “competitive learning process” 
allowing for mutual learning as well as the development of new or improved legal rules. 
However, others have emphasized the danger that regulatory competition between 
decentralized entities might lead to a ‘race to the bottom’.796 Indeed, it is argued that 
competition between the rules of Member States will induce them to lower their market-
corrective regulation to a suboptimal level in order to attract mobile factors of production 
such as capital and highly skilled labour.797   
 
Different methods of regulatory competition and their implications for the 
institutional framework – As was explained in Chapter 4, there are various types of 
regulatory competition which pose different demands in terms of legal institutional 
framework.798 Hence, the well-known model of ‘interjurisdictional competition’ triggered by the 
exit of mobile factors such as citizens, businesses or capital is just one manner in which 
competition between decentralized entities can bring about mutual learning and 
experimentation. Indeed, an international trade framework with mere mobility of goods and 
services will still offer consumers the choice between products subject to various regulatory 
regimes, and might thus incite businesses to lobby their local government to adapt its 
regulation.799 Moreover, citizens or businesses aware of government policies in other 
countries, could also simply voice their dissatisfaction about their government’s performance 
as set against this “yardstick” or “benchmark” during the elections. Hence, mobility is an important 
but not “sanctifying” component of the process of regulatory competition. Indeed, the, 
arguably, most important constituent for regulatory competition is in fact the presence of 
diversity.800 In other words, for governments to be incited to ameliorate their policies through 
learning and experimentation, there needs to be a diversity of regulatory environments to serve as 
comparative benchmarks ór as alternatives for mobile actors.   
                                                 
795 Deakin, S., "Legal Diversity and Regulatory Competition: Which Model for Europe?" (2006) E.L.J. 440, 441. 
796 See Esty, D. C., "Revitalizing Environmental Federalism" (1996) Michigan Law Review 570, 627-638, who addresses the 
arguments contradicting the occurrence of such a race expressed by the proponents of regulatory competition (in particular 
Revesz, R. L., "Rehabilitating Interstate Competition: Rethinking the "Race-to-the-bottom" Rationale for Federal 
Environmental Regulation" (1992) N.Y.U. Law Review 1210). He concludes that a race to the bottom might not be so far-
fetched in the likely imperfect “market for environmental-policy-determined location rights”. 
797 Kerber, W. and Budzinski, O., "Towards a Differentiated Analysis of Competition of Competition Laws" (2003) ZWeR 
411, 436-437, discussing this hypothesis in respect of competition between competition laws. 
798 KERBER in fact distinguishes four types of (overlapping) regulatory competition: (1) regulatory competition via mutual 
learning (yardstick competition), (2) regulatory competition via international trade (international trade creates mobility of 
goods and services and thus may incite immobile production factors to prod their governments for regulatory change either 
through elections or through lobbying), (3) regulatory competition via interjurisdictional competition (the TIEBOUT “voting 
with the feet” mechanism), (4) regulatory competition via free choice of law (individuals and firms can choose between the 
rules of different jurisdictions without having to move) (see among others Kerber, W. and Budzinski, O., "Towards a 
Differentiated Analysis of Competition of Competition Laws" (2003) ZWeR 411). 
799 Moreover, businesses which have incurred large sunk costs, might in fact prefer lobbying above the relocation 
possibility that would have been available under full mobility. Sun, J.-M. and Pelkmans, J., "Regulatory Competition in the 
Single Market" (1995) J.C.M.S. 67, 77 
800 Deakin, S., "Legal Diversity and Regulatory Competition: Which Model for Europe?" (2006) E.L.J. 440, 444, “One 
essential prerequisite is the preservation of local-level diversity, since without diversity, the stock of knowledge and 
experience on which the learning process depends is necessarily limited in scope.” 
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Stimulating mobility – Mobility is clearly an important component of regulatory 
competition. The institutional framework for regulatory competition by means of international 
free trade should simply ensure that consumers can buy the foreign products and services 
which have been produced under a different regulatory regime. Hence, it would seem that 
some type of central control to avoid state protectionism and thus allow for the free 
movement of foreign goods and services would be necessary.  If TIEBOUT-style 
interjurisdictional competition triggered by the exit of mobile production factors is the objective, 
central rules guaranteeing the mobility of not only goods and services, but also production 
factors will be required. It would seem that the wider the barrier criterion employed by the 
Court, the more mobility is maximized. Hence, a market access criterion with little room for 
justification would serve this purpose best.801 
 
Danger of a race to the bottom – Aside from stimulating mobility, most scholars will agree 
that the central level should also guard against a potential race to the bottom. Despite the 
controversy surrounding this phenomenon, it was argued above that it can be a realistic 
scenario in some circumstances. Clearly, states will be most capable of maintaining their level 
of protection or quality in the presence of a narrow barrier concept and a wide justification 
possibility. Hence, a non-discrimination criterion as well as a wide justification practice will 
offer Member States the best guarantees to maintain their higher level of protection. It was 
shown above that when the Court opted for a market access criterion as opposed to a non-
discrimination test, it has generally adopted a wide justification possibility. Even thought the 
Court has usually refrained from interfering with the level of protection under its 
proportionality test, especially in the area of consumer protection it can be said to have 
forced lower levels of protection on states when judging their measures disproportionate. 
Therefore, to avoid such a “trading down in standards”, the proportionality test should allow 
Member States to refuse to mutually recognize foreign rules which do not guarantee an 
equivalent level of protection. 
 
Maintaining diversity as a means or an end in itself? – Aside from mobility, regulatory 
competition and mutual learning will clearly only occur when there is diversity between the 
regulatory regimes of the decentralized entities. However, in Chapter 4 it was explained that 
there are different perspectives on the role of regulatory competition. Indeed whereas the traditional 
“competitive federalism theory” lauds regulatory competition as a “learning process” 
potentially causing a spontaneous convergence towards the “best legal solution”802, the Neo-
Austrian School accords intrinsic value to the process of discovery through regulatory competition 
maintained by the coexistence of a variety of sub-entities with their own solutions (multiple 
equilibriums).  Indeed, in view of the unavoidably limited nature of knowledge and available 
information, this process of experimentation and discovery should always continue, and 

                                                 
801 See in this respect the discussion by BARNARD & DEAKIN of ‘competitive federalism’: Barnard, C. and Deakin, S., 
"Market Access and Regulatory Competition", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of the Single European Market (Hart, 
Oxford/Portland, 2002) 197, 202-218. 
802 Van den Bergh, R., "The Subsidiarity Principle in European Community Law: Some Insights from Law and 
Economics" (1994) MJ 337, 345-346; Van den Bergh, R., "Regulatory competition or harmonization of laws? Guidelines for 
the European regulator", in Marciano, A. and Josselein, J.-M. (eds.), The Economics of Harmonizing European Law (Edward 
Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham, 2002) 27, 30; for a critical discussion of why such convergence cannot be predicted, see Sun, 
J.-M. and Pelkmans, J., "Regulatory Competition in the Single Market" (1995) J.C.M.S. 67, 83-85. 
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diversity should thus persist.803  Hence, convergence or “a race to uniformity” is considered 
detrimental since it eliminates the diversity needed to maintain such regulatory competition.  
 
Institutional implications of diversity as an end in itself – When regulatory competition 
is valued as a continuing learning process, any race to uniformity, be it downwards or upwards, 
will be considered a bad thing. Especially in European legal scholarship, this maintenance of 
diversity has, understandably, been very influential. Hence, BARNARD & DEAKIN have 
argued that the maintenance of diversity while stimulating mutual learning is best served by 
applying a market access criterion combined with a wide justification possibility. Indeed, in their 
opinion Member States can protect their diversity by justifying the adopted regulation, but 
will need to do so by reference to the rules existing in other Member States. This interaction 
between defendant, claimant and intervenients on the regulatory alternatives and their 
benefits, stimulates the flow of information and can thus be expected to motivate states to 
learn from each other’s experience. Ideally then, the Court would confine itself to setting out 
a certain benchmark in its proportionality analysis and leaving it to the national level to 
figure out its own tailor-cut solution.804 DAVIES however criticised such a “pure market 
access criterion”, which goes beyond the obligation to mutually recognize equivalent 
regulation, for amounting to a pure home state control principle which does not foster 
“healthy regulatory competition” but on the contrary leads to deregulation due to the 
incapacity of the host state to enforce a certain standard within its territory. Deferring the 
safeguarding of diversity to the justification stage opens the door to positive harmonisation 
measures defeating this diversity.805 
 

3.3.3 Conclusion 

From the perspective of the economic theory of federalism, the decentralized level is 
deemed to be superior. One of the reasons is the better satisfaction of preferences at that 
level. Hence, it is suggested that the best way in which the free movement rules can 
safeguard the capacity of the local level to perform its welfare enhancing policymaking, by 
employing a wide non-discrimination concept combined with a restrictive proportionality 
test. In contrast with the arbitrariness which is sometimes said to flow from such a 
“formalistic” non-discrimination criterion, it seems to have the capacity to filter out those 
national measures which prima facie impose an externality on foreigners since their interests 
were not taken into account during the political process resulting in the disputed measure. 
Hence, the “centralized scrutiny” of the Court on these national measures imposing 
externalities, can then trigger the internalization of these costs on foreigners. The restrictive 
proportionality test reflects the legitimacy problem involved in the scrutiny of national policy 
choices by a centralized judiciary.  
 
A second benefit of decentralized decision-making which has been greatly emphasized 
within the European context, is the process of regulatory competition enabled by the existence 
                                                 
803 See also Kerber, W. and Budzinski, O., "Towards a Differentiated Analysis of Competition of Competition Laws" 
(2003) ZWeR 411, 421.  
804 Barnard, C. and Deakin, S., "Market Access and Regulatory Competition", in Barnard, C. and Scott, J. (eds.), The Law of 
the Single European Market (Hart, Oxford/Portland, 2002) 197, 218-223. 
805 Davies, G., Nationality Discrimination in the European Internal Market (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2006), 108-
111. 
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of a diversity of jurisdictions. Whereas mobility as an important stimulant for such 
competition will clearly be maximized by a wide market access test combined with restrictive 
justification possibilities, European doctrine has highlighted two potential negative effects of 
excessive competition, i.e., a race to the bottom or, more generally, a race to uniformity.  
 
If the prevention of a race to the bottom is the objective, both a narrow barrier concept as well 
as a wide justification practice could guarantee the Member States’ potential for maintaining 
a high level of protection. Hence, aside from a non-discrimination criterion, it could be 
thought that a market access criterion combined with a generous justification practice would 
“do the job”. It was moreover shown above that when the Court opted for a wide market 
access criterion as opposed to a non-discrimination test, it did generally adopt a mild 
justification analysis. Nonetheless, even though in general the Court has refrained from 
interfering with the level of protection under its proportionality test, it can still be said to 
have forced lower levels of protection, especially in the area of consumer protection, upon 
states when finding their measures to be disproportionate. Hence, either the proportionality 
test is limited consistently to a mutual recognition analysis which is based on the equivalence 
of the national policies, or the narrower non-discrimination test should be adhered to. 
 
If however, regulatory competition is seen as a learning process which should persist 
endlessly in view of the limited nature of human knowledge, any race to uniformity, be it 
downwards or upwards, will be considered undesirable. Hence, although in theory, Member 
State regulatory diversity can be maintained even under a market access approach by means 
of a generous justification practice, it should be ensured that this implies the possibility to 
prove the non-equivalence of existing foreign regulation. Moreover, a non-discrimination 
criterion might again be preferable since it avoids deferring the safeguarding of diversity to 
the justification stage which opens the door to positive harmonisation measures defeating 
this diversity. 
 
Notwithstanding the confusion surrounding the “ideal framework for beneficial regulatory 
competition”, it seems that the benefits of decentralized decision-making in terms of the 
satisfaction of preferences will be best served by a non-discrimination criterion combined 
with a restrained proportionality test. 
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Chapter 6. Secondary Community Legislation 

Introduction – Initially, it was thought that the free movement of professional services 
would have to be achieved entirely by means of secondary legislation on the basis of Art. 53 
TFEU (old Art. 47 EC). However, the Court thought differently, and found Arts. 49 & 
56 TFEU (old Arts. 43 & 49 EC) to be directly effective and thus capable of being 
invoked by professionals to enforce their free movement rights.806 The breadth of these 
rights as interpreted by the Court was expounded in the previous chapter. However, 
notwithstanding the important implications of this case law, it is well-known that mere 
‘negative integration’, i.e., the prohibition of restrictive national measures, by means of 
Court action will rarely suffice to genuinely integrate a market. On the one hand, the pace 
of a case by case removal of restrictions will hardly be impressive. On the other hand, 
certain barriers to free movement will be justified by specific public interest considerations and 
thus be upheld. Therefore, legislative intervention in the form of either a strengthening 
of the “negative integration-route” by codifying prohibited restrictive practices, or a 
‘positive integration’ approach harmonising justified restrictive regulation, has always 
formed an essential component of the internal market project.  
 
Framework – Hence, this chapter will examine those legislative measures that are likely 
to have the most impact on the provision of professional services in the internal market. 
In line with the broader framework adopted in this thesis, the analysis of this legislative 
action will take into account various factors. For one, the manner and extent to which 
these measures contribute to the integration of the professional services market should be looked 
at. Do they facilitate free movement, and if so, is this achieved through deregulation or re-
regulation at Community level, or through some form of co-ordination of national regulation? 
Secondly, and if relevant, their potential impact on the allocation of regulatory competences as 
between the central Community level, the decentralised national authorities or self-
regulatory organisations operating either at the local or at the European level, will be 
looked at. Lastly, what is the substance of the professional rules which emanate from the 
Community measures.    
 
However, before delving into the specific Community measures, it will be useful to look 
at some general issues raised by this legislative component of the internal market project.  
 

I. Some issues raised by “centralised” legislative 
intervention 

Market integration with adequate market regulation – In the same way as the 
enforcement of the Treaty provisions on free movement is intended to reap the 
efficiency benefits of an integrated internal market, these legislative Community measures 
pursue primarily the creation of a European Market. This is most evident in those 
measures which essentially intend to speed up the case by case liberalization (negative 
integration). However, as discussed in respect of the free movement case law, an integrated 
market is not synonymous with complete deregulation. Indeed justified market regulation 

                                                 
806ECJ, Case 2/74 Reyners [1974] E.C.R.631, para. 30, in respect of Art. 43 EC; ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others 
[2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 27, in respect of Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC). 
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should be upheld. Nonetheless, variety in such national market regulation will often 
seriously hinder free movement and thus integration. Hence, the Community legislator 
can intervene by coordinating or even harmonizing such justified regulation (positive 
integration).  
 
Allocation of regulatory competences depending on extent of Community 
intervention – Clearly, the adoption of legislative instruments at Community level will 
affect the allocation of regulatory competences. However, the extent to which this is the 
case, i.e., the degree of centralization, will depend on the nature of the measure. Indeed, Community 
measures can be a mere codification of the judicial negative integration route with the 
ensuing allocation of competences as discussed in the chapter on free movement, or they 
can harmonize, and thus re-regulate, certain matters at Community level (positive 
integration). Moreover, such harmonizing measures can either leave room for further 
Member State action (minimum harmonization) or completely harmonize a matter thereby 
preempting additional Member State intervention (complete harmonization).807 Furthermore, 
certain Community measures “merely” pursue some sort of coordination of national regulation 
by, for example, installing a mutual recognition mechanism or laying down more 
elaborate ‘conflict of laws’-rules.  
 

II. Lawyers’ Directives  

In view of the amount of groundbreaking free movement cases involving lawyers, it 
should not be surprising that also in respect of legislative initiatives these proactive 
professionals left a clear imprint. Hence, lawyers are the addressees of the only two 
legislative instruments which are specifically aimed at stimulating as well as (to some 
degree) regulating professionals’ freedom to provide services and establish abroad. 
 

1. Lawyers’ Services Directive 

A first attempt to streamline the free movement of lawyers within the internal market 
took the form of Directive 77/249/EEC on lawyers’ freedom to provide services 
(hereafter ‘Lawyers’ Services Directive’).808  This Directive aims at guaranteeing the 
principle of free movement of services as set out in Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC) while 
at the same time addressing the specific concerns of the legal profession.809  
 

1.1 Scope, liberalizing mechanism and approved limitations 

Scope of application – The scope of application of this Directive is limited to those 
specific legal professions whose local titles it enumerates.810 (Art. 1 & 2) It thus applies to 

                                                 
807 For a recent explanation of the “state of the art” on this relationship between primary and secondary law, see 
Opinion of Advocate General TRSTENJAK delivered on 4 September 2008 in Case C-445/06 Danske Slagterier [nyr], 
paras 79-83. See for example also the case of ECJ, Case C-309/02 Radlberger Getränkegesellschaft  [2004] E.C.R. I-11763, 
paras 51-59. 
808 Council Directive 77/249/EEC of March 22, 1977 to facilitate the effective exercise by lawyers of freedom to 
provide services ([1977] O.J. L78/17). 
809 However, Adamson, H., Free Movement of Lawyers (Butterworths, London, 1998) notes that this Directive seems to 
have had little practical effect, 45. 
810 Hence the type of non-lawyer legal representative present in Van Binsbergen would not be caught by the Directive. 
(ECJ, Case 33/74 Van Binsbergen [1974] E.C.R.1299) 
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specific professions rather than to all services of a legal nature and excludes, for example, 
notaries. 
 
Practice under home title – Since legal professionals in the various Member States 
operate under protected titles and the Directive does not deal with the diploma and 
training requirements attached to these, it only provides professionals with the possibility 
to exercise under their home title. Hence, the basic “free movement catalyst” would thus 
be that a lawyer can freely provide his services in another Member State under his home 
title and in doing so be (in the main) treated as if he were a fully qualified host state 
lawyer subject to the deontological rules of his home state.811 In order to avoid consumer 
confusion and deception the lawyer is obliged to express his title in the language of his 
home state and indicate the professional organization of his affiliation or “the court of 
law before which he is entitled to practise pursuant to the laws of that State”.812 (Art. 3). 
Under this home title he is allowed to advise clients in international, Community and 
home state law as well as in the law of the host state.813 
 
Limitations as to freedom to provide legal services – However, this basic principle of 
the free provision of legal services by foreign lawyers under their home title is subject to 
important limitations and exclusions which can be thought to address the concerns of 
the Member States as to the quality of the legal services being provided within their 
territory.  
 
For one, the tasks of “the preparation of formal documents for obtaining title to 
administer estates of deceased persons, and the drafting of formal documents creating or 
transferring interests in land” can be reserved to certain categories of lawyers. (Art. 1(1))  
This seems to amount to excluding the tasks typically performed by civil law notaries. 
Hence, those countries814 who have not entrusted these tasks to a separate profession 
can still invoke this provision to prevent foreign lawyers from performing them.  
 
Secondly, with regard to the representation of a client in legal proceedings, the host state can 
require the foreign lawyer to work in conjunction with a local lawyer. (Art. 5) However, 
in Commission/Germany the Court emphasized that this limitation provided for by the 
Directive should still be interpreted in line with the fundamental freedom to supply 
services as laid down in Art. 56 TFEU (oldArt. 49 EC) of the Treaty itself.815 If national 
law does not consider it necessary to mandate lawyer representation in certain legal 
proceedings (allowing clients to defend themselves), then the obligation for a foreign 
lawyer to work in conjunction with a German lawyer in those proceedings cannot 
credibly be thought to pursue the general interest in a proportionate manner816 and thus 

                                                 
811 See in that sense Adamson, H., Free Movement of Lawyers (Butterworths, London, 1998), 130 – 131. 
812 Goebel, R. J., "The Liberalization of Interstate Legal Practice in The European Union: Lessons for the United 
States?", in Andenas, M. and Roth, W.-H. (eds.), Services and Free Movement in EU Law (Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 2002) 413, 419. 
813 de Bandt, P., "La libre circulation des avocats a l'aube d'une nouvelle ere", Liber amicorum Jean-Pierre de Bandt 
(Bruylant, Brussel, 2004) 50, 60; Goebel, R. J., "The Liberalization of Interstate Legal Practice in The European Union: 
Lessons for the United States?", in Andenas, M. and Roth, W.-H. (eds.), Services and Free Movement in EU Law (Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 2002) 413, 422; Adamson, H., Free Movement of Lawyers (Butterworths, London, 1998), 49- 50. 
814 I.e., the United Kingdom and Ireland. 
815 ECJ, Case 427/85 Commission/Germany [1988] E.C.R.1123, para. 12. 
816 Implying that also the equivalent requirements emanating from the provider’s state of establishment are taken into 
account. 
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clearly infringes Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC) as well as the Directive. 817 Moreover, 
“working in conjunction” cannot be interpreted too strictly so as to mean that the host 
state lawyer himself needs to be the authorized representative or defending counsel or 
needs to be present all through the oral proceedings.818 Throughout this case the Court 
can be seen to emphasize the client’s free choice to decide whether he considers a 
foreign lawyer to possess sufficient legal knowledge to represent him.819 As regards the 
visiting of clients in jail, the Court seemed to give Member States more leeway to 
determine the necessary guarantees, including an obligation to be accompanied by a local 
lawyer, but in the end judged the modalities of the German law to be 
disproportionate.820  Furthermore, the Court concluded in AMOK that a judicial rule 
which prevents the successful party to a dispute from recovering the fees of such a 
compulsorily hired local lawyer in addition to the fees of his representing foreign lawyer, 
infringes Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC) as well as the Directive.821  Lastly, if the host 
country does not allow in-house counsel to appear in legal proceedings it can also 
prevent foreign in-house counsel from doing so. (Art. 6)  
 

1.2 Deontological rules 

In line with the Van Binsbergen case in which the Court already recognized the importance 
of deontological rules and gave the host state some leeway to apply its rules822, Art. 4 
attempts to set out the situations in which the host state rules can be imposed. Hence, 
whereas in principle the home state rules apply823, this is subject to certain qualifications.  
 
For one, when representing a client in legal proceedings or before public authorities the 
lawyer is subject to the rules of the host country with the exception of any requirements 
regarding residence or registration with a professional association in that state, and 
“without prejudice to his obligations in the Member State from which he comes”. (Art. 
4(1)) Hence in AMOK the Court upheld a host state rule which limited the amount of 
legal fees that an unsuccessful party would have to reimburse to the successful party, in 
respect of the services provided by a lawyer established in another Member State.824  

                                                 
817 ECJ, Case 427/85 Commission/Germany [1988] E.C.R.1123, paras 13-15. The Court also pointed out that such a 
foreign lawyer would, in line with Art. 4 of the Directive (see below), already be under the obligation to respect the 
professional rules of the host state when representing a client in legal proceedings. ECJ, Case C-294/89 
Commission/France [1991] E.C.R. I-3591, para. 19. 
818 ECJ, Case 427/85 Commission/Germany [1988] E.C.R.1123, para. 26. The Court confirmed that the requirement to 
“work in conjunction with a local lawyer, it is intended to make it possible for the [foreign lawyer] to carry out the 
tasks entrusted to him by his client, whilst at the same time having due regard for the proper administration of justice” 
by providing him “with the support necessary to enable him to act within a judicial system different from that to which 
he is accustomed “ and by “[assuring] the judicial authority concerned that the lawyer providing services actually has 
that support and is thus in a position fully to comply with the procedural and ethical rules that apply”. (para 23) It 
stressed however that the framework for cooperation laid down by Germany was clearly disproportionate. In addition 
the Court rebutted the argument that such intense involvement by the local lawyer would be necessary to ensure that 
he can be answerable to the judicial authority concerned as laid down in Art. 5. Indeed, a potential lack of knowledge 
of German law belongs to the sphere of the responsibility of the lawyer as against his client rather than the judicial 
authority, and should be left for the client to decide subject to the limitations laid down by the host state deontological 
rule to which that lawyer will be subject (para 27).   De Bandt notes that this cooperation requirement is thus de facto 
reduced to a simple obligation to establish domicile near a local lawyer. (de Bandt, P., "La libre circulation des avocats 
a l'aube d'une nouvelle ere", Liber Amicorum Jean-Pierre De Bandt (Bruylant, Brussel, 2004) 50, 61). 
819 ECJ, Case 427/85 Commission/Germany [1988] E.C.R.1123, para. 27. 
820 ECJ, Case 427/85 Commission/Germany [1988] E.C.R.1123, para. 32. 
821 ECJ, Case C-289/02 AMOK [2003] E.C.R. I-15059, paras 36-41. 
822 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 12 & 14. 
823 Adamson, H., Free Movement of Lawyers (Butterworths, London, 1998), 130-131. 
824 ECJ, Case C-289/02 AMOK [2003] E.C.R. I-15059, para 31. 
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Secondly, even though the home state rules apply to all activities other than the ones just 
mentioned, this should be “without prejudice to respect for the rules, whatever their 
source, which govern the profession in the host Member State, especially those 
concerning the incompatibility of the exercise of the activities of a lawyer with the 
exercise of other activities in that State, professional secrecy, relations with other lawyers, 
the prohibition on the same lawyer acting for parties with mutually conflicting interests, 
and publicity” if they are capable of being observed by a lawyer established elsewhere 
and “to the extent to which their observance is objectively justified to ensure, in that State, 
the proper exercise of a lawyer's activities, the standing of the profession and respect for 
the rules concerning incompatibility”. (Art. 4(4))  
 
In Gullung the Court judged that in order to provide legal services the foreign lawyer 
needs to be in the capacity to comply with the host state rules. Such is not the case if he 
has been barred from access to the profession in the host state.825 
 
Clearly, Art. 4 hardly clarifies which deontological rules will apply in a particular 
situation826 but rather introduces several double deontology problems.827 For one, even though 
in respect of the representation of a client in legal proceedings or before public 
authorities the Directive advances esthe host state rules, it also stipulates that such 
should be “without prejudice” to the home state rules. (Art. 4(2)) No mention is made of 
how potential conflicts between these sets of deontological rules should be solved. Still, 
the wording (“without prejudice to”) could be taken to suggest that in this instance host 
state rules should prevail.828 In addition, with regard to all the other types of legal 
services, Art. 4(4) declares that the home state rules will apply on principle, but then adds 
that this should be “without prejudice” to the host state rules and in particular those on 
“publicity, professional secrecy, relations with other lawyers, the incompatibility of 
activities or rules prohibiting working for parties with conflicting interests”. However, 
the application of these conflicting host state rules is then made further conditional on 
them being objectively justified and observable by lawyers established elsewhere. Hence, 
in respect of these “non-representation” legal tasks, the wording as well as the vague 
additional requirements (objective justification, feasibility for foreign lawyers) could be 
read as implying that in case of conflict the home state rules should take precedence.829  
 
CCBE code – A laudable attempt to solve these double deontology problems is the 
Code of Conduct enacted by the Council of Bars and Law Societies of Europe (hereafter 
‘CCBE’).830 It coordinates several, but not all, professional rules in cross-border 
situations. Hence, it contains choice of law rules (for example: host state rules apply to 
lawyer’s appearance before a court, tribunal or arbitral body) as well as some minimum 
harmonized deontological rules (for example, independence of the lawyer, confidentiality, 

                                                 
825 ECJ, Case 292/86 Gullung [1988] E.C.R.111, paras 20-22.  
826 Goebel, R. J., "The Liberalization of Interstate Legal Practice in The European Union: Lessons for the United 
States?", in Andenas, M. and Roth, W.-H. (eds.), Services and Free Movement in EU Law (Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 2002) 413, 420. 
827 de Bandt, P., "La libre circulation des avocats a l'aube d'une nouvelle ere", Liber Amicorum Jean-Pierre De Bandt 
(Bruylant, Brussel, 2004) 50, 61-63;  
828 de Bandt, P., "La libre circulation des avocats a l'aube d'une nouvelle ere", Liber Amicorum Jean-Pierre De Bandt 
(Bruylant, Brussel, 2004) 50, 62. 
829 de Bandt, P., "La libre circulation des avocats a l'aube d'une nouvelle ere", Liber Amicorum Jean-Pierre De Bandt 
(Bruylant, Brussel, 2004) 50, 62. 
830 Available at: 
http://www.ccbe.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/EN_2008_Code_of_Cond1_1229585455.pdf 
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avoidance of conflicts of interests).831 This code is enacted in national codes and 
enforced by the local Bars.832 Since membership of the CCBE is not compulsory for all 
local Bars, there nonetheless remain some gaps in its enforcement.  
 

1.3 Conclusion  

The Directive’s (implicit) basic tenet allowing foreign lawyers to provide their legal 
services under their home title and subject to home state regulation carries within it a strong 
(negative) market integrative potential. However, corresponding to the Court’s case law 
which leaves a margin for the host state’s professional regulation safeguarding the 
services’ quality (and the standing of the profession), the Directive contains several 
limitations to and derogations from this basic “home country” principle. Besides specific 
limitations on the capacity of foreign lawyers to act in legal proceedings, the prevalence 
of the home-country professional regulation is seriously qualified and in essence reduced 
to a rebuttable presumption. Indeed, the Directive reintroduces the same open-ended 
possibility to “objectively justify” the application of host state professional regulation as 
is employed in the judicial enforcement of the Treaty provisions on free movement. 
Hence, it can be concluded that the Directive does little to further the integration of the 
legal services market. In terms of positive integration, apart from a half-hearted attempt 
to coordinate the application of the professional rules of the home and host state (with 
the resulting double deontology problems identified above), the Directive does not 
harmonize the justified market-corrective professional regulation. Clearly, the content or 
substance of the applicable professional rules remains thus unaffected by these 
provisions. Moreover, since the Directive adds little in terms of negative as well as 
positive integration to the free movement case law, the conclusions in terms of the 
allocation of regulatory competences drawn in Chapter 5 on free movement would thus 
remain unaltered. 
 

2. Lawyers’ Establishment Directive 

Introduction – Despite the regime of mutual recognition of diplomas set out in the old 
Diploma Directive 89/48/EEC (hereafter ‘Lawyers’ Establishment Directive’)833 and 
aimed at the integration of foreign lawyers in the legal profession, the exercise of the 
freedom of establishment of lawyers remained limited in practice.834 Indeed, the aptitude 
tests imposed by virtually all Member States835 clearly had a considerable deterrent effect 
on those wanting to integrate into the local legal profession. Moreover, no provision was 
made for those lawyers who preferred to practice under their home-title. Hence, by the 
end of the nineties, after long negotiations a directive facilitating the establishment of 

                                                 
831 Goebel, R. J., "The Liberalization of Interstate Legal Practice in The European Union: Lessons for the United 
States?", in Andenas, M. and Roth, W.-H. (eds.), Services and Free Movement in EU Law (Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 2002) 413, 420-421. 
832 For an overview of the adoption of the CCBE Code of Conduct at national level in May 2009, see: 
http://www.ccbe.eu/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/Status_of_the_CCBE_C1_1251875770.pdf 
833 Directive 98/5/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of February 16, 1998 to facilitate practice of 
the profession of lawyer on a permanent basis in a Member State other than that in which the qualification was 
obtained ([1998] O.J. L77/36). 
834 Cabral, P., Case note on Case C-168/98, Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg v. European Parliament and Council of the European 
Union, Judgment of 7 November 2000, [2000] ECR I-9131, (2002) C.M.L.R. 129, 133-134. 
835 With the exception of Denmark. 
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lawyers abroad was finally adopted.836 It introduced a double regime allowing 
establishment under either the host-or the home-country title thereby eliminating 
obstacles while simultaneously seeking to guarantee an adequate level of consumer 
protection and the proper administration of justice. 837  
 
Scope of application – Similarly to the Lawyers’ Services Directive, the Lawyers’ 
Establishment Directive applies to specific categories of legal professionals which are 
mentioned in Art. 1(2).  
 

2.1 Establishment under home-country professional title  

Principle – A first possibility for the foreign lawyer is to establish himself under his 
home title. (Art. 4) He only needs to register with the local professional association 
which must register him “upon presentation of a certificate attesting to his registration 
with the competent authority in the home Member State”. Hence, he will be allowed to 
freely practice (home, host, Community as well as International law) in the host state.  
 
Limitations – However, this right to practice under the home title is subject to very 
similar limitations as apply to the provision of cross border legal services under the regime 
of the Lawyers’ Services Directive. For one, if a Member State authorizes in its territory 
“a prescribed category of lawyers to prepare deeds for obtaining title to administer 
estates of deceased persons and for creating or transferring interests in land which, in 
other Member States, are reserved for professions other than that of lawyer” it may 
exclude from such activities lawyers practising under a home-country professional title 
conferred in one of the latter Member States. This exclusion was specifically included to 
prevent foreign lawyers from fulfilling these tasks in the United Kingdom and Ireland 
where they are reserved to specific categories of lawyers as opposed to notaries as in 
most other Member States.838 However, Art. 5(2) only allows for such an exclusion if the 
foreign lawyer cannot perform these activities in his home state either. 839   Note that in 
the countries where these tasks are reserved to the distinct profession of notary, foreign 
lawyers practising under their home-title are automatically excluded from these activities 
even if they were fulfilling them in their home country.840 Indeed, Art. 5(1) only provides 
for equal treatment in comparison with the host state lawyers.  Secondly, for activities 
relating to the representation or defence of a client in legal proceedings which the host 
state reserves to lawyers841 he can be required to work in conjunction with a local lawyer. 

                                                 
836 Directive 98/5/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of February 16, 1998 to facilitate practice of 
the profession of lawyer on a permanent basis in a Member State other than that in which the qualification was 
obtained ([1998] O.J. L77/36).  
837 For a more in detail discussion of this Directive, see Adamson, H., Free Movement of Lawyers (Butterworths, London, 
1998). 
838 See recital 10 of the Lawyers’ Establishment Directive. 
839 Although reminding of Art. 1, paragraph 2 of the Lawyers’ Services Directive, the Lawyers’ Establishment 
Directive is thus more strict since it adds that these activities should have be reserved to other professions than lawyers 
within the home state. See Cabral, P., Case note on Case C-168/98, Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg V. European Parliament 
and Council of the European Union, Judgment of 7 November 2000, [2000] ECR I-9131, (2002) C.M.L.R. 129, 140; see 
also de Bandt, P., "La libre circulation des avocats a l'aube d'une nouvelle ere", Liber Amicorum Jean-Pierre De Bandt 
(Bruylant, Brussel, 2004) 50, 73. 
840 Dal, G.-A. and Defalque, L., "La directive "établissement avocats" 98/5/C.E. du 16 février 1998" (1999) Journal des 
Tribunaux 693, (2). 
841 Hence the conclusions of the judgment ECJ, Case 427/85 Commission/Germany [1988] E.C.R.1123 qualifying Art. 5 
of the Lawyers’ Services Directive, are taken up in this provision. 
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(Art. 5(3)) Thirdly, foreign lawyers can be excluded from appearing before certain 
supreme courts if this is left to specialist lawyers. (Art. 5(3))  
 
Complete harmonization – In Commission/Luxemburg and Wilson the Court stated that, 
by means of the Lawyers’ Establishment Directive, the legislator had intended to 
completely harmonize the conditions and limitations for lawyers establishing under their 
home-country professional title.842 Hence the list of limitations summed up above should 
be considered exhaustive and cannot be added on to by Member States on the basis of 
further public interest considerations.843 Therefore the Court condemned Luxembourg’s 
attempt to exclude European lawyers from the activity of accepting service on behalf of 
companies.844  
 
Moreover, the host countries cannot impose additional entry conditions beyond the registration 
requirement invoking public interest grounds such as consumer protection and the proper 
administration of justice. According to the Court, the Directive with this seemingly 
“meagre” registration requirement in fact contains “a plan of action combining consumer 
information, restrictions on the extent to which or the detailed rules under which certain 
activities of the profession may be practised, a number of applicable rules of professional 
conduct, compulsory insurance, as well as a system of discipline involving both the 
competent authorities of the home Member State and the host State”.845  Hence the 
legislator’s conscious choice not to opt for a system of prior testing of the knowledge of 
the persons concerned846  should not obscure the various provisions of the Directive 
which address the legitimate concern to ensure an adequate degree of consumer 
protection and the proper administration of justice.847   
                                                 
842 ECJ, Case C-193/05 Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673, paras 36 & 59; ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson 
[2006] not yet reported I-8613, para. 66. This Could indeed be deduced from recital 6: “Whereas action is also justified 
at Community level because only a few Member States already permit in their territory the pursuit of activities of 
lawyers, otherwise than by way of provision of services, by lawyers from other Member States practising under their 
home-country professional titles; whereas, however, in the Member States where this possibility exists, the practical 
details concerning, for example, the area of activity and the obligation to register with the competent authorities differ 
considerably; whereas such a diversity of situations leads to inequalities and distortions in competition between lawyers 
from the Member States and constitutes an obstacle to freedom of movement; whereas only a directive laying down 
the conditions governing practice of the profession, otherwise than by way of provision of services, by lawyers 
practising under their home-country professional titles is capable of resolving these difficulties and of affording the 
same opportunities to lawyers and consumers of legal services in all Member States” 
843 ECJ, Case C-193/05 Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673, paras 56-59.  
844 ECJ, Case C-193/05 Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673, paras 59-61. Since this Directive is indented to 
exhaustively harmonize the potential exceptions to the basic principle of freedom to establish as a lawyer under his 
home title (Art. 5(1)), Luxembourg could not invoke public interest arguments, such as the need to prevent abusive 
practices, to expand these exclusions to include the activity of accepting service on behalf of companies. The Court 
also pointed out the checks already imposed by the Directive:” 60   It should be observed, moreover, that Directive 
98/5 provides, inter alia, for a combination of the professional rules of conduct to be observed by the European 
lawyer, for compulsory professional liability insurance or membership of a professional guarantee fund, and for a 
disciplinary system involving the competent authorities of both the home Member State and the host State […]”. 
845 ECJ, Case C-168/98 Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council  [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, para. 43.  
846 The Court stressed that “The legislature has not abolished the requirement that the lawyer concerned should know 
the national law applicable in the cases he handles, but has simply released him from the obligation to prove that 
knowledge in advance. It has thus allowed, in some circumstances, gradual assimilation of knowledge through practice, 
that assimilation being made easier by experience of other laws gained in the home Member State. It was also able to 
take account of the dissuasive effect of the system of discipline and the rules of professional liability.” ECJ, Case C-
168/98 Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council  [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, para. 43. 
847 For a detailed discussion of this “plan of action” by which the Directive addresses the interests of consumer 
protection and the proper administration of justice, see ECJ, Case C-168/98 Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council  
[2000] E.C.R. I-9131, paras 33-44. CABRAL also rightfully notes that the arguments of Luxembourg reflect “an 
anachronistic view of the migrant lawyer as a generalist, practicing alone and with no experience” whereas in reality 
these mobile lawyers are often specialized experts working in large firms and practicing mainly within that field of 
expertise. Cabral, P., Case note on Case C-168/98, Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg V. European Parliament and Council of the 
European Union, Judgment of 7 November 2000, [2000] ECR I-9131, (2002) C.M.L.R. 129, 148. 
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Consequently, Luxembourg was prevented from imposing a prior language test.848 
According to the Court, concerns as regards the language knowledge of the lawyer in 
view of the proper administration of justice as well as the protection of consumers are 
sufficiently addressed in the system of the Directive.849 Firstly, by use of the home-
country title the clients should be alerted that the lawyer obtained his degree elsewhere 
and might not possess the adequate language knowledge.850 Moreover, the option to 
require such lawyers to act in conjunction with a local lawyer in case of legal proceedings 
should compensate any potential lack of proficiency of the European lawyer in the court 
languages.851 Furthermore, given that he has to obey his home state as well as host state 
deontological rules, the lawyer will be under the obligation “not to handle matters which 
the professionals concerned know or ought to know they are not competent to handle, 
for instance owing to lack of linguistic knowledge”.852 The Court also rightly pointed out 
the increase in international trade relations which often require the application of a 
combination of international, Community and domestic law. Hence rather than being 
handicapped by their potentially less in-depth knowledge of the law of the host state, 
European lawyers might in fact possess a knowledge advantage with regard to those 
international cases that are governed by foreign law.853 
 

2.2 Establishment under host-country title  

Principle – More controversial is the route introduced by this Directive whereby the 
lawyer can establish himself under the host-country title without having to pass an 
aptitude test as provided for under the Diploma Directive. Indeed, after 3 years of being 
established under his home title and “effectively and regularly”854 practicing in the law of 
the host state, including Community law, the foreign lawyer obtains the permission to 

                                                 
848 ECJ, Case C-193/05 Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673, paras 39-40.; ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] 
not yet reported I-8613, paras 69-70.  Advocate General STIX-HACKL also points out the lack of such language 
requirement in relation to the provision of legal services within the regime of Lawyers’ Services Directive.  Whereas 
cross border services provision might be more sporadic and thus represent a quantitatively smaller risk of inadequate 
legal services, establishment subjects the European Lawyer to the host state’s professional rules and disciplinary 
procedures thereby increasing the deterrent effect. Moreover, a lawyer who established himself will, due to the closer 
connection with the host state and its legal system, automatically be more exposed to that legal system and language 
and is thus likely to provide better advice. (Opinion of Advocate General STIX-HACKL delivered on 11 May 2006 in 
Case C-506/04 Wilson/Conseil de l'ordre des Avocats du Barreau de Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I 8613, paras 74-78.)  
Compare with the vague language requirement set out in Art. 53 of Dir 2005/36/EC on the recognition of 
professional qualifications (not applicable to lawyers), which would seem to allow such a test only if it were 
proportionate (see on page 185). 
849 ECJ, Case C-193/05 Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673, para. 41; ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not 
yet reported I-8613, para. 71.   
850 ECJ, Case C-193/05 Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673, para. 42; ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not 
yet reported I-8613, para. 72.  To avoid potential confusion in case of different countries using the same professional 
titles, the host state can always “require a lawyer practising under his home-country professional title to indicate the 
professional body of which he is a member in his home Member State or the judicial authority before which he is 
entitled to practise pursuant to the laws of his home Member State.” (Art. 4(2)). 
851 ECJ, Case C-193/05 Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673, para. 43; ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not 
yet reported I-8613, para. 73. 
852 ECJ, Case C-193/05 Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673, para. 44; ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not 
yet reported I-8613, para. 74. 
853 ECJ, Case C-193/05 Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673, para. 45; ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not 
yet reported I-8613, para. 75. 
854 This is further defined in Art. 10(1) as: “actual exercise of the activity without any interruption other than that 
resulting from the events of everyday life.” 
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establish himself under the host state title. (Art. 10 (1))855  However, as rightly pointed 
out by Advocate General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER this option was in fact already 
provided for in the Diploma Directive in the form of a three year adaptation period, but 
most of the Member States chose to impose an aptitude test.856 
 
Criticisms – In particular the automatic recognition provided for in Art. 10(1) has not 
been without controversy. Indeed, from the wording of this provision requiring the 
foreign lawyer to have practised “in the law of that State including Community law”, it 
would seem that he could have solely practiced Community law for three years and still be 
entitled to establish under the host-country title.857 Arguably, the Court in 
Commission/Luxembourg and Wilson implicitly and indirectly expressed a different view 
while addressing the fear of insufficient language knowledge of these foreign lawyers by 
stating that the requirement of “[…] Article 10, that the person concerned proves that he 
has effectively and regularly pursued for a period of at least three years an activity in the 
law of that State or, where the period is shorter, that he has other knowledge, training or 
professional experience relating to that law” will “enabl[e] European lawyers wishing to 
integrate into the profession of the host Member State to become familiar with the 
language(s) of that Member State”.858 It could be thought that such a link between the 
practice of the law and the local language will only be self-evident if the law being 
practiced is in fact that local law.  
In addition, the possibility for “quick” cross-qualification introduced by this regime has been 
questioned by some. The demanding qualification and training requirements of certain 
Member States could be “by-passed” by qualifying in another state and then seeking 
direct recognition through the 3 year practice regime as set out in art. 10(1).859  
 
Deontological rules of host state – In contrast with the situation of cross-border 
services provision, establishment requires the registration of the lawyer with the host state 
competent authority.860 (Art. 3(1)) Consequently, in the case of establishment the HOST-
COUNTRY deontological rules are fully applicable. (Art. 6(1)) However, even if the 
Directive itself does not require the imposition of these host state rules to be objectively 
justified, it would seem that on the basis of the Treaty provisions as interpreted by the 
Gebhard case law there should still be some room to challenge restrictive host state rules 

                                                 
855 If a lawyer has “effectively and regularly” practiced under his home-country title within the host state for a period 
of at least three years, but has practiced only for a lesser period in the law of that host state, Art. 10(3) sets out a 
procedure whereby admission to the profession can still be granted by the competent authority of that host state 
without the need to fulfill the requirements of the ‘Diploma Directive’ (see Title Chapter 6.IV).  The competent 
authority will need to take into account “the effective and regular professional activity pursued during the 
abovementioned period and any knowledge and professional experience of the law of the host Member State, and any 
attendance at lectures or seminars on the law of the host Member State, including the rules regulating professional 
practice and conduct”. If it decides that these requirements are not fulfilled it shall give reasons for its decision and 
foresee a possibility of appeal under its domestic law.  
856 Opinion of Advocate General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER delivered on 24 February 2000 in C-168/98  
Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council   [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, paras 62 & 69. 
857 Schneider, H. C. S., "The Recognition of Diplomas and the Free Movement of Professionals in the European 
Union", in Schneider, H. (ed.), Migration, Integration and Citizenship, I (forum, Maastricht, 2005) 123, 156-157;  Lonbay, J., 
"Lawyers Bounding over the Borders: the Draft Directive on Lawyer's Establishment" (1996) E.L. Rev. 50; Lonbay, J., 
"Lawyer Ethics in the Twenty-first Century: The Global Practice Reconciling Regulatory and Deontological 
Differences - The European Experience" (2001) Vand. J. Transnatl. L. 907, 923 ; de Bandt, P., "La libre circulation des 
avocats a l'aube d'une nouvelle ere", Liber Amicorum Jean-Pierre De Bandt (Bruylant, Brussel, 2004) 50, 71.  
858 ECJ, Case C-193/05 Commission/Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I-8673, para. 46; ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not 
yet reported I-8613, para. 46. 
859 de Bandt, P., "La libre circulation des avocats a l'aube d'une nouvelle ere", Liber Amicorum Jean-Pierre De Bandt 
(Bruylant, Brussel, 2004) 50, 72; Lonbay, J., "Legal Ethics and professional Responsibility in a Global Context" (2005) 
Washington University Global Studies Law Review 609, 613.   
860 This confirms the position taken by the Court in ECJ, Case 292/86 Gullung [1988] E.C.R.111, paras 29-31. 
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which do not observe the conditions laid down by this case law.861 Since the foreign 
lawyer also needs to be registered with the professional association in his home country 
the issue of double deontology arises again.862  
 
Other provisions bearing on national professional regulation – The Lawyers’ 
Establishment Directive also applies to salaried lawyers but leaves it up to the host-
country to decide whether it allows lawyers to practice in salaried employment. (Art. 8) 
Similarly, it leaves Member States the freedom to prohibit multidisciplinary practice 
within their territory. (Art. 11(5)) Art. 6(3) also permits Member States to oblige lawyers 
practicing under their home-country title to take out professional indemnity insurance or 
to become a member of a professional guarantee fund, subject to the limitation that the 
host state recognizes any equivalent insurance or guarantee acquired in their home state. 
 

2.3 Legal basis under scrutiny (Art. 53 TFEU or old Art. 47 EC) 

Legal basis: does the directive affect the training and conditions of access for 
natural persons? – As part of its action for annulment of the Directive Luxemburg 
claimed that it should have been adopted under the stricter decision-making procedure 
laid down in the second sentence of old Art. 47(2) EC (absent in Art. 53TFEU) requiring 
unanimity rather than qualified majority voting.863 According to Luxembourg Arts. 2, 5 
and 11 of the Directive amount to an amendment of the training requirements and conditions of 
access to the profession since they exclude any requirement of prior training in the law of the 
host Member State or prior aptitude test for lawyers practicing under their home-country 
title.864 Hence, instead of old Art. 47(1) and (2), first and third sentences EC865, the 
adequate legal basis for such a measure amending the training requirements or conditions 
of access to the profession would have been the second sentence of old Art. 47(2) EC.866  
 
Advocate-General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER decided to address this claim in full and 
investigate whether one of the two regimes set out in the Directive, allowing the practice 
either under the home-country title regime or the host-country title, entails such an 
amendment of the training requirements or conditions of access to the profession. With 
regard to the right of the foreign lawyer to practice under his home-country title in the fields 
                                                 
861 Adamson, H., Free Movement of Lawyers (Butterworths, London, 1998) 108; ECJ, Case C-55/94 Gebhard [1995] 
E.C.R. I-4165, paras 35-37. 
862 See among others de Bandt, P., "La libre circulation des avocats a l'aube d'une nouvelle ere", Liber Amicorum Jean-
Pierre De Bandt (Bruylant, Brussel, 2004) 50, 75, who is of the opinion that only a coordination of the professional rules 
of the various Member States can remedy the problems of double deontology. 
863 ECJ, Case C-168/98 Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council  [2000] E.C.R. I-9131. See Cabral, P., Case note on 
Case C-168/98, Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg V. European Parliament and Council of the European Union, Judgment of 7 
November 2000, [2000] ECR I-9131, (2002) C.M.L.R. 129 for an in-depth discussion of the various arguments and the 
responses by the Court and Advocate General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER. 
864 ECJ, Case C-168/98 Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council  [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, paras 46-51. 
865 And Art. 40 EC for those provisions concerning the practice of the profession of lawyer in a salaried capacity. 
866 Article 47 
“1. In order to make it easier for persons to take up and pursue activities as self-employed persons, the Council shall, 
acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 251, issue directives for the mutual recognition of 
diplomas, certificates and other evidence of formal qualifications. 
2. For the same purpose, the Council shall, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 251, issue 
directives for the coordination of the provisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States 
concerning the taking-up and pursuit of activities as self-employed persons. The Council, acting unanimously 
throughout the procedure referred to in Article 251, shall decide on directives the implementation of which involves in 
at least one Member State amendment of the existing principles laid down by law governing the professions with 
respect to training and conditions of access for natural persons. In other cases the Council shall act by qualified 
majority.” 
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covered by that professional title (law of the home country including Community and 
international law) provided for in the Directive, he deemed that it derived directly from 
Art. 49 TFEU (old Art. 43 EC) itself.867 Moreover, in respect of the right of these 
European lawyers practicing under their home-country title to give advice in the host state 
law, he noted that such possibility had already been accepted by the Lawyers’ Services 
Directive. Indeed, the rights to practice under the home-country title provided for in 
both Directives are extremely similar given that the exclusions and limitations are quasi 
identical.868 The difference between a situation of establishment and one of service 
provision only seems to reinforce the Advocate General’s claim that a lawyer should not 
be subject to more restrictions when practising under the establishment-regime of the 
Lawyers’ Establishment Directive opposed to the services-system of the Lawyers’ 
Services Directive. Indeed, when established, the lawyer will have a closer connection to 
the host-country as well as be obliged to respect its deontological rules and hence be 
more likely to deliver adequate legal advice than under the cross-border provision of 
services regime.869   
 
The Court could afford to limit its analysis to the question whether Arts. 2, 5 and 11 of 
the Directive fall within the scope of old Art. 47(1) EC. Hence, it stayed clear of any 
considerations on the type of measures falling under old Art. 47(2) EC. It had no 
difficulty to find that articles 2 and 5 of the Directive “merely” “[establish] a mechanism 
for the mutual recognition of the professional titles of migrant lawyers wishing to practice under 
their home-country professional title” thereby supplementing the regime of the Diploma 
directive authorizing the unrestricted practice of the profession under the HOST-
COUNTRY title.870 Hence old Art. 47(1) EC was the appropriate legal basis.871 
 
As mentioned above, the Advocate General engaged in a more fundamental investigation 
of the nature of the Directive and also scrutinized the Art. 10 regime pertaining to 
establishment under the host-country title. He suggested a restrictive reading of the subject 
matter of the legal basis contained in the second sentence of old Art. 47(2) EC. Indeed, 
besides the aspiration to limit the types of restrictive national measures which Member 
States can maintain on the basis of public interest considerations, this reticence towards 
old Art. 47(2), second sentence, was inspired by the lower democratic quality of the 
decision-making procedure.872 Hence, the Advocate General proposed a teleological 
reading of Art. 47(1) EC as designed to facilitate access for foreigners while ensuring 
adequate quality. First he established that the Directive does not alter the national training 
systems in any way (for example in respect of the content of the curricula, the length of 
training, competent training facilities, etc.).873 Subsequently, when addressing the 
question whether the Directive altered the conditions for access to the profession, the Advocate 
                                                 
867Opinion of Advocate General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER delivered on 24 February 2000 in C-168/98  
Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council   [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, para. 42. 
868 Opinion of Advocate General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER delivered on 24 February 2000 in C-168/98  
Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council   [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, para. 43. 
869 Opinion of Advocate General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER delivered on 24 February 2000 in C-168/98  
Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council   [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, para. 42 en 
870 ECJ, Case C-168/98 Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council  [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, para. 56. 
871 With regard to Art. 11 concerning joint practice the Court First noted that this concerns a condition of exercise 
rather than a condition of access to the profession, and moreover does not oblige a Member State to allow such joint 
practices if it does not permit so in relation to its national lawyers. (ECJ, Case C-168/98 Luxembourg/European Parlament 
and Council  [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, para. 59) 
872 Opinion of Advocate General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER delivered on 24 February 2000 in C-168/98  
Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council   [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, paras 59-60. 
873 Opinion of Advocate General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER delivered on 24 February 2000 in C-168/98  
Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council   [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, para. 54. 
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General set out an interesting analysis to show that no such amendment had taken place. 
Luxemburg seemed to equate the abandonment of the possibility to impose an aptitude 
test with the dropping of a sufficient knowledge of the host state law-requirement as a 
condition for access to the profession. However, the Advocate General pointed out that 
the passing of an aptitude test could merely create a presumption of such knowledge. 
Such a presumption could however also flow from the proof of experience through an 
adaptation period (3 years here), as had already been provided for in the Diploma 
Directive.874 Indeed, the Diploma Directive as well as the case law had already accepted 
this double method for proving such adequate knowledge. Hence, the Lawyers’ 
Establishment Directive merely altered the fact that it was now the professional himself 
rather than the host country, who can choose between both regimes.875  
 

2.4 Shaping national judicial review of registration decisions and 
disciplinary measures   

Indirectly, this Directive also affects the manner in which Member States organize the 
supervision of disciplinary and other decisions of their professional bodies. Indeed, Art. 
9 explicitly requires Member States to foresee “a remedy […] before a court or tribunal 
in accordance with the provisions of domestic law” against negative registration-
decisions within the meaning of Art. 3, as well as against decisions imposing disciplinary 
measures. Despite the apparent leeway given by the phrase “in accordance with the 
provisions of domestic law”, the Court made it clear in Wilson that the general principle of 
Community law of effective judicial protection876 requires that the appellate body be “a court or 
tribunal as defined by Community law”.877   
 
Concept of “court” or “tribunal” – Hence, drawing upon its concept of ‘court’ and 
‘tribunal’ which it developed in its case law concerning Art. 267 TFEU (old Art. 234 
EC)878, it underlined the requirement of independence and impartiality as also elaborated 
within the case law on Art. 6 ECHR of the European Court of Human Rights.879 When 
fleshing out the content of “independence”, the Court recalled that it requires the judicial 
authority to act as a third party in relation to the body that took the first contested 
decision.880 In addition, independence calls for the reviewing body to be safeguarded 
from external intervention or pressure.881 Lastly, it encompasses the requirement of 
impartiality signifying that the adjudicators are objective and have no interest whatsoever 
in the outcome of the case (with the exception of ensuring the rule of law).882 These 
elements of independence should be injected through rules on the composition of the 

                                                 
874 Opinion of Advocate General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER delivered on 24 February 2000 in C-168/98  
Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council   [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, paras 61-70. 
875 Opinion of Advocate General RUIZ-JARABO COLOMER delivered on 24 February 2000 in C-168/98  
Luxembourg/European Parlament and Council   [2000] E.C.R. I-9131, para71. 
876 Also enshrined in the Articles 6 and 12 of the ECHR, the body of case law from which the Court of the European 
Communities eagerly draws to help it define its Community concept of “court or tribunal”. 
877 ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not yet reported I-8613, para. 47. 
878 In which it had to determine which bodies qualify as a court or tribunal and can thus refer a preliminary question 
to the European Court of Justice. 
879 ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not yet reported I-8613, para. 48. 
880 ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not yet reported I-8613, para. 49. 
881 ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not yet reported I-8613, para. 51. 
882 ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not yet reported I-8613, para. 52. 
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bodies, the appointment of the members, the length of their service, their dismissal, 
etc.883  
 
Professional bodies – When screening the bodies involved in the rejection of the 
registration of Mr. Wilson as a European lawyer operating under his home title, the lack 
of impartiality alarmed the Court. Indeed, the Luxembourg Disciplinary and 
Administrative Committee was composed exclusively of local lawyers, and even though 
the Disciplinary and Administrative Appeals Committee counted two judges, it still 
contained a majority of three lawyers. Hence, the Court thought that rather than 
“[dismissing] any reasonable doubt in the minds of the individuals as to the 
imperviousness of that body to external factors and its neutrality with respect to the 
interests before it”884, European lawyers would be rightfully concerned that the 
practitioners in these bodies would find it in their interest to exclude potential 
competitors from their professional market.885  
 
It is interesting to note that in an earlier case Broekmeulen the Court did qualify a national 
professional body of doctors as a court or tribunal within the meaning of Art. 267 TFEU 
(old art. 234 EC).886 However, within that judgment strong emphasis was placed on the 
significant degree of involvement on the part of the Netherlands’ public authorities in the 
composition as well as the functioning of the appeals committee.887 It is precisely on this 
basis that Advocate-General STIX-HACKL distinguished it from Wilson where no such 
governmental supervision was to be found.888  
 
Still, the failure of these two professional supervisory bodies to qualify as a court or 
tribunal within the meaning of Community law, could have been compensated by the 
availability of an appeal before a genuine judicial body. However, leaving aside the 
question whether the necessity to plough through these first two non-judicial 
professional procedures did not defy the condition of “actual access within a reasonable 
period”, the Court in question (Cour de Cassation) did not possess the requisite full 
jurisdiction since it could only rule on law and not on fact.889 
 

2.5 Conclusion 

Increased market integration – The long-awaited Lawyers’ Establishment Directive 
would indeed seem to have encouraged the establishment abroad of lawyers through its 
                                                 
883 ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not yet reported I-8613, para. 53. 
884 ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not yet reported I-8613, para. 53. 
885 ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not yet reported I-8613, paras 54-58. In her opinion Advocate General STIX-
HACKL elaborated on this “acting as a third party” requirement, and stressed that for such supervisory professional 
bodies to be judged sufficiently independent, there should at least have been statutory guarantees of judicial 
independence and removal from office, as well as safeguards from external intervention. She also drew an interesting 
analogy with appeals against decisions of administrative authorities before bodies who have an organizational link 
therewith. Such can be acceptable as long as there is a clear separation of functions between the decision-making and 
the supervisory departments. (Opinion of Advocate General STIX-HACKL delivered on 11 May 2006 in Case C-
506/04 Wilson/Conseil de l'ordre des Avocats du Barreau de Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I 8613, paras 48-52) When analyzing 
the case law of the ECtHR on Art. 6 of the ECHR the Advocate General finds that the judges in a professional 
tribunal could include members of the profession as long as they have a “status conferred by law which protects them 
against external pressure”. (paras 69-73) 
886 ECJ, 246/80 Broekmeulen tegen Huisarts Registratie Commissie [1981] E.C.R.2311, para. 17. 
887 ECJ, 246/80 Broekmeulen tegen Huisarts Registratie Commissie [1981] E.C.R.2311, paras 9, 16-17. 
888 Opinion of Advocate General STIX-HACKL delivered on 11 May 2006 in Case C-506/04 Wilson/Conseil de l'ordre 
des Avocats du Barreau de Luxembourg [2006] E.C.R. I 8613, paras 53-54. 
889 ECJ, Case C-506/04 Wilson [2006] not yet reported I-8613, paras. 59-61. 
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dual system of establishment under either home or host country title. The possibility to 
establish under their home-country title simply by registering with the local professional 
association without any need for having the equivalence of their professional 
qualifications recognized or taking an aptitude test, considerably facilitates the movement 
of lawyers. It should be noted that in respect of these “entry requirements” the Court 
confirmed the Directive as an instrument of complete harmonization, thus pre-empting 
the Member States from imposing additional limitations such as language tests. In line 
with the well-known principle of national treatment of established foreign professionals, 
the host state rules on the “exercise of the legal services” will nonetheless remain 
applicable, in as far as objectively justified.  
 
Furthermore, the possibility to establish under the host-country title after three years of 
effective and regular practice in that state under his home-country title and without any 
need to take an aptitude test, would also seem to encourage the freedom of 
establishment. Indeed, this “qualification through practice”-route, opening the door for 
cross-qualification, seems to considerably reduce the power of the host-country 
professional associations to control entry into their legal profession. However, they will 
still be able to impose their rules on the “exercise of the legal services”. 
 
Impact on setup of disciplinary body – The requirement in this Directive that a 
remedy be available “before a court or tribunal” against refusals of registration as well as 
against decisions imposing disciplinary measures can be expected to affect the tradition of 
“disciplinary evaluation by peers” common in professional associations. Indeed, the 
requirements of independence and impartiality are difficult to reconcile with a 
disciplinary body solely or largely composed of professionals-colleagues. Arguably, a 
substantial intervention by the state authorities in the composition and functioning of the 
body or an available appeal before a genuine judicial body competent to assess the law as 
well as facts of the case, could remedy this defect. Still, it would seem that, in respect of 
lawyers, the Directive in combination with the case law seems to give a powerful 
incentive to reform such peer-review disciplinary bodies into more independent review authorities. This 
conforms with the tendency towards more co-regulatory setups. 
 

3. Economic Perspective on the increased mobility of lawyers by 
means of Directives: efficiency enhancing regulatory 
competition? 

Introduction – Aside from the potential (yet limited) effect on mobility of lawyers 
providing services abroad realised by the Lawyers’ Services Directive, the Lawyers’ 
Establishment Directive also opens up possibilities for “cross-fertilization” of 
professional regulatory regimes and of legal markets more generally. Hence, STEPHEN 
shows that notwithstanding the fact that this Directive entitles the host state to impose 
its professional conduct rules on the foreign lawyers wishing to establish there, the 
increased mobility (entry) may nonetheless enhance social welfare through certain 
“efficiency”-spillovers from more efficient professional markets.890 Moreover, indirectly 
the internal pressure for regulatory reform might be augmented by the entry of these 
efficient foreign players.  
 

                                                 
890 Stephen, F. H., "The European Single Market and the Regulation of the Legal Profession: An Economic Analysis" 
(2002) Managerial and Decision Economics 115 
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Reduction in of entry restrictions – The Lawyers’ Establishment Directive clearly 
entrenches the right of law firms to set up branches in other Member States and hence 
substantially increases mobility in the market for legal services. Since it allows 
establishment under home-country  title upon mere registration, and under host-country 
title after three years of practicing there, and thus without the need to conform with the 
requirements of the Diploma Directive, the Member States and/or national professional 
bodies could be thought to de facto lose their capacity to restrict entry into the profession. 
Indeed, in those Member States where entry into the monopolistic profession is 
traditionally restricted, professionals are likely to be making super-normal profits or rents, 
thereby increasing the incentive for foreign lawyers to enter that market. Moreover, those 
nationals who fail the “cut” can choose to qualify in another Member State and then 
return to practice in their home state by means of the Art. 10(1) regime (cross-qualification). 
If the rents to be earned are substantial enough, such a scenario might not be so far-
fetched.891  
 
Entry of more efficient legal services – Thus, STEPHEN shows that, even though the 
Lawyers’ Establishment Directive leaves intact the capacity of Member States to 
restrictively regulate the exercise of the legal profession within their territory (conduct 
regulation), the existence of a more efficient regulatory regime elsewhere in the EU 
combined with this increased mobility can still increase efficiency and social welfare 
within the Member State with the (less efficient) restrictive regime. Legal markets with 
less professional regulatory restrictions will be more competitive and might thus be likely 
to lead to technological innovations. In respect of legal services “technology” refers to 
the “process by which the human capital of members of the law firm is transformed into 
services for clients”892. These technological innovations will allow lawyers to provide 
their services at lower costs. Hence, they will be tempted to enter the market of another 
Member State where fees are higher due to several regulatory restrictions and earn supra-
normal profits.  
 
Entry through merger with local firms – Stephen then investigates by which method 
these firms are likely to enter.893 Given the informational (knowledge of the local law) 
and reputational advantage of the local law firms operating on that market, he concludes 
that these foreign firms are most likely to enter the market by merging with a local firm. 
Indeed, in such a setting the local firm in essence exchanges its knowledge of local law 
and its reputation for access to the superior technology of the foreign firm and vice 
versa. 
 
Increase in productive efficiency of legal services and competitive pressure on 
conduct rules – Even though prices are unlikely to drop and output is unlikely to 
increase as long as the regulatory regime of the host state remains unaltered, social 
welfare will still increase after such a merger since the technological innovation will lead 
to less resources being invested to perform the same service (increase in producer 
surplus). More importantly however, these more efficient firms would benefit from being 
able to offer more of their services at a lower price (thereby increasing consumer 
                                                 
891 Stephen, F. H., "The European Single Market and the Regulation of the Legal Profession: An Economic Analysis" 
(2002) Managerial and Decision Economics 115 
892 Stephen, F. H., "The European Single Market and the Regulation of the Legal Profession: An Economic Analysis" 
(2002) Managerial and Decision Economics 115, 119. 
893 See his discussion of the five methods identified by him: (1) exporting from the home country, (2) setting up a 
production facility in the foreign market (foreign direct investment), (3) licensing a firms in teh foreign market to 
rpoduce and sell their product or service there, (4) setting up a joint venture with a firm in a foreign market, (5) 
merging with a local firm, 119-121. 
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welfare). Hence, if a sufficient number of such firms enter the market, lobby-pressure to 
lower the regulated fees will increase.894 
 

III. Directive on statutory auditors 

Introduction –The Commission’s striving for stricter oversight of the activity of 
statutory auditors in the European Union was strengthened by the outbreak of 
the Enron and Parmalat scandals in 2002 respectively 2003. The strong tradition 
of self-regulation of the auditor’ profession had been left untouched by the first 
Directive 84/253 on the approval of persons responsible for carrying out the 
statutory audits of accounting documents.895 As reflected in its title, this 
Directive was solely concerned with ensuring that auditors were adequately 
qualified. However, the various scandals further discredited this reliance on 
professional qualifications combined with self-regulatory quality control and 
eventually led to a significant overhaul of the Commission’s approach by 
Directive 2006/43 on statutory audits of annual accounts and consolidated 
accounts (hereafter ‘Directive on Statutory Auditors’).896 In line with the US 
reaction in the form of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act897, the European Union opted 
for strong public oversight of statutory auditing and set out to harmonize 
statutory audit requirements to a certain degree. 

Focus on quality of audit rather than free movement of statutory auditors 
– In contrast with the Directives on lawyers, professional qualifications and 
services in general, the Directive on Statutory Auditors does not have the 
facilitation of free movement of auditors as its prime objective, but rather 
pursues “the application of a single set of international auditing standards, the 
updating of the educational requirements, the definition of professional ethics 
and the technical implementation of the cooperation between competent 
authorities of Member States […] in order to further enhance and harmonise the 
quality of statutory audit in the Community  and to facilitate cooperation […] so 
as to strengthen confidence in the statutory audit”.898 Hence, it is mainly 
concerned with ensuring the quality of the statutory audits being provided in the 
internal market as a prerequisite for a well functioning economy. Nonetheless, 
while not specifically addressing the freedom of establishment, it does regulate 
the manner in which statutory auditors from other Member States should be 
approved and registered.899 Moreover, its harmonization of market regulation 
will clearly contribute to the positive integration of the internal market in 
statutory auditing.  

 

                                                 
894 Stephen, F. H., "The European Single Market and the Regulation of the Legal Profession: An Economic Analysis" 
(2002) Managerial and Decision Economics 115, 121. 
895 Eighth Council Directive 84/253/EEC of April 10, 1984 based on Article 54 (3) (g) of the Treaty on the approval 
of persons responsible for carrying out the statutory audits of accounting documents ([1984] O.J. L126/20). 
896 Directive 2006/43/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of May 17, 2006 on statutory audits of 
annual accounts and consolidated accounts, amending Council Directives 78/660/EEC and 83/349/EEC and 
repealing Council Directive 84/253/EEC (Text with EEA relevance) ([2006] O.J. L157/87). 
897 Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-204, 116 Stat. 74. 
898 Recital 32 of the Directive on Statutory Auditors. 
899 For an early case where the Court clarified that a nationality requirement could not be justified by reason of a 
purported “exercise of official authority” by the statutory auditors, see {ECJ 1993 #121980}. 
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1. Entry restrictions/requirements 

Monopoly of practice via approval– Given the interest of society at large in 
reliable statutory audits, the Directive stipulates that this activity may only be 
performed by professionals or firms who have been approved by the Member 
State where the statutory audit is required. Such approval can only be granted if 
certain requirements as to education and training are fulfilled. (Art. 3(1)&(3)) 
Hence, the candidate should have completed a theoretical training of university 
or equivalent level, undergone a minimum of three years of practical training and 
passed an examination of professional competence. (Arts. 6, 7 & 10) The 
subjects to be covered by such an examination are spelled out in Art. 8. Hence, 
in line with the automatic recognition regime set out in the Diploma Directive, 
the Directive on Statutory Auditors harmonizes the minimum training 
requirements, including the training’s minimum length, as well as certain 
indispensable minimum demands as regards the knowledge and skills to be 
passed on. Member States may also grant approval on the basis of qualifications 
obtained through long-term practical experience and confirmed by the 
applicant’s success on the examination of professional competence. (Art. 11)  

When authorizing audit firms to provide their services, the Member State has to 
ensure that the statutory auditors carrying out the auditing have been approved 
in its territory in the manner set out above. In addition, the majority of the 
voting rights within these firms should be in the possession of audit firms 
approved in any Member State or natural persons satisfying the educational and 
training requirements set out above. Moreover, the management or 
administrative body should be composed of a majority (maximum requirement 
of 75%) of audit firms approved in any Member State or of natural persons 
satisfying the requirements set out before.900 Member States can impose 
additional requirements in this regard if these are proportionate to the objective 
pursued. Hence, in respect of the holding of these voting rights as well as the 
composition of management, the host state can no longer require locally 
approved auditors or audit firms but has to recognize the approval granted in 
other Member States on the basis of this Directive.901 (Art. 3(4))  

Registration – To further safeguard the interest of third parties, the Member 
States should also require the registration of all approved statutory auditors in a 
public register. (Arts 15-20) 

Approval and registration of statutory auditors from other Member States 
(also for services?) – In line with the Directive’s focus on quality, a Member 
State may impose an aptitude test as provided for in the Diploma Directive on 
auditors from other Member States wishing to practice within its territory. (Art. 
14) Even though the Directive on Statutory Auditors does not explicitly indicate 
whether this approval and registration requirement can solely be imposed upon 
foreigners wanting to establish themselves, or also on those merely seeking to 

                                                 
900 In the meantime, however, the Commission has launched a consultation on potential alteration of these restrictive 
ownership rules to encourage more players to enter the concentrated market of auditing services. See Directorate 
General for Internal Market and Services Working Paper: Consultation on Control Structures in Audit Firms and their 
Consequences of the Audit Market,  at 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/auditing/docs/market/oxera_consultation_en.pdf. For an overview of the 
responses pleading in favour of reducing entry barriers but downplaying the importance of access to external financial 
capital: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/auditing/docs/market/consultation2008/summary_report_en.pdf. 
901 See recital 6 of the Directives on Statutory Auditors. 
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provide services on a temporary basis, this could be a contrario deduced from the 
explicit prevalence granted to this Directive over the provisions on free 
movement of services contained in the Diploma Directive902 and Services 
Directive903.   Hence, given the registration and approval requirement, it is clear 
that the free movement of statutory auditing services has not yet been accepted 
and it can thus be expected that a professional cannot provide statutory auditing 
services in another Member State under his home title and subject to his home 
state rules.904 It remains to be clarified whether the Ramrath905 case law which 
allowed for Member States to require some permanent infrastructure within their 
territory if necessary to ensure compliance with the rules of professional practice, 
is still valid after the approval and registration regime set up by the Directive. 

 

2. Exercise restrictions/requirements 

Departing from the earlier approach of relying on adequate professional 
qualifications to ensure the quality of the statutory audit906, the new Directive 
attempts to lay down prescriptions on the actual performance of the activity and 
control thereof.  

Professional ethics – The Directive expresses the need to hold auditors to the 
highest ethical standards to guarantee a qualitative performance of their public 
interest function.907 Hence, Member States need to subject them to “principles 
of professional ethics, covering at least their public-interest function, their 
integrity and objectivity and their professional competence and due care.” The 
Commission is granted the competence to adopt implementing measures on 
such professional ethics as minimum standards908. (Art. 21)  

Independence and objectivity – Among the most important requirements as 
to the exercise of the auditing activity are undoubtedly the provisions on 
independence. Accordingly, the statutory auditor or audit firm should be 
independent from the audited entity and not participate in its decision-taking. 
Moreover, a statutory audit should not be carried out if “there is any direct or 
indirect financial, business, employment or other relationship- including the 
provision of additional non-audit services” which can reasonably be considered 
to compromise the independence of the statutory auditor or audit firm. 
However, it should be noted that despite this restriction, there is no absolute ban 
on the performance of non-audit activities for the audited entity.909 In addition, 

                                                 
902 Directive 2005/36/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of September 7, 2005 on the recognition of 
professional qualifications (Text with EEA relevance) ([2005] O.J. L255/22).  
903 Specifically with regard to the freedom to provide services: Art. 17(3) of Directive 2006/123/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of December 12, 2006 on services in the internal market ([2006] O.J. L376/36). 
904 FEE (2007), "“Internal market for services and the accountancy profession: qualifications and recognition”", 27, 
http://www.fee.be/fileupload/upload/FEE%20Paper%20on%20Internal%20Market%20for%20Services%20and%20
the%20Accountancy%20Profession%20Qualifications%20and%20Recognition%2007111112200701421.pdf.  
905 ECJ, Case C-106/91 Ramrath [1992] E.C.R. I-3351, para. 37. 
906 It should be recalled that the earlier Directive did contain a few provisions on independence but these were so 
vague that they were hardly of any practical relevance. 
907 Recital 9 which states hat “Good audit quality contributes to the orderly functioning of markets by enhancing the 
integrity and efficiency of financial statements.” 
908 See recital 9. 
909 Recital 12. Hence, the Commission has started proceedings against France challenging its national independence 
rules relating to international networks of audit firms. According to the Commission those rules which prevent a large 
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the auditor or audit firm should adopt safeguards to protect against any threats 
to his independence such as “self-review, self-interest, advocacy, familiarity or 
trust or intimidation”, and if necessary decline to perform the statutory audit. 
(Art. 22) To further secure independence from management, the appointment of 
the statutory auditor or audit firm should either be entrusted to the general 
meeting of shareholders of the audited entity, or be surrounded by other 
safeguards. (Art. 37) In respect of public-interest entities the Directive provides 
for an additional safeguard, i.e., the mandatory rotation of the key audit partners 
responsible for the audit every seven years minimally, as well as the prohibition 
to audit that particular firm again for a period of at least two years. Moreover, 
after his resignation from the audit engagement, a statutory auditor or key audit 
partner cannot take up a key management function within that entity for at least 
two years. (Art. 42) The Commission is granted the competence to adopt 
implementing measures specifying minimum standards of independence.910 (Art. 
22(4)) 

Confidentiality, continuing education and audit fees – Art. 23 instructs 
Member States to adopt adequate rules on confidentiality and professional 
secrecy in respect of statutory auditors. Furthermore, Member States should lay 
down rules ensuring that the fees for the statutory audit are not influenced by the 
provision of additional services to the audited entity nor based on any form of 
contingency. (Art. 25) In addition Member States should oblige statutory auditors 
to take part in continuing education to maintain their professional knowledge 
and skills. (Art. 13) 

Harmonized international auditing standards – One of the most 
controversial changes stimulated by the Directive is undoubtedly the 
harmonization of international auditing standards. Indeed, Art. 26 orders 
Member States to impose the international auditing standards adopted by the 
Commission to ensure a consistent high quality of statutory audits performed 
within the Community.911 However, Member States can maintain or adopt 
additional national standards or procedures in respect of subject-matters not yet 
covered by international standards. Moreover, in exceptional cases they can apply 
national audit procedures or requirements in conflict with the international 
standards or requirements if these derive from specific national legal 
requirements relating to the scope of statutory audits, and if they enhance the 
credibility of the annual accounts of companies as well as contribute to the 
European public good. (Art. 26) 

 

3. From self-regulation to public oversight 

Another fundamental change introduced by the Directive was the substitution of 
the traditionally self-regulatory control over the auditing activity by public 
oversight. Indeed, Member States are instructed to establish an effective system 

                                                 
amount of non-audit services to any company that is either a parent or subsidiary of a company audited in France, 
without any possibility to prove that independence is nonetheless safeguarded, go far beyond the relevant provisions in 
the Directive, are disproportionate (among others since they don’t take into account rules on independence already 
present in the other Member State) and thus infringe Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC).   
910 See recital 11 for suggestion that these will be minimum standards. 
911 The Commission is currently conducting a consultation on the adoption of such standards: 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/consultations/2009/isa_en.htm. 
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of public oversight carrying the ultimate responsibility over “(a) the approval and 
registration of statutory auditors and audit firms; (b) the approval of standards 
on professional ethics, internal quality control of audit firms and auditing; and (c) 
continuing education, quality assurance and investigative and disciplinary 
systems.” This system should thus be managed by a majority of non-auditors and 
can only contain a minority of practitioners. (Art. 32) Hence, even though 
Member States can still designate professional associations as the authorities 
competent to approve statutory auditors, these bodies should always be subject 
to public oversight. (Art. 3(2)) 

 

4. Conclusion 

As said, the Directive on Statutory Auditors was more inspired by the safeguarding of 
the quality of the statutory audits performed in the internal market (market regulation), than 
by the desire to increase the mobility of the professionals. This is probably mirrored most 
strikingly in the apparent lack of a more flexible regime in respect of the free movement of 
services where registration in the host state is still obligatory and Member States might even 
be allowed to require some permanent infrastructure.  
 
Hence, the Directive primarily contributes to market integration by means of positive 
integration, adopting harmonized “Community wide standards”. Thus, in respect of the 
conditions for approval of foreign auditors and thus entry into the profession, the 
Directive stipulates that Member States “shall not go beyond a requirement to pass an 
aptitude test in accordance with” the Diploma Directive. Nonetheless, the majority of its 
market-regulating provisions (training and educational requirements, ownership rules for 
audit firms, independence guarantees, continuing education,…) seem to amount merely 
to minimum harmonisation, thereby allowing Member States to adopt more stringent 
measures and thus reducing its integrative effect.912  
 
A promising integrative factor would seem to be the obligation on the Member States to 
impose the international auditing standards which should be adopted by the 
Commission.  However the possibilities for Member States to maintain or adopt national 
standards or procedures in certain instances should then be interpreted restrictively. 
 
With regard to the allocation of regulatory competences, the Directive entails an 
important shift from self-regulation towards national public oversight. The current state 
of minimum harmonisation would moreover seem to give Member States considerable 
leeway to enforce their own desired level of protection, if it in is conformity with the 
Treaty rules on free movement.  
 

                                                 
912In response to a consultation conducted by the Commission, the majority of the respondents complained about the 
remaining entry barriers in the European market for auditing services. To address this problem, they pleaded in favour 
of “more harmonisation at EU level concerning independence rules, qualification requirements, liability limitations and 
auditing standards for auditors” as well as “closer cooperation between public oversight systems and the possibility to 
provide statutory audit services without multiple registrations across the EU”, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/auditing/docs/market/consultation2008/summary_report_en.pdf.  
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IV. Directives on recognition of professional qualifications – 
Directive 2005/36/EC 

Justified barriers to free movement – All liberal professions restrict access or 
“entry” to their “monopoly of practice and/or title” by imposing diploma and possibly 
training requirements. Such access limitations based on objective evidence of the 
capacities or “human capital” essential to perform the professional service have 
generally been accepted as “necessary market regulation” and thus justified restrictions 
of free movement, in view of their contribution to recognized public interests such as 
consumer protection, proper administration of justice, public health, etc.913  

 
Harmonisation and/or co-ordination – However, an unbounded imposition of all 
national qualification requirements on foreign professionals would in essence exclude 
the emergence of an integrated professional services’ market. Consequently, the Treaty 
already provided for legal bases to adopt Community measures to coordinate national 
regulation of professional qualifications. As is well-known, a first route taken by the 
Community legislature was to harmonize minimum standards for specific professions 
in the so-called (vertical) sectoral directives. Given the immense difficulty experienced 
in agreeing on even vague minimum standards, this attempt to encourage free 
movement of professionals could hardly be considered a great success. Hence, the 
Commission enthusiastically welcomed the judicial adoption of the principle of mutual 
recognition in the Cassis judgment914 and espoused it as a key building block for its 
New Approach to harmonisation. In this vein, it set out to create a general ‘horizontal’ 
directive on the recognition of professional qualifications which would be based on 
mutual recognition915 However, while this Directive was still work in progress, the 
Court itself already firmly confirmed this principle when assessing the compatibility of 
qualification requirements with Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC) in its seminal judgment 
of Vlassopoulou.916  

 
However, in the context of professional qualifications at least, the Court as well as the 
Community legislator accepted that the requirement of mutual recognition is premised 
on a sufficient degree of equivalence of the foreign diploma and training modalities. 
Hence, in contrast with the automatic recognition stipulated in the sectoral directives, 
the general directives provided for the possibility to impose compensatory measures. 

 
In an attempt to simplify this jumble of legal instruments, the new Directive 
2005/36/EC brings them all together in one instrument.917 Since this was mainly a 
formal simplification and hardly entailed any substantive changes, the implications for 
professional regulation will be analysed on the basis of Directive 2005/36/EC with 

                                                 
913 See for example ECJ, Case 222/86 Heylens [1987] E.C.R.04097; ECJ, Case C-340/89 Vlassopoulou [1991] E.C.R. I-
2357. 
914 ECJ, Case 120/78 Rewe-Zentral ("Cassis de Dijon")  [1979] E.C.R.649. 
915 Council Directive 89/48/EEC of December, 21 1988 on a general system for the recognition of higher-education 
diplomas awarded on completion of professional education and training of at least three years' duration ([1989] O.J. 
L19/16); followed by Council Directive 92/51/EEC of June 18, 1992 on a second general system for the recognition 
of professional education and training to supplement Directive 89/48/EEC ([1992] O.J. L209/25). 
916 ECJ, Case C-340/89 Vlassopoulou [1991] E.C.R. I-2357. 
917 Directive 2005/36/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of September 7, 2005 on the recognition of 
professional qualifications (Text with EEA relevance) ([2005] O.J. L255/22).  
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references to any relevant changes in comparison to the pre-existing sectoral and 
general directives.  
 

1. Scope  

Regulated professions – In contrast with the earlier sectoral directives and the 
current subsections of the automatic recognition system replacing them, the general 
regime set out in Directive 2005/36 does not aim at specific professions but rather 
applies to all “regulated professions”.918 This concept is defined broadly as covering “a 
professional activity or group of professional activities, access to which, the pursuit of 
which, or one of the modes of pursuit of which is subject, directly or indirectly, by 
virtue of legislative, regulatory or administrative provisions to the possession of 
specific professional qualifications; in particular, the use of a professional title limited 
by legislative, regulatory or administrative provisions to holders of a given professional 
qualification shall constitute a mode of pursuit”. (Art. 3(1)(a)) To accommodate for the 
specific system of chartered bodies in the United Kingdom and Ireland, this broad 
category is extended to include those professions who have obtained the right to use a 
specific title or who benefit from a special status919 on the basis of their membership 
of certain chartered associations which aim at promoting and maintaining high 
standards.  Thus, with regard to these professions there is no public regulation 
reserving the professional activities to the members of these associations, but the 
“quality stamp” flowing from such membership, is recognized and protected by 
government, and does in fact often constitute a sine qua non for 
employment920.921(Art. 3(2)) 
 
It is clear from the main definition of a regulated profession that the general regime 
applies to professionals who, on the basis of their professional qualifications, are awarded 
either the monopoly over certain activities (“the pursuit”) or the monopoly over the 
use of a particular title signaling certain qualities (“mode of pursuit”).922 These access 
restrictions can be the result of direct as well as more indirect regulation, such as a 
prohibition on the sale of contact lenses by persons who are not qualified as opticians 
contained in a Public Health Code.923 It should be noted that Art. 2(1) explicitly, and 
rather superfluously, includes the liberal professions within the scope. 
 
“Finished/final products?” – In principle, the diploma directives are specifically aimed 
at the recognition of professional qualifications, allowing access to a profession or the use 
of a professional title, as opposed to mere academic qualifications.924 Hence, it seemed 
logical that only so-called “finished products”, i.e., fully qualified professionals, would be 

                                                 
918 For a critical assessment of the remaining obscurity of this concept, see Pertek, J., Diplômes et professions en Europe 
(Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2008), 87-91. 
919 Or the right to use designatory letters. 
920 See Edward, D., "Freedom of Movement for the Regulated Professions", in White & Smythe (ed.), Current Issues in 
European and International Law: Essays in Memory of Frank Dowrick (Sweet & Maxwell, 1990) 36, 44 who points out that 
British health authorities will generally not employ a doctors who “does not hold the ‘state registered’ qualification”. 
921 Pertek, J., Diplômes et professions en Europe (Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2008), 81. 
922 Pertek, J., Diplômes et professions en Europe (Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2008), 83. 
923 ECJ, Case C-271/92 Laboratoire de prothèses oculaires / Union nationale des syndicats d'opticiens de France and others [1993] 
E.C.R. I-2899, paras 10-13;  
924 Pertek, J., Diplômes et professions en Europe (Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2008), 54. 
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able to avail themselves of the provisions of these directives.925 However, the recent case 
of Morgenbesser, though not solved on the basis of the diploma directives but rather the 
general Treaty regime, opened perspectives for these “not yet fully qualified 
professionals”.926 In this case the applicant wanted to carry out her legal practical training 
abroad after having obtained the necessary preceding academic training and some 
professional experience in her home state. The Court first found that she did not fall 
within the scope of Directive 98/5 since the fulfilment of the required period of practical 
training was a prerequisite to become a fully qualified lawyer within the meaning of that 
directive.927 Subsequently, the activity of practical training as a “praticante” was found 
not to be a regulated profession within the meaning of Directive 89/48.  Nonetheless, 
the Court applied its Vlassopoulou case law and decided that Arts. 39 and 43 EC oblige the 
competent authority of the host state to examine “whether, and to what extent, the 
knowledge certified by the diploma granted in another Member State and the 
qualifications or professional experience obtained there, together with the experience 
obtained in the Member State in which the candidate seeks enrolment, must be regarded 
as satisfying, even partially, the conditions required for access to the activity 
concerned”928, being the enrolment at the Italian Bar to start practical training as a 
praticante.929 Thus it seems that professionals “in the making” will be free to have the 
qualifications and experience obtained in their home state recognized in the host 
Member State where they wish to complete their professional training.930  
 
Some exclusions/limitations – Recital 41 stresses that the Directive does not affect 
the application of the “public service” and “official authority”-exceptions contained in 
Arts. 39(4) & 45 EC and specifically mentions the profession of notaries in this 
respect.931 Hence, the Directive’s basic principle of mutual recognition of professional 
qualifications is not imposed so as to oblige Member States to accept foreigners into 
their notary profession and thus leaves them the option to discriminate on the basis of 
nationality.932 In respect of lawyers, the Directive does not affect the application of the 
Lawyers’ Services Directive nor the Lawyers’ Establishment Directive and thus only 
applies to the situation of a lawyer pursuing immediate establishment under the host state 

                                                 
925 For a discussion of the complexity of determining this “point of full qualification” in respect of lawyers, see 
Adamson, H., Free Movement of Lawyers (Butterworths, London, 1998), 75-77, noting for example the uncertainty as to 
the need for actual admission to the profession as opposed to simply satisfying all requirements for such potential 
admission, as well as the confusing situation where lawyers have been admitted “to the roll” but are still subject to 
further training and restricted in their right to practice. 
926 ECJ, Case C-313/01 Morgenbesser [2003] E.C.R. I-13467. 
927 ECJ, Case C-313/01 Morgenbesser [2003] E.C.R. I-13467, paras 45& 52. 
928 ECJ, Case C-313/01 Morgenbesser [2003] E.C.R. I-13467, para. 67. 
929 ECJ, Case C-313/01 Morgenbesser [2003] E.C.R. I-13467, paras 67-68 & 72. 
930 Schneider, H. C. S., "The Recognition of Diplomas and the Free Movement of Professionals in the European 
Union", in Schneider, H. (ed.), Migration, Integration and Citizenship, I (forum, Maastricht, 2005) 123, 151, noting that the 
Vlassopoulou case law thus extends to purely academic qualifications. See also the recent case of ECJ, C-345/08 Pesla 
[2010] E.C.R. [nyr]. 
931 As mentioned above, the Court has not yet pronounced itself on whether or not notaries do exercise “official 
authority” within the meaning of Art. 45 EC. The Commission however is of the opinion that notaries are not 
“directly and specifically” involved with the exercise of official authority since they cannot impose a decision against 
the will of one of the parties they are advising. Hence, it has launched infringement proceedings against, among others, 
Belgium (C-47/08), Germany (C-54/08), Greece (C-61/08), France (C-50/08), Luxembourg (C-51/08), Austria (C-
53/08), Netherlands (C-157/09), Portugal (C-52/08) by reason of the nationality requirement for notaries.  
932 PERTEK notes that it is not clear whether this means that the system of the Directive does apply with regard to 
nationals (including “naturalized nationals”) having obtained their diploma abroad. Pertek, J., Diplômes et professions en 
Europe (Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2008) 102. 
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professional title.933 Similarly, it does not affect the regime for statutory auditors set out 
in Directive 2006/43/EC.   

 

2. Free provision of services 

Aside from establishment, the free provision of services as well could be hindered by 
requirements in relation to professional qualifications. Nevertheless, the Court has on 
several occasions stressed the fact that cross-border service provision cannot be 
subjected to the same demands as establishment.934 Hence, the sectoral directives 
specifically addressed the matter of professional qualifications in the context of pure 
service provision in a separate part. The general directives, however, remained silent 
on this issue and focused solely on establishment. Consequently, Directive 2005/36 
aims to clarify this topic and dedicates a separate section to professional qualifications 
in the context of the free provision of services.  
 
Principle of the free provision of services – The basic principle is that professionals 
lawfully established in another Member State are allowed to freely offer their services 
in the host state without being restricted by any demands in respect of professional qualifications. 
(Art. 5(1)(a)) However, if that profession is not regulated in the state of origin, a two 
year exercise of that activity over the last ten years will have to be demonstrated. (Art. 
5(1)(b)) Only in respect of specific professions “having public health or safety 
implications” and which are not covered by the automatic recognition regime (see 
infra), does the host Member State retain the capacity to check the professional’s 
qualifications prior to a first service provision if it considers that there is a risk of 
“serious damage to the health or safety of the service recipient”.935 (Art. 7(4)) 
 
No registration requirement, only a potential declaration – In line with the 
distinction between establishment and “mere” cross-border service provision, the host 
Member State cannot oblige the migrating professional to register with or become member of a local 
professional body.936 (Art. 6(a)) However, with a view to facilitate the application of local 
disciplinary provisions, it may set up an automatic temporary registration or 
membership with such a body, if this does not in any way (delay or additional costs) 
burden the service provision.937 (Art. 6(a)) In principle, the host Member State can 
only require the foreign professional to give a written declaration concerning its 
professional liability protection as well as to provide certain documents attesting 
nationality, legal establishment without any ongoing suspension, professional 
                                                 
933 Recital 42. 
934 See for example ECJ, Case C-76/90 Säger [1991] E.C.R. I-4221, para. 13. 
935 Art. 7(4), para 3, states that if the host state finds a substantial difference in training which it considers to threaten 
public health or safety, it should still allow the foreign professional to demonstrate his acquired knowledge and 
competence, possibly via an aptitude test.  
936 Although the Diploma Directive does not affect the regime laid down for lawyers under the Lawyers’ Services 
Directive, the latter Directive similarly prohibits the imposition of a registration requirement. (Art. 4(1)). Note however 
the prevalence in respect of auditors of the Directive on Statutory Auditors which arguably allows for the imposition 
on cross-border service providers of a registration requirement as well as specific demands as to qualifications.  
937 Such automatic temporary registration or membership shall come about by means of the automatic transfer of a 
copy of the declaration mentioned in Art. 7 from the competent authority to the professional body. (Art. 6(a)). An 
Italian rule suspending the first provision of architectural services until the professional body accepted the “automatic” 
registration and for which it was given a period of 30 days, was deemed to delay the provision of services and thus 
declared incompatible with the Directive then in force. ECJ, Case C-298/99 Commission/Italy [2002] E.C.R. I-3129, 
paras 62-64. 
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qualifications, lack of criminal convictions for jobs in the security sector. (Art. 
7(1)&(2))  
 
Exercise under which title? – As a rule the professional will operate under its home 
title unless he belongs to those specific professions that benefit from an automatic 
recognition of qualifications on the basis of coordinated minimum standards (see 
infra), or if he belongs to the special category of medical professions whose 
professional qualifications have already been scrutinized on the basis of the Art. 7(4) 
exception discussed above. (Art. 7(3)) 
 
Impact on applicable professional regulation – Even though, as a rule, the 
Directive prohibits any requirement concerning professional qualifications as well as 
obligatory membership of professional associations for professionals merely providing 
their temporary services in the host state, it does explicitly provide for the applicability 
of certain host state professional rules.  Hence, Art. 5(3) states that the service 
provider is subject to those host state professional rules that have a direct link with 
professional qualifications, “such as the definition of the profession, the use of titles and 
serious professional malpractice which is directly and specifically linked to consumer 
protection and safety”938, as well as to the host state’s disciplinary provisions. 
Although it is not entirely clear what is covered by these “disciplinary provisions”, it 
would seem from recital 8, as well as the Commission’s point of view, that these are 
limited to rules directly connected with professional qualifications, and thus do not 
include rules on commercial communications, professional liability insurance, multi-
disciplinary activities, tariffs and codes of conduct. 939   
In any case, the application of  host state professional rules is still governed by the 
general Treaty regime prohibiting restrictions of the free movement of services unless 
they are justified,940 which presupposes that the home state rules (state of 
establishment) do not offer equivalent guarantees (see free movement chapter).941 As 
mentioned above, it is generally assumed that a professional merely providing services 
abroad cannot be subjected to the same regime as a professional seeking 
establishment. However, aside from the explicit prohibition to require recognition of 
professional qualifications and registration with a local professional association, the 
Directive does not shed any light on a potentially “lighter impact” of host state 
professional regulation on individuals exercising their free movement of services. 
 

                                                 
938 Recital 8 adds the example of rules relating to the “scope of the activities covered by a profession or reserved to 
it”. It is not entirely clear how professional rules concerning “malpractice linked to consumer protection” can be 
considered to have a direct link with professional qualifications. 
939 See Commission Document on the frequently asked questions in respect of Directive 2005/36/EC of 24 July 
2008, p. 15 at http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/qualifications/docs/future/faq_en.pdf.  (see however FEE (2007), 
"“Internal market for services and the accountancy profession: qualifications and recognition”", 
http://www.fee.be/fileupload/upload/FEE%20Paper%20on%20Internal%20Market%20for%20Services%20and%20
the%20Accountancy%20Profession%20Qualifications%20and%20Recognition%2007111112200701421.pdf.) 
940 Recital 43: “The exercise of the profession might be subject in the Member States, in conformity with the Treaty, to 
specific legal constraints based on national legislation and on the statutory provisions laid down autonomously, within 
that framework, by the respective professional representative bodies, safeguarding and developing their 
professionalism and quality of service and the confidentiality of relations with the client [emphasis added].”  
941 For a discussion of relevant case law, see Van Overmeiren, F., "Kohll en Decker anders bekeken: de mobiliteit van 
gezondheidsmedewerkers in de Europese Unie" (2005) T.S.R. 333;Van Overmeiren, F., "Kohll en Decker anders 
bekeken: de mobiliteit van gezondheidsmedewerkers in de Europese Unie" (2005) T.S.R. 333, 364-371. 
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3. Freedom of establishment 

The Directive brings together all the pre-existing directives and their specific regimes. 
Hence, it contains three regimes for establishment under the host state title: (1) the 
general system for the recognition of evidence of training, (2) recognition of professional 
experience, (3) recognition on the basis of coordination of minimum training 
requirements. Since the regime for the recognition of professional experience is 
concerned with professions in the craft, commerce and industry sectors and thus has no 
consequences for the liberal professions, it will not be discussed here.  
 

3.1  Automatic recognition of qualifications of specific professions 

Aside from the general system based on the mutual recognition of professional 
qualifications, the Directive also retains the earlier sectoral instruments which are 
focused on specific professions and allow for the automatic recognition of 
qualifications on the basis of harmonised minimum standards. Since this was the initial 
route embarked upon by the Community legislator, this regime will be analysed first.  
 
Minimum standards and automatic recognition – In an extremely slow negotiating 
process agreement was reached at Community level on minimum standards for several 
medical professions942 as well as architects.943 The fruit of this process is the resulting 
obligation for all Member States to automatically recognize the professional qualifications 
listed in the annexes to the Directive because they satisfy those predetermined 
minimum standards. (Art. 21(1)) 
 
Harmonisation of minimum standards and listing of diplomas – This automatic 
recognition is thus predicated on the harmonisation of minimum standards of training 
as well as the drawing up of a list of equivalent diplomas. Hence, the earlier sectoral 
system employed two separate directives to fulfil these functions.944 The first directive 
coordinated the minimum training requirements, including the preconditions for 
admittance to the education, the training’s minimum length, as well as certain 
indispensable minimum demands as regards the knowledge and skills to be passed on. 
The second directive exhaustively listed the specific mutually recognised diplomas of 
the various Member States satisfying these minimum standards. In the new Directive 
2005/36/EC the minimum standards are found in the body of the text as well as in 
the appendixes which also list the recognized diplomas.  
 
Quality of coordinated foreign professional services? – A general criticism on 
these directives relates to the fact that, in line with the limited competences of the EU 
under Art. 47 EC, they have been drafted with the main goal of facilitating free 

                                                 
942 Doctor, dentist, pharmacist, midwife, nurse responsible for general care and veterinarian. 
943 For architects and pharmacists it took more than eighteen years before these directives where adopted. Given the 
gradual enlargement of the European Union, the prospects for these negotiations to speed up in the future were dim. 
944 With the exception of the architects regime based on the sole Directive 85/384/EEC (Council Directive 
85/384/EEC of June 10, 1985 on the mutual recognition of diplomas, certificates and other evidence of formal 
qualifications in architecture, including measures to facilitate the effective exercise of the right of establishment and 
freedom to provide services ([1985] O.J. L223/15)) and the later codified system for doctors in Directive 93/16/EEC 
(Council Directive 93/16/EEC of April 5, 1993 to facilitate the free movement of doctors and the mutual recognition 
of their diplomas, certificates and other evidence of formal qualifications ([1993] O.J. L165/1)). 
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movement of professionals rather than guaranteeing adequate quality of, for example, 
health care services for patients.945 Hence, particularly with regard to medical doctors, 
it has been questioned whether these coordinated minimum standards do in fact offer 
sufficient quality guarantees to justify such automatic recognition. Indeed, the sectoral 
regime for doctors seems to focus mainly on coordinating “formal” aspects of training 
such as the length of training rather than its content and aspired competencies.946 
Whereas in respect of most other professions (at least) some substantive educational 
requirements are spelled out947, for doctors the minimum demands as regards 
knowledge and skills to be instilled are very vague.948 Nonetheless, in Kohll and Decker 
the Court made clear that it considers these directives to satisfactorily guarantee the 
quality of doctors and dentists.949  
 
Impact on applicable professional regulation – As a general rule, the host state 
professional rules will apply in as far as they are justified and not disproportionate.950 
Moreover, the Directive explicitly provides that it does not affect the regulation 
concerning the geographical distribution of pharmacies (Art. 21(4)).951 However, with 
regard to the medical professions952, the sectoral approach in fact entails that Member 
States may only award diplomas which satisfy these harmonised minimum training 
requirements and can only allow access to and exercise of that profession by those 
professionals who possess such a diploma.953 Hence, this coordination/harmonisation 
                                                 
945 Allen, J., "Ensuring quality of healthcare providers within the single market" (2002) Eurohealth 14, 14; Van 
Overmeiren, F., "Kohll en Decker anders bekeken: de mobiliteit van gezondheidsmedewerkers in de Europese Unie" 
(2005) T.S.R. 333, 354; Hervey, T. K. and McHale, J. V., Health Law and the European Union (Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, 2004), 223. 
946 See Allen, J., "Ensuring quality of healthcare providers within the single market" (2002) Eurohealth 14, 14-15; 
Peeters, M., "Free Movement of Medical Doctors: The new Directive 2005/36/EC on the Recognition of Professional 
Qualifications" (2005) European Journal of Health Law 373;Peeters, M., "Free Movement of Medical Doctors: The new 
Directive 2005/36/EC on the Recognition of Professional Qualifications" (2005) European Journal of Health Law 373, 
381, in respect of the earlier sectoral directive for doctors (Council Directive 93/16/EEC of April 5, 1993 to facilitate 
the free movement of doctors and the mutual recognition of their diplomas, certificates and other evidence of formal 
qualifications ([1993] O.J. L165/1)).Moreover, the “acquired rights route” entails that certain professionals are not 
even subjected to these minimum requirements. (Art. 23) 
947 See the minimum study programmes for dentists, midwives, veterinary surgeons, general care nurses and 
pharmacists.  In respect of architects the Directive only sets out vague minimum requirements for training (Art. 46). 
948 Van Overmeiren, F., "Kohll en Decker anders bekeken: de mobiliteit van gezondheidsmedewerkers in de 
Europese Unie" (2005) T.S.R. 333;Van Overmeiren, F., "Kohll en Decker anders bekeken: de mobiliteit van 
gezondheidsmedewerkers in de Europese Unie" (2005) T.S.R. 333, 354. See for example Art. 24(3) with regard to the 
basic medical training of doctors of medicine: “Basic medical training shall provide an assurance that the person in 
question has acquired the following knowledge and skills: 
(a) adequate knowledge of the sciences on which medicine is based and a good understanding of the scientific methods 
including the principles of measuring biological functions, the evaluation of scientifically established facts and the 
analysis of data; 
(b) sufficient understanding of the structure, functions and behaviour of healthy and sick persons, as well as relations 
between the state of health and physical and social surroundings of the human being; 
(c) adequate knowledge of clinical disciplines and practices, providing him with a coherent picture of mental and 
physical diseases, of medicine from the points of view of prophylaxis, diagnosis and therapy and of human 
reproduction; 
(d) suitable clinical experience in hospitals under appropriate supervision.” 
949 ECJ, Case C-158/96 Kohll [1998] E.C.R. I-1931, paras 47-49; ECJ, Case C-120/95 Decker [1998] E.C.R. I-1831, 
paras 42-45; {ECJ 2005 #121990}, 52. 
950 Recital 43: “The exercise of the profession might be subject in the Member States, in conformity with the Treaty, to 
specific legal constraints based on national legislation and on the statutory provisions laid down autonomously, within 
that framework, by the respective professional representative bodies, safeguarding and developing their 
professionalism and quality of service and the confidentiality of relations with the client [emphasis added].” 
951 See also recital 26. 
952 With respect to architects the Directive recognizes that most Member States do not know monopolies on the 
pursuit of these activities (recital 28) and thus does not require them to restrict access to these activities. 
953 Pertek, J., Diplômes et professions en Europe (Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2008), 68-69. 
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evidently limits to some extent the freedom of Member States in devising the training 
programs of these professions, even for internal practice,954 although they do remain 
free to impose more stringent requirements on their own nationals.955 Moreover, by 
requiring the Member States to restrict access to and exercise of those professions to 
persons in possession of these specific qualifications, the Directive confirms or even 
creates “professional monopolies of acts” in the Member States. 956 The scope of these 
monopolies, however, remains up to the Member States. 
 

3.2 General system for recognition of professional qualifications 

Mutual recognition based on presumption of equivalence – Given the slow 
progress on the sectoral directives harmonising minimum training requirements in 
order to allow for the automatic recognition of such foreign qualifications, the 
mechanism of mutual recognition was enthusiastically welcomed.957 This denotes that, 
in principle, an individual who is fully qualified in one Member State to exercise a 
profession, should be given access to the equivalent profession in the host Member 
State under the same conditions as nationals. (Art. 13(1)) Hence, it rests on a 
presumption of equivalence of the education and training received by professionals in 
the different Member States. The Directive does limit this presumption to levels of 
qualification of similar length958 and can thus be said to coordinate formal minimum 
requirements in terms of the minimum length of training. In order to be entitled to 
mutual recognition, the migrant’s professional qualifications should at least be 
equivalent “to the level immediately prior to that which is required in the host Member 
State” (Art. 13(1)(b)).959  If the profession is not regulated in the home country, the 
applicant should prove having had two years of professional experience in the 
preceding ten years as well as show evidence of formal qualifications.(Art. 13(2)) 
 
Rebuttable presumption – However, this obligation to mutually recognize was never 
“nakedly” imposed. Indeed, this presumption of equivalence of qualifications remains 
rebuttable and allows for the host state to check on a case-by-case basis for substantial 
differences in terms of the length or content of the foreign training conducted.  Hence, 
three instances of such significant differences which justify compensation measures are 
identified: (1) when the length of the training is at least one year shorter, (2) when the 
training covers substantially different matters, and, (3) when the regulated profession in 

                                                 
954 The United Kingdom, for example, saw itself obliged to install a “specialist medical training” in order to comply 
with the sectoral doctors directive. (R v Secretary of State for Health, ex parte Goldstein [1993] 2 CMLR 589. (QBD)) 
See also the training of dentists in Italy where this did not exist as a separate profession before the adoption of the 
sectoral directives: ECJ, Case C-202/99 Commission/Italy [2001] E.C.R. I-9319. 
955 ECJ, Case C-93/97 Fédération Belge medecins [1998] E.C.R. I-04837. 
956 See Art. 21(6): “Each Member State shall make access to and pursuit of the professional activities of doctors, 
nurses responsible for general care, dental practitioners, veterinary surgeons, midwives and pharmacists subject to 
possession of evidence of formal qualifications referred to in Annex V[…] attesting that the person concerned has 
acquired, over the duration of his training, and where appropriate, the knowledge and skills referred to […]”. Pertek, J., 
Diplômes et professions en Europe (Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2008), 53-54, 109. See again ECJ, Case C-202/99 Commission/Italy 
[2001] E.C.R. I-9319.  
957 Council Directive 89/48/EEC of December, 21, 1988 on a general system for the recognition of higher-education 
diplomas awarded on completion of professional education and training of at least three years' duration ([1989] O.J. 
L19/16); followed by Council Directive 92/51/EEC of June 18, 1992 on a second general system for the recognition 
of professional education and training to supplement Directive 89/48/EEC ([1992] O.J. L209/25). 
958 For the various levels distinguished, see Art. 11. 
959 For a criticism on the arbitrariness of the levels distinguished and the awkward consequences when applying Art. 
13(1)(b), see Pertek, J., Diplômes et professions en Europe (Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2008), 114. 
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the host Member State comprises one or more regulated professional activities which do 
not exist in the corresponding profession in that home state and for which the 
corresponding training was not provided in the framework of the education of the home 
state. (Art. 14 (1))  
 
Compensatory measures – If such divergences are found, the host state can impose 
compensatory measures, and the foreign professional will then be given the choice 
between an aptitude test or an adaptation period.960 (Art. 14(2)) With regard to the legal 
professions961 however, this choice is left to the host state.962 Hence, virtually all 
Member States have opted for an aptitude test.963 This is likely to have significantly 
deterred the use of this route for establishment by foreign lawyers.964 Hence, since the 
adoption of the Lawyers’ Establishment Directive, this demanding route of 
establishment has lost even more of its appeal.  In general, the provisions on 
compensatory measures have been criticised for being too vague with respect to the 
content of the test or adaptation period and for thus leaving too much discretion to 
“protectionist” Member States.965 But in line with the Vlassopoulou case law the Directive 
now limits this discretion by explicitly obliging the host Member State to take into 
account the knowledge beyond the diploma acquired by the migrant in the course of his 
professional experience when determining the compensatory measures. In more general 
terms, it needs to “pay due regard to the principle of proportionality” when imposing 
such measures. (Art. 14(4)) Moreover, it is set out that the proclaimed substantial 
differences in the content of the training need to relate to matters which are essential for 
the exercise of the profession. (Art. 14(4))  
 
Partial recognition – Another situation that needed to be addressed was where a 
profession in the home Member State only involves part of the activities exercised by the 
corresponding profession in the host state, and the professional qualifications reflect this 
more limited field of activity. The Court ruled that the general system of the diploma 
directive does not prevent the host Member State from permitting a “partial” taking up 
of the regulated profession by the applicant. In other words, it can limit the scope of its 

                                                 
960 This aptitude test should be designed on a case by case basis and test those subjects essential to the exercise of the 
professional activity and missing from the applicant’s curriculum. Knowledge of deontological rules can also be 
examined. (Art. 3(h)) The adaptation period involves the pursuit of the regulated profession in the host state under the 
supervision of a qualified professional for a maximum of three years and subject to an assessment. (Art. 3(g) and Art. 
14 (1)) 
961 In Price (ECJ, Case C-149/05 Price [2006] E.C.R. I-7691) the Court clarified that this derogation can include other 
than the “traditional” legal professions. (para. 58) Hence the profession of director of voluntary sales in France 
satisfied the two conditions identified by the Court, i.e., it was considered “a profession the practice of which requires 
precise knowledge of national law” and “the provision of advice and/or assistance concerning national law [was][…] 
an essential and constant aspect of the professional activity”. Indeed, this first condition was satisfied since access to 
this profession depended on “a diploma in law awarded on completion of studies of at least two years’ duration”. 
(para. 57) Moreover, the Court clarified that the advice or assistance given did not need to concern all national law but 
could be limited to a specialized area. (para. 59) 
962 Art. 14(3): “for professions whose pursuit requires precise knowledge of national law and in respect of which the 
provision of advice and/or assistance concerning national law is an essential and constant aspect of the professional 
activity”. This also applies in respect of professionals who do not fulfill the requirements for automatic recognition and 
thus fall under the general regime, such as incompletely qualified medical professionals and architects whose 
qualifications differ from those advanced in the automatic recognition regime. Moreover, the Commission can grant 
permission to derogate. (Art. 14(3)) 
963 Not Denmark. 
964 Adamson, H., Free Movement of Lawyers (Butterworths, London, 1998), 83-84. 
965 Cabral, P., Case note on Case C-168/98, Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg V. European Parliament and Council of the European 
Union, Judgment of 7 November 2000, [2000] ECR I-9131, (2002) C.M.L.R. 129,134; Notwithstanding this large 
discretion of the Member States, they have to lay down implementation measures specifying the content and modalities 
of the aptitude test. See ECJ, Case C-145/99 Commission/Italy [2002] E.C.R. I-2235, para. 53.   
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permission to practice to those activities that the applicant was entitled to perform in its 
home state.966 However, if the differences in training can be made up by compensatory 
measures, without these amounting in reality to a full re-education, the host Member 
State can refuse the partial taking-up of that profession.967    
 
Common platforms – The Directive also introduces the possibility for Member States 
or professional associations to create so-called “common platforms”. These are sets of 
criteria of professional qualifications which are considered suitable for compensating for 
substantial differences in the training requirements. Hence, if an applicant fulfils these 
criteria the host state can no longer impose compensatory measures. (Art. 15) 
 
Mutual trust needed – Despite the seemingly more pragmatic nature of a regime of 
mutual recognition than the system of the sectoral directives which relies heavily on 
the willingness of all Member States to agree upon minimum standards that would give 
foreign professionals “free entry”, this approach has its own inherent weakness. 
Indeed, since mutual recognition differs from automatic recognition in that Member 
States can scrutinize the acclaimed equivalence of the foreign qualifications, it is 
heavily dependent on sufficient mutual trust between the Member States in the quality 
of their educational and training systems.968  
 
Application of professional rules – As mentioned above, the Directive only requires 
mutual recognition in respect of professional qualifications which are presumed to be 
equivalent on the basis of being obtained after fulfilling training programs of similar 
length.969 Hence, it could be said that the Directive thus harmonizes/coordinates 
formal minimum requirements in terms of the minimum length of training. Furthermore, recital 11 
clarifies that the mutual recognition obligation does not affect the ability of the host 
Member State to impose other professional rules justified by the general public 
interest. Hence, these requirements will simply be evaluated under the general Treaty 
regime. Art. 22(b) explicitly discusses the issue of continuing education. According to 
the Commission this provision does not require Member States to set up such 
programmes of continuing education but merely allows those host states who have 
such an obligation for their own professionals to impose it on foreign professionals 
established on their territory.970  
 

3.3 Common provisions 

Language requirements – The Diploma Directive introduces a vague requirement that 
the “persons benefiting from the recognition of professional qualifications shall have a 
knowledge of languages necessary for practising the profession in the host state” without 
indicating in any way how this should be tested. (Art. 53) However, in its earlier 
                                                 
966 ECJ, Case C-330/03 Colegio de Ingenieros de Caminos [2006] E.C.R. I-801, paras 25-26, where it was investigated 
whether an Italian engineer qualified in hydraulics should be allowed to partially take up the broader Spanish 
profession of civil engineer. 
967 Such refusal will not be contrary to Arts. 39 and 43 EC. ECJ, Case C-330/03 Colegio de Ingenieros de Caminos [2006] 
E.C.R. I-801, paras 33-39. 
968 Hervey, T. K. and McHale, J. V., Health Law and the European Union (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 
2004), 228. 
969 For the various levels distinguished, see Art. 11. 
970 See Commission document on FAQs concerning the Diploma Directive, p. 13, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/qualifications/docs/future/faq_en.pdf. 
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judgment Haim the Court made clear that such a language requirement could be thought 
necessary for communication with patients as well as compliance with “rules of 
professional conduct and law specific to dentistry”971 only if it is applied in a 
proportionate manner.972 Hence, the Commission is of the opinion that “the 
proportionality principle excludes a systematic or standardised language check, which 
should be imposed only in cases of doubt concerning the language skills of individual 
migrants”. It also stresses that the individual circumstances of each case should be taken 
into account as well as the distinction between situations involving establishment as 
opposed to the free provision of services.973   
 
Adapting standards –The procedure for negotiating and adapting earlier sectoral 
directives involved various committees and proved extremely cumbersome. In 
particular in respect of rapidly evolving sectors like medical science the slowness of 
this process was problematic.974 Hence, the new Directive attempts to somewhat 
remedy this problem by setting up a single committee for the recognition of 
professional qualifications which will administer and update the whole Directive and 
counts also professional associations among its members.975 
 

3.4 Conclusion 

Since a Member State’s requirement of adequate professional qualifications for entry into 
a regulated profession will generally be found to be justified, some degree of 
coordination or harmonization of such conditions is a prerequisite for any attempt at 
integrating the professional services’ market.  
 
Services – The freedom to provide services is greatly facilitated by the Directive’s stipulation 
that “Member States shall not restrict, for any reason relating to professional 
qualifications, the free provision of services in another Member State”. Hence, with the 
exception of occupations “having public health or safety implications”, Member States 
cannot require foreign (regulated) professionals providing cross-border services under 
their home title to hold the specific professional qualifications demanded from nationals 
performing these reserved activities. Moreover, the Directive reaffirms the prohibition to 
impose an obligation to register with the local professional body, although some 
automatic registration mechanism may be installed. Hence, important “entry restrictions” 
are thereby preempted.  
 
However, in respect of the application of other host state professional rules to cross-
border service providers, the Directive does not seem to add anything to the general 
Treaty obligation on the host state to justify any restriction as serving a public interest 
goal in a proportionate manner. Moreover, the Directive even explicitly imposes the 

                                                 
971 ECJ, Case C-424/97 Haim [2000] E.C.R. I-5123, para. 59. 
972 ECJ, Case C-424/97 Haim [2000] E.C.R. I-5123, para. 60. 
973 See Commission document on FAQs concerning the Diploma Directive, p. 13, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/qualifications/docs/future/faq_en.pdf.  Note that Haim was concerned with 
establishment. ECJ, Case C-424/97 Haim [2000] E.C.R. I-5123. 
974 Van Overmeiren, F., "Kohll en Decker anders bekeken: de mobiliteit van gezondheidsmedewerkers in de Europese 
Unie" (2005) T.S.R. 333, 354. 
975 Arts. 58-59. See also recital 34. Peeters, M., "Free Movement of Medical Doctors: The new Directive 2005/36/EC 
on the Recognition of Professional Qualifications" (2005) European Journal of Health Law 373, 385. 
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ovague category of host-country professional rules “which are directly linked to 
professional qualifications”. 
 
Establishment – Even though the case law on professional qualifications in respect of 
establishment overtook the legislator in speed, the general regime mechanism of mutual 
recognition of professional qualifications clearly contributes to the freedom of establishment for 
foreign professionals. However, despite the promising idea of an obligation to mutually 
recognize qualifications which fulfil certain “formal” minimum requirements, the 
possibility to rebut the presumed “equivalence” of such qualifications has substantially 
reduced the effect of this free movement catalyst. Indeed, Member States are allowed to 
impose compensatory measures in the form of an adaptation period or an aptitude test if 
there are substantial differences in training in terms of length or content, and thus in 
essence retain the power to impose a particular “level of protection” through more 
stringent qualification requirements. The lack of mutual trust between Member States has 
greatly lessened the integrative effect of this general regime. Furthermore, recital 11 
clarifies that the mutual recognition obligation does not affect the ability of the host 
Member State to impose other professional rules justified by the general public interest. 
Hence, these requirements will simply be evaluated under the general Treaty regime. 
 
The automatic recognition of qualifications on the basis of harmonized minimum standards 
prevents this problem and should thus have a greater effect on mobility. Nonetheless, as 
mentioned before, the efficiency of this regime is seriously diminished due to the 
slowness of the process of agreeing on such standards. Moreover, in respect of the 
medical professions, these minimum norms have been criticized for being insufficient to 
guarantee the quality of the service and thus, combined with the duty to automatically 
recognize, they could in fact amount to undesirable deregulation.  
However, since Member States can only admit access to and exercise of medical 
professions by persons in possession of the specified qualifications, the Directive in fact 
confirms or even creates “professional monopolies of acts”.976 In terms of consumer protection 
this would seem beneficial. Nonetheless, such imposed professional monopolies force a 
particular centralized level of protection on the Member States.977 Moreover, in terms of 
allocation of competences, the coordination/harmonisation of training standards 
evidently limits to some extent the freedom of Member States in devising the training 
programs of these professions, even for internal practice, although they do remain free to 
impose more stringent requirements on their own nationals.  
 

V. Services Directive 

Introduction – One of the most controversial legislative endeavors embarked upon by 
the Commission in recent years is surely the Services Directive.978 Intended to boost the 
disappointing integration of the services market, the initial proposal contained an 
(over)ambitious combination of, on the one hand, a horizontal scope of application 
                                                 
976 See Art. 21(6): “Each Member State shall make access to and pursuit of the professional activities of doctors, 
nurses responsible for general care, dental practitioners, veterinary surgeons, midwives and pharmacists subject to 
possession of evidence of formal qualifications referred to in Annex V[…] attesting that the person concerned has 
acquired, over the duration of his training, and where appropriate, the knowledge and skills referred to […]”. Pertek, J., 
Diplômes et professions en Europe (Bruylant, Bruxelles, 2008), 53-54, 109. See again ECJ, Case C-202/99 Commission/Italy 
[2001] E.C.R. I-9319.  
977 Recall, however, that the scope of these monopolies remains up to the Member States.  
978 Directive 2006/123/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of December 12, 2006 on services in the 
internal market ([2006] O.J. L376/36). 
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(versus sector-specific), and, on the other hand, the application of a country of origin 
principle for the free movement of services. However, this legislative initiative came 
under heavy criticisms from various sides. In the end, a watered-down version of the 
revolutionary draft instrument was adopted. The numerous amendments did not 
contribute to the coherence of the directive and created some painful examples of 
confusing law-making.979  
 
Scope of the analysis – Nonetheless, it clearly exceeds the scope of this thesis to 
provide a detailed discussion of the various modalities of this “monstrous” instrument. 
Therefore, the focus of this chapter will be on those aspects of the Services Directive 
that may affect professional regulation. After a brief analysis of the nature of this atypical 
internal market directive, the various exclusions and derogations related to professional 
services will be identified. Subsequently, the basic “liberalizing” mechanisms for 
stimulating the freedom of establishment and the free movement of services define will 
be briefly elucidated. Finally, the few truly harmonizing provisions as well as soft law 
instigations/encouragements that might affect the liberal professions will be looked at.  
 

1. Nature of the instrument 

The Services Directive which emerged from this thorny adoption process could at the 
least be called unique in its nature, not only in respect of its scope but also its 
“integration mechanism”.  
 
Horizontal measure – As mentioned above, the slow integration process of the 
European services market inspired the Commission to propose a horizontal measure 
addressing the various types of barriers affecting the services sector on the whole. Hence, 
this directive breaks with the legislative tradition of adopting sector specific instruments aimed 
at the most problematic areas of the internal services market.980  Moreover, it also differs 
from the few horizontal measures which address a specific type of barrier across the various 
services, such as the Diplomas Directive.981 However, this “double” horizontal character 
of the Services Directive is somewhat qualified by the numerous services excluded from 
its scope.  
 
“Integration mechanism” – Another distinguishing feature of the Services Directive is 
its “integration mechanism”, i.e., its almost exclusive reliance on negative as opposed to 
positive integration. Despite the apparent abandonment of the controversial country of 
origin principle as the epitome of negative integration, the main focus of the Directive is still 
on the prohibition of national measures restricting either establishment or free 
movement of services. 
 

                                                 
979 See for example: superfluous repetition in art. 16(3)of justification possibilities already set out in art. 16(1); Posted 
Workers Directive confusingly mentioned as a general derogation in art. 3(1)(a) as well as a specific derogation to the 
chapter on services in Art. 17(2). 
980 Directive 1999/93/EC of the EP and the Council of 13 December 1999, on a Community framework for 
electronic signatures, ([2000] O.J. L13/12);  Directive 97/36/EC of the EP and the Council of 30 June 1997 modifying 
Directive (Television Without Frontiers (TWF) ) 89/552/CEE on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by 
Law, Regulation or Administrative Action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting 
activities, ([1997] OJ L202/60). 
981 See De Witte, B.,"Setting the Scene: How Did Services Get to Bolkestein and Why?", 2007/20, at 
http://www.iue.it/PUB/LawWPs/law2007-20.pdf, for this distinction between specific horizontal and general 
horizontal measures.  
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Negative integrat ion – As is well-known, the proposal introduced a country of origin 
principle to stimulate the free movement of services and thereby triggered heavy 
resistance. According to this principle a host Member State will have to rely on the 
controls on the service activity exercised in the state of origin and is not allowed to 
second guess these. Notwithstanding the exaggerated character of certain concerns 
expressed by the opponents of the proposal, the controversy surrounding the country of 
origin principle was not completely unfounded. Indeed, whereas this principle is not a 
novelty on the European internal market scene, it has traditionally been supplemented 
with substantive harmonizing provisions (positive integration). Consequently, the 
obligation on the host state to accept foreign services relying solely on the control 
exercised by the home country is then complemented by the reassurance that these 
services conform to minimum standards set out in the directive. The Services Directive 
however, contains hardly any harmonizing provisions.982  
 
In the end, the controversial country of origin principle was dropped and replaced by a 
vague “freedom to provide services” provision. Taken together, the establishment and 
free movement of services regimes seem to amount largely to a codification of the 
existing case law and thus mainly “boost” the “negative integration” route by means of 
these judge-made principles.983  Moreover, as will be seen below, the Directive even 
trimmed down the grounds of justification for restrictions of the free movement of 
services.  
 
Lack of  substant ive  harmonizat ion/posi t ive  integrat ion  – As mentioned above, the 
Directive contains little in terms of positive harmonization despite the promising title of 
Chapter V on “the quality of services”. Possibly this lack of harmonizing provisions also 
goes back on the complexity of adopting general standards suitable for the diverse types 
of services covered by this horizontal instrument.984 Thus the keynote of the Directive 
seems to be negative integration addressing non-market concerns mainly as potential 
grounds of justification.985 Still, it is important to note that several of its provisions 
provide for the adoption of further measures in the future.986 Moreover, as will be seen 
below, the Directive encourages the adoption of soft law measures on various subject 
matters. 
 
Soft law codes of conduct – Despite the scarcity of substantial harmonizing measures, 
the Directive does attempt to address the lack of Community wide standards by 
encouraging soft law initiatives. Hence, in general, providers and associations (including 
professional bodies) are encouraged to cooperate at Community level on quality charters 
                                                 
982 Hatzopoulos, V., "Assessing the Services Directive (2006/123/EC)", in Barnard, C. (ed.), The Cambridge Yearbook of 
European Legal Studies 2007-2008, 10 (Hart Publishing, Oxford and Portland, Oregon, 2008) 215, 240. 
983 Hatzopoulos, V., "Assessing the Services Directive (2006/123/EC)", in Barnard, C. (ed.), The Cambridge Yearbook of 
European Legal Studies 2007-2008, 10 (Hart Publishing, Oxford and Portland, Oregon, 2008) 215 ; Davies, G., "The 
Services Directive: Extending the Country of Origin Principle, and Reforming Public Administration" (2007) E.L. Rev. 
232, 234;  See De Witte, B.,"Setting the Scene: How Did Services Get to Bolkestein and Why?", 2007/20, at 
http://www.iue.it/PUB/LawWPs/law2007-20.pdf, 6 explaining why the original approach of specific legislative 
measures for the most obstructed and economically important sectors combined with a “catch-all” judicially enforced 
regime was thought to catch only “the tip of the iceberg”. See however Weatherill, S.,"Promoting the Consumer 
Interest In an Integrated Services Market", 1/2007, at 
http://www.law.ed.ac.uk/file_download/series/23_promotingtheconsumerinterestinanintegratedservicesmarket.pdf, 
11-13 questioning the added value of this codification which does little to concretize the abstract case law principles 
and thus hardly clarifies matters for businesses.   
984 
985 De Witte, B.,"Setting the Scene: How Did Services Get to Bolkestein and Why?", 2007/20, at 
http://www.iue.it/PUB/LawWPs/law2007-20.pdf, 10. 
986 Arts 39(4), 41, 16(4). 
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or labels, so as to promote the quality of the services, in particular by facilitating the 
assessment of the competence of providers. In addition, the drawing up of voluntary 
European wide standards is encouraged to facilitate “compatibility between services 
supplied by providers in different Member States, information to the recipient and the 
quality of service provision”. (Art. 26)  
 
More generally, professional associations should be encouraged to draw up codes of 
conduct at Community level so as to facilitate the freedom of establishment and free 
movement of services and enhance consumer trust in foreign services. (Art. 37) More 
specifically, the Directive suggests that these codes ought to include rules on commercial 
communications, professional ethics and conduct (such as rules ensuring independence, 
impartiality and professional secrecy).987 Subsequently, Member States should encourage 
national professional associations to implement these Community wide codes of conduct 
at national level.988 These codes are meant to operate as minimum norms, thus allowing 
Member States as well as professional bodies to adopt more stringent requirements.989 In 
response to this, the Commission launched a public consultation between 30 May and 15 
August 2007 asking professional organizations for information on their codes of conduct 
and their ideas on how to adopt European wide codes. The results were published in a 
document which seeks to inform and inspire other associations wanting to adopt a code 
of conduct.990 
 

2. “Exclusions, limitations and derogations” 

As mentioned above, one of the innovating yet controversial traits of the initial proposal 
was its horizontal approach covering the various types of barriers affecting the whole of 
the services sector. Indeed, the earlier measures concerning services as well as most of 
the initiatives in the goods area have a much more restricted scope of application. 
However, despite its horizontal setupthe draft itself already contained many exclusions, 
limitations and derogations, to mitigate its impact on more “sensitive” areas. 
Nonetheless, fierce opposition led to an even further trimming down of its scope of 
application in the final version adopted. Hereafter, those exclusions which concern the 
liberal professions will be identified.  
 

2.1 Specific professions excluded 

A major exception secured by the opponents is the sector of health care services. (Art. 
2(f)) Hence, all services provided by regulated health care professionals, including pharmacists, 

                                                 
987 In its Commission (2007), “Handbook on the implementation of the Services Directive”, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf, the Commission adds that 
“Such codes should contain the principles which are at the core of the exercise of regulated professions in Europe, 
such as professional independence, confidentiality, honesty, integrity and dignity”, 51. 
988 Recital 117 
989 Recital 115 
990 Commission Working Document: “Quality of services – the role of European codes of conduct”, at 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-
dir/codeconduct/the_role_of_european_codes_of_conduct_en.pdf 
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fall outside of the Directive’s scope.991 It would seem that veterinarians do not qualify for 
this exemption since they do not really provide healthcare services “to patients”.992  
 
Once more, notaries have been explicitly excluded. (Art. 2(2)(1))993 Given the more 
general exemption of “activities which are connected with the exercise of official 
authority as set out in Article 45 of the Treaty”, it might be perceived as somewhat 
surprising that such explicit mention was deemed necessary. (Art. 2(i))  However, it is 
possible that the current lack of judicial pronouncement on, and thus endorsement of, 
the claim that notaries fall within this exception of Art. 45 EC, prompted the drafters to 
clarify that this profession should be excluded in any case.994  
 

2.2 Limitations on the basis of other instruments of Community 
law 

Precedence of other Community acts – Art. 3 of the Services Directive on the 
“Relationship with other provisions of Community law” stipulates in a general manner 
that in case of conflict with a provision of “another Community act governing specific 
aspects of access to or exercise of a services activity in specific sectors or specific 
professions” the latter will take precedence. Despite the subsequent enumeration of such 
more specific measures, it would seem from the wording that these are mere examples 
and should not be taken to be exhaustive.995 	  
 
Lawyers’ Services Directive – With regard to lawyers, the “freedom to provide 
services”-regime of the Directive shall not apply to matters which are covered by the 
Lawyers’ Services Directive. (Art. 17(4)) Hence, in respect of non-judicial activities, Art. 
16 will apply where the Lawyers’ Services Directive does not explicitly allow the host 
state to impose its rules.996  
 
Directive on Statutory Auditors – Similarly, statutory auditors are primarily subject to the 
regime established by Directive 2006/43/EC, and thus the requirement to be approved 
by the host Member State is unaltered.997 (Art. 17(13)) Hence, Art. 16 will only apply to 

                                                 
991 Recital 22. 
992 See recital 22. Barnard, C., "Unravelling the Services Directive" (2008) C.M.L.R. 323, 343; Commission (2007), 
“Handbook on the implementation of the Services Directive”, 12, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf .  
993 See also the exclusion in Art. 17(12) of “acts requiring by law the involvement of a notary” from the application of 
the principle of “freedom to provide services” as set out in Art. 16. 
994 Barnard, C., "Unravelling the Services Directive" (2008) C.M.L.R. 323, 342; Commission (2007), “Handbook on 
the implementation of the Services Directive”, 13, http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-
dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf . Moreover, as was discussed in Chapter 5, the “official authority” exemption is applied 
restrictively to exclude only specific acts rather than a profession as a whole. 
995 Indeed, this list is preceded by the words “these include”. 
996 Commission (2007), “Handbook on the implementation of the Services Directive”, 41, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf . In practice, however, this 
will hardly ever be the case given the wide option to impose its rules provided for in art. 4(4) of the Lawyers’ Services 
Directive. Indeed, as discussed above, this provision allows the host state to impose its rules“concerning [especially] 
the incompatibility of the exercise of the activities of a lawyer with the exercise of other activities in that State, 
professional secrecy, relations with other lawyers, the prohibition on the same lawyer acting for parties with mutually 
conflicting interests, and publicity” if they are capable of being observed by a lawyer established elsewhere and “to the 
extent to which their observance is objectively justified to ensure, in that State, the proper exercise of a lawyer's activities, 
the standing of the profession and respect for the rules concerning incompatibility 
997 Commission (2007), “Handbook on the implementation of the Services Directive”, 43, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf . 
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auditors for those matters falling outside the scope of Directive 2006/43/EC. Moreover, 
in view of the apparent generality of the conflict-rule introduced by Art. 3, it can be 
thought that the type of establishment restriction on ownership allowed by the Directive 
on Statutory Auditors, will not have to be evaluated in the sense of Art. 15(2)(c). Matters 
not covered by the Directive on Statutory Auditors and thus subject to the Services 
Directive could be advertising or form of establishment restrictions.998 
 
Diploma Directive – As regards the regulated professions in general, thus including all 
liberal professions, the Diploma Directive will prevail in case of conflict with the Services 
Directive. (Art. 3(d), 15(2)(d) & 17(6)) Hence, the host state can continue to require a 
prior declaration. Moreover, all matters linked with professional qualifications999, 
including reservation of certain tasks to a particular regulated profession, will escape the 
application of Art. 16.1000 As discussed above, it is not entirely clear what the content of 
the “disciplinary provisions” which the host state is entitled to impose on the basis of 
Art. 5(3) of the Diploma’s Directive, is. However, when describing its relationship with 
the Services Directive, the Commission explicitly provided that the latter will govern the 
“matters not linked to professional qualifications such as commercial communications, 
professional liability insurance, multidisciplinary activities, administrative simplification, 
tariffs and codes of conduct”.1001  With regard to the provisions on establishment, the 
Services Directive does not affect the monopolies of exercise recognized in the 
Diploma’s Directive. (Art. 15(2)(d)) 
 
In view of these extensive exclusions, limitations and derogations, many liberal 
professions will escape the Services Directive regime at least to a certain degree.  
 

3. Liberalizing mechanisms 

Introduction – As mentioned above, the Services Directive largely codifies the 
preceding case law on prohibited national measures and thus primarily amounts to 
negative integration. In order to establish the manner in which the professional activities not 
excluded from its scope will be affected by the liberalizing provisions of the Directive (as 
opposed to the limited positive integration provisions), this section will investigate the 
requirements considered to hinder free movement as well as the potential to justify such 
restrictions. It should be noted at the outset that, in line with the Court’s case law, the 
Directive explicitly includes “the rules of professional bodies, or the collective rules of 
professional associations or other professional organizations, adopted in the exercise of 
their legal autonomy” among the types of measures that constitute “requirements”.1002 

                                                 
998 FEE (2007), "“Internal market for services and the accountancy profession: qualifications and recognition”", 32, 
http://www.fee.be/fileupload/upload/FEE%20Paper%20on%20Internal%20Market%20for%20Services%20and%20
the%20Accountancy%20Profession%20Qualifications%20and%20Recognition%2007111112200701421.pdf. 
999 As opposed to, for example, commercial communications, multidisciplinary partnerships, tariffs, etc. 
1000  Commission (2007), “Handbook on the implementation of the Services Directive”, 42, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf: “For example, when legal 
advice is reserved to lawyers in one Member State the provision on the freedom to provide services will not apply. 
Thus, a person that can provide services of legal advice in his Member State of establishment but is not qualified as a 
lawyer will not be able to rely on Article 16 to provide services of legal advice in a Member State where such services 
are reserved to lawyers.” 
1001 See Commission (2008), “Document on the frequently asked questions in respect of Directive 2005/36/EC”, 15, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/qualifications/docs/future/faq_en.pdf ; See also Commission (2007), 
“Handbook on the implementation of the Services Directive”, 42, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf. 
1002 Art. 4(7) 
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3.1 Establishment 

The chapter on establishment is mainly a codification of the existing case law1003 and 
was, in contrast with the one on the free movement of services, hardly disputed.  
 
Prohibition of authorization schemes – In line with the Court’s case law Member 
States are in principle prohibited from subjecting foreign service providers wishing to 
establish themselves to an  authorization scheme1004 to allow access to or exercise of that 
service activity, unless these schemes are non-discriminatory and serve an “overriding 
reason relating to the public interest”1005 in a proportionate manner. (Arts 9-10) Hence, 
the language of this provision indicates the adoption of a market access criterion as 
developed in the case law surrounding Art. 43 EC.1006 Inevitably, the same questions as 
to the delimitation of this restriction criterion will arise. (see further) Moreover, it should 
be noted that, in contrast with the Treaty regime, no provision is made for grounds of 
justification in respect of discriminatory measures.  
 
Prohibited requirements – Furthermore the Directive codifies certain prohibited 
requirements which affect access to or exercise of a service activity. Hence, Member States 
cannot impose discriminatory measures nor prohibit service providers to hold more than 
one establishment1007 or to be registered with more than one professional body. In 
addition they are prevented from subjecting service providers to a case-by-case economic 
needs test unless this is justified by planning requirements which serve public interest 
goals. Since pharmacists are already excluded from its scope, this provision does not 
affect the market structure restrictions common in the organization of this liberal 
profession. The prohibition to impose an “obligation to provide or participate in a 
financial guarantee or to take out insurance from a provider or body established in the 
[host state] territory” does not affect the possibility for Member States to require the 
participation in a collective compensation fund common in the liberal professions. 
Whereas in general the “direct involvement of competing operators” in the granting of 
authorizations or other decisions is prohibited, the Directive explicitly provides that this 
does not apply to the situation where professional bodies are the competent bodies who 
decide on individual applications. (Art. 14) Again in contrast with the Treaty regime, no 
grounds for justification seem to have been provided for these restrictions.1008 
 

                                                 
1003 Davies, G., "The Services Directive: Extending the Country of Origin Principle, and Reforming Public 
Administration" (2007) E.L. Rev. 232, 234; Weatherill, S.,"Promoting the Consumer Interest In an Integrated Services 
Market", 1/2007, at 
http://www.law.ed.ac.uk/file_download/series/23_promotingtheconsumerinterestinanintegratedservicesmarket.pdf, 
11. 
1004 By “authorization scheme”, the Directive refers to all procedures under which the provider has to receive a 
formal or implied decision concerning his access to or exercise of a service activity from a competent authority. 
1005 Art. 4(8): “‘overriding reasons relating to the public interest’ means reasons recognised as such in the case law of 
the Court of Justice, including the following grounds: public policy; public security; public safety; public health; 
preserving the financial equilibrium of the social security system; the protection of consumers, recipients of services 
and workers; fairness of trade transactions; combating fraud; the protection of the environment and the urban 
environment; the health of animals; intellectual property; the conservation of the national historic and artistic heritage; 
social policy objectives and cultural policy objectives”. See also recitals 40-41.  
1006 Barnard, C., "Unravelling the Services Directive" (2008) C.M.L.R. 323, 340. 
1007 See already ECJ, Case 107/83 Klopp [1984] E.C.R. I-2971, paras 17-22. 
1008 The specific requirements enumerated were indeed never accepted by the Court but this on a case-by-case basis 
after examining potential Treaty-based justifications.  
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Requirements to be evaluated – Lastly, the Directive sums up requirements to be evaluated 
by the Member States. These requirements will often restrict the freedom of 
establishment but can be justified if they are non-discriminatory in nature and serve an 
overriding reason of public interest in a proportionate manner. Included are quantitative 
or territorial restrictions based on population or minimal geographical distance as well as 
obligations to take a specific legal form, such as the prohibition in certain professions to 
offer their services in the form of a certain legal entity or partnership1009. In addition, 
requirements relating to the shareholding of a company, such as certain professional 
rules obliging the entire capital or a relevant part of a company providing professional 
services to be in the hands of members of that profession, need to be assessed.1010  
Furthermore, any imposition of fixed minimum or maximum tariffs should be 
evaluated.1011 In principle, requirements reserving access to a service activity to particular 
providers by virtue of the specific nature of the activity should be evaluated. The 
monopolies of the professions, however, are governed by the Diploma Directive and 
thus excluded from this provision. (Art. 15) 
 

3.2 Free movement of services 

Initial country of origin principle – As discussed above, the country of origin principle, 
initially proposed in respect of the free movement of services, would have made this 
Directive revolutionary as well as controversial. Indeed, it would have meant that the 
host state could no longer check the foreign services but on the contrary needed to trust 
the home state authorities. This clearly went beyond the well-known principle of mutual 
recognition where the host state has to take into account equivalent controls exercised in 
the state of origin. Admittedly, the country of origin principle was not novel in that it had 
already been used in several directives aimed at integrating the services market. However, 
as noted above, these measures typically also contain a substantial degree of positive 
harmonization establishing a minimum floor. This aspect so crucial to convince Member 
States to trust each other’s regulation was palpably lacking from this Directive. Still, the 
real impact of this deregulatory application of the country of origin principle was hard to 
assess given the many exclusions from the scope of the Directive.  
 
“Freedom to provide services” – Following strong opposition, the country of origin 
principle was dropped and replaced by a vague provision on the “freedom to provide 
services”. According to Art. 16, the Member States “shall ensure free access to and free 
exercise of a service activity within its territory” and thus not impose any requirements 
on the foreign service provision unless they are non-discriminatory, justified and 
proportional. Hence, also in respect of the free movement of services the Directive 
seems to proceed from a market access criterion as developed in the case law 

                                                 
1009 Commission (2007), “Handbook on the implementation of the Services Directive”, 33, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf 
1010 See for example: ECJ, Case C-140/03 Commission/Greece [2005] E.C.R. I-3177, paras 34-38, judging such an 
ownership requirement in respect of an optician’s shop to be disproportionate.  Commission (2007), “Handbook on 
the implementation of the Services Directive”, 34, http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-
dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf. Contrast with the recent cases on ownerships limitations for pharmacies: ECJ, Joined 
Cases C-171/07 & C-172/07 Apothekerkammer des Saarlandes [nyr]; ECJ, Case C-531/06 Commission/Italy nyr. As 
mentioned above, it can be thought that such will not be the case for the ownership restrictions explicitly allowed for 
by the Directive on Statutory Auditors.  
1011 See also ECJ, Joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I-11421, para. 69, where the Court left it 
for the national court to consider whether “professional rules in respect of lawyers, in particular rules relating to 
organisation, qualifications, professional ethics, supervision and liability, [would not] suffice in themselves to attain the 
objectives of the protection of consumers and the proper administration of justice”. Para 69 
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surrounding Art. 56 TFEU (old Art. 49 EC).1012 Inevitably the same questions will rise as 
to the delimitation of this restriction criterion. (see further) Aside from this general 
principle, the Directive also explicitly enumerates certain prohibited requirements1013 such as 
the obligation to register with a professional body.1014 (Art. 16(2)(b)) 
 
Limited justification possibilities – One of the more disturbing parts of the Directive 
is Art. 16(1) where it discusses the possibility for Member States to justify requirements 
imposed on those wishing to access or exercise a service activity in their territory.1015 It 
considers that such requirements can be justified if they are (a) non-discriminatory, (b) 
serve a reason of public policy, public security, public health or the protection of the 
environment,1016 and (c) are proportional.  
 
Two problematic issues flow from this. For one, whereas the Treaty provisions allow 
discriminatory measures to be justified on the basis of the limited grounds set out in the 
Treaty (i.e., public policy, public security and public health), the Directive appears to 
exclude any possibility to justify discriminatory measures.1017  
 
Secondly, in contrast to the open category of mandatory requirements available for non-
discriminatory measures in the case law,1018 the Directive seems to recognize only the 
four grounds mentioned in 16(1)(b) as potential justifications for restrictions of the free 
movement of services.1019 Hence, justification will only be possible on the basis of the 
traditional Treaty grounds of public policy, public security and public health, as well as 
the objective of environmental protection which had gradually gained an equivalent 
status in the Court’s case law.1020  The main “public interest” conspicuous by its absence 
is undoubtedly consumer protection.1021 This seems to be somewhat cushioned by the 
possibility to adopt measures relating to the safety of services on the basis of Art. 18. 
However, such measures can only be adopted in exceptional circumstances and on a 
case-by-case basis. It would thus seem that above all any protection of the economic 

                                                 
1012 Barnard, C., "Unravelling the Services Directive" (2008) C.M.L.R. 323, 340 
1013 It is not entirely clear whether the apparent superfluous Art. 16(3) (see footnote 1015) might serve as a ground for 
justification for these prohibited requirements. But given its exclusion of directly and indirectly discriminatory 
measures this seems unlikely. 
1014 This however does not affect any potential registration requirements imposed by other Community instruments 
such as the Diploma Directive.  
1015 It should be noted that the far-reaching amendments of the original proposal led to some confusing constructions 
in the final Directive such as presence of an additional paragraph on grounds for justification. Art. 16(3) repeats that 
these four grounds of justification can be invoked by the Member States in accordance with the other conditions laid 
down in paragraph 1. Barnard notes that this is in fact purely a matter of overlap which was left alone out of fear for 
upsetting the so fragile balance reached in the European Parliament (Barnard, C., "Unravelling the Services Directive" 
(2008) C.M.L.R. 323, 365). 
1016 Somewhat confusingly the Directive employs the terminology of “necessity”, usually considered part of the 
proportionality test, to describe the demand of a ground of justification.  
1017 See in that sense Commission (2007), “Handbook on the implementation of the Services Directive”, 38, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf 
1018 Recall also the Directive’s wide category of “overriding reasons of public interest” available in respect of barriers 
to establishment. 
1019 In its Commission (2007), “Handbook on the implementation of the Services Directive”, 37, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf , the Commission explicitly 
states that Member States can only invoke these four grounds.  
1020  
1021 In this respect DAVIES notes that the Directive relies heavily on information provision as the primary means for 
consumer protection and imposes extensive obligations in this regard on the Member States in Chapter V. Given the 
exclusion of most sensitive service sectors, DAVIES suggests that an information obligation might indeed suffice to 
protect the interests of consumers. (Davies, G., "The Services Directive: Extending the Country of Origin Principle, 
and Reforming Public Administration" (2007) E.L. Rev. 232, 236) 
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interests of consumers is lacking..1022 In respect of professional regulation, it would seem 
that no ground of justification on the basis of the proper practice of the profession 
(dignity, integrity, experience, etc.), as recognized by the case law, can be found within 
this free movement of services part of the Directive.  
 
Impact on wider judicial justification practice? – It is unclear what the actual impact 
of this limitation of the grounds of justification will be. Does this prevent the Court from 
accepting other public interest grounds to justify such restrictions? In other words, does 
this secondary community law bind the Court? In general, if a matter has been 
exhaustively harmonized, Member States cannot invoke grounds of justification beyond 
those provided for in the Directive.1023 However, as will be exemplified below, the 
Services Directive can hardly be said to harmonize anything exhaustively. It has been 
suggested that the Court is still free to apply its Cassis rule of reason mechanism to 
extend the grounds to save national measures.1024 Indeed, it should be recalled that, 
technically speaking, in order to allow for other grounds of justification than those 
provided for in the Treaty the Court in essence introduced a rule of reason confining the 
scope of the prohibition rather than adding to the ex post justificatory grounds. Hence, 
nothing would prevent the Court from doing the same here. However, this suggestion 
sits somewhat uncomfortably with the fact that the chapter on establishment does 
explicitly provide for overriding reasons of public interest in terms of ex post 
justification.1025 On a more practical level, however, it is not clear whether this limitation 
would have noticeable consequences given that most sensitive areas are excluded from 
the scope of Art. 16 in the first place.1026   
 

3.3 Delimitation of restriction criterion? 

Both the provisions on establishment and free movement of services employ a wide 
restriction criterion prohibiting Member States from imposing requirements which affect 
access to or exercise of the service activity. Therefore, the same concerns as to the 
demarcation of this standard arise as are present within the free movement case law.1027 
In the Directive, the only reference to such delimitation is found in recital 9 where it is 
stated that the Directive only applies to requirements which “specifically regulate or 
specifically affect the service activity” and thus not to rules of a more general nature on, 

                                                 
1022 Weatherill, S.,"Promoting the Consumer Interest In an Integrated Services Market", 1/2007, at 
http://www.law.ed.ac.uk/file_download/series/23_promotingtheconsumerinterestinanintegratedservicesmarket.pdf, 
7. 
1023 For a recent explanation of the “state of the art” on this relationship between primary and secondary law, see 
Opinion of Advocate General TRSTENJAK delivered on 4 September 2008 in Case C-445/06 Danske Slagterier [nyr], 
paras 79-83. See for example also the case of ECJ, Case C-309/02 Radlberger Getränkegesellschaft  [2004] E.C.R. I-11763, 
paras 51-59. 
1024 Davies, G., "The Services Directive: Extending the Country of Origin Principle, and Reforming Public 
Administration" (2007) E.L. Rev. 232, 235. 
1025 Davies, G., "The Services Directive: Extending the Country of Origin Principle, and Reforming Public 
Administration" (2007) E.L. Rev. 232, 236. 
1026 Davies, G., "The Services Directive: Extending the Country of Origin Principle, and Reforming Public 
Administration" (2007) E.L. Rev. 232, 236.   
1027 See however DAVIES who is of the opinion that the Directive’s language of measures “affecting access to or 
exercise of the service activity” contrasts with the Treaty’s more open category of “restrictions on freedom”, which has 
been interpreted broadly by the Court to mean “any measure liable to hinder or make less attractive the exercise of the 
freedoms”, and thus arguably requires a more direct link between the measure and the hindrance to trade. Nonetheless, 
he adds that despite its wide formula, the Court has been careful in accepting challenges to indirect hindrances. 
(Viacom & Mobile) (Davies, G., "The Services Directive: Extending the Country of Origin Principle, and Reforming 
Public Administration" (2007) E.L. Rev. 232, 236) 
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for example, planning and road traffic.  However, the presumption that the categories of 
rules enumerated in recital 9 fall outside the scope of the prohibition is rebuttable and 
should be checked against the actual effects of such rules.1028  
 

3.4 Administrative simplification and cooperation  

It should briefly be noted that the Directive is probably most credited for its contribution 
to administrative simplification as well as, arguably, administrative cooperation.1029 These 
provisions can be seen as improving “market management”1030 to ensure that the 
liberalizing mechanisms (such as mutual recognition) function in practice the way they 
are meant to. In terms of simplification, the “points of single contact” for providers as 
well as, optionally, consumers can only be applauded. (Arts 6 & 21) Administrative 
coordination, however, seems to require a degree of mutual trust which can only come 
into being gradually through experience rather than legislative initiatives.1031 
 

4. Harmonizing provisions  

Limited – As mentioned above, the scarcity of “positive” harmonizing provisions to 
counterbalance the deregulatory effect of the proposed country of origin principle was 
part of the fierce criticisms on the original draft. Even though a separate chapter on “the 
quality of services” is included, its actual content is very meager from a “market re-
regulatory perspective”. Hence, it seems that the Directive solely considers these non-
market concerns in their capacity of grounds for derogation. 
 
However, in view of the horizontal scope of the Directive, this lack of re-regulatory 
provisions is not entirely surprising. Indeed, given the considerable variety in the nature 
of services, the required regulation would be very diverse and thus hard to address in a 
general horizontal directive.  
 
Inform consumer – Thus despite this ambitious announcement of a chapter concerning 
“the quality of services”, the Community legislator seems to have opted full-out for its 
non-intrusive strategy of informing consumers.1032 Hence, in the case of regulated 
professions the provider should ensure that the consumer is provided with or can easily 
access information on, among others, the professional title and registration with a 
professional body. Moreover, the consumer should be able to obtain information on, 

                                                 
1028 Hence, in its Commission (2007), “Handbook on the implementation of the Services Directive”, 33, 
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/services/docs/services-dir/guides/handbook_en.pdf,  the Commission notes 
that certain town planning as well as building standards can contain requirements which specifically regulate the service 
activity. An example would be “rules on the maximum surface of certain commercial establishments contained in 
general urban planning laws”. (p. 14); Barnard, C., "Unravelling the Services Directive" (2008) C.M.L.R. 323, 336-339. 
1029 See a.o. Davies, G., "The Services Directive: Extending the Country of Origin Principle, and Reforming Public 
Administration" (2007) E.L. Rev. 232,239-240. 
1030 Weatherill, S.,"Promoting the Consumer Interest In an Integrated Services Market", 1/2007, at 
http://www.law.ed.ac.uk/file_download/series/23_promotingtheconsumerinterestinanintegratedservicesmarket.pdf, 
13. 
1031 Weatherill, S.,"Promoting the Consumer Interest In an Integrated Services Market", 1/2007, at 
http://www.law.ed.ac.uk/file_download/series/23_promotingtheconsumerinterestinanintegratedservicesmarket.pdf, 
13-16. 
1032 Weatherill, S.,"Promoting the Consumer Interest In an Integrated Services Market", 1/2007, at 
http://www.law.ed.ac.uk/file_download/series/23_promotingtheconsumerinterestinanintegratedservicesmarket.pdf, 
9-10, who also points out the downside of such heavy reliance on the information processing of consumers. 
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among others, the applicable professional rules as well as any multidisciplinary 
partnerships the provider is part of. (Art. 22)  
 
Professional liability insurance – Besides these information requirements, the 
Directive contains only a few specific regulatory measures. Hence, with regard to services 
that “present a direct and particular risk to the health and safety of the recipient or a 
third person, or to the financial security of the recipient” a Member State may require the 
provider to hold a professional liability insurance “appropriate to the nature and extent of the 
risk”. However, the insurance or other guarantees already obtained in the home state 
should evidently also be taken into account. (Art. 23) Given the voluntary nature of this 
provision, it cannot be said to contribute to a “minimum floor” of harmonized quality 
guarantees. 
 
Commercial communications – With regard to advertising restrictions/commercial 
communications in the regulated professions, the Directive prohibits a total ban.  
Nonetheless, it does compel the Member States to ensure that these commercial 
communications comply with those professional rules which are in conformity with 
Community law, such as the rules relating to independence, dignity and integrity of the 
professionals, as well as to professional secrecy. Any restrictions on commercial 
communications by means of professional rules should nevertheless be non-
discriminatory, justified by the public interest and proportionate. (Art. 24) Hence, it 
seems that aside from explicitly excluding the possibility of a total ban on commercial 
communications, the Directive does not much more than reaffirm the applicability to 
professional regulation regarding advertising of the general principles developed in the 
case law. 

 
Multidisciplinary practices – In addition, while principally prohibiting any restrictions 
on multidisciplinary practices, the Directive specifically comprises an exception for the 
regulated professions. Hence, such practices may be restricted if this is meant to 
“guarantee compliance with the rules governing professional ethics and conduct […] and 
is necessary in order to ensure their independence and impartiality”. Moreover, if the 
Member State does allow multidisciplinary practices with regard to regulated professions, 
it is obliged to prevent conflicts of interest and incompatibilities between the various 
activities. Moreover, it needs to secure the independence and impartiality required for 
certain activities as well as ensure that “the rules governing professional ethics and 
conduct for different activities are compatible with one another, especially as regards 
matters of professional secrecy”. (Art. 25)  
 

5. Conclusion 

Ambitious plans, uncertain outcome – It was explained above that the scheme of the 
initial proposal for a Services Directive was very ambitious given its horizontal nature as 
well as strong negative integration mechanism in respect of the free movement of 
services. However, the ever expanding list of limitations and exceptions to its scope as 
well as the weakening of the country of origin principle to a “freedom to provide 
services”, can be expected to have heavily reduced the integrative potential of this 
instrument.  
 
Establishment – Nonetheless, the Services Directive is likely to facilitate the freedom of 
establishment primarily through its provisions addressing administrative simplification. In 
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respect of prohibited restrictions, the Directive will not lead to the removal of additional 
types of requirements. Still, by way of its codification of the Court’s case law it will 
probably assist in eliminating the judicially identified restrictions in a more general 
manner. Moreover, it remains to be seen what the omission of any grounds of 
justification in respect of discriminatory measures will entail in practice.  
 
Freedom to provide services – The radical liberalization which the inclusion of a 
country of origin principle could have entailed (even though the various exclusions and 
exceptions would probably have softened this to a great extent), will not follow from the 
ultimately adopted principle on the “freedom to provide services”. In essence, the current 
chapter on services seems to amount to a codification of the Court’s case law with the 
exception of the potentially meaningful limitation of the types of justification 
possibilities, as well as the absence of a justification route for discriminatory measures. 
However, as discussed above, in view of the vast amount of exclusions and derogations, 
as well as the Court’s unknown interpretation, the actual impact of this reduced 
justification possibility awaits clarification.  
 
Lack of substantive harmonization/positive integration – As shown, despite the 
promising title of Chapter V on “the quality of services”, the Directive contains little in 
terms of positive harmonization. Still, the Directive does attempt to address the lack of 
Community wide standards by encouraging soft law initiatives. In respect of professional 
services, the Directive explicitly asks the encouragement of professional associations to 
draw up codes of conduct at Community level. Subsequently, the national professional 
associations should be pushed to implement these Community wide codes of conduct at 
national level. These codes are meant to operate as minimum norms, thus allowing 
Member States as well as professional bodies to adopt more stringent requirements.1033 
Moreover, it is important to note that several of its provisions provide for the adoption 
of further measures in the future. In conclusion, despite the scarcity of substantive 
quality regulation in the Directive, it does aim to address the concerns of lack of 
information and trust on the side of consumers, crucial to the functioning of an Internal 
Services Market.   
 
In conclusion, as a codification of the case law, the Directive can be expected to 
strengthen the negative integration path induced by the Court, yet to a more limited extent 
then the initial highly-controversial proposal. The scarcity of positive harmonization 
provisions suggests that it should not be interpreted as an exhaustive measure of 
harmonization, and thus the impact on national market regulatory competences will likely 
not go beyond that of the case law.  
 

VI. Brief look at some other legislative instruments 

1. Money Laundering Directive and confidentiality 

Introduction – Brief mention should also be made of the implications for the 
professional duty of confidentiality of the “3d Money Laundering Directive”.1034 In its 
battle against money laundering and terrorist financing the European Community 

                                                 
1033 Recital 115 
1034 Directive 2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 October 2005 on the prevention of 
the use of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering and terrorist financing, OJ L309/15, 25/11/2005 
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decided to involve certain intermediaries in financial transactions as gatekeepers by obliging 
them to notify the authorities of suspect financial or corporate transactions. Among 
these intermediaries are auditors, external accountants, tax advisors, notaries and other 
independent legal professionals. (Art. 2(3))  
 
Reporting obligation – Hence, on the basis of Art. 22 of the Third Directive on Money 
Laundering Member States have to ensure that these persons cooperate “by promptly 
informing the [financial intelligence unit] FIU, on their own initiative, where the […] 
person […] knows, suspects or has reasonable grounds to suspect that money laundering 
or terrorist financing is being or has been committed or attempted”, as well as by 
transmitting all necessary information requested by the FIU. However, this duty does not 
extend to information received from clients in the course of ascertaining the legal 
position of the client or representing that client in judicial proceedings. (Art. 23) 
Moreover, these professionals are only under such obligation when performing the types 
of tasks enumerated in Art. 2(3)(b) such as participating in financial or real estate 
transactions or assisting in the buying and selling of real property or business entities, 
etc.1035  These limitations seem to reflect the Community legislator’s acknowledgement of 
the important role played by confidentiality in the trust-based-relationship between these 
professionals and their clients.  
 
Legal challenge to Directive – However, after the failure of their attempts to be 
excluded from the extended scope of application of the Second Money laundering 
Directive1036, the legal profession still felt that this reporting obligation conflicts with its 
duty of professional secrecy. Hence, a collection of Belgian Bar associations challenged 
the legality of the national implementing legislation imposing this duty of cooperation on 
lawyers.  The national Court consequently referred a preliminary question on the 
compatibility of Art. 2(3)(b) [old Art. 2(a)(5)] of the Directive with the right to a fair trial 
contained in Art. 6 ECHR.1037 According to the applicants this obligation to inform the 
authorities was irreconcilable with their professional duties of professional secrecy and 
independence, which were deemed constituent parts of the client’s right to fair trial and 
respect of his rights of defense.1038 Even though the Court agreed that such a duty of 
cooperation could hinder the clients’ rights conferred by Art. 6 ECHR1039, it was of the 

                                                 
1035 Other activities enumerated in Art. 2(3)(b) are: the managing of client money, securities or other assets; the 
opening or management of bank, savings or securities accounts; the organization of contributions necessary for the 
creation, operation or management of companies; the creation, operation or management of trusts, companies or 
similar structures. It should be noted that Member States can extend this list. However, this has rarely been done. See: 
http://www.ccbe.org/fileadmin/user_upload/NTCdocument/commission_report_la1_1183722383.pdf 
1036 Directive 2001/97/EC of 4 December 2001, amending the first anti-money laundering Directive 
91/308/EEC of 10 June 1991 on prevention of the use of the financial system for the purpose of money 
laundering, ([2001] O.J. L344/76). The First Directive on Money Laundering only applied to banks and financial 
institutions. (Council Directive 91/308/EEC of 10 June 1991 on prevention of the use of the financial system for the 
purpose of money laundering ([1991] O.J. L166/77) This led money launderers to turn to other professionals for help 
with their activities. 
1037 It should be noted that the parties had also based their claims on an infringement of the fundamental right to 
privacy as protected by Art. 8 ECHR, but the referring court limited its preliminary question to the reconcilability with 
Art. 6 ECHR. When requested to include Art. 8 ECHR in its analysis the Court, in contrast with the Advocate General 
POIARES MADURO in his Opinion, did not consider itself at liberty to change the preliminary reference in this manner. 
Nonetheless, as noted by the Advocate General, the case law of the ECtHR clearly recognizes this double basis for the 
protection of professional secrecy. (Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 14 December 
2006 in C-305/05 Ordre des barreaux francophones and germanophone and others [2007] E.C.R. I-5305, para. 41) 
1038 ECJ, Case C-305/05 Ordre des barreaux francophones et germanophones [2007] E.C.R. I-5305, para. 12. 
1039 ECJ, Case C-305/05 Ordre des barreaux francophones et germanophones [2007] E.C.R. I-5305, para. 32: Lawyers would 
be unable to carry out satisfactorily their task of advising, defending and representing their clients, who would in 
consequence be deprived of the rights conferred on them by Article 6 of the ECHR, if lawyers were obliged, in the 
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opinion that these rights are clearly linked to the specific setting of judicial proceedings 
and that an exemption of the activities related thereto, as provided for in the Directive, 
thus suffices.1040 
 
Supervision by professional associations? – Note should also be taken of the special 
reverence paid to the self-regulatory professional bodies in this procedure. Indeed, 
Member States may designate the relevant professional bodies as the primary authorities 
to report to. Nonetheless, these bodies are then under the obligation to “forward the 
information to the FIU promptly and unfiltered” and thus seem to fulfill merely a 
symbolic role in this process1041. (Art. 22(2)) 
 

2. Secondary law provisions on advertising  

 
Advertisement regulation – Several professions impose restrictions on advertising by 
their members. Clearly such restrictions may not only restrict competition but also 
potentially hinder the market access of foreign service providers. Nonetheless, a certain 
amount of publicity regulation might be desirable in view of potential abuses. The 
undeniable need for some market regulation concerning advertisement practices in 
general, led to the adoption of various legislative initiatives. For one, a specific Directive 
concerning misleading and comparative advertising aims to “protect traders against 
misleading advertising and the unfair consequences thereof and to lay down the 
conditions under which comparative advertising is permitted”.1042 Despite its intention to 
harmonise the rules regulating comparative advertising to ensure adequate protection as 
well as a level playing field, the Directive explicitly states that it does not prevent bans or 
restrictions imposed, in compliance with the Treaty, in respect of the advertising of 
professional services. (Art. 8(4)) Another Directive affecting the liberal professions by 
prohibiting the advertising of medical treatments through the specific medium of 
television, is the Audiovisual Services Directive. However, this prohibition only relates to 
the types of medical treatment which are solely provided on prescription. 1043 As 
mentioned before, the Services Directive contains a rather vague provision on 
commercial communications in general for the regulated professions, excluding a total 
ban but allowing Member States to restrict the content and modalities of such publicity 
by means of non-discriminatory measures serving a public interest goal in a 
                                                 
context of judicial proceedings or the preparation for such proceedings, to cooperate with the authorities by passing 
them information obtained in the course of related legal consultations. 
1040 ECJ, Case C-305/05 Ordre des barreaux francophones et germanophones [2007] E.C.R. I-5305, paras 33-37.  See also the 
earlier case: ECJ, Case C-155/79 AM&S [1982] E.C.R.1575, paras 21& 23 which also included administrative 
proceedings. 
1041 See however Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 14 December 2006 in C-305/05 
Ordre des barreaux francophones and germanophone and others [2007] E.C.R. I-5305, para. 82 who considered that “That body 
has, as it were, a filtering and supervisory function, so that lawyers’ duty of professional discretion vis-à-vis their clients 
can be preserved.” 
1042 Directive 2006/114/EC of the EP and the Council of December 12, 2006 concerning misleading and 
comparative advertising (codified version). ([2006] O.J. L376/21). In respect of consumers, the regulation of 
misleading advertising is addressed by the Directive 2005/29/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
May 11, 2005 concerning unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices in the internal market and amending 
Council Directive 84/450/EEC, Directives 97/7/EC, 98/27/EC and 2002/65/EC of the European Parliament and 
of the Council and Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council (‘Unfair 
Commercial Practices Directive’) ([2005] O.J. L149/22). . 
1043 Art. 3(e) Directive 2007/65/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2007 amending 
Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or 
administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities ([2007] O.J. 
L332/27).  
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proportionate manner.1044 Hence, aside from explicitly excluding the possibility of a total 
ban on commercial communications, the Directive does not much more than reaffirming 
the applicability to professional regulation regarding advertising of the general principles 
developed in the case law. However, given the many exclusions from its scope its effect 
would seem limited in any respect. 

                                                 
1044 Art. 24 
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Chapter 7. Competition law 

I. Personal scope and state action doctrine  

Professional regulation as a competition law problem – Apart from having the 
potential to hinder free movement, professional regulation can clearly also interfere with 
the competitive process. Fixed minimum tariffs, advertising restrictions, prohibitions on 
multi-disciplinary practices, etc., all affect important parameters of competition. Hence, 
when examining the impact of European law on professional regulation, the next issue to 
be determined is whether the competition provisions will be applicable to potentially 
anti-competitive professional rules. Since hitherto all cases involving professional 
regulation have been dealt with on the basis of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC), the 
analysis in this thesis will focus on the anti-cartel provision, thereby not denying the 
potential relevance of Arts. 1021045 and 106(2)1046 TFEU (old Arts. 82 & 86(2) EC).    
 
A matter of personal scope – The first step is to determine whether professional rules 
can amount to “agreements between undertakings, decisions by associations of undertakings and 
concerted practices” and are thus caught within the personal scope of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 
EC). As discussed above, a recurring feature of professional associations is their often 
“hybrid” nature, i.e., their functioning and/or make-up will generally display some degree of 
state involvement next to the typical self-regulatory character. Hence, the exact 
consequences of this close link between professional regulation and state action for the 
application of competition law will be examined hereafter.  
 
Core issues of personal scope – Regarding the potential infringement of competition 
law by professional rules, two interrelated questions need to be addressed. For one, if and 
when will state involvement in the adoption of professional rules lead to an infringement 
of the competition rules by the state itself (state liability for anti-competitive measures). 
Secondly, when should a professional regulation be considered an anti-competitive 
decision within the meaning of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) for which the 
professional association should be liable, as opposed to a ‘genuine state measure’ for 
which it could escape accountability (state action defence).  
 
                                                 
1045 In his Opinion in Wouters Advocate General LEGER examined the possibility of applying the concept of a 
collective dominant position to a professional association: “147. The concept of a collective dominant position […] 
refers to a situation in which two or more undertakings are connected to one another by connecting links or factors 
such that, from an economic point of view, they present themselves as a collective entity with the power to act, to a 
considerable extent, independently of their competitors, of their customers and also of consumers. In accordance with 
that description, a collective dominant position requires the undertakings to be sufficiently linked to each other to 
adopt the same conduct on the market. […] 151. It is conceivable that members of a profession are in some way 
connected by structural or legal links within the meaning of the case-law. Because of their compulsory membership of 
the competent association, professionals are part of a collective entity the object of which is to define and apply 
common conditions for the practice of the profession.[…] Moreover, the rules imposed on the members of the 
profession may limit, sometimes significantly, the competition which operates between them by means of prices, 
services and advertising. It is therefore possible that the rules governing the profession may on examination prove to 
be decisions of associations of undertakings which, when implemented, result in the undertakings concerned being so 
linked as to their conduct on [the] market that they present themselves on that market as a collective entity vis-à-vis their 
competitors, their trading partners and consumers. […].” Nonetheless, he considered that the file did not contain the 
necessary “matters of law and fact” to decide on any potential abuse of this collective dominant position as well as any 
objective justification of such conduct. Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-
309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-01577, paras 145-153. 
1046 See for an extensive analysis of lawyers as undertakings entrusted with the operation of services of general 
economic interest within the meaning of Art. 106(2) TFEU (old Art. 86(2) EC): Opinion of Advocate General 
LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-01577, paras 155-204. 
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As will become clear, the core issue permeating all facets of the personal scope analysis is 
the distinction between what constitutes a ‘genuine state measure’ attributable to the state as 
opposed to ‘a decision of an association of undertakings’. However, since the majority of the 
jurisprudence on what constitutes such a ‘genuine state measure’ was developed within 
the framework of state liability for anti-competitive measures cases, it will be dealt with in 
detail there and referenced to in other sections.  
 
Terminological distinction between generic term of ‘state action’ and subcategory 
of ‘genuine state measure’ – It should be clarified here that in the remainder of this 
chapter a distinction will be made between ‘state action’ as a generic overarching term 
indicating any kind of intervention by the state, and, the subcategory of ‘genuine state 
measures’ referring to those measures which are treated with a degree of deference on the 
basis of their emanation from the state as the presumed defender of the general interest.  
 
Structure – First a preliminary outline of what is generally understood by an 
‘undertaking’ and an ‘association of undertakings’ will be given. As stated, the concept of 
‘a decision of an association of undertakings’ will be further delineated in the course of 
the following titles. Secondly, the state liability regime for anti-competitive actions will be 
addressed, and in doing so the qualification of a ‘genuine state measure’ as opposed to a 
‘decision of an association of undertakings’ will be clarified. Subsequently, the effect of 
state involvement on the accountability of private actors, the so-called ‘state action 
defence’, will be looked into. Lastly, some thoughts will be offered on the incentives for a 
co-regulatory set-up given by the procedural public interest test developed within this 
case-law. 
 

1. Undertakings and associations of undertakings 

Functional approach to undertakings: economic activity – In order to establish the 
nature of a professional regulation adopted by an overarching professional association it 
needs to be ascertained first that the professionals themselves qualify as undertakings 
within the meaning of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). The concept of an undertaking 
has been broadly defined by the ECJ as “any entity engaged in an economic activity, 
regardless of its legal status and the way in which it is financed”1047 whereby an economic 
activity is seen as “any activity consisting of offering goods and services on a given 
market”1048. Hence, the Court has previously determined that the regulated “liberal” 
professions (so defined by national law) of medical specialists1049, lawyers1050 and custom 
agents1051 carry out economic activities and qualify as undertakings within the meaning of 
Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC).1052 When confronted with these professional 
services, the Court clarified that neither their regulated character, nor their complex and 
technical nature takes them outside the ambit of ‘an economic activity’.1053   
 
                                                 
1047 ECJ, Case C-41/90 Höfner and Elser [1991] E.C.R. I-1979, para. 21. 
1048 ECJ, Case 118/85 Commission/Italy [1987] E.C.R.2599, para. 7; ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") 
[1998] E.C.R. I-3851, para. 36. 
1049 ECJ, Joined cases C-180/98 -184/98 Pavlov and Others [2000] E.C.R. I-6451, paras 76-77. 
1050 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 48-49. 
1051 ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] E.C.R. I-3851, paras 36-38. 
1052Apart from the observation that these professionals offer services in the market against payment, the Court also 
emphasizes the fact that they bear the financial risks themselves.   
1053 ECJ, Joined cases C-180/98 -184/98 Pavlov and Others [2000] E.C.R. I-6451, para. 77; ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters 
and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 49. 
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Regulated sectors and economic activities – In Wouters the Court identified two types 
of activities which it has traditionally deemed to fall outside the scope of the competition 
law rules: activities abiding by solidarity as opposed to market logic1054, and activities 
“connected with the exercise of the powers of a public authority”.1055 It was rightfully 
remarked that both in fact derive their lack of economic character from the highly 
regulated nature of the sector involved which removes any scope for competition.1056 
However, when applying this reasoning to professional associations and the Dutch Bar in 
particular, the Court found that the exercise of their regulatory powers did not amount to 
a social function based on the principle of solidarity or to “exercising powers which are 
typically those of a public authority”.1057  
 
Institutional approach to distinguish associations of undertakings from “arms of 
the state” – In addition to the more functional argument that their exercise of regulatory 
powers cannot be considered to be an economic activity, professional organizations 
often claim that they are subject to such a large amount of state interference that they 
should be seen as state bodies rather than associations of undertakings.1058 In other words, 
the degree of (formal or procedural) “institutional” state involvement1059 in their 
decision-making is such that their regulations and actions should be thought to emanate 
from the state. However, the Court has made it quite clear that the mere fact of having 
been set up by public law will not suffice to escape the application of competition 
law.1060 Nonetheless, the Court does recognize that states can lawfully delegate certain 
powers to bodies without depriving the ensuing measures of their official character.1061 
Hence a regulation will not be considered a decision of an association of undertakings if 
it was adopted by a professional body composed of independent experts and/or in 
accordance with legally specified public interest criteria and/or the state retained a certain 
degree of power to intervene. Since the bulk of the Court’s jurisprudence on this issue 
was developed within the framework of state liability for anti-competitive measures cases, 
these criteria employed to identify genuine state measures will be discussed in more detail in 
the following section.   
                                                 
1054 Referring to Poucet and Pistre which was concerned with the management of a public social security system: ECJ, 
joined cases C-159/91 and C-160/91 Poucet and Pistre [1993] E.C.R. I-637, paras 18-19.  
1055 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 57-58. 
1056 Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for the (Liberal) 
Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship between 
Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 298-299. 
1057 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 58. Advocate General LEGER had already 
deduced from CNSD (ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] E.C.R. I-3851, para. 7) and Pavlov (ECJ, 
Joined cases C-180/98 -184/98 Pavlov and Others [2000] E.C.R. I-6451, para. 87) that the possession of regulatory and 
disciplinary powers will not lead to the professional association being qualified as a public body, Opinion of Advocate 
General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-01577, para. 78. 
1058 This dual “line of attack” on the qualification of professional regulations as state measures, namely the claim that 
the activity of the exercise of regulatory powers was not caught by Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC), and secondly, that 
the set-up and legal framework of the regulatory body made it public in nature, could already be found in the rebuttal of 
the parties’ arguments by Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-309/99 Wouters 
and others [2002] E.C.R. I-01577, para. 78. 
1059 See also Odudu, O., The Boundaries of EC Competition Law: The Scope of Article 81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 
2006), 33 who observes an increased reliance on institutional factors (composition of entity, public interest criteria, 
etc.) as opposed to a purely functional approach (economic activity or not) in the analysis determining whether a 
disputed regulation is to be qualified as a decision of an association of undertakings within the meaning of Art. 101(1) 
TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC).  
1060 ECJ, Case 123/83 BNIC v. Clair [1985] E.C.R.391, para. 17; ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] 
E.C.R. I-3851, para. 40; ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 65-66. 
1061 In its intervention the German government had expressed the concern that the application of Art. 101 TFEU (old 
Art. 81 EC) to regulations adopted by professional bodies would constrain the institutional autonomy of the Member 
States in that they would no longer be free to organize their rights and powers by choosing to delegate certain decision-
making powers. ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 54-55. 
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2. State liability for anti-competitive measures  

2.1 Introduction 

The mixed public/private nature of many professional associations and their regulatory 
measures necessitates an inquiry into the impact of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) on 
anti-competitive state actions.  In other words, it must be determined if and when state 
involvement in the adoption of professional rules will lead to an infringement of the competition rules by 
the state itself (state liability for anti-competitive measures). Hence, this section will examine the 
evolution of the case law on state liability for anti-competitive state actions. However, in 
view of the complexity and even inconsistency of this jurisprudence, it is hoped that an 
analysis on the basis of a more explicit “constitutional framework” could add some 
clarity to the state liability matter. Therefore, this section will first endeavour to sketch 
the constitutional issues and standpoints that seem to have implicitly guided the Court 
before examining the case law against this backcloth. 
 

2.2 Constitutional stance ECJ in judging state intervention 

Formalism and inconsistency due to undisclosed constitutional balancing act – 
The case law dealing with state action and the Art. 101 (&102)TFEU (old Arts. 81&82 
EC) prohibition has often been criticized for its formalism1062 and inconsistency1063. It 
has been convincingly argued that a more explicit treatment of the underlying 
constitutional issues, as is present in the state action jurisprudence of the US Supreme 
Court1064, might serve to improve and rationalize this case law.1065 After all, when 
scrutinizing alleged state action infringements of competition law, the Court is not solely 
concerned with guaranteeing competitive markets within the meaning of Arts. 101 & 102 
TFEU (old Arts. 81 & 82 EC), but also with ensuring an appropriate allocation of 

                                                 
1062 See, among others, Chung, C.-M., "The Relationship between State Regulation and EC Competition Law: Two 
Proposals for a Coherent Approach" (1995) E.Comp.L.Rev. 87, 88-90, who suggests that the ECJ should stop adhering 
to the formalistic two-prong test to create legal certainty in this constitutionally sensitive area and dare to address the 
real economic effects on integration and competition of these state measures; Waelbroeck, M. and Frignani, A., 
European Competition Law, in J. Mégret Commentary, 4, (Transnational Publishers Inc., Ardsley, 1999), 148-149.  See also  
Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 157-158, for harsh criticism of 
the formalistic nature of this case law failing to reflect a coherent constitutional approach. For specific points of 
criticism on this formalistic case law, see the discussion below.  
1063 See among others Gyselen, L., "Anti-Competitive State Action in the Area of Liberal Professions: An EU/US 
Comparative Law Perspective", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The 
Relationship between Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 353, 361-366; Schepel, H., 
"Delegation of Regulatory Powers to Private Parties Under EC Competition Law: Towards a Procedural Public 
Interest Test" (2002) C.M.L.R. 31, 34-40. 
1064 Parker v Brown, 317 US 341, 350-351 (1943): “We find nothing in the language of the Sherman Act or in its 
history which suggests that its purpose was to restrain a state or its officers or agents from activities directed by its 
legislator. In a dual system of government in which, under the Constitution, the states are sovereign, save only as 
Congress may constitutionally subtract from their authority, an unexpressed purpose to nullify a states’ control over its 
officers and agents is not lightly to be attributed to Congress.”  
1065 Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 155-161, who favours a 
constitutional approach based on a sliding scale: “The steps of the scale start at the legislator and go down to 
undertakings, covering executive action, administration, agencies, mixed private-public bodies, etc. In this analysis 
more weight is given to competition considerations the lesser the democratic legitimacy of the author of the public 
measure under review; conversely, less relative weight is given to competition considerations the higher the democratic 
legitimacy of the author of the measure”, at 161. 
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competences between the European and national policy level.1066 In other words, in the same 
way as the delineation of the substantive scope of the free movement rules affects the balance of 
powers between the national and European level, the demarcation of the personal scope of 
European competition law requires a pronouncement on whén and íf European competition 
law concerns can constrain national policy choices by means of judicial control. Hence, 
in developing an EC ‘state action doctrine’, the ECJ is in essence defining the EC anti-
trust limits on the Member States’ sovereignty to regulate their national markets. Nonetheless, in the 
reasoning of the Court these constitutional questions are hardly referred to, let alone 
systematically addressed.1067   
 

2.2.1 Link with private conduct within the meaning of Art. 101 TFEU (old 
Art. 81 EC)  as a constitutional starting point 

Link with private conduct within the meaning of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) – 
Despite this lack of overt constitutional argumentation, the judgments dealing with state 
liability seem to imply that the European competition law scrutiny on the basis of Arts. 
101-102 TFEU (old Arts. 81-82 EC) can only be conducted if there is a “link with conduct 
on the part of undertakings of the kind referred to in [Art. 101(1) (old 81(1))] of the Treaty”.1068  In 
other words, the antitrust provisions will only apply if the restriction of competition is 
also the result of autonomous decisions of private actors.1069 However, as will be illustrated 
below, this “restrictive” condition has certainly not gone undisputed1070 and some of the 
                                                 
1066 Moreover, in parallel with the delineation of the substantive scope of the free movement provisions, the 
determination of the personal scope of Arts. 101 & 102 TFEU (old Arts. 81 & 82 EC) also affects the balance between 
the judicial and legislative power. However, since an in-depth discussion on the relationship between the legislator and 
the judiciary is beyond the scope of this dissertation, the few observations made throughout Chapter 5 on free 
movement will not be further elaborated upon in this chapter. 
1067 Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 133. 
1068 ECJ, Case C-2/91 Meng [1993] E.C.R. I-5751, para. 22; see also ECJ, Joined cases C-180/98 -184/98 Pavlov and 
Others [2000] E.C.R. I-6451, paras 99-100. For a recent explicit statement of this unifying constitutional principle, see 
Opinion of Advocate General BOT delivered on 22 November 2007 in Case C-446/05 Doulamis [2008] E.C.R. I-
01377, paras 63-68. The only instance where the Court sent another signal, was in the Leclerc-case where it raised “the 
question […] whether national legislation which renders corporate behaviour of the type prohibited by Article 85(1) 
superfluous, by making the book publisher or importer responsible for freely fixing binding retail prices, detracts from 
the effectiveness Article 85 [now Art. 101 TFEU] and is therefore contrary to the second paragraph of Article 5 [now 
Art. 4(3) TEU] of the Treaty”. However, since there was not yet a clear Community competition policy regarding these 
fixed book retail prices, the Court decided that the Member States’ obligations under competition law were not yet 
specific enough to hold them liable and thus did not address the aforementioned question. ECJ, Case 229/83 Leclerc v. 
Au blé vert [1985] E.C.R.1, para. 15 & para. 20. See also Thunström, M., Carle, J. and Lindeborg, S. P., "State Liability 
Under the EC Treaty Arising From Anti-Competitive State Measures" (2002) World Competition 515. 
1069 For a recent confirmation of the fact that “pure legislation” is not subject to scrutiny under Art. 4(3) TEU (old 
Art. 10 EC) jo. Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC), see: ECJ, Case C-446/05 Doulamis [2008] E.C.R. I-1377.   
1070 For overall criticism on this requirement of a link between the state action and autonomous conduct of 
undertakings, see Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 157; 
Negrinotti, M. P., Case note on ECJ, 5 December 2006, Cipolla , joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04, E.C.R. 2006, 
p.I-11421, (2007) Revue du Droit de l'Union Européenne 196;Gagliardi, A. F., "United States and European Union antitrust 
verus state regulation of the economy: is there a better test?" (2000) E.L.R. 353, 373, who proposes a strict 
requirement of “effect on interstate trade” as an alternative means of limiting the impact on state regulatory powers. 
This “effect on trade” concept should then be interpreted more restrictively than is currently done under Arts. 101 & 
102 TFEU (old Arts. 81 & 82 EC). Others do not dispute the necessity of a link between state action and private 
conduct as a means to exclude the scrutiny of genuine state measures with their inherent anti-competitive effects, but 
rather express concern about a potential/perceived additional requirement for such private conduct to be anti-competitive 
in and of itself without the interference of the state, see Opinion of Advocate General JACOBS delivered on 23 March 2000 in 
Joined cases C-180/98 and C-184/98 Pavlov [2000] E.C.R. I-06451;Faure, M., "Regulation of Attorneys in Belgium", in 
Faure, M., Finsinger, J., Siegers, J. and others (eds.), Regulation of Professions (MAKLU, Antwerpen, 1993) 89, paras 158-
161; Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] 
E.C.R. I-01577, para. 207; Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in C-35/99 Arduino [2002] 
E.C.R. I-1529;Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in C-35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-
1529, paras 83-88. This concern mainly relates to cases involving potential state liability for “reinforcing the effects” of 
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opaqueness of the Court’s case law seems to stem from the failure to draw all the logical 
consequences of what is in essence “a constitutional stance”.  
 
Limited conferred competences as a justification for refusal to review genuine 
state measures – Purely from a “federalist point of view”, it makes sense that 
competences should be transferred to the federal level in a sufficiently explicit manner.  
Hence, the fact that Arts. 101 & 102 TFEU (old Arts. 81 & 82 EC) are explicitly 
addressed to undertakings, cannot be ignored. Indeed, in respect of free trade, the Treaty 
explicitly mandates the EU institutions to act/proceed against protectionist genuine state measures by 
means of the free movement provision. In the field of competition policy however, the 
mandate to check state action is defined in a much more limited way and focuses on state 
aid as well as public undertakings. States are thus left with the power to regulate their 
economies in a non-protectionist manner, even if, and it often will, this regulation restricts 
competition.1071 Member States have consented to ensure that an internal market 
characterized by free trade is created, and thus not to create unjustifiable protectionist 
barriers.1072 However, they have not consented to subject their non-protectionist 
economic regulatory measures, as the instruments of their sovereign economic policy, to EU anti-
trust policy, other than in the two explicitly mentioned areas of state aid and public 
undertakings.1073  
 
   
Different rationale of public and private action advocates different competition 
law adjudication – Aside from the constitutional argument demanding respect for the 
limited conferral of competences, the requirement of a link with autonomous private 
behaviour within the meaning of Art. 101 (1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) also seems to 
reflect the recognition of the different nature of private and public measures in combination with the 

                                                 
private agreements. Indeed, in this hypothesis, it is possible that an agreement will only really affect competition when 
it has been declared generally binding on all through legislation. Such could specifically be imagined in those instances 
where legislation allows for undertakings to formulate proposals which would then need to be adopted by the state 
before they enter into force. If the state would then be let off because of a lack of pre-existing anti-competitive effects, 
the private conduct link within the meaning of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) would lead to exaggerated 
formalism. However, it seems that in reality the case law contains no example where such safe-conduct would have 
been granted to state action which added the necessary binding character to private potentially anticompetitive actions. 
The cases on which the Advocate Generals based their fears (ECJ, Case C-266/96 Corsica Ferries France [1998] E.C.R. I-
3949, paras 50-54; ECJ, Joined cases C-180/98 -184/98 Pavlov and Others [2000] E.C.R. I-6451, 99-100; and ECJ, Case 
C-67/96 Albany [1999] E.C.R. I-5751, para.66) can all be seen to have involved the question whether the content of the 
private agreement or decision was in fact anticompetitive in nature rather than whether the agreement was 
anticompetitive in effect even without the reinforcing state measure. Indeed, as will be elaborated upon below, the main 
concern of the ECJ has been to establish whether sufficient procedural safeguards surrounded the private 
agreement/decision to ensure that the state can be seen as the ultimate author of the resulting measures and thus the measure can be 
presumed to serve the public rather than the private interest. Hence, private decisions or agreements with an anticompetitive 
content (regardless of whether they have the necessary anticompetitive e f f e c t s  in and of themselves without 
state intervention) can inspire but not dictate the state measure adopted.  
Another question could be whether state liability on the basis of an unlawful delegation presupposes the adoption of 
an anti-competitive decision by the empowered body. As will be explained below, an anti-trust analysis of a delegation 
setting should not go beyond the determination whether a resulting decision is in fact a state measure or a decision of an 
association of undertakings.  
1071 See also Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for the (Liberal) 
Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship 
Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 332 who considers that Art. 4(3) 
TEU (old Art. 10EC) does not provide the Court with a similar mandate as the free movement rules to “second guess 
the State’s reasons for imposing measures that have an anti-competitive effect and perhaps even an anti-competitive 
purpose”. 
1072 See Marenco, G., "Competition between National Economies and Competition between Businesses - A Response 
to Judge Pescatore" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 420, 422 & 425. 
1073 Marenco, G., "Competition between National Economies and Competition between Businesses - A Response to 
Judge Pescatore" (1987) Fordham I.L.J. 420, 428-429. 
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value put on decentralized national policy-making. As assumed guardians of the general interest, 
national public authorities can be thought to have legitimate reasons to restrict 
competition. Hence, when the Court exempts genuine state measures from competition 
law scrutiny, it in fact expresses its respect for the balancing of competition as against 
other public interests that took place within the framework of the national political 
processes.1074 

 
Despite the heavy criticism on this deferential stance towards anti-competitive genuine 
state measures1075, it cannot be ignored that the competition law analysis has been designed to 
deal merely with the specific situation where the pursuit of self-interest no longer serves the public interest 
of competition. Hence, even though state actions may also be “captured by private 
interests”, it can be defended that the goal of competition law is the “promotion of 
competition in the economies of the member states, [and] not the correction of defects 
in political markets” .1076  Private anti-competitive actions however, are presumed to be 
inspired solely by self-interest at the expense of the general interest in competitive 
markets. Hence, state actions which in fact enable or “legitimise” such private behaviour 
explicitly forbidden by Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC), overtly infringe Art. 10(2) EC 
and will entail liability.1077   
 

2.2.2 Nature of control: procedural public interest guarantees 

Procedural public interest test – It is clear from the above that the Court refuses to go 
as far as to substantively investigate anti-competitive genuine state measures and ascertain 
whether they serve the public interest (substantive public interest test).1078 Rather, it seeks 
to determine whether the involvement of the state in the adoption of the measure can be 
thought to have been sufficient to neutralize the impact of the private behaviour. A mere 
formal state “acte de présence”, i.e. the plain fact that the state “as an institution” somehow 
                                                 
1074 See on page 210 for the economic soundness of this a priori constitutional preference for decision-making at the 
decentralized level. 
1075 See footnote 1070. 
1076 Areeda, P. and Hovenkamp, H., Antitrust Law , vol. 1A (New York, Aspen Law & Business, 1997)  (as cited by J. 
BAQUERO CRUZ, Between Competition and Free Movement, Oxford/Portland Oregon, Hart Publishing, 2002, 156). See 
also INMAN & RUBINFELD’S concern that such an attempt to pierce the government public interest veil would “take the 
courts into some of the darkest and least understood territories of contemporary political analysis” (Inman, R. P. and 
Rubinfeld, D. L., "Making Sense of the Antitrust State-Action Doctrine: Balancing Political Participation and 
Economic Efficiency in Regulatory Federalism" (1997) Texas Law Review 1203, 1265).  
1077 See also Castillo De La Torre, F., "State Action Defence in EC Competition Law" (2005) World Comp. 407, 429, 
footnote 80, where he notes that: “One could argue that if a Member State can restrict competition, why can it not 
decide that undertakings are able to restrict it? The question is linked in the raison d’être of competition law: it is based 
on the suspicion that the undertakings when they restrict competition will do it in its own interest.” For a more general 
discussion of the rationale between the public/private distinction in the EC Treaty, see also Odudu, O., The Boundaries 
of EC Competition Law: The Scope of Article 81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), 46-47. 
1078 Some of the authors pleading in favour of a certain degree of substantive review of the anti-competitive state 
actions are: Gyselen, L., "State Action and the Effectiveness of the EEC Treaty's Competition Provisions" (1989) 
C.M.L.R. 33, who nonetheless seemed to take a more moderate position in a later publication: Gyselen, L., "Anti-
Competitive State Action in the Area of Liberal Professions: An EU/US Comparative Law Perspective", in 
Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship between Competition Law 
and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 353; Chung, C.-M., "The Relationship between State Regulation 
and EC Competition Law: Two Proposals for a Coherent Approach" (1995) E.Comp.L.Rev. 87; Gagliardi, A. F., 
"United States and European Union antitrust verus state regulation of the economy: is there a better test?" (2000) 
E.L.R. 353. See also Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in C-35/99 Arduino [2002] 
E.C.R. I-1529, para. 91;   and Commission “Report on Competition in Professional Services” (COM(2004) 83), 21-22.  
It should be noted that even those authors in favor of a more substantive review of the anticompetitive state actions, 
generally do not propagate simply applying the efficiency oriented  competition law analysis to national authorities but 
would rather opt for a scrutiny along the lines of the free movement balancing act with the potential for justifying these 
measures on the basis of public interest grounds and a proportionality test. 
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intervened, would seem to be unsatisfactory (institutional state involvement test)1079. 
Therefore, the main focus of the Court’s analysis in the various cases appears to be on 
the absence or presence of procedural public interest guarantees surrounding the actions of 
these private actors (procedural public interest test).1080 Thus, if the state grants too 
much autonomy to the private actors it engages in its decision-making process, there is a 
presumption that the resulting measure will serve private rather than public interests and 
should therefore be subjected to the same competition rules as other private 
behaviour.1081 In other words, the ECJ attempts to determine whether the state can be seen as 
the ultimate author of the resulting measures. If sufficient procedural safeguards are put up to 
ensure that such is the case, the then genuine state measure will not be inspected any 
further.  
 
Economic theory of federalism’s perspective on a procedural public interest test – 
In terms of the economic theory of federalism, the choice to subject national market 
regulatory measures only to a limited procedural test at the federal level as opposed to a 
substantive review can be based on the assumed superiority of decentralized decision-
making.1082 Indeed, since decision-making at local level is thought to be more capable of 
satisfying citizens’ preferences as well as maximizing their political participation, national 
market regulation can be expected to maximize intra-state efficiency.1083 Moreover, limiting 
the federal judicial analysis to a procedural test, thereby ignoring the potential of ‘capture’ 
of the national political process by private interests, seems justified in view the difficulty 
of establishing such illicit influence going beyond the normal democratic process.1084  

 
Inter-state efficiency favouring an addit ional threshold? – Nonetheless, as in any 
federalism analysis, these benefits of decentralized decision-making need to be weighed against the 

                                                 
1079 See also Schepel, H., "Delegation of Regulatory Powers to Private Parties Under EC Competition Law: Towards a 
Procedural Public Interest Test" (2002) C.M.L.R. 31, 44. 
1080 Schepel, H., "Delegation of Regulatory Powers to Private Parties Under EC Competition Law: Towards a 
Procedural Public Interest Test" (2002) C.M.L.R. 31. A similar procedural focus seems to characterize the American 
state action doctrine which seems to be  as “[largely ignoring ] the economic consequences of state regulations […], 
provided those regulations were decided by an open, participatory political process, as evidenced by state legislative 
involvement”, Inman, R. P. and Rubinfeld, D. L., "Making Sense of the Antitrust State-Action Doctrine: Balancing 
Political Participation and Economic Efficiency in Regulatory Federalism" (1997) Texas Law Review 1203, 1253. 
1081 See also in that sense Castillo De La Torre, F., "State Action Defence in EC Competition Law" (2005) World 
Comp. 407;Castillo De La Torre, F., "State Action Defence in EC Competition Law" (2005) World Comp. 407, 428-429: 
“Competition law […] is not based on the underlying proposition that restrictions of competition can never serve the 
public interest. Much more modestly, it is based on the proposition that undertakings which may stand to gain from 
the restriction of competition cannot be fully trusted and that they cannot be the ones who decide which restrictions 
are in the public interest and which are not.”  See also the evolved opinion of BAQUERO CRUZ in a later contribution: 
Baquero Cruz, J., "The State Action Doctrine", in Amato, G. and Ehlermann, C. D. (eds.), EC Competition Law: A 
Critical Assessment (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2007) 551, 589-590. 
1082 Inman, R. P. and Rubinfeld, D. L., "Making Sense of the Antitrust State-Action Doctrine: Balancing Political 
Participation and Economic Efficiency in Regulatory Federalism" (1997) Texas Law Review 1203, 1270-1271, who note 
in respect of the American case law that “[a]lthough current state-action doctrine does not guarantee more 
participation and improved efficiency, it confines regulatory policy to an institutional setting where those valued 
outcomes are most likely to occur.” In the United States, the Supreme Court established the ‘Midcal-test’ holding hat 
state measures will escape the application of federal antitrust law if (1) the restriction of competition is “clearly 
articulated and affirmatively expressed by the state itself”, and (2) when private undertakings are involved in the 
implementation of the state’s policy they should be “actively supervised by the state itself”. (California Liquor dealers v. 
Midcal Aluminium, 445 U.S. 97(1980)). 
1083 Inman, R. P. and Rubinfeld, D. L., "Making Sense of the Antitrust State-Action Doctrine: Balancing Political 
Participation and Economic Efficiency in Regulatory Federalism" (1997) Texas Law Review 1203, 1209-1229. It should 
be noted however, that their appreciation of political participation is based on more than the sole utilitarian benefit of 
increased efficiency and encompasses also its developmental and intrinsic value, 1211-1213. 
1084 See also INMAN & RUBINFELD as cited in footnote 1076. 
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potential harm caused on other Member States by externalities (= inter-state inefficiency).1085  As 
discussed in the chapter on free movement, the negative impact of national policy 
choices on foreign EU citizens can be understood to result from the absence of a 
representation of their interests in the national democratic legislative process. Hence, the 
power of the central judiciary to condemn such anti-competitive national measures with 
harmful externalities can then be perceived as providing the incentive for national 
governments to internalize the potential costs imposed on out-of-state citizens.1086 
Nonetheless, since almost any national measure could be thought to affect cross-border 
competition to some extent, the elasticity of the externality-concept could threaten to 
eliminate all room for national market regulation.1087 Therefore, reminiscent of the Keck-
qualification of the Dassonville formula, it could be argued that if genuine state measures 
are to be scrutinized within a European competition law context, this should only be so 
in the event of significant externalities causing substantial harm.1088    

 
Preference for free movement analysis to address the externality problem – Even 
though externalities are clearly a legitimate concern to be taken into account in an 
internal market, it could be argued that by means of the free movement provisions, 
European law, in contrast with the American legal context1089, already provides an 
avenue which seems better suited for this type of scrutiny. 1090 Indeed, rather than the 

                                                 
1085 Inman, R. P. and Rubinfeld, D. L., "Making Sense of the Antitrust State-Action Doctrine: Balancing Political 
Participation and Economic Efficiency in Regulatory Federalism" (1997) Texas Law Review 1203, 1271-1281; who 
suggest that a second prong containing a “spill-over test” should be added to the US Midcal test. Their second prong 
does not however involve a substantive review in terms of the balancing of the state’s regulatory interest against the 
federal interest in competition. (contrast with the substantive legality tests proposed in the European context which 
would involve precisely such balancing of interests) Rather, it merely establishes whether the state regulation causes a 
significant externality in the form of monopoly spill-overs (involving a market elasticity test) and in the adoption of which 
out-of-state citizens have not been granted a “voice” through specific interstate agreements. If a state measure fails this 
second prong, it would be subjected to the traditional competition law analysis under the Sherman Act. (likewise in the 
EU, an anti-competitive state action which does not fulfil the criteria of a genuine state measure, should probably be 
subjected to a traditional justification analysis under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC): see in that sense Gyselen, 
L., "Anti-Competitive State Action in the Area of Liberal Professions: An EU/US Comparative Law Perspective", in 
Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law 
and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 353, 390-391) 
1086 For an application of this idea in the European free movement context, see in particular the seminal work of 
Poiares Maduro, M., We The Court - The European Court of Justice and the European Economic Constitution (Hart Publishing, 
Oxford, 1998) 
1087 See also in that sense Elhauge, E. R., "The Scope of Antitrust Process" (1991) Harvard Law Review 667, 730-731. 
1088 It should be noted that in the European debate, most authors (with the exception of, for example, Negrinotti, M. 
P., Case note on ECJ, 5 December 2006, Cipolla , Joined Cases C-94/04 and C-202/04, E.C.R. 2006, P.I-11421, (2007) 
Revue du Droit de l'Union Européenne 196) favoring a substantive review of anti-competitive state action seem to have 
recognized the need for limitations on such “federal review” of national measures, and have thus proposed to toughen 
the “effects on trade”-test (see in that sense: Chung, C.-M., "The Relationship between State Regulation and EC 
Competition Law: Two Proposals for a Coherent Approach" (1995) E.Comp.L.Rev. 87; Gagliardi, A. F., "United States 
and European Union antitrust verus state regulation of the economy: is there a better test?" (2000) E.L.R. 353), or to 
reserve the label of “distortion of competition” to those state measures which are aimed at regulating price and output 
as opposed to merely having an incidental effect on competition. Gyselen, L., "Anti-Competitive State Measures and 
the EC Treaty: Towards a Substantive Legality Standard" (1993) E.L.Rev. 55 
1089 See Easterbrook, F. H., "Antitrust and the Economics of Federalism" (1983) Journal of Law and Economics 23, who 
criticizes the vagueness of the US negative commerce clause  as a basis to scrutinize state action and therefore favours 
this antitrust route. Contrast, however, with ELHAUGE who is also seems to be a proponent of reviewing state action 
via the negative or dormant commerce clause rather than the antitrust process, Elhauge, E. R., "The Scope of Antitrust 
Process" (1991) Harvard Law Review 667, 732. 
1090 BAQUERO CRUZ also expresses a preference for the free movement route on the basis of several considerations 
which can be summarized as follows. For one, state courts might be better at applying free movement rules than 
competition rules. Moreover, the free movement avenue would, on the one hand, allow for more measures to be 
caught in the absence of a de minimis rule, and on the other hand, safeguard the state’s regulatory prerogative by means 
of the Keck demarcation limiting substantive review to protectionist measures (note, however, that it is unclear to what 
extent the essence of this Keck-delimitation has been extended to the other freedoms, see Chapter 5.  From a purely 
procedural perspective, a preliminary reference involving free movement concerns requires less information than a 
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typical economic efficiency analysis associated with Arts. 101-102 TFEU (old Arts. 81-82 
EC), the inspection of anti-competitive genuine state measures will require a balancing of 
the national regulatory objectives with the EU goal of competition.  Hence, those authors favouring 
a substantive legality test of such genuine state measures already recognized that this 
scrutiny would in fact be limited to checking whether the Member States can invoke 
legitimate public interest reasons to justify their anti-competitive measures and whether 
these measures can be deemed proportionate to their objectives.1091  The complexity 
which such a balancing act entails for a judicial body has been discussed above in 
Chapter 5 on free movement where a very cautious approach was advocated. Hence, in 
line with the position adopted in that chapter, it seems defensible that, rather than 
devising an additional judicial practice within the context of competition law to scrutinize 
anti-competitive genuine state measures, this politically sensitive balancing could better 
take place in the framework of a free movement analysis. Indeed, there the Court has 
developed a judicial practice which seems better tailored to deal with such measures 
presumed to be adopted in the public interest.1092 

 
“Mind the gap” – The fear that this would allow illicit anti-competitive state measures 
to slip through the mazes of the internal market net, seems unwarranted if such measures 
are only deemed problematic when they cause significant externalities, i.e. when 
substantial harm is imposed upon out-of-state citizens and their interests were not 
represented within the decision-making process. Indeed, anti-competitive genuine state 
measures without these characteristics should remain within the state’s discretion, 
otherwise this state liability route could arguably be used to circumvent the limits on 
European judicial review imposed by Keck and progeny.1093 On the contrary, measures 
which do cause such serious externalities will most likely fall within the substantive scope 
of the free movement provisions.  
 

2.3 Step one: no immunity for all state action 

Context – Since Arts. 101 & 102 TFEU (old Arts. 81 & 82 EC) are explicitly addressed 
to private actors, it could be argued that state action should only be examined in light of 
the free movement provisions. However, the rigid immunization from antitrust law of all 
anti-competitive measures remotely related to state action became untenable in view of 
the potentially serious effects on the allocative efficiency of the internal market. At the same 
                                                 
competition law inquiry and might thus be easier to obtain. Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 132-133. Arguably, the application of the American dormant commerce clause has been less 
successful in developing a somewhat workable test, see in that sense: Inman, R. P. and Rubinfeld, D. L., "Making Sense 
of the Antitrust State-Action Doctrine: Balancing Political Participation and Economic Efficiency in Regulatory 
Federalism" (1997) Texas Law Review 1203, 1273, footnote 228. See also EASTERBROOK for an explanation why the 
antitrust state action doctrine with its limited focus on monopoly overcharges might be a better avenue to control 
externalities caused by state measures without having to engage in the difficult act of balancing state and federal 
interests, Easterbrook, F. H., "Antitrust and the Economics of Federalism" (1983) Journal of Law and Economics 23, 46. 
1091 Gyselen, L., "Anti-Competitive State Action in the Area of Liberal Professions: An EU/US Comparative Law 
Perspective", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between 
Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 353; Chung, C.-M., "The Relationship between 
State Regulation and EC Competition Law: Two Proposals for a Coherent Approach" (1995) E.Comp.L.Rev. 87; 
Gagliardi, A. F., "United States and European Union antitrust verus state regulation of the economy: is there a better 
test?" (2000) E.L.R. 353. 
1092 See in that sense Opinion of Advocate General TESAURO delivered on 14 July 1993 in Joined Cases C-2/91 and 
C-245/91 Meng [1993] E.C.R. I-05751, para. 30.  
1093 Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 133&160, who 
nonetheless still favours a minimal judicial review based on the “reasonableness of the measures” to filter out the 
measures tainted by” representative malfunction or capture” . Note, however, that it is unclear to what extent the 
essence of this Keck-delimitation has been extended to the other freedoms. (see Chapter 5).   
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time however, the Court had to take into account the market-regulatory competences of the 
national authorities and the democratic processes underlying them. Hence, with these concerns in 
mind, the first steps were taken towards a European doctrine defining what types of state 
action might nonetheless be subjected to scrutiny within the context of a European 
competition law analysis.  
 
GB-INNO-BM and “effet utile” – The principle of state liability for anti-competitive 
measures was first introduced in GB-INNO-BM where the Court stated that “while it is 
true that [Article 102 TFEU (old Art. 82 EC)] is directed at undertakings, nonetheless it 
is also true that the Treaty imposes a duty on Member States not to adopt or maintain in 
force any measure which could deprive that provision of its effectiveness”1094. In order 
to expand the personal scope of the anti-trust provisions in this way, the Court linked 
them to the overall objective of a competitive market set out in (old) Art. 3, 1(g) EC as 
well as to the duty on Member States to “abstain from any measure which could 
jeopardise the attainment of the objectives of the Treaty” set out in Art. 4(3) TEU (old 
Art. 10(2) EC).1095 However, such a general obligation on Member States not to deprive 
Arts. 101 & 102 TFEU (old Arts. 81 & 82 EC) of their ‘effet utile’ had the potential of 
bringing every anti-competitive state action under the Court’s scrutiny.1096 Since a great 
deal of state regulation is precisely intended to correct and thus interfere with the 
workings and outcome of the free market mechanism, a pure ‘effet utile’ reasoning could 
end up submitting much of national economic/market regulation to European 
(centralized) judicial control.   
 

2.4 Step two: in search of limits: introducing the Van Eycke-“tes t”  

Dictum constraint in GB-INNO-BM – Apart from the vague and far-reaching 
principle of state liability for anti-competitive measures based on effet-utile, GB-INNO-BM 
also contained a dictum which hinted at a more restricted anti-trust scrutiny of state 
action. More precisely, the Court declared that “Member States may not enact measures 
enabling private undertakings to escape from the constraints imposed by [articles 81 to 
89] of the Treaty”1097. This assertion could be understood to imply that state liability will 
only be triggered if the state’s action shields private anti-competitive conduct which 
would otherwise be caught by the antitrust provisions.1098 In this way, genuine state measures 
would not be envisaged. 1099  

                                                 
1094 ECJ, Case 13/77 GB-INNO/ATAB [1977] E.C.R.2115, para. 31. 
1095 ECJ, Case 13/77 GB-INNO/ATAB [1977] E.C.R.2115, paras 29-30. Note that the Lisbon Treaty no longer 
includes undistorted competition in its enumeration of overall objectives for the European Union. However, 
undistorted competition is explicitly mentioned as a component of the Internal Market project in the Protocol 27 on 
the Internal Market. In general it is thought that this symbolic removal of competition from the overarching goals will 
not have any real impact on competition policy itself. PARRET however is of the opinion that in the long term it will 
affect the ”strategic use” of competition policy in the overall EU context. Parret, L., "Do We (Still) Know What We 
are Protecting?" (2009) TILEC Discussion Paper No. 2009-010, at http://ssrn.com/paper=1379342, 8-9. 
1096 See to that avail, Opinion of Advocate General TESAURO delivered on 14 July 1993 in Joined Cases C-2/91 and 
C-245/91 Meng [1993] E.C.R. I-05751, para. 27; Chung, C.-M., "The Relationship between State Regulation and EC 
Competition Law: Two Proposals for a Coherent Approach" (1995) E.Comp.L.Rev. 87, 88; Thunström, M., Carle, J., 
and Lindeborg, S. P., "State Liability Under the EC Treaty Arising From Anti-Competitive State Measures" (2002) 
World Competition 515, 527. 
1097 ECJ, Case 13/77 GB-INNO/ATAB [1977] E.C.R.2115, para. 33. 
1098 Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 139. 
1099 Thunström, M., Carle, J., and Lindeborg, S. P., "State Liability Under the EC Treaty Arising From Anti-
Competitive State Measures" (2002) World Competition 515, 518: “It is thus not the anti-competitive effect, but the 
degree of the undertakings’ involvement in the activities of the State that determines whether the State can be held 
liable under Articles 3(g) and 10 in conjunction with Art. 81 or 82.” 
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Towards the “Van Eycke tes t” – In the case law following GB-INNO-BM the Court 
did indeed seem to retreat from a full-blown effet utile test of all state action and attempted 
to devise a more limited competition law inquiry.1100 This eventually resulted in the 
famous Van Eycke- formula which has been interpreted in subsequent case law as limiting 
state liability for anti-competitive measures to those instances where a Member State 
were to “require or favour the adoption of agreements, decisions or concerted practices contrary to 
[Article 81 EC] or to reinforce their effects, or to deprive its own legislation of its official character by 
delegating to private traders responsibility for taking decisions affecting the economic sphere”.1101 Clearly, 
the prohibition to require or favour anti-competitive agreements or reinforce their effects 
was inspired by the earlier judgments of Asjes1102, Vereniging van Vlaamse Reisbureaus1103 and 
BNIC v. Aubert1104 that dealt with the, at that time, common practice of national 
economies to rely on all sorts of sector price agreements. The “second branch” however, 
introduced1105 constraints on the growing phenomenon of delegation which fits in with 
the more general tendency of an increased reliance on “private governance”.  
 
Nonetheless, as will be discussed below, the exact substance of “the two branches” of 
Van Eycke as identified and developed in the subsequent case law remains somewhat of a 
“formalistic mess”.1106  
 

2.5 “Back to basics” to clarify Van Eycke  

Van Eycke:  from enumeration to formalistic comprehensive test? – It is submitted 
here that the confusing and formalistic character of the case law following Van Eycke is 
at least partially due to the Court’s attempts to interpret the Van Eycke branches as 
making up a coherent and exhaustive test. Given the resulting difficulties, it is interesting 
to note that the Dutch translation of that judgment explicitly announced the “two 
branches” as mere examples of state liability situations.1107  The French and English (now 
standard) formulation however, preceded the limbs with “such would be the case if 
[emphasis added]”, thereby leaving open whether or not it is meant to be an exhaustive 

                                                 
1100 See among others ECJ, Case 5/79 Buys [1979] E.C.R.3203; ECJ, Joined cases 177/82 and 178/82 Van de Haar 
[1984] E.C.R.1797 which explicitly stated that pure state measures are not envisaged, and continued along the free 
movement path. The Court also gradually specified the situations in which state liability could apply, see among others: 
ECJ, Joined cases 209-213/84 Asjes [1986] E.C.R.1425, para. 72; ECJ, Case 311/85 Vereniging van Vlaamse Reisbureaus 
[1987] E.C.R.3801, para. 22 ; ECJ , Case 136/86 BNIC v. Aubert [1987] E.C.R.4789, para. 24.  
1101 ECJ, Case 267/86 Van Eycke [1988] E.C.R.4769, para. 16. 
1102 ECJ, Joined cases 209-213/84 Asjes [1986] E.C.R.1425.  
1103 ECJ, Case 311/85 Vereniging van Vlaamse Reisbureaus [1987] E.C.R.3801. 
1104 ECJ , Case 136/86 BNIC v. Aubert [1987] E.C.R.4789. 
1105 See however Gyselen, L., "State Action and the Effectiveness of the EEC Treaty's Competition Provisions" (1989) 
C.M.L.R. 33, 39-44, who traces back this branch to the retail price maintenance cases ECJ, Case 13/77 GB-
INNO/ATAB [1977] E.C.R.2115, ECJ, Joined cases 177/82 and 178/82 Van de Haar [1984] E.C.R.1797, ECJ, Case 
229/83 Leclerc v. Au blé vert [1985] E.C.R.1 and ECJ, Case 231/83 Cullet/Leclerc [1985] E.C.R.305. 
1106 See footnotes 1062 and 1063.   
1107 See also the recent case ECJ, Joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I-11421, para. 47: “The 
Court has held, in particular, that Articles 10 EC and 81 EC are infringed where a Member State requires or 
encourages the adoption of agreements, decisions or concerted practices contrary to Article 81 EC or reinforces their 
effects, or where it divests its own rules of the character of legislation by delegating to private economic operators 
responsibility for taking decisions affecting the economic sphere (order in Mauri, paragraph 30, and the case-law 
cited).” For an even clearer statement, see also Opinion of Advocate General BOT delivered on 22 November 2007 in 
Case C-446/05 Doulamis [2008] E.C.R. I-01377, para. 69 who asserts that “[the two situations referred to above are not 
exhaustive, because they are preceded by the adverbial phase ‘in particular’ in a number of the Court’s decisions 
[emphasis added] […]”. 
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and coherent list.1108 This difference in wording could have remained a mere linguistic 
observation, if it were not for the devotion of lawyers to create conceptually consistent 
“systems”. Hence, even though it is far from clear whether the Court in Van Eycke 
purposefully tried to demarcate two sub-groups of situations which could entail state 
liability, it has become a custom in the jurisprudence as well as the doctrine to explicitly 
investigate the “two branches” of the Van Eycke test as requiring a conceptually different 
analysis.1109 In what follows, the confusion resulting from such a formalistic reading of 
Van Eycke will be illustrated.  
 
Constitutional essence as a clarification of the “Van Eycke-bred” case law – 
Hence, it is suggested here that, rather than clinging to such a formalistic application of a 
“two prong” Van Eycke test, the Court should focus more explicitly on the constitutional 
stance that underlies its state liability for anti-competitive measures analysis. Since it was 
argued above that the Court has never actually found an infringement of Community law 
by state actions which did not have a “link with conduct on the part of undertakings of the kind 
referred to in Article 85(1) of the Treaty”1110, a clear constitutional limitation on both 
“branches” of the Van Eycke formula seems to be that anti-competitive state actions 
should only be condemned if the restriction of competition is also the result of autonomous 
decisions of private actors.1111  As suggested above, in its analysis the ECJ essentially attempts 
to determine whether the state can be seen as the ultimate author of the resulting measures. If 
sufficient procedural safeguards are put up to ensure that such is the case, the then 
“genuine state measure” will not be inspected any further. Hence, it will be illustrated in 
the following subsections that some of the existing confusion surrounding the state 
liability case law could be eliminated if the Court were to explicitly and consistently abide 
by these underlying constitutional choices.   
 

2.5.1 Strengthening pre-existing anti-competitive agreements 

Strengthening pre-existing anti-competitive agreements between undertakings by reproducing 
them in a law or by simply declaring them binding on all, will lead to state liability.1112 
This seems reasonable seeing that the substance of the agreement will be solely the result 
of co-operation between, what are by their nature, self-interested private parties. 
Therefore, the mere formal endorsement by the government of the exact same text, the content 
of which was solely determined by self-interested market players, cannot be accepted as a 
sufficient procedural public interest guarantee, and therefore does not deserve the same 
degree of deference.  
 
The Court’s restrictive interpretation of this situation implies that “legislation may be 
regarded as intended to reinforce the effects of pre-existing agreements, decisions or 
                                                 
1108 See however Baquero Cruz, J., Between Competition and Free Movement (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2002), 145, who 
does read an intention to compose a closed and exhaustive state liability “list” in the abandonment of the phrase “in 
particular” in the English Van Eycke- formula. 
1109 See also Gyselen, L., "The Substantive Legality Test under Article 81-3 EC Treaty - Revisited in Light of the 
Commission's Modernization Initiative", in van Bogdandy, A., Mavroidis, P. C., and Meny, P. C. (eds.), European 
integration and international co-ordination : studies in transnational economic law in honour of Claus-Dieter Ehlermann  (Kluwer Law 
International, The Hague, 2004) 181 who points out the artificial split-up of the analysis over the two limbs in ECJ, 
Case C-185/91 Reiff [1993] E.C.R. I-5801, paras 367-368. 
1110 ECJ, Case C-2/91 Meng [1993] E.C.R. I-5751, para. 22.  
1111 For a recent confirmation of the fact that ‘genuine state measures’ are not subject to the Art. 4(3) TEU (old Art. 10 
EC) jo. Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) scrutiny, see: ECJ, Case C-446/05 Doulamis [2008] E.C.R. I-1377, paras 21-24. 
1112 ECJ, Joined cases 209-213/84 Asjes [1986] E.C.R.1425, paras 76-77; ECJ, Case 311/85 Vereniging van Vlaamse 
Reisbureaus [1987] E.C.R.3801, paras 22-24; ECJ , Case 136/86 BNIC v. Aubert [1987] E.C.R.4789, paras 24-25. 
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concerted practices only if it incorporates either wholly or in part the terms of agreements 
concluded between undertakings and requires or encourages compliance on the part of 
those undertakings [emphasis added]”1113, the so-called “simply reproduce”-test1114. 
Admittedly, such a narrow reading of the “reinforcement of pre-existing agreements”-
prohibition comes across as a rather formalistic standard to distinguish between 
appropriate and inappropriate private business involvement.1115 However, if interpreted 
ánd applied with the suggested wider procedural public interest perspective in mind, it 
could be thought to merely reflect the idea that pre-existing private agreements can 
inspire (building on the know-how of sector itself) but not dictate the substance of the 
outcome of the legislative or regulatory process.  
 
Hence, only government decisions resulting from the democracy’s procedural mechanisms that 
aim to ensure that those decisions reflect the public interest will enjoy immunity from 
anti-trust law. Clearly, in reality this might often prove to be an arbitrary distinction 
between state action consolidating a “fully-fletched” and known sector-agreement, and 
genuine state measures resulting from the more subtle, but therefore not less effective, 
lobbying process.1116 Yet, lobbying by interest groups forms an important and 
indispensable part of public decision-making1117, and as suggested above, an EU 
competition law procedure does not seem the appropriate setting to seek to uncover 
failures of the national political process.   
 

2.5.2 Encouraging or requiring undertakings to take anti-competitive 
decisions  

If the government encourages or requires undertakings to take anti-competitive decisions it will be liable. 
Even if a state wants certain sector agreements or decisions to be made as a part of its 
economic policy1118, it cannot just leave this up to private actors without setting up 
procedural mechanisms to ensure that such agreements reflect the public interest. 
 
Requir ing  – It is submitted here that this hypothesis in fact tends to muddle cases which 
could also be qualified as instances of unwarranted delegation where the government leaves it 
up to undertakings to develop by autonomous decisions the policy lines set out by the 
state. This is illustrated by the fact that the only case where the Court actually found 
liability on the basis of the “requiring-hypothesis”, it also established liability on the basis 
of the “delegation-branch”.1119  
 
Nonetheless, one could maintain that there is a paradoxical difference between the state 
liability regime applied to the “requiring” as opposed to the “delegation”-setting. Namely, 
                                                 
1113 ECJ, Case 267/86 Van Eycke [1988] E.C.R.4769, para. 18; see also ECJ, Case C-2/91 Meng [1993] E.C.R. I-5751, 
para. 19. 
1114 Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for the (Liberal) 
Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship 
Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 313, footnote 59. 
1115 Chung, C.-M., "The Relationship between State Regulation and EC Competition Law: Two Proposals for a 
Coherent Approach" (1995) E.Comp.L.Rev. 87, 90;  
1116 See to the same avail Gyselen, L., "State Action and the Effectiveness of the EEC Treaty's Competition 
Provisions" (1989) C.M.L.R. 33, 48. 
1117 Opinion of Advocate General TESAURO delivered on 14 July 1993 in Joined Cases C-2/91 and C-245/91 Meng 
[1993] E.C.R. I-05751, para. 28; see also Chapter 2 discussing BECKER’S findings. 
1118 Recall the outdated practice of relying on sector price agreements as an important structuring factor of national 
economies. 
1119 ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] E.C.R. I-3851, paras 55-60. 
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in Fiammiferi the Court seemed to imply that states can still be held liable if they eliminate 
all decision-making autonomy for the undertakings by “requiring” them to adopt an agreement 
the details of which were spelled out by the authorities.1120 On the contrary, a delegation 
by the state would be lawful as soon as it is surrounded by sufficient procedural 
guarantees to ensure that the decision reflects the public interest.  
 
In reality however, this apparent paradox in the “requirement” case law where even 
genuine state measures, i.e. anti-competitive actions required by the state in a manner 
which has eliminated all autonomy of the private actors involved, can entail state liability 
for anti-competitive measures, rests on a “fiction setting”. Indeed, if a state really knows 
the exact details of the agreements it wants to see adopted, it would make no sense to 
impose it upon undertakings to conclude them since the state could simply go ahead and 
adopt the measures itself thereby avoiding state liability all together.1121 Hence, if a state 
feels the need to involve private parties, this will logically be inspired by the desire to 
have some “autonomous input” from them. Whether this provokes state liability will 
then depend on the procedural public interest-guarantees surrounding the “delegation”. 

 
Encouragement – Even though it could be said that government encouragement was 
present in Asjes1122, BNIC/Aubert1123, Van Eycke1124 it has never been invoked to find state 
liability. 
 

2.5.3 Deprive[s] its own legislation of its official character by delegating to 
private traders responsibility for taking decisions affecting the 
economic sphere 

Formalistic interpretation creating confusion as to the width of the antitrust 
control on state action – The Court’s ardour to interpret the Van Eycke-formula as 
laying down a comprehensive two prong test for state liability can be seen as a major 
cause of the confusion surrounding the application of the “delegation-branch”. More 
specifically, in cases like Reiff1125, Delta1126, DIP1127, Spediporto1128, Librandi1129, etc., the 
Court first established that that there was no agreement, decision or concerted practice within the 
meaning of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) as is obviously required for the 
application of the first branch of the Van Eycke-test.  However, despite this absence of a 
“link with conduct on the part of undertakings of the kind referred to in Article 85(1) of 
the Treaty”1130 the Court still went on to examine the “delegation-limb”. This manoeuvre 
would seem to suggest that the delegation-branch requires the examination of a 
government-delegation without the need for any link with autonomous conduct of 

                                                 
1120 ECJ, Case C-198/01 Fiammiferi (CIF) [2003] E.C.R. I-8055, para. 51. 
1121 Castillo De La Torre, F., "State Action Defence in EC Competition Law" (2005) World Comp. 407;Castillo De La 
Torre, F., "State Action Defence in EC Competition Law" (2005) World Comp. 407, 424. 
1122 ECJ, Joined cases 209-213/84 Asjes [1986] E.C.R.1425. 
1123 ECJ , Case 136/86 BNIC v. Aubert [1987] E.C.R.4789. 
1124 ECJ, Case 267/86 Van Eycke [1988] E.C.R.4769. 
1125 ECJ, Case C-185/91 Reiff [1993] E.C.R. I-5801. 
1126 ECJ, Case C-153/93 Delta Schiffahrts- und Speditionsgesellschaft [1994] E.C.R. I-2517. 
1127 ECJ, Joined cases C-140/94, C-141/94 and C-142/94 DIP [1995] E.C.R. I-3257. 
1128 ECJ, Case C-96/94 Spediporto [1995] E.C.R. I-2883. 
1129 ECJ, Case C-38/97 Librandi [1998] E.C.R. I-5955. 
1130 ECJ, Case C-2/91 Meng [1993] E.C.R. I-5751, para. 22.  
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undertakings within the meaning of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC).1131 Hence, 
such a delegation-test would open the door to controlling state action beyond the 
suggested constitutional limitation and permit the inspection of genuine state measures on 
the basis of their anti-competitive effects. However, in practice the Court never actually 
found a state action which was unconnected to private anti-competitive behaviour to be 
in breach of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). Moreover, on other occasions, the Court 
did explicitly confirm the need for such a link.1132  
 
Therefore, it could be thought that in the above-mentioned cases the Court fell victim to 
its own formalistic “two prong-test” and the desire to mould it into a conceptually 
coherent whole with the two branches catching distinct state action infringements. If one 
recognizes, however, that these so-called “branches” were merely intended to exemplify 
instances where the state created the possibility for, encouraged, strengthened,…, 
autonomous anti-competitive behaviour of undertakings there would be no need to read 
more into the “delegation-example” of the Court than a simple instance of the state 
constructing an “institutionalised setting”1133 for autonomous anti-competitive 
decisions/agreements of private actors and thereby facilitating them.  
 
CNSD as an “exemplary judgment” – A case where the Court did seem to abide by 
this logic is CNSD. Indeed, the Court first examined “the extent to which a professional 
body such as the CNSD is acting as an association of undertakings, within the meaning 
of [Article 101(1) TFEU], when compiling the tariff”1134. Only after finding that the tariff 
decision adopted by the CNSD amounted to a decision of an association of undertakings 
violating Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC), did the ECJ proceed to the question 
whether the infringement could be attributed to the Italian state.1135 It concluded that the 
Italian legislation entailed state liability both on the basis of it requiring the adoption of a 
decision by an association of undertakings contrary to Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) 
EC)1136 as on account of it “wholly [relinquishing] to private economic operators the 
powers of the public authorities as regards the setting of tariffs”1137. The Court’s analysis 
of the lawfulness of the delegation was explicitly based on the preceding paragraphs 
examining the “state versus private” nature of the tariff decision. Hence, CNSD explicitly 
recognized the “common constitutional trunk” of all state liability situations, namely the 
presence of a decision of an association of undertakings within the meaning of Art. 
101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC).1138 
  
Delegation – Over the past decades there has been an increasing substitution of the 
central monolithic state by more decentralized forms of decision-making, thereby 
expressing the belief that the local level is sometimes better suited to “tailor” the often 
technical measures to the special needs of their addressees.  Related to this, is the 
phenomenon of delegating decision-making power in specific areas to “specialists”. Even 
                                                 
1131 Schepel, H., "Delegation of Regulatory Powers to Private Parties Under EC Competition Law: Towards a 
Procedural Public Interest Test" (2002) C.M.L.R. 31, 35-36, 48. 
1132 ECJ, Case C-2/91 Meng [1993] E.C.R. I-5751, para. 22 
1133 Castillo De La Torre, F., "State Action Defence in EC Competition Law" (2005) World Comp. 407, 426. 
1134 ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] E.C.R. I-3851, para. 39. 
1135 ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] E.C.R. I-3851, para. 45. 
1136 ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] E.C.R. I-3851, para. 56. 
1137 ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] E.C.R. I-3851, para. 57. 
1138 Also in ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, paras 40-43, the Court reads both “branches” as 
depending on the same core issue of state measure versus decision of an association of undertakings. See also ECJ, 
Joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I-11421, paras 52-53; ECJ, Order C-250/03 Mauri [2005] 
E.C.R. I-1267, paras. 36-37. 
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though anti-trust law does not seem the adequate instrument for an in-depth scrutiny of 
the constitutionality of these delegations, it cannot evade the question whether the 
delegation-setting is such that the resulting decisions can be considered as genuine state 
measures or rather as decisions of associations of undertakings.1139 In other words, did 
the delegation provide for sufficient procedural guarantees1140 to warrant the 
presumption that the decision at stake reflects the public interest rather than some 
private interests? 
 
Criteria – The purely formal public law status of a body has consistently been held by the 
Court to be without consequences for the applicability of the competition law 
provisions.1141 Gradually, however, certain procedural general interest criteria emerged from 
the case law.  
 
An important factor is clearly the composition of the decision-making body. Is it made up of 
what can be thought to be “independent experts”1142 or does it include actors 
representing other interests1143? In some cases the Court stresses the fact that the 
majority of the members are government representatives.1144 In others the Court accepts 
that even though the “experts” come from the sector to be regulated, there are other 
elements that guarantee that they will act in the interest of the public rather than their 
sector’s interest alone.1145  
 
A second essential criterion is the presence of a clearly articulated legal obligation to take public 
interest considerations into account1146 when taking the particular decision.1147 In Arduino, which 
dealt with a draft tariff drawn up by a professional body composed of lawyers, the Court 
clarified that these public interest criteria should contain substantive requirements capable of 
ensuring, with reasonable probability, that, when producing the measure the body 
conducts itself like an arm of the State working in the public interest.1148 Hence, it can be 
deduced that such criteria should be sufficiently precise1149 and steering.1150  

                                                 
1139 For this explicit distinction between decisions of associations of undertakings and genuine state measures resulting 
from a “proper” delegation, see: ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 68-69; ECJ, Case C-
198/01 Fiammiferi (CIF) [2003] E.C.R. I-8055, paras 76-79.  
1140 Schepel, H., "Delegation of Regulatory Powers to Private Parties Under EC Competition Law: Towards a 
Procedural Public Interest Test" (2002) C.M.L.R. 31, 31; see to the same avail Castillo De La Torre, F., "State Action 
Defence in EC Competition Law" (2005) World Comp. 407, 429. 
1141 ECJ, Case 123/83 BNIC v. Clair [1985] E.C.R.391, para. 17; ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] 
E.C.R. I-3851, para. 40; ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 65-66. 
1142 ECJ, Case C-185/91 Reiff [1993] E.C.R. I-5801, para. 17  
1143 ECJ, Joined cases C-140/94, C-141/94 and C-142/94 DIP [1995] E.C.R. I-3257, para. 17.  
1144 ECJ, Case C-96/94 Spediporto [1995] E.C.R. I-2883, para. 23. Pavlov is somewhat confusing in this respect since 
here the Court seems to explicitly require a majority of government representatives: ECJ, Joined cases C-180/98 -
184/98 Pavlov and Others [2000] E.C.R. I-6451, para. 87. The appointment of members by the state does not necessarily 
make them government representatives, see: ECJ, Case 123/83 BNIC v. Clair [1985] E.C.R.391.  
1145 ECJ, Case C-38/97 Librandi [1998] E.C.R. I-5955, paras 33-35: stressing that the committee was still under an 
obligation to observe public interest criteria defined by national law and the minister retained the power to reject or 
amend the tariffs proposed to him.  
1146 ECJ, Case C-185/91 Reiff [1993] E.C.R. I-5801, para. 18; ECJ, Case C-153/93 Delta Schiffahrts- und 
Speditionsgesellschaft [1994] E.C.R. I-2517, para. 17; ECJ, Joined cases C-140/94, C-141/94 and C-142/94 DIP [1995] 
E.C.R. I-3257, para. 18; ECJ, Case C-96/94 Spediporto [1995] E.C.R. I-2883, para. 24. 
1147ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 68.  
1148 ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, para. 39. 
1149 See for the rejection of the vague standard of “the proper practice of the profession”: ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters 
and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 62. 
1150 See Castillo De La Torre, F., "State Action Defence in EC Competition Law" (2005) World Comp. 407, 428, who 
adds that “self-imposed” public interest criteria will not suffice and that compliance with these criteria should be 
judicially reviewable. See also Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for 
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A third element that the Court deems to be relevant is the degree to which the government can 
and actually does interfere1151 during the decision-making process, in other words, the extent 
to which the government has actually controlled and approved the content of the 
eventual decision. Arduino as well as Cipolla seem to suggest that a mere “rubber-
stamping” of the decision would suffice as a public interest guarantee. More specifically, 
it was considered sufficient that the tariff regulation became only compulsory after 
approval by the competent Minister and that the specific tariffs were subject to extensive 
judicial supervision.1152 It is submitted here that Arduino and Cipolla, both cases being 
based on the same facts, do not constitute good law and should not be taken as evidence 
that a mere formal endorsement can take a decision out of the scope of article 81 EC jo 
10 EC. Indeed, often the Court will look for, or require the national judge to do so, 
confirmation that real supervision and control1153, as opposed to rubberstamping, has 
been exercised by the public authorities.1154  
 
Cumulative or interchangeable criteria? – For a long time it was unclear whether 
these criteria had to be cumulatively fulfilled in order for there to be a legitimate 
delegation preserving the official character of the resulting measure. In Librandi it was 
accepted that the loss of a majority of independent experts in the decision-making body 
could be compensated by the presence of general interest criteria guiding the behaviour 
of the members.1155 The wording in Pavlov however suggested the need for a majority of 
government representatives as well as public interest criteria.1156 In Wouters the Court 
declared that rules adopted by professional associations would be genuine state measures 
only when the state carefully defines “the public-interest criteria and the essential 
principles with which its rules must comply and also retains its power to adopt decisions 
in the last resort.”1157 However, in the Arduino judgement delivered on the same day, the 
lack of “procedural arrangements or substantive requirements”1158 within the meaning of 

                                                 
the (Liberal) Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The 
Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 305. 
1151 See among others ECJ, Case C-185/91 Reiff [1993] E.C.R. I-5801, para. 22 and ECJ, Case C-153/93 Delta 
Schiffahrts- und Speditionsgesellschaft [1994] E.C.R. I-2517, para. 21: where it was stressed that a Minister possessed the 
power to substitute the decision with his own if found to be against the public interest. See also ECJ, Case C-96/94 
Spediporto [1995] E.C.R. I-2883, para. 27 where it was stated that the “competent minister […] [has] the power to 
approve […] [the tariffs], to reject them or to amend them”. See more recently ECJ, Order C-250/03 Mauri [2005] 
E.C.R. I-1267, para. 36. 
1152 ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, paras 40-43. Contrast with the Opinion of Advocate General 
LEGER in that case who stressed that despite the presence of the necessary procedural arrangements for effective state 
control, there was insufficient evidence for the Court to conclude that the State had in practice actively supervised the 
content of the decision, and it was thus up to the national court to determine the exercise of active supervision, 
Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in C-35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, paras 99-
108. 
1153 For the suggestion that the ECJ might be evolving towards the stricter requirements of the US Midcal active 
supervision test (see footnote 1082) , see Szoboszlai, J., "Delegation of State Regulatory Powers to Private Parties - 
Towards an Active Supervision Test" (2006) World Comp. 73, deducing this mainly from the Court’s emphasis in Mauri 
on the fact that “the Ministry of Justice has substantial powers enabling it to supervise each stage of the examination 
committee’s proceedings and even to intervene in those proceedings if necessary [emphasis added]”, ECJ, Order C-
250/03 Mauri [2005] E.C.R. I-1267, para. 33.  
1154 ECJ, Case C-38/97 Librandi [1998] E.C.R. I-5955, para. 36; ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, para. 
40, however, in this case, the proof of actual supervision on which the Court based itself can be said to have been 
rather poor.  
1155 ECJ, Case C-38/97 Librandi [1998] E.C.R. I-5955, para. 34.  
1156 ECJ, Joined cases C-180/98 -184/98 Pavlov and Others [2000] E.C.R. I-6451, para. 87. 
1157 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 68; in its Report on Competition in Professional 
Services, the Commission chose to ignore the laxer Arduino-ruling and stuck to the Wouters test. Commission “Report 
on Competition in Professional Services” (COM(2004) 83), para. 71. 
1158 ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, para. 39. 
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the first two criteria set out above was deemed to be compensated by the fact that the 
Italian state had not “waived its power to make decisions of last resort or to review 
implementation of the tariff”.1159 As mentioned above, such “state supervision” was 
deduced from the fact that the tariff regulation became only compulsory after approval 
by the competent Minister and that the specific tariffs were subject to extensive judicial 
supervision.1160 If such feeble factors of state control are deemed sufficient to transform 
a decision into a genuine state measure, the exact difference with a pure 
“rubberstamping” of a pre-existing anticompetitive agreement, for which several 
Member States have already been condemned in cases like Asjes1161, Vlaamse Reisbureaus1162 
en BNIC v. Aubert1163 (based on “reinforcing the effect”), becomes very unclear.1164 
 
Professional bodies – Since professional associations will traditionally be made up 
solely of members of the profession concerned, and can thus hardly be thought to be 
composed of “disinterested actors”1165, other procedural public interest guarantees 
should compensate for this. Hence in Wouters the Court made it clear that a strong legal 
framework defining the specific public interest criteria to be obeyed as well as a serious 
degree of state control had to be present in order for a professional rule to escape the 
application of the anti-trust provisions.1166 A mere vague obligation to ensure “the proper 
practice of the profession” was rejected in Wouters.1167 However, in Arduino the Court 
seemed to ease the test and settle for the presence of rather scanty state supervision 
guarantees.1168 Such an over-deferent attitude by the Court will prevent the procedural 
public interest test to effectively filter out those professional rules which cannot in good 
conscience be thought to deserve the respect generally accorded to a public measure.  
 

3. State Action Defence 

Introduction – After having examined the instances in which the state itself will be held 
liable for restricting competition, it should be determined what the impact might be of 
these various types of state involvement on the accountability of the private actors. Again 
it will be seen that the issue is made to turn on the distinction between what constitutes a 
‘genuine state measure’ attributable to the state as opposed to ‘a decision of an 
association of undertakings’. Hence for our purposes, the question can be rephrased as 
seeking to establish when professional regulation should be considered an anti-
competitive decision within the meaning of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) for 
which the professional association should be liable, as opposed to a genuine state 
measure for which it could escape accountability (state action defence).  

                                                 
1159 ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, para. 40. 
1160  ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, paras 40-43. 
1161  ECJ, Joined cases 209-213/84 Asjes [1986] E.C.R.1425. 
1162 ECJ, Case 311/85 Vereniging van Vlaamse Reisbureaus [1987] E.C.R.3801. 
1163 ECJ , Case 136/86 BNIC v. Aubert [1987] E.C.R.4789. 
1164 Gyselen, L., "Anti-Competitive State Action in the Area of Liberal Professions: An EU/US Comparative Law 
Perspective", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between 
Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 353, 365. 
1165 ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] E.C.R. I-3851, paras 41-42; ECJ, Joined cases C-180/98 -
184/98 Pavlov and Others [2000] E.C.R. I-6451, para. 88; ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, 
para. 61; ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, para. 38. 
1166 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 68. 
1167 See for the rejection of the vague standard of “the proper practice of the profession”: ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters 
and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 62. 
1168 ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, para. 39. 
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No room for autonomous conduct by market participants – Even though confusion 
persists, it would seem that the core requirement for private behaviour to escape the 
antitrust prohibition1169 is that it results from a context which does not allow for autonomous 
conduct by the market participants.1170 Traditionally two types of situations are identified. 1171 
Hence, private undertakings will be shielded if their actions are required or imposed by 
national regulation excluding any margin for manoeuvre. A similar state action defence is 
available if the national regulator “creates a legal framework which itself eliminates any 
possibility of competitive activity” on the part of the undertakings.1172 However, these 
opportunities for a state action defence have been interpreted restrictively and will fail as 
soon as there remain certain parameters of competition that can be further restricted 
through the autonomous behaviour of the undertakings.1173 A third situation that could 
be thought to “eliminate autonomous conduct” by the undertakings is the delegation 
setting. Here the legal framework installing adequate public interest guarantees might 
serve as a sufficient limitation on the autonomy of the decision-making by the private 
actors.1174  
 
CNSD II – The sole case in which the Court of Justice was asked to address a state 
action defence claim made by a professional association was “CNSD II”. More 
specifically, CNSD sought the annulment of the Commission Decision holding it liable 
for an infringement of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) by reason of its adoption of 
a compulsory tariff for all customs agents.1175 In an earlier infringement action against the 
Italian state with regard to the same facts, the ECJ had already held that “by adopting 
and maintaining in force a law which, in granting the relative decision-making power, 
requires the CNSD to adopt a decision by an association of undertakings contrary to 
[Article 81] of the EC Treaty, consisting of setting a compulsory tariff for all customs 
agents, the Italian Republic has failed to fulfil its obligations under [Articles 10 and 81] of 
the Treaty”.1176 Hence the CNSD submitted that since it had been required by national 
legislation to set these tariffs it had lacked the necessary autonomy in relation to the 
contested actions and could thus not be held responsible.  
 
However, when examining the state action defence invoked, the CFI first established that 
the CNSD’s set-up (lack of independent experts) and legal framework (no legal 
requirement to take into account the general interest or other interests) could not shield 

                                                 
1169 Since Fiammiferi it might be that such state-imposed anti-competitive conduct is no longer assumed to be outside 
the scope of Articles 81-82 EC but rather qualified as a prima facie infringement which is then justified. ECJ, Case C-
198/01 Fiammiferi (CIF) [2003] E.C.R. I-8055, paras 51-56. Castillo De La Torre, F., "State Action Defence in EC 
Competition Law" (2005) World Comp. 407, 416-417; see also Blomme, E., "State Action as a Defence Against 81 and 
82 EC" (2007) World Competition 243, 251. 
1170 ECJ, Joined cases C-359/95 P and C-379/95 P Ladbroke Racing [1997] E.C.R. I-06265, para. 33. 
1171 Van Bael, I. and Bellis, J.-F., Competition Law of the European Community (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 
2005), 62-68; Blomme, E., "State Action as a Defence Against 81 and 82 EC" (2007) World Competition 243, 245. 
1172 ECJ, Joined cases C-359/95 P and C-379/95 P Ladbroke Racing [1997] E.C.R. I-06265, para. 33. 
1173 see CFI, Case T-513/93 CNSD/Commission [2000] E.C.R. II-1807, paras 60-72; ECJ, Case C-198/01 Fiammiferi 
(CIF) [2003] E.C.R. I-8055, paras 67-74. 
1174 See Castillo De La Torre, F., "State Action Defence in EC Competition Law" (2005) World Comp. 407, 426-427; 
who argues that the degree of autonomy left to the private actors in a delegation-setting (an autonomy which would 
seem to belong to the essence of the rationale for delegating regulatory powers) is of a different nature since the legal 
framework should prevent this autonomy from being abused for private interests. See also ECJ, Case C-198/01 
Fiammiferi (CIF) [2003] E.C.R. I-8055, paras 76-79 where the legal framework was deemed inadequate to find a 
“measure taken by a public authority” and hence the no state action defence was accepted. 
1175 Art. 1 of Commission Decision 93/438/EEC of 30 June 1993, CNSD, IV/33.407 ([1993] O.J.  L203/27), 
1176 ECJ, Case C-35/96 Commission/Italy ("CNSD") [1998] E.C.R. I-3851, para. 60. 
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its decisions as constituting genuine state measures.1177 In other words, there was no 
delegation setting which sufficiently limited the autonomy of the private actors involved. 
Next, the CFI observed that the national legislation requiring the adoption of the tariffs 
did not lay down specific price levels or ceilings to be taken into account, nor did it 
define criteria on the basis of which the CNSD was to draw up the tariff.1178 Given this 
leeway in the legal framework and after closer investigation of the actions of the CNSD, 
the CFI concluded that “even though the Italian legislation imposed major limitations on 
competition and made it difficult in practice for there to be real competition in terms of 
prices between customs agents, it did not as such preclude the continued existence of a 
certain amount of competition capable of being prevented, restricted or distorted by the 
autonomous activity of customs agents and, secondly, that the CNSD had room for 
manoeuvre in performing the obligations imposed on it by the abovementioned 
legislation within which it could and ought to have acted in such a way as not to restrict 
the existing level of competition”1179. Hence, given the residual discretion, the measures 
adopted by the CNSD could not be shielded on the basis that they were not autonomous 
decisions of associations of undertakings but required by national legislation or arose 
within a legal framework which itself eliminated any possibility of competitive activity on 
their part. 
 
Mere facilitation or encouragement – It should be noted that a mere facilitation or 
encouragement of the anti-competitive behaviour by national authorities will not shield the 
private conduct from an anti-trust condemnation but could mitigate the sanctions 
imposed.1180   
 
Link between state liability for anti-competitive measures and state action 
defence – Hence, since in European law the finding of state liability for anti-competitive 
actions presupposes that the state left some room for autonomous private conduct to 
codetermine the restriction of competition, and undertakings will only be able to hide 
behind a state action defence if no such discretionary scope was left for them, both the 
state and private undertakings will solely infringe Arts. 101 & 102 TFEU (old Arts. 81& 
82 EC) if they have acted “in concert” as accomplices.1181  
 

4. Incentives for efficient professional co-regulation  

Introduction – After having examined the consequences of the often “hybrid” nature of 
professional rule-making for the applicability of competition law to either the state or the 
professional bodies, the reverse exercise can be made, namely which incentives does the state 
action doctrine give for the organizational structure of professional rule-making. Indeed, in line with 
the dual function of law as an ex ante (deterrent) as well as ex post (penalizing) mechanism, 
the interpretation of the personal scope of application of competition law will give 
certain incentives to the professions on how to organize themselves.   

                                                 
1177 CFI, Case T-513/93 CNSD/Commission [2000] E.C.R. II-1807, paras 53-56. 
1178 CFI, Case T-513/93 CNSD/Commission [2000] E.C.R. II-1807, para. 62. 
1179 CFI, Case T-513/93 CNSD/Commission [2000] E.C.R. II-1807, para. 72. 
1180 ECJ, Case C-198/01 Fiammiferi (CIF) [2003] E.C.R. I-8055, para. 56-57. 
1181 This is nicely illustrated by the two CNSD cases in which first the state and then the association itself were held to 
infringe Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). At first sight the situation where the state requires the undertakings to adopt 
a particular decision without leaving them any discretionary margin would seem to be an exception to this 
“interdependent liability”. However, as discussed above, it seems highly unrealistic that a state would itself exhaustively 
predetermine all the elements and then require private undertakings to adopt them in a decision. Clearly, in this case, it 
could much easier adopt the decision itself and escape all liability under EU competition law. 
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Particular degree of state involvement as a “shield” – The refusal to apply Arts. 101-
102 TFEU (old Arts. 81-82 EC) to genuine state measures might be expected to motivate 
professional associations to seek the “protection” of some form of state “veil”.1182 
Hence, such would seem to favour the choice of a co-regulatory reg ime . Therefore, it 
should be briefly considered whether the European state action doctrine provides the 
appropriate incentives for an efficient co-regulatory set-up which fosters the information 
advantages of self-regulation but avoids the anti-competitive effects and legitimacy problems.  
 
Co-regulation under a procedural public interest test – Clearly the refusal to accept a merely 
formal state intervention is indispensable if the incentives for self-serving professional rules are to 
be bended and legitimacy is sought after. The Court’s unwillingness to conduct a substantive public 
interest test of the resulting measures within the framework of a European competition law analysis 
can be taken to indicate a preference for decision-making, including co-regulation, at the local 
level.1183  
 
Specifics of the procedural public interest test – One of the main procedural 
safeguards promoted by the Court is the requirement that the decision-making body is 
composed of a majority of non-professionals. In Chapter 3 it was indeed advocated that the risk 
of anti-competitive regulation should be neutralized by including sufficient independent 
members in the regulatory body. This potential exemption could also entice professional 
bodies to set up different governance structures for their regulatory and representative 
functions, thereby leading to an actual ring-fencing of these tasks. Regrettably, however, 
this composition-condition has not always been consistently enforced in the case-law, in 
particular in cases like Librandi and Arduino where the lack of such balanced makeup was 
deemed compensated by either the obligation on the members to observe general interest 
criteria or the necessity of state approval of their regulations.  
 
A second criterion identified by the Court is the presence of sufficiently precise external public 
interest criteria to be taken into account when regulating.  
 
The last and core condition for exemption from competition law analysis is the genuine 
exercise of governmental oversight. In other words, in order to be able to rely on the public 
interest filter provided for by such supervision, government involvement should go 
beyond a mere rubber-stamping and truly reflect its approval and control of the content 
of the adopted regulation.  However, the lax manner in which this condition has been 
applied in some of the case-law is to be seriously deplored. Indeed, in a case like Arduino, 
                                                 
1182 However, Cipolla made it very clear that a refusal to “pierce the state veil” in the competition law context will not 
necessarily save the professional rules from scrutiny. Indeed, the ECJ found the fee schedules at hand to be in breach 
of the free movement provisions, even though the facts of the case seemed to suggest a purely internal situation. Still, 
the mildness of the proportionality test referred back to the national judge arguably illustrates the more deferent 
scrutiny of such professional regulation by the Court within the framework of a free movement analysis. ECJ, Joined 
cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I-11421. 
1183 Inman, R. P. and Rubinfeld, D. L., "Making Sense of the Antitrust State-Action Doctrine: Balancing Political 
Participation and Economic Efficiency in Regulatory Federalism" (1997) Texas Law Review 1203, who nonetheless 
stress that such intra-state efficiency (and political participation) should be balanced against the inter-state efficiency 
concerns raised by significant externalities. It was suggested that the free movement provisions would be more apt to 
deal with such genuine state measures. Contrast however with the criticism by VAN DEN BERGH who seems to be in 
favour of a substantive public interest test requiring the Member States to justify their restrictive professional regulation 
as serving a public interest consideration in a proportionate manner. Hence, purely from the perspective of ensuring 
effective co-regulation, the European state action doctrine is found inadequate. Nonetheless, it would seem that his 
critique does not balance the potential efficiency losses associated with anti-competitive professional rules against the efficiency benefits of 
leaving the co-regulatory policy choices to the decentralized national level. Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in 
Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: 
The Relationship between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 166-170. 
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such “state supervision” was deduced from the fact that the tariff regulation became only 
compulsory after approval by the competent Minister and that the specific tariffs were 
subject to extensive judicial supervision.1184  
 
Conclusion – In conclusion, if the co-regulatory framework is to realize its added value 
of preventing privately motivated anti-competitive rule-making while keeping the 
information advantages of private regulation, this procedural public interest test should 
be applied conscientiously and not serve as a formal “red herring”.  
 

5. Conclusion 

The object of this chapter was to clarify the impact of the “hybrid” nature of professional 
regulation, i.e. the fact that there is often some degree of state intervention, on the 
applicability of Arts. 101 & 102 TFEU (old Arts. 81 & 82 EC). Indeed, given the 
traditional focus of these provisions on the actions of private undertakings, it had to be 
investigated whether the general blurring of the public/private divide in society had also affected 
the delimitation of the personal scope of these competition law rules.  
 
To establish the extent to which the personal scope might have been extended to certain 
state actions, two interrelated lines of case law had to be looked at. Firstly, those cases 
addressing the question if and when state involvement in the adoption of anti-competitive 
measures will lead to the state itself being held accountable (state liability for anti-competitive 
measures). Secondly, the case law dealing with the possibility for private undertakings to 
invoke such state interference as a shield against liability (state action defence). 
 
Those familiar with this jurisprudence will know that it is an understatement to describe 
this case law as “confusing”. Despite this confusing and, possibly, inconsistent state of 
the case law, it has been argued that it nonetheless reveals an implicit constitutional “core” 
which, if it were openly addressed, could help to clarify this jurisprudence considerably. 
Indeed, when deciding upon the applicability of Arts. 101 & 102 TFEU (old Arts. 81 & 
82 EC), the Court can be seen to hold on to the requirement of a ‘link with private conduct 
within the meaning of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC)’. Hence, in contrast with the 
corresponding evolution in the free movement case law, the Court has never expanded 
the personal scope of these competition law rules to include ‘genuine state measures’.  
 
If the presence of this constitutional stance limiting the impact of EC competition law on 
Member State action, and thus affecting the division of competences between the EU 
and the Member States, is accepted, it becomes clear that the core issue throughout this 
case law is the formulation of a criterion for distinguishing between ‘decisions of associations of 
undertakings’ and ‘genuine state measures’.  From the case law on state liability, it can be 
deduced that the Court in essence applies a procedural public interest test whereby it aims to 
ascertain whether the disputed measure is the result of a decision-making procedure 
containing sufficient procedural guarantees so as to “virtually” ensure its public interest 
nature. If such is the case, the state is deemed to be the ultimate author of the measure and 
this genuine state measure will then be exempted from scrutiny under the EC 
competition law rules. Consequently, the instances of state liability enumerated in the 
infamous Van Eycke formula should be understood as mere examples of settings where 

                                                 
1184ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I-1529, paras 40-43. 
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the state failed to provide the procedural guarantees required to bend the private actors’ 
self-interested actions towards the state’s public interest objective.  
 
However, if a genuine state measure is found, this implies that the private undertakings 
involved in the decision-making process should be deemed to have lacked the autonomy 
needed to adopt a “decision of an association of undertakings within the meaning of Art. 
101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC)” and should thus be shielded from liability for the anti-
competitive consequences of their contribution to this ‘genuine state measure’ (state action 
defence). It was argued that this should also be deemed the case if the legislator delegated 
decision-making powers to private actors but surrounded this delegation with sufficient 
public interest guarantees. 
 
An “embryonic” analysis of this ‘procedural public interest’ criterion from the 
perspective of the economic theory of federalism suggests that such limited interference 
of the ECJ with genuine state measures is defensible on the basis of the presumed 
superiority of the local level in satisfying citizens’ preferences (intra-state efficiency). 
Although the presence of potential spill-over effects of anti-competitive genuine state 
measures could in principle justify central intervention (inter-state efficiency), it was 
suggested that in the EU such scrutiny should preferably take place within the specific 
setting of a free movement analysis. 
 
As regards the incentives provided by this procedural public interest test for the set-up of 
regulatory bodies, it can be thought to stimulate a co-regulatory structure with decision-
making bodies composed of a majority of disinterested actors and steered by externally 
imposed substantive public interest criteria and/or subjected to genuine state oversight. 
However, to avoid the erosion of this procedural public interest framework, it is 
suggested that the lax application of this test in the cases of Arduino and Cipolla may not 
become the standard.       
 

II. Dynamics of art. 101 TFEU (old art. 81 EC) – substantive 
scope and application 

1. Introduction 

Quality self-regulation and competition law – Once a professional regulation is 
deemed to fall within the personal scope of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) (no state 
action defence since no genuine state measure) it would seem liable to scrutiny in the 
same way as decisions of “typical” commercial associations of undertakings. It then becomes 
necessary to examine if and how the substantive competition law analysis can accommodate for such 
quality self-regulation. Hence, it should be looked at to what extent competition policy has 
outgrown its initial sole focus on price competition to include quality concerns and potentially 
even ‘public interests’. In addition, the manner in which it deals with such atypical self-
regulatory decisions of associations of undertakings should be studied. As will be seen 
below, the Court as well as the Commission have somehow accommodated the specificity of the 
professions in the few cases that came before them. Nonetheless, the nature of the analysis in these 
cases is still subject to much discussion and controversy in the literature. Given the 
current tendency to involve as much as possible the interested private actors in the 
market-regulatory activity (e.g. voluntary environmental agreements, sports regulation), as 
well as the increased awareness of the limitations of solely focussing on price 
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competition, the relevance of the following examination can be said to surpass the 
specific topic of professional self-regulation.1185  
 
Substantive scope and dynamics of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) – In order to 
evaluate the manner in which the purported specificity of professional self-regulation has 
been and might be dealt with in the competition law analysis, this chapter will examine 
the substantive scope of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). Given the typical bifurcated 
structure of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC), such an examination of the substantive 
scope of this Article, will necessarily have to distinguish between the “the substance of the 
prohibition” contained in paragraph 1, and “the substance of the exemption” provided for in 
paragraph 3. In other words, to establish whether a professional regulation amounts to a 
restriction of competition and whether this potential restriction can be justified, the content of 
the different evaluations conducted under both prongs (the “dynamics” of Art. 101 
TFEU (old Art. 81 EC)) will have to be clarified. More specifically, it needs to be 
determined which type of efficiency (allocative, productive or dynamic) or other considerations 
can be taken into account at which stage of the analysis. 
 
Disputed dynamics of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) in view of the different 
objectives of competition policy – However, even without the specific questions raised 
by professional regulation, it seems that these “dynamics” of Article 81 EC have been 
subject to discussion ever since the provision’s inception. At the core of this controversy 
lies the disagreement on what exactly should be qualified as a restriction of competition within 
the particular two-prong structure of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). This difference in 
views as to which measures constitute restrictions of competition, for which justification 
might or might not be available, is inherently related to the variety of objective(s) ascribed 
to competition policy.1186 Most existing competition law regimes were conceived on the 
basis of a myriad of economic and political considerations and hence reflect these 
different, often conflicting, interests.1187 To illustrate the complexity: even if the design of 
competition policy were to be left to present-day economists, it appears that 
notwithstanding their consensus on the ultimate goal of efficiency maximization, they 
themselves would often disagree on the concrete competition policy-implications.1188 
Hence, it should come as no surprise that the legal tests, analyses and concepts often 
reflect this clash of past as well as current views and ideas.1189 Consequently, a basic 
understanding of these diverse influences seems indispensable to fully grasp and judge 
the more “legal-technical” debate1190 concerning the precise meaning and potential of the 
separate branches of Article 81 EC.   
                                                 
1185 Moreover, this general trend towards the “decentralization” of regulatory functions to private actors indicates that 
the debate on the accommodation of such quality or public interest claims in the competition law analysis cannot 
simply be circumvented by relying on a strengthening of the “public law delegation link” to shield these regulators 
from competition law scrutiny.  
1186 Hildebrand, D., The Role of Economic Analysis in the EC Competition Rules, in Mortelmans, K. J. M., European 
Monographs, 17, (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 1998). 
1187 Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003), 17: “[…] competition policy does not exist in a vacuum: it 
is an expression of the current values and aims of society and is as susceptible to change as political thinking generally. 
Because views and insights shift over a period of time, competition law is infused with tension.” 
1188 Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International 
Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185, 
185. An obvious example is the discussion surrounding the dynamic effects of monopolization: Ibid, 200-207. 
1189 Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International 
Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185-
188: “The types of cases that should be prosecuted, the standard of proof that should be used and the adjudication of 
cases heavily depend on the goal(s) the law is supposedly trying to achieve”. 
1190 A technical debate which is nonetheless essential to lawyers confronted with the application of Art. 101 TFEU 
(old Art. 81 EC) to concrete fact-constellations. 
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Content of this chapter – Therefore this chapter will first give a brief overview of the 
ultimate economic and political goals that can be thought to influence or have influenced 
European competition policy. Thus, the core economic rationale for competition policy 
as pursuing efficiency by addressing the market failure of market power, as well as the 
main political motivations for objecting to such power concentrations will be expounded. 
Subsequently, the different theoretical elaborations of this threat of market power by 
several (political) economic schools will be briefly considered to situate the diverging 
legal tests in EU competition law developed over time and across institutions. In 
addition, a proposal will be made for the adoption of a wider allocative efficiency 
concept which takes into account other market failures, such as the potential information 
asymmetries and externality problems in professional markets, as important obstructions 
for competitive markets. Thereafter, the actual legal tests employed by the Court as well 
as the Commission under paragraphs 1 & 3 of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) will be 
examined against this backdrop and with a specific focus on the leeway given for the 
particular interests pursued by professional regulation. Clearly, a substantial part of this 
analysis will be dedicated to situating and explaining the Wouters case.1191  

 

2. Goals of competition policy underlying the legal tests and 
analyses   

“Antitrust policy cannot be made rational until we are able to give a firm answer to one question: What 
is the point of the law- what are its goals? Everything else follows from the answer we give.”1192  
 
In this chapter a distinction is made between what can be thought to be the ultimate goals 
of a competition policy as opposed to its instrumental or intermediate goals. It is submitted 
that such a distinction is necessary to clarify the terms of the debate within European 
competition policy.1193  
 

2.1 Ultimate goals: past and present 

2.1.1 Competition policy from the perspective of mainstream Economic 
Theory 

Introduction – As noted before, even if today‘s mainstream economists agree on the 
overall objective of efficiency as the guideline for competition policy, the concrete policy 
implications are subject to more discussion and controversy.1194 Moreover, like all 
sciences, economic theory is and always has been a “work in progress” which advances 
through different schools of thought criticizing each other’s paradigms. Notwithstanding 
these controversies, there are certain basic economic fundamentals for competition 
policy on which economists do agree and which will be explained in this section. The 
description of the dissensions between the different economic schools of thought which 
can be seen to have contributed to the divergence in concrete competition policies will 

                                                 
1191 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577. 
1192 Bork, R. H., The antitrust paradox : a policy at war with itself  (Basic Books, New York, 1978), 50. 
1193 See also Parret, L., "Do We (Still) Know What We are Protecting?" (2009) TILEC Discussion Paper No. 2009-
010, at http://ssrn.com/paper=1379342, 3-4. 
1194 See also Jones, A. and Sufrin, B., EC Competition Law. Text, Cases, and Materials (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 
2008), 93. 
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thus be deferred to part B. Hence, in that section an attempt will be made to put the 
“flesh” of concrete policy and legal enforcement implications on the “skeleton” of the 
principles discussed here.  
 

2.1.1.1  Basic  e conomic theory o f  compet i t ive  markets   

Competitive markets, allocative efficiency and productive efficiency – Essentially, 
competitive markets are promoted because of their tendency to allocate society’s 
resources to their most valued use by exhausting all possible gains from trade between 
consumers and producers in the market.1195 In other words, competitive markets are 
thought to lead to ‘allocative efficiency’ (or ‘competitive efficiency) thus ensuring that firms 
produce exactly what consumers want and are willing to pay for.1196 Moreover, in the long run 
perfectly competitive markets are expected to bring about ‘productive efficiency’ which means 
that firms produce their goods in the least costly manner (using the fewest resources) feasible under 
existing technology.1197  
 
Perfect competition and welfare –  In economic theory, ‘welfare’ is deemed to refer to 
the level of satisfaction of needs.1198 Hence, since the available resources in society to 
satisfy those needs are scarce, economic theory requires them to be used in the most 
efficient manner. If economic efficiency is maximized, society will be making the most of its scarce 
resources and thus maximize its economic welfare.1199  Since both allocative and productive 
efficiency are deemed to be maximized in a perfectly competitive market, competition is 
seen as leading to an economically efficient outcome where societal welfare is maximized 

                                                 
1195 Frank, R. H., Microeconomics and Behavior (McGraw-Hill/ Irwin, Boston, 2003), 384. 
1196 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - 
Groningen - Oxford, 2001) 5. Such will be the case if the price of the good sold equals the marginal cost of production 
to the producer (p=MC). Prices can be understood as reflecting the willingness-to-pay of consumers for each given 
quantity of a good. Marginal costs can then be seen as the “loss” incurred by foregoing the production of an alternative 
good with those resources. If producing at the point where price equals marginal costs, the firm produces exactly the 
quantity of a good X that consumers want him to. Indeed, to the left of that equilibrium, consumers benefit more from 
an extra unit of good X than they suffer from sacrificing a unit of the alternative good Y (p>MC). Conversely, to the 
right of that point, the loss of a unit of the alternative good Y exceeds the utility (benefit) that consumers derive from 
an extra unit of good X, hence consumers will prefer those resources to be used for the production of extra units of 
the alternative good Y (p<MC). Kanning, W. and Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie en recht (Wolters-Noordhoff, 
Groningen, 2004), 60. 
1197 In other words, in the long run firms will end up producing in the point where prices equal not only marginal costs 
but also average costs. If prices were above average costs firms would be making economic profits hence spurring 
other players to enter the market and undercut the incumbent firms.  Such entry would then shift the aggregate supply 
curve to the right and thereby lower the equilibrium price on the market. This process of rivalry would continue until 
all firms on the market are producing in the minimum point of their long-run average cost curve implying that there is 
no less costly manner to produce the specific product. See, among others, Frank, R. H., Microeconomics and Behavior (McGraw-Hill/ 
Irwin, Boston, 2003)389 392; Kanning, W. and Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie en recht (Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen, 
2004), 59; Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), 
International Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 
1994) 185, 197-198: “What is more, if different firms had different unit costs to start with, the low-cost firms would 
have an incentive to drive less efficient firms out of business by undercutting them so that the high cost firms either 
would have to leave industry […] or would be forced to become as efficient as possible in the use of resources to 
survive in the industry.” 
1198Kanning, W. and Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie en recht (Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen, 2004), 27 
1199 The economic concept of welfare is very broad and encompasses the satisfaction of both material and immaterial 
needs. Hence, it is not necessary that these needs can be expressed in monetary terms to be relevant to an economic 
analysis of welfare. Kanning, W. and Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie en recht (Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen, 2004) 27. 
E.g., the need for clean air is as relevant to the economic welfare concept as are the conflicting gains to the economy of 
more intense road transport.   
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since producers produce exactly what consumers want and are willing to pay for and do 
so at the lowest cost using the fewest resources.1200 
 
Economic welfare in terms of creation of surplus – In economic theory the 
maximization of economic welfare is equated with the maximization of ‘surplus’. 
Total surplus refers then to “the value that parties obtain from consuming goods 
minus the costs of producing them”1201. In perfectly competitive markets, economic 
efficiency is maximized and the production of the competitive equilibrium quantity 
will thus mean that ‘total surplus or total welfare’ is maximized.1202 However, total 
surplus as a measurement of social welfare has an important limitation, i.e. the fact 
that it does not take into account the distribution of welfare.1203 Hence, if 
distributional concerns as between producers and consumers are introduced into the 
analysis, it is important to break down the concept of surplus into its components of 
consumer and producer surplus. ‘Consumer surplus’ refers then to the difference 
between the prices paid by consumers for their purchases and the value they actually 
attach to them. Competitive markets can be expected to maximize allocative 
efficiency thereby leading to lower prices and thus an increase in consumer surplus. 
‘Producer surplus’ on the other hand denotes the difference between the market price 
for a product and its production cost. A “fundamentalist” focus on consumer surplus 
and welfare opposes all transfers of surplus to producers and thereby disregards, on 
the basis of pure distributional concerns, the improvements in overall social welfare 
which may result. Moreover, as will be explained below, in the real world of imperfect 
markets, the manner in which competition law deals with the efficiencies 
counterbalancing the “evil of market power” will differ according to the emphasis 
placed on consumer versus producer surplus or welfare.1204  
 
Market failure as the rationale for competition policy – In order for a competitive 
market to lead to allocative and productive efficiency, certain conditions need to be 
fulfilled.1205 Competition law is precisely designed to address the failure of one of these 
perfect market characteristics, i.e. the presence of many small market players acting 
independently and who, therefore, lack the market power to influence the process of 
competition through their individual actions. Hence, a threat of market power can arise 
from the concentration of a market (Art. 102 TFEU (old Art. 82 EC)) as well as the 
collusion between undertakings (Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC)). Thus, in the ideal 
situation all consumers and sellers are price-takers unable to affect the price level through 
their individual behaviour.1206  Real markets however, rarely exhibit such a completely 
                                                 
1200 Camesasca, P., European merger control: getting the efficiencies right  (Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2000) 39-40, who also states 
that competition encourages innovation. However, since the effects of perfect competition on innovation are still 
controversial, the concept of ‘dynamic efficiency’ will only be briefly addressed when discussing the effects of market 
power. 
1201 Jackson, H. E., Kaplow, L., Shavell, S. M. and others, Analytical Methods for Lawyers (Foundation Press, New York, 
2003) 317. 
1202Jackson, H. E., Kaplow, L., Shavell, S. M. and others, Analytical Methods for Lawyers (Foundation Press, New York, 
2003) 325 
1203 See Jackson, H. E., Kaplow, L., Shavell, S. M. and others, Analytical Methods for Lawyers (Foundation Press, New 
York, 2003) 326 for further important limitations to surplus as yardstick for social welfare. 
1204 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005), 20-21. 
1205 The list of conditions varies somewhat from author to author. FRANK mentions four: (1) firms sell a standardized 
product (consumers see no quality difference between goods and hence base their purchase decision solely on pricing),  
(2) firms are price takers, (3) factors of production are perfectly mobile in the long run, (4) firms and consumers have 
perfect information: Frank, R. H., Microeconomics and Behavior (McGraw-Hill/ Irwin, Boston, 2003) 374-375. VAN DEN 
BERGH & CAMESASCA add the free and easy entry and exit for firms, as well as transaction costs equaling zero: Van den 
Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - Groningen - 
Oxford, 2001), 79.  
1206 In other words, in a perfectly competitive market individual firms face a demand curve with infinite price elasticity 
implying that they will lose all their sales if they raise their prices only slightly. Jackson, H. E., Kaplow, L., Shavell, S. M. 
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atomistic structure. The question then becomes (1) when concentration or collusion raises 
genuine concerns of market power and (2) whether such economic power will always 
imply a threat to total welfare. 
 

2.1.1.2  Economic perspec t ive  on the ev i l  o f  market power (reconsidered)  

Refining the market power concept in terms of contestability – As will be discussed 
more extensively in the section on the Chicago school, economists gradually realized that 
a concentrated market structure (with large market shares) does not necessarily signify the 
presence of genuine market power. Even though these large firms seemingly have the ability 
to exercise control over prices, in reality the threat of new entrants undercutting their 
prices will often mean that they as well are price-takers.1207 Hence firms or “associations 
of undertakings” should only be thought to possess market power if they are able to 
maintain prices above competitive level for a sustained period of time without attracting entry.1208 In 
other words, in order to speak of genuine market power two conditions should be 
fulfilled. For one, undertakings should have the power to limit quantity and raise prices (= 
price- setters), either on the basis of the concentrated nature of the market, or by reason 
of collusive behaviour between individual firms. Secondly, undertakings should have the 
incentive to use this power, which will only be the case if they do not have to fear entry of 
firms undercutting their prices. In other words, their market should be “incontestable” 
by reason of existing entry barriers. In respect of the liberal professions, it could be 
thought that even though there are many players on the market, they can still obtain the 
necessary power by means of collusion within the professional associations. Moreover, 
given the habitual presence of entry barriers, these professional associations are likely to 
have the incentive to use this power and charge above competitive prices.1209 
 
Market power and allocative inefficiency – Firms with genuine market power 
however, are not price-takers and can therefore maximize their profits by reducing 
output and raising prices above marginal costs,1210 without having to fear entry by other 
firms.1211 In other words, they are able to set prices profitably above competitive levels 
for the foreseeable future.1212 As a consequence, consumer welfare will be affected in two 
ways. For one, consumer surplus will be transferred to producers.1213 Secondly, social 

                                                 
and others, Analytical Methods for Lawyers (Foundation Press, New York, 2003)  296;  Frank, R. H., Microeconomics and 
Behavior (McGraw-Hill/ Irwin, Boston, 2003), 413. 
1207 Frank, R. H., Microeconomics and Behavior (McGraw-Hill/ Irwin, Boston, 2003), 374.  
1208 Camesasca, P., European merger control: getting the efficiencies right  (Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2000), 60. For a critical 
discussion of the assessment of market power ( “dominance” ) within EC competition law, see Jones, A. and Sufrin, 
B., EC Competition Law. Text, Cases, and Materials (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2008), chapter 6. 
1209 Recall however the suggestion in Chapter 2 that such extra-normal profits might in fact be merely quasi-rents 
compensating for previous investments. 
1210 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - 
Groningen - Oxford, 2001), 5. 
1211 Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International 
Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185, 
198. 
1212 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - 
Groningen - Oxford, 2001)75. 
1213 Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International 
Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185, 
198; Kanning, W. and Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie en recht (Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen, 2004) 81. 
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welfare as a whole (total welfare) will diminish due to the so-called ‘deadweight loss’ 
resulting from the reduced production under a monopoly.1214  
 
Productive inefficiency, X-inefficiency and rent-seeking – Apart from allocative 
inefficiency, the presence of genuine market power can also result in productive and X-
inefficiency. Indeed if a firm does not have to fear entry, it will not be driven in the long 
run to produce the quantity which allows it to produce at its lowest average cost (= 
productive inefficiency). Similarly, a firm free from competitive pressures is likely to fall 
subject to “managerial slack” meaning that it “becomes lazy” and lacks the incentive to 
optimize its production process and will thus not produce at its most cost efficient point 
(= X-inefficiency).1215 In addition, the resources invested in the effort of firms to capture 
monopoly rents represent a welfare loss to society.1216 As explained above, liberal 
professions generally organize themselves within professional associations that possess 
the characteristics needed to be successful at lobbying for special interests. Hence, rent-
seeking behaviour by the professions could be a considerable hazard to social welfare.1217  
 
Not all Market power is bad: productive and dynamic efficiencies – Unsurprisingly, 
the presence of genuine market power has always been essential to establishing a 
restriction of competition. Since the Chicago School however, economic theory has 
nuanced its automatic condemnation of market power and shifted its focus away from 
maintaining the competitive market structure or process towards an outcome of overall 
economic efficiency. Hence, certain anti-competitive practices generating a degree of market 
power might actually create productive1218 and/or dynamic efficiencies1219. Indeed, even 
though market power will cause allocative inefficiency by reason of a restricted output, in 
an imperfect market concentration can allow for cost reductions through economies of 
scale or scope1220 and thereby generate productive efficiencies.1221  Moreover, it is argued 
by some that the profits ensuing from market power might encourage (faster) 

                                                 
1214 Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International 
Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185, 
198: “as the price charged by a monopolist is higher than the unit cost of production, the units that are worth less than 
this price to consumers but more than the opportunity cost of the resources needed to produce them, will not be 
bought or produced (whereas they would have been produced and bought in the competitive case in which the firms 
sell at a price equal to the opportunity cost of the resources needed to produce them). […] Thus, the consumer surplus 
on the units that would be sold if competition prevailed but which are not sold when the industry is monopolized is 
not only part of the loss of consumer surplus but also a net welfare loss for society as a whole.” Kanning, W. and 
Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie en recht (Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen, 2004) 81. 
1215 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - 
Groningen - Oxford, 2001), 88. 
1216 Camesasca, P., European merger control: getting the efficiencies right  (Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2000), Van den Bergh, R. 
and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - Groningen - Oxford, 2001), 
88: “Firms may compete for market power not only by incurring expenditure to influence regulatory agencies, but also 
by building excess capacity, excessive advertising, or sales efforts coaxed from dealers through vertical restraints. To 
the extent that these practices contribute to the creation and/or preservation of monopoly power they should be added 
to the social costs of monopoly.” Kanning, W. and Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie en recht (Wolters-Noordhoff, 
Groningen, 2004) 81. 
1217 See Chapter 2. 
1218 E.g. lower production costs through economies of scale or economies of scope. 
1219 Camesasca, P., European merger control: getting the efficiencies right  (Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2000) 38: “dynamic 
efficiency is achieved through the invention, development, and diffusion of new products and productions processes 
that increase social welfare”. 
1220 ‘Economies of scale’ arise when the simultaneous production of several units of the same product involves lower 
production costs then when each unit is produced separately. ‘Economies of scope’ are at hand when the production costs 
involved in the joint production of several different products are lower than when all are produced individually. 
1221 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005), 48; Jenny, F., 
"Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International Antitrust in a 
Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185, 203. 
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technological progress thus creating dynamic efficiencies.1222 Hence, productive and 
possibly dynamic efficiencies resulting from market power might offset the loss in 
allocative efficiency to such an extent as to actually increase (total) welfare. 
 
Market power from the viewpoint of a total welfare or a consumer welfare model – 
Nonetheless, the extent to which competition policy allows for diminutions in allocative 
efficiency to be offset by productive or dynamic efficiencies will depend upon its 
adherence to either a total welfare model or a consumer welfare model, and is thus based 
on distributive rather than economic considerations. A total welfare model is neutral towards 
the distribution of welfare between consumers and producers.1223 Hence, consumer 
welfare losses will be accepted if they are outweighed by the increase in producer 
welfare.1224 Under this model losses in allocative efficiency by reason of some degree of 
market power can be deemed compensated by productive and/or dynamic efficiency 
gains without the need to inquire into their effect on prices and hence (strict) consumer 
welfare. A consumer welfare model on the contrary has as its ultimate goal the prevention of 
increases in consumer prices flowing from the exercise of market power.1225  In such a 
model, welfare transfers to producers will be negatively evaluated and efficiencies 
resulting from the exercise of market power will only be accepted as compensating price 
rises if there is a “direct and short term benefit” to consumers (increased quality, new 
products or cheaper production methods).1226 Hence, it is more concerned with 
competitive consumer prices than with the cost-savings of efficient firms.1227 

 
Passing on producer surplus to “shareholders-consumers” It should be noted that 
from a purely economic perspective such rigid distinction between consumer and 
producer surplus does not hold completely since profits made by firms are thought to be 
passed on to the shareholders and thus also to “consumers”. However, with regard to 
professional services where firms are mostly owned by the professional service providers 
themselves producer surplus will clearly not be passed on to other shareholders. 
 

                                                 
1222 For a clear summary of this “process of creative destruction” see Kanning, W. and Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie 
en recht (Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen, 2004), 84-85;  Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and 
Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer 
Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185, 205-207. However, this remains subject to debate among 
economists: Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, 
Antwerpen - Groningen - Oxford, 2001), 5; see also Kanning, W. and Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie en recht (Wolters-
Noordhoff, Groningen, 2004), 82, noting that market power may on the contrary cause ‘dynamic inefficiency’ since the 
competitive pressure to innovate is affected. 
1223 Note that the Chicago School, which is the predominant inspiration of current American competition policy, 
equates consumer welfare with total welfare since it considers that in the long term society as a whole will benefit from 
increased economic efficiency, regardless of the distribution of surplus between producer and consumer surplus. For 
criticism on this “misleading” use of the terminology of ‘consumer welfare’, see Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and 
Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005), 47-49.  
1224 Such a total welfare model uses a Kaldor-Hicks efficiency standard which “allows changes in which there are both 
gainers and losers, but requires that the gainers gain more than the losers lose”. Camesasca, P., European merger control: 
getting the efficiencies right  (Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2000) 44. Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition 
Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - Groningen - Oxford, 2001) 66. 
1225 Camesasca, P., European merger control: getting the efficiencies right  (Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2000), 42. 
1226 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005), 20-21, 294-295, 
where she notes that even though both EU and US competition policy pursue “consumer welfare” and include 
efficiencies in their analysis, they do so in a different manner. Whereas US competition authorities take into account 
the long-term consumer benefits created by short-term efficiencies to producers from restricted competition (= partial 
adoption of total welfare model), EU authorities seem only prepared to consider short-term efficiency benefits to 
consumers as justification for restricted competition. 
1227 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005), 20.  
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2.1.2 Other ideals reflected in competition policy 

 
Initial predominance of political objectives – As mentioned above the setting up of 
most competition law regimes was less inspired by economic theory than by political 
considerations. US Congress, for instance, had several objectives in mind when adopting 
its competition policy. It aimed, among others, to eliminate wealth transfers, foster small 
enterprises, protect against effects of labour dislocations, as well as prevent massive 
concentrations of economic power which could threaten the democratic foundations of 
the country.1228 Thus even this current “best student” of economic theory was initially 
mostly inspired by socio-economic and political objectives reflecting a “small is 
beautiful”-belief.   In Europe, the experience of the exploitation of large cartels to 
strengthen Hitler’s Nazi-regime, led to a similar deep distrust of economic power 
concentrations and a strong emphasis on individual economic freedom by German 
scholars.1229 As will be discussed below, their economic-political theory became known as 
ordo-liberalism and left a clear imprint on EU competition law and policy.1230 In addition, 
socio-economic objectives of safeguarding the market access of small and medium-sized 
firms1231 as well as preventing wealth transfers to producers1232 likewise inspired a 
preference for an atomic market structure.1233   
 
European market integration – The Treaty itself gives some indication as to the role 
envisioned for competition policy within the greater European project. Art. 2 EC spells 
out the ultimate “ideal” objectives of the European Community as well as the main strategies 
to achieve them. One of these key strategies is the creation of a common market which is 
thus perceived as a crucial intermediate goal for the realization of the larger European 
project. The concrete instruments are then elaborated upon in Art. 3 EC which sums up 
the tasks of the EC, including the design of a “system ensuring that competition in the 
internal market is not distorted”. 1234  This link between competition policy and the goal 

                                                 
1228 Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003) 18-19; Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, 
B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 
(Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185, 188-191. 
1229 Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International 
Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185, 
193,Korah, V., An Introductory Guide to EC Competition Law and Practice (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2004)13, Whish, R., 
Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003), 19-20. 
1230 Until recently, this was, among others, exemplified by the impossibility of invoking an efficiency defence under 
Art. 102 TFEU (old Art. 82 EC) relating to the abuse of dominant positions. (Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, 
London, 2003), 193) At the beginning of 2009 however, the Commission published its “Guidance on its enforcement 
priorities in applying Article 82 to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings” allowing for such an 
efficiency defence. (COM(2009) 864 final) 
1231 Korah, V., An Introductory Guide to EC Competition Law and Practice (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2004)12, Whish, R., 
Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003), 19. 
1232 Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003), 18. 
1233 For a general overview, see also Parret, L., "Do We (Still) Know What We are Protecting?" (2009) TILEC 
Discussion Paper No. 2009-010, at http://ssrn.com/paper=1379342.  
1234 Art. 3(g).  Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction 
of Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 503. The Courts and Commission have often interpreted the 
specific competition rules teleologically against the backdrop of arts 2 and 3 EC: Whish, R., Competition Law 
(LexisNexis, London, 2003), 54; Parret, L., "Do We (Still) Know What We are Protecting?" (2009) TILEC Discussion 
Paper No. 2009-010, at http://ssrn.com/paper=1379342, 7&10. Note that the Lisbon Treaty no longer includes 
undistorted competition in its enumeration of overall objectives of the EU (Art. 3 TEU). It is, however, explicitly 
mentioned as a component of the Internal Market project in the Protocol (No 27) on the Internal Market and 
Competition. In general it is thought that this symbolic removal of competition from the overarching goals will not 
have any real impact on competition policy itself. PARRET conversely, is of the opinion that in the long term this 
omission will affect the “strategic use” of competition policy in the overall EU context. (8-9) 
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of market integration1235 is further confirmed in Art. 81 (1) EC where collusive behaviour is 
said to be “incompatible with the common market”. Hence, competition policy is often 
seen to complement the free movement provisions by eliminating private market-
dividing practices which endanger the market integration objective pursued by removing 
public obstacles to trade.  Unsurprisingly then, EC competition policy (still) displays a 
deep distrust of market dividing practices.1236 Even though its importance has seriously 
diminished, the market integration objective is undoubtedly one of the most distinctive 
features of EC competition policy setting it aside from other competition policies such as 
the US one.1237 
 
Distribution: consumer welfare versus total welfare – Another distinctive feature of 
EC competition policy which has mainly surfaced in the last decade is its ostensible 
adherence to a strict or purist consumer welfare model.1238 Despite the fact that the only explicit 
reference in the text of the Treaty to such a consumer welfare bias would be the second 
condition of Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC), where it is stated that a restriction 
can only be justified if a fair share of the benefits fall to the consumers1239, the 
Commission as well as the Court seem to have adopted it in practice.1240  
 

2.1.3 Market power as the intersection between economics and politics 

Distrust of market power as intersection between political and economic goals – 
All these different potential objectives seem to have one thing in common: their a-priori 
distrust of market power. It should be noted that, although much improvement has been 
made in recent years, the legal interpretation of the market power concept has often been 
criticized by economists for its abstract nature and, in some respects, lack of grounding 
in current economic theory.1241 As mentioned above, a recurrent motive among the 
pioneers of competition policy was to lessen the perceived threat to democracy posed by 
big firms with market power.  Moreover, on the basis of distributive fairness considerations, 
they objected to welfare transfers from consumers to powerful producers. Their 
preference for a multitude of smaller market players was thus not so much the result of 

                                                 
1235 See also Parret, L., "Do We (Still) Know What We are Protecting?" (2009) TILEC Discussion Paper No. 2009-
010, at http://ssrn.com/paper=1379342, 6-7. 
1236 See also Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003), 21-22. Apart from the genuine devotion to the 
market integration goal, also a more pragmatic consideration brought EU politicians to inherently link competition 
policy with market integration. In the Europe of the 50´s still characterised by several state-led economies and left-
wing governments suspicious of everything that included the idea of “market” and “efficiency”, the way of getting a 
competition policy accepted was by linking it to the overall “acceptable” objective of market integration. An example 
of a more recent case where the ECJ demonstrated that it still considers market integration to be a crucial part of its 
analysis within competition law is: ECJ, Case C-468/06 Sot. Lélos kai Sia  not yet reported, paras 65-66. 
1237 Parret, L., "Do We (Still) Know What We are Protecting?" (2009) TILEC Discussion Paper No. 2009-010, at 
http://ssrn.com/paper=1379342, 13-14, who notes that market integration was for a very long time the most often 
mentioned goal of EC competition policy. 
1238 However, the exact interpretation in EC competition policy of this “focus on consumer interests” is all but clear. 
Parret, L., "Do We (Still) Know What We are Protecting?" (2009) TILEC Discussion Paper No. 2009-010, at 
http://ssrn.com/paper=1379342, 26.  
1239 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - 
Groningen - Oxford, 2001) 3; Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The 
Hague, 2005) 252-254. It could arguable be contended that the terminology of “raising the standard of living” in the 
ultimate objectives laid down in Art. 2 EC implies a specific focus on the welfare of economic actors in their capacity 
of end-consumers. Parret, L., "Do We (Still) Know What We are Protecting?" (2009) TILEC Discussion Paper No. 
2009-010, at http://ssrn.com/paper=1379342, 22.  
1240 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005), 241-306. 
1241 For a critical discussion of the assessment of market power ( ‘dominance’ ) within EC competition law, see Jones, 
A. and Sufrin, B., EC Competition Law. Text, Cases, and Materials (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2008), chapter 6. 
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underlying efficiency considerations, as it was inspired by ideas of democracy and 
fairness. Economists for their part traditionally perceive the accumulation of market 
power as a failure of the market process which is likely to lead to allocative inefficiency and 
thus may justify state intervention.  
 
The nuanced and categorical condemnation of market power in conflict – 
Nonetheless, as discussed above, later economic theory has ceased to condemn market 
power per se and has instead started to focus more on the outcome in terms of overall 
efficiency of such economic power concentrations. However, the ultimate goal of efficiency 
is often difficult to reconcile with the, generally more volatile and discretionary, socio-
economic and political objectives imposed upon competition policy. Clearly, 
inconsistency and vagueness of objectives does not promote the effectiveness and 
predictability of competition law enforcement.1242  

 

2.2 Diverging translations of the ultimate goals in intermediate 
goals and legal tests  

In this section, the focus will be on the dissensions between the different (political) 
economic schools of thought which can be thought to have contributed to the 
divergence in concrete competition policies. Hence, after a brief sketch of the basic 
theoretical insights of these different schools, a rough translation of their principles into 
concrete policy and legal practice implications will be suggested. It is hoped that this will 
somewhat clarify and situate the existing inconsistent views and legal tests surrounding 
Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC).  
 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Intimate link between the goal(s) of competition policy and the interpretation of 
Art. 101(1) & (3) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) & (3) EC) – The variety of viewpoints on the 
goal(s) of competition law as well as the different understandings of the functioning of 
competitive processes have led to the development of a diversity of legal tests. Which 
behaviour is deemed to qualify as a “restriction of competition” and thus (usually) fails 
the prohibition-threshold of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) will depend on the 
aims accorded to competition policy. Hence, whether a genuine balancing of anti- and 
pro-competitive effects needs to take place before a restriction is found, is inherently 
linked with these objectives and theories. Likewise, the exact interpretation of the 
exemption set out in Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) is intimately related to the 
ultimate and intermediate goals of the competition policy, as well as to the preceding 
evaluation conducted under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC).  
 
Preliminary: jurisdictional versus substantive function of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old 
Art. 81(1) EC) – The breadth of the restriction-threshold may also differ depending on 
whether Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) is seen as merely establishing EC 

                                                 
1242 See in this sense: Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute 
(eds.), International Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, 
Deventer, 1994) 185, 195-197; Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003)17. PARRET notes that, in 
contrast with what is generally implied by authors in the European doctrine, the ultimate objectives of US anti-trust 
policy as well are still subject to debate, whereby consumer protection is opposed to overall efficiency. (Parret, L., "Do 
We (Still) Know What We are Protecting?" (2009) TILEC Discussion Paper No. 2009-010, at 
http://ssrn.com/paper=1379342, 4}. 
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jurisdiction or rather as embodying an actual substantive check.1243 If the establishment of 
EC jurisdiction were the sole function, a wider reading of the restriction-concept to single 
out all conduct threatening the objectives of the Community seems probable. 1244  Hence, 
mere restrictions of economic freedom or threats to market integration would then 
suffice to be referred to the actual substantive test under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 
81(3) EC).  Nonetheless, in view of the recent decentralization of the application of Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC),1245 such a jurisdictional interpretation of Art. 101(1) 
TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) seems to have lost most of its appeal.1246 As long as Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) could only be applied by the Commission, delaying a 
genuine substantive test to the third paragraph served to ensure this institution’s control 
on the concrete elaboration of competition policy in the EU. If, however, Art. 101(1) 
TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) is interpreted as containing a true substantive assessment of the anti-
competitive object or effect of a certain practice, the analysis conducted there should logically 
go further than a mere a-priori establishment of some vague threats to the Community 
project.  
 
Structure – The following section will attempt to set out the implications of the different 
competition policy objectives for the dynamics of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). 
Hence a brief overview of the main schools of thought that have influenced EC 
competition law will be provided. At the same time, a modest attempt will be made to 
envision the manner in which the theories of these different schools, ranging from more 
abstract economic freedom and competitive process oriented approaches to efficiency 
outcome-focused perspectives, could be reflected within the dynamics of Art. 101 TFEU 
(old Art. 81 EC). Finally, a proposal to adopt a broader welfare maximizing interpretation 
of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) will be formulated.  
 

2.2.2 Ordoliberalism 

Ultimate goal of protecting individual economic freedom of action – Even though 
the pure ordoliberal view on competition has had its time, there is no denying that its 
concepts and reasoning still pop up regularly within EC competition law “speech”1247 and 
practice1248. According to ordoliberal economists, the ultimate goal of competition policy 
was to safeguard the economic freedom of action of individuals and thereby maintain social and 

                                                 
1243 Odudu, O., The Boundaries of EC Competition Law: The Scope of Article 81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), 
98-103. 
1244 For an analysis of this jurisdictional function of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) within EC competition law, 
see Odudu, O., The Boundaries of EC Competition Law: The Scope of Article 81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), 98-
101. 
1245 Art. 1 of Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of December 16, 2002 on the implementation of the rules on 
competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty ([2003] O.J. L 1/1). 
1246 Odudu, O., The Boundaries of EC Competition Law: The Scope of Article 81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), 
101. 
1247 The “freedom of action” language pops up regularly, illustrating the continuing mix up between “a restriction of 
conduct” and “a restriction of conduct which restricts competition”. See, among others, the Opinion of Advocate 
General TESAURO delivered on 16 June 1994 in Case C-250/92 Goettrup-Klim [1994] E.C.R. I-05641, para. 13, where 
the parties invoked the “freedom of commercial activity”, “freedom […] to operate independently in the market”, 
“freedom of commercial action”; ECJ, Case C-519/04 Meca-Medina and Majcen / Commission  [2006] E.C.R. I-06991, 
paras 44-45, discussing the “freedom of action” of the parties. 
1248 EU competition still regards freedom of individual competitors as an important benefit of the maintenance of 
competition. This could explain why the Commission remains strict on contracts that limit the freedom of parties to take 
independent decisions, such as vertical restraints in distribution agreements. Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European 
Competition Law and Economics (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 2006), 48. 
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political democracy as well as (generally) efficiency.1249 A competitive open market was 
seen as essential to the realization of that freedom.1250 Therefore, any potential disruption 
of this competitive process was considered a restriction of competition. In other words, 
intrinsic value was accorded to the competitive market structure or process as the ultimate 
expression of freedom and safeguarding it became an intermediary goal in itself. 1251  Hence 
the maintenance of a competitive market even superseded a potentially inefficient 
outcome.1252  
 
Legal translation of ordoliberal theory – Consequently, at its most extreme, 
ordoliberal theory would consider any restraint on the commercial freedom of action of individuals 
to be a restriction of competition.1253 If every ‘restraint on commercial freedom of action’ 
is seen as a ‘restriction of competition’ there is no need to take into account the actual 
economic effect on the market (and thus no balancing of anti-and pro-competitive 
effects). A simple examination of the impact of the individual clauses on the freedom of action of the 
actors will suffice to conclude whether there is a restriction of competition.1254 Some of 
the earlier Commission practice seems reminiscent of this approach.1255 At a less 
“fundamentalist” level, ordoliberal competition analysis would focus on limits to market 
access and disturbances of the competitive process through the presence of market power.1256. 
If a finding of market power or limitation to market access suffices to establish a 
restriction of competition, it appears that a simple market analysis establishing the presence of 
any of these “anti-competitive effects” would do at the stage of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 

                                                 
1249 For an extensive analysis of the ordo-liberal school of thought, see Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer 
Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005) 82-101. See also MONTI who still considers this to be the 
primary aim of EU competition policy. The second objective in line is then market integration which is only then 
followed by efficiency (Monti, G., "Article 81 EC and Public Policy" (2002) C.M.L.R. 1057). 
1250 Odudu, O., The Boundaries of EC Competition Law: The Scope of Article 81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006) 16; 
Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005) 248: "the ordoliberal 
concept of competition corresponds to a competitive process that makes possible the participation of market actors in 
the economy without restrictions of private or public economic power." 
1251 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005) 248.  
1252 Odudu, O., The Boundaries of EC Competition Law: The Scope of Article 81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006) 16; 
The Commission guidelines on the application of Art. 81(3) are rather ambiguous with regard to the ultimate goal of 
competition policy. In paragraph 13 it is stated that “[t]he objective of Article 81 is to protect competition on the 
market as a means of enhancing consumer welfare and of ensuring an efficient allocation”, implying that competition is only a 
means to the end of consumer welfare and allocative efficiency. However, when discussing the fourth condition of Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) prohibiting the elimination of competition in paragraph 105, it is said that 
“[u]ltimately the protection of rivalry and the competitive process is given priority over potentially pro-competitive 
efficiency gains which could result from restrictive agreements” concluding that “the ultimate aim of Article 81 is to 
protect the competitive process” (Communication from the Commission - Notice - Guidelines on the application of 
Article 81(3) of the Treaty ( [2004] O.J. C 101/97)).   
1253 Odudu, O., "Interpreting Article 81(1): demonstrating restrictive effect" (2001) E.L.R. 261, 264, who stresses the 
necessity to distinguish clearly between “a restriction of conduct” and “a restriction of conduct that restricts 
competition”.  
1254 See Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005), 248;  
Hildebrand, D., The Role of Economic Analysis in the EC Competition Rules, in Mortelmans, K. J. M., European Monographs, 
17, (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 1998); Odudu, O., "Interpreting Article 81(1): demonstrating restrictive 
effect" (2001) E.L.R. 261, 263. 
1255 Commission Decision of 11 December 1980, Hennessy-Henkell, IV/26.912 ([1980]   O.J. L 383/11), where the 
foreclosure of competing suppliers and dealers resulting from an exclusive dealing contract was described as a 
restriction of freedom of choice; Commission Decision of 9 July 1980, National Sulphuric Acid Association, IV/27.958 
([1980] O.J. L260/24), where a joint purchasing agreement was held to fall within Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) 
EC) because the choice of the members to purchase outside the joint venture was restricted.    
 Hawk, B. E., "The American (Anti-Trust) Revolution: Lessons for the EEC" (1988) E.Comp.L.Rev. 53, 64-66, 70, 
contrasting this with the market effects based approach in the United States at the time.  
1256 See in that sense Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005) 
248. See also Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 
2006), 66-67. This “open market” -model of the ordoliberalists also nicely accommodates the EC’s concern with 
market integration. 
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81(1) EC). Any balancing of pro-competitive effects would need to take place under Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC).1257  
 

2.2.3 Harvard School 

Restriction of competition in light of the Harvard “market structure-paradigm”– 
The Harvard School believed that the essential task for a competition authority was to 
maintain a competitive market structure.1258 A concentrated market structure was predicted to 
induce collusive behaviour, behaviour which would facilitate extra-competitive prices and 
profits and hence result in allocative inefficiency.1259 Large market shares were seen as 
evidence of market power meaning that firms possessed a degree of control over the level 
of prices.1260 The presence of such market power or control was always deemed to be 
harmful.1261 Consequently, the preservation of a sufficient level of rivalry, competition, 
within the market as opposed to concentration became an intermediate end in itself and 
functioned as a sort of proxy for allocative efficiency.1262 The acquisition of large market 
shares (presumed to indicate market power) in and of itself would then amount to a 
restriction of competition. Again, within the framework of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 
EC), this would seem to imply that a simple establishment of potential anti-competitive effects 
would be sufficient to fall under the prohibition of paragraph 1 without any need to 
conduct a true balancing of effects in efficiency terms.1263   
 

2.2.4 Chicago 

Ultimate (and intermediate) goal of economic efficiency or “consumer welfare” – 
The Chicago School stressed the need to perceive the competitive process as merely a means to 
an end and focus on the outcome of economic efficiency as the benchmark for finding a potential 
restriction of competition.1264 “[…] the whole task of antitrust can be summed up as the 

                                                 
1257 See Monti, G., "Article 81 EC and Public Policy" (2002) C.M.L.R. 1057, 1060 who pleads in favour of an 
ordoliberal interpretation exactly on the basis of the bifurcated structure of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). As will be 
discussed below, at least the Court of First Instance seems to believe that this reflects best the design of Art. 101 
TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459. 
1258 Kanning, W. and Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie en recht (Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen, 2004)108 109. This goes 
back on the so-called Structure-Conduct-Performance theory which considered the structure of a market to be the 
determinative factor of firm behaviour and hence of the overall market performance. Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and 
Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005) 42-45. It should be noted that the Harvard School 
assigned a myriad of “ultimate” goals to competition law, many of which were more political than economic. Hence 
the stability of employment and the fair distribution of income figured alongside efficiency and economic progress. 
However, safeguarding the competitive process was seen as crucial and thus an end in itself. This openness towards 
other than economic objectives as well as the adherence to competition as an aim in itself, might explain the 
attractiveness of the Harvard School ideas to European competition policy.  
1259 See Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - 
Groningen - Oxford, 2001)44. 
1260 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005)44. 
1261 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005)44. 
1262 In other words, maintaining a sufficient degree of competition was deemed to be the best guarantee for 
maximizing economic welfare.   
1263 A clear illustration of the influence of the Harvard School on EU competition policy was the extremely critical 
approach of vertical agreements by the Commission in its earlier practice. Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer 
Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005), 45.   
1264 Chicago objected to a plurality of goals for competition policy as proposed by the Harvard School. Cseres, K. J., 
Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005)48 
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effort to improve allocative efficiency without impairing productive efficiency so greatly 
as to produce either no gain or a net loss in consumer welfare”.1265  
 
Concentration ≠ market power – The Chicago School rejected the idea of a direct 
relationship between structure and performance, and therefore stressed that a large 
market share (concentrated structure) should not be taken to necessarily signal market 
power.1266 Firms which grow large should be viewed as more efficient and their extra 
profits are likely to flow from lower production costs rather than the setting of prices 
above the level that would cover the costs of smaller less efficient firms.1267 Whether a 
firm truly possesses market power can only be deduced from its conduct of actually raising 
prices above competitive levels and being able to maintain them for a considerable time 
without attracting entry. In other words, the presence of a certain degree of potential 
control over price levels does not mean that firms actually have the incentives to raise prices 
and restrict output.  According to Chicago scholars, prohibitive entry barriers are much 
less common and durable than Harvard assumed. Monopolies thus have a great deal of 
difficulty to maintain monopoly profits over time without attracting entry. It should be 
noted here, that professional services markets are nonetheless an example of markets to 
which entry is typically difficult since it requires certain specialized training and licensing. 
In conclusion, a concentrated market structure should pose no threat as long as markets 
remain contestable which will usually be the case according to Chicago. Consequently, 
concentrated markets indicate efficiencies rather than monopoly profits and welfare losses.1268 
 
Market power ≠ necessarily reducing overall economic efficiency – Likewise, 
market power is not necessarily synonymous with welfare reduction. In other words, 
even though market power creates allocative inefficiency causing a restriction of output, 
concentration can simultaneously lead to cost reductions and thereby generate productive 
efficiencies.1269  Moreover, it seems that some degree of market power might encourage 
(faster) technological progress thus creating dynamic efficiencies.1270 Hence, productive 
and possibly dynamic efficiencies resulting from concentration might offset the loss in 
allocative efficiency to such an extent as to actually increase welfare. 
 
Legal translation of Chicago school viewpoint – Therefore, since the focus is on the 
efficient outcome of the competitive process, a more thorough analysis of the effects of 
prima facie anti-competitive practices becomes necessary. Agreements which seem anti-
competitive due to their restrictive effect on intra-brand competition may nonetheless 
increase allocative efficiency due to their positive effect on inter-brand competition. 
                                                 
1265 Bork, R. H., The antitrust paradox : a policy at war with itself  (Basic Books, New York, 1978) 90-91 cited in Camesasca, 
P., European merger control: getting the efficiencies right  (Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2000)44. It should be noted that the Chicago 
school in fact equates consumer welfare with total welfare since it considers that, in the long term, society as a whole 
will benefit from maximizing economic efficiency regardless of the distribution of surplus between consumers and 
producers. 
1266 Recall that this is measured mainly by the firm’s capacity to raise prices above marginal costs. 
1267 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - 
Groningen - Oxford, 2001)44, see also 47: “Concentrations will persist only if economies of scale preclude the 
existence of a multiplicity of firms or if monopoly profits are a just reward for having achieved a higher degree of 
efficiency by means of price reductions or product improvements which the competing firms and new entrants were 
unable to achieve.” 
1268 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005) 49 
1269 See, among others, Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 
2005) 48. 
1270 Jenny, F., "Competition and Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International 
Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185, 
205-207. However, this remains subject to debate among economists: Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European 
Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - Groningen - Oxford, 2001) 5. 
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Moreover, if overall economic efficiency is the objective, allocative inefficiency of market 
concentration should be balanced against welfare increases through productive and/or 
dynamic efficiencies. Thus it would seem that the Chicago view would demand a full-
blown balancing of efficiencies before a restriction of competition can be proclaimed.1271  
 

2.2.5 Fitting mainstream economic theory into the structure of Article 81 
EC  

Welfare maximization as the Treaty’s objective – As one of the instruments intended 
to achieve the “ideal” ultimate objectives laid down in Art. 2 EC, competition law would 
logically fit with the goal of “ensuring a high degree of competitiveness”. Still, in light of 
the more general objective of “raising the standard of living”, it seems inappropriate to 
limit competition law’s “horizon” to the maintenance of a competitive market structure.  
Rather, it makes sense to refocus this process-oriented approach of preserving 
competitive market structures towards a more encompassing standard of maximizing 
economic (total) welfare (in terms of output)1272. Hence, in line with mainstream 
economics, welfare maximization flows from the maximization of overall economic 
efficiency, which can imply permitting less competitive market structures.  
 
Efficiency within Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) as a whole – Competition policy should 
thus aim at maximizing economic welfare by using society’s scarce resources as efficiently as 
possible to satisfy the existing needs. Hence, the maximization of efficiency in its components of 
allocative efficiency, productive efficiency and dynamic efficiency, will be the ultimate objective.  
It shall be recalled that allocative efficiency is accomplished when firms produce exactly what 
consumers want and are willing to pay for.1273 The market will be productively efficient if goods 
are produced in the least costly manner (using the fewest resources) feasible under existing 
technology.1274 Dynamic efficiency “is achieved through the invention, development, and 
diffusion of new products and productions processes that increase social welfare”1275. Since the 
ultimate goal of competition policy should be to “improve allocative efficiency without impairing 
productive efficiency so greatly as to produce either no gain or a net loss in [Chicago-type] 
consumer welfare”1276, the analysis under Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) ought to 
accommodate for all three types of efficiency.  
 
Hence, it is suggested that a blueprint of an economically sensible test would first provide for a 
balancing of anti-and pro-competitive effects (which will usually take the form of a reduction of 
intra-brand competition versus an increase in inter-brand competition) in terms of allocative 

                                                 
1271 It should however be recalled that the Chicago theory was developed within the US context of section 1 of the 
Sherman Act which contains a sole prohibition provision as opposed to the prohibition-exemption structure of Art. 
101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC).  See Monti’s argument that such neo-classical perspective simply does not fit within the 
bifurcated structure of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). (Monti, G., "Article 81 EC and Public Policy" (2002) C.M.L.R. 
1057, 1060-1061) 
1272 As noted above, it could however, be argued that the terminology of “standard of living” implies a specific focus 
on the welfare of economic actors in their capacity of end-consumers. 
1273 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - 
Groningen - Oxford, 2001), 5. 
1274 See, among others, Frank, R. H., Microeconomics and Behavior (McGraw-Hill/ Irwin, Boston, 2003)389 392; Kanning, 
W. and Kerkmeester, H. O., Economie en recht (Wolters-Noordhoff, Groningen, 2004) 59; Jenny, F., "Competition and 
Efficiency", in Hawk, B. and Fordham Corporate Law Institute (eds.), International Antitrust in a Global Economy: Fordham 
Corporate Law 1993 (Kluwer Law & Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994) 185, 197-198; Camesasca, P., European merger 
control: getting the efficiencies right  (Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2000)38 & 39-40. 
1275Camesasca, P., European merger control: getting the efficiencies right  (Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2000)38. 
1276Bork, R. H., The antitrust paradox : a policy at war with itself  (Basic Books, New York, 1978)90-91 cited in Camesasca, 
P., European merger control: getting the efficiencies right  (Intersentia, Antwerpen, 2000)44. 
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efficiency. Subsequently, potential allocative efficiency-losses would have to be offset against 
potential productive and/or dynamic efficiency improvements.  
 
Bifurcated structure Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC): prima facie allocative 
efficiency test – In view of the specific bifurcated structure of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 
81 EC), it seems desirable to translate both the restriction and the justification branch 
into a component of an economically sound two-step analysis. Thus, it is suggested that 
the restriction of competition-test under paragraph 1 ought to be interpreted as an inquiry into 
the allocative efficiency consequences of the disputed practice.1277 Indeed, if the ultimate goal 
of a competition policy is to enhance welfare, and competitive markets are presumed to 
maximize welfare, the preliminary concern will be with the failure of these markets due 
to the exercise of market power reducing allocative efficiency. Hence, the “trigger” for a competition 
investigation should clearly be the presence of market power referring to the ability of firms to set 
prices profitably above competitive levels for the foreseeable future1278.   
 
Underpinning Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) as a prima facie allocative 
efficiency analysis – A lower threshold of mere “limitations on economic freedom” or 
“indications of potential anti-competitive effects” disregards the necessity to determine 
the net welfare effects in terms of price and output (allocative efficiency) by balancing such 
negative elements against potential pro-competitive effects.  Indeed, if it is accepted that 
the ultimate objective of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) is to enhance economic 
welfare, it does not make sense to consider as prima facie prohibited market conduct 
which is in fact welfare improving.1279 The risk of receiving a premature label of 
“restriction of competition” might scare off certain welfare-improving agreements and 
actions.1280  Moreover, the deferment of such balancing until the analysis carried out 
under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC), does not seem to be supported by the 
language of this paragraph. Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) requires a contribution to 
“the production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or economic 
progress” and would thus appear to be concerned with productive and/or dynamic 
efficiency gains only.1281 Hence, logic as well as language seems to favour a balancing of 
pro-and anti-competitive effects in terms of allocative efficiency under Art. 101(1) TFEU 
(old Art. 81(1) EC).  
   
Relevance of an analysis under two branches – Until recently (1 May 2004) the 
difference between being found not to fall foul of the prohibition of paragraph 1 or being 
exempted under paragraph 3 was of great importance since the Commission had the 
monopoly over the application of paragraph 3. Therefore, the exact difference in 
substance of the tests conducted under Art. 81(1) & (3) EC was clearly highly significant. 
National judges were only competent to directly apply Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) 
EC). Hence, a finding of a restriction of competition on their side meant that an 
                                                 
1277 Odudu, O., "Interpreting Article 81(1): demonstrating restrictive effect" (2001) E.L.R. 261; also Nazzini, R., 
"Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of Competition" in EU 
Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497. 
1278 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Intersentia - Hart, Antwerpen - 
Groningen - Oxford, 2001)75. 
1279 Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of 
Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 504. 
1280 Indeed, since the burden of proof under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3)EC) shifts to the defendant, the risk for 
the defending firm to fall foul of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) increases. Such enhanced risks of legal 
condemnation can stifle entrepreneurship. See Marquis, M., "O2 (Germany) v Commission and the Exotic Mysteries 
of Article 81(1) EC" (2007) E.L..Rev. 29, footnote 42. 
1281 Marquis, M., "O2 (Germany) v Commission and the Exotic Mysteries of Article 81(1) EC" (2007) E.L..Rev. 29 , 
38; Also in that sense Odudu, O., "A New Economic Approach To Article 81(1)?" (2002) E.L. Rev. 100, 104. 
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unnotified agreement was prohibited without any potential for justification under Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC). Therefore, if an agreement was likely to fall foul of the 
Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) threshold, the only option for the actors involved 
was to notify it timely to the Commission in order to obtain an exemption under Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC).  
 
After decentralization – However, since the decentralization, national courts and 
competition authorities have the power to apply both paragraphs. Consequently, a 
finding of a restriction of competition on the basis of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) 
EC) can be neutralized within the same procedure if it is found justified under 81(3) EC. 
Hence, it may seem that the difference in the substantive tests under both paragraphs has 
lost (most of its) significance.1282 Nonetheless, there appear to be good reasons to claim 
that the exact content of each branch remains more than a mere technicality.1283 For one, 
the burden of proof is different.1284 Under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) this burden 
rests on the authority or party alleging an infringement, hence the Commission, national 
competition authorities or third parties. Conversely, the fulfilment of the conditions of 
Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) needs to be proven by the defending 
undertaking.1285  Secondly, certain agreements which for instance restrict conduct but not 
overall competition, might fail the rather restrictive conditions for exemption under paragraph 
3.1286  So either these agreements risk to be prohibited, or the conditions under Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) risk to be “distorted” to accommodate for such 

                                                 
1282 See Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005), 118, who 
believes that courts and competition bodies will apply an integrated test in the future. Likewise in favour of an 
integrated test: Gyselen, L., "The Substantive Legality Test under Article 81-3 EC Treaty - Revisited in Light of the 
Commission's Modernization Initiative", in van Bogdandy, A., Mavroidis, P. C. and Meny, P. C. (eds.), European 
Integration and International Co-Ordination : Studies in Transnational Economic Law in Honour of Claus-Dieter Ehlermann  (Kluwer 
Law International, The Hague, 2004) 181, 197.  Whish, R., Competition Law (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2009) 
114. 
1283 Wesseling, R., "The Commission White Paper on Modernisation of E.C. Antitrust Law: Unspoken Consequences 
and Incomplete Treatment of Alternative Options" (1999) E.Comp.L.Rev. 420, 423, Komninos, A. P., "Non-
Competition Concerns Resolution of Conflicts in the Integrated Article 81 EC", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. 
(eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship between Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 451, 453-455, Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A 
Normative Critique of "Restriction of Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497 504; Waelbroeck, D. and 
Colomo, P., Case note on Case C-171/05 P, Laurent Piau, Order of the Court of Justice (Third Chamber) of 23 
February 2006, [2006] ECR I-37, (2006) C.M.L.R. 1743, 1750-1751. 
1284 Komninos, A. P., "Non-Competition Concerns Resolution of Conflicts in the Integrated Article 81 EC", in 
Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law 
and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 451 44; Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and 
Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 499-500; Korah, 
V., An Introductory Guide to EC Competition Law and Practice (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2004), at 75, who considers that 
“Many contracts that do not have either anti-competitive object or effect will have to be justified when enforcing them, 
and this may make it harder to persuade the defendant to abide by its contract without going to court.” 
1285 Art. 2 of Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 of December 16, 2002 on the implementation of the rules on 
competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty ([2003] O.J. L 1/1). 
1286 Bright, C., "EU Competition Policy: Rules, Objectives and Deregulation" (1996) Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 535, 
545;  Wesseling, R., "The Commission White Paper on Modernisation of E.C. Antitrust Law: Unspoken Consequences 
and Incomplete Treatment of Alternative Options" (1999) E.Comp.L.Rev. 420-423; Komninos, A. P., "Non-
Competition Concerns Resolution of Conflicts in the Integrated Article 81 EC", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. 
(eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 451, 454. 
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agreements.1287 Elaborating on this burden of proof argument, some authors claim that 
mistaken acquittals are to be preferred above erroneous condemnations.1288   
 

2.2.6 Criticism on partial approach of competition law: towards a broader 
efficiency concept under Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC)  

2.2.6.1  Acceptance o f  t rade-o f f  against  product ive  and dynamic e f f i c i enc ies   

As set out above, the Chicago school in particular has contributed greatly to moving anti-
trust analysis beyond its narrow market power focus to include other productive and 
dynamic efficiency considerations. This evolution towards a goal of overall economic 
efficiency can be said to have added to the development of stronger welfare enhancing 
competition policies.  

2.2.6.2  Time to embrace other trade-o f f s  in market processes :  a l locat ive  
e f f i c i ency sensu lato?   

Limited supply-side focus of competition policy – Designed to address the supply-side 
market failure of market power, competition policies typically ignore other failures or 
imperfections in the operation of the market which can nonetheless similarly counteract 
the attainment of allocative efficiency. Despite the inclusion into the analysis of 
productive and dynamic efficiencies, it could be argued that European competition policy 
still employs merely a partial approach in its pursuit of economic efficiency and, 
ultimately, welfare maximization. Indeed, market failures such as information 
asymmetries can also preclude markets from reaching allocative efficiency. Although 
these should first and foremost be addressed by means of government regulation such as 
consumer protection, competition policy cannot simply ignore their impact upon welfare. 
In other words, while a competition policy should primarily readdress the welfare reducing effects of 
market power, it is submitted here that, in view of its ultimate objective of maximizing economic welfare, 
it should also include other supply and demand-side efficiencies in its trade-off.1289  
 
Allocative efficiency sensu s tr i c to : absence of market power – Allocative efficiency in 
its traditional connotation (hereafter “allocative efficiency sensu stricto”), concentrates on 
‘competitive efficiency’ or the situation where no firm possesses the market power to raise its 

                                                 
1287 Wesseling, R., "The Commission White Paper on Modernisation of E.C. Antitrust Law: Unspoken Consequences 
and Incomplete Treatment of Alternative Options" (1999) E.Comp.L.Rev. 420-423,  Wesseling, R., The Modernization of 
EC Antitrust Law, in Snyder, F. and Maduro, M., Studies in European Law and Integration, (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2000), 
106. 
1288 Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of 
Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 504; Marquis, M., "O2 (Germany) v Commission and the Exotic 
Mysteries of Article 81(1) EC" (2007) E.L..Rev. 29 , footnote 42 
1289 To the same avail, see van Damme, E. E. C., "Op de welvaartseconomie gebaseerd mededingingsbeleid", in van 
de Gronden, J. W. and Mortelmans, K. J. M. (eds.), Mededinging en niet-economische belangen, 3 (Kluwer, Deventer, 2001) 
55, 55-56, who suggests that the prohibition on anticompetitive agreements or decisions of associations of 
undertakings could be rephrased to state that they are prohibited unless they entail a Pareto-improvement, thereby 
automatically including all consumer welfare-enhancing interests. See also Cseres, K. J.,"The Impact of Consumer 
Protection on Competition and Competition Law: The Case of Deregulated Markets", Amsterdam Center for Law & 
Economics Working Paper No. 2006-05, at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=903284, 2, who 
notes that consumer information problems are also relevant for competition policy since they can distort the working 
of the market and thus lead to inefficiency. Therefore “[w]hile information imperfections may not warrant competition 
scrutiny on the basis of the rule of law, they might exacerbate anti-competitive effects or provide an e f f i c i ency 
just i f i cat ion for  such a conduct .  [emphasis added]”. See also Leary, T. B., "Competition Law and Consumer 
Protection Law: Two Wings of the Same House" (2004-2005) Antitrust L.J.  1147, 1148, “Why should it be any less 
appropriate to consider the potential for more accurate demand-side responses when evaluating a supply-side 
restraint?”. 
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prices or decrease its output profitably without attracting entry. In such a situation prices 
will reflect marginal costs, and, generally, the market will then produce exactly what 
consumers want. Consumer surplus will consequently be at its highest level. Distortions 
of allocative efficiency sensu stricto will thus be signalled by market price rises and/or output 
reductions.  
 
Allocative efficiency sensu lato : including market processes – However, a crucial 
precondition for the efficient allocation of resources through the price-market 
mechanism is that consumers are capable of signalling their real preferences to producers 
via the prices they are willing to pay. Indeed, only then will the resulting market 
equilibrium reflect society’s optimal consumption and production of the good. 
Nevertheless, as will be elaborated below, other market failures or imperfections like 
information failure and externalities may prevent the optimal functioning of the price 
system. Hence, private (as well as public) responses correcting such market failures might 
be viewed as contributing to the goal of allocative efficiency sensu lato, even if they can 
reduce allocative efficiency sensu stricto. Therefore a trade-off between both components 
of the allocative efficiency concept would seem to be necessary.1290 
 

a) Demand side information failure 

Allocat ive  ine f f i c i ency caused by information fai lure – Economic theory in general 
appears to have been much more concerned with the study of the supply-side 
organizational structure of industry than the intricacies of the demand side.1291 
Nonetheless, it is undeniable that a competitive market process will only lead to the best 
allocation of resources if individuals are able to “choose [the] best use of scarce resources 
by ordering preferences and make choices within constraints to maximize personal 
satisfaction”1292. However, the “efficiency” of this consumer choice depends heavily on 
the capacity of consumers to estimate the full value to them of the products they buy and 
hence to make informed rational choices.1293  
 
Consequently, in markets where information is harder to obtain, demand side market 
failures are a real concern for the outcome of the competitive process. As discussed 
before, in relation to professional services, the difficulty for consumers to observe the 
quality characteristics of a service as well as to establish their own need for it (diagnostic 
necessity) may lead to suboptimal choices.1294 Consequently, uninformed consumers 

                                                 
1290 See also in a similar vein Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique 
of "Restriction of Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 526, footnote 117, noting that “[while] the 
provision of high quality services is not necessarily the optimal competitive equilibrium, quality standards that are 
required by the characteristics of the industry and the needs of consumers may be an element of a system of 
undistorted competition under EU law. The ECJ in Metro […] upheld qualitative, non-discriminatory selective 
distribution systems as an element of workable competition suited to the characteristics of the product and the 
requirements of the consumers.” 
1291 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005) 334. 
1292 Odudu, O., "Interpreting Article 81(1): demonstrating restrictive effect" (2001) E.L.R. 261-262, footnote 8. 
1293 Vickers, “Economics for Consumer policy”, 125 Proc. Brit. Acad. (2004) 287-310 Vickers, J., "Economics for 
Consumer Policy", British Academy Keynes Lecture (19 Oct. 2003): “Competition cannot work effectively unless customers 
are reasonably well informed about the choices before them. Uninformed choice is not effective choice, and without 
that there will not be effective competition. Informed choice has two elements - knowing what alternatives there are, 
and knowing about the characteristics of alternative offerings. In particular, what matters is the ability of customers to judge the 
prospective value for money, for them, of the alternatives on offer.[emphasis added]” 
1294 See Jenny, F., "Regulation, Competition and the Professions", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), 
European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart 
Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 131, 135-136. 
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might fail to choose the optimal price/quality ratio and hence cannot communicate 
through the price mechanism the true “value” they derive from particular professional 
services. If market prices thus fail to reflect the consumers’ real willingness to pay, the 
market mechanism cannot discipline producers into operating at the allocatively efficient 
level.1295 In other words, “free markets will only achieve efficient outcomes if a 
significant number of consumers are able to make purchase decisions on the basis of 
complete and undistorted price-quality judgements”1296 As will be discussed in… , certain 
restrictive professional regulation might be justified on this basis.1297 
 
Selec t ive  dis tr ibut ion cases  as a model  for  taking into account demand s ide fai lures? 
– A context in which competition policy has been challenged to adapt its excessive 
market power and price competition focus is when dealing with vertical agreements and 
in particular selective distribution arrangements. As discussed above, demand side market 
corrections may be thought to contribute to allocative efficiency sensu lato by addressing 
failures other than market power in that particular market. To accommodate for these 
efficiency gains within the competition law examination, a suggestion could be to 
elaborate on the “quality-element” which is generally included in the description of 
countervailing efficiencies but nonetheless only occasionally taken into account in the 
actual analysis. A context where increased quality has been raised as a defence is when 
attempting to justify selective distribution agreements.  
 
Aside from potential cost efficiencies, selective distribution agreements can be thought to 
have several quality-related benefits. Hence, a selective distribution system allows for the 
provision of improved pre-sale services without the fear for free-riding behaviour on 
these efforts. Such pre-sale services can add to the product’s quality. In addition, the 
provision of specialized information on the product within the context of such pre-sale 
services might also reduce the search costs facing consumers when attempting to make 
an informed purchase.1298 Retailers may aid to establish the true quality of a good, thus 
alleviating the information problem and increasing the efficiency of the market 
mechanism.  
 

                                                 
1295  See in that sense Van Damme  ESB, 37- 39. In a perfectly competitive market producers are disciplined into 
producing at the allocatively efficient level in the following manner: “Assuming that suppliers are profit-maximizers, 
they will automatically choose to provide the goods or services which maximize their profits, i.e., the goods and 
services for which the difference between the price per unit that consumers are willing to pay (a measure of the utility 
that consumers attach to the units of the good or services given their tastes, the opportunities available to them and 
their budgetary constraints) and the cost of production of these units (a measure of the social cost of producing these 
units) is the largest. Competition among producers of a particular good or service will thus force them to minimize 
their costs of production and sales prices. The competitive market mechanism will thereby maximize the surplus of the 
economy. The position of the aggregate demand curves of consumers for various types of goods and services will indicate to 
producers what to produce and will contribute to the efficient allocation of factors in the economy. [emphasis added]”, 
Jenny, F., "Regulation, Competition and the Professions", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European 
Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 
2006) 131-133. 
1296 Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155, 155. 
1297 See also De Bijl, P. and van Damme, E., Regulering en zelfregulering in markten met kwaliteitsonzekerheid ( 1997), 
http://arno.uvt.nl/show.cgi?fid=2870, 30, who suggest that professional self-regulation might increase transparency on 
the market, which, in case of markets characterized by information asymmetries, could intensify competition despite 
the potential increase in the market power of those professional associations. 
1298 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 2006), 
239. 
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However, despite the formal recognition that “price competition” is not the sole 
concern1299 the limitation of intra-brand competition by selective distribution systems 
only seems to be accepted in as far as there remains a sufficient degree of competition. 
Accordingly, the restriction in intra-brand competition is only tolerated when the quality 
improvement in fact stimulates consumer demand for that product and thereby 
intensifies inter-brand competition. Clearly, such increased inter-brand competition is 
then expected to lead to lower prices on the market as a whole. Hence, the analysis on the 
basis of which selective distribution agreements can be accepted within EC competition 
policy essentially stays within the concept of allocative efficiency sensu stricto rather than 
allowing for real quality justifications which could potentially include demand-side 
efficiencies.1300 
 

b) Allocative distortions due to externalities and missing markets 

Allocative inefficiency flowing from complex externalities – Moreover, reliance on 
the market price assumes that it reflects the preferences of all parties affected by the 
transaction. However, if externalities and/or public goods are present, the social benefits or 
costs of a certain transaction or action exceed the private gains and costs. If all affected 
societal actors were able to bargain with the main parties to the particular transaction, 
these social costs or benefits could be internalized within that transaction and a socially 
optimal outcome would result. In reality, however, there are simply too many potential 
parties with the ensuing practical and free-riding problems as a result. Hence, due to the 
lack of input from these other affected parties, the market mechanism will lead to prices 
which are too high or too low and quantities which are excessive or insufficient. In other 
words, the “extra” markets needed to align market prices with social prices1301 (reflecting 
cost or benefit to society) are missing, thus leading to an allocatively inefficient outcome 
for society as a whole.  
 
Public interests rather than client’ interests – A common illustration is provided by 
environmental pollution. Pollution can be understood as the imposition of a social cost 
due to the lack of internalization of negative externalities within the environmentally 
damaging transactions/actions. Since the market fails to provide the incentives for the 
internalization of these social costs, environmental regulation may attempt to 
“reconstruct” the socially optimal outcome by fining or taxing (or prohibiting) certain 
polluting practices and thereby forcing parties to take into account these social costs. 
Such a market correction can be understood to go beyond the interests of the parties to the 

                                                 
1299 ECJ, Case 26/76 Metro I [1977] E.C.R.1875. 
1300 Contrast with the following authors which seem to consider that US anti-trust analysis (perhaps implicitly) takes 
such informational benefits into account: Averitt, N. W. and Lande, R. H., "Consumer Sovereignty: A Unified Theory 
of  Antitrust and Consumer Protection Law" (1996-1997) Antitrust Law Journal 713,740, noting in the American context 
that “[P]ractices that might otherwise violate the antitrust laws will sometimes be upheld because of the benefits they 
provide in consumer protection terms. For example, non-price vertical restraints can impair competition to some 
degree, but can nonetheless survive a rule of reason challenge if they provide offsetting efficiencies. Sufficient 
efficiencies are often found in consumer's imperfect information and in the inability of the market to supply this 
information absent the restraints. Vertical restraints may be one way to ensure this information is supplied without 
concern about free riding. These option-limiting restraints may thus enhance the consumer's ability to choose among 
the options that remain […].”; Leary, T. B., "Competition Law and Consumer Protection Law: Two Wings of the Same 
House" (2004-2005) Antitrust L.J.  1147, 1148, seemingly suggesting that such demand-side effects are taken into 
account in the context of such distribution agreements, or at least could be taken into account in the same way as the 
inter-brand pro-competitive effects.  
1301 As mentioned above, the COASE theorem holds that in the absence of transaction costs, the outcome of such 
negotiations will be economically efficient regardless of how the law allocates property rights, since the parties involved 
will choose transactions that maximise their joint utility and thus social welfare. 
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transaction and to serve the public interest.1302 In theory, a private agreement between firms 
to stop producing cheaper but energy inefficient machines might in some exceptional 
cases be a “voluntary internalization” of social costs and increase social welfare (if not 
commercially motivated).1303 The internalization of social costs and benefits equally 
contributes to putting society’s limited resources to their most valuable use. 
Consequently, agreements (efficiently) addressing externalities and public good problems 
might be thought to serve the public interest and contribute to an allocatively efficient 
outcome. Nevertheless, if such agreements are not the consequence of some type of 
external incitement by government, they should be closely investigated to rule out 
privately motivated commercial interests. 
  
 
Table 1 allocative efficiency and market failures 
 

Market Failures (In)efficiency 

Market Power 
 
p*>MC 

  Allocative 
(in)efficiency  
sensu stricto 
 
(price competition) 
 

Market Power 
 
p*>MC 

Information Failure 
 
full p>p* 

Negative 
Externalities 
 
social p>p* 
 
Positive 
Externalities and/or 
Public Goods 
 
social p<p* 
 

Allocative 
(in)efficiency 
sensu lato 
 
(price and quality 
competition) 

 
p*: market price with perfect competition 
 

c) Reconciling the economic with the legal needs 

Looking for an economically acceptable legal test – Even if it were accepted that the 
anti-competitive effects of these corrective measures can be accommodated within a 
wider allocative efficiency concept, it still needs to be decided how these new elements 

                                                 
1302 “Public interests are at stake when transactions between market players or the actions of one market player do not 
take into account the consequences for other stakeholders who are not involved in that transaction or action. In other 
words: this is a case of free rider behavior. As a consequence private interests served by that transaction do not 
coincide with social interests (e.g. complex external effects).” Hameleers, M., "Towards a Smarter Protection of Public 
Interests in the Liberal Professions", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: 
The Relationship between Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 85, 87.  
1303 See Leary, T. B., "Competition Law and Consumer Protection Law: Two Wings of the Same House" (2004-2005) 
Antitrust L.J.  1147: “Normally, anti-competitive industry action cannot be justified on the ground that it will reduce 
negative externalities, but there may be a narrow exception for precisely targeted restraints that reduce negative 
externalities and that do not appear to be commercially motivated.[…] an agreement among competitors not to 
promote or sell junk food in school settings might be defensible.”, 1150-1151.  
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could be included in the legal analysis under Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). 
Establishing allocative efficiency sensu lato requires the balancing of increases in price 
and/or reductions in output against the benefits to society of market corrections aimed 
at information asymmetries, externalities and public goods. Given the controversies 
which already surround the evaluation of “simple” allocative efficiency sensu stricto, it 
makes sense not to try to squeeze all these efficiency considerations into one big 
balancing act. Hence, it is suggested that the establishment of allocative inefficiency sensu 
stricto, and thus the presence of a ‘restriction of competition’, should precede the 
counterbalancing on the basis of market correction arguments as part of the allocative 
efficiency sensu lato test. 
 
Abstract test provided by the ‘inherent restriction’-concept – Considering the 
difficulty to “quantify” the impact of these market corrective measures, it seems that the 
employed test will necessarily be abstract. On the basis of an analysis of the case-law 
provided in the next section, it will be suggested that the concept of ‘inherent restriction’ 
as applied in a select number of cases could nicely accommodate these additional 
allocative efficiencies. 
 

3. Restriction under 81(1) EC in practice 

Introduction – After having identified the main concerns which can inspire a 
competition policy and having set out a basic perspective on the dynamics of Art. 101 
TFEU (old Art. 81 EC), it is time to examine the concrete EC competition law “acquis” 
to ascertain the substance of the tests conducted under Art. 101(1) & (3) TFEU (old Art. 
81(1) & (3) EC). Unfortunately, the most striking feature of the case law and decisional 
practice concerning Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) is precisely its inconsistency and 
opaqueness.   
 

3.1 Object or effect 

Object – If an agreement is qualified as having the object to restrict competition, there 
will be no need to examine its restrictive effect in order for it to fall under Art. 101(1) 
TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC).1304 Any balancing of its actual effects can then only take place 
under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC). As we will see, some cases which are 
supposed to underpin the view that no balancing of pro-and anti-competitive effects can 
take place under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) can actually be understood as 
examples of object-based condemnations.1305 
                                                 
1304  ECJ, Joined cases 56 & 58/64 Consten and Grundig / Commission EEC  [1966] E.C.R.299, para. 342.  As WHISH 
points out, clearly there will have to be some degree of effects-analysis to see whether the agreement will have an 
“appreciable effect” on competition and whether it will “affect trade between Member States” (Whish, R., Competition 
Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003), 110). Communication from the Commission - Notice - Guidelines on the application 
of Article 81(3) of the Treaty ( [2004] O.J. C 101/97), paras 20-23.  
1305 Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of 
Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 507-509, explaining the lack of balancing in ECJ, Joined cases 56 & 
58/64 Consten and Grundig / Commission EEC  [1966] E.C.R.299, in this manner. MARQUIS  is, moreover, of the opinion 
that this can be a contrario deduced from the wording in CFI, Joined cases T-374/94, T-375/94, T-384/94 and T-
388/94 European Night Services [1998] E.C.R. II-3141, para. 136: “Before any examination of the parties' arguments as to 
whether the Commission's analysis as regards restrictions of competition was correct, it must be borne in mind that in 
assessing an agreement under Article 85(1) of the Treaty, account should be taken of the actual conditions in which it 
functions, in particular the economic context in which the undertakings operate, the products or services covered by 
the agreement and the actual structure of the market concerned […], unless it is an agreement containing obvious 
restrictions of competition such as price-fixing, market-sharing or the control of outlets. In the latter case, such 
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Effect – Notwithstanding the significant controversy surrounding the labelling of certain 
types of agreements as ‘restrictions by object’1306, the main debate within Art. 101 TFEU 
(old Art. 81 EC) has always been about the nature of the analysis needed to establish 
whether an agreement has ‘the effect’ of restricting competition.  In the following 
section, an attempt will be made to “pierce” the formalism and inconsistency of this case 
law and establish the true essence of the effects-based analysis conducted by the Court. 
 

3.2 Analysis of agreements “in their legal and economic context” 

Nature of context analysis – Most current Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) cases 
reiterate the importance of analyzing an allegedly restrictive agreement within its “legal 
and economic context”.1307 As sensible as this may seem, the precise substance of this 
“context-analysis” is still far from clear. The narrowest interpretation would be that by 
referring to the context of an agreement the Court simply expresses its insight that not 
every contractual restraint/restraint on economic action produces anti-competitive 
effects within the market as a whole. Hence, the analysis at this point could then be 
limited to establishing the presence of genuine anti-competitive effects (see infra 3.2.1.). 
A somewhat broader reading might be the “doctrine of ancillary restraints” which 
requires restrictive clauses to be interpreted within the context of the whole agreement. 
(see infra 3.2.2.) Arriving at a more economics-based interpretation, a context analysis 
would necessitate the balancing of anti- and pro-competitive effects in the market to 
detract the “net effect”1308. It has to be remarked however, that two types of efficiency 
enhancing effects can be distinguished, i.e. those directly contributing to allocative 
efficiency or those relating to productive and/or dynamic efficiencies. A balancing act as 
performed under the American rule of reason generally includes both types of 
efficiencies (see infra 3.2.3.). Lastly, an even wider interpretation of “the economic 
context” would allow for the balancing of other market-corrective benefits (see infra 
3.2.4.). 
 

3.2.1 Beyond mere contractual restraints and conduct restrictions towards 
anti-competitive effects within the market as a whole 

Restrictions on economic freedom of action – As explained above, a fundamentalist 
application of ordoliberal ideas might qualify every restraint on the economic freedom of action of 
an individual as a restriction of competition.  Since almost every contract somehow limits 
the parties’ freedom of action,1309 such an absurd reading would literally open the flood 
gates of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC). Clearly, equating a restriction of business 

                                                 
restrictions may be weighed against their claimed pro-competitive effects only in the context of Article 85(3) of the 
Treaty, with a view to granting an exemption from the prohibition in Article 85(1).” (Marquis, M., "O2 (Germany) v 
Commission and the Exotic Mysteries of Article 81(1) EC" (2007) E.L..Rev. 29 ). 
1306 For example: price-fixing agreements, market-sharing agreements granting absolute territorial protection, etc. 
1307 A context analysis was first suggested in ECJ, Case 56/65 Société Technique Minière / Maschinenbau Ulm  [1966] 
E.C.R.337. Later confirmed in, among others, ECJ, Case C-399/93 Oude Luttikhuis [1995] E.C.R. I-4515, para. 10; ECJ, 
Case T-77/94 VGB and Others v Commission [1997] E.C.R. II-759, para. 140. See also the evolved position of the 
Commission in Communication from the Commission - Notice - Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the 
Treaty ( [2004] O.J. C 101/97), paras 17- 18.   
1308 See the interesting reasoning in favour of balancing developed by Odudu, O., "Interpreting Article 81(1): 
demonstrating restrictive effect" (2001) E.L.R. 261, 267-274. 
1309 Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005)249. 
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conduct with a restriction of competition is inappropriate.1310 Nonetheless, some of the 
earlier decisions of the Commission suggested that mere contractual restraints or 
restrictions on conduct sufficed to find competitive restraints without any need for a 
market analysis.1311  
 
Consequently, the narrowest interpretation of the “legal and economic context”-
requirement would be that the Court simply wanted to avoid a formalistic and abstract 
“economic freedom”-reasoning and stress the need to ascertain the presence of anti-competitive 
effects on the market.  
 

3.2.2 ‘Ancillary restraints’-doctrine: a formalistic introduction of pro-
competitive effects 

Narrow reading by Court of First Instance – Another competition law notion which 
promises to somewhat soften the seemingly automatic prohibition of anti-competitive 
effects under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC), is the so-called “ancillary restraints” 
– doctrine. Nonetheless, once again the actual substance or width of this competition law 
notion has been the subject of much controversy. 1312 Since Métropole it seems clear that 
the Court of First Instance (hereafter ‘CFI’) at least is keen on sticking to a narrow 
definition whereby ancillary restraints have to be directly related and necessary for the 
implementation of the main transactions (which are themselves pro-competitive).1313 A 
restriction is then said to be directly related to the implementation of the main operation 
if it “is subordinate to the implementation of that operation and […] has an evident link 
with it”1314. The additional condition “that a restriction be necessary implies a two-fold 
examination. It is necessary to establish, first, whether the restriction is objectively 
necessary for the implementation of the main operation and, second, whether it is 

                                                 
1310 As mentioned above, ODUDU points out the importance to clearly distinguish between “a restriction of conduct” 
and “a restriction of conduct which restricts competition”, Odudu, O., "Interpreting Article 81(1): demonstrating 
restrictive effect" (2001) E.L.R. 261, 263. Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law 
International, The Hague, 2005)249; Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003), 117: “This is clearly 
wrong in principle: a restriction of competition is an economic concept, and is something that happens in relation to a 
market; a determination cannot be made simply from a provision in a contract that competition is restricted, except in 
so far as the law allocates particular types of agreements to the ‘object’ box […] Where anti-competitive effects are in 
issue, something more than a reading of the agreement is needed to determine whether Article 81(1) applies.” 
1311 Commission decision of 29 November 1995, Stichting Certificatie Kraanverhuurbedrijf and the Federatie van Nederlandse 
Kraanverhuurbedrijven , IV/34.179 ([1995] O.J. L 312/79 , as analysed in Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer 
Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005) 249. CSERES considers that the strict evaluation of vertical 
agreements by the Commission in the 60’s and 70’s followed from its adherence to the ideals of market integration as 
well as economic freedom. These policy goals led the Commission to discard all economic analyses and to embrace an 
extremely broad application of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC), Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer 
Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005)121; Faull en Nikpay p. 86-87, Jones, A. and Sufrin, B., EC 
Competition Law. Text, Cases, and Materials (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2004) 181, Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC 
Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of Competition" in EU Law" (2006) 
C.M.L.R. 497, 498.  
1312 Ancillary restraints case law has led to diverging definitions being proposed in the literature: compare Korah, V., 
An Introductory Guide to EC Competition Law and Practice (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2004) 73,Jones, A. and Sufrin, B., EC 
Competition Law. Text, Cases, and Materials (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2004) 213-214, Whish, R., Competition Law 
(LexisNexis, London, 2003) 117-120. 
1313 CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459, para. 104; the CFI based 
itself on the definition laid down in the Commission Notice of 14 August 1990 regarding restrictions ancillary to 
concentrations (OJ 1990 C 203, p. 5) 
1314 CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459, para. 105.  
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proportionate to it.”1315 A restriction will be considered objectively necessary if without it 
“the main operation is difficult or even impossible to implement”1316. 
 
In Métropole the CFI explicitly opted for an abstract analysis of the necessity of the 
restriction explaining that “[i]t is not a question of analysing whether, in the light of the 
competitive situation on the relevant market, the restriction is indispensable to the 
commercial success of the main operation but of determining whether, in the specific 
context of the main operation, the restriction is necessary to implement that operation 
[…].”1317 Moreover, the CFI overtly warned against reading into the ancillary restraints 
analysis a “need to weigh the pro- and anti-competitive effects of an agreement”1318 and 
stressed that the analysis should be kept “relatively abstract”1319. 
 
Such an abstract test of “directly related and necessary” restrictions might in fact pose 
problems for certain clauses which were exempted before the Métropole-judgement was 
rendered.1320 If this is how the ancillary restraints exemption should be read, it amounts 
to not much more than a formalistic analysis of the relationship between contractual arrangements 
rather than an examination of the effects on competition of these restrictions.1321 
 
Broader reading suggested and read into case-law – Several authors however, 
discard a narrow reading and suggest that the case law before Métropole actually allowed 
for the interpretation of the ancillary restraints-doctrine as permitting restrictions which 
are necessary to make the main (pro-competitive) transaction viable1322  or even more broadly, 
restrictions which are “ancillary to a legitimate commercial operation”1323. In a case like Remia, 
which is traditionally cited as an ancillary restraints case1324, the Court does indeed seem 
to move beyond a purely formalistic analysis of the interrelationship of contractual 
clauses when it states that “in order to determine whether or not such clauses come 
within the prohibition in [Article 81(1)], it is necessary to examine what would be the 
state of competition if those clauses did not exist”1325. Cases like the latter do seem to go 

                                                 
1315 CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459, para. 106 
1316 CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459, para. 109 
1317 CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459, para. 109. 
1318 CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459, para. 107, where it adds that 
such a balancing can only take place within the analysis under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC). 
1319 CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459, para. 109. 
1320 See Korah, V., An Introductory Guide to EC Competition Law and Practice (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2004)74 who fears 
that, e.g., the link between the exclusive licensing clause and the necessary inducement to investment in Nungesser 
would have been judged too indirect. ECJ, Case 258/78 Nungesser/Commission [1982] E.C.R.2015.  
1321 See Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of 
Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 533-534, who argues convincingly that the narrow concept of ancillary 
restraints should be limited to the context of merger review where it originated from. 
1322 See Korah, V., An Introductory Guide to EC Competition Law and Practice (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2004) 73. 
1323 Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003) introduces this concept of “commercial ancillarity” to 
capture those “restrictions which are necessary to enable the parties to an agreement to achieve a legitimate commercial 
purpose such as a penetration of a new market, sale of a business.” and distinguishes it from the narrow ancillary 
restraints concept considered in the Métropole judgement, at 119-120. 
1324 See for instance the reference within the Métropole judgement in paragraph 106. 
1325 ECJ, Case 42/84 Remia/Commission [1985] E.C.R.2545, para.18, after which it continues: “19 If that were the case, 
and should the vendor and the purchaser remain competitors after the transfer , it is clear that the agreement for the 
transfer of the undertaking could not be given effect . The vendor , with his particularly detailed knowledge of the 
transferred undertaking , would still be in a position to win back his former customers immediately after the transfer 
and thereby drive the undertaking out of business . Against that background non-competition clauses incorporated in 
an agreement for the transfer of an undertaking in principle have the merit of ensuring that the transfer has the effect 
intended . By virtue of that very fact they contribute to the promotion of competition because they lead to an increase 
in the number of undertakings in the market in question.” See Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and 
Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497511, who is of the 
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beyond an abstract ancillary restraints concept and come very close to an economic 
investigation into the overall effects of the agreement on the (competition in the) 
market.1326 Unsurprisingly then, NAZZINI suggests that the whole ancillary restraints-case 
law should be read as mere instances of balancing of pro- and anti-competitive effects.1327   

3.2.3 Balancing effects, but which ones? 

Approximating the legal to the economic concept of ‘restriction of competition’ –  
Rather than condemning any practice with anti-competitive effects which does not neatly 
fit into the formalistic concept of an ancillary restraint, a legal test in line with economic 
theory would require an investigation into the overall effects on competition in the market. Such 
an economic analysis would necessitate a balancing of the anti-and pro-competitive 
effects. Nevertheless, as discussed above, the viewpoints on what should qualify as a 
‘restriction of competition’ can differ, and at least three categories of “economic welfare 
enhancing effects” may be distinguished. For one, there might be a balancing of effects 
on allocative efficiency sensu stricto (e.g. increase in inter-brand competition offsetting 
decrease in intra-brand competition) adding to the number of players on the market. 
Secondly, certain seemingly restrictive practices may in fact increase productive and/or 

                                                 
opinion that “[t]he counterfactual analysis […] always requires a balancing exercise between increased inter-brand 
competition and restrictions of intra-brand competition in order to assess whether consumer welfare is enhanced or 
reduced as a consequence of the agreement.” 
1326 Another example is ECJ, Case 258/78 Nungesser/Commission [1982] E.C.R.2015, para.57: where the ECJ allowed an 
open exclusive license of plant breeders’ rights on the basis that the licensee would not have taken the risk to invest in 
the production of maize seeds without some protection from intra-brand competition. In its analysis the Court 
explicitly refers to the overall beneficial impact upon inter-brand competition of the licensing agreement.  
1327 Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of 
Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497505-517, 530-535. See also Marquis, M., "O2 (Germany) v Commission 
and the Exotic Mysteries of Article 81(1) EC" (2007) E.L..Rev. 29 footnote 40. See also in that sense Opinion of 
Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-01577103-
104: “103. For the needs of this case I shall simply say that the Court has made limited application of the rule of reason 
in some judgments. Confronted with certain classes of agreement, decision or concerted practice, it has drawn up a 
competition balance-sheet and, where the balance is positive, has held that the clauses necessary to perform the 
agreement fell outside the prohibition laid down by Article 85(1) of the Treaty. The Court has thus held that:  
- selective distribution systems constitute an aspect of competition which accords with Article 85(1) of the Treaty, 
provided that resellers are chosen on the basis of objective criteria of a qualitative nature and that such conditions are 
laid down uniformly for all potential resellers and are not applied in a discriminatory fashion;   
- the dissemination of a new agricultural product encourages competition and the grant of an open exclusive licence for 
its cultivation and marketing in the territory of a Member State may be necessary if that competition-encouraging 
objective is to be achieved;  
- a contract for the transfer of an undertaking contributes to competition and clauses requiring non-competition 
between the parties to the agreement escape the prohibition laid down in Article 85(1) provided that they are necessary 
to the transfer of the undertaking and that their duration and scope are strictly limited to that purpose;  
- clauses essential to the performance of a franchise agreement do not constitute restrictions of competition within the 
meaning of Article 85(1) of the Treaty;  
- a provision in the statutes of a cooperative purchasing association, forbidding its members to participate in other 
forms of organised cooperation which are in direct competition with it, is not caught by the prohibition in Article 
85(1), so long as that provision is restricted to what is necessary to ensure that the cooperative functions properly and 
maintains its contractual power in relation to producers.  
104. It follows from those judgments that, irrespective of any terminological dispute, the rule of reason in Community 
competition law is strictly confined to a purely competitive balance-sheet of the effects of the agreement. (87) Where, 
taken as a whole, the agreement is capable of encouraging competition on the market, the clauses essential to its 
performance may escape the prohibition laid down in Article 85(1) of the Treaty. The only legitimate goal which may 
be pursued in accordance with that provision is therefore exclusively competitive in nature.” Also ODUDU seems to 
read certain ancillary restraints cases as examples of the balancing of competitive effects. Even though, ODUDU 
understands ancillary restraints as fitting into a “subjective intention” rather than an “effect” analysis, and hence 
concludes that there is no real need for balancing (Odudu, O., The Boundaries of EC Competition Law: The Scope of Article 
81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), Odudu, O., "Interpreting Article 81(1): object as subjective intention" 
(2001) E.L.R. 6071-74), he does read a case like Pronuptia as being an example of the permissibility of balancing pro-
and anti-competitive effects within Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC), (Odudu, O., "Interpreting Article 81(1): 
demonstrating restrictive effect" (2001) E.L.R. 261, 269).   
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dynamic efficiencies. Moreover, the correction of other market types of market failure 
than market power will also enhance allocative efficiency sensu lato.  
 
American rule of reason versus European balancing act – The debate on whether to 
balance or not within the context of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) has often 
focused on the type of balancing performed under the American rule of reason.1328 
However, the structure of section 1 of the Sherman Act 1890 is very different from Art. 
101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC).1329 Since it does not provide for a possibility to justify a 
restriction (such as Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC)), every agreement which 
qualifies as a restriction of competition will be prohibited. Hence, it did not take long for 
American legal practice to develop a ‘reasonableness-test’ inherent in the restriction concept of 
section 1 of the Sherman Act 1890. It is within this context that the development of an 
American rule of reason with its all-embracing balancing of every type of efficiency 
(allocative, productive and dynamic) as well as, arguably, other non-competition 
considerations, as part of the actual ‘restriction of competition’- analysis, should be 
understood. Since Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC), conversely, has an in-built 
justification in paragraph 3 setting out specific conditions, it seems logical that the 
analysis will be somewhat different. As proposed before, from a legal point of view1330, it 
makes sense to limit the ‘restriction of competition’-analysis to an investigation of the 
allocative efficiency sensu stricto in the market affected by the agreement. Hence, only anti-
competitive effects ànd pro-competitive effects in terms of allocative efficiency sensu stricto should be part 
of the balancing act under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) to establish a prima facie 
‘restriction of competition’.   
 
Appeasing resistance to balancing under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) – 
The main objection raised against balancing economic effects under Art. 101(1) TFEU 
(old Art. 81(1) EC) seems to be that it would make the justification-mechanism under 
paragraph 3 superfluous1331 or, worse, “distort” it into an exemption-mechanism based 
on non-competitive considerations1332. In other words, the discussion is not about 
whether any balancing can take place within Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) but 
whether it can take place outside the framework of Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) 
EC). Hence, the Courts1333  as well as the Commission1334 have often stressed that any 
                                                 
1328 In Chicago Board of Trade v. US, 246 US 231 (1918), per Brandeis J, 238, after emphasizing that “the legality of an 
agreement or regulation cannot be determined by so simple a test, as whether it restrains competition. Every agreement 
concerning trade, every regulation of trade, restrains. To bind, to restrain, is of their very essence”, this ‘rule of reason’-
test was explained to necessitate an inquiry into “whether the restraint imposed is such as merely regulates, and perhaps 
thereby promotes competition, or whether it is such as may suppress or even destroy competition. To determine that 
question, the court must ordinarily consider the facts peculiar to the business to which the restraint is applied, its 
condition before and after the restraint was imposed, the nature of the restraint, and its effect, actual or probable”. It 
should be remarked however, that also in the US there exists disagreement on the exact substance of this rule of 
reason. 
1329 Act of July 2, 1890, ch. 647, 26 Stat. 209, codified as amended at 15 U.S.C. § 1 through 15 U.S.C. § 7. 
1330 Economists would probably favour a simple all-embracing balancing act without the artificial split up between a 
‘restriction of competition’-test (supplemented by an ‘inherent restriction’-analysis as suggested below) and an 
efficiencies- justification, since all elements simply contribute to the ultimate goal of competition policy of maximizing 
economic efficiency.  Still, legal analysis needs to proceed via concrete “steppingstones” and hence can benefit from 
fitting the precise economic concepts within a clear legal structure. 
1331 CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459, para. 74. 
  
1332 See White Paper on the Modernization of the Rules Implementing Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty [1999] OJ 
C132/1, [1999] 5 CMLR 208, at 57. 
1333 See a.o. ECJ, Case 161/84 Pronuptia de Paris [1986] E.C.R.353, para. 24; CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and 
Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459, para. 74. 
1334 White Paper on the Modernization of the Rules Implementing Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty ([1999] O.J. 
C132/1), para. 57. Communication from the Commission - Notice - Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of 
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balancing can only take place under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC). However, if it 
were accepted that paragraph 1 fits nicely with balancing the overall effects of an 
agreement in terms of allocative efficiency and paragraph 3 complements the analysis by 
weighing up any productive and/or dynamic efficiencies, both branches would still have 
their respective function in the overall competition law analysis.  
 
Commission practice – In its Guidelines on the application of Art. 81(3) EC (now Art. 
101(3) TFEU) the Commission seems to go somewhat in the direction of accepting the 
need to balance the effects in the market but then contradicts itself. Indeed, on the one 
hand, the guidelines stress the need to look at the (potential) effects of the agreement on 
output and price under the Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) test), thereby necessarily 
implying some sort of balancing act.1335 On the other hand, when considering the 
ancillary restraints-doctrine they explicitly reaffirm that any balancing can only take place 
under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC).1336 
 
Courts’ practice – As exemplified by the so-called ancillary restraints cases, the Courts’ 
case-law seems equally confusing and has, predictably, been subject to conflicting 
interpretations. Since Société Technique Minière1337 the Court generally requires an agreement 
to be analyzed in its legal and economic context and prevailing market conditions, and often goes 
into the details of that context. In some cases, this contextual analysis by the Court could 
be read as involving a balancing act.1338 The flat denial of any balancing by the CFI in its 
Métropole –judgement contrasts sharply with the evolution of the context analysis in the 
preceding case law.1339 However, the real impact of this “no-balancing”-dictate on the 

                                                 
the Treaty ( [2004] O.J. C 101/97), para.30. For a critical analysis of the Commission’ practice see Bright, C., "EU 
Competition Policy: Rules, Objectives and Deregulation" (1996) Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 535. 
1335 Communication from the Commission - Notice - Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty 
([2004] O.J. C 101/97), paras 24-25. Indeed, if the Commission accepts the need to establish the negative 
consequences of an agreement on output and prices in the relevant market, it can only be referring to “net effects” 
which require the balancing of anti-and pro-competitive effects. See also Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time 
Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497-520.  
1336 Ibid, para. 30. Moreover, in these Guidelines the Commission also expresses the view that a restriction of intra-
brand competition, regardless of the effect on inter-brand competition, can fall under the prohibition of Art. 101(1) 
TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC): para.18(2) jo. 19. 
1337 ECJ, Case 56/65 Société Technique Minière / Maschinenbau Ulm  [1966] E.C.R.337. 
1338 See the cases discussed under the section on ancillary restraints. This interpretation of the context-requirement as 
implying a need for balancing can also be found in: Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: 
A Normative Critique of "Restriction of Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497 ; Odudu, O., The Boundaries of 
EC Competition Law: The Scope of Article 81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006) 270: “to ignore net effects is to 
ignore the importance of context”. Nicolaides, P., "The Balancing Myth: The Economics of Article 81(1) & (3)" (2005) 
L.I.E.I. 123 p. 128. See also in that sense Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-
309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-01577, paras 103-104 (supra note…), who considers that the Court has made 
a limited use of the rule of reason and has drawn up a competition balance-sheet on several occasions. Note also the 
overt balancing of pro-and anti-competitive effects in paras 86-94 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. 
I-1577. 
1339 CFI, T-112/99 Métropole Télévision - M6 and Others v Commission [2001] E.C.R. II-2459, para. 72. See also CFI, Case 
T-65/98 Van den Bergh Foods / Commission  [2003] E.C.R. II-4653at 106. Contrast with Opinion of Advocate General 
LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-01577104 and 112. Moreover, 
MARQUIS has argued that a balancing act within Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) was a contrario accepted by the 
ECJ in CFI, Joined cases T-374/94, T-375/94, T-384/94 and T-388/94 European Night Services [1998] E.C.R. II-3141, 
para. 136: “Before any examination of the parties' arguments as to whether the Commission's analysis as regards 
restrictions of competition was correct, it must be borne in mind that in assessing an agreement under Article 85(1) of 
the Treaty, account should be taken of the actual conditions in which it functions, in particular the economic context in 
which the undertakings operate, the products or services covered by the agreement and the actual structure of the 
market concerned [citations omitted] unless it is an agreement containing obvious restrictions of competition such as price-fixing, 
market-sharing or the control of outlets [citation omitted]. In the latter case, such restrictions may be weighed against 
their claimed pro-competitive effects only in the context of Article 85(3) of the Treaty, with a view to granting an 
exemption from the prohibition in Article 85(1).” (Marquis, M., "O2 (Germany) v Commission and the Exotic 
Mysteries of Article 81(1) EC" (2007) E.L..Rev. 29 35). NAZZINI openly questions the precedent value of Métropole 
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substance of the analysis of the Courts and hence Commission, might actually be limited. 
For instance, in a recent case O2 the Court repeats that no balancing can take place1340 
but then goes on reproaching the Commission for not having conducted an adequate 
analysis of the competitive situation on the market in the absence of the agreement or, in 
other words, of the pro-competitive impact of the agreement, when deciding on the 
applicability of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC).1341 
 

3.2.4 Restrictions “inherent” in the relevant market: going beyond 
efficiency to embrace market corrective measures? 

A ‘restriction of competition’ inherent in that market – In the next title, an even 
broader interpretation of the requirement to analyze the effects of an agreement within 
its “context” will be proposed. If what is under investigation is the competitive situation 
of the market in which the agreement operates, it seems reasonable to include also other 
characteristics of that market in the analysis. As discussed above, a market might display 
market failures other than market power which can also affect the nature and 
effectiveness of the competitive process and hence affect allocative efficiency. Therefore, 
rather than automatically condemning as anti-competitive those practices which aim at 
correcting these failures, it might be preferable to examine their true impact on allocative 
efficiency sensu lato. As a result, the balancing act under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) 
EC) would be able to accommodate also certain prima facie restrictions on competition 
(allocative efficiency sensu stricto) laid down to guarantee the functioning of the market process in 
specific sectors (allocative efficiency sensu lato). 
 

3.3 Application to liberal professions and beyond: Wouters  

Introduction – In the quest for ways to allow the specificity of liberal professions to be 
taken into account in the competition law analysis, the Wouters- case could be seen as a 
landmark judgment.  However, its significance seems to go beyond the specific situation 
of professional services and it has been construed by several authors as a potential 
mechanism for taking into account all sorts of atypical interests in the competition law 
scrutiny. Still, the opinions diverge considerably on the actual content and (future) 
meaning of Wouters.  
 

3.3.1 The essentials of Wouters 

Introduction – In Wouters two Dutch lawyers were prevented from cooperating with 
accountants on the basis of a Bar regulation prohibiting participation in multi-disciplinary 
practices (hereafter ‘MDP’) with certain occupations. During their appeal against the 
decisions barring such collaboration, they challenged the legality of the MDP-prohibition 
                                                 
(Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of 
Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497 518). 
1340 CFI, Case T-328/03 O2 (Germany) v. Commission [2006], para. 69. 
1341 CFI, Case T-328/03 O2 (Germany) v. Commission [2006], paras 74-79:  where it was estimated that the Commission 
“failed to fulfill its obligation to carry out an objective analysis of the impact of the agreement on the competitive 
situation” since in its counterfactual analysis it simply assumed that O2 would have been able to penetrate the market 
and compete effectively. However, in the end the Commission exempted the agreement precisely on these grounds, 
i.e., the unlikelihood that O2 could have been an effective competitor without the agreement. The Court concluded 
that this analysis should have been conducted under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) rather than 81(3) EC. The 
Commission itself believed that such counterfactual analysis would amount to a rule of reason, see para. 65. 
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based on, among others, the prohibition of anticompetitive decisions of associations of 
undertakings contained in Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC).  
 
Initial balancing exercise – After having qualified the MDP-regulation as a decision of 
an association of undertakings1342, the Court went on to consider whether it restricted 
competition. In doing so, the Court appeared to balance certain alleged anti-and pro-competitive 
effects in paragraphs 86-94. It started off by highlighting the beneficial effects of multi-
disciplinary cooperation in terms of enhanced client service via one-stop-shops, 
combined expertise in increasingly complex international business environments, and 
potential cost-savings due to economies of scale.1343  After thus having demonstrated the 
anti-competitive effects flowing from a ban on MDP’s, the Court went on to consider a 
possible pro-competitive effect advanced by Luxembourg.  More specifically, it reflected 
on the claim that allowing for integrated partnerships would lead to the same degree of 
concentration within the legal services market as is exhibited by the accountancy sector. 
The Court concluded however, that less restrictive means could prevent this outcome 
and a total ban of multi-disciplinary practices was thus disproportionate.1344 Therefore, 
the regulation was found to restrict competition.  
 
A ‘restriction of competition’ but no infringement of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 
81(1) EC) – Surprisingly, after finding a restriction on competition, the Court it was not 
yet done with Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC). In its notorious paragraph 97 the 
Court continued its analysis in the following manner: 
 

“not every agreement between undertakings or every decision of an association 
of undertakings which restricts the freedom of action of the parties or of one of 
them necessarily falls within the prohibition laid down in Article 85(1) of the 
Treaty. For the purposes of application of that provision to a particular case, 
account must first of all be taken of the overall context in which the decision of the 
association of undertakings was taken or produces its effects. More particularly, 
account must be taken of its objectives, which are here connected with the need to 
make rules relating to organisation, qualifications, professional ethics, supervision 
and liability, in order to ensure that the ultimate consumers of legal services and the 
sound administration of justice are provided with the necessary guarantees in relation 
to integrity and experience (see, to that effect, Case C-3/95 Reisebüro Broede [1996] 
ECR I-6511, paragraph 38). It has then to be considered whether the 
consequential effects restrictive of competition are inherent in the pursuit of those 
objectives [emphasis added]” 

 
Subsequently, the Court concluded that, despite its restrictive effect, the agreement did 
not fall under the prohibition of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81 (1) EC) since it did not 
go beyond what was necessary to reach the legitimate objectives advanced. Some authors 
have remarked that paragraphs 86-94 in fact read as a dissenting opinion on the outcome 
of the case.1345 The special structure of the analysis, i.e., finding a restriction of 
competition but nonetheless denying an infringement of the prohibition because the 
restrictive regulation served certain legitimate interests, has left many commentators with 
a serious “conceptual hangover”.  As will be seen below, legal doctrine has struggled to 
categorize the ‘Wouters-exception’.  
                                                 
1342ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 44-71. 
1343 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 87-90. 
1344ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 93-94. 
1345  
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Legitimate objectives in a proportionate manner – What ís clear is that to qualify for 
a ‘Wouters-exception’, a restrictive practice will need to pursue legitimate objectives, and do so 
in a proportionate manner which does not unnecessarily restrict competition. The disputed 
Regulation 1993 intended to avoid conflicts of interest and threats to the professional 
secrecy of lawyers to ensure “the proper practice of the profession”. 1346 Unlike lawyers, 
accountants do not merely serve the client’s interest, but rather safeguard the interests of 
third parties by informing them on the trustworthiness of their client’s accounts. Hence, 
the Court accepted that an integrated cooperation might endanger the independence and 
professional secrecy of lawyers and that a prohibition on such multi-disciplinary practices 
could reasonably be considered to prevent this. 1347 
 
Procedural “handicap” – An important procedural circumstance of the Wouters-case 
was the fact that the agreement had only been notified to the Commission after the start 
of the procedure. Hence, under the applicable “pre-Regulation 1/2003” regime, the 
Court simply did not have the option of following the traditional exemption path of Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC). Consequently, if it had qualified the MDP-ban as 
falling within the scope of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) this would have 
resolved the national proceedings in favour of the plaintiffs.1348 Nonetheless, contrary to 
the belief held by some that Wouters would remain merely an “accident de parcours”, 
attributable to these specific procedural circumstances, the Court has recently confirmed 
its intention to continue applying the test set out in Wouters.1349  
 

3.3.2 Possible interpretations 

Introduction – The interests taken into account in Wouters clearly went beyond 
traditional “competition parameters”. Whether the Court went as far as taking into 
account “non-economic interests” can be disputed. Clearly, given the enduring debate on 
whether or not to allow for any balancing of “pro- and anti-competitive effects” within 
Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC), it is hardly surprising that the introduction of yet 
more elements into the analysis further inflamed the discussion.  
 

3.3.2.1  Lack of  s imi lar i ty  to  exis t ing compet i t ion law concepts 

a) Ancillary restraints 

Not within Métropole  ancillary restraints-doctrine – The approach in Wouters reminds 
some authors of the ancillary restraints doctrine discussed above. More precisely, the 
Court is seen to “save” a restrictive practice from the prohibition in Art. 101(1) TFEU 
(old Art. 81(1) EC) because its restrictive effects are deemed inherent to the “larger” 
legitimate cause of ensuring the proper practice of the profession.1350 Nevertheless, 

                                                 
1346ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras 104-105. 
1347ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 107. 
1348 Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for the (Liberal) 
Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship 
Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 319. 
1349 ECJ, Case C-519/04 Meca-Medina and Majcen / Commission  [2006] E.C.R. I-06991. 
1350 Vossestein, A. J., Case note on Case C-35/99, Arduino, Judgment of 19 February 2000, Full Court; Case C-309-
99, Wouters et al. v. Algemene Raad van de Nederlandse Orde van Advocaten, Judgment of 19 February 2002, Full 
Court; not yet reported, (2002) C.M.L.R.  841, 856, 858 footnote 65. 
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unlike in traditional ancillary restraints cases, the Court does not identify an overall pro-
competitive agreement to which the restrictive MDP-prohibition would be merely a 
necessary instrument.1351 The only “main operation” to which the MDP-regulation could 
potentially be linked would be the professional conduct rules ensuring the “proper 
practice of the profession” in terms of independency and professional secrecy.1352 Even 
though it is suggested in this thesis that professional rules might contribute to an efficient 
outcome of the competitive process, clearly such rules do not amount to a “manifest” 
pro-competitive agreement in the traditional allocative efficiency sensu stricto meaning.1353  
 
Not within broader reading of ancillary restraints-doctrine – Moreover, even if the 
ancillary restraints-doctrine is understood as amounting to nothing less than a balancing 
of anti-and pro-competitive effects, it would not completely grasp the analysis conducted 
in Wouters. As discussed below, the context analysis suggested in Wouters goes beyond the 
mere balancing of anti-and pro-competitive effects within the meaning of allocative 
efficiency sensu stricto to include a trade-off with other market corrections.1354 
 

b) American rule of reason 

Comprehensive American rule of reason – If we understand the American rule of 
reason within the context of section 1 of the Sherman Act 1890 with its sole prohibition 
provision lacking an exemption section for those agreements found to restrict 
competition, it becomes clear that it fulfils an “all or nothing” role and should thus allow 
for all potentially relevant considerations to be taken into account. Hence, as mentioned 
above, any balancing performed under the American rule of reason will necessarily 
include productive and dynamic efficiency defences, and could even encompass 
seemingly non-competitive considerations.  
 
Different factors in the trade-off in Wouters  – In paraghaphs 86-94 of Wouters, the 
Court performs a balancing act which structurally resembles an American rule of 
reason1355, but which does not go beyond allocative efficiency s.s. considerations. It 

                                                 
1351 Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for the (Liberal) 
Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship 
Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 318. 
1352 Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for the (Liberal) 
Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship 
Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 318, who nonetheless considers 
that professional rules are restrictive of competition by nature and hence cannot constitute the “main pro-competitive 
agreement”.  Loozen, E., "Professional Ethics and Restraints of Competition" (2006) E.L.R. 28, 39-46, who develops a 
concept of “deontological ancillarity” whereby the MDP ban is ancillary to and thus necessary “to ensure compliance 
with the fundamental principles” of the profession.  See however Korah, V., An Introductory Guide to EC Competition Law 
and Practice (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2004)75, who suggests that a possibility would be to identify the “establishment 
of the Dutch Bar” as the  main operation, but adds immediately that there is no direct or necessary relationship between the 
two as is exemplified by the ECJ’s statement that MDPs might be authorized in other countries.  
1353 Moreover, the typical structure of the ancillary restraints analysis differs from the one applied in Wouters. In 
ancillary restraints’ cases the Court briefly establishes an abstract anti-competitive effect before it examines whether 
this restriction is reasonably necessary for the pro-competitive main transaction. In Wouters however, the Court first 
conducts a full-blown balancing of pro- and anti-competitive effects and concludes that there is a restriction of 
competition. Only then does it bring in the broader welfare enhancing aspects of the “proper conduct of the 
profession” objective.  
1354 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 108.  
1355 See Vossestein, A. J., Case note on Case C-35/99, Arduino, Judgment of 19 February 2000, Full Court; Case C-
309-99, Wouters Et Al. V. Algemene Raad Van De Nederlandse Orde Van Advocaten, Judgment of 19 February 2002, 
Full Court; Not Yet Reported, (2002) C.M.L.R.  841, 856-857 and footnote 54: “Under this procedure, it first has to be 
shown (by a plaintiff) that the alleged agreement produced adverse, anticompetitive effects within the relevant market 
by e.g. a reduction of output, next it has to be shown (by the defendant) that the challenged conduct promotes a 
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seems clear that no productive or dynamic efficiency arguments had been or could have 
been raised in defence of the Regulation.1356 Nonetheless, it has to be inquired whether 
the extension in paragraph 97 of this preliminary examination to an overall context 
analysis considering whether “the consequential effects restrictive of competition are 
inherent in the pursuit of [the proper practice of the profession]”1357 implies that the 
Court has at last succumbed to the pressure of a full-blown American rule of reason? It 
will be suggested below that the Wouters case does not need to be read in this way but can 
be understood as recognizing the limitations of a test based on the traditional allocative 
efficiency s.s. concept by allowing for other factors (market failures) relevant to the 
allocative efficiency s.l. of the market to be taken into account. 
 

c) Cassis rule of reason 

Cassis rule of reason structure – The unorthodox analytical structure applied in Wouters 
probably mostly resembles the Cassis rule of reason practice1358 in the free movement 
case law.1359 Indeed, as in Cassis –cases the Court first establishes a restriction of 
competition but then goes on to remove the agreement from the scope of the 
prohibition of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) based on the consideration that 
these restrictive effects are inherent in the pursuit of the legitimate objective of ensuring 
the proper practice of the profession.1360  
 
Cassis rule of reason substance – According to some authors, the similarity goes even 
further in that both the ‘Wouters-exemption’ as well as the Cassis rule of reason are 
deemed to take into account public interest1361 or public policy1362 arguments.1363 Moreover, 
these authors deem their point of view to be reinforced by the fact that, when discussing 
possible grounds of justification in the free movement part of the judgment, the ECJ 
referred back to the paragraphs setting out this ‘Wouters-exemption’.1364 NAZZINI, 

                                                 
sufficiently pro-competitive objective; then it has to be shown (by the plaintiff) that the restraint is not reasonably 
necessary to achieve the stated objective; to determine if a restraint is reasonably necessary, courts must examine first 
whether the restraint furthers the legitimate objectives, and then whether comparable benefits could be achieved 
through a substantially less restrictive alternative.” Citing U.S. v. Brown University, 5 F.3d 658 (3d Cir. 1993), at 668-
669, and 679. 
1356 See in this way Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for the 
(Liberal) Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The 
Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 319-320, who denies 
that the MDP-ban creates any benefits in terms of efficiency. 
1357 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577. 
1358 ECJ, Case 120/78 Rewe / Bundesmonopolverwaltung für Branntwein ('Cassis de Dijon') [1979] E.C.R.649. 
1359 See also Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction 
of Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 524, who stresses that the “similarity between the Cassis de Dijon 
case law and the case law on Article 81 does not lie in the substantive tests but in the methodology applied”. 
1360 O'Loughlin, R., "EC Competition Rules and Free Movement Rules: An Examination of the Parallels and their 
Furtherance by the ECJ Wouters Decision" (2003) E.Comp.L.Rev. 62, 68. 
1361 Van de Gronden, J. and Mortelmans, K. J. M., "Wouters: is het beroep van advocaat een aparte tak van sport?" 
(2002) Ars Aequi 450, 459; O'Loughlin, R., "EC Competition Rules and Free Movement Rules: An Examination of the 
Parallels and their Furtherance by the ECJ Wouters Decision" (2003) E.Comp.L.Rev. 62, 68-69. 
1362 Monti, G., "Article 81 EC and Public Policy" (2002) C.M.L.R. 1057, 1086-1090, who recognizes in this 
convergence an attempt by the ECJ to create an opening for national domestic interests as opposed to community 
interests which can be accommodated within Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC).  
1363 For the suggestion that the concepts of public policy and public interest should not be used as synonyms, see 4.1 on 
page 268. 
1364 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 122 where it refers to paragraphs 97-109. Van 
de Gronden, J. and Mortelmans, K. J. M., "Wouters: is het beroep van advocaat een aparte tak van sport?" (2002) Ars 
Aequi 450, 459; O'Loughlin, R., "EC Competition Rules and Free Movement Rules: An Examination of the Parallels 
and their Furtherance by the ECJ Wouters Decision" (2003) E.Comp.L.Rev. 62, 68-69. 
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conversely, considers that such parallelism ignores the impact of the authors of the 
measures on the “nature of the interests” pursued by them. Indeed, the consumer 
protection objective which can be discerned within the “proper practice of the 
profession” loses its public policy quality when advanced by private actors within the 
competition law context (as opposed to states) and reveals its economic welfare-
enhancing effect.1365 
 

d) Other interpretations  

Some other doctrinal attempts to grasp the Wouters- test could be briefly mentioned.  
 
Regulatory ancillarity – For one, WHISH introduces the concept of “regulatory ancillarity” 
which, in conceptual analogy with the (commercial) ancillary restraints doctrine, would 
allow for the exemption of “reasonable rules ancillary to a legitimate regulatory 
objective”.1366  
 
Practical concordance test – KOMNINOS reads Wouters as an attempt to apply a 
“practical concordance”-test which balances the public interest-claims regarding professional 
regulation against the interest in competition as a whole.1367 Hence, paragraphs 86-94 are 
deemed to express a reconciliation-attempt between the two interests by trying to 
translate the public interest claim into efficiency gains. Following the failure of this 
reconciliation, paragraphs 97-110 are then understood as trying to reconcile the 
conflicting interests. The non-competition interests are thus not squeezed into the 
competition law analysis but rather balanced against Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) 
EC) as a whole.  
 
Limited subject matter exception – GILLIAMS interprets Wouters as introducing a 
limited ‘subject matter’ exception to Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) which allows 
professional conduct rules to escape when they pursue “compliance with certain 
‘fundamental principles’ of the profession (independence and professional secrecy) that 
reflect the ‘prevailing conceptions’ on the professions in the Member State at issue, and 
provided the restrictive effect inherent in such rules does not go beyond what is 
necessary to ensure compliance with the profession’s principles”.1368  
 
Conclusion – However, in contrast with the potential economic rationale for certain 
professional rules identified in this thesis, these alternative explanations of the Wouters-
test focus on the incorporation of ‘non-efficiency’ considerations and ignore the potential 
economic welfare-enhancing nature of market corrective professional rules.  
 

3.3.2.2  Inherent res tr i c t ion 

                                                 
1365 Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of 
Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 523-524, it should be noted however, that Nazzini considers the 
“proper practice of the profession” to be of a double nature and thus encompasses both an economic and a public 
policy dimension. 
1366 Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003) 120-123. 
1367 Komninos, A. P., "Non-Competition Concerns Resolution of Conflicts in the Integrated Article 81 EC", in 
Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law 
and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 451, 462-467. 
1368 Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for the (Liberal) 
Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship 
Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 318-319. 
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Introduction – In this section it is suggested that Wouters lays down an even wider 
contextual analysis under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) examining whether the 
contested action is a restriction inherent in the proper functioning of the particular sector-market. 
Such a concept of inherent restriction can then cover those practices which restrict 
competition in the narrow sense of allocative efficiency sensu stricto, but at the same time 
serve allocative efficiency sensu lato by addressing other market failures typical of that 
sector-market which obstruct the competitive process.  
 

a) Market corrective rules in Wouters  and allocative efficiency sensu lato  

 
Information asymmetry and positive externality rationale – In Wouters the disputed 
regulation was said to pursue the legitimate objective of ensuring “that the ultimate 
consumers of legal services and the sound administration of justice are provided with the 
necessary guarantees in relation to integrity and experience”1369. In other words, the 
regulation could be thought to pursue quality guarantees for consumers in a market 
characterized by information failures1370 as well as to safeguard the production of the 
positive externality of a sound administration of justice. Essentially, the prohibition of 
multi-disciplinary practices would then be intended to guarantee the efficient functioning 
of the market in legal services.1371 As suggested above, these market corrections can be 
thought to contribute to allocative efficiency sensu lato by addressing failures other than 
market power in that particular market.  
 
Failures of the market process – As explained above, the efficient allocation through 
the price system presumes that consumers (and society at large) can signal their 
preferences through the prices that they are willing to pay. Yet, the reflection of 
consumer preference through prices requires the capacity of those consumers to estimate 
the full utility to them of the products they buy. In case of information failure though, 
clients cannot judge the quality level of the professional service or the “diagnostic 
necessity” of the proposed services. Consequently, they cannot express their 
quality/quantity preferences adequately through the price mechanism. Hence, the market 
outcome might not be allocatively efficient. Similarly, in the presence of positive 
externalities, the quantity of the service produced by the market is generally suboptimal. 
The collective action problem associated with positive externalities prevents consumers 
from signalling their true willingness to pay and hence would lead to underproduction. 
As a consequence, both market failures discussed here prevent the market equilibrium 
price from mirroring consumer preferences, in terms of quality and/or quantity.1372 It 
could be argued that the MDP-regulation increases the allocative efficiency of the market 
outcome by introducing a type of minimum quality level which is assumed to correspond to 
the “average consumer preference” and thus benefits both the client by ensuring qualitative 
services, as well as society as a whole by guaranteeing the production of the positive 
externality of the sound administration of justice.   

                                                 
1369 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 97. 
1370 See also Vossestein, A. J., Case note on Case C-35/99, Arduino, Judgment of 19 February 2000, Full Court; Case 
C-309-99, Wouters Et Al. V. Algemene Raad Van De Nederlandse Orde Van Advocaten, Judgment of 19 February 
2002, Full Court; Not Yet Reported, (2002) C.M.L.R.  841, 859; who suggests that the purported quality improvements 
and enhancement of consumer choice may qualify as “pro-competitive effects”.  
1371 See also in that sense Nazzini, R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of 
"Restriction of Competition" in EU Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 525-526, who qualifies the quality objective of the 
MDP prohibition as a (potential) welfare-enhancing effect. 
1372 See on page 245. 
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b) Restriction inherent in the proper functioning of the sector’s market  

 
‘Inherent restriction’ concept as an opening for other market corrections – As 
discussed above, in the Wouters judgement the ECJ first balanced pro-and anti-
competitive effects to find a restriction of competition in the sense of allocative 
inefficiency sensu stricto.1373 However, having established a prima facie restriction of 
competition it expressed the need for a more extensive context-analysis under Art. 101(1) 
TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC), taking into account the legitimate objectives pursued by the 
restrictive practice.1374 The Court concluded that the restrictive effects of the MDP were 
“inherent” in the regulation and necessary for the objective of ensuring the “proper 
practice of the legal profession”.1375 The objective of the “proper practice of the 
profession” carries a rather ethical connotation and has indeed been read by many as 
introducing ‘non-economic’ considerations into the competition law analysis.1376 
However, it could also be understood to refer “intuitively” to the specificities of the legal 
services market that arguably necessitate certain market corrective rules which might 
restrict competition. In this way, the professional regulation would be a restriction of 
competition “inherent” in the objective of correcting the specific market failures of professional services. 
  
It is put forward here that Wouters lays down an even wider contextual analysis under Art. 
101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) to establish whether the contested action is a restriction 
inherent in the proper functioning of the particular sector-market. Such a concept of inherent 
restriction can cover those practices which restrict competition in the narrow sense of 
allocative efficiency sensu stricto, but at the same time serve allocative efficiency sensu lato 
by addressing other market failures typical of that sector-market which obstruct the 
competitive process.  
 

i. Hints in the pre-Wouters practice 

Introduction – In some of the pre-Wouters case law, Advocate General Opinions and 
Commission decisions dealing with the atypical economic sectors of sports and 
professional services, it is possible to spot the contours of such a wider contextual analysis 
within Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) establishing whether the contested action is 
a restriction inherent to the proper functioning of the particular sector-market. 
 
Opinion in Deliège  – The clearest formulation of this trade-off between allocative 
efficiency sensu stricto and sensu lato within Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) is 
accounted for by Advocate General COSMAS in his Opinion in the case Deliège where he 

                                                 
1373 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, paras. 86-94. 
1374 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 97. 
1375ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I-1577, para. 110. 
1376 See in this sense Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for the 
(Liberal) Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The 
Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 318-319, who 
interprets the Wouters-judgment as creating a limited “subject matter” exception to Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) 
EC) for professional conduct rules “securing compliance with certain ‘fundamental principles’ of the profession”. See 
also Komninos, A. P., "Non-Competition Concerns Resolution of Conflicts in the Integrated Article 81 EC", in 
Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law 
and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 451, 466; Van de Gronden, J. and Mortelmans, K. J. M., 
"Wouters: is het beroep van advocaat een aparte tak van sport?" (2002) Ars Aequi 450, 458-460.  
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suggested that “rules which, at first sight, reduce competition, but are necessary precisely 
in order to enable market forces to function or to secure some other legitimate aim, 
should not be regarded as infringing the Community provisions on competition.”1377  
 
Opinion in Pavlov  – Furthermore, in his Opinion in Pavlov, Advocate General JACOBS 
extensively discussed the market failures characterizing the market for professional 
services and on that basis pleaded in favour of a comprehensive context analysis which 
takes into account the particularity of this market and the complex economic rationale of 
the contested agreements.1378 Hence, his Opinion can be read as similarly recognizing the 
logic of considering within Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) other factors apart 
from market power which affect the operation of the market forces.   
 
Opinion in Wouters  – An even more explicit embracement of the need to take into 
account market corrective measures which might enhance or sustain “normal 
competition” on the market of professional services, can be found in the Opinion of 
Advocate General LEGER in Wouters. He considered it to be “not inconceivable that, 
having regard to the characteristics of the market for legal services, certain professional 
rules may be likely to encourage competition within the meaning of the Court's case-law 
as it now stands.”1379 After referring to the discussion by Advocate General JACOBS in his 
Opinion in Pavlov on the potential market failure of asymmetric information, LEGER 
concluded that “certain rules might prove necessary in order to ensure that the market operates 
in normal competitive conditions [emphasis added]”.1380 Hence such professional rules “which 
are in fact capable of encouraging or guaranteeing normal competition on the market for 
legal services might fall outside the prohibition laid down in Article [81(1)] EC.”1381 
Hence, it appears that Advocate General LEGER recognized the need to take into 
                                                 
1377Opinion of Advocate General COSMAS delivered on 18 March 1999 in Joined cases C-51/96 and C-191/97  
Deliege [2000] E.C.R. I-2549, para. 110. See also Opinion of Advocate General ALBER delivered on 22 June 1999 in 
Case C-176/96 Lehtonen [2000] E.C.R. I-02681, para. 107 where he states that “Competition-restricting rules […] which 
have the effect of promoting the establishment of competition on the market in question may therefore be compatible 
with Articles [81] and [82] of the EC Treaty if they are necessary and reasonable for achieving that objective.” 
1378 Opinion of Advocate General JACOBS delivered on 23 March 2000 in Joined cases C-180/98 and C-184/98 
Pavlov [2000] E.C.R. I-0645184-89, and para. 89 where he states: “Owing to the heterogeneity of the professions and 
the specificities of the markets on which they operate no general formula can be applied; it will be necessary to assess 
carefully in each case whether a given restriction of conduct leads in fact on the market in issue to a restriction of 
competition within the meaning of Article [81(1)] of the Treaty.” For the type of analysis to be conducted under Art. 
101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC), he refers to paras 251-252 of his Opinion in Albany “250. Secondly, in the present 
cases a careful analysis taking into account the specific economic context is necessary. 251. Contrary to many national 
competition law systems the Community competition rules are applicable to virtually all sectors of the economy (e.g. 
agriculture, banking, insurance, energy, transport, the social field) and categories of agreements (e.g. vertical 
agreements). That large scope makes it increasingly important to take the specific economic features of a given sector 
or a category of agreements into account when assessing whether the competition rules are infringed in a particular 
case.  252. As regards the interpretation of 'prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the meaning of 
Article [81(1)], clear-cut rules, which simply identify restrictions of conduct of individual traders, normally provide a 
valid basis for presuming an anticompetitive effect and also promote desirable legal certainty. However, in cases 
involving specific sectors or specific categories of agreement, the Court has gone beyond that mechanistic approach 
and has adopted a more searching analysis. In view of the subject-matter and nature of the agreements concerned in 
the present proceedings, their economic context and the sometimes complex underlying economic rationale have 
therefore to be taken into account.” (Opinion of Advocate General JACOBS delivered on 28 January 1999 in Case C-
67/96 Albany [1999] E.C.R. I-5751) 
1379 Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] 
E.C.R. I-01577, 112. 
1380 Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] 
E.C.R. I-01577, 112. 
1381 Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] 
E.C.R. I-01577, 112. It should be noted that the Advocate General framed his considerations of the pro-competitive 
effects of professional rules within the context of “a rule of reason”-balancing act which he concluded was present in 
preceding case law. Hence, in his view, professional rules might fall outside of the prohibition of Art. 101(1) TFEU 
(old Art. 81(1) EC) “by virtue of the rule of reason”. 
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account arguments based on other market failures than market power when deciding on 
the applicability of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC). Thus, in addition to the 
balancing of pro-and anti-competitive effects in terms of allocative efficiency sensu stricto, 
a complete analysis would have to take into account other market corrective objectives. 
Regrettably however, when reaching the actual analysis under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 
81(1) EC), Advocate General LEGER himself conducted only a narrow “counterfactual 
analysis” of the impact on competition and disregarded the potential failures of the 
competitive system or market itself.1382  
  
EPI  – The Commission for its part accepted in the EPI-decision that “even if in other 
circumstances [a prohibition of fees being determined according to outcome] might 
constitute a restriction of competition, it is necessary in the economic and legal context specific to 
the profession in question in order to guarantee impartiality on the part of representatives and 
to ensure the proper functioning of the EPO. A prohibition of this nature should therefore not 
be covered by Article [81(1)] of the Treaty [emphasis added]”.1383 
 

ii. Inherent restriction of conduct versus inherent restriction of competition  

Allocative efficiency implications of restrictions of compet i t ion  versus conduct  – 
When looking for traces of the inherent restriction-concept set out above, it seems 
important to distinguish between the cases where “the specificity of a sector” has been 
invoked as justifying an inherent restriction of competition as opposed to those where this 
sector-specificity was merely raised to justify a restriction of conduct. In the first situation, 
a restriction of competition in the sense of a reduction of allocative efficiency sensu stricto 
is found to be present but can be justified on the basis that the restraint actually creates 
the circumstances for effective competition by correcting failures of the market system. 
However, if a mere restriction of conduct is at stake, allocative efficiency sensu stricto is 
not affected in the first place. Hence as will be illustrated below in these ‘inherent 
restrictions of conduct’ cases the judicial analyses proceeded immediately to establishing 
potential market failure rationales for the alleged restraints on economic freedom.  
 
Sports sector and market corrections – In the sports-related disputes that came before 
the Court, it seems that the alleged competition law infringements amounted to nothing 
more than ‘restrictions of conduct’  but the Court still resorted to an ‘inherent 
restriction’-analysis which can be interpreted as taking into account the specific market 
failures of sports competitions. An economic perspective on (professional) sports 
competitions would imply viewing the sportsmen as producers of a service and the 
spectators as the consumers of that service. In order for such a “sports market” to 
function, certain “rules” or “market corrections” seem indispensible.  
 
Meca-Medina  – Hence in Meca-Medina, the ECJ was confronted with an appeal against 
the dismissal by the CFI of an action for annulment of a Commission decision.1384 The 
disputed Commission decision had rejected a complaint, by two athletes suspended on 
the basis of doping offences against the  International Olympic Committee (IOC) 
alleging, among others that its anti-doping rules and their implementation, were 

                                                 
1382Opinion of Advocate General LÉGER delivered on 10 July 2001 in Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. 
I-01577, 116-121. 
1383 Commission Decision of 7 April 1999, EPI-code of conduct, Case IV/36.147 [1999] O.J. L106/14), 35.  

 
1384 CFI, Case T-313/02 Meca-Medina [2004] E.C.R. II-03291. 
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incompatible with Community competition law. The ECJ considered that “even if the 
anti-doping rules at issue are to be regarded as a decision […] limiting the appellants’ freedom 
of action, they do not […] necessarily constitute a restriction of competition incompatible 
with the common market, within the meaning of Article 81 EC [emphasis added]”. It 
went on to conclude that “such a limitation is inherent in the organisation and proper conduct of 
competitive sport and its very purpose is to ensure healthy rivalry between athletes [emphasis 
added].”1385  
 
Despite the ‘inherent restriction’-language and the preceding reference to a Wouters-type 
of context investigation,1386 the analysis in Meca-Medina differs from the one suggested in 
this section. Since there appeared to be no restriction of competition, the Court did not 
conduct any balancing of pro- and anti-competitive effects as in paragraphs 86-94 of the 
Wouters case, but simply justified the restraint on economic freedom by judging it inherent to 
“the organisation and proper conduct of competitive sport”1387.1388 Indeed, it can be 
argued that the relevant market for sports competition is one where athletes compete on 
the basis of their natural differences; hence “clean” is simply an attribute of the “sport’s 
service” itself being provided by the athletes, and is thus not the object of competition. 
Consequently, anti-doping rules do not restrict competition in this market but rather 
form the precondition for its functioning. 
 
It can be argued that anti-doping rules address a risk of adverse selection within the sports 
competitions’ market. If it is assumed that the “sports service” which consumers will 
generally prefer to buy is that of “competition based on natural comparative advantages 
and training”1389, “doped sports-achievements” would represent “an undesired quality-
level”.  If full information were available such low quality would be driven out of the 
market. However, since consumers cannot observe the “doped nature of the sports’ 
service”, they cannot distinguish between the different sports accomplishments and 
express their preferences through their purchasing-behaviour (be it indirectly through e.g.  
“popularity” leading to sponsorship-contracts for sportsmen or choosing to attend sports 
events where certain sportsmen perform). Hence, the market would be performing sub-
optimally. Moreover, since doping clearly provides unnatural competitive advantages, it is 
likely that these “bad quality sportsmen” will in fact achieve better results than the others 
and will be rewarded financially (prices, sponsorship), thereby gradually driving “non-
doped good quality” sportsmen out of the market. Eventually, without anti-doping 
regulation consumers might loose all belief in the quality of the sports’ services they are 
receiving and refuse to buy the service altogether.  
 
                                                 
1385 ECJ, Case C-519/04 Meca-Medina and Majcen / Commission  [2006] E.C.R. I-0699145. 
1386ECJ, Case C-519/04 Meca-Medina and Majcen / Commission  [2006] E.C.R. I-06991, 42: “Next, the compatibility of 
rules with the Community rules on competition cannot be assessed in the abstract (see, to this effect, Case C-250/92 
DLG [1994] ECR I-5641, paragraph 31). Not every agreement between undertakings or every decision of an 
association of undertakings which restricts the freedom of action of the parties or of one of them necessarily falls 
within the prohibition laid down in Article 81(1) EC. For the purposes of application of that provision to a particular 
case, account must first of all be taken of the overall context in which the decision of the association of undertakings 
was taken or produces its effects and, more specifically, of its objectives. It has then to be considered whether the 
consequential effects restrictive of competition are inherent in the pursuit of those objectives (Wouters and Others, 
paragraph 97) and are proportionate to them. “ 
1387 ECJ, Case C-519/04 Meca-Medina and Majcen / Commission  [2006] E.C.R. I-06991, para. 45. 
1388 It is suggested here that, rather than a backtracking from Wouters, the fact that the ECJ did not follow the atypical 
“Cassis rule of reason”-like structure displayed in Wouters where first a restriction of competition was found but the 
measure was subsequently excluded from the prohibition, follows from this difference between a restriction of conduct 
as opposed to competition.  
1389 Clearly this assumed preference becomes less self-evident if the whole debate about “substance naturally 
produced by the body” is added.  
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Conclusion – Thus, when the Court recognizes anti-doping rules as ensuring the 
“organization and proper conduct of competitive sports”, this might be interpreted as 
allowing market correction-arguments into the analysis. In conclusion, even though Meca-
Medina does not follow the Wouters-test entirely simply because there was no real 
restriction of competition present, it does confirm the Court’s readiness to take into 
account market failures when determining whether Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) 
has been infringed.  
 

iii. Göttrup-Klim 

Göttrup-Klim – Several authors1390, Advocate Generals1391 as well as the Court in Meca-
Medina have cited Göttrup-Klim as a leading example of an extended context-analysis 
within Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC). In this case certain provisions in the 
statutes of a cooperative purchasing association which restricted its members in their 
liberty to join also other cooperatives were accused of restricting competition. The Court 
noted the specific nature of the agricultural products-sector with its highly concentrated 
supply-side and concluded that  “[i]n a market where product prices vary according to 
the volume of orders, the activities of cooperative purchasing associations may, 
depending on the size of their membership, constitute a significant counterweight to the 
contractual power of large producers and make way for more effective competition [emphasis 
added]”1392 Hence it considered that “such dual membership would jeopardize both the 
proper functioning of the cooperative and its contractual power in relation to producers” 
and therefore a “[p]rohibition of dual membership does not, […] necessarily constitute a 
restriction of competition within the meaning of Article [81(1)] of the Treaty and may 
even have beneficial effects on competition.”1393 It thus appears that the Court in fact 
established that there was no overall restriction of competition within the meaning of 
allocative efficiency sensu stricto but merely a restriction of the economic freedom of the 
members. After all, without the restrictive stipulation prohibiting dual membership, the 
cooperative purchasing association would not be able to play off fully its “countervailing 
bargaining power” against the powerful producers, with higher prices and sub-optimal 
quantities as a result. Hence, Göttrup-Klim seems simply an example of the necessity to 
balance pro-and anti-competitive effects sensu stricto before establishing a restriction of 
competition within the meaning of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC).  
 

4. Scope for justification under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) 
EC) 

The next step should be an examination of the analysis performed under Art. 101(3) 
TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) and the opportunities it offers for taking into account the 

                                                 
1390 de Vries, S. A., Tensions within the Internal Market (Europa Law Publishing, Groningen, 2006)  191; Van de 
Gronden, J. and Mortelmans, K. J. M., "Wouters: is het beroep van advocaat een aparte tak van sport?" (2002) Ars 
Aequi 450, 458. 
1391 Opinion of Advocate General COSMAS delivered on 18 March 1999 in Joined cases C-51/96 and C-191/97  
Deliege [2000] E.C.R. I-2549, paras 110-111; Opinion of Advocate General COSMAS delivered on 18 March 1999 in 
Joined cases C-51/96 and C-191/97  Deliege [2000] E.C.R. I-2549;Opinion of Advocate General LENZ delivered on 20 
September 1995 in Case C-415/93 Bosman [1995] E.C.R. I-4921 
1392 ECJ, Case C-250/92 Goettrup-Klim [1994] E.C.R. I-5641, 32.  
1393 Van den Bergh, R., "Towards Efficient Self-regulation in Markets for Professional Services", in Ehlermann, C. D. 
and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) 
Professions  (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 155 ; ECJ, Case C-250/92 Goettrup-Klim [1994] E.C.R. I-5641, para. 34. 
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rationale for professional regulation. Hence, it should become clear whether the outcome 
in Wouters could also have been reached via the traditional exemption route. 
 

4.1 Non-economic, non-efficiency, non-competitive considerations 
or public policy considerations 

Terminological confusion – Wouters was read by many as providing an explicit 
“inroad” for “public interests”, “public policy considerations”, “non-competition 
interests”, “non-efficiency interests” or “non-economic interests” into the competition 
law analysis. Hence the judgement has become an inevitable component of any treatise 
on the appropriateness of inviting such atypical interests into the Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 
EC) analysis. Yet again, this debate sometimes suffers from a lack of terminological 
clarity. Therefore, a brief overview will be offered of how these various concepts might 
be distinguished.  

 
Non-competition interests – As far as non-competition interests are concerned, the span of 
this category clearly depends on the prior stance taken on what exactly constitutes a 
‘restriction of competition’. The complexity of this matter was illustrated at length in the 
previous sections. It was suggested that a ‘restriction of competition’ should refer to a 
decrease in allocative efficiency sensu stricto. Hence, non-competition interests would then 
refer to the efficiencies flowing from the correction of asymmetric information, externalities and public 
goods; productive and dynamic efficiency; as well as truly non-economic considerations such as 
redistribution, fairness, etc.1394  
 
Non-economic and non-efficiency interests – Non-economic and non-efficiency defines a 
narrower category of interests. As was submitted before, certain prima facie anti-
competitive agreements and practices, e.g. consumer protection1395 and environmental 
measures, may actually serve to strengthen the welfare generating market process by 
correcting failures in market operation. Hence, it seems inappropriate to categorize the 
goals pursued by such actions as being of a merely non-economic or non-efficiency 
nature.1396  
                                                 
1394 A lot has been written on the fixation of the European competition authorities on market integration. Clearly the 
integration of markets increases competition and should thus enhance welfare. When pursued beyond its efficient level, 
however, as might be said to have been the case with the early quasi automatic condemnations of certain vertical 
agreements, market integration would probably become a non-competition interest to be balanced against the benefits 
of competition.  However, considering the abundance of literature on the balancing of market integration and 
competition, as well as the lack of immediate relevance to the topic of this dissertation, market integration will not be 
regarded any further.  For an elaborate treatment of this topic, see Bouterse, R. B., Competition and Integration - What 
Goals Count?, in Mortelmans, K. J. M., European Monographs, 8, (Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, Deventer, 1994), 
1-12. See also Monti, G., "Article 81 EC and Public Policy" (2002) C.M.L.R. 1057. 
1395 In recent years, consumer policy has become more informed by economic theory, partially due to the explosion of 
the “behavioural economics” literature allowing for the more realistic image of the imperfectly rational consumer. For 
a brief overview of the economics of consumer policy, see: Vickers, “Economics for Consumer policy”, 125 Proc. Brit. 
Acad. 287-310, 289 (2004). In the United States and United Kingdom the awareness of the intimate connection 
between competition law and consumer protection is demonstrated by the fact that they are both brought under the 
auspices of the same body, i.e., the Federal Trade Commission respectively the Office of Fair Trading. For a discussion 
of the links between both policies, see: Leary, T. B., "Competition Law and Consumer Protection Law: Two Wings of 
the Same House" (2004-2005) Antitrust L.J.  1147, Averitt, N. W. and Lande, R. H., "Consumer Sovereignty: A Unified 
Theory of  Antitrust and Consumer Protection Law" (1996-1997) Antitrust Law Journal 713; see also OFT, Interactions 
between competition and consumer policy (London,  2008), 
http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/economic_research/oft991.pdf. Muris, T. J., "The Interface of Competition and 
Consumer Protection", Fordham Twenty-Ninth Annual Conference on International Antitrust Law and Policy (31 Oct. 2002) 
1396 van Damme, E. E. C., "Op de welvaartseconomie gebaseerd mededingingsbeleid", in van de Gronden, J. W. and 
Mortelmans, K. J. M. (eds.), Mededinging En Niet-Economische Belangen, 3 (Kluwer, Deventer, 2001) 55, 55-56, VAN 
DAMME explains the difficulty for economists to distinguish between economic and non-economic interests since they 
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Nonetheless, certain objectives do indeed surpass the standard of “improving the 
efficiency of the market process to maximize welfare”. Pure non-economic interests might be 
social corrections aimed at redistribution (favouring SME’s, employment, etc.), fairness, 
the right to economic freedom, etc. Goals such as environmental protection, market 
integration, consumer protection, etc., could also legitimately be pursued beyond their 
“economically efficient level” based on other non-economic considerations. For instance, 
it could plausibly be argued that the plea for a “proper practice of the profession” 
advanced by the Dutch Bar in Wouters to support its prohibition of multi-disciplinary 
practices did not reflect an underlying idea of demand-side market failure, but rather 
proceeded from a certain perception of the “dignity of the profession” over and beyond 
any economic efficiency consideration.1397 

 
Public interests and social or general interests – In respect of the analysis within Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) it seems useful to distinguish between public and social 
or general interests. Indeed, ‘social interests’ is an encompassing concept referring to all 
matters contributing to social welfare, including the pursuit of self-interest by private 
parties. ‘Public interests’ should however be assigned a narrower meaning. For one, 
public interests can best be understood to be at stake “when transactions between market 
players or the actions of one market player do not take into account the consequences 
for other stakeholders who are not involved in that transaction or action. […] As a 
consequence private interests served by that transaction do not coincide with social 
interests”1398 (= economic public interests). A second category of (non-economic) public 
interests includes those like redistribution, fairness,…, which are unlikely to be provided by the 
market.  
 
Hence, both types of public interests imply a necessity for government intervention since 
they concern a situation where the social interest does not coincide with the private 
interests and private parties (or the market) will thus lack the incentives to pursue this 
social interest. Such public interests should then be distinguished from those market 
failures that cán be corrected by the market itself. For example, the information 
asymmetry between lawyers and clients can stimulate the legal profession to adopt certain 
minimum standards in the client’s interest as a means to prevent the process of adverse 
selection which would go against their own private interests. Hence, in this example, the 
client’s interest as part of the social interest could coincide with the private interest of the 
professionals. This process of adverse selection, lowering the overall quality of legal 
services in the market, might however also affect third parties by endangering the 
“proper administration of justice”. Hence, since the interests of those third parties will 
not be internalized within the professional transaction, a public interest is at stake and 
                                                 
are used to working with a wide welfare concept which is based on the subjective satisfaction of consumers without 
making a distinction between economic and non-economic components. He suggests that refocusing competition 
policy in terms of Pareto efficiency to allow for the taking into account of demand-side efficiencies will make the 
distinction economic/non-economic interests superfluous since both aspects are reflected in the preferences of the 
consumers.   
1397 See in that sense Gilliams, H., "Competition Law and Public Interest: Do We Need to Change the Law for the 
(Liberal) Professions?", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The 
Relationship Between Competition Law and the (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 295, 318-319. 
1398 Hameleers, M., "Towards a Smarter Protection of Public Interests in the Liberal Professions", in Ehlermann, C. 
D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law and (Liberal) 
Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 85, 87, who distinguishes between simple and complex external effects. 
Simple external effects occur in situations with few parties where the third party effects of a transaction can be 
internalized by negotiations between the 3d party and the parties to the transaction. Complex external effects arise 
when a solution through negotiations is unrealistic and the government should thus intervene to pursue this welfare 
enhancing public interest-objective.  
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government might need to intervene. In the context of competition policy, it is thus important to 
stress that public interests are those that surpass the interests of the professional ànd the clients/direct 
consumers.  
 
Public policy objectives not necessarily public interests –  The concepts of ‘public 
policy’ objectives and ‘public interests’ are sometimes used interchangeably creating some 
confusion within the framework of Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC).  Hence, public 
interests are at times defined to denote those matters where the state chose to 
intervene.1399 Consequently, it would be the nature of the entity pursuing or defining the 
objective rather than the nature of the interest that makes it ‘public’.  Clearly the 
assumption is that a government can hardly be said to be acting in its own interest and 
should thus be seen as pursuing the general or social interest. Nonetheless, as briefly 
discussed in Chapter 2, government failure is not exceptional and some policies could 
also have been achieved (better) via the market mechanism of private transactions. 
Hence, within the context of competition policy, with its potentially narrow direct 
consumer focus, it should be kept in mind that the presence of public policy objectives 
does not necessarily imply that (solely) genuine public interests (which could not be dealt 
with by the market itself) are at stake.1400   

 
Focus of thesis – As this dissertation is mainly concerned with accommodating for 
market corrective professional regulation within the competition law analysis, the 
investigation will focus primarily on the leeway for market corrections (improving market processes) and 
only secondarily on the potential of taking into account purely non-economic interests.   
 

4.2 Conditions of Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) 

In this section the conditions for obtaining an exemption under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old 
Art. 81(3) EC) will be examined in light of their openness to accommodate for market 
corrective measures. Alongside, some thoughts on the balancing of purely non-economic 
interests will be offered. 
 

4.2.1 Introduction: a theoretical openness of analysis  

Treaty – The Court’s practice to interpret the Treaty teleologically in view of the 
objectives laid down in Art. 2 EC might favour a broad interpretation of the types of 
counter-balancing interests to include in the exemption analysis under Art. 101(3) TFEU 
(old Art. 81(3) EC).1401 Moreover, the evolution of the EC from an economic union to a 
                                                 
1399 See in that sense, Loozen, E. M. H., "Zelfregulering door en voor de vrije beroepen: toch maar liever geen 
algemeen belang rule of reason" (2007) NTER 153, 154. 
1400 This relativity of the public policy nature is nicely illustrated by NAZZINI when arguing that the Wouters-test 
should not be considered as a mere transplantation of the Cassis rule of reason to the competition law context. “The 
Cassis de Dijon case law is concerned with State measures. Therefore these objectives come into play as policies pursued by 
the State through mandatory requirements. However, they are economic in nature. If transposed into the different context 
of Article 81(1), which applies to the effect of firms’ economic behavior on the market, consumer protection and fair 
trading would lose their “public policy” dimension and reveal their essence of economic welfare objectives. This is exactly what 
happened in Wouters. The objective of ensuring the proper practice of the legal profession, subsumed as an element of 
the Article 81(1) analysis, reveals its double nature, embracing both an economic and a public policy dimension. The 
economic dimension relates to the quality of the service provided to the end-consumer. [emphasis added]” (Nazzini, 
R., "Article 81 EC Between Time Present and Time Past: A Normative Critique of "Restriction of Competition" in EU 
Law" (2006) C.M.L.R. 497, 523).  
1401 Jones, A. and Sufrin, B., EC Competition Law. Text, Cases, and Materials (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2008), 
274. 
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“multi-policy” union together with the various cross-sectional clauses calling for 
integrated policy-making1402 has strengthened the claim that competition policy should 
not be seen as an “island”.   
 
Court – The Court has repeatedly mentioned the openness of the analysis under Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC)1403 to other ‘non-competition’ objectives1404 and 
suggested that it can accommodate arguments based on sector-specificity1405, social 
concerns1406 as well as ‘public interest’ considerations1407. However, despite this assertion, 
in all the relevant cases it never actually found an anti-competitive practice to be 
exempted merely on the basis of such arguments.1408  
 
Commission – Similarly, the approach of the Commission seems to have evolved over 
the years towards explicitly taking into account such considerations1409 but only as an 
additional factor1410 or “in so far as” it can fit them into the identified efficiency-
criteria1411.  Hence the Commission tries hard to stress the economic value of these 
                                                 
1402 Such clauses require the Community to respect the interests of its various “flanking policies” (environment, 
industrial policy, culture, public health, etc.) throughout its actions and policies based on other Treaty provisions.  With 
regard to environmental policy, the EC Treaty contains a separate provision (Art. 6) demanding environmental 
concerns to be taken into account throughout Community action.  Some authors like Monti, G., "Article 81 EC and 
Public Policy" (2002) C.M.L.R. 1057 deem this to be an indication of the greater importance to be attached to this 
policy.  
1403 This openness is often traced back to the case Matra Hachette where the CFI said that “in principle, no anti-
competitive practice can exist which, whatever the extent of its effects on a given market, cannot be exempted, 
provided that all the conditions laid down in Article 85(3) of the Treaty are satisfied […]”(CFI, Case T-17/93 Matra 
Hachette/Commission [1994] E.C.R. II-595, para. 85) It seems, however, that in this particular case the Court was rather 
aiming at the degree of restriction of competition than at the types of considerations that could justify such a restriction. 
1404 ECJ, Case 26/76 Metro I [1977] E.C.R.1875, para. 21. 
1405 ECJ, Case 45/85 Verband der Sachversicherer/Commission [1987] E.C.R.405, para. 15. 
1406 ECJ, Case 26/76 Metro I [1977] E.C.R.1875r.o. 43; ECJ, Case 42/84 Remia/Commission [1985] E.C.R.2545, para. 
42. 
1407 CFI, Joined cases T-528/93, T-542/93, T-543/93 and T-546/93 Métropole télévision/Commission [1996] E.C.R. II-
649, para. 118;  
1408 Even though in Metro I the disputed selective distribution agreement was found to either fall outside Art. 101(1) 
TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) or be exempted under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC), the ECJ based itself primarily 
on the quality improvements realized by such agreements and only additionally mentioned the beneficial effects on 
employment. Some confusion seems to have been created by the recent case of Piau, where the CFI confirmed the 
Commission’s (subordinate) conclusion that the FIFA rules introducing a licensing requirement for players’ agents 
could be exempted under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC). Aside from the controversial qualification of these 
licensing rules as creating a restriction of competition within the meaning of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) (see 
among others Waelbroeck, D. and Colomo, P., Case note on Case C-171/05 P, Laurent Piau, Order of the Court of 
Justice (Third Chamber) of 23 February 2006, [2006] ECR I-37, (2006) C.M.L.R. 1743), it seemed that the FIFA rules 
had been solely defended on the basis of non-economic “deontological” arguments relating to the “proper practice” of 
that occupation. Despite its confirmation that these rules could be exempted under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) 
EC), the extremely succinct argumentation of the CFI makes it difficult to see this case as an authority for introducing 
non-economic considerations as the sole ground of justification under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC). CFI, 
Case T-193/02 Piau [2005] E.C.R. II-209. Unfortunately, the ECJ dismissed the appeal on this the question. 
1409 See also the reference to the exemption procedure as involving a “balancing of competition policy against other 
policies of the Community” in the Commission Green Paper on Vertical Restraints in EC Competition Policy, COM 
(96) 721 Final ( [1997] 4 CMLR 519), para. 191.  
1410 See among others: Commission Decision of 29 April 1994, Stichting Baksteen,  IV/34.456 ([1994] O.J. L&31/15), 
paras 27-28, in respect of "crisis cartels" and employment; Commission Decision of 18 May 1994, Exxon-Shell, 
IV/33.640 ([1994] O.J. L144/21), paras 67- 68 taking into account environmental concerns.  
1411 Komninos, A. P., "Non-Competition Concerns Resolution of Conflicts in the Integrated Article 81 EC", in 
Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between Competition Law 
and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 451, 459-462; Vedder, H., Competition Law and Environmental 
Protection in Europe; Towards Sustainability (Europa Law Publishing, Groningen, 2003), 175. A prime example of such 
translation of seemingly non-economic interests into efficiency terminology is CECED where the Commission equated 
reduction in pollution directly with economic efficiency. Commission Decision of 24 January 1999, CECED, Case 
IV.F.1/36.718 ([2000] O.J. L187/47).  See also Commission Decision of 17 September 2001, DSD, Cases 
COMP/34493 ([2001] O.J. L 319/1), paras 143-146. 
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atypical policy considerations. This restrictive approach is also exemplified by the recent 
Notice on Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) where the Commission states that 
“[g]oals pursued by other Treaty provisions can be taken into account to the extent that 
they can be subsumed under the four conditions of Article 81(3)”1412 
 
Conclusion – In other words, even though it is clear that both the ECJ and the 
Commission have taken into account non-efficiency concerns under Art. 101(3) TFEU 
(old Art. 81(3) EC)1413, it could be argued that they have never been decisive factors.  
 
In the next title, the content of these four conditions of Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) 
EC) and the leeway they leave to invoke atypical interests, in particular demand-side 
market corrections, will be examined. 
 

4.2.2 Benefits  

“which contributes to improving the production or distribution of goods or to promoting technical or 
economic progress” 
 
Supply-side efficiencies – When it mentions “improving the production of goods” or 
“promoting technical or economic progress” as the types of benefits potentially 
warranting an exemption, Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) is clearly concerned with 
so-called productive and dynamic supply-side efficiencies. What is less clear is whether 
the reference to “improving the distribution of goods” should be understood as 
introducing also demand-side market corrections in the analysis under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old 
Art. 81(3) EC). Indeed, improvements in the distribution of goods could refer to cost 
efficiencies1414 as well as quality improvements.  
 
Demand-side efficiencies – In its Notice on the application of Article 81(3) EC the 
Commission identifies cost-efficiencies and qualitative efficiencies as relevant benefits to be 
considered under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC).1415 Within qualitative efficiency 
improvements the Commission distinguishes between technical and technological quality 
improvements1416 as well as qualitative efficiencies flowing from distribution 
agreements1417. Technical and technological quality improvements of products and 
services are clearly dynamic efficiencies and hence concern the supply-side. The 
qualitative efficiencies created by distribution agreements could however be of a double 
nature. For one, distribution agreements could allow for the provision of improved pre-
sale services without the fear for free-riding behaviour on these efforts.1418 The 
improvement in quality by such additional services can then stimulate demand and thus 
                                                 
1412 Communication from the Commission - Notice - Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty ( 
[2004] O.J. C 101/97), para.42. 
1413 Odudu, O., The Boundaries of EC Competition Law: The Scope of Article 81 (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006), 
160. 
1414 E.g.: Commission Decision of 20 May 1999, Cégétel, Case IV/36.592 ([1999] O.J. L218/14), para. 57: exclusive 
distribution agreements save the producer/supplier from having to maintain contractual relationships with several 
distributors, hence reducing transactions costs. 
1415 Communication from the Commission - Notice - Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty ( 
[2004] O.J. C 101/97), 64-72. 
1416 Ibid, 70. 
1417 Ibid, 72. 
1418 Some degree of protection of the retailers by means of selective or exclusive distribution agreements might also 
provide the incentives not to “cheat on the quality” that the producer wants to provide. Van den Bergh, R. and 
Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 2006), 214-219. 
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increase inter-brand competition.1419 . Secondly, the provision of specialized information 
on the product within the context of such pre-sale services by retailers, might also reduce 
the search costs facing consumers when attempting to make an informed purchase.1420 
Hence such a reduction in search costs addressing an existing information problem 
clearly addresses a demand side market failure. Nonetheless, as discussed above, it seems that 
within EC competition law solely the first type of qualitative efficiency, which in fact 
increases allocative efficiency sensu stricto by stimulating inter-brand competition, has so 
far been taken into account.  
 
Preference for Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) – Still, does the Commission’s 
discussion of qualitative efficiencies in its Notice on Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) 
EC) imply that it considers that, if demand side market corrections are to be taken into 
account, this should take place at this point of the analysis?  It can be argued that the 
Court’s scarce assertions on this matter seem to favour considering such demand side 
qualitative efficiencies already under the assessment of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) 
EC).1421 In accordance with the analysis above, it seems preferable to adhere to the logic 
that market corrections which enhance allocative efficiency should fall foul of the 
prohibition under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC).1422 
 

4.2.3 Fair share for consumers 

“while allowing consumers a fair share of the resulting benefit” 
 
Demand-side efficiencies as part of consumer welfare – The explicit requirement of 
an improvement in consumer welfare suggests that the type of benefits aimed at in Art. 
101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) do not automatically have this effect. Indeed, with 
regard to productive and dynamic efficiencies, this condition would seem to require 
drawing a distinction between their contributions to total welfare as opposed to 
consumer welfare. Indeed, in European competition policy, a measure will only be 
justified if it adds to the purist reading of consumer welfare, as opposed to the Chicago 
perspective on total welfare improvements as serving consumers at large.1423 However, 
since demand-side efficiencies, e.g., remedying information asymmetries, automatically 
benefit consumers, an explicit requirement of consumer welfare would appear 
superfluous with regard to such demand side allocative efficiency improvements.  
 
Direct and indirect consumers versus society at large – However, this condition has 
often been read as requiring benefits for the direct and indirect consumer rather than society 

                                                 
1419 See e.g.: Commission Decision of 20 May 1999, Cégétel, Case IV/36.592 ([1999] O.J. L218/14), para. 58, where the 
Commission considers exclusive distribution agreements as, among others., stimulating promotion and marketing. 
1420 Van den Bergh, R. and Camesasca, P., European Competition Law and Economics (Sweet & Maxwell, London, 2006), 
239. 
1421 ECJ, Case 26/76 Metro I [1977] E.C.R.1875, para. 21, where the Court suggests that selective distribution 
agreements reducing price competition in favour of quality concerns should not necessarily be taken to infringe Art. 
101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC), or at the least be justified under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC). For an 
elaborate discussion of this case, see Jones, A. and Sufrin, B., EC Competition Law. Text, Cases, and Materials (Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 2008), 725-734. 
1422 The fact that selective distribution is part of a block exemption granted on the basis of Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 
81(3) EC) does not mean that these agreements are automatically considered as a restriction of competition. Whish, R., 
Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003), 594. 
1423 Hence, CSERES notes that an equity-efficiency trade-off is inherent in Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) 
(Cseres, K. J., Competition Law and Consumer Protection (Kluwer Law International, The Hague, 2005), 253). 
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at large.1424 If so, account should be taken not of the welfare gains to the general public 
but rather of the benefits to the consumers involved in the specific transaction or action. 
Hence, public interest considerations such as the remedying of complex negative 
externalities or of positive externalities’ and public goods’ underprovision, would not 
fulfil this condition. In respect of professional services this would imply that interests 
such as a good administration of justice or public health could not lead to an exemption 
of restrictive measures under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC).  
 
But some dissonance – Nonetheless, this interpretation seems to conflict with the 
Commission’s own encouragement of voluntary environmental agreements on the basis 
of their “economic benefits which, either at the individual or aggregate consumer level, 
outweigh their negative effects on competition [emphasis added]”.1425 Even though the 
Court has never explicitly accorded an exemption based merely on advantages to the 
public at large, it has verbally asserted its support for taking into account so-called public 
interests.1426  

4.2.4 Proportionality and no substantial elimination of competition 

Proportionality – Thirdly, Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) requires the agreement 
not to “impose on the undertakings concerned restrictions which are not indispensable 
to the attainment of these objectives”. Throughout the whole of Community law 
proportionality has become one of the major hurdles to justifying a prima facie 
infringement of Community law. As was also clear in the Wouters case, if market 
correction arguments are accepted within the Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) 
analysis, the crux of the scrutiny of professional rules will relate to this point. It should be 
noted that the elaborate examination of the indispensability of a measure cuts both ways 
and thus the Commission itself will have to motivate extensively why it considers a 
certain restriction to be disproportionate.1427  
 
No substantial elimination of competition – Lastly, the agreement or practice may 
not “afford such undertakings the possibility of eliminating competition in respect of a 
substantial part of the products in question”. It implies that, in as far as possible, 
professional rules correcting market failures should be aimed at strengthening the 
remaining market forces rather than replacing them completely by non-market allocative 
mechanisms.  
 

4.2.5 Conclusion 

Although Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) includes among the types of benefits 
that could potentially warrant an exemption improvements in the distribution of goods, it 
is not entirely clear which types of efficiencies are aimed at.  In its Notice the 
                                                 
1424 See Communication from the Commission - Notice - Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of the Treaty ( 
[2004] O.J. C 101/97), para. 84; Korah, V., An Introductory Guide to EC Competition Law and Practice (Hart Publishing, 
Oxford, 2004), 83; Komninos, A. P., "Non-Competition Concerns Resolution of Conflicts in the Integrated Article 81 
EC", in Ehlermann, C. D. and Atanasiu, I. (eds.), European Competition Law Annual 2004: The Relationship Between 
Competition Law and (Liberal) Professions (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2006) 451, 459;  Monti, G., "Article 81 EC and Public 
Policy" (2002) C.M.L.R. 1057, 1076-1077. 
1425 Commission-Notice Guidelines on the Applicability of Article 81 of the EC treaty to Horizontal Cooperation 
Agreements, OJ C 3 [2001] paras 192-93 
1426 CFI, Joined cases T-528/93, T-542/93, T-543/93 and T-546/93 Métropole télévision/Commission [1996] E.C.R. II-
649, para. 118.  
1427 See Whish, R., Competition Law (LexisNexis, London, 2003), 157-159. 
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Commission does mention qualitative efficiencies next to the cost efficiencies flowing 
from distribution agreements, but it seems that up to now, solely those quality 
improvements of distribution agreements which in fact stimulate overall demand and 
thus increase inter-brand competition (allocative efficiency sensu stricto) have been taken 
into account. Hence, genuine demand-side market corrections in terms of reduced search 
costs for consumers are apparently still absent from European competition law analysis. 
Still, does the Commission’s discussion of qualitative efficiencies tout court  in its Notice 
on Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) imply that it considers that, if demand side 
market corrections are to be taken into account, this should take place under 81(3) EC? 
It is argued here that the scarce indications in the Court’s case law suggest a preference 
for an assessment under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC). 
 
In respect of the agreements or decisions addressing the demand-side market failure of 
asymmetric information, the requirement of an improvement in consumer welfare poses 
no challenge. However, if the consumer aimed at is to be understood as solely 
comprising the direct or indirect consumers, and thus not society at large, public interest 
considerations such as the remedying of complex negative externalities or of positive 
externalities’ and public goods’ underprovision, would not fulfil this condition. 
Nevertheless, the Commission as well as the Court have given some confusing signals 
that they might be willing to extend this concept. 
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General Conclusions 

General – The focal micro-level inquiry of this dissertation into the appropriate European 
legal framework for ensuring an optimal provision of professional services in the Internal Market gave 
me the opportunity to make also some modest contributions to several macro-level 
discussions.  
 
For one, when investigating the need for special professional regulation, it was necessary 
to engage in a more in-depth analysis of market and contract failures which could favor 
some degree of quality regulation. Whereas economics has traditionally been mainly 
concerned with the more operational theory of price competition, gradually more 
nuanced analyses incorporating quality considerations have been developed. Nonetheless, 
this unease of economics with the quality attributes of goods and services is still reflected 
in the focus of contemporary competition law policies on price competition. Thus, it was 
necessary to examine the openness of, in particular, European competition policy 
towards the taking into account of such atypical welfare-enhancing quality 
considerations.  
 
Secondly, the question as to the desirability of relying on some degree of self-regulation in 
respect of professional services called for a thorough look into the scarce economic 
analyses of this phenomenon. Moreover, the legal analysis of this mixture of government 
and private regulatory action necessitated cutting through the highly topical debate on 
the blurring of the public-private divide in the European Internal Market legal 
framework. Although a full-blown assessment of the overlap between free movement 
and competition law was beyond the scope of this dissertation, some observations on the 
remaining relevance of the public or private nature of the actor were indispensable.  
 
Lastly, any analysis of EU judicial or legislative intervention should take into account, to 
some extent, the implications in respect of the allocation of powers between the EU and the 
Member States. Therefore, although an in-depth application of the insights from the 
theory of economic federalism to the different types of direct or indirect EU intervention 
was simply beyond the possibilities of this dissertation, some basic suggestions were 
made. 
 

I. Need to regulate professional services: Market and 
contract failure 

1. Economic analysis of professional markets 

Corrective function of professional regulation – Before looking into the role to be 
played by European Internal Market law, the need for such specific professional 
regulation was analyzed. Although in particular the economics of information is a 
research area in need of further development, I find it reasonable to conclude that 
markets for professional services are susceptible to certain market failures as well as 
breakdowns in the contracting mechanism and could thus benefit from a degree of 
corrective professional regulation.  
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Asymmetr i c  in formation  – In particular, information asymmetries can seriously undermine 
the capacity of the market mechanism to provide the optimal quality level. As discussed, 
such information problems are likely to be even more severe in markets for professional 
services. Indeed, the complex nature of these services will often imply that the client 
cannot adequately evaluate the quality of the service ex ante (experience good) as well as, 
possibly, ex post (credence good). Hence, this information asymmetry can frustrate the 
signaling of quality to prospective clients, and thus risk setting off a process of adverse 
selection. Moreover, the lack of quality observability can create serious incentive 
problems for the professional (moral hazard).  
 
Still, before jumping to the conclusion that regulatory intervention is unavoidable, the 
self-correcting capacity of the market mechanism was looked at more closely. I found however, 
that, due to precisely these credence characteristics, traditional corrective mechanisms 
such as repeat-purchasing and individual reputations can be expected to be much less 
effective in professional markets.  
 
A more in-depth analysis was devoted to a promising incentive mechanism based on the 
combination of quality premiums and investments in specific assets. It was explained that 
the expectation of a future stream of quality price premiums deemed indispensable to 
induce the professional not to “cheat on quality”, will be difficult to uphold in 
competitive markets. Indeed, markets where such quality premiums are being earned will 
not be in full equilibrium and thus attract entry. Consequently, price competition will 
threaten the survival of these premiums. Therefore, several mechanisms to maintain such 
quality premiums without resorting to full-blown entry restrictions in the form of 
licensing, were investigated. It was found that competition on investments in specific 
assets could allow for a dissipation of these rents without the price being driven down. In 
the case of professionals such specific assets could be extra investments in human capital, 
reputation-building, etc. Nonetheless, given the presumed difficulty with individual 
reputations in professional services’ markets, this market-friendly solution was deemed 
less helpful.  An additional means by which the market itself might be able to recreate the 
necessary quality premium compensation-mechanism could be the setting up of 
professional firms with a particular                                                                                                                                                                                                               
hierarchical internal organization. Other traditional market solutions to quality 
uncertainty such as product guarantees, advertising and standard contracts seem less utile 
in professional markets.  
 
Therefore I concluded that information asymmetry is likely to be a real problem in 
professional markets (at least in respect of household clients) for which some type of 
regulatory intervention seems desirable. 
 
External i t i es  – A second market failure which could justify regulatory intervention in 
professional markets, are externalities. Indeed, since professional services often concern 
essential rather than marginal needs, such as health, legal rights, security of building 
structures, any impact on outsiders is likely to mandate attention. Aside from complex 
negative externalities, such as the threat to public health of misdiagnosed contagious 
diseases, professional services can also generate positive externalities which will not be 
sufficiently rewarded by the market mechanism. Hence, in particular when specific public 
gatekeeping duties are accorded to professionals, such as pharmacists, I concluded that 
regulatory intervention might be necessary to create the proper incentives to fulfil that 
duty. 
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Risk of redistributive professional regulation – Despite these possible arguments in 
favour of some degree of professional regulation, the specific rules will still need to be 
closely scrutinized to avoid anticompetitive redistributive measures which solely serve the 
professionals’ private interest. Indeed, on the basis of the insights derived from the 
Private Interest Theories of Regulation, it is clear that the professional services’ sector is 
particularly apt for rent-seeking activity. Indeed, the small, well-organized and single-
issue oriented nature of professional associations makes them very suitable entities to 
engage in collective lobbying action. In addition, the consumers bearing the costs of anti-
competitive regulations, are, conversely, spread out and unlikely to organize themselves 
easily. Moreover, since professional associations consist of many small individual actors, 
cartelization without protective regulation is almost impossible and thus increases the 
motivation to lobby for anti-competitive regulation. Given that the information 
asymmetry might also play between the government and the professionals, particular 
caution seems warranted.  
 
Conclusion as to the need for specific professional regulation–Hence, it seems fair 
to conclude that there likely is a need for some specific regulation of professional 
services by reason of the market failures of asymmetric information and externalities, but 
that this regulation should nonetheless be closely monitored for rent-seeking distortions. 
However, such scrutiny should bear in mind the potentially important role which quality 
premiums, in the form of so-called quasi-rents, play in professional markets.   
 
Regulate what exactly? – Since it would seem that some degree of professional 
regulation might in fact be welfare-enhancing, a brief survey of the types of professional 
regulation was necessary. Rather than pursuing an exhaustive overview of all existing 
rules, a selection of the most common ones were scrutinized from the perspective of 
their degree of interference with the market mechanism as well as their point of intervention, i.e., 
before entering the market (entry rules) or while “behaving” in the market (conduct 
rules). Indeed, even if the market mechanism cannot satisfactorily solve all (wealth-
diminishing) problems associated with the provision of professional services, it would 
still be advisable to choose the instrument which interferes the least with the market 
process. 
 
Therefore, if asymmetric information vis-à-vis the quality of professional services is the 
problem, regulatory initiatives must first and foremost aim at “injecting” such quality 
information into the market process. Hence, such information regulation “merely” controls the 
degree and content of information that professionals (should) disclose and thus addresses 
the information problem by attempting to reveal the quality levels of the available 
professional services. An example could be certification which allows the professional to 
signal that he has fulfilled certain educational and/or training requirements by allowing 
him to use a specific title/certificate which sets him apart from other professionals in the 
same field. However, despite its voluntary character, certification will often induce the 
professional to invest more in quality and might result in noncertified players being 
driven out of the market thereby de facto interfering with the market quality level.  
 
Only when this fails or when serious externalities are present, should regulation be allowed 
to interfere (directly or indirectly) with the market quality level. Quality standards will thus 
impose certain quality-affecting (behavioural) duties on the professional whose non-
compliance will be penalized. Given the difficulty in directly determining the optimal 
quality level for these complex and heterogeneous services, many professional rules 
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attempt to affect quality levels by controlling other presumably causally related variables, 
such as restrictions on organizational forms and the highly controversial fee restrictions.  
 
Licensing completely blocks a professional from entering the market unless he ex ante 
fulfils certain conditions, such as education and/or training, which are expected to 
increase the quality of his service provision. The underlying assumption is that there is a 
strong complementary relationship between investments in human capital (input) and the quality of the 
service provided. An alternative justification for licensing is based on its capacity to ensure 
the quality premiums needed to maintain the quality incentives flowing from the specific 
asset mechanism discussed above. 
 
Ex post liability versus ex ante regulation – A brief comparison of ex ante regulation 
with the alternative of an ex post liability regime, led to the conclusion that optimal quality 
incentives will probably be provided by means of a combination of both. Regulation is 
judged superior in dealing with the information asymmetry between the professional and 
his client. In addition, the deterrence of negative externalities might require certain ex ante 
direct regulation.  
 

2. Quality regulation and other professional regulation under free 
movement scrutiny  

Barriers – Under the current case law it would seem that most professional entry as well 
as conduct rules imposed upon foreigners will be qualified as barriers to free movement 
which might nonetheless be justified as rules serving the general interest. Indeed, also in 
respect of the free movement of services as well as the freedom of establishment a wide 
barrier criterion was adopted demanding the “abolition of any restriction, even if it 
applies without distinction to national providers of services and to those of other 
Member States, when it is liable to prohibit or otherwise impede the activities of a 
provider of services established in another Member State where he lawfully provides 
similar services”.1428 Only in the odd case out of Hünermund concerning the free 
movement of goods, did the Court find a professional rule of conduct prohibiting 
pharmacists from advertising quasi-pharmaceutical goods outside the pharmacy to fall 
under the Keck exemption by reason of its sole effect of restricting the volume of 
trade.1429  
 
Grounds of justification – Nonetheless, the Court has had no trouble finding that the 
specific nature of professional services might justify the need for certain professional 
regulation as serving the particular client’s interest as well as the general good. Hence, in 
subsequent case law, the Court has, among others, considered as prima facie justified, 
requirements as to qualifications, restrictions on advertising1430, ownership limitations1431, 
etc. However, as is well-known, the real test lies in the proportionality analysis of these 
professional rules. 
 

                                                 
1428 ECJ, Case C-76/90 Säger [1991] E.C.R. I- 4221, para. 12; see for establishment ECJ, Case C-55/94 Gebhard [1995] 
E.C.R. I- 4165, para. 37. 
1429 ECJ, Case C-292/92 Hünermund [1993] E.C.R. I- 6787 para. 22.  
1430 ECJ, Case C-500/06 Corporación Dermoestética SA v To Me Group Advertising Media [2008] E.C.R. nyr-, para. 38. 
1431 If proportionate, these could be thought to serve the general interest: ECJ, Joined Cases C-171/07 & C-172/07 
Apothekerkammer des Saarlandes [nyr]; ECJ, Case C-531/06 Commission/Italy E.C.R..  
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Proportionality – Indeed, for example, residence requirements for lawyers wanting to 
plead in court were found disproportionate.1432 In respect of qualifications, the Court 
accepted that certain activities can, in principle, be reserved to persons with specific 
qualifications but in the absence of harmonisation the host state is still under an 
obligation to check the equivalence of the knowledge and training obtained abroad.1433 In 
Cipolla the Court referred the actual evaluation of the price restrictions back to the 
national court, but in doing so expressed a rather favourable view on minimum fees as 
guarantees for qualitative legal services.1434 Recently, limitations on the ownership of 
pharmacies were found proportionate to their objective.1435 Whereas, in general, certain 
factors can be seen to influence the intensity of this proportionality test, no particular 
pattern in the Court’s scrutiny of professional regulation could thus be deduced 
 
Conclusion as to the appropriate scrutiny of professional regulation under the 
European free movement rules – From the economic analysis of professional 
regulation it surfaced that such rules should be allowed if serving a market-corrective 
function but should be banned if found to be the sole result of rent-seeking. Hence, the 
question is then to what extent the European free movement rules contribute to this 
goal. Just recently, Advocate General POIARES MADURO explicitly asked the Court to 
screen the “coherence and consistency” of national rules regarding planning restrictions 
for pharmacies with the objective to condemn rules flowing from political capture and 
thus rent-seeking activity by the professional lobby groups.1436  Such an analysis by the 
Court would thus seem to achieve the objective set out above. However, given that some 
degree of lobbying is in fact an indispensable part of the democratic process, it should be 
considered whether the European Court of Justice is in fact the appropriate medium to 
screen national legislation for intolerable rent-seeking activity. Clearly, the Court should 
filter out those rent-seeking practices which amount to protectionism of the national 
market as against foreigners. Still, despite the reality of the gradual erosion of the “purely 
internal situation” delimitation in the case law, from a theoretical point of view I would 
argue to leave such scrutiny of nondiscriminatory national measures to the national level. 
And if scrutiny is nonetheless dictated by the application of a wide barrier to market 
access criterion, I support the Court’s current deferent proportionality screening of these 
non-discriminatory professional rules. 
 
 

3. (Modest) impact of secondary legislative measures 

As is well-known mere ‘negative integration’, i.e., the prohibition of restrictive national 
measures, by means of Court action will rarely suffice to genuinely integrate a market. 
Indeed, since professional rules like qualification-requirements are sometimes found to 
be justified market regulation, the Community legislator would have to step in to 
harmonise or co-ordinate such hindering professional regulation.  Hence, also in the field 
of professional services the need was felt to adopt certain secondary legislation. 
However, in the author’s opinion, their added value to the negative integration route 

                                                 
1432 ECJ, Case C-309/99 Wouters and others [2002] E.C.R. I- 1577. 
1433 ECJ, Case C-340/89 Vlassopoulou [1991] E.C.R. I- 2357. 
1434 ECJ, Joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I- 11421, paras 66-70. 
1435 ECJ, Case C-531/06 Commission/Italy E.C.R.; ECJ, Joined Cases C-171/07 & C-172/07 Apothekerkammer des 
Saarlandes [nyr]. 
1436 Opinion of Advocate General POIARES MADURO delivered on 30 September 2009 in Case C-570/07 Blanco 
Pérez and Chao Gómez [nyr], para. 2. 
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described above seems rather limited. Indeed, whereas a genuine positive harmonisation 
of those “hampering yet justified” professional rules would likely have had more of an 
integrative effect, the legislative measures adopted mainly amount to a codification of the 
existing case law.   
 
Although the Lawyers’ Services Directive seems to be implicitly based on the principle 
that foreign lawyers should be able to provide their legal services under their home title 
and subject to home state regulation and thus carries within it a strong (negative) market 
integrative potential, it contains so many limitations and derogations from this basic “home 
country” principle that it can be thought to add little to the case-law.  
 
The Lawyers’ Establishment Directive introduces a double regime allowing for 
establishment under either the host-or the home-country title while seeking to guarantee 
an adequate level of consumer protection and the proper administration of justice. It can 
be thought that the possibility to establish under the home-country title simply by registering 
with the local professional association without any need for having the equivalence of 
professional qualifications recognized or for taking an aptitude test, considerably 
facilitates the movement of lawyers. It should be noted that in respect of these “entry 
requirements” the Court confirmed the Directive as an instrument of complete 
harmonization, thus pre-empting the Member States from imposing additional 
limitations such as language tests. In line with the well-known principle of national 
treatment of established foreign professionals, the host state rules on the “exercise of the 
legal services” will nonetheless remain applicable, in as far as objectively justified.  
 
Furthermore, the possibility to establish under the host-country title after three years of 
effective and regular practice in that state under the home-country title and without any 
need to take an aptitude test, would also seem to encourage the freedom of 
establishment. Indeed, this “qualification through practice”-route, opening the door for 
cross-qualification, seems to considerably reduce the power of the host-country 
professional associations to control entry into their legal profession. However, they will 
still be able to impose their rules on the “exercise of the legal services”. 
 
The Directive on Statutory Auditors is more inspired by the safeguarding of the quality 
of the statutory audits performed in the internal market (market regulation), than by the 
desire to increase the mobility of the professionals. This is probably mirrored most 
strikingly in the apparent lack of a more flexible regime in respect of the free movement of 
services where registration in the host state is still obligatory and Member States might 
even be allowed to require some permanent infrastructure.  
 
Hence, the Directive primarily contributes to market integration by means of positive 
integration, adopting harmonized “Community wide standards”. Thus, in respect of the 
conditions for approval of foreign auditors and thus entry into the profession, the 
Directive stipulates that Member States “shall not go beyond a requirement to pass an 
aptitude test in accordance with” the Diploma Directive. Nonetheless, the majority of its 
market-regulating provisions seem to amount merely to minimum harmonisation, thereby 
allowing Member States to adopt more stringent measures and thus reducing its 
integrative effect. A promising integrative factor would appear to be the obligation on 
the Member States to impose the international auditing standards which are to be 
adopted by the Commission.  However the possibility for Member States to maintain or 
adopt diverging national standards or procedures should then be interpreted restrictively. 
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Since entry restrictions based on diploma and possibly training requirements have 
generally been accepted as objective evidence of the “human capital” essential to 
perform the professional service and thus justified, there was a clear need for some 
type of harmonisation and/or co-ordination measure. Hence the Directives on the 
recognition of professional qualifications, current Directive 2005/36/EC, have 
addressed these justified barriers in respect of the free movement of services as well as 
the freedom of establishment.  
 
The freedom to provide services is greatly facilitated by the Directive’s stipulation that 
“Member States shall not restrict, for any reason relating to professional qualifications, 
the free provision of services in another Member State”. Hence, with the exception of 
occupations “having public health or safety implications”, Member States cannot require 
foreign (regulated) professionals providing cross-border services under their home title to 
hold the specific professional qualifications demanded from nationals performing these 
reserved activities. Moreover, the Directive reaffirms the prohibition to impose an 
obligation to register with the local professional body, although some automatic 
registration mechanism may be installed. Hence, important “entry restrictions” are 
thereby pre-empted.  
Even though the case law on professional qualifications in respect of establishment 
overtook the legislator in speed, the general regime mechanism of mutual recognition of professional 
qualifications clearly contributes to the freedom of establishment for foreign professionals. 
However, despite the promising idea of an obligation to mutually recognize qualifications 
which fulfil certain “formal” minimum requirements, the possibility to rebut the 
presumed “equivalence” of such qualifications has substantially reduced the effect of this 
free movement catalyst. Indeed, Member States are allowed to impose compensatory 
measures in the form of an adaptation period or an aptitude test if there are substantial 
differences in training in terms of length or content, and thus in essence retain the power 
to impose a particular “level of protection” through more stringent qualification 
requirements. The lack of mutual trust between Member States has greatly lessened the 
integrative effect of this general regime.  
 
The automatic recognition of qualifications on the basis of harmonized minimum standards 
prevents this problem and should thus have a greater effect on mobility. Nonetheless, 
the efficiency of this regime is seriously diminished due to the slowness of the process 
of agreeing on such standards. Moreover, in respect of the medical professions, these 
minimum norms have been criticized for being insufficient to guarantee the quality of 
the service and thus, combined with the duty to automatically recognize, they could in 
fact amount to undesirable deregulation. However, since Member States can only admit 
access to and exercise of medical professions by persons in possession of the specified 
qualifications, the Directive in fact confirms or even creates “professional monopolies of 
acts”. In terms of consumer protection this could be beneficial.  
 
The scheme of the initial proposal for a Services Directive with its horizontal nature as 
well as country of origin principle for the free movement of services was undoubtedly 
very ambitious and provided a strong negative integration mechanism. However, the ever 
expanding list of limitations and exceptions to its scope as well as the weakening of the 
country of origin principle to a “freedom to provide services” can be expected to have 
greatly reduced the integrative potential of this instrument.  
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Nonetheless, the Services Directive is likely to facilitate the freedom of establishment 
primarily through its provisions addressing administrative simplification. In respect of 
prohibited restrictions, the Directive will not lead to the removal of additional types of 
requirements. Still, its codification of the Court’s case law will probably assist in 
eliminating the judicially identified restrictions in a more general manner. Moreover, it 
remains to be seen whether the absence of any grounds of justification in respect of 
discriminatory measures will have practical consequences.  
 
The radical liberalization which a country of origin principle could have caused (even 
though the various exclusions and exceptions would probably have softened this to a 
great extent), will not arise from the ultimately adopted principle on the “freedom to provide 
services”. In essence, the current chapter on services seems to amount to a codification of 
the Court’s case law with the exception of the possibly meaningful limitation of the 
grounds of justification, as well as the complete absence of a justification route for 
discriminatory measures. However, again, actual impact of this reduced justification 
possibility awaits clarification from the Court.  
 
Despite the promising title of Chapter V on “the quality of services”, the Directive contains 
little in terms of positive harmonization. Still, it does attempt to address the lack of 
Community wide standards by encouraging soft law initiatives. In respect of professional 
services, the Directive explicitly asks the encouragement of professional associations to 
draw up codes of conduct at Community level. Subsequently, the national professional 
associations should be pushed to implement these Community wide codes of conduct at 
national level. These codes are meant to operate as minimum norms, thus allowing 
Member States as well as professional bodies to adopt more stringent requirements. 
Moreover, it is important to note that several of the Directive’s provisions provide for 
the adoption of further measures in the future.  
 
From this analysis, I concluded that, as a codification of the case law, the Directive can 
be expected to strengthen the negative integration path induced by the Court, yet clearly to a 
much lesser extent then the initial highly-controversial proposal. The scarcity of positive 
harmonization provisions suggests that the Directive should not be interpreted as an 
exhaustive measure of harmonization, and thus its impact on national market regulatory 
competences will likely not go beyond that of the case law. 
 
 

4. Quality regulation and other professional self-regulation under 
Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) 

Introduction – Since the correction of market failures is traditionally conceived of as a 
task for government regulation, it was certainly going to be interesting to investigate how 
European competition law would deal with those professional self-regulatory measures 
that proclaim to address such quality concerns without being the result of a process with 
sufficient procedural interest guarantees so as to be qualified as ‘genuine state measures’. 
In other words, how would competition law cope with decisions of associations of undertakings that 
seemingly restrict competition but claim to do so for the greater good of correcting other market failures? 
More generally, it was unsure whether within the competition law analysis with its 
traditional focus on price competition such atypical considerations could be taken into 
account. 
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The Wouters  shock effect – The judgement of Wouters can be seen as having “put the 
cat among the pigeons”, shaking up European competition law analysis in more than one 
respect. Indeed, it not only reignited the discussion as to the types of interests that should 
properly have a place within the competition law analysis, but also seemed to complicate 
even further the endless discussion as to what the exact division of tasks between 
paragraphs 1 & 3 of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) should be.  
 
Quality and other market corrective considerations as part of the pursuit of 
allocative efficiency sensu lato  – Even if Wouters is read as not genuinely relying on so-
called non-economic interests like the “dignity of the profession”, but rather on implicit 
considerations of inherent market failure, it seemed to seriously clash with the 
conservative price-oriented European competition policy.  Indeed, designed to address 
the supply-side market failure of market power, competition policies typically ignore 
other failures or imperfections in market operation, such as information asymmetries, 
although these can similarly prevent allocative efficiency sensu lato. While these should 
first and foremost be addressed by government regulation such as consumer protection, 
competition policy cannot simply ignore their negative impact upon welfare. Hence, even 
though a competition policy should primarily readdress the welfare reducing effects of 
market power, I argued that, in view of its ultimate objective of maximizing economic 
welfare, it should include in its trade-off additional efficiencies (aside from productive 
and dynamic) flowing from the correction of other market failures. 
 
Fitting Wouters  in the bifurcated structure of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) – As 
said, Wouters not only introduced atypical interests into the competition law analysis but 
did so in a manner which seemed to complicate even further the division of tasks within 
the bifurcated structure of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC). Indeed, the Court took the 
unusual route of establishing a restriction of competition but subsequently finding it to 
fall outside of the prohibition in Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) 
EC)). Hence, while it was already highly debated whether any balancing should take place 
under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC), Wouters introduced even more complexity 
to the analysis.  
 
Thus, it was necessary to clarify the nature of the tests to be conducted under both the 
prohibition and the justification prongs. Since competitive markets are presumed to 
maximize welfare, the preliminary concern of a competition policy should be with the 
failure of this competitive process due to the exercise of market power or allocative efficiency 
sensu stricto. Hence, I suggested that the establishing of a ‘restriction of competition’ under 
paragraph 1, and thus the “trigger” for a competition investigation, should flow from the 
finding of allocative efficiency sensu stricto and thus from a balancing of the anti-and pro-
competitive effects of the disputed practice.  
 
Given the less operational nature of a trade-off between price increases and/or output 
reductions as against the efficiencies flowing from the correction of other market failures, 
like information asymmetries, externalities and public goods, I proposed to conduct a 
two-step analysis within the framework of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) to 
establish such allocative efficiency sensu lato. Hence, the finding of allocative inefficiency 
sensu stricto, and thus the presence of a ‘restriction of competition’, should precede the 
counterbalancing on the basis of market correction arguments as part of the allocative 
efficiency sensu lato test. Subsequently, these allocative efficiency-losses would have to be 
offset against potential productive and/or dynamic efficiency improvements within the 
context of the justification under Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC). 
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Abstract test provided by the ‘inherent restriction’-concept – Considering the 
difficulty to “quantify” the impact of these market corrective measures, it seems that the 
employed test will necessarily be abstract. Therefore, I suggested that the concept of 
‘inherent restriction’ as applied in a select number of cases could nicely accommodate 
these additional efficiencies. In that way, Wouters can be understood to extend the 
contextual analysis under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) to encompass the inquiry 
whether the contested action is a restriction inherent in the proper functioning of the particular 
sector-market. Such a concept of inherent restriction can cover those practices which 
restrict competition in the narrow sense of allocative efficiency sensu stricto, but at the 
same time serve allocative efficiency sensu lato by addressing other market failures typical 
of that sector-market which obstruct the competitive process. 
 
Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) EC) – Although Art. 101(3) TFEU (old Art. 81(3) 
EC) includes “improvements in the distribution of goods” among the types of benefits 
that might lead to an exemption, it is not entirely clear which types of efficiencies are 
aimed at.  In its Notice on Art. 81(3) EC 1437 the Commission does speak about 
qualitative efficiencies in addition to the cost efficiencies of distribution agreements, but 
it seems that up to now, solely those quality improvements of distribution agreements 
which in fact stimulate overall demand and thus increase inter-brand competition 
(allocative efficiency sensu stricto) have been taken into account. Hence, genuine demand-
side market corrections in terms of reduced search costs for consumers are apparently 
still absent from the European competition law analysis. Although the Commission’s 
reference to qualitative efficiencies in the context of its Notice on Art. 101(3) TFEU (old 
Art. 81(3) EC) could be taken to imply that if demand side market corrections are to be 
taken into account, paragraph 3 would be the appropriate locus, it was argued that the 
scarce indications in the Court’s case law conversely suggest a preference for this 
assessment under Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC). 
 
Conclusion as to the capacity of Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) to filter out 
harmful anti-competitive professional rules – I suggested that in respect of genuine 
self-regulatory professional rules Wouters should be read as having “enriched” the analysis 
under Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) with the concept of an ‘inherent restriction’. 
While the anticompetitive effects in terms of increased price or reduced quality 
(allocative efficiency s.s.) of professional rules qualify them as prima facie restrictions of 
competition, the subsequent investigation whether they constitute restrictions inherent in 
the proper functioning of the particular sector-market allows for the exemption of those 
rules which in fact contribute to allocative efficiency sensu lato and thus to overall welfare. 
Hence, in this manner, the European competition law analysis would allow for the 
genuine market corrective self-regulatory rules to regulations to stand. 
 
 

                                                 
1437 Communication from the Commission – Notice – Guidelines on the application of Article 81(3) of 
the Treaty ( [2004] O.J. C 101/97). 
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II. Government regulation, co-regulation or self-regulation 
and the personal scope of application of the Internal 
Market rules 

1. Economic framework  

Introduction – Apart from the highly regulated nature of what, in the eyes of some, 
differs not so much from a purely commercial activity, it is the traditional involvement of the 
profession itself in the rule-making, monitoring and/or enforcement which sets these professional 
services apart. Although such “private regulation” can be seen as a form of decentralized 
decision-making, the fact that the regulators are the regulatees raises specific issues in 
terms of legitimacy and incentive-structures and therefore deserved a separate analysis.  
Since such privatization of rule-making also entails important consequences from a legal 
perspective, it had to be investigated whether there is a convincing economic argument 
to be made for introducing such a-typical regulation in the professions, and whether the 
potential drawbacks can be remedied without converting to full-blown government 
regulation. 
 
Self-regulation or government regulation: co-regulation as the best both worlds – 
Due to the sparse and indecisive economic analyses of the phenomenon of self-
regulation, it was found that any conclusion can only be tentative. The most generally 
accepted benefit of self-regulation seems to be its information advantage. Its least 
appealing trait appears to be its proneness to be guided by rent-seeking motives. Even 
when the nuance of a collective reputation mechanism is added to the analysis, efficient 
self-regulation would clearly stand to gain from some type of “external motivation”. 
Therefore, two institutional alternatives that preserve the information advantage but 
reduce the risk of anti-competitive practices were explored. Competitive self-regulation 
appealed because of its intent to discipline the self-regulators by reintroducing the market 
mechanism at the level of the market-corrective regulation. However, it was suggested 
that in professional markets characterized by severe information asymmetries such 
efficient competition would require some degree of public intervention through minimum 
norms. Hence, it seems that co-regulation should be the preferred option to guarantee the 
appropriate incentives. Co-regulation was taken to cover many types of public control on 
the functioning of the self-regulatory organisation (SRO). Central to effective co-
regulation seems a genuine government oversight over the rule-making and enforcement 
activities of the SROs. In addition, procedural safeguards like a split between the 
representative and regulatory function as well as a board composed of sufficient 
independent members, should ensure public interest regulation.  
 

2. Public-private divide in the Internal Market 

Introduction – Since pure self-regulation among professionals is prone to result in rules 
with a redistributive rather than corrective character, it was suggested that, without totally 
relinquishing the information advantages involved, the incentives of these professional 
associations should be curbed. Hence, it was proposed to either introduce competition 
between the SROs, or add some component of co-regulation. Subsequently, it needed to 
be examined how the Internal Market legal system deals with such atypical forms of 
regulation and which incentives in terms of regulatory setup are likely to flow from this. 
Moreover, the legal component of the analysis of this mixture of government and private 
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regulatory action necessitated cutting through the highly topical debate on the blurring of 
the public-private divide in the European Internal Market legal framework. Traditionally, 
the branches of free movement and competition law were thought to apply to the actions 
of different types of authors, i.e., public measures versus measures of private 
undertakings. However, over the years, this dividing line has been blurred by judicial 
attempts to fill “perceived gaps” in this EC-Treaty system geared towards the creation of 
a competitive common market. Although a full-blown analysis of this potential overlap 
was beyond the scope of this dissertation, some observations as to the remaining 
relevance of the public or private nature of the actor were necessary. 
 
Nature of the actor versus the nature of the action – Even though a more functional 
or effects-based approach to the scope of the free movement and competition law 
provisions is in itself an attractive idea given the increasing appeal by society on systems 
of self-and co-regulation, it was nevertheless argued in this dissertation that the public-
private distinction remains relevant. The nature of the author can reasonably be thought 
to have substantial implications in terms of the legitimacy and suspected economic rationality of 
the measure. Indeed, despite the numerous examples of government failure, it does not 
seem such a “wild idea” to assume that government action will generally serve the social 
interest of its constituency, even if solely because the private motivations of 
governmental actors are curbed through the democratic decision-making processes. 
Hence, given the difference in incentives, the rationality of government action in the 
market will generally be of a different nature than private intervention. Indeed, private 
actors should be presumed to pursue primarily their self-interest, thereby only indirectly 
or “incidentally” contributing to economic social welfare by reason of the invisible hand 
mechanism.     
 

2.1 Private accountability under the free movement rules 

Private accountability of professional associations – Despite the divergent and 
disputed development of private accountability across the freedoms, it clearly emerges 
from the case law that decisions of professional associations will be caught. Indeed, aside 
from the capture of professional bodies with special delegated powers under a wide state 
concept in the domain of the free movement of goods, it is clear that even without such a 
“state label” the measures of professional associations are likely to fall within the 
category of private collective regulation. 
 
Desirability of private accountability – Since most professional organisations are likely 
to possess some degree of market power and could thus benefit from shielding of their 
market through protectionist measures obstructing free trade as well as the fundamental 
right to free movement, a purely purposive interpretation would plead in favour of 
catching such private collective regulatory action. Nevertheless, it was argued in this 
dissertation that the free movement provisions do not operate in a vacuum but rather 
form part of the “system of the Treaty as a whole”. Hence, since the Treaty provides for 
another set of economic rules which specifically aim at “private economic restrictions”, 
i.e., the competition law provisions, I suggested that preference should be given to this 
route for assessing private actions. Indeed, even if in essence both branches pursue the 
same objective of removing barriers to level competition, over the years both have been 
developed with different types of actors in mind, which is mainly reflected in the dissimilar 
justification analyses. After all, the incentives that drive private and public actors, as well 
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as their legitimacy, can be thought to differ fundamentally and thus their actions appear 
to warrant a different kind of judicial scrutiny.   
 
Gap-filling – As to the perceived risk that without private accountability under the free 
movement rules, certain harmful measures would fall in between the “mazes” of free 
movement and competition law, it was asserted that, in general, competition law is quite 
capable of catching those private measures that threaten level competition. Indeed, as for 
professional associations, unless subjected to a sufficient degree of state control, they 
should be presumed to primarily pursue the private commercial interests of their 
members and any potential contribution to social interest by, for example, correcting 
market failures, should realistically be considered as the indirect consequence of such 
self-interested actions. Hence, there should be no problem to catch their actions within 
the wide personal scope of ‘decisions of associations of undertakings’. If the degree of 
state interference is of the nature to exempt the regulations adopted by a professional 
association from competition law scrutiny, the route to an evaluation of such ‘genuine 
state measures’ under the free movement provisions will lie wide open. Solely in respect 
of private non-undertakings such as labour unions and environmental interest groups, acting 
in what they perceive to be the social interest, a gap seems probable. Indeed, it is 
conceivable, that such non-commercial entities might engage in behaviour with a 
protectionist intent or effect, even if driven by other motives. Still, given their lack of 
democratic legitimacy as well as their specific non-commercial societal role, the 
traditional free movement scrutiny might fail to properly assess their actions. Hence, it 
would seem that the indirect route of holding the state accountable for such actions 
could avoid such inadequate interference by the free movement rules with this specific 
expression of ‘private autonomy’ as the cornerstone of a well-functioning society. 
 

2.2 State action under Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) 

State liability for anti-competitive measures and state action defense – With regard 
to Art. 101 TFEU (old Art. 81 EC), the impact of the “hybrid” nature of professional 
regulation, i.e., the fact that there is often some degree of state intervention, had to be 
clarified. More precisely, two interrelated lines of case law were investigated. The first 
concerns those cases addressing the question if and when state involvement in the 
adoption of anti-competitive measures will lead to the state itself being held accountable 
(state liability for anti-competitive measures). The second strand of case law is that dealing with 
the possibility for private undertakings to invoke such state interference as a shield 
against liability (state action defense). 
 
Necessary link with private agreements within the meaning of Art. 101 TFEU (old 
Art. 81 EC) –Since scrutiny of alleged anti-competitive state action indirectly impacts 
upon the allocation of powers between the European and national policy level as well as the 
judicial and legislative power and thus implies a constitutional stance, the opaque case law 
could clearly benefit from a more open commitment to this constitutional position.  
Indeed, despite this lack of overt constitutional argumentation, the judgments dealing 
with state liability for anti-competitive measures nonetheless seem to suggest that the 
European competition law scrutiny on the basis of Arts. 101-102 TFEU (old Arts. 81-82 
EC) can only be conducted if there is a “link with conduct on the part of undertakings of the kind 
referred to in [Art. 101(1)] of the Treaty”.1438  In other words, the antitrust provisions will 

                                                 
1438 ECJ, Case C-2/91 Meng [1993] E.C.R. I- 5751, para. 22. 
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only apply if the restriction of competition is also the result of autonomous decisions of private 
actors. Hence, in contrast with the corresponding evolution in the free movement case 
law, the Court has never expanded the personal scope of these competition law rules to 
include ‘genuine state measures’.  
 
Different rationale of public and private action advocates different competition 
law adjudication – Aside from the constitutional argument demanding respect for the 
limited conferral of competences, the requirement of a link with autonomous private 
behaviour within the meaning of Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) also seems to 
reflect the recognition of the different nature of private and public measures in combination with the 
value put on decentralized national policy-making. As assumed guardians of the general interest, 
national public authorities can be thought to have legitimate reasons to restrict 
competition. Hence, when the Court exempts genuine state measures from competition 
law scrutiny, it in fact expresses its respect for the balancing of competition as against 
other public interests that took place within the framework of the national political 
processes. 
 
Procedural public interest test to find genuine state measures – Hence, it was 
argued that the Court refuses to go as far as to substantively investigate anti-competitive 
genuine state measures and ascertain whether they serve the public interest (substantive 
public interest test). Rather, it seeks to determine whether the involvement of the state in 
the adoption of the measure can be thought to have been sufficient to neutralize the 
impact of the private behaviour. A mere formal state “acte de présence”, i.e., the plain fact 
that the state “as an institution” somehow intervened, would seem to be unsatisfactory 
(institutional state involvement test). Therefore, the main focus of the Court’s analysis in 
the various cases appears to be on the absence or presence of procedural public interest 
guarantees surrounding the actions of these private actors (procedural public interest test). 
Thus, if the state grants too much autonomy to the private actors it engages in its decision-
making process, there is a presumption that the resulting measure will serve private 
rather than public interests and should therefore be subjected to the same competition 
rules as other private behaviour. In other words, the ECJ attempts to determine whether 
the state can be seen as the ultimate author of the resulting measures. If sufficient procedural 
safeguards are put up to ensure that such is the case, the then genuine state measure will 
not be inspected any further. 
 
Incentives for co-regulatory set-up – As regards the incentives provided by this 
procedural public interest test for the set-up of regulatory bodies, it can be thought to 
stimulate a co-regulatory structure with decision-making bodies composed of a majority of 
disinterested actors and steered by externally imposed substantive public interest criteria 
and/or subjected to genuine state oversight. In order to avoid the erosion of this 
procedural public interest framework, it is suggested that the lax application of this test in 
the cases of Arduino1439 and Cipolla1440 should not become the standard.       
 
 

                                                 
1439 ECJ, Case 35/99 Arduino [2002] E.C.R. I- 1529. 
1440 ECJ, Joined cases C-94/04 and C-202/04 Cipolla  [2006] E.C.R.  I- 11421. 
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2.3 Some incentives for regulatory setup deriving from secondary 
legislation 

Competitive self–regulation between national SROs – It became clear from the 
analysis that the secondary legislation affecting professional regulation mainly codifies the 
existing negative integration path. Hence, these instruments possible reinforce the 
competition between the rules of different national SROs by stimulating free movement 
of professionals. Still, while they do add value to the case law by surpassing the case by 
case approach, they leave considerable leeway for the imposition of national professional 
rules on foreign migrants and thereby reduce the scope for competition between 
different national SROs. Arguably, in doing so, they can be thought to establish implicitly 
a “minimum floor of coordinated national rules” which prevent a potential race to the 
bottom in this complex market for professional services. 
 
Lawyers’ Establishment Directive and co-regulation – The requirement in this 
Directive that a remedy be available “before a court or tribunal” against refusals of 
registration as well as against decisions imposing disciplinary measures might affect the tradition 
of “disciplinary evaluation by peers” common in professional associations and lead to the 
installation of review by a more independent body.  
 
Statutory Auditors’ Directive and co-regulation – A fundamental change introduced 
by this Directive was the substitution of the traditionally self-regulatory control over the 
auditing activity by public oversight. Indeed, Member States are instructed to establish an 
effective system of public oversight carrying the ultimate responsibility over “(a) the 
approval and registration of statutory auditors and audit firms; (b) the approval of 
standards on professional ethics, internal quality control of audit firms and auditing; and 
(c) continuing education, quality assurance and investigative and disciplinary systems.” 
This system should be managed by a majority of non-auditors and can only contain a 
minority of practitioners. Hence, even though Member States can still designate 
professional associations as the authorities competent to approve statutory auditors, 
these bodies should always be subject to public oversight.  
 

III. Regulation at Member State or EU level 

1.1 Theory of economic federalism 

Introduction – Lastly, when investigating the manner and extent to which the EU 
should intervene in the regulation of professional services, the question as to the optimal 
allocation of powers within a multilevel regulatory system had to be taken into account. 
Indeed, both co-regulation and self-regulation require public intervention to some extent. 
Hence, “public” could refer here to the national as well as European level.  
 
Basic economic subsidiarity test – After having discussed the pros and cons of 
centralization and decentralization, a subsidiarity test incorporating the trade-off between 
these elements was suggested. Nonetheless, given the complexity of adding to the 
balance factors like “functional spillovers”, a more operational ‘basic economic subsidiarity 
test’ was proposed.  Thus, starting from a prima facie preference for the decentralized level, 
by reason of its superior preference-matching capacity the following checklist was put 
forward: (1) do cross-border externalities, scale economies, race to the bottom-threats or 
significant transaction costs justify centralization; (2) if so, can states credibly commit to 
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voluntary cooperation; (3) if not, at which level can policies be designed and 
implemented in a cost-minimizing manner? This last prong embodies the proportionality 
principle requiring centralized action to be limited to what is truly necessary, such as 
adopting only minimum norms or leaving it up to self-regulation where appropriate.  
 
Professional regulation – In as far as the micro-level subject of this dissertation, i.e., 
professional services, have mainly been affected by the process of centralization via negative 
integration,  a basic subsidiarity test weighing preference matching and policy learning 
against potential externalities, scale economies, races to the bottom or significant 
transaction costs savings was adopted. Nonetheless, since negative integration is often 
complemented by positive legislative action, the important contributions of political 
economics to the federalism debate in terms of government failure at the different levels 
were still kept in mind. Hence, although a veritable application of these insights in 
political processes to the instruments of secondary Community law affecting professional 
services was deemed to lack sufficient added value, the prima facie preference for local 
level decision-making which stemmed from this literature was borne in mind.  
 
Complementary nature of centralized and decentralized action – Rather than as 
competing alternative policy-levels, centralized and decentralized action should be 
understood to fulfil complementary functions/roles. Indeed, often a matter can be 
largely dealt with at the local level but should nonetheless be supplemented with some 
degree of coordination or even correction at EU level. For instance, whereas competition 
between decentralized regulators can have beneficial learning effects, it might be 
necessary to establish some type of centralized baseline of minimum norms to protect 
the Member States from getting stuck in a welfare-reducing game of downward trading. 
Moreover, without disputing the superiority of the local level for regulating its market 
place, a centralized judicial (or legislative) intervention can be necessary to mitigate the 
potential negative externalities threatening the common objective of market integration.  
 

1.2 Some possible implications for the substantive scope of the free 
movement rules 

Market regulation (quality) and allocation of powers (regulator) – As part of the 
inquiry into the impact of the free movement provisions on professional regulation it was 
necessary to determine what types of measures (in substance) would likely be qualified as 
barriers to free movement and how they might be justified. A manifold of considerations 
was seen to underlie this discussion on the substantive scope, of which two were 
explicitly singled out: (1) the desired degree of market regulation or deregulation, and (2) the 
preferred allocation of regulatory powers as between the Member States and the Community. Hence, 
in respect of professional regulation, the substantive scope not only affects the leeway for 
market corrective quality regulation, but also the level of government which is responsible for the 
adoption of minimum norms streamlining a potential self-regulatory competition, or for 
other aspects of a co-regulatory setup.  
 
Convergence around a more limited barrier concept in the Court’s case law? – On 
the basis of a brief overview of the main case law, I suggested that, at least structurally, a 
similar evolution took place within the case law on goods, services and establishment. 
Indeed, from the almost all-encompassing formulas in Dassonville and co, the Court 
embarked upon a similar quest to reduce the impact of these high thresholds by, firstly, 
expanding the grounds for justification, and, secondly, returning to a narrower barrier-
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concept. I tentatively argued that in the case law on services and establishment there are 
indications that, in line with the Keck retreat towards a non-discrimination test combined with 
the prevention of market access, the Court might be showing some willingness to return to a 
more limited restriction criterion by adopting, arguably, a two-prong criterion prohibiting 
discrimination as well as absolute impediments to market access. However, since these 
cases in fact concerned the particularly sensitive domain of taxation measures, it is 
conceded that this might in fact be no more than a “false signal” and that the case law 
involving persons conversely displays an evolution towards a wide barrier criterion based 
on a free standing right to free movement and/or unhindered exercise of an economic 
activity. Hence, under the current case law it would seem that most professional entry as 
well as conduct rules imposed upon foreigners will be qualified as barriers to free 
movement which might nonetheless be justified as rules serving the general interest. 
 
Justifying professional quality regulation – In view of their close dealings with the 
state branch of the judiciary, the legal professions have attempted to argue that their 
activities should be saved from the application of the free movement rules on the basis 
of their close connection with the ‘exercise of official authority’. Nonetheless, the Court has 
given a very restrictive interpretation of this Treaty exception and thus explicitly rejected 
reliance on this ground by the profession of lawyers. Whether notaries will be able to 
substantiate their ‘exercise of official authority’ claim should be clarified by the Court in 
the near future. Conversely, the Court has been much more lenient in accepting that all 
sorts of professional regulation can, potentially, contribute to the “public interest”. However, it was 
shown that in free movement cases the greatest hurdle will generally be the 
proportionality screening of the disputed measure. Whereas, in general, certain factors 
can be seen to influence the intensity of this proportionality test, no particular pattern in 
the Court’s scrutiny of professional regulation could be deduced.  
 
Preference for a non-discrimination test on the basis of justiciability and 
legitimacy considerations – Where the formalism of a non-discrimination test could 
appear out of touch with the reality of market integration, its “rule-like”-nature 
nonetheless offers benefits in comparison with a vaguer market access standard in terms 
of justiciability. Indeed, the attempts to delimit this potentially all encompassing criterion 
have done little to clarify the balancing act that the Court should perform and thus 
increases its legitimacy problems when scrutinizing national legislative measures. 
Although the Court attempts to restrain its interference with national policy making by 
adopting a mild justification test in respect of more controversial restrictions, I argued 
that such prima facie finding of a barrier nonetheless affects the appropriate division of 
competences between the EU and the Member States.  
 
Preference for a non-discrimination criterion on the basis of the economic theory 
of federalism – From the perspective of the economic theory of federalism, the 
decentralized level would seem to be the prima facie superior regulator. A major reason is 
the better satisfaction of preferences at that level. Hence, I suggested that the best way in 
which the free movement rules can safeguard the capacity of the local level to perform its 
welfare enhancing policymaking, is by employing a wide non-discrimination concept combined 
with a restrictive proportionality test. In contrast with the arbitrariness which is sometimes said 
to flow from such a “formalistic” non-discrimination criterion, it seems to have the 
capacity to filter out those national measures which prima facie impose an externality on 
foreigners by not taking into account their interests during the political process which 
resulted in the disputed measure. Hence, the “centralized scrutiny” of the Court on these 
national measures imposing externalities, can then trigger the internalization by the 
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domestic regulator of these costs on foreigners. The restrictive proportionality test 
reflects the legitimacy problem involved in the scrutiny of national policy choices by a 
centralized judiciary.  
 
A second benefit of decentralized decision-making greatly emphasized within the 
European context, is the process of regulatory competition enabled by the existence of a 
diversity of jurisdictions. Whereas a wide market access test combined with restrictive 
justification possibilities will clearly maximize mobility and thus stimulate such 
competition, European doctrine has highlighted two potential negative effects of 
excessive competition, i.e., a race to the bottom, or, more generally, a race to uniformity.  
 
If the prevention of a race to the bottom is the objective, both a narrow barrier concept as 
well as a wide justification practice could guarantee the Member States’ potential for 
maintaining a high level of protection. Hence, aside from a non-discrimination criterion, 
it could be thought that a market access criterion combined with a generous justification 
practice would “do the job”. It was moreover shown above that when the Court opted 
for a wide market access criterion as opposed to a non-discrimination test, it did 
generally adopt a mild justification analysis. Nonetheless, even though in general the 
Court has refrained from interfering with the level of protection under its proportionality 
test, it can still be said to have forced lower levels of protection, especially in the area of 
consumer protection, upon states when finding their measures to be disproportionate. 
Hence, either the proportionality test is limited consistently to a mutual recognition 
analysis which is based on the equivalence of the national policies, or the narrower non-
discrimination test should be adhered to. 
 
If however, regulatory competition is seen as a learning process which should persist 
endlessly in view of the limited nature of human knowledge, any race to uniformity, be it 
downwards or upwards, will be considered undesirable. Hence, although in theory, 
Member State regulatory diversity can be maintained even under a market access 
approach by means of a generous justification practice, it should be ensured that this 
implies the possibility to prove the non-equivalence of existing foreign regulation. 
Moreover, a non-discrimination criterion might again be preferable since it avoids 
deferring the safeguarding of diversity to the justification stage which opens the door to 
positive harmonisation measures defeating this diversity. 
 
Notwithstanding the confusion surrounding the “ideal framework for beneficial 
regulatory competition”, it seems that the benefits of decentralized decision-making in 
terms of the satisfaction of preferences will be best served by a non-discrimination criterion 
combined with a restrained proportionality test. 
 

1.3 Some potential implications for the personal scope of Art. 101 
TFEU (old Art. 81 EC) 

Aside from the enhanced degree of deference which a judge should display in respect of 
genuine state measures as opposed to private anti-competitive actions, I argued that a 
potential anti-trust scrutiny at EU level should also take into account its impact on the 
allocation of regulatory powers as between the central and the decentralized level. Hence, 
when the Court requires a link with autonomous private behaviour within the meaning of 
Art. 101(1) TFEU (old Art. 81(1) EC) in order to hold the state liable, and thus exempts 
genuine state measures from competition law scrutiny, it in fact expresses its respect for 
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the balancing of competition as against other public interests that took place within the 
framework of the national political processes. 
 
The theory of economic federalism’s perspective on a procedural public interest 
test – Thus, from the perspective of the theory of economic federalism, the choice to 
subject national market regulatory measures only to a limited procedural public interest 
test at the federal level as opposed to a substantive review was found to fit nicely with 
the presumed superiority of decentralized decision-making. Indeed, since decision-
making at local level is deemed to be more capable of satisfying citizens’ preferences as 
well as maximizing their political participation, national market regulation can be 
expected to maximize intra-state efficiency.  

 
Inter-state inefficiency better addressed by the free movement rules –  
Nonetheless, the basic subsidiarity test suggested above requires these benefits of 
decentralized decision-making to be weighed against the potential harm caused on other 
Member States in terms of externalities (= inter-state inefficiency).  As discussed in the 
chapter on free movement, the negative impact of national policy choices on foreign EU 
citizens can be understood to result from the absence of a representation of their 
interests in the national democratic legislative process. Hence, the power of the central 
judiciary to condemn such anti-competitive national measures with harmful externalities 
can then be perceived as providing the incentive for national governments to internalize 
the potential costs imposed on out-of-state citizens. Nevertheless, I argued that, by 
means of the free movement provisions, European law already provides an avenue which 
seems better suited for this type of scrutiny. Indeed, rather than the typical economic 
efficiency analysis associated with Arts. 101-102 TFEU (old Arts. 81-82 EC), the 
inspection of anti-competitive genuine state measures will require a balancing of the national 
regulatory objectives with the EU goal of competition. Therefore, I suggested that, rather than 
devising an additional judicial practice within the context of competition law to scrutinize 
anti-competitive genuine state measures, such politically sensitive balancing could better 
take place in the framework of a free movement analysis. Indeed, there the Court has 
developed a judicial practice which seems better tailored to deal with such measures 
presumed to be adopted in the public interest. 
    
“Mind the gap” – The fear that this would allow illicit anti-competitive state measures 
to slip through the mazes of the internal market net, seems unwarranted if such measures 
are only deemed problematic when they cause significant externalities, i.e., when 
substantial harm is imposed upon out-of-state citizens and their interests were not 
represented within the decision-making process. Indeed, anti-competitive genuine state 
measures without these characteristics should remain within the state’s discretion, 
otherwise this state liability route could arguably be used to circumvent the limits on 
European judicial review imposed by Keck and progeny. On the contrary, measures which 
do cause such serious externalities will quite likely fall within the substantive scope of the 
free movement provisions.  
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